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P R E F A C P:

Taken in conjunction with my Sanskrit Drama, published

in xy34, this work covers the field of Classical Sanskrit

Literature, as opposed to the Vedic Literature, the epics, and the

Punlpas. To bring the subject-matter within the limits ofa single

volume has rendered it necessary to treat the scientific literature

briefly, and to avoid discussions of its subject-matter which

appertain rather to the historian of grammar, philosophy, law,

medicine, astronomy, or mathematics, than to the literary his-

torian. This mode of treatment has rendered it possible, for the

first time in any treatise in English on Sanskrit Literature, to

pay due attention to the literary qualities of the Kavya. Though
it was to Englishmen, such as Sir William Jones and H.T. Cole-

brooke, that our earliest knowledge of Sanskrit poetry was due,

no English poet shared Goethe’s marvellous appreciation of the

merits of works known to him only through the distorting medium
of tran.sIations, and attention in England ha.s usually been limited

to the Vedic literature, as a source for comparative philology,

the history of religion, or Indo-European antiquities; to the

mysticism and monism of Sanskrit philosophy
;
and to the fables

and fairy-tales in their relations to western parallels.

The neglect of San&krit Kiivya is doubtless natural. The great

poets of India wrote for audiences of experts ; they were mastons

of the learning of their day, long trained in the use of language,

and they aim to please by subtlety, not simplicity of effect.

They Ixad at their di.spo.sal a singularly beautiful speech, and they

commanded elitboratc and most effective metres. Under these

circumstances it was inevitable that their works should be diffi-

cult, but of those who on that score pass them by it may fairly

said ardm dum metuunt amiitimt vera viai. It is in the great

writers of Kavya alone, headed by Kalidasa, that we find depth

of feeling for life and nature matched with perfection of express

sion and rhythm. The Kavya literature includes some of the

great poetry of the world, but it can never expect to attain wide

popularity in the West, for it is essentially untranslatable;
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German poets like Riickert can, indeed, base excellent woik on

Sanskiit originals, but the effects produced are achieved by
wholly different means, while English efforts at v«‘rse transla-

tions fall invariably below a tolerable mediocrity, their diffuse

tepidity contrasting painfully with the brilliant condensation of

style, the etog.ancc of metre, and the close adaptjition of sound to

sense of the originals. I have, therefore, as in my Sd/isi-ri/

illu.strated the merits of the poets by Sanskrit extracts,

adding merely a literal English version, in which no note is taken

of variation.s of text or renderings. To save .space I have in the

main dealt only with works earlier than A.D. taoo, though

especially in the case of the scientific literature important books

of later date are briefly noticed.

Thi.s book was sent in, completed for the prc.ss, in January
ipad, but pressure of work at the University Prc.ss precluded

printing until the summer of 1997, when it was deemed best, in

order not to delay progre.ss, to a.s9ign to this preface the notice of

such new discoveries and theories of 1996 and 1997 a.s might

have permanent interest.

On the early development of the KSvya welcome ligh^ has

been thrown by I’rofes.sor H. LUders’.H edition * of the fragments

found in Central Asia of the of Kuinilralfita,

which i.s the true description of the work hitherto known to ns

through a Cbino.se translation ns the S&trdlamkam of A^vaghosa.
That work, it is .suggested, wa.H very different in character f«»m
Kumaralutti’s. It may have been an expo.sition in verse, pos.sibly

with prose addition.s, of the Canon of the Sarvasiivadins, and it

may be repre.sentc«i by fragments .still extant
;
this .suggestion

can be .supported by Asniiga's choice (jf title, Makdymiasfitrd-

kM'im, for his expo.sition of Mahayana tenets. Hut that Ls still

merely a conjecture, and even le.ss proved is the view that

Subandhu's famous allusion “ ikiMhmamjgatm
fikm is to such a text as that a.scribed to A5vaghoha. Kumara-
iSta may well have been a younger contemporary of A^vaghosa,

who lived after the death of Kani.ska, a fact which explains an
old tsrux, the difficulty of ascribing to A^vaghosa the references

> MntthiiBfktdir tklpaMarna^mmu XurnimlHa, Ulpdg, 1916.
* Bolow, p. 3ei. Livi it. ig {,) rtatli mBkgUim very plaadWy, and

|ioM* thM a work of AaiAga i« meant.
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in the Sfitralamkara which seemed inconsistent with the tradi-

tional relation of the patriarch and that king. How the Chinese

version of the Kalpatiavinu<^itika

,

‘ that which is adorned by
poetic invention’, came to bear the style Sutralamkara, lemains

an unexplained problem.

I'lie fragments shed a veiy interesting light on the develop-

ment of the .style of prose mingled with verses which appears in

a more elaborate form in the yatakamSld. The narratives, eighty

in number, which, with ten parables, make up the work, begin

with the enunciation of some doctrine, which is then established

by means of an appropriate narrative
;
unlike the ysiakamala,

the text does not follow a stereotyped plan of drawing out at the

close of each tale the moral which it inculcates. The stanzas

used are normally portions of the speeches of the dramatis

personae; there is a complete breach with the tradition of the

canonical texts which introduce such verses by the term bhn^dpi

bM^ate
; but of course this does not mean that Kuniaralata, or

Arya ^ura who follows this plan in the ydtakamald, is the author

of all the verses used
;

doubtlc.ss he often adopts or adapts

current maxims. Narrative * or descriptive stanzas arc rare, and

they arc marked out for the benefit of the reciter by the words

mk^ate /it. Arya Qura, on the other hand, shows a di.stinct

advance
; he u-ses descriptive or narrative stanzas to the extent

of over a fifth of his total number of verses, and omit.s any intro-

duction, inserting them freely to beautify his pro.se narration.

The parables take a different form ; in them a prose "parable

(dfffdnia) is simply followed by a pro.se exposition {art/ta). The
language show.s the same adherence to correct Saaskrit, with

occa.sional lapses, as in Ajvaghosa, and there is a rich variety of

meths.s, including the earlie.st ArySs in Kavya so far datable

with rea.sonable certainty; the Qloka, Upajiti, Va.santatflaka,

and Qardfilavikri^ita are affected. Very important is the fact

that Prakrit lyric, written in the Prakrit of the grammarians

(Middle Prakrit) is preluded in two Prakrit Ary§s, written in

Old Qaura.senl, which already manifest that affection for long

compounds which is carried to excess in the Cau4(ivaha,

* Cf* below, pp. S44, 356, 333, The evidence of »low development of mt of

narrative utanm is clear* For the priority of Arya (JUra to the Vissantam

ice l<» hick, pp* I45"‘59-
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Kalidasa has suffered from attempts ’ to defy style by placing

him before Afvaghosa, and to ignore * the use of his works in

Vatsabhatfi by ascribing him to the period 5^.'5~75» when no

great Empire existed, on the strength of his picture of India in

the Rtrghttvfihfd, Much more ingenious is an effort '' to fix his

home in Kashmir, and to trace in his poetry an adumbration of

the I’ratyabhijfia9ristra of that land, with its doctrine of recogni-

tion of the unity of the divine love. Kfilidasa would thus he

a master of suggestion, which later was definitely developed in

Kashmir as the essence of poetry by the Dhvanikura, who was

doubtless not Anandavardhana. Use by Kalidasa of the Padma
Purana has been suggested but is not plausible. His possible

relation to the Vakitakas has been investigated, and use has

been made of Ksemendra’s ascription to him of a Kmik(mra-

dauiya, but all is mere hypothesis.*

Discussion of the migration of fables and other literature h.is

failed to achieve decisive results. Some stress has lately been

laid on the evidence of connexions between Kgypt and India

contained in the Oxyrhymhus Papyri^'' but it is difficult to believe

seriously that Isis was worshipped in India as Maia,® aa asserted

with complete vagueness in the Isis litany,’ and Profeiwor

Hultssch’s effort® to find Kanarese explanations for certain

terms in the farce regarding Charition's adventures on the coast

of a country bordering the Indian Ocean, are a.s little plausible as

tho.se of Sir G. Gricnson to tiiscover San.skrit. It seems pt’im.t

facie absurd to supp«.se that any Greek farce writer woukl trouble

to embody passages in foreign .speeches which woult! be ultc'rly

unintelligible to hi.s audience.®

* Kiih«treiscliiin4 r.’i (.'battopStiliyaya, f'Wi*. .SVhi/., ii, Suit.; K.(S. Ann*

kar, IHQ. i. .’tojj fl'. Hut contract I U(^. li. 660 lot A^vaglio^Wi** liilUirttep «t> KfllWftaa'*

grammar,
* t). K, lllianilarkar, A ill. vUi. aoi>4.
* ladrhmi Dfiar Kalla, 13tlM i/nivtnity /'HMiMUenk, «». i.

* See KSCM, 1924, {t, 5,

* la ii, no. 300 a woman latlike appeanc
* xi. no. 1380. That MAyb ie meant it not proltahle.

* Uk no. 413. * JKA8. tgo4, pp. 399 (f.

* PiKhel’a view that mixtare of langnagt ii Indian apeeifieally la diapmved by

Reieh, I>L2. (913, p. 391. India waa known in Egypt, but there it not the alighteat

groand to bdieve that any one knew Kmareee or Sanakrit weti enough to reprmluee

either of then In a faree.
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It is indeed probable that no assured results can be expected

regarding boi rowing of tales; Sir Richard Temple’s ingenious

suggestions ' as to non-Aryan origins of certain inoiifs, with

which may be compared those of Pjofessor Przyluski “ regarding

the influence of Austro-Asiatic peoples on early Indian thought

and speech, are inconclusive, nor is it clear that, as Dr, Caster

inclines to hold, we owe to India the ideas of fallen angels, genii

who return to earth, or legends of asceticism carried to ludicrous

extremes. Dr. Caster, however, rightly stresses the impossibility

of a.ssuming that India gave only and did not borrow, and insists

on the importance of investigating the possibility of a literary

origin for many fairy talcs current among the people. Moreover,

parallelism should often, it appears to me, be admitted in literary

development. It is instructive, for instance, to compare the

scheme of development of the practice of emboxing tales within

tales given below (p. 3*0) for India with that suggested by

Schi.sscl von Flc.schenbcrg * for Greek literature : the simple tale

passes through stages illustrated by the Milcsiaka of Aristeides,

the work of Antonius Diogenc.s, the Golden Ass of Apuleius,and

the romance of Petronius, to the complete outcome in later

romance. The many moH/s found in the KatMsaritsSgara, for

which parallels arc adduced by the learned editor® of a new

edition of Tawney’s excellent version from western literature,

suggest likewise that much may be .said for the doctrine of

parallelism.

On 5ivada.sa's version of the Vetalapaiicavihfatihd much light

has been thrown by Hertcl's reseai’ches.® I-Ic establishe.s that

^ivadiisa used a version in ver.se, whence some stanzas of merit,

including tho.se cited below (p. 290), are taken ;
the many verse

fragments found in his prose are explained by the origin of

his work. Similar features are not rare in late texts, such as

* Oeem ofStay1 1. pp. xivff,

* For other poieibilitiea (Sumerian connexioiu.) cf, I’nsyluski, BSL. xxvii. aiS-ip.

* Oftan afStety, ill. pj>. lx If.

‘ EnhvickeHmgigosehichlo det grieehisihen Romom im AUertumt and M* griteh-

iuht Ntmlh \ cf. Reich, DLZ. 1915, pp. 54.S f- Eor the parallel development of the

Helen and .SltS tegendi, see Print*, Msfgaie Jaeoii, pp. 103 if.

* N. M. I'enxer, Oeuat if Story, ten vols,, 19S4-B. For elaborate notes on motifs

see refertmees in Indexes in esoh volume.

* StnUbtrg Eeslguks, pp, 135 If. He places him not mudt before K. O. 1487.
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Meghavijaya’s Pauciikhyanoddhani, the textm simplicior of the

Qtkasaptnti, the Madanankhakaihit^ the Kusimasarakathii,

the Aghatakumdrakathd} and that version of the Vi'iidaptincmnii^

fa/ikd which goes back to Kscmciidra’s verse rendering. This,

however, tloes not decide the tjiie.stion of the original foim of the

l''et(VtiiprtHcavi>i(titik(~t\ the coimnon .source of Ksemendra and

Sotnathwa may have been in pro.so or piose and ver.se ; we have

not .sufildent cviilcnce to show which. Ilertel proves by com-

parison of texts that (Jivada.sa was dwply influenced in vocabu-

lary and syntax by Old Gujarati, and conclude.s that he was

a man of small education, belonging to the class who did not use

Sanskrit as their ‘ Hochsprache but undci stood it tani hkn qm'

tml, and endeavoured to express thcm.selves in it.

The question of the authenticity of the dramas ascribed to

Bhasa by the late T. Gaiiapnti (,'!astri has been ficquently dis-

cus.s<h1 since my Sa/tskrt/ Drama appeared, but without resuU.s of

value, largely because the true issues have been ntisunderstood

and effort ha.s been devoted to proof of the obviou.s. It is true

that it is not a matter of imich importance whether the dramus

be ascribed to Bhasa or to an unknown poet, but it is important

to con.sidcr whether (t) they aie all by one hand, and (a) by

a writer earlier than Kiilidiisa and the Mfcc/iakafika. Both thc.s<*

propo.sition.s .‘iceni to me clearly e-stablished, for, though some

Indian and, less cxciusably, some European .scholars still .seem

not to have weighed the evidence adduccil by Dr. Morgenstierne,

the ICnglish protagonist .against T. Gapapati ^Mstri’.s thcHny

recognisses that the Cdrtulatia mu,Hl be placetl before the MpeeM-
ka0S. Priority to Kfilidasa seems establislu'd by evidence of

use by that poet, and of greater antiquity in technique, style,

diction, metre, and form.s of Prakrit ; it is .signifleant thiit KfiU-

d&.sa has Muharus^rl, unknown to Bhasa. Moreover, it i.H perfectly

clear that BhSsa's Pnikrits, a.H revealed by the manu.scr!{)t.s of his

plays, occupy a position intermediate between the PrSkrits of

Afvaghofa and of KSHdlisa as shown by Eumpean critical*

edirions. It is no reply to this fact to point out that manuscripts

^ Tmm* Cli* Kfiif<se» iv.

* 2$ll« 'v« X41 L imt$ ^Qcltnkft AHii th« Worn ICilltlifiii.

,

* Xftdkn etliiloni, ««g. %h^ not mm Ik® vuliie af

I MS. In thkc^ptxfjnlcm*
'

'

'
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of Kalidasa’s woiks of similar piovenance to those of Bhasa’s

dramas show Prakrit forms similar to those of Bhasa’s plays, for

the obviously correct explanation is that Kalidasa’s works in

these southern manuscripts have been affected by the usage of

Bhasa. It is clear that quite late diamas use forms of the

Prakrits of Bhasa, doubtless as a result of his great influence,

just as the dramas recently published from southern manuscripts

show frequent signs of borrowing of ideas and style from Bhasa,

as in the case of the Damakaprahasana absurdly ascribed to him.^

Moreover, it must be noted that the most searching criticism has

failed yet to find any proof of borrowing by Bhasa from Kalidasa,

or references to matters later than that poet. The effort to turn

the terra rajasinhah—^a mere variant of raja—into a proper name
has found no general acceptance, and the identification of the

Nyayoiastra of Medhatithi, mentioned in the Pratimanataka,

with Medhatithi’s commentary on Manu is clearly due to forget-

fulness that Medhatithi is obviously Gautama, the famous author

of the Nyaya Sfitra. Unity of authorship is proved by style,

a consideration which unfoitunately seems often to be ignored, as

when, for instance, it seems seriously to be suggested ® that the

author of the Afcaryaeftdamani^ Qaktibhadra, who obviou.sly

imitated Bhasa, might be the author of the works, This evinces

the same curious lack of discrimination which ascribes to Dan4>n

the AvantisuiiiarlkatM^ credits Bapa with the Piirvaifpari{iaya,

and would rob Kalidasa of the ^tusmihSra,

The ascription of these old plays specifically to Bhisa rests

primarily on the testimony of Raja^ekhara, doubtless the critic

and dramatist of c. A,I>. 900, who tells us that the SvapnavMsa-

%iadaUa of Bhflsa survived exposure to the fire of criticism, when

his dramas were exposed to that ordeal by experts. It would

indeed be a curious coincidence if an unknown dramatist had

written like Bhasa a number of dramas, of which the Smpnma-
samdetta stands out In the judgement of many critics as unques-

^ See disproof, Festgabe pp.
* See Keith, BSOS» iii. A lihe kpse hm converted the PrfymiarfiM into

the Fatnimii (JRAS. ipa7, p* n* i) and found the Odras in the

in Ite of the U. i. ii

Qnandoi^ae bonnt dormitat Homeruii
» msL mm* 10$ mq* a
* 01 nttoertaia, hut mt early date, and of modeit literary value*
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tionably the finest, and in any case is so admirable that it may
easily have won general acceptance in Raja9ekhara’s circle as the

finest of the works. Add to this the facts that Kalidasa himself,

who seems from internal evidence to have sought to vie with

these dramas, recognizes ruefully the great difficulty a young poet

must have in contending with Bhasa, and that the author of these

works is assuiedly a greater dramatist than any other Sanskrit

writer than Kalidasa, and Raja^ekhaia's testimony is strongly

confirmed* Again, from the vast mass of confused conjecture on

the mode of beginning dramas, the fact emerges that Bana^s

reference to Bhasa’s dramas as intioduced by the Sutradhara

corresponds precisely with the manner of introducing these

dramas, and, when all is said and done, is most simply and

naturally explained by the obvious view that he is referring to

them*

One argument against the validity of Raja9ckhara’s evidence

should be noted. It is claimed ^ that in the context of the

passage Raja9ekhara ascribes the authoiship ofthe Priyadarftka^

Ratndvall^ and Nagananda to Bhasa and, therefore, must be

untrustworthy. It is deplorable that this argument should ever

have been adduced ; the alleged context is plainly and indubit-

ably a recent forgery,^ and it would be idle to attach any value

to other arguments adduced by a critic who has not the capacity

to avoid being deceived, and unfortunately deceiving others, by
such evidence. It must, however, be admitted that the forgery

is so gross and palpable that it was presumably never intended to

be taken seriously, and other Indian scholars have been prompt
to repudiate it.

The ascription suggested by the evidence given above has

recently been confirmed in the most gratifying manner by the

discovery of fresh references in works on poetics and dramaturgy,

inaccessible in Europe. The fr^gdraprakdfa of Bhoja in the

eleventh century A.D. attests the currency ofa drama in essentials

as regards substance in accord with Act V of the Svapnavdsava-

* K. R. Bsharotl, IHQ, u The same writer makes an error of six centuries in

Kula<?ekhara’s date, and numerous other serious blunders, in which others have

followed him, including a complete failure to understand the issues as to Prakrit.

» K. Gi Sesha Aiyar, IHQ. I ; G. Hanhar Sastri, iW, Dr. Sukthan-

kaPs acceptan^ of this fooUs^ and obvious forgery is regrettably uncntical, as is his

following of Mr. Pisharoti as io the Prakrits. '
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dattd\ t\iQ Bhdvaprakdga of (Jaradatanaya (13th century), knew

a work not meiely very similar in structure, but actually con-

taining a verse found in the Trivandrum text. Sagaranandin in

the Ndtakalaksanaratnakoca ascribes to the Svapnavdsavadattd

a passage which undoubtedly, as T. Ganapati pastil shows, is

a paraphrase of a passage at the beginning of our text, not a

citation fiom a variant text as Professor Levi suggested.^ I

agree also with T. Ganapati Qastri that the passage cited by

Ramacandra and Gunacandra in the Ndtyadarpana from Bhasa s

Svapnavdsavadattd could easily have found a place in our text,

while in any event it is clear that that play contained a scene

paiallel with one in our play. The most that can be made out

from these facts against the ascription to Bhasa is simply that

there were probably varying recensions of the plays. That, of

course, may be taken for granted ;
it was the fate of every much-

studied and used play, and we have it exemplified to perfection

in the case of Kalidasa,^ the variations regarding whose works

seem to have been unknown to or forgotten by those who refuse

to recognize Lhasa’s authorship of these dramas. Theie is no

evidence at all to show that any of the veisions of the fakuntald

can be credited with any greater fidelity to the original of Kali-

dasa than is possessed by the Trivandrum Svapnavdsavadattd in

relation to Bhasa’s original. Moreover, it seems too often to be

forgotten that variants may be due to the dramatist himself, who

can hardly be supposed to have given his dramas a single perfectly

definite text. It is, of course, tempting to adopt with Hermann

Weller ^ the belief that the actors of Kerala have the responsi-

bility for mangling our texts, and to accept the view that Bhasa

is preserved to us in a deteriorated form, and that, for example,

the Pratijndyaugandhardyana and the Svapnavdsavadattd made

up a single piece. But I am satisfied that to accept this view is

uncritical and is to substitute our preferences for reality; the

pedestrian character of some of Bhasa’s stanzas can far better be

explained by the simple fact of his early date ;
Kalidasa exhibits

the influence of increased refinement of style in his dramas, just

* JA cciii. 193 ff, followed m the very nncntical MASI xxviu. ii.

* Cf also the recensions of the Uttarardmouariiay ISelvalkar, JAOS. xxxiv, 428 ff.

« Trans, oi Svapttavasavadattd, p. 8. The same theory applies, of course, to the

Qakuntald^
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as in his epics he normally avoids the pedestrian traits which are

easily to be found in the epics of his forerunner Afvaghosa. The
dramatic defects of Bhasa need not be ascribed to actors, for

Kalidasa himself in any version of even the ^akuntala is far from

perfect, and Shakespeare’s flaws are notorious. On the other

hand, we owe a very considerable debt to Hermann Weller ^ for

showing in detail, with true insight into the nature of Bhasa’s

poetic talent,® that six of the stanzas which by the anthologies

are attributed to Bhasa bear remarkable resemblance to the style

of stanzas in our dramas- We may dismiss as far-fetched the

suggestion that the makers of anthologies ascribed them to him
because they felt in them the spirit of his poetry ;

it is common
sense to assume that the ascriptions are correct, and that they add

one more link to the chain of evidence which ascribes the dramas

to Bhasa, and vindicates the suggestion of a great Indian scholar.

The effort^ to strengthen the case for dating Dandin later

than Bhamaha by using the evidence of the Avantisundarlkathd

and its Sara is clearly a complete mistake. The Katha should

never have been published from one mutilated manuscript, whose

readings, even if correctly stated, have already been proved wrong
by other manuscript evidence.^ Even, however, from the muti-

lated text it was clear that Bharavi was not made out to be the

great-grandfather of Dandin, who is given as Damodara. But,

as Dr. D6 ® has pointed out, even the most careless reader of the

Katha and the Dagakumdracariia should have been struck by
the extraordinary difference of style between the two works, the

Katha rivalling unsuccessfully the worst mannerisms of the Bar-
sacanta and the Kadambaru If a Dandin wrote the work, he was

assuredly not the author of the Dagakum&racarita, and its date

may be centuries later than the great Dandin, for there is no

reason to accept the suggestion ® that the writer of the Katha
lived sufficiently soon after the famous Dapdin to be familiar

* JmoU^ pp. 114-25,

^ Cf <3arbe*s emphatic t^tlmony, Festg&be Jacobi^ p. 126, in contrast with ZII ii

250; ABA. viii, 17 C
* J, Nobel, ZII. vl 136-52-

^ G. Hanhar Sastd, IHQ. iii. 169-7,1.

^ IHQ, iii. 395 flEi As Da^^n wrote according to Bhoja’s (BSOS.
a this muy he his third Work (cf. Mow, p. 296)^

,
« AW., p. 403.
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with his genealogy and to work it into his story. It may be
added that the effort ^ to find in v. 17 of the Katha an allusion to

kavyatraya of Kalidasa, thus confirming the denial to him of the

Rtusamhdra^ is wholly impossible and has not even the authority

of the editor. It is very difficult to say whether we can derive

from the Katha any assurance as to Bharavi*s connexion with

Visnuvardhana or identify the latter with the princewho became
Eastern Calukya king in A. D. 615 and was the brother of that

Pulake9m, whose Aihole inscription (A.D. 634) mentions Bharavis

fame, but at least there is no flagrant anachronism, though we
know already of one literary forgery ^ which ascribes to Durvi-

mta of Kongani a commentary on Ktrdtdrjunlya xv.

Of Abhinavagupta’s important commentary on the Ndtya
^dstra we have now the beginning of an edition, which, un-

happily, is fundamentally uncritical,® while a new effort ^ has been

made to assign their precise shares in the Kdvyaprakdga to its

two authors, but without any convincing result
;
in cases of this

sort it is probably hopeless a priorito expect to find any conclu-

sive evidence
;
an editor who has to fill out lacunae is certain to

adapt the whole more or less to his own style and to render

restoration of the original and his additions almost impossible.®

The curious scepticism which has marked the attitude of

Indian and some European scholars towards Bhasa has not been

shown in recent work on the KautiRya ArtJiagdstra^ on which
I have written in the Patna memorial volume in honour of that

great Indian, Sir Asutosh Mookerjee. The only ground of this

differentiation of treatment appears to be the sanctity ascribed

to the written word: because the work in an obviously later

appended verse assures us it was written by Visnugupta, i. e. Kau-
tilya—^the reading Kautalya is clearly® of no value— therefore it

1 ZII, V. 143.

® Ep, Cam., iiL 107. It is noteworthy that a Durvmita appears m the Katha,
* Gaektvad Onenial Series $5, (i-vu) ; cf. S. K. IHQ. in. 859-68.
* H. R. Divekar, JRAS. 1927, pp. 505-ao; he assigns all the commentary to

Alata as well as the Karikas from that on Fankara.
® The effort of Br. D6 to ascnbe Vallabhadeva’s SuhhSsitavah to the 12th cent, has

been discussed in a note to appear in BSOS. iv. (1928). As regards Kaviraja’s date

(below, p. 137), Achyntacharan Chandhttri ascnbes him to the xith cent, as prot^ of

a king Kimadeva of Jaintia; see IHQ. iiL 848 f.

* Cf. F. V. Kane, ABI. vii. Bg

;

Jolly, Zn. . 216-21. Bhandarkar's theory

(ABI. vii, <^5-84) of a verse orig^tml known to Dan^m is incapable of deim(mstiatio&.

3149 b
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must be so, although it seems patently absurd that the minister

of an Emperor should confine his work to a moderate-sized

kingdom, and should not once by word or allusion betray the

name of the country for which and in which he was writing.

Nevertheless there is nothii^ too fantastic to find defenders,

though it is difficult not to feel that it is a very misplaced

patriotism which asks us to admire the Artkagastra as repre-

senting the fine flower of Indian political thought. It would,

indeed, be melancholy if this were the best that India could

show as against the Republic of Plato or the Politics of Aristotle,

or even the common-sense and worldly wisdom of the author of

the tract on the constitution of Athens, formerly ascribed falsely

to Xenophon. Certainly fantastic is the elaborate theory worked

out by }• J. Meyer in his translation, and in his treatise Uber das

Wesen der indischen Rechtsschriften und ihr Verhaltnis m
einander und zu Kautilya (1927). These works, produced in

great difficulties, contain, amid much that is unsound and despite

disconcerting changes of view, valuable contributions to our under-

standing of Kautilya, and throw light on many of the obscure

sides of Indian life. But the main thesis of the author, who
seeks to distinguish two sharply severed streams of literature,

the one Brahmanical, essentially concerned with magic, the other

of the people, practical and legal, is clearly based on a false

foundation. The effort to regard the Brahmins as son^ething

apart in Indian life is one of those delusions which may find

sympathy in the non-Brahmanical classes in India and in

Europe, but which run counter to all that we know of Indian

thought, which owes its life and strength to the Brahmins, not to

warriors or rulers, still less to the commonalty. The efforts of

the author^ to establish that the Artkagastra was used by

Yd/mmliya are certainly without weight
;
the evidence tends

far more to show that the borrowing was the other way* Not

a single passage referred to really favours the priority of the

Artkagastra^ but in several passages the obscurities of the

W. defence of Jaqobfs date JacoH^ pp. 346 ff.) is iaeffective. For

KSlidisa^s relation to the Afihc^tra, cf. JC. Briasubrahiaanya Ayyar, FOCM. 1924,

pp. a-id.
1
pp. 63, 69, 70, 71, 77, lai, 13Q, 133, is8-79» 213, aid, 284, 290, 294, 299,

300.
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Artkagastra can be readily understood by realizing that it was

drawing from Ydjnavalkya. Nor does Meyer attempt systemati-

cally^ to prove that Manu is later than the Artkagastra^ though

on his theory of dates that text is more than a hundred years at

least posterior to the Artfmgastra. He has been as unable as

the Indian supporters of Canakya’s^ authorship to explain the

silence which the Artkagastra observes regarding everything

imperial and its absolute ignoring of the facts as to Pataliputra.

His further effort ® to prove the late date of the Gatitama

Dkar^nagastra is in itself less open to objection, but his con-

tentions are largely inconclusive ^ and do little more than prove,

what has always been admitted, that our text of that Dharma-

5astra has been considerably worked over. The main principles

of the development of the legal literature remain as they were

formulated by Max Muller and Buhler, and further established

by Oldenberg and Jolly. Indeed, Meyer’s own view at present ^

—

his conclusions lack admittedly any great fixity—is that Bau-
dkdyana and Afastamba are pre-Buddhist, Vdsistka belongs to

the fourth century B. c., and Manu may be ascribed rather nearer

to %oo B.C. than to A. D. aoo; there is, however, no tolerable

proof of Vdsistka^

s

posteriority to Apastamba^ still less that

Apastamba is pre-Buddhist In date. Still less convincing again

are Meyer’s efforts® to assign Ndrada to a period anterior to

Manu and Ydjnavalkya
\ if we take our present texts as the basis

of argument, this is certainly out of the question ;
if we recon-

struct originals for all three, we lose ourselves in idle conjectures

which, like all guesses^ merely obscure knowledge. For Ydjna^

vatkya there may be noted an interesting effort to reconstruct

the original Smrti on the basis of comparison with parallel texts

in the Agni and the Garu4a Pnrdf^* It is very possible that

^ What is said, c. g. p, iia, is quite mconclusiye; contrast IHQ. lii. Si a,

* Jacobi (IHQ. liu ^9-75) bolds that Cai^kya and Vifnngupta were distinct

persons later confnsed with Kantilya. Canikya may be original, not Canakya.
5 See references at pp. 417, 418.

^ For a further argument as to Gautama’s later date, see Bata Krishna Ghosh,

IHQ, ih. 607-11.

® AUind* RuhtsschrifUny p. viu

* Ibid., pp. 83-1x4.

Hans X-osch, Dm Yaj^malkyasmtii (i9S7)* The Gmn^ has a version of the

Nidinasthlua of the AsfSngakrdo^a and QarB^ pp. xoaC
314S b %
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the parts of the text dealing with Rajadharma and Vyavahara

have been amalgamated with a text dealing with the topics of

the Grhyasutras ; but it is very dubious if it is possible to recover

the original form of the Smrti. It is, of course, easy to eliminate

certain obviously late passages, such as those dealing with the

Vinayaka- and Graha-^anti and the anatomical matter in Book iii,

but the more radical analysis suggested is far less satisfactorily

made out.

Of auxiliary sciences architecture has at last received expert

treatment from Professor Prasanna Kumar Acharya in his

Dictwtary ofHindu Architecture and Indian Architecture} based

on a new text and rendering of the Mdnasara^ for which the

period of A. D. 500-700 is suggested. Striking similarities between

the prescriptions of the Mdnasdra and Vitruvius are unquestion-

ably established. Unhappily, the deplorable condition of the

text of the Samardhganasutradhdra^ of Bhoja adds to the

difScuIty of valuing his remarks on architecture, town-planning,

engineering, and the construction of remarkable machines, pro-

bably akin to the mechanical toys of the Middle Ages,® The
Principles of Indian ^ilpa ^dstra^ with the text of the Maya-

sdsira^ by Phanindra Nath Bose, is also of value.'* Hawking

figures in a fyaimkafdstra by Rudradeva.

On the early development of logic an interesting light has

been thrown by Professor O. Strauss's demonstration from the

Makdbhdsya ® that Patanjali was well acquainted with the doctrine

of the causes familiar from the Sdmkhyakdrikd ® why things in

themselves visible are sometimes not seen, and also had some
knowledge of the theory of the syllogism—^how much, is not

altogether certain. The evidence, however, is useful as supporting

the view that our philosophical Sutras are essentially the outcome

of a long period of development, and, whatever their date as we
have them, contain doctrines much earlier in point of time. The
effort to distinguish strata, though energetically pursued, leads to

little that is certain. For instance, while we may readily believe

1 Oxford, 1927 ff. ® GOS. 1924-5.
® Ocem of iii. 56 ff.

* A,tet and tnins, of a are in pmt.
* pp., S4-94* See also FraMat Chandra Chalcravarti, IHQ.

,

r Verse 7 J of. Car*dca, ^trasihSna, ix. S,
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that the Purvamtmdnsa and the Vedanta Sutras represent a long

period of working over, it is by no means clear that we can

deduce^ from a remark of so late a writer as Suregvara that

Jaimini, the author of the Purvamtmdnsa^ also wrote a more
philosophical Qdrlraka Sutra^ the first two Sutras of which corre-

spond with those of the extant Vedanta Sutra. The fact that

in these two Sutras^ Purvamtmdnsa and Vedanta^ references are

made both to Jaimini and Badarayana is best explained, not by
assuming a number of Jaiminis and Badarayanas, but simply by
recognizing that each text represents a long scholastic develop-

ment and that the use of the names may not represent the views

of the authors in question any more accurately than do, for

instance, those of the Christian Fathers or the Scholastics the

doctrines of Aristotle, or those of the neo-Platonists those of

Plato. Nothing, of course, conclusive can be adduced against

the belief in many Jaiminis or Badarayaiias, and recourse has

recently been had ^ to the same device to explain the fact that

Prabhakara sometimes appears in tradition as later than Kumarila,

while his work as known to us shows no certain trace of such

a relation. In this case the suggestion is probably needless. The
much discussed question of Dignaga*s place in the history of

Indian logic, in special his relation to Pragastapada, has been

furthered by Dn Randle’s edition of Dignaga’s fragments®; it

appears to me that Dignaga’s priority is still the more probable

view, but this issue, as well as the important contributions to our

knowledge of Indian philosophy by Professor M. Walleser, Th*
Stcherbatsky, Louis de la Vallfe Poussin, S. Radhakrishnan, Das
Gupta, O, Strauss, Masson Oursel, J. W. Hauer, Ryukan Kimura,

Kokileswar Sastri, Mahendranath Sircar, and others, must be

reserved for discussion elsewhere. Y. Kanakura * has shown that

the allied interpolations In ^aiikara’s Bhasya are known to

Vacaspati Mi9ra, while the date adopted by me ® for <Jankara is

supported by Jinavijaya’s proof that HAribhadra, whom Qankara

* S, K. BelvaHcar, pp. 162-701 Ind, FML ii.

Cmtim, Nikkantha Sastri, lA. 1. 172.

* St<iherbatsky, Fmigabe p. 373. Wlmt h said in PQCM. 1924, pp* 4^6
523 E Is iacoadasive.

s Tlie h now published m GOS. 32 (wl. ii).

* JuenU, pp. 381-5 j on InandajSSaa, of. p. 382, n. 1,
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used, falls tn the period A. B. 700-770. Mention, however, should

be made of the controversy which has raged over the authorship

of the Nydyapravefa^ which is ascribed with equal confidence to

Dignaga^ and to (Jankarasvamin ^
;
a final judgement is difficult,

and the matter has been dealt with by me at length in an article

to appear elsewhere.® It should also be noted that Piofessor

Jacobi^ has now admitted that the Nydya Sutra knows the

Vijnanavada system, on the ground that the Sutra in iv. 2. 26

deals with a Vijnanavada tenet found in the Lahkdvatdra
;

I have

already dealt with this suggestion,*'' and pointed out that it

possesses no cogency. Professor Jacobi’s further suggestion that

Vatsyayana knew Vasubandhu and may be placed c» 400 accords

with the results adopted by me ® on the score of other evidence.

He criticizes the well-known attempt of S. C. Vidyabhusana to

prove that Uddyotakara and Dharmakirti wei’e contemporaries,

on the ground that (i) Uddyotakara must have flourished

a generation before Bana since he was known to Subandhu, and

(2) Dharmakirti cannot have attained literary fame before Hiuen

Tsang’s stay in India, since he ignores him as an author of

standing These arguments are not conclusive, and it is quite

possible that Subandhu, Bana, Uddyotakara, and Dharmakirti

were more or less contemporaries; this issue also will be dealt

with elsewhere. But Professor Jacobi renders it very probable

that Dignaga, perhaps even Dharmakirti, was known to the well-

known Manimekkalai in Tamil.'^

On the interesting issue of the effect of Indian philosophy on

Schopenhauer and of the present importance of that philosophy

for western thought reference may be made to the FunfzehnUs

Jakrbuch der Schopenhauer^Gesellschaft^ 1928. An eneigetic

polemic against the view of early influence of Indian on Greek

philosophy has been delivered by Th. Hopfner,® which at least

Vidhushekhara Bhattacbarya, IHQ. in. 152-60.

» Tubmski, BuUitin de ^AcadSmk de CUSSR, J926, pp. 975 fF.

« IHQ. 1928 4 Zn, v,305f.

^ Indian Zdgk and Atmrnsnif pp. ^3 f,

^ Ibid., pp. 27 f.

’ ZU. V. 305 y tbe N^dyapravi^a was used in the Manimekhalai (p. 309). On the

vexed date of the Qangam literature, cf. K. O. ^ankar, JKAS. 1924, pp, 664-7,
* Omni und irkcMischfi Philpsaphk (1925). For a probably forged reference to

Apollonius of Tyuna in a Sanskrit text, see M. Hmyanna, IHQ. li. 415*
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has the merit of showing the precaiiousness of the assumptions

of such influence. Part of the argument for Indian influence rests

on the belief in early dates for the Indian schools of thought, and

it is clear that there is great difficulty in ai riving at definite con»

elusions on this issue. Thus Professor Das Gupta' places the

Lankdvatara before A9vaghosa, but the text we have seems to

know the Vijnanavada school and the barbarian inroads of

c. A. D. 500. Much stress has of late been laid on the Samkhya

philosophy,^ as it is presented in the Sarhhita of Caraka, but it

seems to be overlooked that we have not the slightest proof that

this or any special part of the text is really Caraka’s.®

Some light has been thrown by the discoveries of manuscripts

in East Turkestan on the Bheda SamAitd^ A paper manuscript

with a fragment of the text, which can be assigned to the ninth

century A. D., suggests strongly that the text published from

a single Telugu MS. presents a version of the Sarhhita which has

suffered alteration, a chapter on raktapitta in the Nidanasthana

having been replaced by one on kdsa. Another manuscript frag-

ment, written on leather, from South Turkestan or Northern

India, dating probably from the end of the second century A. D.,

say a hundred years before the manuscript of the Kaipandmandi-

tikd and fifty years after the manuscript of Afvaghosa’s plays, is

of interest, as it preserves a tradition of a doctrine of eight or ten

rasas as opposed to the six which Caraka and Sugruta recognize,

and which are generally accepted in Indian medicine. It is

possible that we here have a trace of an older medical system,

which was ultimately superseded by the system of Atreya, on

which the work of Caraka is based.

The vexed issue of the indebtedness of Arabia and Europe to

India for the numerical system has been reconsidered by Sukumar

Ranjan Das,^ who has dealt at length with Dr. Kaye’s views.

^ Htsi. ofIndian Phtl,^ 1 280.

“ Ibtd,^ i, 280 f., 312 fF.

s Cf. Hoernle, Archivf G&sch, d, Midtstin, i. 30 ff.; Jolly, Munich Ccdal,, p. 48

The list of Tantraynfctis in viii is, of course, by Drdhabala, who again used the

Uttaratantra of Su^ruta ;
Ruben, FestgaheJacobi^ pp. 354-7.

^ H, Luders, Festgabe Garbe^ pp. 148 if. ; for the doubtful character of Caraka's

text, see also pp. 154 f.

® IHQ. li. 97-120; lii. 356-75. See also D. E. Smith, Hist, of Math.^ vol. ii,

cb.ii.
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Some of the evidence adduced is clearly inconclusive. The
Arika^dstra knows (ii. 7) an elaborate system of keeping accounts,

but its date cannot be assumed as the fourth century B. C., nor

does in any case the keeping of accounts imply any definite

system of the use of numerals similar to that attested for the

sixth century A. References to boys learning reckoning

{samkhydna) ^ are equally inconclusive, and the date of the Lah-

tavistara is very uncertain. But the use of funya in the Chandas-

suira of Pingala ^ must be accorded due weight, and the Indian

hypothesis has gained strength from the new investigations

accorded to it. But certainty is unattainable, and it may be

observed that, while the identification of Pulifa with Paulus of

Alexandra is merely conjectural, it is not sufficient to dispose

of it by pointing out that Puli9a was an authority on astronomy,

Paulus on astrology, for we have nothing to show that the latter

did not deal with astronomy, as would be natural enough in

a professed astrologer.*

On the question of the origin of Sanskrit no conclusive evidence

has been recently adduced. Professor HertePs conviction of the

late date of the Rgveda and of Zoroaster is not likely to secure

general acceptance, despite its ingenuity,® nor is a recent and not

less ingenious effort ® to show that the Aryans lived for a time

together under strong Mitanni influences and only turned

definitely east, to break up into Indians and Iranians, after the

Mitanni diback in the middle of the fourteenth century B. C.

The deductions drawn from certain terms, and from the similarity

of Qiva to the Himmels-und Wettergott of Asia Minor, whose

name in Mitanni was Tesup, and of Parvati to the Great Mother

of Asia Minor, Hepa in Mitanni, and from the syllabic Brahmi

script, are all suggestive, but without probative force. Very

interesting and worthy of serious consideration in the field of

* Tlie Sumerians {f*
300a b. c.) and the Egyptians had elaborate systems ofaccottnt-

Iceeping
; see D. E. Smith, Ski, 0/Maik, i. 37 ff,

^ i. 5; Laliimnstara^ x, 15,

* viii. 29^.5 Weber, IS. vid- 169, 444 ff. It must be noted that this part is not

probably early, and is not to be assigned to the 2nd cent B. c. (IHQ. m. 374).

^ On the k0im and their influence on men’s fates, see Ballalasena’s AMttias^gistra

(lath cent.), and J. von Kegeleia, Jac&H^ pp. 440 ff. ; Fesigaife Gark^ pp. 47-

» On Zoroaster’s date cf. Keith, IHQ. iii 683-9.

« W. Poraig, ZIE V. 263-80.
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comparative philology are the arguments recently adduced by

Professor Max Walleser ^ to refute the at present accepted theory

regarding the merger in Sanskiit of the three vowels ae o into

and to show that Sanskiit preserved as late as the seventh

century A. D. the labio-velar consonants. One point is of special

interest, as it confirms a view in which I differ from Professor

Liebich,^ the question of the priority of the Taiiiirtya Pratigdkhya

to Panini
; it is made most probable that the distinction between

d and a as connected with the openness of the former and the

closed character of the latter vowel was not noted by the Rk or

Taittinya Prdiigdhhyas but by the Atharva Prdtigakkya^ the

Vajasaneyi Pratigdkhya^ and Panini. Liebich*s argument against

the priority of the Taittinya Pratigdkhya to Panini rests merely

on the identity of 'certain Sutras in both texts and the use of

pragraha for pragrhya. The latter appears to give no possible

indication of relative position in time ; it may be a local variant,

which accords with other evidence as to the provenance of the

text
;
the former fact is most naturally explained by the certainty

that Panini’s work embodies much earlier material, which was

made use of also by the Pratifakhya, unless Panini simply is the

debtor to the Pratigakhya.

In an exhaustive analysis of Yaska’s et3rmologies ^ Dr. Hannes

Skold has suggested that certain of the suggested derivations are

only explicable on the ground that Yaska was familiar with and

used a Middle Indian (Prakrit) speech. Beside this suggestion

may be placed the opinion recently expressed by Professor H.

Luders/ that the language of A9oka’s Chancery was * eine Art

Hochsprache while the actually spoken speech was much further

advanced and probably had reached the stage represented in the

literary Prakrits, though it is candidly admitted that the latter

point cannot be said yet to have been established. Nor, it may
be added, are Skold’s proofs regarding Yaska free from much

doubt. But the more important issue is whether the matter is

really to be viewed in the light suggested, of a contrast between

actually spoken language and a Hochsprache. It is rather, it

appears to me, a matter of class speeches ; Yaska spoke Sanskrit

^ ZIL V. 193-202 ; Zur Amspr&cke des Sanskrit und Tibetischm (1926).

® Zur MinfUhrun^ in dk indmht Hnheimische Sfrachwissenschafiy ii. 47.

« mruMa, pp. 128 ff. * ZII. v. 259.
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much as he wrote it, and the officials of A9oka equally conversed

in a speech essentially similar to that in which they wrote, while

contempoianeously lower classes of the population spoke in

dialects which were far further advanced in phonetic change. It

is clear that the Aryan invaders succeeded in imposing their

speech on many of the earlier inhabitants of the country, and

there is no cogent argument to refute the natural belief that

strange Prakritic forms, such as we find sporadically even in the

Rgveda^ when not mere later corruptions are often loan-words

from class dialects with which the speakers of the more con-

servative form of speech were in contact. The influence of lower

speech-forms was doubtless of increasing importance, since it

evoked the elaborate grammatical studies summed up in the

Asiadhydyl^ testifying to the anxiety of the priests to preseiwe

the Bhasa from corruption, and Patanjali*s insistence^ on the

evils of barbarisms doubtless proves their occurrence. But there

seems no ground for conceiving of the position as one in which

the priests used a formal language only in their business, and

discarded it for a true vernacular in daily life. There seems

a very fair analogy with the standard English of the higher

classes of society in this country; the East-end curate’s true

vernacular is standard English, though he ought to be able to

adapt his speech to the comprehension of the dockers if he works

at a mission, and a landowner’s true vernacular is that which he

habitually uses in his own circle, not that in which he talks

familiarly to his farm workers or villagers of the old type, whose

dialect often is as different fiom standard English as an old

Prakrit from Sanskrit. The presence of many Sanskritized ver-

sions of Prakrit terms, to which Zachariae® has suggested an

interesting addition in the term pr&tfia^ is a perfectly natural

phenomenon where higher and lower speeches exist contem-

poraneously in the same community, apart altogether from the

further possibilities of speech mixture due to the development

1 So already Katyayana, Varttika 12 on Panmi, i. 5. t. Skbld’s effort (lA. Iv.

i8i ff.) to prove P3nini older than the Rk Praii^akhya cannot be accepted, for the

reasons given by B. liebich, Zur Einfuhrung in die ind> einkeim Sprachwimnsekafty

ii 3oi
* Zll V. 228-31.

* A variant foxpSntham in ihe verse cited (from Bha^ya on Pacini, i. 4, 56) below,

p. 46. For the idea cf, gakunfaid^ iv. (ed* Cappeller), p, 48,
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of local as well as class dialects. At any rate arguments used to

deny vernacular character to Sanskrit are quite adequate to prove

the same hypothesis of standard English, which unquestionably

is a true vernacular.^

Moreover, the fact that Sanskrit was thus regularly used in

conversation by the upper classes, court circles eventually

following the example of the Brahmins in this regard, helps to

explain the constant influence exercised by the higher form of

speech on the vernaculars which reveals itself inter alia in the

constant influx of Tatsamas, words whose phonetic state runs

counter to the tendencies of the vernacular. It is quite impossible

to explain this phenomenon adequately by the theory of borrowing

from literature only
;
those who adapted the vernaculars for the

purpose of writing in any form or literary composition were

doubtless in constant touch with circles in which Sanskrit was
actually in living use. Doubtless, important changes to the dis-

advantage of Sanskrit as a spoken language resulted from the

Mahomedan invasions, which culminated in the substitution of

a new speech in official use at the courts of Mahomedan rulers,

but. for the period from a.d. 300 up to laoo, dealt with in this

work, there is little evidence of any fundamental change in the

extent or character of the use of Sanskrit
;
the same impression

is given by the Kamasutra^ perhaps c. 400, the Kavyamtmdnsa
of Raja^ekhara {c\ 900), and Bilhana (f. 1100).

On the vital chronological issue of Kaniska’s date certainty

has not yet been achieved; a case for A.D. 138-9 ^ initial

year of his era * has been made out, while his death in Khotan is

assigned to 153.^ This places him half a century after a. d. 78,

and it can only be said at present that the new dating, while it

has many merits, none the less leaves unexplained difficulties.

^ An interesting loan-word is suggested in kampana or kampanU (below, p. 170)
by B Liebich {Fistgaie Stmtherg^ pp. 430-2) who sees in it a derivative of campus.
Ltebich has a most amusing note (ZIL v. I5S~^S) showing how in FcMcc^antm^ u 7
(below, p 257) the onginal version has a bug, not a flea, but the latter was introduced

by Bnrz5e*s version. BurzSe’s alleged narrative is suspected by Sir E. Denison Ross
(Ocean af Story

^

v. pp. vff. ; BSOS. iii. 443), but the existence of a Bahlavi rendering,

which alone is of importance to Indologists, is not questioned,

® W. E. van Wijtc, Acta Orimtaita^ v. 168 ff.

* S, Konow, IHQ. iii. 851-6. The conclusions of this article are far from
certain.
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The affairs of Harsa have recently been considered once more,^

with the usual indecisive results.

The necessity of economy of space, no less than the meagre

resources of the Library of a University perforce incurious of

Oriental Letters, has necessitated the reduction of bibliogiaphical

references to a minimum, but I have, I trust, passed over nothing

of permanent value ; as in my Religion and Philosophy of the

Veda and Upanishads^ I have omitted such work as seems to

display mere ingenuity or unscientifically to revive ancient errors.

Specific acknowledgements will be found in the notes ; a more

general debt is due to the historians of literature and the editors of

anthologies, and I tender grateful thanks to Professors Macdonell,

Peterson, Thomas, Weber, Oldenberg, von Schroeder, and Winter-

nitz. By devoting special attention to matters of style and

literary form I have endeavoured to avoid dealing at length with

issues already effectively discussed by my predecessors. In my
short sketch of Classical Sanskrit Literature^ written in 1922 for

The Heritage of India Series, I have anticipated many of the

views which here are set out in detail and supported by further

argument.

I have to express my most sincere appreciation of the willing-

ness of the Delegates of the Press to publish this work as well as

my Sanskrit Drama^ and of the great assistance rendered to me
in preparing it by my wife.

A. BERRIEDALE KEITH.

University of Edinburgh,
JPihruafy 1938.

^ Nihar Ranjan Ray, IHQ. iii. 769-92. Congratulations are due to the editor,

Dr. Narendra Nath Law, of this most interesting Quarterly, m which there has already

appeared much useful and suggestive work on a wide range of topics.
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THE LANGUAGE





I

SANSKRIT, PRAKRIT, AND APABHRANgA

I . The Origin of Sanskrit

S
OMETIME in the course of the second millennium B.C,

Indo-European tribes occupied, in varying degrees of com-

pleteness, vast areas in Iran, Asia Minor, and north-west India.^

The problems of their movements and affiliations are still far

from solution, but on linguistic grounds we postulate a group

conveniently styled Aryan, whose speech can be regarded as

the ancestor of the speeches of India and Iran. Of these

Indian speeches® our oldest evidence is the Rgveda^ and the

language of this great collection of hymns is obviously a hieratic

and conventional one. It testifies to the cultivation of sacred

poetry by rival families of priests among many distinct tribes

during a considerable period of time, and in various localities.

Some of the hymns were doubtless composed in the Punjab,

others in the region which in the Brahmanas is recognized as the

home of the Kurus and Paflcalas, tribes representing the con-

solidation of units familiar to us in the I^gveda. It is even

claimed that Book vi is the poetry of the period before the tribes

entered India proper, though the contention is still implausible.

That, under these circumstances, the speech of the Rgveda
should show dialectic mixture is only to be expected, and, despite

the great difficulties involving the attempt to discriminate, some
progress is possible towards determining the characteristics of

the dialect which lies at the basis of the Rgveda. It was marked

by the open pronunciation of intervocalic dh^ bh^ d, and dh as

/, and Ih
; by the change of / into r

\
and by the intrusion of

the pronominal instrumental plural termination ebkis into the

* Cf. Keith, Religion and Philosophy ofthe Veda, Chap. I.

® Cf. W ackernagel, Altifid. Gramm., i, pp. ixfF.; H. Rcichelt, Festschrift StmU
herg (1924), pp. 238 ff.; Macdonell, Vedtc Grammar (1910); Meillet, IF. xxxi.

izoff., JA. 1910, II. 184 ff.; Milanges Livi, p. 20; Grammont, MSL. ax. 254 ff.,

Bloch, Formation de la langue maraihe {1^26); S. K. Chatterji, Bengali (1926).

B %
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nominal declension. Borrowings from other dialects can here

and there be confidently asserted ;
in some cases the forms thus

found may be regarded as of equal age with those of the Rgveda^

as in the case of words in / and jajjhat^ withjjh in lieu of ks for

Aryan gzh^ but in other instances we find forms ^ which are

phonetically more advanced than those normal in the Rgveda^

and attest loans either from tribes whose speech had undergone

more rapid change, perhaps as the result of greater admixture

with non-Aiyan elements, or from lower classes of the population.

Thus we have irregular cerebrals as in kata beside krta^ kata be-

side karia ; ch for ps in krchra
; jy for dy in jyotis ; i for r in

Qiihira ; btisa for brga^ and many other anomalous forms. To
localize these dialects is in the main impossible ; the rhotacism

of the Rgveda accords with its western origin, for the same

phenomenon is Iranian. The use of / is later a sign of eastern

connexion, and in one stereotyped phrase, sure duhitd^ we per-

haps find e for az^ as in the eastern Prakrit.

From the language of the Rgveda we can trace a steady

development to Classical Sanskrit, through the later Saihhitas

and the Brahmanas. The development, however, is of a special

kind
;

it is not the spontaneous growth of a popular speech un-

hampered by tradition and unregulated by grammatical studies.

The language of the tribes whose priests cherished the hymns of

the Rgveda was subject doubtless to all the normal causes of

speech change, accentuated in all likelihood by the gradual

addition to the community of non-Aryan elements as the earlier

inhabitants of the north, Munda or Dravidian tribes, fell under

their control.^ But, at least in the upper classes of the population,

alteration was opposed by the constant use of the sacred language

and by the study devoted to it. Parallels to such restricted

evolution are not hard to find
;

the history of the Greek Koine,

of Latin from its fixation in the first century B. C., and of modern

English, attests the power of literature to stereotype. In India

1 In some cases, no doubt, fonns have been altered m transmission.

* Cf. W. Petersen, JAOS/xxxii. 414-28 ;
Michelson, JAOS. xxxui, 145-^ ; Keith,

Camk India, 1 109 ff. Common sense renders Dravidian and Mun^a influences

inevitable, though proof may be difficult ; Przyluski, MSL xxu. 205 ff. ; BSL. xxiv.

i 20, ffi, XXV. 66 ffi \
Bloch, xxv. i ffi ; Levi, JfA, cciii. i-$6 Przyluski endeavours

to prove Austroasiatic influence on culture
; JA. ccv. loi ff.

;
ccviii, t ff.

; BSL. xxvu

pS If. Cf. Boussin, IndQr^ttro$im$, pp, 198 ffi; Chatterji, i, lyoff,, 199.
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the process was accentuated by the remarkable achievements of

her early grammarians whose analytical skill far surpassed any-

thing achieved until much later in the western world. In the

normal life of language a constant round of destruction and

reconstruction takes place; old modes of expression disappear

but new are invented
;

old distinctions of declension and con-

jugation are wiped out, but new differentiations emerge. In

Sanskrit the grammarians accepted and carried even farther than

did contemporary vernaculars the process of the removal of

irregularities and the disuse of variant forms, but they sanctioned

hardly any new formations, producing a form of expression well

ordered and purified, worthy of the name Sanskrit which the

Rdmdyana first accords to it. The importance of the part played

by religion in preserving accuracy of speech is shown by the

existence of a special form of sacrifice, the Sarasvatl, which was

destined to expiate errors of speech during the sacrifice, and in

the Mahdbhasya of Patanjali (150 B.C.) it is recorded that there

were at one time seers of great knowledge who in their ordinary

speech were guilty of using the inaccurate yar vd nas tar vd nak

for yad vd nas tad vd naA, but who, while sacrificing, were

scrupulously exact.

The influence of the grammarians, whose results were summed

up in Paninas Astddhydy% probably in the fourth century B.C.,

is seen in the rigid scheme of euphonic combination of the words

within the sentence or line of veise. This is clearly artificial,

converting a natural speech tendency into something impossibly

rigid, and, as applied to the text of the Rgveda, often ruining the

metrical effect. Similar rigidity is seen in the process which sub-

stitutes in many cases y and v for the iy and uv of the earlier

speech. Dialectic influence may be traced in the recognition of

/ in many words in lieu of and a certain distinction between the

dialect which underlies the Rgveda and that of Panini is revealed

by the absolute ignoring by the latter of the substitution of / and

Ih for d and dh} Otherwise the chief mark of progress is the

grdwth of the tendency to cerebralization, possibly under

Dravidian influence.

In morphology there was elimination of double forms ; ^ as a

variant for ena in the instrumental singular ofa stems disappeared,

1 Cf. Luders, Festsektifl Wackemagel^ pp 294 ff.
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a and d yielded to au in the dual, dsas to ds^ d to dnt^ ebhis to

ais^ dm to dndm in the plural
;

7ii alone is permissible in the

locative singular of an stems ; the effective distinction of root and

derivative stems in 1 disappears 5 the intrusion of weak forms

into the place of strong and vice versa is banished ;
the irregular

vas of the vocative of vant stems is abandoned, and by eliminating

the nominative and ablative the pronominal declen-

sion is harmonized with the simplicity of the three forms of the

nominal. Similarly, in verbal forms the variant masi in the first

plural active is laid aside, the e of the third singular middle

yields to te^ dkva in the second plural to dlivam^ and forms in

r in the thiid pluial are confined to the perfect and the root Qt\

in the impeiative dhvat is dropped, and dhi is no longer permitted

to rival hi in the second person. Far more important is the

laying aside of the subjunctive, whose functions were felt to be

adequately performed by the optative, save in so far as a com-

plete set of forms was made up for the imperative by utilizing

the first persons. Even in the optative the wealth of forms is

seriously diminished, only the piesent and a specialized precative

being allowed. The rich variety of infinitives is steadily lessened

;

the final result allows only that in tmn^ while of the gerunds that

in ivd supersedes ivl and tvdya. Against these losses can be set

little more than the development of two forms of periphrasis, the

future middle in tdke^ and the perfect ^ composed of a nominal

accusative form with the auxiliaries bhu, or ds, the extended

use of gerundives in iavya and antya^ the creation of a perfect

active participle in iavant^ the invention of a new third singular

aorist passive as in addyisi^ and the development of tertiary veibal

forms.

In some of* these losses Sanskrit keeps pace with popular

speech, but the evidence is conclusive against ascribing too much
weight to this fact. While such categories as the dual of noun and

verb alike^ the middle, and the past tenses, practically vanished

from popular speech, Sanskrit rigidly retains them. On the

other hand it rejects irregularities which popular speech permitted

to survive, such as the d of the instrumental singular and nomina-

tive plural neuter of a stems, the dsas of the masculine plural, the

' i On change m tlie use of wbal foms see L, Renen, Za mlmr du dam
ies ^idiqms (1915), pp. SSff,, 188 ff.
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form gonam^ the pronominal plurals asme and yusmey the short

forms ydt and idty and verbal forms in r. Traces of the sub-

junctive, the infinitive in tave, the aorist akm^y the instrumental

in ebhis exist in Prakrit, but are banned in Sanskrit- On the

other hand, although Panini recognizes fully the Vedic accent, it

can hardly be doubted that already by his time in actual speech

in many regions it had yielded in part to an expiratory accent.

The tendency to such a result is already visible in the Rgveda^

where duhttd by the testimony of the metre must at times be

read d/iitd, comparable with Pali dAitd
;
^ the weakening of bh

and dh to h occurs there normally after unaccented syllables,*

and the curious mode of notation of the accent in the Qatapatha

Brdhmana has with some ground been ascribed to a stage of

transition from the musical to the expiratory accent.*

We must not, however, exaggerate the activity of the gram-

marians to the extent of suggesting with some writers that

Classical Sanskrit is an artificial creation, a product'*' of the

Brahmins when they sought to counteract the Buddhist creation

of an artistic literature in Pali by recasting their own Prakritic

speech with the aid of the Vedic langu^e. It is, in point of

fact, perfectly obvious that there is a steady progress through

the later Samhitas, the Brahmanas, and the Aranyakas and

Upanisads, and that the Bhasa, the spoken language of Panini*s

grammar, is closely related to, though not identic with, the

language of the Brahmanas and the older Upanisads. Nor in

point of fact does Classical Sanskrit present the appearance of an

artificial product
;

simplified as it is in comparison with the

redundant luxury of the Vedic texts, it yet presents no artificial

symmetry, but rather admits exceptions in bewildering profusion,

showing that the grammarians were not creators, but were en-

gaged in a serious struggle to bring into handier shape a rather

intractable material.

* Luders, KZ xlix 236 f

® Wackemagel, AlHnd. Gramm.y 1. 35a f.

s Leumann, KZ. xxxi. 32 f

* Hoernle and Grierson, Bihdr% pp. 33 ff ; Senart, JA. s^r. 8, viii. 3i8ff.

Contrast Franke, B. Beiir.y xvii. 86, BoxweU, Trans. Phil, Sac. 1885-7, pp 656 ff.

Ponssm {Inda-turopienSy pp. 191 ff.) stresses the literary character of Sanskrit.
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2 . The Character and Extent of the Use of Sanskrit

We have seen that the Sanskrit of the grammarians is

essentially a legitimate development from the Vedic speech
;

it

remains to consider the extent of its use, in the time of Panini

and later. In examining the matter it is essential to remember

the social conditions of India. In Britain to-day the varieties of

English spoken and written are complex and numerous
;

in

India, where caste, clan, and racial distinctions were far more

prominent and important, linguistic facts were far more com-

plicated still. What is clear ^ is that Sanskrit represents the

language of Brahmanical civilization, and the extent of that

civilization was ever increasing, though the Brahmanical religion

had to face competition from new faiths, in special Buddhism

and Jainism, from the fifth century B. C. The Buddhist texts

themselves afford the most convincing evidence of all of the

predominance of Brahmanism; the Buddha is represented as

attempting not to overthrow the ideal of Brahmanism, but to

change its content by substituting merit in place of birth as the

hall-mark of the true Brahmin. The public leligious rites and

the domestic ritual were recorded and carried out in Sanskrit, and

education was in Brahmin hands. The Buddhist texts repeatedly

confirm the Brahmanical principle that instruction of the people

{kkapakti) was the duty of Brahmins, and the tales of the

Jatakas* show young men of all classes, not merely Biahmins

but boys of the ruling class, Ksatriyas, and children of the

people, Vai9yas, seeking instruction in the north from Brahmin

teachers. Sanskrit was the language of science, not merely

grammar, prosody, astronomy, phonetics, etymology, but doubt-

less also of more magic arts, such as the physiognomy and

demonology recorded in the Buddhist texts and confirmed by

the inclusion of magic, Sarpajanavidya, and Devajanavidya in the

list of the subjects taught by the Brahmin to the people given

in the fatapatka Brahmana? The same text^ mentions also

' 'Ihomas, JRAS. 1904, pp. 465 if. ® Fick, Soctale Gliederungf p. 131.

® xiu. 4. 3, 9 ff,

5. <5. S. Cf, BrkaMmnyeOia Upamsad^ ii.4. 10; iv. 1. 2 ; 5. n j

t. Fatddegou, Or. ir. 4 K, 133. Vakovafcya perhaps denotes the

dialogues which develop luto philosophy.
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Anu^asanas, Vidyas, Vakovakya, Itih^a, Puiana, Gathas, and

Narajansis, and the continuity of tradition is attested by the

Mahabhasya ^ which includes under the range of Sanskrit speech

the four Vedas with their Ahgas and Rahasyas, the Vakovakya,

Itihasa, Purana, medicine. The Agvaldya7ta Grhyasutra^ pro-

bably not far rernoved from Panini in date, repeats in the main

the list of the Qatapatha^ but adds Sutras, Bhasyas, Bhdratai

Mahdbhdrata^ and the works of the Dhaimacaiyas. Other

sciences such as those of the bow, music, architecture, and

politics are recorded in the Mahdbhdrata^ and, so far as they

were in the hands of the Biahmins, we need not doubt that

Sanskrit here also had its place.

These facts are not in dispute, and the predominance of San-

skrit in the sphere in question remained unchallenged until the

Mahomedan invasions brought a new literary language into

prominence. The evidence indicates clearly that Sanskrit must

have been in constant use as a means of teaching and pei forming

religious duties among the Brahmins at least. It has been

denied that it was really even their vernacular in the time of

Panini, and a fortiori later, but the evidence for this view is

unsatisfactory. Panini has rules * which are meaningless for any-

thing but a vernacular, apart from the fact that the term Bhasa

which he applies to the speech he teaches has the natural sense

of a spoken language. Thus the doubling of consonants is ex-

pressly forbidden in passionate speech, as in the term of abuse

putrddiiil applied to a cruel mother, he prescribes the use of

prolongation in the case of calling from a distance, in greeting,

question, and reply; he gives information on the teiminology of

dicing and the speech of herdsmen ;
he cites expressions redolent

of real daily life- Indeed, it is the grammarians alone who

preserve for us such usages as the repetition of the second

person imperative followed by the present indicative to express

intense action : khdda khddeii kkddaii, * es^erly he eats whence

we have in colloquial Marathi kkd Mid khdto ;
other popular uses

are udarapuram bkunkte^ ‘ he eats filling his belly *
;
dandddandt

kegdkegi^ ‘ a struggle in which sticks are brandished and hair is

1 1. 9
2 iii. $. I ; 4. I Cf Utgikar, FOCP. 1919, u. 46 ff.

* Hopkins, Great Epic^ pp. 1 1 ff.

* Wackemagel, 1, p. xlui , Bhandarkar, JBRAS. xvi, 350.
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pulled’
,
aira khddatamodatd variate^ ‘eat and enjoy’ is the rule

here
;
jahistambo 'yam^ ‘ he is one who says “ strike the sheaves

of corn ” They record also the parenthetical use ^ of manye,
‘ I think ’

;
the humorous apacasi, ‘ you’re no cook ’

;
and authorize

such quaint forms ^ as ydmaki^ ‘I go*. The elaborate rules

regarding the accent reflect also actual speech.

Confirmatory evidence can also be adduced from the references

of Yaska,® Pacini, and Katyayana to particular usages of the

northerners and the eastern peoples ; Katyayana also recognizes

as a matter of notoriety the existence of local variations, which

Patanjali illustrates by reference to the practice of the Kambojas,

Surastras, Pracyamadhyas, &c. Here too may be mentioned

the references of Katyayana and Patanjali to changes in usage

after Panini’s time, as when the former^ finds fault with Panini

for not giving ndma as well as ndman as the vocative, for not

mentioning that pronominal forms are permitted in the masculine

as well as in the feminine singular of dvttlya and irilya^ and

for allowing only the feminines upddhydyl^ dryd^ ksatriyd^ and

mdtuldnu Patafijali shows us that in his time participial phrases

had superseded the second person perfects such as tera^ u§a^peca^

a fact specially characteristic of a genuine living speech.®

Further information of a precise character is incidentally given

us by Patanjali.® He insists that grammar does not exist to

create words, but to make clear what are correct uses; in

ordinary life (^oke) a man thinks of a thing and uses the appro-

priate word without going to a grammar ;
the words of Sanskrit

are of ordinary life (iau^ika). We find a grammarian and

a charioteer (silta) engaged in a discussion conducted in Sanskrit,

and the latter has decided opinions of his own on the etymology

of his designation and on that of the term prdjitr^ driver. The
norm of speech is that of the Qistas, and these are people who
speak correct Sanskrit without special tuition ; the purpose of

grammar is to enable us to recognize who are 9^stas, and thus to

’ As in PaK ; Franke, ZDMG. xlvi. 31 1 f.

» Kexth, JRAS. 1915, pp. goaf.
s Mrithut it 2 ; V. 5, i. 9 ; 7. 8 on vii. 3. 43.
^ Bhandarkar, JBRAS. xvi. 373. Cf. Macdonell, Vedtc Grammar^ p. 307, n. a.

® Bloch, MSL. 97 } X/.Renon, La vtfdmriu p. 189,
» vi 3* mi Bhandarkar^ JBRAS. xvi. 334^. Onerson (JRAS. 1904, pp, 479ff.)

misunderstands the passagi& to mean fhat gistas require to be taught Sanskrit
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apply to them to find the correct form of such terms as prsodara^

which do not fall under the ordinary rules of grammar. The
Qistas are further defined as Brahmins of Aryavarta, the region

south of the Himalayas, north of Pariyatra, east of the Adar9a,

west of the Kalakavana, who are not greedy, who do good dis-

interestedly, and who store only so much grain as a pot can

hold. Other persons may make errors; thus they may pro-

nounce sasa for gaga^ paldsa for paldga^ manjaka for mancaka ;

or they may commit graver errors by using incorrect forms

{apagabdd) such as kasi for krsi^ dzst for drgi^ gdvi^ gonl^ gotd^

gopotdhkd for gaus, or even veibal forms such as dnapayati^ for

ajMpayatt, vattah for variate, and vaddhati for vardhaie. But
from the Qistas they could acquire the accurate forms. This

suggests a close parallel to modern conditions in England, where
an upper educated class sets the norm to all those in lower social

classes ; the speech of that class is clearly a living language, and
Sanskrit was so in much the same sense. The standard com-
parison of Latin in the Middle Ages is somewhat unsatisfactory

;

in the earlier period of the use of Sanskrit it is clear that it w^as

much more closely similar to the speech of the lower classes in

its numerous varieties than was Latin in medieval Europe.

Comparison of Sanskrit with the dialects of the inscriptions of

Ajoka is significant in this regard; their differences are not

essential nor such as to hinder mutual comprehension, and could

easily be paralleled in English speech to-day.

Moreover, the conclusions thus attained are directly supported

by the evidence of the drama, in which Brahmins and kings and

other persons of high station and education use Sanskrit, w'hile

inferior characters employ some form of Prakrit. It has been

attempted to argue against this view on the score that the drama

was originally in Prakrit, and that Sanskrit was introduced only

when It became essentially the general language of culture. But

this contention ignores the fact that on one side at least the

drama is closely connected with the epic in Sanskrit; Bhasa,

indeed, has one drama without Prakrit, and there is little of it in

his other dramas based on the epic. Nor was the Sanskrit

1 So A9oka’s Brahmagin inscr. i
;
va4haii (the usual single consonant is merely

graphic ; CII, i, p. hx ; Grierson’s argument (JRAS. 1925, p 228) from the writing of

other conjtmcts is dearly untenable) occurs in Ddhi-Topia, iv 20.
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unintelligible in early times at least to the audience, which might

be one including persons of quite humble rank ;
the Ndtyagastra

expressly lays it down that the Sanskrit is to be such as is easily

intelligible to every one. The denial that realism was ever

aimed at in the use of language by the characters in the drama

is negatived by the facts ; the Prakrits used by the dramatists

show a steady advance from those of Afvaghosa through those

of Bhasa to the dialects of Kalidasa, who introduced to the stage

the Maharastr! which, earlier unimportant, had won fame in India

as the medium of erotic lyric,^ The evidence of A^vaghosa is of

special value, for it attests the fact that about A. D. loo the stage

tradition was so firmly in favour of the use of Sanskrit by the

persons of the highest rank that he adopted it in his plays

despite their Buddhist theme, and despite the fact that the

Buddha himself, according to tradition, had forbidden the

employment of Sanskrit as the medium for preserving his

sayings,^

The extent to which Sanskrit was used or understood is

further attested by the epics. It is perhaps hardly necessaiy

now to do more than mention the implausible conjecture ® which

ascribes the writing of the epics in Sanskrit to some period after

the Christian era and sees in them translations from some

Prakrit. The silence of antiquity on this vast undertaking is

inexplicable, and it is incredible that the translation should have

taken place at a period when Buddhism was triumphant and

Brahminism comparatively depressed. The language itself has

a distinctive character which renders the idea of translation

absurd
;
^ we have in Buddhist literature of the so-called Gatha

type abundant evidence of the results produced by efforts to

Sanskritize, and the arguments which are adduced to establish

the reality of translation would suffice to prove that Vedic texts

were likewise translations. Moreover, there is conclusive evidence

that Panini^ knew a Mahdbhdrata or at least a Bharatan epic in

Sanskrit, and that the bulk of the Rdmdyana^ was composed

^ Keith, S<msknt JDfama, pp. 72 ff., 85 fl,, 121 f., 140, 155.

* V. 33. I ; Keith, IHQ. i. 501.
» Grierson, lA xxiii. 52 ; Barth, RHR. xxvii. 38$.

Jacobi, p, 117 ; ZDMG. xlviii. 407 ff. ; Keith, JRAS. 1906, pp. a ff.

* Hopkins, Creai Epic, p. 385. « Keith, JRAS. 1915, pp, 318
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long before Afoka. Now, though the Brahmins made the epics

largely their own, they were not the earliest composers of this

form of literature, and the fact is attested in the simpler, more
careless, language which shows indifference to many of the refine-

ments of Biahmanical speech. Panini ignores these deviations

from his norm ; it was no part of his aim to deal with the speech

current outside the hieratic circle, and in the epic speech we
have doubtless the form of language used by the Ksatriyas and

the better educated of the Vai9yas during the period when the

poems took shape. Both the Mahabharata and the Ramayana
are, it must be remembered, essentially aristocratic

;
they corre-

spond to the Iliad and the Odyssey^ and like them became the

objects of the deep interest of wider circles. In recent times, no

doubt, the epics have been unintelligible to the audience, to

whom interpretation has been requisite, though delight is still

felt in the sound of the sacred language. But this doubtless was

not the case in oldei times, we must postulate a long period

when the epic was fairly easily intelligible to large sections of

the people

Doubtless, as time went on, the gulf between Sanskrit and the

languages of the day became more and more marked; even

between the epic language and that of the Brahmin schools there

were differences to which express reference is made in the

Ramayana} and both the practice of the diamas and such

passages as that in Kalidasas Kumarasambhava} in which

Sarasvatl addresses Qiva and his bride, the one in Sanskrit, the

other in Piakrit, attest dialectic differences based on rank, sex,

and locality. In a sense doubtless Sanskrit came more and more

to resemble Latin in the Middle Ages, but, like Latin, its vitality

as the learned speech of the educated classes was unimpaired,

and it won victories even in fields which were at first hostile to

it,^ The medical textbook current under the name of Caraka

tells us that Sanskrit was used in discussions in the medical

schools of the day. A work of very different character, the

Kdmasutra of Vatsyayana, bids its man of fashion in his con-

^ V. 30. 1 7 f. ; iv. 3. 28 f.
;

li, 91. 22 , vii. 36. 44 j Jacobi, Ramayana^ p. 115. Cf,

Hopkias, Great Efiic, p 364.

* vlu 87.

® Cf. Jacobi, Saentio, xiv, 251 fF. ; Oldenbeig, Das Makabhdrata^ pp. 129 ff.
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versation in polite society use both Sanskrit and the vernacular

of his country {degahhasS). Hiuen Tsang tells us in the seventh

century that Buddhist disputants used ofBcially Sanskrit in their

debates
;
in his Upamitibhavaprapancahatha the Jain Siddharsi

(a. D. 906) gives as his reason for preferring Sanskrit for this

allegory of human life that persons of culture despise any other

form of speech, and claims that his Sanskrit is so simple as to be

understood even by those who preferred Prakrit. The writing

of Sanskrit poems which even women and children—of course of

the higher classes—can understand is contemplated by Bhamaha

in his treatise on poetics {c. A.D. 70c). Bilhana (A. D. 1060)

would have us believe that the women even of his homeland,

Kashmir, were able to appreciate Sanskrit and Prakrit as well as

their mother tongue {janmabhdsd). The famous collection of

tales known as the Pancatmtra owes its origin in theory in part,

according to one later version, to the importance of instructing

princes in Sanskrit as well as in the conduct of affairs.

There were, of course, spheres in which Sanskrit was at first

rejected, beyond all in the early literatures of Jainism and

Buddhism, which were probably couched in an old form of what

became known as Ardhamagadhi Piakrit. As has been shown,

^

however, the question was early raised, if we may trust the

Buddhist tradition, whether Sanskrit should not serve as the

medium to preserve the Master’s instruction, a notice which

bears emphatic testimony to the predominance of Sanskrit as

a literary medium. In both cases, however, Sansknt finally won

its way, and first Buddhists, then Jains, rendered great seivices

both to Sanskrit literature and grammar
The Buddhist revolt against Sanskrit had, however, one

important result. The edicts of A^oka, in which he impressed

on his subjects throughout his vast realm the duty of practising

virtue, were inevitably couched in Prakrit, not Sanskrit, and the

epigraphic tradition thus established died hard. But it had to

contend with facts ; inscriptions were intended to be intelligible,

and in the long run it proved that Sanskrit was the speech

which had the best chance of appealing to those who could read

inscriptions. In the second century b. C. traces of the influence

1 Keith, raQ. i. 501 f.
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of Sanskrit are apparent
;
in the next century on one view ^ is

found the first inscription which on the whole may be called

Sanskrit, and Sanskritisms are on the increase.^ In the first

century A. D. Prakiit still prevails, but, though it is prominent
also in the next century, we find the great Sanskrit inscription

of Rudradaman which displays clearly the existence of an
elaborate Sanskrit literature. In the next century Sanskrit and
Prakrit contend, in the fourth Prakrit becomes rare with the

Brahmanical revival under the Gupta dynasty, and from the fifth

it almost disappears in Northern India. A parallel process was
going on in literature

;
in such Buddhist works as the Lalifavtstara

and the MahdvasUi we find the results of an effort to convert

a Prakiit into Sanskrit, and similar results are to be found in

other fields, as in the medical ti eatises of the Bower manuscript.

From this the Buddhists soon advanced to the stage in which

Sanskrit proper was used, as in the Divyavadana, perhaps of the

second century a.d.® The Jains showed more conservatism, but

even they ultimately accepted the use of Sanskrit as legitimate.

Serious competition with Sanskrit as the language of literature

again arose when the Mahomedan conquests brought Persian

into play, and when the vernaculars in the period shortly after

A. D. 1000 began first to influence Sanskrit and then to develop

into literary languages

The true home of the Qistas is given by Patanjali as Aryavarta,

but even in his time the Dekhan was a home of Sanskrit;

Katyayana himself seems to have lived there in the third

century B. C. Yaska ^ {c, 500 B. C.) already mentions a southern

use of the Vedic word vijdmdtr^ and Patanjali records the love in

the south for derivative formations and the use of sarasl, large

pond. Even in Southern India, despite the existence ofa vigorous

Kanarese and Tamil literature, Sanskrit inscriptions appear from

^ On sacn6cial post at Isapur, a^th year of Vasiska, 33 B. c. acc. Fleet, JRAS. 1910,

pp. 13x5 ff.
; Hoernle, Bower MS., p 65 ; Ann Rep, A, S., Indian 1910-11, pp. SQfif.

It IS much more probably of the second century A. D. (* A D. 102) ,
an inscr. of

Huviska shows almost correct Sanskrit; JRAS. 1924, pp. 400 ff

® Franke, Fait und Sanskrit, pp. 13, 58 ;
Rapson, JRAS. 1904, p. 449.

® Przyluii (Zn iSgende de Tempereur Afoka, pp. 14 ff.) Jiscnbes much to the

influence of Mathura and its Sarvastivadin school, and places its use of Sansknt m the

Apokdvaddna at least in the second century B. c. (cf. pp. 166 ff.).

* vi, 9. Cf. Buhler, WZKM. 1, 3. For Aryavarta, seeIA. xxxiv. 179 (Madhyade9a)

and Kdvyamimdnsd, p. xxiv*
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the sixth centuiy onwards, often mixed with Dravidian phrases,

attesting the tendency of Sanskrit to become a Koine, and

Sanskrit left a deep impression even on the virile Dravidian

languages. Ceylon fell under its influence, and Sinhalese shows

marked traces of its operation on it. It icached the Sunda

Islands, Borneo, the Philippines, and in Java produced a remark-

able development in the shape of the Kavi speech and literature.

Adventurers of high rank founded kingdoms in Further India,

where Indian names are already recorded by the geographer

Ptolemy in the second century A. D. The Sanskrit inscriptions

of Campa begin perhaps in that century, those of Cambodia

before A. D. 600, and they bear testimony to the energetic study

of Sanskrit grammar and literature. Of greater importance still

was the passage of Sanskrit texts to Central Asia and their

influence on China, Tibet, and Japan.

It is characteristic of the status of Sanskrit as the speech of

men of education that in one sphere of use it only slowly came

to be widely employed. Coins were meant for humble practical

uses, and even Western Ksatrapas, like Rudradaman, who used

Sanskrit for their inscriptions, were contented with Prakrit for

coin legends ; but even in this sphere Sanskrit gradually

prevailed.^

The results which we have attained are in accord with the

evidence afforded by Greek renderings of Indian terms.^ These

are neither wholly based on Sanskrit forms nor on Prakrit.

Derived doubtless from the speech now of the upper, now of the

lower classes, they remind us of the salient fact that at any given

moment in India there were in active use several forms of speech

varying according to the class of society. The denial of the

vernacular character of Sanskrit^ rests largely on a failure to

realize the true point at issue, on a confusion between the earlier

period when Sanskrit was far more close to the speech of the

lower classes and later times, or on the fallacious view that the

only speech which deserves the style of a vernacular must be

* Bloch, Miianges Lhi^ p. 16.

2 BSL. viii, pp. viii, x, xvii
; Franke, ZDMG. xlvh. 596 ff.

;
Bloch, Milmges

Lhit pp- I fif-

® Gnorsoo, JKAS. 1904, p. 481. On this view standard English would not be

a vernacnlan
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the language of the lower classes of the population. Still less

plausible is the suggestion^ that Sanskrit as a vernacular was
preserved in Kashmir during its eclipse in India generally, a view

which has no support either in tradition or in the form of the

Kashmirian vernacular. What we do find is that the Buddhism
which penetrated Kashmir was strongly influenced by Mathura,

where the new faith had fallen into the hands of men trained in

the Brahmanical schools, who applied their own language to the

propagation of the faith. We have in this one more proof of the

hold which Sanskrit had in Brahmanical circles, and of the obvious

fact that it was far better fitted as a language of theology and
philosophy than Ardhamagadhi or any similar dialect.

3 . The Characteristics and Deoeloptnent of Sanskrit

in Literature

It is a characteristic feature of Sanskrit, intimately connected

with its true vitality, that, unlike Medieval Latin, it undergoes

important changes in the course of its prolonged literary existence,

which even to-day is far from ended. Moreover, we must note

the existence of two streams of movement, the Sanskrit of the

Brahmanical schools as summed up in the grammar of Panini,

and the less formal language of the ruling class and the Brahmins
in their entourage as shown in the epics. The works of Classical

Sanskrit literature show the clearest evidence of influence in both

directions; the Brahmins, to whom or to whose influence and
tradition we owe most of the literature, were schooled in grammar
and were anxious to avoid solecisms, but they were also under

the literary influence of the epics, and in spedal of the Rdmayanay
and it was not possible for them to avoid assimilating their

language in great measure to that of their model.

Hence it follows that much of what is taught by Panini and

his followers has no representation in the literature. As we have

seen, Katyayana and Patanjali recognize the disuse of certain

verbal forms ; there disappear also many idioms,® such as anvaje-

or upaje-^kr^ strengthen, nimcmie-kr^ be silent, mano- or kam’-

^ Fsanke, und Samhrit^ pp. 87 If.

» Bhan<3arkar, JBRAS. acvi. 273 ,• Spdjer, Smnsk pp. 39, 45, f., 65 f., 73,

Sglf 108,

C
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han^ fulfil one’s longing, celaknopam vrstah^ ‘rained until the

clothes were wet ' ; many words are no longer used, such as

anvavasarga, allowing one his own way, niravasita^ excom-

municated, abhividhiy including, uisanjana^ throwing up, abhresa^

equitableness. The pionominal base tya disappears
;
in the verb

the infinitive iavai is lost, many formations such as jajanti dis-

appear, and the perfect participle middle in ana is disused. The
adverbial form in tra, as in devatrd^ and the old word parut are

lost. Many nominal derivatives are not exemplified, and the use

of such phrases as (uklisydt disappears. Many syntactical rules

are obsolete, such as the use of the accusative with adjectives in

uka\ the instrumental with samjnd or smnprayam\ the dative

with gldgh and sthd
;
trnani man or gune or g%fdnam man ; the

ablative with words denoting far or near ; the genitive with verbs

of remembering other than smr^ with ndik^ hope, with jas and

other verbs denoting injury, and impersonally with expressions

of illness, caurasya rujati\ the instrumental with prasita and

titsuka
\
uia in simple interrogations, and many other usages.

It is, however, true that beside this feature we have the

deliberate employment by poets of usages, prescribed in the

grammar, but so rare as to reveal themselves as purely learned

reminiscences. From A^vaghosa on, the great authors are fond

of displaying their erudition; Kalidasa has anugiram^ ^on the

mountain though this is given by Pacini ^ merely as an optional

form, and sausndtaka^ ‘asking if one has bathed weir, from

a Vaittika.^ Magha is adept in these niceties; he has hhalu

with the gerund to denote prohibition
; md jlvan^ ‘ let him not

live'; he distinguishes vi-svan, eat noisily, and vi-svan^ howl;

he affects the passive use of the perfect, revives aorist forms and

gerunds in am^ including vastraknopam^ and uses klam as a finite

verb. Qriharsa, author of the Naisadhlya^ is responsible for the

solitary example of the first person periphrastic future middle,

dargayiidhe^ yet cited.^ The case is still more extreme with

Bhatti, whose epic is at once a poem and an illustration of the

rules of grammar and rhetoric, and who has imitators in Bhau-

maka^s Rdvat^drjumyadxA Halayudha's Kavirakasya (lotb cent.).

Even in writers of the folk-tale knowledge of grammar sometimes

1 V. 4. Tia (Seaaka). * w, 4. i, v. 3.

* Cf. grammatical similes; Walter, iu 38.
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is exhibited quite unexpectedly in the shape of recondite forms

culled from Panini or his successors. So seiious a philosopher

as Qahkaia resorts to the use of the negative with finite verbs

—

which originally must have been merely a comic use—and he is

guilty also of the employment of the comparative of a verb

upapadye^tardm^ a linguistic monstrosity of the worst kind.

The influence of the giammarians explains also the free use of

the aorlst in the writers of elaborate prose
;
Bana and Dandin,

moreover, observe the precise lule for the use of the peifect in

narration prescribed by the giammarians. It has been suggested

that this may be explained by the deiivation of prose from

a different tradition than poetry, but the suggestion appears

needless.^ Subandhu ignores the rule as to the perfect, and the

simple explanation of the accuracy of the other writers is the

desire to display their skill in grammar, which was naturally

facilitated by the absence of metrical restrictions. The same
liberty explains their practice in postponing the verb to the end
of the sentence, unquestionably its traditional resting-'place, but

one impossible to observe in verse.

Very different was the effect on Classical poetry of the

influence of the epics.^ They show, with special frequency in

the case of the Makdbhdrata^ the tendency of uncultivated

speech to ignore fine distinctions and by analogical formations to

simplify grammar. Thus rules of euphonic combination are not

rarely ignored
; in the noun the distinction of weak and strong

case-forms is here and there forgotten; there is confusion of

stems in i and in ; by analogy pfisdnam replaces the older

pusanam ; there is confusion in the use of cases, especially in the

pronoun
,
in the verb primary and secondary endings are some-

times confused
;

active and middle are often employed for

metrical reasons in place of each other
;
even the passive is found

with active terminations
; the delicate rules affecting the use of

the intermediate i are violated at every turn ; the feminine of the

present participle active is formed indifferently by anti ox atl\ the

^ Speyer, Sansk Synt.y §§ 328 ff. , Renou, La valmrdu parfait^ pp. 86 ff.

* For the Ranmyana cf. Bohtlingk, 3BSGW. 1887, pp. 313 ff. , ZDMG. xlxu 53 jSf.;

Ronssel, Musion^ 1911, pp. 89 ff , 1912, pp. 25 ff., 201 ff.; JA. 1910, 1, 1--69; Keith,

JRAS. 1910, pp, 468 ff,, 1321 ff.

® Holtzmann, Gramm, aus d. M. (1884).
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middle participle of causatives and denominatives is often formed

by dna^ partly doubtless on grounds of metrical convenience;

the rule that the gerund is formed by ivd in simple, in j/a in

compound, verbs is constantly disregarded ;
minutiae such as

the substitution of dkdvati for the present of sr are habitually

neglected. The tendency to prefer a bases is seen in the verb

and the noun alike, giving such forms as dtgd and duhitd.

It was inevitable that so distinguished models as the Mahd-
bkdraia and the Rdmdyana should deeply affect later poets, and

Patanjali, in citing an epic fragment containing the irregular term

priydkhya in lieu of priyakhydya^ expressly asserts that poets

commit such irregularities {chandovat kavayah kurvanti). We
find, therefore, occasional errors such as the confusion of anti and

atl^ of tvd and ya^ of active and middle, as well as regular dis-

regard of the specific sense of the past tenses as laid down by the

grammarians but ignored in the epic. As in the epic, the perfect

and imperfect freely interchange as tenses of simple narration

without nuance of any kind. Even Kalidasa permits himself

sarati and dsa for babhuva, and (Jiiharsa with the Rdmdyana
uses kavdta for the kapdta of Panini. Lesser poets, especially the

poetasters who turned out inscriptions, are naturally greater

sinners by far against grammatical rules, especially when they

can plead metrical difficulties as excuse.

Neither the epic nor the grammarians, however, are responsible

for the fundamental change which gradually besets the Kavya
style, in the worst form in prose, but in varying degree even in

verse. This is the change from the verbal to the nominal style,

as Bbandarkar ^ not inaptly termed it. In the main, Vedic and

epic Sanskrit show a form of speech closely akin to Greek and

Latin ;
verbal forms are freely used, and relative clauses and

clauses introduced by conjunctions are in regular employment.

The essential feature of the new style is the substitution ofthe use

ofcompounds for the older forms.^ In its simplest form, of course,

the practice is unobjectionable and tends to conciseness ;
hatapuira

1 JBRAS. xvi. 266 ff, ; cfi Blocb, MSL, xiv. Renou, Za valmr du paffait^

pp. 9o€,; Scchoupak, MSL*xxi. i ff.
; Jacobi, IF. xiv. 236 ff.

* Jacobi {Compsttum tmd Nehmatp, pp. 25, 91 ff.) poittts out that tboy are

properly used for ornamental descnptiou, not for important qualifications, and also

suggests poetic convenience as a cause of popularity i cf. Chap. II, § 4. See also

Wackemagel, Qmmrn,^ II. i as, aj', 159; Whitney, Samk. Gramnu^ | 1246.
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is less cumbrous than ‘ whose sons have been slain \ But when
new members are added there are soon lost the advantages of an
inflective language with its due syntactical union of formed words
into sentences ; brevity is attained at a fatal cost in clearness,

A compound like jalantagcandracapaluy ‘fickle as the moon
reflected in the water *, is comparatively innocuous, but even a

stylist like Kalidasa permits himself such a phrase as vlciksobha^

sianitavikagagremkancig'und^ ‘ whose girdle-string is a row of

birds loquacious through the agitation of the waves True, in

such a case there is no real doubt as to the sense, but often this

is not the case, and in point of fact it is one of the delights of the
later poets to compose compounds which contain a double

entendre, since they can be read in two ways ; of such monstro-

sities Subandhu is a master. Moreover, the nominal forms of

the verb are given a marked preference
; the ’expression of past

time is legularly carried out by a past participle passive in form

of an intransitive verb, such as gatas^ he went, or if the verb is

active the subject is put into the instrumental and the past

participle passive is employed, as in mrgenoktam^ the deer said.

Or an active past participle is created by adding vani to the

passive participle, f^riavm^ he did; a distant parallel in the

grammarians has been seen in the sanction by Panini of the use

of such forms as ddgvdns in lieu of a finite verb. Or the use of

any save a verb of colourless kind may be avoided by substitut-

ing such an expression as pakvam karoti forpacati^ he cooks, or

pakvo ihavafi, it is cooked, for pacyaie. Similarly the peri-

phrastic future is preferred to the finite verb. Or the verb may
wholly disappear as when for ayam mdhsmn bkaksayatt we
have mdhsabhojakQ *yam^ he is a meat eater. In harmony
with this is the tendency to lay great stress on case relations

as expressing meaning, a practice which in the later style in

philosophy, exegesis, and dialectics results in the occurrence

of sentences passim with no verb and practically only the

nominative and ablative cases of abstract nouns. Frequent, and
indeed in some forms of composition, such as the folk tale,

tedious in its reiteration, is the use of gerunds in lieu of subordi-

nate clauses.

We are reduced to conjecture as to the cause of this tendency.

The desite for brevity is already seen in the style of the Vedic
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Sutras, and the grammarians cairied it to excess; their works

furnish abundant instances of insistence on using cases in a preg-

nant sense and in affecting compounds ;
gerunds are frequent in

the ritual texts. It has been suggested that the love for partici-

pial foims is partly explained by Dravidian influence;^ the

periphrastic future in both Sanskrit and Dravidian uses the

auxiliary verb only in the first and second persons
;
the type

kriavan has a parallel in geydavan\ the rule of the order of

words in which the governed word precedes and the verb is

placed at the end of the sentence is Dravidian. Unhappily, the

aiguments are inconclusive;^ the omission of the auxiliary in

the third person is natural, for in that person in any sentence

whatever it is commonly omitted as easily understood ;
the order

of words in Sanskrit has parallels in many other languages than

Dravidian and tests on general rules of thought.

Beside the correct or comparatively correct Sanskrit of the

poetic literature we find, especially in technical and non-Brah-

manical works, abundant evidence of a popular Sanskrit or mixed

Sanskrit in various forms, Generically it can be regarded as the

result of men who were not wont to use Sanskrit trying to write

in that language, but there are different aspects. Thus the early

Buddhist writers who decided to adapt to the more learned

language the Buddhist traditions probably current in Ardhama-

gadhi were hampered by the desire not to depart unduly in verse

at least from their models, a fact which explains the peculiar

forms found especially in Gathas, but also in prose in such

a text as the MahWuastu? Traces of this influence persist even

in much more polished Buddhist writers such as Afvaghosa, and

much of it may be seen in the Divyavaddna^ though that work

1 Konow, LSI. IV, 2790* ;
Gnerson, BSOS. I. lu. 72; Camoy, JAOS. xxxix.

II70.J Chatterji, 1. 1740
* Cf. R. Swammatha Aiyar, POCP. 1919, i, pp. Ixxi 0 , who legitimately points out

that the evidence of Dravidian is very late in date, and these languages probably bor-

rowed from Aryan. K. G, ^aukar (JRAS. 1924* pp* 6640.) points out that the

the oldest Tamil work, must be after ^oo a. d. as it refers to the

P&ruiadMMmmsSir^, horary astrology, and that the Monyas of the Sangam are the

Mauryas of the Konkana, who date after 494 A., d,

» QU Senart, i, pp, iv, xiii 0. ; Wackemagel, Altind, Omnm
, 1, p. xxxix. Contrast

W, Thomas, JRAS, 1904, p, 469, who regards the mixed Sanskrit as representing

middle-class speech. Poussin p, 205) stres^s conventioa as stereo-

typing usage.
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marks in part a successful attempt to adapt Sanskrit prose, as

known at Mathura and elsewhere, to Buddhist use. The degree

of cultivation of those who endeavoured to write in Sanskrit

might vary greatly
;
thus the Sanskritization of the treatises in

the Bower Manuscript, perhaps of the fourth century A.D., is

comparatively good in the case of those on medicine, and de-

cidedly poor in those on divination and incantation. In part the

deviation from Sanskrit as laid down in the grammars is purely

a case of Prakritic forms intruding scarcely disguised into the

texts, but in other instances popular influence reveals itself in

a Sanskrit which ignores delicate distinctions and confuses forms.

The distinction between Prakritisms and careless Sanskrit is not

absolute, but it is convenient and legitimate.

Thus we have in the phonology of this popular Sanskrit as

seen in the Bower MS. some confusion of r and n, of n and «, of

and s
;
metrical lengthening and shortening of vowels is not

rare ;
fnl becomes mbl, and rarely a is prefixed as in aiaid. In

Sandhi hiatus and hyper-Sandhi, even to the extent of an elided

consonant (agvtbhydnumatah)^ are known, while d is occasionally

elided when initial. In declension we find Is and leversely u as

feminine nominatives for I and us ;
ts is often replaced by yas as

the accusative feminine, and in stems are treated as z stems, as in

pitiindm forpittindm. In the verb we have simplification in class,

as in lihet for lihydtypiset for pihsydt\ and, as in the epic, very

free interchange of active and middle forms ;
the gerunds in tvd

and yd are confused. Stem formation shows frequently the

mixture of bases in i, or u for those in <iSy is, or us, and, rarely,

such a base as hantdra from the accusative of hantr
\
there is con-

fusion in feminine suffixes, as mghnd iox ghm,caturthd for caiur-

tht, while ordinals in composition are sometimes replaced by

cardinals. Very characteristic is confusion of gender, especially

between masculine and neuter, more rarely between masculine and

feminine or feminine and neuter. Case confusion is common, as

is non-observation of rules of concord and confusion of numbers,

while the interpolation of particles withincompounds or sentences,

absolute constructions, and very loosely compacted clauses are

common.
Existing as it did side by side with Prakrit dialects, it was

inevitable that there should be frequent borrowings on either
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side,^ despite the objections raised from time to time by gram-

marians and sticklers for purity in the use of the sacred language

in sacrificial matters.^ Thus, though Classical Sanskrit lost many
of the words and roots recorded in the Ganapatha and the

DhMupatha associated with Panini^s grammar, it was enriched by

numerous additions, some easy, others difficult, of detection. In

many cases the Prakrit forms were taken over with only the neces-

sary changes requisite to make them seem to have terminations

allowed in Sanskrit. It appears as if even Pariini ^ recognized

this practice, since he allows eastern place-names to pass as

correct though having the Prakrit e and o for the regular ai and

au which his rules require. In other cases the retention of the

Prakrit form was aided by the possibility of regarding the form

as genuine Sanskrit
;
thus the poetic technical term vtcchitti^ really

from vik^pttP in all likelihood seemed to be derivable from vi-

chid ; Krsna’s epithet Govinda, perhaps Prakrit lotgopendr(^y was

felt ZBga-vinda^ winner of cows
;
in late texts bhadanta, from the

phrase of greeting bhadram U, is defended as from bhad with the

suffix mia^ and uitr is not recognized as from avatr through

Vv^th otarati
\
duruttaray hard to Overcome, really from Prakrit

duttara for dustara, was felt as dur-uUara. In many cases, doubt-

less, Prakrit words were correctly rendered into good Sanskrit

equivalents, in which case borrowing cannot now be established.

In others, however, the process is betrayed by false forms ;
thus

Prakrit mdrisa, friend, where s stands for was mechanically

made into mdrisa ; guccha^ for the lost grpsa^ became gutsa^

cluster
;
masina^ Sanskrit mrtsnay reappeared as masrna, soft

;

ruhkkap for ruksa or rather vrksa, ruksa^ tree ;
and heithd, from

adkastdty gave by reconstruction hesta, A common formation in

Jain texts is vidkyai, go out, which is based on Prakrit vijjhaiy

from Sanskrit vik§ai\ similarly vikurv, produce by magic, is

tmced through viuwai, viuvvae to vtkr. Later there are

borrowings from vernaculars such as Gujarati or Maiathf or

* Zachariae, Beifr, Lextkogr.y pp. 53 If.

* See Qabarasvamin and Knmanla on Mimdnsu Sutra^ i. 3, 24 ff.
; Sarasvati-

i. id ; MftMhhasjdy i. 5. ^ 1. 1. 75.

* Zadbariae, BtUn^ xiu* 93 c£ argala (IA. xix. 39) through a^ida for agrcdaka

;

KieJhom, GN. 1903, p. 308.

^ Hultisch, CII. j, pp. Txxff., cm/ra Turner, JRAS. 1925, p. 177. I agree with

Oldenberg that in RV. vi. 3. 7 is not » pr^sa^
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Hindl.^ Often, of couise, the Sanskrit version has been ingeni-

ously made to appear valid in itself, as when pabbhdra is meta-
morphosed into prdgbhdra^ though prahvdra is its origin.

Occasionally we find the process of Sanskritization applied to

what was really Sanskrit
;
probably thus are to be explained

prasabhmn^ violently, from pra-sah\ Naghusa for the older

proper name Nahusa, varsdbhu, frog, for varsdku.

From foreign sources borrowings also occurred naturally

enough in those cases where, as in the Dekhan or Further India,

Sanskrit was used side by side with a native speech. Kumarila
permits the incorporation of Dravidian terms, provided that they

are given Sanskrit terminations, and names especially such as

Sayana were freely thus Sanskritized. The / which marks South
Indian texts ^ in lieu of the d and I of the north is doubtless in part

due to Dravidian influence. On the other hand, invasions from

the north brought early and late Iranian words such as hpi^

writing, Old Persian dtpi^ ksatrapa^ satrap, and perhaps mudrd^

seal,^ or divtra^ scribe, miktra^ Mithra, bahadura^ sdha^ and sdhu

The Greek invasions in the north left little trace in the language,

but probably later India borrowed surungd from syrinx in the

technical sense of an underground passage, and a large number
of terms of astrology. Many of these they ingeniously altered to

seem true Sanskrit, as when for hydrochoos we find hrdroga^ or

jdmitra for diametron. With similar ingenuity the useful camel

was metamorphosed into kramela^ suggesting connexion with

kram^ go. The Mahomedan invasion brought with it Arabic

and Turkish terms, and the European powers have contributed

occasional additions to the modern Sanskrit vocabulary, testify-

ing to its capacity of assimilation. The scientific literature in

special has shown its willingness to appropriate the terms used

by those from whom knowledge has been acquired, together with

considerable skill in disguising the loan.

^ Cf. Bloomfield, Festsckrtft Wackemagd^ pp. 220-30 ; Hertel, HOS. adi. 29 f.

* Liiders, Festschrift Wackemagel^ p. 295.
® Bdhler, Ind, Stud,, ui. 2i ff.; Hultzsch, CIL i, p. xlii.

* Franke, ZDMG. xlvj. 731 ff. Hala lias vandt^ captive. Cf. Weber, Monatsber,

Berl Ah.j 1879, PP
* L^vi {De Graects vet. Ind Mon

, p. 56) doubts this, but the word is late ; lopdka

(4A.^m7f) is different, as lopd^ is Vedic. H^la has kalama and tnarctgaci

{ffpiapayZos).
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As the passage oftime made Sanskrit more and more a language

of culture, it reveals in increasing measure a lack of delicate sensi-

bility to idiomatic use of words, such as is engendered by usage

in a living speech more closely in touch wdth ordinary life. The
defect, however, is sometimes exaggerated, for it must not be

forgotten that poets of all times are apt, through considerations of

metre or desire for effect,^ to adopt unusual senses of words and

to strain meanings ;
Pindar and Propertius illustrate a tendency

which is found more or less markedly throughout classical litera-

ture, while the Alexandiian Lykophron is guilty of as distinct

linguistic monstrosities as any Indian poet The tendency in

their case was accentuated by the growing love for paronomasias,

and the tendency to study poetic dictionaries which gave lists of

synonyms, ignoring the fact that in reality two terms are practi-

cally never really coextensive in sense. The grammatical know-

ledge of the poets also led them into inventing terms or using

terms in senses etymologically unexceptionable but not sanc-

tioned by usage.

4 . Prakrits

The most widely accepted etymology of Prakrit current in

India treats the name as denoting derivative, the prime source

{prakrti) being Sanskrit. Another view reverses the position

;

Prakrit is what comes at once from nature, what all people

without special instruction can easily understand and use/^ It is

impossible to decide what was the process which led to the use

of the term
;
perhaps speeches other than Sanskrit received the

name from being the common or vulgar speech, the language

of the humble man as opposed to him of education who could

talk the pure language. In the grammarians and writers on

poetics the term more especially denotes a number of distinctly

artificial literary dialects, which as they stand were certainly not

vernaculars; but it is customary to use the term to apply to

Indian vernaculars prior to the period when the modern

vernaculars became fixed. An even wider sense is given by
Sir George Grierson, who classifies Prakrits in three great stages

;

^ Catuilltjs’ enrions compounds m the illustrate this theme.

® Fischel, GramniaHk der Prakrit-Sj^rachen §§ i,
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Primary Piakrits, of which the Vedic language and its successor

Sanskrit are literary forms, Secondary Prakrits, lepresented in

literature by Pali, by the Prakrits of the grammaiians, of the

drama and literature geneially, and by the Apabhiahgas of the

grammarians, and Tertiary Piakiits, the modern vernaculars,

It may be doubted whethei the terminology has sufficient merit

to render it desirable to give it currency, because it obscures the

constant process of change and suggests that there aie greater

distinctions between the periods than do exist, while it does not

allow a special place to a fundamental innovation which occurs

with the period designed as Secondary Prakrit.

Apart from conclusions drawn from odd foims in the Vedic

literature, our first real knowledge of the Prakrits is derived fiom

the insciiptions of Afoka,^ from which can be deduced with

certainty the existence of three dialects,^ that of the east, used

in the capital and intended to be the lingua franca of the

Empire, that of the north-west, and that of the west. Of these

the north-west preseives the most ancient aspect, for it retains

the r element of the r vowel and r in consonantal groups,

while the western dialect has a for r and assimilates, as in mago

for mrgaSy a{t)tha for artha^ and the eastern dialect has i or u for

r as well as and assimilates with cerebralization, as in a{t)pia

for artha^ va(d)dhtta for vardhita^ while in kata or kita for krta it

shows cerebralization, suggesting an eastern origin for Sanskrit

words with unusual cerebralization. The north-west dialect again

preserves all three sibilants, though with departures from the

norm due to assimilation, as in fagana for gasana, or dissimilation,

as in sugrusa for gugrusa\ the eastern has s and so also the

western, but in this case thcie are traces that the distinction

longer prevailed, since rg in such a word as dargana seems to

have been transformed to darsana^ in which condition it cere-

bralized the before assimilating rs to ss? The authors of the

Bhattiprolu inscriptions in South-east India, seemingly colonists

from the west, had a sound intermediate between g and s indicating

the manner of the change. The north-west and the west again

' New ed. E Hultzsch (1925); on dialects see Chaps. VI-XI-

* Michelson,AJP.xxx.a84ff.,4i6ff.; xxxussff.; jAOS.xxx 77 ff.; xxxi. 2331!.;

XXXVI. 2IOf.

® Michelson, JAOS. xxxi. 236 f. ; Luders, SBA. 1912, pp. 806 ff,; I9i4> p. 843.
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agree against the east in assimilating ty to cc and ks to cch^

against the representation of ty as Hy and the assimilation to

kkk
;
the east again is maiked by the use of e for primitive az as

against and by its rejection of r in favour of /. This eastern

dialect may fairly be regarded as a forerunner of the Ardha-

m^adhi of the grammatical tradition, though that language has

been largely affected by western influences in its later form. An
inscription in a cave on the Ramgarh hill, probably of the second

century B.C, reveals to us the precursor of the later Magadhi,

since it shows its characteristics, e for I for khh for ks^ and

p for s.

Our next information of a definite character regarding the

dialects is afforded not so much by the various inscriptions of the

post“A5okaa period as by the dramas of A5vaghosa, which may
be regarded as good testimony for the period c. A.D. loo. Here
we find dialects which may justly be styled Old ArdhamagadhI,
Old Qauraseni, and Old Magadhi

;
of these the former may well

have been the dialect in which, as tradition asserts, Mahavira
preached his doctrines and established Jainism, and in which
Buddhist teachers carried on their work.^ The early Jain

scriptures, however, have admittedly perished, and the actual

canon of the ^vetambaras now extant is redacted in a form
strongly influenced by the later south-western speech Maharastrl,

while later texts are written in what has been fairly called Jain

Maharastrl, and the Digambaras adopted under western influence

what has been styled Jain ^urasenL The canonical language of

Buddhism, on the other hand, is more ancient ; it is not, however,
ArdhamagadhI, but is distinctly of a western type, perhaps
more closely connected with AvantI or KaufambI than any other
r^ion. To the group of old Prakrits belongs also the mysterious

PaifacI, in which the famous Brhatkatha of Gunadhya was
written; its home is still uncertain; it has been connected by
Sir G, Grierson^ with the north-western dialect of the A9okan
inscriptions on the one side and the modem languages of the
north-west, which with dubious accuracy he has styled Pijaca

;

gainst this may be set, inter alia^ the fact that the north-western

^ Cf.Kfiitb,mQ.i5orl£
* Pk&m pp. I ff. ; ZDMG. W. 490; • JRAS. 1931, pp. 4a'4 ff; • lA. xlix.

114} AMJV.i H9E
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dialect of Afokan times kept the three sibilants which Pai^acI

reduces to one, although the Gipsy dialect and the dialects of

the Hindu Kush distinguish still between s and ^ on the one

hand and f on the other.^ The possession by Pai9aci of the

letters I and /, and the use of one nasal n only, have been adduced

by Konow ^ as proof of location in addition to its close con-

nexion with Pali, and, as these features were preserved in modern
Malvi, and its hardening of soft consonants is probably due to

Dravidian influence, Paicaci has been located in accord with

Indian tradition in the Vindhya region. Inscriptions suggest

also that south of the Narmada there was a measuie of indepen-

dent development, adding a south-western to the three great

groups alieady known; thus m the south we have duhuiuya^

dhud in the later Maharastri, pointing to the source of Ardhama-
gadhi dhuyd^ as opposed to the dkitd of the northern insciiptions,

Pali dhltd. ^aurasenl (beside duhtda) and Magadhi dhldd^ Vedic

dkitd beside the normal duhitd ®

The characteristics of these Old Prakrits are simple.* They
include the loss of the vowels r and /, and of the diphthongs at

and ati
;
reduction in the number of sibilants and nasals

;
and the

assimilation of consonants. They show also the operation of

the substitution of the expiratory for the musical accent, a feature

which is obvious in Sanskrit during the same period. Further,

they are subject to a most important law which reduces each

syllable to the form either of a vowel, short or long, a short

vowel followed by one or two consonants, or a long vowel

followed by a single consonant
;
the resulting changes of form

are intensified by the confusion which results from substituting

a long vowel with a single consonant for an originally short

vowel with two consonants, or the use of a nasal vowel in lieu of

^ Reichelt, Festscknft Sireitherg^ p 245.

® ZDMG. Ixiv. 95 ; JRAS. 1921, pp. 34411. ; cf Ranganathaswami Aryavaraguru,

IA. xlviii. 2II f. Przyluski (La Ugende de Pempereur Jpaka, p. 73) holds that Pah

may have had relations with Kaujambi.
8 Ludere, KZ. xlix. 333 f.

* Luders, Bf-uchstuckebuddk, Dramen^ pp. 39 fF. ; Keith, Sanskrit Diama^ pp. 72 ff.

85 IF, i3ifF. Contrast Michelson, AJP. xli. 265 FT
; Bloch, JA. 1911,11. 167. In a

Pj^krit of the Western Panjab is composed the Dkammapada of the Dntrenil de

Rhms MS. ;
Konow, Festschrift Windisck^ pp. 85 if. (ist cent. A. D.)

;
Luders, SBA

1914, pp. loi fF. (3rd cent. A. D.)
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a long vowel, or a shoit vowel and a consonant, when another

consonant follows.

It is probable enough that literature of a secular character was

composed in these Old Prakrits until the second century A. D.,

but about that date we have clear evidence of the fundamental

changes which mark what may be called the Middle Prakiit of

the grammarians and of most of the extant literature. This

consists in the softening or disappeaiance of intervocalic con-

sonants, carried to the furthest in Mahaiastil in the dominions

of the Qatavahanas of the south-west, but noteworthy also in the

other Prakrits recognized by the grammarians, MagadhI, and

Qaurasenl. We see in the dramas of Bhasa, as compared with

those of Afvaghosa on the one hand and of Kalidasa on the

other, clear evidence of transition, the omission of intervocalic

consonants, the softening of surds to sonants, the reduction of

aspirates to A, the change ofy into j, the substitution of n for

the simplification of double consonants with compensatory

lengthening. The evidence of inscriptions supports the view

which assigns the loss of intervocalic consonants to the second

century in which century Maharastri lyric began its

successful career, made known to us in the anthology of Hala.

Once stereotyped by the grammarians at an uncertain date, the

Prakrits rapidly lost in importance as they became more and
more divorced from curient speech, while they did not possess

the traditional sanctity of Sanskrit or its clarity of structure and

beauty of form.

Of the Prakrits Maharastri held pre-eminence by its use in

drama, whence it was introduced perhaps by Kalidasa from lyric

poetry, and by its adoption for epic poetry. QIaurasenI was
normally the prose Prakrit, though it appears to have been

occasionally used in verse ; its employment in prose outside the

drama was probably once much wider than was later the case

when the Jains used a form of Maharastri for prose as well as for

verse, though the presence of i^auraseni forms in prose suggests

that Maharastri is here intrusive.® Qauraseni was markedly more

^ Bloch, Z/vii pp. raff, {kamara^ however, is from kamiard)* As
regards Irngoali^sadoji cf. Turner, JRAS. 1924, pp. 555 ff., 58a ff. however,
IS U0t for dandm ; see Lideu, Stud, z, cdtmd^ und Spr&chg

^ p. 80).

« Jacobi, Bhamsdiia pp* S8 0. ; RSO. h. 231 0.
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closely akin to Sanskrit than Maharastri
; its place of origin was

within the sphere of the strongest influence of Sanskrit, and it

remained in specially close relation with it both in morphology,

syntax, and vocabulary. Hence it was appropriately used^for

persons of good position in the drama. Magadhi, on the other

hand, was reserved for those of low rank, and, though tales ^

were composed in it, it was of comparatively minor importance.

The Natyagdstra, perhaps in the third century A. D., enumeiates

other dramatic dialects (vzdkdsds) which are clearly of no real

popular origin
;
such are Daksinatya, Pracya, Avantl, and DhakkI

or TakkI, which are mere varieties of Qaurasenl, while Candali

and Qakari are species of Magadhi.^ Pai9acl, though practically

unknown in the extant dramas, enjoyed, it appears, a consider-

able vogue in the populai tale, as a result, doubtless, of the fame

of the Brhatkathd.

The comparatively late date at which Maharastri appears to

have come into fame, as indicated by its exclusion until late

from the drama, suggests that some other Prakrit was employed

for poetry before its rise into repute. Jacobi has found traces of

such a Prakrit in the verses cited in the Ndtyagdstra it was

marked by the facultative retention or change or loss of inter-

vocalic consonants, and was akin on the one hand to Qauraseni,

for example in such forms as sadisa for sadrga and the gerund in

iyay while it shared with Maharastri the locative in ammi and the

gerund in una
; from these local indications he suggests that it

had its centre in UjjayinT. It was, he holds, from this dialect

that the softening of t to d passed into QaurasenI, which in

Afvaghosa hardly shows any trace of it, and also in the dialect,

otherwise similar to Jain Maharastri, which on this account

Pischel^ named Jain (Jaurasenl. This poetic Prakrit, like

QaurasenI, is essentially closely akin to Sanskrit

^ Probably in verse, like Maharastri and Apabhran^a tales ;
Dandin, i. 38 ;

Rudrata,

XVI. 26. Dandm’s Gaudi Prakrit may be Magadhi
j
he mentions also Lati.

* Cf. Keith, Samkrtt Drama, pp. 140 ff., 337; Gawrohski, KZ. xUv. 247 ff.

Iraman traits m ^Jakari are not proved (JRAS. 1925* PP* 237 ^*) 5 pomts adduced

all are essentially Magadhi (cf tbtd , pp 218 ff.).

* Bhmnsatta Kaha, pp. 84 ff. He does not touch on its relation to Pah

^ Op, €tt , § 2X,
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5 . Apabhraii^a

PischeP and Sir G. Grieison® have given currency to the

view that the term Apabhrah9a denotes the true vernacu-

lars as opposed to literary Prakrits, and the latter has con-

structed a scheme for the derivation of modern vernaculars

from the various local Apabhrah^as; thus from Qaurasena

(or Nagara) Apabhrah^a came Western Hindi, Rajasthani,

and Gujarati; from Maharastra Apabhranga Marathi; from

Magadha Bengali, Biliarl, Assamese,, and Oriya; from Ardha-

magadha Eastern Hindi
;
from Vracada SindhI

;
and from

Kaikeya Lahnda. Unfortunately this theoretical scheme will

not stand investigation, for the evidence of texts and even

of the literature proves clearly that Apabhrah9a has a different

signification.^

The essential fact regarding Apabhrah9a is that it is the

collective term employed to denote literary languages not Sans-

krit or Prakrit. Bhamaha ^ expressly gives this thx^eefold division,

and Dandin ^ expressly says that Apabhrah9a is the term applied

to the idioms of the Abhiras, &c., when they appear in poetry.

Guhasena of Valabhl, whose inscriptions have dates from

A. D 559”^9s is declared to have composed poems in the three

languages, Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Apabhran9a. Rudrata,® in the

ninth century, asserts that Apabhran9a is manifold through the

difference of lands, doubtless in agreement with Dandin. Hema-
candra also does not identify Apabhran9a with the vernaculars.

The vernacular {degabkdsd) is a different thing; hetairai are

required to be skilled in the eighteen vernaculars according to

the Jain canon
; the Kdmasutra^ in enumerating their sixty-four

accomplishments, includes knowledge of vernaculars as well as

of literary speeches {kdvyakriyd)
\

moreover, it preserves the

* Gramm, der FraknUSpra€hen^ § 4.

® BSOS. I. ill. 62 ff. ; cf. lA. li. 13 fF.

« Jacobi, Bhaivuatta Kaha^ pp sjfF.j Sanatkumaracaritami pp. xviiiff.; Fest-

scknft Wackemagd^ pp, I34ff,
*

!. 16.

^ u 52. Nobel*s effort {Indian Poetry^ pp. x^a, 159) to distinguish between
Bhimaha’s and Dai^^in’s use of Apabhrafi9a is a failure
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interesting notice that a man of taste would mingle his vernacular

with Sanskrit, as is the way with modern vernaculars, not

with Apabhrahga. The identification of the vernaculars and

Apabhran9a is given as the opinion of some authorities by the

commentator of the Prakrta Pingala, and other late authorities

adopt this view. But the oldest authority who has been cited ^

for it is the Kashmirian Ksemendra (nth cent.), and it is

extremely doubtful whether he meant anything of the sort when

he refers to poems in vernacular
;

it is as likely as not that in

Kashmir, as probably in the case of Maharastra, Apabhran^a

was never a literary language, vernacular poems supervening

directly on Prakrit poetry.

The first actual remnants of Apabhran9a preserved occur in

a citation in Anandavardhana, in the Devigatdka, and in Rudrata*

By preserving r and r it is clear that these verses belong to the

species of Prakrit styled by the eastern school of grammarians

(Kramadi9vara, Markandeya, Rama Tarkavagl9a) Vracata, which

also is styled the speech of the Abhiras. This tribe appears to

have entered India some time before 150 B.C., when it is

mentioned by Patanjali. Its early home was Sindhude9a, by

which is meant 2 not Sindh but the Peshawar district of the

Rawalpindi division, where they had as eastern neighbours the

Gurjaras.^ Later both tribes spread ; the Gurjaras are found as

Gujars in the United Provinces
; in the main, however, they went

south and occupied Gujarat The Abhiras are recorded in the

Mahdbhdraia as in the Panjab, later they are heard of in

Kuruksetra, and their descendants, the Ahirs, range as far east as

Bihar
;
some went south and settled on the coast to the west of

Gujarat
;
they won considerable fame, and an Abhira dynasty is

stated in the Vismi Purana to have succeeded the Andhrabhityas.

Both Abhiras and Gurjaras were probably of the Dardic branch

of the Indian race, to judge at least from the strong Dardic

^ Jacobi, Bhavisatta Kaha^ p. 69, corrected p. 214.

* Jacobi, Festschrift Wackemagel^ p. 124, n. 2 ; cf. Faghuvanga^ xv. 87, 89. See

Mahabhd^a^ 1. a. 72, v. 6.

® See references in EHI. pp. 427 ff.
;
R. C, Majumdar, The Gurjara^Praithdras

(192$). Tbe view of them as Kbazars or Huns is unproved, and their earliest date

unknown, but Alexander did not find them in the Punjab. Cf. Grierson, lA xliu.

141 ff., 159 flF,

3149 D
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element in Lahnda, the speech of the western Panjab. As they

grew in civilization, they must have sought to create a literature

;

whether they attempted it in their own dialect at fiist and later

produced Apabhrah9a must remain uncertain; what is clear is

that Apabhrahfa originally was an effort to infuse into Prakrit

a measure of their vernacular.

The effoit to make Prakrit more readily intelligible to the

people was not new; in the earliest epic in Jain Mahaiastri

known to us, the Paumacariya ^ of Vimala Suri, probably not

before A. D. 300, we find the free use of what the grammarians

style De5i9abdas, words for which no derivation from Sanskrit

is obvious or normally possible
;
similarly it seems that Padalipta’s

Tarahgavait^ mentioned in the Anuyogadvdra {5th cent.), though

written in Prakrit, contained very many of such words. The
large number of De9l terms preserved in the Degtndmamdld of

Hemacandra, some four thousand in all, testifies to the prevalence

at one time of this practice, which, however, failed to retain

favour. The reason for this may easily be conjectured; the

vvoi'ds taken from the vernaculars were a barrier to comprehension

in a wide circle, and with the rapid change of the vernaculars

became obscure even in the poet’s own land, so that poets who
desired permanence of repute and wide circles of readers pre-

ferred to content themselves with those terms which had general

currency. In Apabhran9a, however, the effort was made to

simplify Prakrit by adopting as the base of the grammar the

vernacular, while using in the main the Piakrit vocabulary, and

to some extent also Prakrit inflexions. There is a certain

parallel with modem vernaculars which borrow freely from

Sanskrit as opposed to Prakrit, but they do not use Sanskrit

inflexions at all.

The Prakrit used as the base of early Apabhran9a seems to

have been often Maharastri, but sometimes also ^^urasenl. But

once Apabhran9a had become popular, perhaps through the

activity of the Abhira and Guijara princes, it spread beyond the

west and various local Apabhran9as arose, as is recognized by
Rudrata ; in these, we may assume, the special characteristics of

the Vracata or Vrajada Apabhran9a were refined. We find this

* Jacobi, ERE» vii, 467.
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confused condition reflected in the grammarians. Hemacandra,

who belonged to the western school which goes back to the

Valmlki Sutras, describes one kind of Apabhran^a. but alludes

to others; in the eastern school we find a division as Viacata,

Nagara, and Upanagara, in all of which r after consonants is

kept while in the first r before consonants also. Faint traces of

the observance of this rule may be found in a few verses cited by

Hemacandra ;
the great poems, Bkavisattakaha and Neminaha-

carm assimilate r, and thus belong to a later type of Apabhran9a.

In Bengal we find a type of Apabhran9a long in use in Buddhist

texts, and a much degraded form, Avahattha, is evidenced in

the Pr&krta Pihgala (14th cent.), but the basis even of this

Apabhran9a is Maharastrl, not MagadhI, testifying to its ultimate

western origin.

From the nature of Apabhran9a it follows naturally that in

Old Gujarati we find a considerable amount of resemblance in

inflexion to Apabhran9a, as was to be expected from the fact

that the vernacular is a descendant in considerable measure of

that vernacular which was applied to Piakrit to forni the early

Apabhran9a In other cases we could not expect to find any

such important coincidences ;
thus in Bengal the Apabhran9a

used was not formed by applying vernacular inflexions to the

local Piakrit; at most some local colour was given to a speech

which came from the west, and the same remark clearly applies

in other cases. Sir G. Grierson’s efforts ^ to establish a Maha-

rastra Apabhran9a as a connecting link between Prakrit and

Marathi are clearly unsuccessful. Nor indeed, it must be added*

is there yet any adequate proof even of the relations suggested

by him between the Prakrits and the vernaculars ;
* thus traces

of MagadhI in Bengali are extremely diflicult to establish with

any cogency.®

There is no reason to suppose that Apabhran9a formed

a necessary step towards composition in vernaculars, and in

Maharastra and Kashmir Apabhran9a appears to have been

1 BSOS. I. lii. 63.

* E. g. his view (JRAS. 1925, pp 228 ff.) as to single consonants in the North-West

Prakrit is clearly improbable.

® M. Shahidullah, IHQ. i. 433 fF. Bloch {Formaiton de la langtte maralhe ; JA.

1913, i. 336) insists that the modem dialects presuppose a Prakrit koine.

D %
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unknown, while in the latter region vernacular poetry appears to

have been practised in the eleventh century. Literary evidence

of compositions in the vernaculars is fragmentary, but at least

from the Uvelfth century there was a Hindi literature, from the

thirteenth one in Marathi, and probably enough still earlier dates

may be assigned to the adaptation of vernaculars to literary

uses.^

1 For Bengal see Dinesh Chandra Sen, Hut. ofBengal Lang, and Lit. (1911) and

S, K, Cliatterji, i. I29ff.
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II

THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF KAVYA
LITERATURE

I. The Sources of the Kavya

I
NDIA produced no historian of her Sanskrit literature, and,

naturally enough, the appearance of great poets of the calibre

of Kalidasa, Bharavi, and Magha so eclipsed earlier efforts

that their works and even their names passed into oblivion.

Natural causes helped the result
; it was difficult to multiply

manuscripts, difficult to preserve them, and it is not surprising

that the lesser poets should have passed from recollection. On
the other hand, the absence of literary remains for the centuries

just before and after the Christian era, and the fact that foreign

invasions, Greeks, Parthians, and ipakas, and Yueh-chi deeply

affected the north-west of India, gave an appearance of reason to

Max Muller*s famous suggestion ^ that there was a comparative

cessation of literary activity in India until in the sixth century

a great renaissance began with Kalidasa and his contemporaries.

The theory is now wholly discredited in the form in which it was

put forward, if for no other reason than that it ignored the Brah-

manical revival of the Gupta empire at the beginning ofthe fourth

century A.D. But it lingers on in the form of the suggestion^

that in the period up to that revival Sanskrit was little used for

secular poetry, which was composed in Prakrit, until the reviving

power of the Brahmins resulted in their creating the epic by
translation from Prakrit originals, developed a lyric poetry to

replace the simpler Prakrit songs of the people, and transformed

the popular beast-fable and faiiy-tale.

For this theory of a Prakrit period of Indian literature preced-

^ Indta (1883), PP 281 fF. Contrast Lassenj Ind, Alt,, ii.® ii59fF.

* Bhandarkar, Early HuU ofIndia (1920), pp. 70 ff,, who admits the existence of

some Sanskrit literature, but places A9vagho^ under Kaniska c, A D. 300. But

as early as 185 B. c. theie was a Brahmanical reviyal under Pnsyamitra; EHl.

pp. ao8 S,

;

Przyluski, Za llgendo dc tomfermr Afoka^ pp. 90 ff.
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ing the Sanskrit period there is no evidence of value. The sug-

gestion of the translation of the epic may be dismissed as absurd,

but the case with other forms of literature is more worthy of

consideration. The fairy-tale is a thing which readily circulates

among the people long before it is dignified by literary treatment

by the higher classes of society, and in point of fact there is

a strong tradition to the effect that it was in a Prakrit dialect,

though one closely allied to Sanskrit, that the great collection of

such tales, which powerfully affected Sanskrit literature, as the

Brkaikaihd of Gunadhya, was composed. Gunadhya's work,

however, Is of very complex art and uncertain date, and in all

probability came into being at a time when we have abundant

evidence of the existence of Sanskrit literature, so that this

instance is irrelevant to the contention in favour of a Prakrit

period of literature. Equally little value attaches to the argu-

ment for the priority of Prakrit lyric. It was founded on a wholly

misleading view of the antiquity of the anthology of Hala, who
was placed in the first century a.D. Against this view must be
set the form of Maharasrii Prakrit, which shows a development in

the language such as cannot be dated before the latter part of the

second century A.D., if regard be paid to the evidence of the

inscriptions and of the Prakrits of the dramas of Agvaghosa.^ It

is true that Vararuci*s Prakrit grammar recognizes Maharastn of

the type of the anthology, but there is no evidence that Vararuci

is early in date, for his identification by later tradition with the

Katyayana who criticized Pa^ni is without serious value.

Jacobi,® on the other hand, has identified Hala with the Satava-

hana under whom Jain tradition records a change in the Church
calendar in A.D. 467. There is no cogent reason to accept or

deny this date ; what is clear is that so far as the evidence goes

there is nothing to suggest great antiquity for Prakrit lyric.

Luders, who finds traces of its existence about the second cen-

tury B.C. in the short inscriptions of the Sitabenga and Jogi-

m^a caves on the Ramgarh hill, and who assigns to the same

^ Bruchstmks htddh. pp. 61 ff. On the Sitabenga inscr, cf. Boyer,

pp. 121 0. Kharavela’s date is still disputed.

® Jusg', Mr%ahlm^m inM4Mrdskiri^ p. xvii ; cf. Bhmisatia Koha^ p. 83. The
Brnmacmiya of Vimala Ssri, the oldest MahSraspi epic, is not before A. n. 300 and
may be macb later (of. ibid, p. 59)*
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century the Hathigumpha inscription of Kharavela of Kalinga,

which displays, though faintly, some of the characteristics of

Sanskrit prose Kavya, makes no claim for the priority of Prakrit

to Sanskrit in these literary uses
; on the contrary he acknow-

ledges fully the coexistence of a Sanskrit literature,

Still less can be said for the priority of Prakrit in the sphere of

the beast-fable. Such fables are readily current among the people,

and the Mahabharaia shows their popularity in the circles to

whom the epic appealed. The Jataka tales of the Buddhists

show likewise the skill by which they could be turned to the

service of that faith, but of an early Prakrit fable literature we
know little or nothing. On the other hand, the Sanskrit litera-

ture is marked by the fact that it adopts the fable to a definite

purpose, the teaching to young princes and their entourage the

practical conduct of life, and thus constitutes a new literary

genre.

The causes of the rise of Sanskrit literature are in fact obvious,

and there was no need for writers in Prakrit to set an example.

It would indeed have been surprising if the simplicity of the

earlier epic had not gradually yielded to greater art. The
Upanisads show us kings patronizing discussions between rival

philosophers and rewarding richly the successful ; we need not

doubt that they were no less eager to listen to panegyrics of

themselves or their race and to bestow guerdon not less lavishly.

We have indeed in the Vedic lists of forms of literature refer-

ences to the Nara9afisls, encomia,^ which candour admitted to

be full of lies, and we have actually preserved a few verses from

which we can guess the high praise promiscuously bestowed on

their patrons by the singers. Into the ^gveda itself have been

admitted hymns which contrive to flatter patrons as well as extol

the gods, and added verses, styled praises of gifts {danastuHs)^

recount the enormous rewards which a clever singer might obtain.

We cannot doubt that from such contests must have sprung the

desire to achieve ever-increasing perfection of literary form as

compared with the more pedestrian style of the mere narrative

of the epic.

In yet another sphere such heightening of style must have

1 Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, u 445 L
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been striven after. The Vedic poets, who can compare^ the

goddess Dawn to a fair dancer, to a maiden who unveils her

bosom to a lover, cannot have been incapable of producing love

poetry for secular use. Nor is it doubtful that it was the early

writers of the love lyric who enriched Sanskrit with a vast abun-

dance of elaborate metres; for the flow of epic narrative such

metrical forms were wholly unsuited; on the other hand, the

limited theme of love demanded variety of expression if it were

to be worthfly developed. The gnomic utterance of which the

Aitareya Brahmana has preserved some Vedic specimens natur-

ally shared in the cultivation of the lyric, and the elaboration of

verse doubtless reacted on prose style, inducing writers to seek to

reproduce in that medium something of the elegance after which
poets now habitually strove. There is, then, no justification for

presuming a breach in literary continuity, and, despite the fact

that so much has perished, we have indisputable proofs of the

active cultivation of Sanskrit literature during the period from
aoo B C. to A.D. aoo, when on one theoiy it had not yet come
into being, and secular literature was composed in Prakrit

2 . The Testimony of the Ramayana

The validity of the Ramayana as evidence of the growth of
the Kavya has been disputed on the score that the poem was,
even if in large measure early in date,® still under constant

revision, so that those features in it which foreshadow the later

Kavya and justify its own claim to that title as the first of
Kavyas may be dismissed as interpolations. The argument,
however, is clearly unsatisfactory, and does not establish the
result at which it aims. We may readily agree that some part
at least of the elegancies of style ® which mark the poem is a later

addition, but there is no ground whatever to admit that these
additions fall later than the second century B.C., and they may

^ Hirzel, Gietcknisse wid ^efaphgrtt im J^gvtda (iijoS). For the early, which is also
the later, ideal of feminine beauty, see ^atayc^ika Brahmana, i, 2, 5. 16 j ui. 5. i, 11 •

the love charms tof the Atharva attest the beginnings of erotic poetry (IS. v. 318
* Keith, JRAS. 1915, pp 3188:
* Jacobi, Bdmdj^ana, pp. 119^. The Ramayana also shows the development

of the ?loka metre almost to its classic state? cf. SIFL VIIL iL 388*. See also
Krishaamachariar, JRaghiman^amman^a (1908).
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be eailier in date. The Ramayana in fact, as we have it, affords

an illustration of the process of refinement which style was under-

going, but it is essential to realize that even in its original form

the poem must have shown a distinct tendency to conscious

ornament. The meie theme, the blending together of two

distinct legends, the couit intrigues of Ayodhya and the legend

of Rama’s war on Ravana for the rape of Sita—in ultimate

origin a nature myth—is the work of an artist, and the same trait

is revealed in the uniformity of the language and the delicate

perfection of the metre, when compared with the simpler and less

polished Makdbkdrata. Valmiki and those who improved on

him, probably in the period 400-200 B.C., are clearly the legiti-

mate ancestors of the court epic.

/Anandavardhana ^ has not inaptly contrasted the object of the

co&rt-«pic with that of the legend {itikdsa)
\
the latter is content

to narrate what has happened, the former is essentially depen-

dent on form. The Ramayana occupies an intermediate place,

and its formal merits are not slight. But in any case it essenti-

ally anticipates the means by which the later poets seek to lend

distinction and charm to their subject-matter; as they drew

deeply upon it for their themes, s<x'they found in it the models

for the ornaments of their styl^ if the city of Ayodhya appears

in human form to the king in Kalidasa’s Raghuvanga, Valmiki

has set the example in his vision of Lanka in the Sundarakand^

The action in the later Kavya is all but obstructed by the wealth

of the poet’s descriptive powers ;
Valmiki’s followers have de-

scribed with no less than twenty-nine similes the woes of Sita in

her captivity, with sixteen the sad plight of Ayodhya bereft ot

Rama.® descriptions of the seasons, of mountains and rivers,

bulk largely in the Kavya, but Valmiki has set the example in

his elaborate accounts of the rainy season and autumn, of the

winter, of Mount Citrakuta, and of the river Mandakini.^ Meta-

phors of beauty abound in the Kavya side by side with those of

strained taste and pointless wit ;
the Rdmdyma is guilty of

visddanakrddhyiisite paritrdsormimdUm

kim mdm na trdyase magndm viptde gakasdgare f

^ 148. ® h* 19 and 114.

» iv. 28 ; iii, 16 ; il 94, 95- There is a brilliant picture of the sound of the sea

;
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‘ Why dost thou not save me that am sunk in a broad ocean of

woe, whose coronal of waves is horror, and in which dwell the

crocodiles of despondency ?
’

Much happier is the famous simile :

sagaraik cdmbaraprakkyam ambaram sdgaropamam

Rdmardvanayor yuddhaih Rdmardvanayor iva.

* Ocean peer of sky, sky ocean*s counterpart ;
Rama and Ravana

alone could match their mortal combat/ A later commonplace

is foreshadowed in :

tvdm krtvoparaio manye rupakartd sa vigvakrt

na hi rupopamd hy anyd iavdsti gubhadargane.

‘ When he had made thee, I ween, the All-maker stayed from his

making of lovely forms, for there is no beauty on eaith to match

thine, o fair*faced one/ As later, we find as prognostications of

good the wind that blows free from dust, the clear skies, the

flowers that are rained down to earth, and the resonance of the

drums of the gods. Indra’s banner, erected and then taken down
at the festival in his honour, affords material for similes

;
eyes

expand with joy [harsotphullanayand)
\
men drink in faces with

their eyes {locandbhydm pibann iva)

;

breasts are like golden

bowls {hicau suvarnakalagopamau)
;

before men*s wondering

eyes the host stands as if in a picture
; the Ganges shows her

white teeth as she smiles in the foam of her waves (phenanirma-

lahdsint) ; winds blow with fragrant coolness ; the clouds rumble
with deep and pleasant sound (snigdkagambhzraghosa)

;

the

action of the fool is like that of the moth that flies into the

flame; man leaves his worn frame as the snake its old skin.

The love of alliteration is already present, as in daksind daksinam
tlram ; we find even an example of the figure, concise expres-

sion (samdsokh), in which the dawn is treated on the analogy of

a loving maiden

:

cancaccmdrakaraspargakarsonmllitatdrakd

ako rdgavati suihdhydjahdtu svayam ambaram.
* Ah that the enamoured twilight should lay aside her garment
of sky, now that the stars are quickened to life by the touch of
the mys of the dancing moon/ The Rdmdyana is not given to
erotic descriptions; its tone is serious and grave, but such pas-
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sages ^ as the description of the vision by Hanumant of the sleep-

ing wives of Ravana mark the beginning of a tradition which

A^vaghosa handed on to his successors. Imitation in detail of

the Rdmdyana is frequent and patent, and its language and verse

technique deeply affected the whole of the history of the Kavya.

The content of the Mahdbhdrata naturally afforded to later

poets an inexhaustible material for their labours, but save in its

later additions the great epic suffered little elaboration of style,

and affords no evidence comparable to that of the Rdmdyana

attesting the development of the Kavya style.

3. The Evidence ofPatanjali and Pingala

Direct and conclusive evidence of the production of secular

Sanskrit literature before 150 B.C. is afforded by the testimony

of the Makdbhdsya?^ Much earlier evidence from the point of

view of grammar would be available, if we could believe the

assertion ^ of Raja9ekhara—perhaps the dramatist—that Panini

was the author not merely of the grammar but also of the Jamba*

vattvijaya ;
that epic and apparently another, the Pdidlavijaya^

are ascribed to him by anthologies which cite verses from them.

The fact, however, that grammatical errors occur in a verse from

the latter work renders the ascription implausible, even if epic

excuse can be alleged, and we may reasonably accept the exis-

tence of two or more Paninis, despite the rarity of the name.

The testimony of the Makdbhdsya, however, is quite clear, and

its value is all the greater because it is given incidentally and by

accident in the discussion of disputed rules ofthe master. Patan-

jali, of course, knows the Bharatan epic, but he refers also to

dramatic recitals of epic legends—perhaps to actual dramatic

performances—and the topics mentioned include the slaying by

Krsna of his wicked uncle Kahsa and the binding of Bali by the

god Visnu. We are told of rhapsodes who tell their tales until

the day dawns, and stories were current which dealt with the

^ Not probably by Valmiki. For Vedic precedents in alliteration and Yamafeas see

Hillebrandt, Kalidasa^ pp. i6i ff , for the epic, Hopkins, Great Epic, pp. 200 ff.

2 Cf. Weber. IS xiii. 356 ff,, 477 ff. ;
Kielhorn, lA. xiv. 326 1 ;

Bfihler, Die indU

seken Imchrifim, P* 72 ;
Bhandarkar, IA. ni. 14.

» See Thomas, Eavtndravacanasamuccaya, pp. 51 ff.
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legends of Yavakrlta, Yayati, Priyangu, Vasavadatta, Sumanot-

tara, and Bhimaratha. A Vararuca Kavya is actually mentioned,

though unfortunately we know no more of it We have, how-

ever, invaluable help in appreciating the growth of Kavya in the

incidental citation of stanzas clearly taken from poems of the

classical type. Many are tantalizing in their brevity
;
we hear of

a maiden bought with a price who was dearer to her lord than his

life (sa hi iasya dkanakrltd prdnehhyo pi gartyasz). The verse

varatanu sampravadanti kukkntdh^ ‘ O fair one, the cocks pro-

claim together*, has afforded later authors an opportunity of

exhibiting skill in filling up the missing three verses (sama^yd-

purana)} Erotic verse is attested also by prtydm mayurak

praiinarnrtiiii ‘ The peacock danceth towards his beloved

perhaps also hy dvandntdd odakdntdt priyampdntham anuvrajet,

* Let her follow the wanderer she loveth to the end of the woods,

to the end of the waters *• Epic or panegyric is found in the

address prathate ivayd paiimatt prthivt, * The earth with thee as

lord maketh true its name as wide *
; so also asidvittyo ^nusdra

Pdndavam^ ‘With sword as mate he attacked Pandu*s son*,

jc^ghdna Kahsam kila Vdsudevah^ ‘ Vasudeva slew Kansa.’

Brief as it is, there is pathos in

yasmm daga sahasrdniputrejdie gavdm dadau

brdlimanebhyah priydkhyebkyah so 'yam unckena jlvati.

‘ On his scanty gleaning now he liveth, he for whose birth were

given ten thousand kine to the Brahmins who brought the good
tidings/

Gnomic poetry is also strongly represented

:

iapah grutaih cayofzig cety etad brdhmanahdrakam
tapahgriitdbhydm yo hinojdiibrdkmana eva sak^

‘Asceticism, learning, birth, these make the Brahmin; he who
lacks asceticism and learning is a Brahmin by birth alone/ Or
again, buhhuksitafk na pratihhdti khkcit, ‘ Nothing seems right to

a hungry man/ Solomon*s maxim regarding the education of

children has a worthy parallel

:

sdmrtaih pdnibkir ghnantiguravo na msoksitaih

Iddandgrayino * dosds td4^ndgrayinogundk,

^ See Chap. IX, § i.

® Cf. the forms in FestsckrifZ Wtukema^if p. 303.
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^ Fraught with life, not with poison, are the blows that teachers

give ;
vice grows by indulgence, virtue prospers by reproof/

The Inevitability of death is recorded ;

ahar ahar nayamdno gam agvam pnrusam pagum
Vaivasvato na trpyati surayd iva durmadt,

< Though day by day he takes his toll in cattle, horses, men, and

beasts, Vivasvant*s son is sated never, as a drunkard is never

wearied of biandy/ A maxim of political wisdom may be

seen in

kseme subhikse krtasamcaydni
: purdni rdjndm vinayanti kopam.

* Citadels well stored in peace and abundance calm the wrath of

kings/

Noteworthy also is the fact that in the scanty number of verses

there occur specimens of such ornate metres as the Malati, the

Prahaisini, the Pramitaksara, and the Vasantatilaka, beside the

normal Qloka and Tiistubh. These new metres lead us into

a different sphere from the Vedic metres, and striking light on

this development is afforded by the metre of the Karikas,^

mostly, if not all, written probably by predecessors of Patanjali,

which deal with disputed points of grammar. Among these are

besides the (Jloka and Vaktra, Indravajra, Upajati, QalinI, Van-

9astha,all later usual, and the much less common metres, Samani,

consisting of four verses each of four trochees, Vidyunmala,

similarly made up of spondees, the anapaestic Totaka, and the

Dodhaka, in which the verse has three dactyls and a spondee.

This richness and elaboration of metre, in striking contrast to the

comparative freedom of Vedic and epic literature, must certainly

have arisen from poetical use ; it cannot have been invented for

grammatical memorial verses, for which a simple metre might

better suffice. The names Totaka and Dodhaka have been sus-

pected of Prakritic origin, and the latter of ultimate Greek

origin, but these are unproved hypotheses without literary or

other support.

In addition to the clear indications thus given of the existence

of epic, lyric, and gnomic verse, we may deduce from other hints

the existence of the material whence later developed the beast-

* Cf. Kielhonj, lA. xv. JacoH, Fisisckrip Wuckernagdj p. 127.
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fable. We have allusions^ to such proverbial tales as that of

the goat and the razor {ajdkrpdmya\ of the crow and the palm

fruit {kdkatdltya), and to the hereditary enmity of the snake and

the ichneumon, and of the crow and the owl, later famous as

the theme of a book of the Pancatanira.

Corroboration of the evidence of Patanjali can be obtained

from the Chandassutra of Pingala, which ranks as a Vedanga

but is mainly devoted to the exposition of secular prosody.

Pingala ranks as an ancient sage, being sometimes identified

with Patanjali ; the aspect of his work suggests considerable age,

and many of the metres which he describes are certainly not de-

rived from the Kavya literature which has come down to us.

They suggest a period of transition in which the authors of the

erotic lyric ^ were trying experiment after experiment in metrical

effect. The names of the metres can often most plausibly be ex-

plained as epithets of the beloved ; the stanzas may have been

so styled because the word in question occurred in them. Thus

we have the metre Kantotpida, the plague of her lovers, Kutila-

gati, she of crooked gait, Cancalaksika, she of the glancing eyes,

Tanumadhya, she of the slender waist, Caruhasinl, the sweet-

smiling one, and Vasantatilaka, the pride of spring. Other

names suggest poetic observation of animal life *, thus we have

A9valalita, the gait of the horse, Kokilaka, the cry of the cuckoo,

Sinhonnata, tall as a lion, Qardulavikridita, the tiger’s play. The

plant world gives others as Manjarl, the cluster, Mala, the garland.

That a strong school of lyric poetry existed about the Christian

era and probably much earlier we cannot seriously doubt ; to its

influence we may with reason ascribe the appearance and bloom

of the Maharastri lyric about A.D. 200.

4. Kavya in Inscriptions

Chance has preserved for us certain evidence in the early in-

scriptions ® which disposes definitely ofthe theory of the dormancy

of Sanskrit during the period of foreign invasions in India. An
inscription at Gimar ^ dated about A. D. 150-2 under the Maha-

^ MaMbha^a^ u* i. 3 ; v. 3- 106 j IS. xiii, 485.

® Jacobi, 2DMG. xxxnii* 615 L
* Biihler, induchm Inschnfttn und das Alter der indsscken Kunstpmie (1890).

* EL viii. 36 ff.
, EHI, pp. J39 f. ; lA^ xlvai. 145 f.
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ksatrapa Rudradaman, giandson of the Ksatrapa Castana, known

to Ptolemy as Tiastanes of Ozene, Ujjayini, is written in prose

(gadyam kdvyam) and shows in a most interesting manner the

development from the simple epic style to that of the Kavya*

Giammar is obeyed, but epic licence is found
;
paiind^ for paiyd^

is thus explained, and vigaduttardni is a Prakritism for vikcad-^

which the epic, though not the grammar, permits ;
epic again is

the pleonasm in Parjanyena ekdrnahhutdydm iva prthivydm

krtdydm^ ‘ when the storm had turned as it were all earth to

ocean But in anyatra samgrdmesu^ ‘ save in battles *, we have

a pure eiron From the epic style a distinct departure is made in

the use of compounds ; Dandin, doubtless following earlier

authority, bids them be used fieely in prose, and approves of

their being long. The insciiption prefers compounds to simple

words, and at the beginning presents us with a compound of nine

words with twenty-three syllables
;

the description of the king

produces even a finer effort of seventeen words of forty syllables.

The length of the sentences vies with that of the compounds

;

one attains twenty-thiee 'Granthas, each of thirty-two syllables.

Of the figures of sound [gabddlamkdras) alliteration is freely used

as in abhyastandmno Rudraddmno^ sometimes with real effect.

Of figures of sense {arihdlamkdras) one simile compares in the

later manner the curtain wall of a reservoir to a mountain spur

in the Kavya phrase parvaiapraiisparddki. The description, if

never of a very high order, displays some merit, especially in the

vivid picture of the destruction by flooding of the dam of the

reservoir. But what is far more important is that the author

thinks it fit to ascribe to the king the writing of poems in both

prose and verse ;
flattery or not, it was obviously not absurd to

ascribe to a Ksatrapa, of foreign extraction, skill in Sanskrit

poetry. Moreover, the poems are qualified by a string of

epithets as adorned by the qualities of simplicity, clearness,

sweetness, variety, beauty, and elevation arising from the use of

conventional poetic terminology [sphutidaghumadhufMitrdkdnt^tr

gabdasamayQddrMamkrtd)> The term alamkrta points unmis-

takably to the author’s acquaintance with a science of poetics

prescribing the ornaments of poetry, and a comparison with the

merits ascribed by Dandin^ to the Vaidarbha style which he

1 i 40E Se« below, cbapJ xriii, I a.

’

,

%U9 ' E '

'
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admires is decidedly instructive. Simplicity and clearness may
well be equivalent to the artkavyakti and prasada which he

mentions ; sweetness is his madhurya which includes richness in

tasteful sound and sense (rasav^t) ;
variety is probably akin to

the strength or force {ojas) prescribed by Dandin, and he recog-

nizes that in the view’ of some authorities elevation was induced

by the use of the stock terms of poets such as krzdasaras, a lake

for sport.

The evidence of this inscription is confirmed and strengthened

by that derivable from a record^ of Siri Pulumayi at Nasik,

written in Prakrit prose. There can be no doubt of the familiarity

of the writer with Sanskrit ;
it is even possible that he wrote his

text in that language and then, in order to comply with the

usage of the day, rendered it into Prakrit for purposes of

publication. Siri Pulumayi may be identified with Siro-Polemaios

of Baithana, Pratisthana on the Godavari, of Ptolemy and the

date of the inscription is not far removed from that of the Girnar

record. It begins with an enormous sentence of eight and a half

lines, long compounds fill lines a-6, then a brief rest is given by

the insertion of short words, and the whole ends with a compound

of sixteen words and foiiy-three syllables. This is deliberate art,

however little we may admire it, and the same technique is found

in Bana, used perhaps with greater skill. Alliteration is freely

used
;
the queen is mahddevl mahardjamdtd mahdrdjapatdmahu

What, however, is specially interesting is the appearance of

mannerisms of the later Kavya, used in a way which implies

current familiarity with the themes. Thus the king is of like

strength with the mountains Himavant, Meru, and Mandara,

a brief allusion to the view that the king, like the Himalaya,

possesses abundant treasuies, like Meru is the centre of the

world and overshadows it with his might, and, like Mandara,

which the gods used as their churning stick when they churned

the ocean, can produce and preserve Laksmi, the fortuna regtim.

The king again is compared with the heroes of the epic in

\ manner which preludes the frequent use of this theme made
by Subandhu and Sana- Finally, he is described as winning

i El. viij. 6o if. ; S. L4vi, Ctn^mntenaire de TkoU pratique des ffauies Ptudes

(1921), pp, 91 if*, who holds that its hero Gotamiputa’s, death in victory is

described.
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victory in a battle in which in wondrous wise the Wind, Garuda,

Siddhas, Yaksas, Raksasas, Vidyadharas, Bhutas, Gandharvas,

Caranas, the sun, the moon, the Naksatras, and the planets take

part. Thus early we find that confusion of the mortal and

the supernatural which induces an alleged historian like Bilhana

to allow Qiva to intei*vene when needed in the fate of his patron.

There can be no doubt from these inscriptions of the existence

of Sanskrit Kavya, and doubtless also of a science of poetics

among the Brahmins.^ It is, therefore, accident only which has

preserved Buddhist works like those of A9vaghosa as the earliest

specimens of the Kavya, Moreover there is a simple explanation

of the accident; A9vaghosa was one of the great names of

Buddhism ;
no one arose to surpass his achievement in depicting

the life of the Buddha, whereas the glory of earlier poets was

eclipsed by that of Kalidasa, Nor is this mere theory ; we
know in fact that of the predecessors in drama enumerated by
Kalidasa himself the works of all save one are lost, apparently

irretrievably.

5 . The Kamasutra and the Poet's Milieu.

Vatsyayana’s Kamasutra ^ is of uncertain date, but it is not

improbably older than Kalidasa, and in any case it represents

the concentrated essence of earlier treatises on the Ars Amoris.

There is no question of the importance of knowledge of this topic

for the writers of erotic poetry, and there is abundant proof that

the Kamasutra was studied as eagerly by would-be poets as were

grammar, poetics, and lexicography. To Vatsyayana we owe
a vivid conception of the Indian parallel to the man about town

{fiagarakd) whose existence was due to the growing elaboration

of Indian life, and whose interest the poet was anxious to pro-

pitiate. We see him,*"^ opulent, a denizen of the town which lends

him his name, or, if compelled by adverse fortune to vegetate in

* The use of compounds ia ornamental epithets appears to have been much pro-

moted by their convenience m eulogies of kings, places, &c., in inscriptions, just as in

Jain texts they are heaped up in stock descnptions.

® See below, chap, xxiv ; cf. Haraprasad, MGgadh&n LUircUure^ chap. iv. On the

arts. Kalis, sixty-four in number at least, of early India, see A. Venkatasubbiah and

E. Muller, JRAS. 1914, pp.
® The comm, allows him to be of any caste.
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the country, seeking, like Martial in his retreat from Rome, to

find congenial society with which to continue the pleasures of his

town life. His home boasts all the luxury of the age, soft couches,

a summer house in a park, seats strewn with flowers, and swings

to amuse the ladies who share and lend zest to his leisure

moments. Much of his time is devoted to his toilet ; he must
bathe, be anointed, perfumed, and garlanded

;
then he can teach

the cage birds which surround him to speak, or enjoy the brutal

spectacle of ram or cock fights, both favourite amusements of the

gilded youth of the period. Or, in the company of ladies of the

demi-monde, he may visit the parks outside the town, returning

home crowned with the flowers which they have plucked. There

are concerts to be attended, ballets and theatrical spectacles to

be visited ;
he has a lute beside him so that he may make music

when he will, and a book to read at leisure. Boon companions

and hangers-on of various ranks, the Vitas, Pithamardas, and

Vidfisakas of the texts, are essential to his happiness, and

drinking parties are not unknown, but the ideal fbibids mere
rude licence ; even in his enjoyments the man about town aims

at elegance, moderation, and a measure of dignity. He con-

descends to the use of the vernacular, but blends it with Sanskrit,

thus indicating his fine culture. Hetairai are essential to him,

but they also are not without accomplishments
;

indeed the

Kamasuira demands from them knowledge encyclopaedic, in-

cluding poetic taste. The most famous of them achieved great

riches, as we learn from the description of the palace of the

heroine in the Mrcchakatika and, as in the Athens of Perikles,

discussions on literature, music, and art, must often have afforded

the participants a pleasure which could not be expected from

their own wives, fiom whom they demanded children and care for

their homes.

An atmosphere of this kind is unquestionably favourable, if

not to the highest poetry, at least to the production of elaborate

verse, and the care demanded from those who are exposed to

keen criticism cannot but produce excellent results in the case of

men naturally gifted, though on the other hand it leads to ex-

aggetated love of style with inevitable tasteless extravagance.

If under such a system Maecenases produce few Vergils, they are

responsible for a plentiful crop of Vaierii Flacci, and to the kings
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of India ^ we unquestionably owe most of the poets of repute

;

patronage by the king was at once the reward of skill in

panegyric and the means of obtaining the leisure for serious

composition and a measure of publicity for the works produced.

It was the duty of the king to bridge the gulf between wealth

and poetic talent, of the poet to save his patron from the night of

oblivion which else must assuredly settle on him when his mortal

life closed. At the royal courts poets vied in eager rivalry with

one another
;
probably in quite early times there were practised

such arts as the composition of verses to complete a stanza when
one verse was given, and the production of extempore poems on

a given topic. The festival of Sarasvatl each month afforded

opportunities for displays in honour of the patroness of poetry

and the arts. Foitunately, too, for the poets, kings w'ere willing

to claim renown for skill in poetry ; we have seen that his

panegyrist thought well to ascribe fame in this sphere to

Rudradaman and we shall see that the great Gupta Emperor
Samudragupta strove for renown as a man of letters,^ Harsa

not only patronized Sana, but claimed the authorship of dramas
and poems, though unkind hints were prevalent that others were

the true begetters of his literary offspring.^ Four hundred years

later Bhoja of Dhara was more fortunate, for we have no real

knowledge to disprove his claim to polymathy exhibited in

a large variety of works. In the twelfth century * the couit of

Laksmanasena revived the glory of Harsa’s patronage, for besides

the famous Jayadeva, other poets such as Umapatidhara, Dhoi,

and Govardhana wrote with acceptance. The kings of Kashmir

often distinguished themselves by generosity to their lauieates,

{kavirajd) and to such enlightened activity we owe Somadeva*s

1 R§.ja9ekhara p. 55) giws Vasadeva Q the Kaava or the Kusana),

Satavahana, Qudraka, and Sahasafika Candragiipta II; Pischel, GN. 1901, pp.485-

7) as famous patrons.

* Mmor royal authors include the dramatists Mahendravikramavarman (/r. 675);

Ya90varman, patron of Bhavabhuti (c, 735), the Kalacun Ma}uraja (f. 800), and

Vigrahaiajadeva (1153). We have stanzas of a Nepalese king (8th cent), of Amogha-
varsa (815-77), of Munja (975-95), and Arjunava’-man’s comm, on Amaru (ijihcent.).

Cf. Jackson, Pnyadarhka pp. xxxvii ff.

* Cf. Keith, Sanskrit Drama, pp. 1 70 ff.

* Smith, EITI. pp. 432 wishes to place this king about fifty years before the

usual date, but ignores important evidence; see R. C. Majumdar, JPASB. 1921,

pp. 7 ff.
; C. V. Vaidya, IHQ. 1. ff.; C. Chakravarti, in. 186 ff
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Kathdsariisagara. Yet it is \^orth remembering that we cannot

prove any royal patron for Kalidasa, greatest of Indian poets, or

even for Kaihana, the one historian of lea! merit in Sanskrit litera-

ture* Nor, of couise, was royal generosity confined to Sanskrit

poetry; to a king, Hala or Satavahana, is ascribed the anthology

of Maharastrl verse, and Vakpatiraja wrote his epic, Gaudavaha^

for Yajovarman of Kanauj, thus assuring him an immortality to

survive his defeat at the hands of Lalitaditya of Kashmir. So,

too, if we believe tiadition, it was perhaps the patronage of

Kaniska which produced the first great work of the court epic

preserved to us, the Buddhacariia of A^vaghosa.



Ill

AQVAGHOSA AND EARLY BUDDHIST KAVYA

I. AgvagkoM*s Works.

The deplorable darkness which still envelops early India

renders it impossible to establish with certainty the date

of A^vaghosa, famous alike as a poet and as a philosopher.

Tradition unquestionably makes him a proteg^ of the famous

Kaniska, but the matter is complicated by the fact that if the

Suiralamkdra ^ is his, he tells two stories in which Kaniska’s reign

seems to be referred to as in the past ; this may be explained

either on the theory that Kaniska died befoie him, which does

not accord with tradition, or on the view that the stories are

interpolated in whole or as regards the name, or that there was
an earlier Kaniska

; again an inscription ® held to belong to the

time of Kaniska mentions an Agvaghosaraja who has been

temerariously identified with the poet. Assuming the validity of

the tradition despite these difficulties, the date of Afvaghosa
would fall to be determined by that of Kaniska, for whom
c. A,D. loo® still seems a just estimate. Tradition also tells that

he was originally a Brahmin, that he first adhered to the Sar-

vastivada school of Buddhism, but was attracted by the doctrine

of the saving grace of faith in the Buddha, and became one of the

forerunners of the Mahayana school. I-tsing, who travelled in

India In A.D. 671-95, refers to him as one of the great teachers

of the past, and asserts that a collection of his works was still

studied in his time. From the colophons^of his own works we
learn that his mother was named Suvarnaksi and that his home
was Siketa, while he is given the style of Acarya and Bhadanta.

1 Nos^ 14 and 31 (Huber’s trans., Paris, 1908). Cf. L4yi, JA. 1896,11. 444 ff.;

Kimura, IHQ. i. 417. Kumaralata 150) is more probable.

® El. vxii. 171 ; & Ch. Vidyabhusana (POCP. 1919, I. atxxiiiff,) pats Kanina,
patron of A9vagbosa, about A. D. 520.

» Cf. Smith, EHI. pp. 27a ff. j Foucber, Z*Aff Grice-Bouddhiqtte^ ii. 484 ff., 5066.,

who linds in the Caka epoch merely the beginning of tbe fifth century of the Maurya
epoch, placing Kanifka a a. n. 81. Cf. D. R, Sahm, JRAS. 1924, pp. 399 ff.
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Whether the Mahaydnagraddhoipdda^ a famous text-book of

early Mahayana views, or the Vajrasucl, an able and bitter

attack on the Brahmanical caste system, are rightly ascribed to

A^vaghosa need not be discussed, and his ^rat^s are preserved

only in fragments, which reveal little of his poetic skill.^ Of the

songs for which he was renowned the Gandzstotragathd^ displays

great metrical skill and attests his comprehension of the power of

music
;

it is an efifort to desciibe in words the religious message

carried to the hearts of men by the sounds produced by beating

a long strip ^of wood with a short club. Of later authorship is

the Sutrdlamkdra or Kalpandmandittkd^ which unhappily is

preserved only in a fragmentaiy condition in Sanskrit, though
Huber has translated into French the Chinese version of A.D. 405,

The wide culture of the writer displays itself in his allusion to

the Bharatan epic^ and the Rdmdyana^ the Sariikhya and
Vaifesika philosophies, and Jain tenets, while in the tales he
exhibits himself as a fervent believer in the doctrine of the saving

power of worship of the Buddha. The collection is made up of

tales, in the main already current in literature still presei*ved,

inculcating the Buddhist faith; many are attractive, even
pathetic, but the doctrine of devotion carries the author to

strange results, as in the tale of the sinner who never in his life

did one good deed, but because in deadly terror of his life from
attack by a tiger he uttered the salutation, ^Homage to the
Buddha \ is granted entrance to the order and straightway pro-

ceeds to sainthood. From the literaly point of view the essential

fact is that the tales are written in prose and verse, clearly of the
classical type. We need not doubt that this combination was
taken over by the author direct from the contemporary Jatakas
current in Pali, even if no strict proof of this view is possible.

The Sutrdlamkdra mentions a Buddhacarita^ perhaps Ajva-
ghosa’s work,and there is reason to suppose that that epic was later

than the Saundaranand&P At the close of that work A^vaghosa
frankly declares the purpose which led to his adopting the Kavya

^ Cf, Keith, BuMh* PMh^ pp. 253 ff. ; Samhit DrmKZt pp, 80 IT.

^ Ed. BB. 15, 1913.
® We find two verses from the Marimk^ in the Vujrmucu
* Ed. Huaprasad Bl. 1910. Cf. Baston, JA. 191a, i ygff. • Hnltasdi,

ZDMG. Izxu-licadv I Gawtofl^ SU*Mes abo$tt the S«mh BudM., JJt., pp. 56a
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form ;
he recognizes that men rejoice in the delight of the world

and seek not salvation, and therefore he sets out the truth which

leads to enlightenment in attractive garb, in the hope that men
attracted by it may realize the aim and extract from his work the

gold alone. As he makes no allusion to an earlier poem, we
may conclude that the Saundaratianda was his first attempt^

The topic of the poem is the legend ofthe conversion ofthe reluct-

ant Nanda, his half-brother, by the Buddha, a story recounted in

the Makdvagga and the Niddnakathd^ but A^vaghosa deals with

it in the approved manner of the later Kavya. He begins with

an account of the foundation of Kapilavastu, which gives him

occasion to display his knowledge of heroic tales and mythology

(Canto i). There follow^s the description of the king, ijuddho-

dana, and briefly an account of the birth of Sarvarthasiddha and

his half-brother Nanda. The Buddha is described in full in the

next Canto (iii)
;
then we hear of Sundarfs beauty and the

perfection of her union with Nanda as of the night with the

moon. Reluctantly Nanda leaves her (iv), and the Buddha
hastens to secure his ordination as a monk, much against his

inclination (v). Bitter is Sundaii’s grief (vi), and Nanda himself

seeks by a long list of legendary parallels to defend his desire to

cling to his beloved
;
kings of yore have laid aside the hermit's

garb and returned to the world ofjoy and life (vii). In vain are

the demerits of women, the flattery on their lips, the treachpry in

their hearts, pointed out (viii)
;
in vain is he warned of the evils

of pride illustrated by the fate of heroes of the past (ix). The
Buddha determines on a bolder plan

; he carries him to heaven

and shows him on the way in the Himalaya a one-eyed ape of

hideous form, asking him if Sundarl is fairer than it. Nanda
energetically asserts h|s wife's loveliness, but on the sight of the

heavenly Apsarases must admit that their beauty raises them as

far above Sundari as she is above the ape ; with fickle faith he

resolves to win an Apsaras as bride, but is warned that he must

win heaven by good works, if he is to obtain this end (x). Re-

turned to earth he strives for this end, but Ananda warns him,

adducing a wealth of examples, that the joys of heaven are

fleeting and that, when man's merit is exhausted, he must

return to earth again (xi). Nanda is thus induced to lay aside

all thought of heavenly joys and to seek and obtain instruc-
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tion from the Buddha ; he becomes not merely a saint, but on

the Buddha's bidding detei mines on the nobler course of seek-

ing salvation not for himself alone, but of preaching it to others

(xii-xviii).

The Buddhacarita ^ deals with the greater theme of the life of

the Buddha^ and it is a misfortune that as we have it the poem
contains seventeen Cantos and of tliese SSly the first thirteen

—with certain exffptidrp^are genuine, the remainder being an

addition made a century ago by Amrtananda who records that

he did so because he could not find a manuscript of the rest of

the text. The poem now ends with the conversions made at

Benares, but the Chinese version, made between A.D. 414 and 41^1,

and the Tibetan, have twenty-eight Cantos, and I-tsing still knew
of this number. The exact source which influenced A9vaghosa

in his choice of incident is unknown, for it is not proved that the

Lalitavisiara existed in his time in anything like its present

form. In any case the contrast between the two works is

remarkable ; the Lalitavisiara is written in the main in Sanskrit

prose of the plain type, intermingled wdth ballads in mixed
Sanskrit of the so-called Gatha style

5
at best it is confused, at

worst incoherent Agvaghosa^s poem is essentially the work of

an artist ; in choice of incident and an-angement he seeks to

produce the effect, and, thoughJie doe^^not vary in

essentials the tradition, he renders vivid and affecting the scenes

which he describes. The princess fatal journeying fortElfom the

palace w'hTch brings him into contact with the hateful spectacle

of age, is preceded by the account of the fair women who crowd

to watch hts exit ,* the poet again shows his skill in depicting

the loving ruses by which the ladies of the harem seek to divert

his mind from the desire to ienounce the vanities of the world,

and in describing the famous scene when the prince gazing on
them in their sleep resolves to abandon the palace. Nor is he
skilled in the Kama9astra alone

;
he adduces the arguments by

which the family priests, fortified by the precepts of political

science, seeks to deter the prince from his resolution to abandon
^ Ed. Ef B. Cowell, Oxford, 1893 ; trans. SBE. 46 ; FomxcM, Ban, 1912. See

also Hultzsch, 2DMG. IxxU. 145 ff.; Cappeller, ZII. iL lE; Speyer, JRAS. 1914,

pp. 105 IF,; GawroAski, Mocmih Qtyenialis^cmy^ u iff. 5 i-v cd, and traas. K. M.
Joglekar, Bombay, 1912. Oa Buddhist Sansknt Literatuie cf. G. K. Nanman,

Mutism (1923),
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secular life with its duties, and true to the rule which requires

a description of a battle he provides a spirited picture of the

contest of Buddha against the demon Mara and his monstrous

hosts.

There is not the slightest doubt of one of the sources of

A^vaghosa. Though Cowell was unable to find decisive proof

of his knowledge of the Rdmdyana as opposed merely to the

legend of Rama, the fact is put beyond doubt, apart from a men-

tion of the poem in the Suirdlamkdra^ by careful study of the

references in the Bitddhacarita itself^; when the people of the

town see that Siddhaitha has not returned they weep as afore-

time when the chariot of Da^aratha's son returned without him ;

^uddhodana compares himself to Da^aiatha, beieft of Rama,

whose death he envies, and in these and many other passages

there is clear knowledge by Afvaghosa of the wording of our

present text. It was natuial that the parallel should deeply

affect A9vaghosa, and the broad stiucture of the episode of the

return of Sumantra to without Rama and of Chan-

daka to Kapilavastu without Siddhartha is unmistakable ;
the

charioteer leaves his master, and returns to the city now sadly

changed
;

the eager citizens rush out to greet him, leam his

news, and are filled with lamentation; the women throng the

windows and then withdraw in deep depression to their inner

chambers; the charioteer enters the presence of the king.

Similarly again, Ya5odhara's lament for the sufferings of the

prince in his new life of hardship is modelled on Sita's sorrow for

her husband’s sufferings in the forest. Nor docs it seem reason-

able to deny that the description of the aspect of the women of

the harem in sleep is based on the portraiture of Ravana’s

harem.^

2. Agvaghosds Style and Language.

Dandin ® draws a vital distinction between two styles as preva-

lent in his day, the Gauda and the Vaidarbha, eastern and

southern, and from his account and other evidence we gather that

^ Gawronski, Studies about the Semsk. Buddk, LiL^ pp. 27 ff,

® V. 9-1 1, which Wintenutz (GIL. i. 417) asserU to be based on A^vaghosa, But

see Walter, Indiea, iii. 13.

* Kdvyddar^a<i i. 40 ff.
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among the characteristics of the former was the love of long

compounds not merely in prose, where they were accepted even

by the Vaidarbha, but in verse also
;
love of alliteration and of

h^rsh sound effects ;
the use of recondite etymologizing phrase-

ology, and a desire for strength resulting often in bombast and

affectation. It has been suggested by Jacobi ^ that the contrast

of styles has a historical basis
;
Sanskrit poetry was practised, it

is argued, eagerly in the east and Sanskrit poetry there had

developed the evil effects of old age, before the art became

current in the west and south. The simpler style of the south

was also on this view influenced by the freshness of the lyric of

Maharastra born of close contact with the people It is already

a serious objection to such a conclusion that in the Natyagastra

we find the qualities which Dandin ascribes as characteristic of

the Vaidarbha ascribed to the Kavya style in general
;

this is

a strong suggestion that at the time of the Natyagastra there

had not developed those characteristics of the Gauda style, and

that they emerged gradually with the devriopment of poetry at

the courts of princes of Bengal. This view gains support from

the fact that, though Dandin praises the Vaidarbha style, and

evidently disapproves of the Gauda, in practice poets of later

date often affect the Gauda manner. A^vaghosa, however,

affords ajnoie convincing proof still of the earlyncEaraHer"^^

Vaidarbha
; his style unmistakablyJs of fhe^aidax*bha type ; as

Bania later says of the western poets, ^aims at sense ratfcjhan

meip ornament ; itJs his aim to narrate, to^ describe, to preach

his curious but not unattractive jghilosogl^ of ^enunciation of

selfish desire and univ^sal active benevolence and efibit Ifbr the

good, and by the clarity, vividness, and elegance of his diction to

attrad: tBe minds of those to whom blunt truth^ and pedestrian

Statements would not app^l. This project left no room for mere

elegance or for deliberate straining after effect,and thus it results

that Afvaghosa’s works attain a high measure of attractiveness,

especially when we make the necessary allowance for the deddec^ly

bad condition ofthe text tradition of both epics. Simple,ofcourse,

in the sesnse in which it can be applied "to English poetry, is an
inappropriate epithet as regards any Sanskrit Kavya, but rela-

tively to the later standard, even in some measure to Kalidasa,

^ AmgmMite MrsMtmgien in pp. xyif.
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Agvaghosa^s style is simple. Nor may we deny it the epithets

of sensuous and passionate
;
the picture of the pleasures of love

drawn by A^vaghosa is already marked by that wealth of

intimate detail which appeals to all Indian poets, but proves

a grave stumbling block to critics who find matter for offence

even in the charming picture of the deceiving Zeus in the Ihad
and reprobate in the author of the Odyssey the episode of the

amour of Ares and Aphrodite. But still more sincere is the

burning enthusiasm of the poet for his own ideal, not the Arhat,

contented to seek his own freedom from rebirth in this world of

misery, but the Bodhisattva, the Buddha to be, who delays, how-

ever, his entering into Nirvana until he has accomplished his view

of freeing all other creatures from the delusion which makes

them cling throughout the ages to mortal life and its woes.

This is a new note in Sanskiit poetry; Valmiki has majesty and

a calm seriousness, but he is free from passion like his hero, who
though he experiences vicissitudes yet stands apart from them,

and of whose ultimate success we never doubt. Nanda’s rejection

of Sundar! may seem to us heartless enough ; his transference of

his fickle affection to the Apsarases has its comic side, but in the

end he seeks the welfaie of others, even as does the Buddha

;

Rama on the contrary in his rejection of Sita after the long

agony of separation from him has no warmer motive than obedi-

ence to the doctrine that Caesar’s wife must be above suspicion.

As Quddhodana reminds us of Dafaratha, so Sundari has

traces of Sita, but with a vehemence of passion unknown to that

queen, and without her dignity and steadfast courage. Nor is it

in theme and character-drawing alone that Valmiki is laid under

contribution
;

the metaphors and similes of the Rdmdyana^

appear in more refined form ; the king, hearing of his son’s final

resolve, falls, smitten by sorrow as Indra’s banner is lowered

when the festival is over {facipaUr vrtta ivotsave dkvajah) ; the

maidens stand drinking in the prince’s beauty with eyes that

stay wide open in joy (migmlmA prliimkacaih pibantya iva loca*

mik) ;
they display their bosoms that are like bowls of gold

{smarmkalafaprakkydn dargayantyak payodhardn). The epic

speaks of the ocean laughing with the foam of its waves, the

poet embodies the idea in the picture of a sleeping beauty of the

^ Cf. Walter, Indim^ iii. ii ff.
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harem, with a daintiness of elaboration which is far removed

from the epic

:

vibabhau karalagnavenur anyd: stanavisrastasiidngtikd gayand

rjiisatpadapanktijustapadmd
:
jalaphenaprahasattatd nadtva.

* And one lay resplendent, holding a flute in her hand, while her

white garment slipt from her bosom, like unto a river whose

banks laugh with the foam ^ of her waves, and in whose lotuses

long rows of bees delight/ A5vaghosa unquestionably is at his

best ill simple and elegant description by which a clear picture is

presented to the eyes

:

tathdpi pdplyasi nirjtte gate : digah praseduh prababhau

nigdharah

dive nipetur bhuvi pnspavrstayo : rardja yoseva vikabnasd

nigd,

* So when the evil one had retired worsted, the sky became calm,

the moon shone forth, flowers fell in rain from heaven on the

earth
;
night shone clear like a maiden free from stain/ When

the charioteer letums

:

ptmah kumdro vinivrtta iiy atlw
:
gavdksamdldh pratipedire

^ngandk

viviktaprstkam ca nigamya vdjinam
: punar gavdksdnipid~

kdya cukruguk.

* « ’Tis the prince returned ”, said the women and rushed to their

windows, but, seeing the steed s back bereft of its master, closed

them again and wailed aloud/ Ya9odhara, who is more akin to

Sita than Sundari, laments her husband’s new lot :

gnmu gayitvd gayam hiranmaye : prdbodhyamdno nigi Utr^

yanisvanaik

katham bata svapsyaii so 'dya vratl: patatkadegdniariie

mahttale.

* How can he sleep to-night, my faithful one, on one poor mat
covering the bare earth, he who hath slept aforetime on a couch

of gold undefiled, and whom music hath aroused from his

slumbers ? ’ A9vaghosa is also a master of simple pathos

:

makaiyd trsnayd dukkkairgarbhendsmiyayd dhrtak

tasyd nispkalayatndydh kvdham mdizih kva sd mama,

^ C£. 50.
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^ With deep longing and many a pain did she bear me in her

womb
;

all her effort hath come to nought ; why was she mother,
why was I her son?’ As often the idea has a piototype in the

Rdmcyana} but A^vaghosa has heightened by his delicate touch

the effect of the whole,

Sanskrit poetry, which does not aim at rhyme, nevertheless is

fond of the repetition of the same syllables in close relation,

especially if the meaning thus conveyed is altered, and instances

of Yamakas, as they are styled, are not rare in A^vaghosa as in

pranastavatsdm iva vatsalmh gam^ ‘ like a loving cow ’which hath
lost its calf’, a clear lefinement on the vivaisdvatsaldkridoi the

epic; a more elaborate effect is produced in Canto i where
stanzas 14-16 approximate to rhyme as in tiddrasamkkyaik

sacivair asamkhyaih^ * with countless ministers of noble counsels

'

and samagradevlnivahdgradevty * queen supreme of all the host

of queens but such effects are rarely ^ sought Occasionally

a phrase is overworked as in tapahpragdntam sa vanam vivega^

* he entered the penance grove where penance had ceased and
now and then the poet errs in his display of his culture,® as when
he derives a simile from the use of the verbal form asH as

a particle, though his successors equally delight to prove by
recondite allusions that they are masters of the works of Panini.

His own skill is shown especially in Canto ii of the Satmda-
rmianda where he exhibits his knowledge ofaorist forms, and he
evidently felt pleasure in the skill which uses mlyate as the passive

of the three verbs md^ mi^ and ml^ ajijipat as the aorist of jap

andyV, and adldipat as that of dd and do. On the other hand we
find forms which, if excusable, are so only on the ground of the

epic, as in the gerunds grhya and vivardhayiivd
; beside the

common nigamya] healing, we find mgdmya^ observing, and,

while the derivative foim daigika is regularly used stidegika stands

beside it. The periphrastic future as aham pravestd replaces

pravestdsmi, and in the use of particles A^vaghosa permits him-
self irregularities which are not rare in Buddhist Sanskrit ; thus

^ n. S3, 20.

® harittiragaUiran^vattiircmgahf Buddhacatiia^ v. 8y, is not a success,

® The poet shows in a simile his knowledge of the new art of Gandhara. His use

of the technical terms bkdva and hdva (iv. 12) proves his knowledge of Alamkara,

and he fully employs Yathasamkhya, v. 42 ; ix. 16, For artistic parallels see

Foucher, VArt Grko^Smddhigite du Gatuihdra^ i* 321, 339 ff.
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ktm bata and prag eva denote ^ how much more ’
;
saced is used

for ced\ andj as in the epic, some pleonasm of particles is

allowed
; we find, unless we amend, api repeated, hi and iu com-

bined in one sentence and even na jaharsa na capt camitepe.

Some Buddhist terms occur, such zsprativedha. injtta^pragrabdhi^

and praverita, while maiira^ for the wonted mattrt, is based on

Pali ^netta
;
moreover it is impossible to defend some of A9va-

ghosa's genders. But these are minor blemishes in a Sanskrit

which is normally grammatically correct.

Nor is there any real doubt as to A^vaghosa’s metrical skill,

though the manuscripts do undoubtedly present a text in which

metrical deficiencies aie not rarely present. In addition to the

more easy metres he adopts the Udgata for Canto iii of the

Saundarananda^ an exampleTollov’i^dTn Canto xii of the Kira-

tdrjuntya and Canto xv of the QigupMavadka^ while the Suva-

dana and the Vardhamana species of the Upasthitapracupita ^

are also found.

3. The Avaddnas.

Connected with A5vaghosa, sometimes identified with him by
tradition, is a mysterious Matrceta,^ of whose numerous works

fragments alone, from his Qatapahedgatikastotra? exist in

Sanskrit. These show a fairly elegant style of religious lyric

devotion. The taste of the time, however, seems to have pre-

ferred the telling of tales dealing with the endless theme of the

fruits of man’s deeds. Moreover the view of the Buddhists who
loved these Avadanas^—tales of great acts or perhaps of the

causes of man’s future ®—^was not a narrowly moral one. They
were not content to exemplify the somewhat cold doctrine of the

due leward of a man s actions regarded merely from the moral

point of view. They were frankly Buddha worshippers and

^ Smnd it 65; cf. Jacobi, 'ZDMG. xxxviii. 603; SIFI. VIII, ii. 113,

® Cf. Thomas, ERE. yiii 495.
* L4vi, JA. 19 10, u. 433-56; Poossin, JRAS. 1911, pp. 759-77. For his Fama-

ftarkm/antana see Thomas, IA. xxxiv. 145 ff.

* Przyltiski (Zot de Pemp^eur (19x3), pp. vihf., 214) holds that

there were two Vmayas of the SarvastivSdiiis, one of MathnrS with Avadanas or

Jatakas, one of Kashmir without them , the Divym^dm may all be denved from the

first of these Vinayas ; Ldvi, Tmng viii. 105-22 ; JA. ^914, ix. 494,
» 2Jimmer, ZII. iii. 203 ff.
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believed wholeheartedly in the efficacy of any act of devotion to

the Buddha or his followers as having the power to influence

indefinitely for good the life of man
; equally they held that an

insult to the Buddha was certain to bear appalling fruit. Of the

Avadana texts preserved the oldest may be the Avaddfiagataka^

which is stated to have been rendered into Chinese in the first

half of the third century A.D., and which, as containing the term

dtndra, can hardly belong to any period earlier than A.I). 100.

Artistically the work has scanty merit
; its arrangement in ten

decades each according to subject-matter is schematic
;
the tales

open with set formulae, contain set formulae of description, as of

the laughter of the Buddha, and of moral exhortation
;
exaggera-

tion and long-windedness mark the whole, and beauty of form is

sacrificed to the desire to be edifying. From this point of view,

indeed, the tales often reveal thoughts of some beauty ;
Maitra-

kanyaka, condemned for wrongs done to his mother to endure in

hell the punishment of bearing on his head wheel of red-hot

iron for 66,000 years until another who has committed a like sin

comes to relieve him of his burden, resolves that rather will he

for ever and ever endure the pain, and is rewarded forthwith by
the disappearance of the instrument of torment, ^rimati, wife of

Bimbisara, pays homage to the relics of the Buddha which the

king had enclosed in a Stupa for worship by the ladies of his

harem ; the parricide Ajatapatru forbids such homage on pain of

death, but Qrimatl disobeys, and, slain by the king’s order, is

bom again in the world of the gods.

Far more interesting as literature is the Dwyavaddna^ a col-

lection of legends which draws, like the Avaddna^ataka^ largely

on the Vinayapitaka of the Sarvastivadin school of Buddhism,

Its date is uncertain; its origin is complex; one section is

definitely described as a Mahayana Sutra, while the body of the

work is still of the Hinayana school. The term dlndra occurs,

and one famous tale, the Qardulakarnavadana, was rendered into

Chinese in a.b. 5^65. It tells how the Buddha by his skill in

persuasion converted to the faith the maiden Prakrti, who had con-

ceived a deep love for the beloved disciple Ananda and would have

won him from his vows, had he not at the moment of his greatest

1 Ed. J. S. Speyer, BB. 3, 1900-^ ;
trans. L. Feer, AMG. 18, 1891.

® Ed. E. B. Cowell aad E. A. Neil, Cambridge, 1886.

F3X«»
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danger sought refuge in his master’s strength. The gem of the

collection is doubtless the pathetic legend of Kunala, son of

A9oka,^ whose false stepmother succeeds in poisoning his father’s

mind against him and in having him blinded without his per-

mitting himself either hate or reproach. We find, however, also

a still more gruesome and to us repellent theme in the tale of

Rupavatl, who severs her own breasts in order to feed a hungry-

mother when on the point of eating her own child
;
Rupavati is

extolled as a pattern of the Bodhisattva who seeks to save the

\vhole world, and is accorded the somewhat quaint honour of

being reborn as a prince, Rupavata.

The style of the book is very uneven, as a result of the

diversity of its sources. Besides ordinary simple Sanskrit prose,

intermingled here and theie with Gathas, we find here and there

passages in elaborate metres and prose with the long compounds

approved by writers on poetics Thus Avadana xxxviti is a version

in elaborate style of the story of Maitrakanyaka in the form found

in the Avadmagataka. More interesting to us is the preservation,

as part ofthe cycle oflegends ofAgoka (xxvi-xxix), of the dramatic

episode of the conversion of the demon Mara by the virtuous

Upagupta. The idea, ingenious in itself, is carried out with spirit

and imagination ;
Mara is converted and Upagupta, who desires to

see with his eyes the Buddha long since dead, asks him to appear

before him in the Buddha’s form. Mara obeys, and the devotee

falls down in worship before the wondrous apparition of the master

he loved. We can recognize here, without question, borrowing

from A^vaghosa in manner, as in substance from the Sutrdlam-^

kdra \ style and metre are of the classical type which his poems

display. Moreover, we can trace ^ in this section of the work

clear instances of knowledge of the Buddhacarita and eVen of the

less popular Smmdarananda

;

thus Gupta’s son is d*^ Scribed as

beautiful beyond men but yet inferior to the gods {atikrdnto

mdnusmarnam mamprdptag m divyavarnam\ and this some-

what clumsy expression can hardly be derived from any source

other than A$vaghosa’s elegant atUya martydn mmpetya devdn*

^ The original according to Pr^ylu^ki, ta U^nde Hmpreur
A^a (1923), was composed by a monk of Mathnm about two centuries before

Kantska (between 130-100 b.c.).

* Oawronski, Studies ab&ut the Smsk. Buddha pp. 490,
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Similarly, both xxii and xxxviii contain reminiscences of the
Buddhacartta both in the polish of their style and in actual

verbal similarities
, in the latter we have •

irsndmlath gokagikhdpracandaig : ctiidm dagdhani bahu-
prakdram

dgdvatdni sapraHccydbhtrdmatr : ddndnibusekciih gciinaydm^

babhtiva.

‘ The flames of desire, kindled by sorrow, in the minds of those
full of longing were extinguished by the torrents of his gene-
rosity, made beautiful by his courtesy.’

In the less polished parts of the collection we find many
curious specimens of the influence of Pali or Prakiit on the

writers. Thus we have forms like sarpi for sarpts^ parvah foi

parva^yam for yat^ tdvanta for idvant^ piihi for vUkL The use

of particles often deviates from Sanskrit practice . thus api , .

.

api seiwes as equivalent to et ... et
\
apy eva means perhaps,

prdg eva often, ydvat quippe
;
the favourite Buddhist form of

denoting place, yena . . . tena, is common ; and yaiah, yadbkft-

yasd, tatpraihamatah^ and yat khalu are common as conjunc-

tions. As prepositions we find sarvdnte^ after, sakdmam, to

please, sthdpaytivd^ except. Rare words and meanings abound,
as dpaiii^ sin, kola^ raft, gulma^ custom-house, uddhava^ cheer-

fulness, paribhds, abuse, nigritya, going to, pragkarati, ooze

forth {praksar-)^ vyaiisdrayatt katkdm^ converse, anyaiara^

anyaiama, any one, bhuyasyd mdtrayd^ still more.

4, Arya Qura and later Poetry

The influence of A5vaghosa is unquestionably to be traced in

the elegant and interesting collection of lectures or sermons in the

form of edifying anecdotes of the Buddha’s action in former

births produced by Arya Qura under the style of ydtakamdld?

The mere fact that the tales appear in Sanskrit of the Kavya

^ The Vedic §hr may be the origin of this formation, if it is not itself a Prakiit-

ism; cf Geiger, Pdh^ p. 67.

® Ed. H, Kenj, HOS. i, 1891 , trans. J. S. Spejer, London, 1895. Cf. Luders,

ON. 1902, pp. 758 S. ; F. W. Thomas, Album Kem^ pp. 405 ff. ; on the Chinese ver-

sion, Ivanovski, RHR. xlvii. 298 ff.
;

cf. E. Wohlgemuth, Ober die cktntnsche Version

mm Alvc^ho^'s BuddhacaHia (Leipzig, 1916),

F 2
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type is suflScient proof of the spread of the use of that language

for purposes of literature and discussion in the courtly circles in

which, we may safely assume, Arya Qufa moved and lived. The

material of the tales was doubtless ready to hand ; nearly all of

them are extant in the Pali Jataka book,^ and twelve of them

are also found in the Pali Cariyapitaha. Moreover, as in that

book, the tales are told with the definite purpose of illustrating

the various perfections {paramitas) ascribed by Buddhist theory

to the Buddha to be. Their chief defect to modem taste is the

extravagance which refuses to recognize the Aristotelian mean.

The very first tale, which is not in the Jataka book, tells of the

extraordinary benevolence of the Bodhisattva who insists on

sacrificing his life in order to feed a hungry tigress, whom he

finds on the point of devouring the young whom she can no

longer feed, and the other narratives are no less inhuman in the

disproportion between the worth of the object sacrificed and that

for whose sake the sacrifice is made. But these defects were

deemed rather merits by contemporary and later taste. I*tsing

mentions the Jatahamdla as one of the popular works among

Buddhists of his day, and the frescoes of Ajatita include both

pictures and verses, proving the existence then of the text. The
date of this evidence, unfortunately, is not certain, but the style

of writing suggests the sixth century, and with this accords the

fact that a Chinese rendering of another work of Arya <Jura was

made in A. D. 434. The author may then have written in the

third, or more probably the fourth, century.

Arya Qura's style is classical, showing command of the

resources of his art, but restrained and saved from exaggeration

by good taste. His prose and verse alike are careful and polished,

and, though he is not averse to the use of fairly long compounds,

especially in prose, he employs them naturally and is seldom

obscure. His good taste is conspicuous in the lines put in the

mouth of the son whose father in his insensate generosity has

given away his wife and children ; the child speaks in simple but

pathetic words

:

naive4mh me taihd duhkhamyad ayam hanii mam dmjah
ndpafyam ambdmyat tv adya tad viddrayattva mdm

* GN. 1918, pp. 464 E
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rodisyaii dram nunam ambd gunye tapovane

putragokena krpand hatagdveva cdtaku

asmadartke samdhriya vandn mulapkalam bakti

bkavisyati kathaih nv ambd drstvd gunyam iapovafiam f

ime ndv agvakds tdta kadikd rathakdg ca ye

ato 'rdham deyam ambdyat gakam iena vinesyaiL

‘ Tis not so much that the Brahmin beats me that causes me
sorrow, but that I have not seen my mother to-day pierces my
heart. Long will my mother weep in the penance grove, now

lonely, sorrowing for the woes of her children, like a cuckoo

whose young are slain. She has gathered for our sake many

a fruit and root from the forest
;
how then will she feel when she

sees the penance grove left lonely? Here, daddy, are our toy

horses, our elephants, our cars
;
give a half to mother ;

thus will

she assuage her grief.’ But he is equally happy in moie elaborate

themes, as in the description of the rule of the just king

:

samaprabhdvd svajanejane ca : dharmdnugd tasya hi danda-

nliitt

adharmyam dvrtya janasya mdrgam: sapdnamdleva dtvo

babhuva.

* Impartial to kin and stranger alike, his rule followed in the

steps of righteousness ;
blocking the path of unrighteousness to

men, it was as a ladder to raise them to the sky/ No doubt in

his language there are traces here and there of Palicisms,^ but

these do not seriously detract from Arya Q^ra’s claim to correct-

ness of language, and his metrical skill is considerable.

The form of his tales as composed of prose with verses inter-

mingled, now s&igly, now in larger numbers, is of historical

interest. It is not, of course, an invention of Arya Qura, who

followed Kumaralata and doubtless many others in the employ-

ment of this style. But its or^in is disputed. Oldenberg*

developed with his usual skill the thesis that the original form of

literature in India, as perhaps elsewhere, was prose, with verses

interposed at those points where the primitive mind naturally

tends to give utterance to its feelings in verse form, as when

i He is praised in the SdktMikarnMrnrm, ZDMG. xxxvi. 365. For his Palicisms.

see Frajike, IF. v. Aiiz. 31.

« GGA. 1909, pp. m ff. ; GN. 1911, pp. 459 W- 79 Cf- Wintemitz,

WZKM. mxi. rosif.
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a god is invoked, a curse is pronounced, a benediction uttered,

a prayer put up, in short at any point where emotion is let free

and the pedestrian prose is inadequate as an expression of the

feeling. He has found proofs of the existence of literature of

this kind in the Rgveda^ the Brahmanas, the epic, and in Pali

texts, including the Jatakas, In principle the verses alone were

preserved in fixed form, and they only received skill and care,

the prose being supplied by those who told the tales. The pro-

cess of development which followed was, on the one hand, the

elimination of the prose by substituting verse, and it has been

suggested that a remnant of the old condition is to be found in

the Mahdbhdrata^ where the speakers in case of dialogue are

given in prose, while in the more finished Rdmdyana such

devices are unknown, the poet, like the authors of the Iliad and

Odysseyy woiking into verse the name of the spokesman. On the

other hand, the step was taken of applying to the prose the

artistic polish which marked the verse, and Oldenberg ^ claims

that, apart from an exceptional case like the Kundla Jdtaka of

the Pali Jataka book, where the verses are accompanied by an
ornate prose, the Jdtakamdld and the Pancatantra or Tantrd-

khydyika are among the earliest examples of this form.

It seems clear for reasons elsewhere adduced ® that the theoiy

is not substantiated by Vedic evidence, and that it must stand or

fall according as other considerations may appear to render it

credible. The evidence of comparative liteiature is still quite

inadequate to support it, and from the Indian point of view
matters can much more simply be explained. The earliest form
of prose with verse intermingled which we find in Indian litera-

ture appeal's to be that in which gnomic verse is cited to illustrate

^ AUind. Prosa^ pp. 83 ff. What is true is that elaboration of prose style is later

than and based on development of verse; cf. Jacobi, Compositum tmd
p- vrho cites the symmetrical Varnakas of the Jain canon and their long com-
pom.ds (cf IS. xvii. 389 E),

* Keith, JRAS. 191 x, pp. 979 ff. ; 1912, pp. 43911. ; HOS. xxv. 43 ff. There are
cases of intermixture of prose and verse in other languages, e. g. Latin (Varro’s

Sattirat Mmippem^ Petronins, Martianns Capella (r. a. n. 400), Boethius (480-524),
and two novels, Julius Valenus (r. 300) and ffisi<trm Apoliomt Tjfriii Tenffel-

Schwabe, §§ 28, 165, 305, 4%)? Norse; Mediaeval
Irish (Wmdiscb, Irtseke T^xU^ »i, 447 f,); Chinese; Old Picard, Amasszn e£ Meo-
iiti ; Boccaccio’s L^AmeU

; Sa*dfs GuiiStm ; l^utos and Eskimos (MacCuUoch,
ChUIhead pp. 480 f.) ; Gray, p, 32.
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what is stated in the prose ; this is akin to the practice of the

Brahmanas to adduce occasionally Yajnagathas, verses on sacri-

ficial points, in theii discussions, and to the habit of the Dharma-

sutras to enforce the rules which they lay down with verse cita-

tions. Heie and there in the Upanisads we find similar cases,

verses being cited in illustration and explanation of a doctrine

stated in prose
;

in these cases it is made quite clear that the

verses are quotations, from which, no doubt, it was an easy step

to the writer composing verses of his own to enliven his theme

or summarize his moral. The Karikas found in the Makdbhdsya

prove that grammarians recognized the convenience of thus

putting on record in easily remembered and accurate form their

observations on disputed points. In the case of narrative the

evidence seems clearly to indicate that originally in India prose

and verse were used independently
;

if so, it is easy to understand

how they could come to be combined, especially as in the other

instances adduced above there already existed examples of the

combination of verse and prose in one literary form. The few

cases in the epic of prose and verse combined seem to be dis-

tinctly instances of contamination, not remnants of an older form

of composition. How far models in Pali were available for the

author of the Jdtakamdld or Kumaralata we cannot, of course,

prove, foi the Jataka book in Pali as we have it presents grave

problems which are yet unsolved. But the Kundla Jataka

at any rate suggests that it would be unwise to claim that

the transition first took place in Sanskrit versions of Jataka

tales.

Other Buddhist writeis contributed much less to literature

than to philosophy. The mysterious Nagarjuna, perhaps of the

latter part of the second century A. D., in \xls Madhyamakakdrikds

shows a perverse ability to develop paradoxes, while Arya Deva

{c. A.D. in his Caiukgaiikd'^ shows considerable power of

irony in his onslaught on the Brahmanical practice of bathing in

the Ganges to remove sin and acquire merit The Qisyalekka-

dharmakdvya ^ of Candragomin, in which instruction is given in the

form of a letter to a pupil dealing with the essential facts of the

1 Ed. Calcutta, 1914. Da !ii$ Hasimalaprakara^mrUit ct Thomas and ITi,

JRAS. 1918, pp. 2$7 fF. Cf, P, L. Vaidya, sur Iryctdeva (Paris, 1923).

® Ed. I. P. Mmayeff, ZapisU^ iv.
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Buddhist faith, has a predecessor in the Sukrllekha"^ of Nagar-

juna, in which he summarizes Buddhist doctrine for a king,

unhappily unidentified. The Subhdsitdvali cites a verse actually

found in the letter, though omitted in the Tibetan version

:

visasya visaydndm ca duram atyantam antaram

tipabhuktam visam hanti visaydk smarandd apt.

‘ Vast indeed the diifference between poison and objects of sense

;

poison slays only when tasted, but the things of sense by mere

thought thereof.' The name of the author is given in the text

as Candragopin, but on the whole it is improbable that he is to be

distinguished from Candragomin, and we may place him in the

seventh century A.D., as his giammar was used in the Kdgikd

Vrtti^ while he seems to have been alive as late as the time of

I-tsing, though his reference is not free from doubt. As might be

expected from a grammarian, the poem is written in correct and

fluent Sanskrit, but without special distinction.

The case is other with Qantideva, author of the laborious com-

pendium of Buddhist dogmatics of the Mahayana school, the

Qiksdsamuccaya^ in his Bodhicarydvatdra? in which he sketches

the career of him who seeks to attain Buddhahood as opposed to

the narrow Hinayana ideal of saintship. ^antideva, who lived

in the seventh century and whom tradition alleges to have been

the son of a king who was induced by the goddess Tara to lay

aside royal state, disclaims any literary pretension
;
he writes for

himself only and for those of nature akin to his. His poem is

a strange blend of passionate devotion to the aim of aiding men
to achieve freedom from the miseries of life coupled with the

utter negativism of the Mahayana philosophy. There is nothing

real, nothing can be gained or lost, none honoured or despised
; joy

and sorrow, love and hate, all are idle names, without reality

;

search as you will, nothing can be found that is. None the less

^antideva seems to be intoxicated with the nobility of the aim of

seeking to be a saviour of mankind ,* the good we do in our

efforts is a joy to the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas
; we are allied

with them in the struggle to attain the end. It is a delusion by

^ Trans. H, Wensel, JPTS. 1886, pp. i ff. ; for tlie long Satavahaaa, cf. Vidyabhu-
sajia, TOCP. 1919, ii. 125.

* Ed. de ia Vall^ Ponssm, BI, 1901 ff. ; trans. Pans, 1907.
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which we treat our own bodies as something essentially our own

;

we must realise that the grief of another is our own, the joy of

another not alien to us. The poetic power of the author stands

out brilliantly when contrasted with the uninspired verses in

which his predecessors Vasubandhu and his brother Asahga,

probably in the fourth century, preached their doctrines. Of the

latter we have the Mahayanasutrdlamkdra^ written in correct but

undistinguished Sanskrit, utterly overloaded with technicalities,

and, despite its great length and the obvious efforts of the author

to express himself effectively, deplorably obscure. But the

poem is of literary interest as proving how fully Buddhist

teachers had adopted Sanskrit as their literary medium.



IV

KALIDASA and the GUPTAS

I. The Guptas afid the Brahmin Revival

UTTER obscurity attends the decline of the power of the

followers of Kaniska in India,^ but it is certain that in

A,B. ^0,0 Candragupta founded, as a result of a matrimonial

alliance with a Licchavi princess, a dynasty with head-quarters

at Pataliputra, which under his son, Samudragupta (c. A.D.

330-75), stood out as the paramount power in northern India,

while his grandson, Candragupta II, completed its success by
overthrowing the Ksatrapas and adding Malwa, Gujaiat, and
Kathiawar to the empire. His son and successor, Kumaragupta
(a,d. 4I3~55}> seems to have reigned in unbroken prosperity, and

Skandagupta, his son, shortly after his reign began, won a decided

success over the Huna invaders who were advancing from the

north-west and menacing India. But between A.D. 465 and 470
the Huna advance seems to have become irresistible, and at any
rate after the death of Skandagupta about 480 the greatness of

the empire was irretrievably departed, though the dynasty con-

tinued to rule sadly diminished dominions for several genera-

tions. By 499 Toramana, leader of the Hunas, was established

as ruler of Malwa, while his successor, Mihiragula, had his capital

at Sialkot in the Panjab. The expulsion of the Huns seems to

have been the result about 52,8 of a victory won by Ya5o-
dharman, a ruler of central* India, and the Gupta Baladitya of

Magadha, but the records are curiously unsatisfactory. At any
rate Mihiragula retreated to Kashmir, where he won an unenvi-

able reputation,^ and shortly after 550 the Turks conquered the

Hun kingdom on the Oxus.

There can be no doubt that the Gupta empire signihed a
distinct revival of Brahmanism and a reassertion of Indian

* Smith, EHI. chaps, x md adi 5 Bhandarkar, Histmy pp. 45? ff,

® To Mm is ascnbed the yum of Gaadhara aad its art
j
Foucher, JOAH Grka^

B0UddMpi&^ ii. 5S8 ff.
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nationality as opposed to the somewhat cosmopolitan Kushan

rdgimej under which Buddhism was decidedly in chief favour,

though Brahmanism and Jainism must have been widespread.

The art of the period is of a high order, reflecting a national

spirit reacting to the impulse of Greek inspiration,^ although the

architecture of the period has largely disappeared, owing doubt-

less to the appalling destruction wrought by the Mahomedan
invaders of north India. The sculptme, however, exhibits an

unusual beauty of figure, dignity of pose, and restraint and

refinement of treatment in detail. The coinage, often of merit,

shows clear traces of intercourse with the Roman world, also

attested by records of missions to Rome and Constantinople in

361 and 530. Mathematics, astronomy, and astrology flourished,

taking new life under Greek influence, as is abundantly esta-

blished by the Pancasiddhantikd of Varahamihira {c. 550) and

by the works of Aryabhata (born 476). Relations with China

were maintained by visits of Buddhists from and to India.

Fa-hien (401-10) gives us a most favourable picture of India

under Candragupta IL There was freedom of movement

throughout mid- India
;
justice was dispensed with mercy, fines

being normally inflicted, capital punishment being disused, and

mutilation restricted to rebels or brigands ; the revenues of the

crown were derived mainly from land, and the royal officers and

servants received regular salaries. Among Buddhists at least

—

and they still were very numerous—^the rule of refraining from

animal food or taking life was widely observed, and in many
places butchers* shops and distilleries were unknowUr What is

of special interest is that he alone records a veiy significant proof

of the revival of Brahmanism; the Candalas or outcasts were

obliged to live apart, and, when they approached a town or bazaar,

to strike a piece of wood as a warning of their presence, in order

that others might avoid pollution by contact with them. The
emperors were clearly devotees of Visnu and attached to the

Bhagavata faith, but religious toleration was still the order of

the day, and the signs of the decadence of Buddhism were con-

cealed from Fa-hierfs eyes. Nor is this surprising, for it is

probable that Samudr^upta himself was afriendofVasubandhu

when that Buddhist sage attended his fathers court.^ Samudra-
i Foticher, ii. 756 ff, * Cl Vamana’s evid^ice; Smitli, EHI. pp. 346
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gupta, however, was careful to assert his devotion to Brahmanical

ideals
;
thus he renewed the ancient horse sacrifice as a sign of

his paramount sway, and Kumaragupta appears to have followed

his example. The centre of Gupta power, originally fixed at

Pataliputra, seems clearly to have shifted during the reign of

Candragupta II to Ujjayini, doubtless in order to secure the stead-

fast adherence to the empire of the newly acquired lands.

That such princes should favour poetry and fine arts was

inevitable. Samudragupta was proud of his skill with the lute,

and a coin depicts him playing that instrument. But a more

secure support for his claims is afforded by the assertions of the

pan^yrist Harisena {c. 350), who assures us that his patron had

a poetic style which was worth study and wrote poems which in-

creased the poet’s spiritual treasure, and again that his title of

king of poets, Kaviraja, was well grounded through his composi-

tion of many poems deserving imitation by others. He delighted

also in the society of the earnest students of literature, was inter-

ested in the explanation and defence of holy scripture, and de-

voted to music. Moreover, he won fame by removing the dis-

crepancy between the poet’s art and riches, doubtless his chief

merit in the eyes of many of his flatterers. Of his great son

Candrs^upta we know that he adopted the title Vikramaditya,

reminiscent of the legendaiy Vikramaditya of Ujjayim, and it is

certainly plausible to suggest that the fame of Vikramaditya as

the patron of poets, attested in the late and in itself worthless

legend of the Nine Jewels,^ was due to the literary distinction of

Candragupta’s court The list of Jewels runs Dhanvantari,

Ksapanaka, Amarasinha, ^nku, Vetala Bhatta^ Ghatakarpara,

Kalidasa, Varahamihira, and Vararuci. Of these Dhanvantari, as

the author of a medical glossary, is older than Amarasinha, who
also used Kalidasa ; the fourth and fifth are mere names ; Vara-

hamihira definitely lived in the sixth century, and the dates of

Ksapanaka as a lexicographer and of Vararuci are unknown.

But we have a distinct corroboration of the idea of Candragupta

as a patron of poets in the fact that his minister of external

affairs, Virasena Kautsa Qaba, was interested in poetry. Probably

the succeeding emperors manifested equal concern in poetry.

^ Weber, ZDMO, xacU. 708&

;

Zaebaziae, Die indUehen WBHerbmher^ pp. 18 ff.

;

Fleet, lA. xxx* s i.
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Nor is there any doubt that the drama must have flourished

under their patronage ; indeed it has been suggested that Can-

dragupta's epithet rupakrtin denotes maker of plays, which would

make the king a predecessor of Harsa as a dramatist ; the

accuracy of the rendering is not, however, beyond cavil What,

however, is certain is that Sanskrit was essentially the language

of the court and of learned men
; even Buddhists such as

Vasubandhu and Asanga resorted to it as a matter of course as

the means of securing a respectful hearing for their doctrines*

The disputes between the rival schools were probably friendly

enough ; the Saihkhya philosophy as expounded in the Karika

of Igvarakmna seems to have been the object of special attack

by Vasubandhu, and Samudragupta’s interest in these matters

may have been aroused by that teacher.

2 . Harisena and VatsabhaUi

Fortune has enabled us to obtain an interesting insight into

the poetry of the Gupta epoch by the preservation of two Pra-

^astis, separated by about a century in time, the panegyric of

Samudragupta inscribed on a pillar at Allahabad and composed

by Harisena, perhaps in 345,^ and Vatsabhattfs inscription in the

temple of the sun at Mandasor, written in 473“4* These inscrip-

tions alone would sufl[ice to prove abundantly the existence of

a developed Kavya poetry during the whole period of the Gupta

power, and in the first case we actually find a poet of distinct

power, though he was foreign minister and general of the king.

Harisena’s poem bears expressly the title Kavya, though it

consists both of prose and verse. Its structure is similar to the

delineation of kings adopted in the prose romances of Subandhu

and Ba^ia, in which all is crowded into a single long sentence,

made up of relative clauses and adjectives and appositions heaped

upon one another. In this case the whole poem is one sentence,

including first eight stanzas of poetry, then a long prose sentence,

and finally a concluding stanza. The thought is no less complex

than the form, for the poet’s ingenuity has been equal to the

effort to connect the pillar with the emperor’s fame. That, as

1 Cf. Gawronski, Festschrift Windisch, pp. 170 ff. ; 77ie Digvijaya ofRaghu (1915) ;

BShler, Du indischen InsckHftm (1890) ;
Smith, EHI pp. 298 IT.
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usual in the Kavya, is personified as feminine and is regarded as

having embraced the whole world so that no more room for it

remains on eailh. It passes therefore by the way of the pillar

up to the abode of the gods. There it appears as the Ganges,

and, pure as that stream, it overflows on heaven, atmosphere, and

earth. The metre is no less elaborate than the thought
; of seven

verses preserved there are four metres, Sragdhara, (Jardulavikrl-

dita, Mandakranta, and PrthvL The style is markedly tind un-

deniably of the Vaidarbha or southern manner ;
the verse eschews

long compounds while the prose delights in them, one having no
less than 120 syllables, though it is but fair to say that on the

whole they are not difflcult to understand. Of figures of sound

alliteration is used, but sparingly
;
metaphors are most used of

the figures of sense, rarely similes and entendres as in

Samudragupta*s epithet sddhvasddhudhyapralayahetupnrusasya-

cintyasya^ ‘a hero unfathomable, the cause of the elevation ofthe

good and the destruction of the bad (and thus a counterpart of

the unfathomable absolute, which is the cause of the origin and
the destruction of the world, and in which good and bad have

their being) ^ But Harisena spares us much of this ; he shows

his skill rather by new turns of ingenious thought, and by the

care with which his long compounds are relieved by the inter-

position of short words to give the reciter time to recover breath

and the hearer to understand the sense, and by the cunning

arrangement of words in the compounds themselves in order to

produce the maximum ofmetrical effect. His choice of words and
care in their arrangement are no less seen in his verses, of which
one certainly has the right to be ranked as among the most
perfect effects of Indian miniature word pictures, the description

of the scene when before his rivals and the court Candragupta in

his old age designated Samudragupta as his successor :

dry0 klty npagnkya bkdvapi^unair utharnitai romahhiJp

sabhyesucchvasiiesu tulyakulajamldnmamdmhdtah
snehmyalulitena bd^pagttrund tattvehsind caksusd

yak piirdbkikiio nirzksya nikhildmpdhy evam urvtm itL

^ He is noble ”, with these words he embraced him, tremors ofJoy
betraying his emotion

; he gazed on him with tear-filled eyes,

following his every movement, and weighing his worth—the
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courtiers sighed in relief and gloomy were the faces of his kins-

folk—and said to him, ** Do thou protect all this earth

Very different is the work of Vatsabhatti,^ no minister of an

emperor but a humble local poet, glad to earn a fee by writing

for the guild of silk-\\reavers of a provincial town. What is inter-

esting in him is his testimony to the prevalence of the Kavya in

his time
;
the adjective above, is used as sufficient descrip-

tion of his poem, the missing pragasti^ eulogy, being so naturally

supplied by those familiar with current verse. He asserts that

his work was done with effort or care {j/afnena), and there is every

evidence of the truth. In obedience to the laws of poetics he

inserts in his forty-four stanzas descriptions both of Lata and of

the town Da9apura, of the seasons, winter and spring, and shows

by the use of twelve metres his skill in versification, though the

effect is marred by his inability to bring off his results without

free use of the weak caesura. His style is the eastern or Gauda,

as is clearly proved by his love of long compounds in verse, and

by the way in which in one stanza he has fitted the sound of the

verses to the altering sentiment, advancing from soft harmonious

sounds in describing the gentleness of his hero to discords when

proclaiming him dvitdrptapaksaksapanaikadaksah^ ‘peerless in

destroying the proud hosts of the foe \ His alliterations, similes,

and metaphors all are of types abundant in the Kavya, but his

skill is small, and his poem is disfigured by tautologies as in

tulyopamdndniy the use of verse-fillers or needless particles as in

tatasiu^ or prefixes as in abhivtbkdii^ or words as in samudranta^

while sprganniva for the necessary neuter and nyavasanta are

offences against grammar. But his panegyric is invaluable

testimony to the widespread cultivation of Sanskrit poetry and it

helps definitely to aid us in determining the date of Indians

greatest poet.

3. Kalidasds Life

We know nothing whatever of value from later sources re-

garding the life and character of Kalidasa.® Anecdotes are told

* BuMer, Dte indischen Inschrifim, pp. 31 fF.

® On his date see Lxebich, IF. xsad. 198 fF. ; Keith, S&nskrii Dfama^ pp 143 ff-
;

Hillehrandt, KdMma (19^1). S. Ray (FOCP, \ held him to be

Agnimitra^s comt poet (c 150 S.C.), but K. G. Sankar (IHQ. i. 309 fF.) puts him

between 75 and 23 B. C.
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asserting that he was originally extremely stupid, and won skill

in poetry by the favour of KSlf, an obvious deduction from his

name, slave of Kali. He is alleged also to have shown remark-

able skill in the ready manufacture of verses to order, either to

describe a given situation or to complete an imperfect stanza, and

a more circumstantial legend^ tells of his murder in Ceylon

while a guest of King Kumaradasa at the hands of a greedy

hetaira. There is not the slightest ground to accept the sugges-

tion, still less to find in it an indication of date, Kalidasa’s visit

to Ceylon on this view being due to the Hun inroads. His own
poems, on the other hand, and especially the description of

Raghu’s conquests, prove him intimately acquainted with many
Indian scenes, the sandal of Kashmir, the pearl fisheries of

the TamraparnI, the deodars of the Himalayas, the betel and

coco-palms of Kalinga, the sand of the Indus, but it would be

hazardous to claim for him any part in the great expedition of

Samudragupta when he won his right to perform the horse

sacrifice as a sign of his paramount power in India.

Nonetheless it is difficult to dissociate Kalidasa from the great

moments of the Gupta power. He was later than Afvaghosa

and than the dramatist Bh^a ; he knew Greek terms, as his use

oijamitra proves, the Prakrit of his dramas is decidedly later

than Agvaghosa’s and Bhasa’s, and he cannot be put before the

Gupta age. His complete acceptance of the Brahmanical system,

the sense of sharing in a world of prosperity and power, the

mention of the horse sacrifice in the Malavikdgnimitra, Raghu’s

conquests in the Ragkuvanga^ seem best explicable as the out-

come of the enjoyment of the protection of a great Gupta ruler,

and we must remember that Candragupta II had the style of

Vikramaditya, with whose name tradition consistently connects

Kalidasa. Nor is it absurd to see in the title Kumdrasambhava
a hint at the young Kumiragiipta, the heir appaient, or even in

Vikramorvagl an allusion to the title Vikramaditya. It has been

attempted to refer Kalidasa to the sixth century by making the

Vikramaditya of tradition the Ya5odharman ® who defeated the

^ Geiger, Z#/, ttnd Spracke der Singkaksm^ pp. j Rhys-Davids, JRAS. 1^82

pp. 148 E 5 Betidall, p. 440; KumdraMm^ pp. y ff.; Vidyabhusana,

ROCP. 1919, i, p. clxxix.

® Hoenjle, JRAS. 1909, pp, 89 ff.
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Huns, but this theory is no longer in repute. More favour ^ has

been shown to the view that Kalidasa lived under Kumaragupta

and Skandagupta, mainly on the score that Mallinatha and

Daksinavartanatha ascribe to him in v. 14 of the Meghadfita

a double entendre referring to Dignaga, the Buddhist Ic^ician,

as a hostile critic, and that his own reference to the Hunas and

the river Vahksu in the Ragkuvahga alludes to the time when

these warriors were still in the Oxus valley just befoie their

defeat by Skandagupta. The first argument is invalidated by the

grave improbability of the tasteless reference in the Meghadfita

and by the fact that, even if it were real, Dignaga’s date need not

be later than 400. The second imputes to Kalidasa a desire to

achieve historic realism quite out of keeping with his poetic aim,

and irreconcilable with his mention of the Greeks as on the

north-west frontier as well as the Parasikas, Kambojas and

Hunas.^ That Kalidasa lived to see the Huna victories is most

implausible, while his evident affection for Ujjayini suggests

that he spent much of his time there under Candragupta’s

favour.

This conclusion is strongly supported by evidence culled from

Vatsabhatti, Two of his verses run

:

calatpatdkany abaldsandthdny : atyart&agukldny adkikonna^

idni

tadillatdcitrasitdbkrakuta- : iulyopamdndni grhdni yatra*

Kaildsatuhgagikkarapratimdni cdnydny : dbkdnti dlrghavU’^

labhlni savedikdni

gdndharvagabdamukhardtfi mviftaciira- : karmdni lolakada--

Iwanaqobhitdnf

‘ The houses there, dazzling white and towering high, with their

waving banners and tender maidens, are rivals of the cloud-

pinnacles, snow-white, but stained by the lightning-creeper. Yet

others match Kailasa’s lofty peaks, with their long balconies and

seats of stone, as they resound with music, are decked with

pictures, and are adorned with groves of waving plantains/

1 Gawronski, The Dtgvijaya of pp. iff.; Smith, EHL p. a2i,n. i.

® The tenn found in the epic was perhaps first used of the Hiung-nn of the

2Qd cent. B. C.
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These stanzas can hardly be deemed other than an attempt to

improve on v. 65 of the MegJiaduta :

vidyntvantam lalitavanitdk sendracdpam sacitrdh

smhgitdya prafiatamurajdh smgdhagambhlragkosam

aniastoyam manimayahhu*vas tungam abhramlihdgrdh

prdsddds ivdni tulayiium alam yatra tais fair vigesaih,

* There the palaces can vie with thee at every point: their

fair maidens rival thy lightning, their paintings thy rainbow,

their drums beaten in concert thy lovely deep thundering, their

jewelled floors thy water, their peaks that touch the sky thy
height’ To suppose that Kalidasa knew these clumsy verses of

an obscure poetaster and turned them into the simple elegance

of his verse is absurd ; to hold that a local poet appropriated

and tried to improve on a verse of the great poet of Ujjayini

is natural and simple, and, if confirmation were needed, it is

supplied by the fact^ that v. 31 of the inscription deals simi-

larly with vv. % and 3 of Canto v of the Rtusafkhdra, Kalidasa

then lived before A.D. 472, and probably at a considerable dis-

tance, so that to place him about A.D. 400 seems completely

justified.^

4. The Rtusamhdra

The opinion of India which makes the Rtusamhdra, cycle of

the seasons, a youthful work of Kalidasa, has recently ® been
assailed on many grounds. Thus it has been complained that

the poem lacks Kalidasa’s ethical quality, that it is too simple
and uniform, too easy to understand. The obvious reply is that

there is all the difference between the youth and the maturity of
a poet, that there is as much discrepancy between the youthful

work of Virgil, Ovid, Tennyson, or Goethe, and the poems of
their manhood as between Kalidasa’s primitiae and the rest

^ Kielhora, GN. 1890, pp. 251 fF.

® On the kter emperors, see R. C. Majumdar, JRASB. 1921, pp. 2490;
® Walter, Indica, UL dfF. ; Nobel, ZDMG. Ixvi. 273 f. ; JRAS. 1913, pp. 401 ff.

;

Hari Chand, iTa/wSwa, 240 ff. Cmra. Keith, JRAS. 1912, pp. lo^^ff".; 1913,
pp, 4lo ff, ; Hillebrandt, KSiidasa, pp. 66 ff. Kxelhom, BilMer, Haltzsch, Mac-
doneil, von Schroeder, among others, accept Kilidasa^s anthorship * often ed., e. e.
Gajendragadkar, 1916.
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of his work. Nor is it the slightest use to argue that Sanskrit

poets differed from other poets since they were essentially

learned and artificial
;
the poets mentioned are precisely of the

analogous type, men who worked steadily at their art until at

their prime they could create structures which make their youthful

attempts seem childish folly. In point of fact the Rtusamhara

is far from unworthy of Kalidasa, and, if the poem were denied

him, his reputation would suffer real loss. The contention that

Mallinatha commented on the other three of his poems but not

on this is met effectively by the consideration that its simplicity

rendered it poor game for the very learned commentator to deal

with. The fact that the writers on poetics do not cite from the

poem has an obvious explanation in the same fact ; these authors

never exhibit the slightest trace of liking what is simple, and

they could find in the later poems abundant material to use as

illustration. More deplorable still are some of the aesthetical

arguments adduced; complaint is made that the poet b^ins

with the summer, whereas the spring was the usual beginning of

the year, forgetting that Kalidasa was not composing an almanac

or writing a Shepkeard's Calendar. Again, heat or its derivatives

{tap) is found seven times in Canto 1, as if this did not accord

with summer, as does eagerness (samutsukatva) with the rains

and longing (utkantk) with autumn. The poet is censured for

asserting that the swans excel maidens in beauty of gait and the

branches rob their arms of loveliness ;
later, he was not guilty of

such discourtesy. He mixes a metaphor in speaking of clouds

as having the lightning as creeper ;
as we have seen, Vatsabhatti

borrows the phrase, and exploits two other verses of the poem,

proving its antiquity and rendering most probable its authorship.

It is objected that he uses here only the construction d mulata&j

in lieu of the ablative, though equally once only in the Kumdra-

sambhava he has dmekhalam; the freshness and liveliness of

the seven verbal forms (ii. 19) is unparalleled and, therefore, not

by Kalidasa. Even the lack of developed use of figures of

speech is adduced against him, and the use of samhdra in the

title has been questioned as unique. Poets happily do not feel

themselves bound to be parrots.^

^ His developed style is seen in Jiis pictures of spring {Kumdras* iii ; Hagh. ix), and

summer {M&gh* 3fvi).
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The poem is far from a mere description of the seasons in

their outward aspect, though Kalidasa exhibits delicate observa-

tion and that loving sympathy with nature which seems innate

in Indian poets. Throughout he insists on the relation of the

diverse moods of the year to the loves of man and maiden or

husband and wife. Though the days of summer are a burden,

the nights are the more delightful, when the moon is bright and

coolness refreshes the earth ; at midnight the young delight in

song and dance and wine ; the moon in jealousy of youthful love

retires in sorrow. The rainy season comes in kingly guise, the

clouds the elephants which bear him, the lightning his standard,

the thunder his drum. The emotion of love is awakened by the

sight of the clouds which bend down to kiss the peaks of the

mountains. Autumn comes like a young bride, clad in a garment

of sugar cane, girdled with ripening rice, and with face of lotus

blooms. Winter’s cold makes all the more welcome, all the

more close and tender, the embraces of lovers. In the cool

season the nights are cold, the moon shines chill, the lovers close

the window of their chamber, wrap themselves warmly in their

gaiments, and enjoy every moment of the still feeble rays of the

sun, or rest beside the fire. But spring brings to them and to all

nature new life and joy ; we see now why the poet begins with

summer ; it enables him to end with the season in which young
love, in harmony with the birth of a new year, is made perfect.

The poem in every line reveals youth; the lack of the ethic

touch ^ is in perfect accord with the outlook of the young,

and though Kalidasa was to write much finer poetry, he was
also to lose that perfect lucidity which is one of the charms of

the poem to modern taste, even if it did not appeal to writers

on poetics.

5. The MegkadMa

In distinction to the l^tusamhdra the Mighaduta^ is un-

questionably a work of Kalidasa’s maturity
;
the mere fact that

he adopts for it and maintains throughout with only occasional

* Stmler, ZDMG. xliv. 33, a. 3.

^ Ed. E. Haltjssch, London, 1911 (with Vidlabhadova^s comm.); ed. and trans.

Eathalc, Poona, 1916 ; ed. TSS. 34, 1919,
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harshness a metre so elaborate as the Mandakranta is conclusive

proof that he was no novice, though we may admit the possibility

that he desired by this metrical tour de force to establish his

capacity once and for all, and to exhibit himself as a great
poet. Suggestions for the subject-matter may have been taken
from the Rdmdyana^ where Rama’s deep longing for his lost

Sita offers an obvious prototype for the Yaksa’s sorrow for the
wife from whom he is severed, and the description of the rainy
season in iv. 38 has some points of similarity. But the idea is

carried out with marked originality and beauty. A Yaksa
banished for a year by Qiva his master, because of failure of

duty, is reminded by the approach of the rainy season of his

wife, lamenting him in their abode at Alaka, and begs a passing

cloud to bear to his beloved the news of his welfare and the
assurance of his devotion. From Ramagiri, his place of exile,

the cloud is bidden go, in the company of the cranes and the
royal swans en route for Lake Manasa, to the region of Mala and
to mount Amrakuta. Thereafter it is to seek the Da^arna
country with its city of Vidi^a, and then must drink the waters
of the Vetravatl before proceeding to visit Ujjayini, after crossing

the Nirvindhya and the Sindhu. The shrine of Mahakala must
be visited, the Carmanvati crossed, and the holy Brahmavarta
after passing Da^apura; there the cloud will visit the field of

Kuruksetra, the scene of Arjuna’s great deeds, and drink the

water of the Sarasvati, for which Balarama, who fought not for

love of his kin, abandoned his beloved wine. Thence it must go
to where the Ganges descends from the Himalaya near mount
Kanakhala, and then to Kailasa, passing through the gap of

mount Kraunca which Para^urama made as a path to the south.

Then the water of lake Manasa will refresh the cloud, and on the

top of the mountain is Alaka where the beloved of the Yaksa
dwells. The delights of the divine city are fully depicted, and
the poet then describes to the cloud the home he is to seek out;

it can be seen from afar off through its archwaj
;
in the garden

is a coral tme, its mistfess*s pet, and <>f emerald steps

leads to a well in which golden lotuses grow, and the swans,

delighted, think no more even of their beloved Manasa. There
is the beloved, sorrowful, and blighted by separation, emaciated,

^ There is in Uie KumwsiU^uJMoka (ii. 443) a very distant paraliel.
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seeking by many a device to while away the long days until her
husband^s return. Gently she is to be wakened from her slumber
by the cloud, which is to give her a message of tender love from
her husband, and an assurance of his faith and certainty of
reunion.

At first sight the effect of the poem seems to be marred by an
element of unreality in the longing of the Yaksa, whose separa-
tion is but temporary and who as an attendant of ^iva cannot in

truth fear either death or even injury for his beloved from his

absence. The message would have read very differently had it

been sent, as in Schiller’s Maria Stuart^ by a helpless captive
awaiting in resignation or despair an ineluctable doom. But to
understand the poem aright we must remember that the poet
doubtless felt that it was, as later writers expressly allege, the

rather than to say outright; the
loves of the two immortals is a symbol of human love

;
perhaps ^

Kalidasa had some experience of his own which the poem
indicates, for the vivid colours in which he describes the Yaksa’s
abode seem to be drawn from real life. Certainty is wholly
unattainable, but in any event it is diflScult to praise too highly
either the brilliance of the description of the cloud^s progress or
the pathos of the picture of the wife sorrowful and alone. Indian
criticism has ranked it highest among Kalidasa’s poems for

brevity of expression, richness of content, and power to elicit

sentiment, and the praise is not undeserved.
Popularity has had the penalty of many interpolations^ of the

text. There is a remarkable mass of evidence available
;
in the

eighth century Jinasena, appl3dng the art of S^masyapOrana,
worked the whole of the text of x%o verses as he knew it into an
account of the life of the Jaina saint Par9vanatha

;
^ it exists in

a Tibetan ® version in the Tanjur, and in a Sinhalese rendering

;

m^y stanzas are quoted in works on poetics
; it was repeatedly ^

imitated from the Pavanaduta of Dhol in the twelfth centuiy
onwards; we have from that century and later many com-

* Biia» BSji, LiU pp. 50 f.

* Patto s ed. (1916) rests on tlws. A NmidMa of Vikrama in 125 verses ends
each witn a ane jxqm a rather interpolated text

5"* Texlirm mmsas (loort;
SBA. iSgs, pp. a6S ff, jgi ff.. jjjjj

Anfreeto, ZDMG. liv. 616, meaOons other imitationaj cL IHQ. iii. 373 S.
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mentaries, including that of Vallabhadeva,^ who gives 1 1 1 verses,

of Daksinavartanatha {c. 1200), who has no, and of Mallinatha,^

who has 1 1 8.

Inevitably many other lyric poems were ascribed to Kalidasa,

including two of some merit, the Ghatakarpara and the ^rngdra-
tilaka^ but there is no real probability of proving them his,

6, The Kumarasambkava

High as Indian opinion ranks the Meghaduta^ which won also

the commendation of Goethe,^ to modern taste the Kumdra-^

sambhava ^ appeals more deeply by reason of its richer variety,

the brilliance of its fancy, and the greater warmth of its feeling.

The Meghaduta has, with reason, been ascribed the merit of

approaching more closely than any other Indian poem to the

rank of an elegy
;
the Kumdrasambhava varies from the loveliness

of the spring and the delights of married love to the utter

desolation induced by the death of the beloved. The subject

is unquestionably a daring one, the events which bring about the

marriage of the highest god Qiva to Uma and the birth of

Skanda, the war god, and Anandavardhana ® tells us that there

were critics who deemed it wrong to depict the amour of two
deities. Still less permissible does the subject naturally appear

to modern taste, unless we realize that as in the Meghaduta we
must see the poet’s power of suggestion; the wedlock of Qiva

and Uma is no mere sport, no episode of light love such as that

of Zeus with Danae or many another. From this union springs

a power destined to perform the slaying of the demon Taraka,

who menaces the world with destruction
, moreover, their nup-

tials and their love seiwe as the prototype for human marriage

and human love, and sanctify with divine precedent the forces

which make the home and carry on the race of men.

^ Hultzsch places him in the loth cent., bnt see Pathak’s ed., pp. xiv ff. He knew
Bilha]^ and Hemacandra, but is cited in 1 140 A. D.

^ This famous commentator, who also explained the epics of Kalidasa, Bharavi,

Bhatti, and Magha, and Vidyadhara’s Ek&vaH (see ed., pp xxivff) lived f, X400.

A comm, on the Nalodaya is given, Madras CataLf xx 7933
^ Cf. von Schxoeder, Indims LiU und Cultur^ p. 548.
* Ed, KSF. 1906; i-viii, TSS, 19I5-14 ; i-vii, trans. R. H. Griffith, London,

rS79*

^ ini. 6, p. 137. Mamma|a disagrees.
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The poem begins with a brilliant piece of description of the

Himalayas the abode of Qiva. Kalidasa, unlike many a classical

and even modern poet» had no hatred of mountains ;
his fancy

makes them the dwelling of merry sprites who play in their

caves, round which eddy the clouds, affording welcome screens

for the maidens when they undress
;

the wind, wet with the

drops of the streams of the Ganges as it descends from heaven,

teats on the trunks of the deodars, and bends the peacock

feathers, the scanty dress of the gnomes who chase the antelope.

In marked contrast to this innocent frolic sits ?iva, sunk in

deepest meditation, and on him with other maidens waits Uma,
born of the mountain god himself, plucking flowers to offer to

him, and fetching water and grass for his service. Canto ii

shows us the gods in deep distress, for a demon Taraka has

arisen to menace them, and Brahman himself can afford no aid,

for he has accorded him his protection, and even a poison tree

cannot be cut down, if one has reared it oneself. Only ^iva can

aid, ^iva who surpasses Brahman and Visnu in glory, and, if

Uma can win him, from them will spring a deliverer. Indra

then seeks the aid of Kama, god of love, to win ^iva’s heait for

Uma. The next Canto shows Kama ready and willing to effect

the end desired if Spring will be his comrade as well as his dear

wife Rati. There follows a brilliant picture of the new life and
love awakened in nature by the advent of Spring with Kama,
but the sight of <Jiva seated still as a flame when no wind blows,

a doud without rain, daunts even Kama’s heart and he quails.

But Uma with her friends appears, and ?iva is begged to hearken

to their devotions ; he feels himself strangely moved, and glan-

cing sees Kama on the point of discharging at him his deadly

arrow. One fieryglance from the god's eye reduces him to ashes.

Then follows (iv) a brilliant and touchingly pathetic picture

of the lament of Rati for her dead husband; she will not

accept the consolation urged on her by Spring
; instead she bids

him heap the j>yre so that she may follow him in death. But
her fatal pur^se is stayed by a voice from on high, which
assures her of reunion with her beloved when Qiva shall have
lelented and taken Uma to spouse. In sorrowful hope Rati con-

tinues her life.

The first throw has failed and Uma is bitterly disappointed,
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bitterly ashamed. She determines, despite all protests, to per-

form asceticism until she wins her desire , in summer she exposes

herself to the appalling heat and smoke of four fires, in winter

lies in icy water, in the rains sleeps on the naked rock. As she

is engaged in these acts a hermit appears before her and

questions her
;
from her sighs he learns that she loves, and from

her maids who that lover is. He proceeds to depict in appalling

colours the god of her desire, but she fiercely and bitterly

rebukes his attacks
;
delighted he reveals himself as Qiva incar-

nate (v). All now is ripe for the wedding, but Kalidasa detains

us with a gay picture of the solemn scenes which lead up to it.

The Seven Seers themselves with Arundhati come as wooers

from <piva to seek the maiden’s hand
;
she stands, eyes downcast,

counting the leaves on the lotus in her hand, at her father’s side,

while his eyes w’ander to the face of his consort, for in matters

affecting their daughters householders are wont to obey their

wives’ desires (vi). The wedding follows, described, doubtless

from the model of imperial ceremonies, with rich abundance of

detail
;
the mother, in her excitement between joy and sorrow,

cannot see to place correctly the painted mark on her daughters

forehead, and misplaces the woollen marriage thread which the

nurse, more calm and practical, sets aright.

With this ends the poem in many manuscripts ;
others add

ten cantos. Of these Canto viii describes, according to the

principles of the Kamagastra, the joys of the wedded pair;

doubtless such frankness is abhorrent to western taste, but the

doubts of its genuineness which have been expressed are clearly

groundless; it seems certainly^ to have been known to Bharavi,

to Kumaradasa, and to Magha, and quotations from it octur in

the writers on poetics. Nor in poetic skill is it in the least

inferior to Kalidasa’s work. The case ® is other with the following

cantos. They tell of Agni’s approach, first in dove shape, then in

his proper person, to ^liva as he prolongs for centuries the joys of

dalliance, begging his aid. From the seed of Qiva, cast in the

1 See Walter, Indica^ xil 21, 25 f., who suggests use of vui. 65 in Vtkramorva^t^

zii 6.

* Jacobi, OC.V. ii, 3. 133 ff. i-via are used m the ^a^arasarhhUa of the Skanda

Purana, but it m ix-xvii; Weber, ZDMG. xxvii. 179 if., 190 ff.; Pandti^ in. 19 ff.,

85 ff.*
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Ganges and shared by the six Krttikas, Pleiades, Kumara is

miraculously born, and grows up delighting his parents by his

childish play. But the gods are in terror, the city of the gods is

dismayed through Taraka; India comes to demand help; Qiva

grants his prayer and assigns Kumara to the task. The great

host of Taraka is described in Canto xiv, then the portents which

warn him not to war (xv). Blinded by pride he refuses, bids his

young opponent go back to his father and mother rather than

fight, assails him with his whirlwinds and magic fire, until pierced

to the heart he falls dead. The poem thus goes far beyond the

birth of Kumara as its title promises, and the inferiority of the

new cantos is obvious on every ground. The metre is carelessly

handled ;
in five cases caesura is neglected at the end of the first

and third verses of the Qloka, a negligence quite foreign to

Kalidasa; the same carelessness is seen six times in Upajati

stanzas, where too weak caesuras—at the end of a compound, not

of a word—are useSlar more often than by Kalidasa. In order

to manage his metres the poet has to resort to versefillers,

abhorred of really good writers; su is repeatedly thus used, as

well as sadyak and alam; the constant use of periphrasis is

doubtless due to the same cause: the writer expends much
ingenuity in coining new designations for his characters, and is

so fond of the superfluous mta at the end of compounds—which

we have seen in Vatsabhatti—that Jacobi has conjectured that

he was a Maratha, in view of the Marathi locative dmL In the

later manner is the free use of prepositional compounds and the

impemonal passive with subject m instrumental; the former

use just appears in Kalidasa, the latter is common from Bharavi

onwards. Moreover, save occasionally, as in the battle scene,

the poetical value of the cantos is small, and in confirmation of

the internal evidence it may be added that neither commentators

nor writers on poetics cite them nor are imitations found in

later poets.

Of Kalidasa^s model for his poem we know nothing, but we
can trace in it the influence of Valmiki# In the Ramayana ^ we
have a brilliant picture of the contrast of the beauty of spring in

the Kiskindha forest as contrasted with the ceaseless son'oW of

Rama, bereft of Sita, nor can we doubt that this has influenced

^ m I.
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Kalidasa to draw the wonderful picture of Spring’s advent and

the revival of the youth and life of the world. There is a parallel

too for Ratios despair^; when Valin falls Tara addresses him
with words not less sincere because they bear the stamp of the

classic style ;
‘ Why dost thus speak no more to thy beloved ?

Arise and share this fair couch with me ; the best of men lie not,

as thou, on the ground. Too dear dost thou hold, o lord, the

earth even in death, since me thou dost leave alone and her hast

clasped in thine embrace. Ended our days of joy together in the

fair forest ; sunken am I in a deep sea of sorrow, without joy,

without sustenance, since thus hast departed. Hard my heart

that it can see thee stretched on the ground and yet not break

from SOI row.* Hints too for the demon Taraka are clearly taken

from the description of Ravana in the Ramayana? There are

doubtless reminders here and there of A9vaghosa,^ as in the

description of the actions * of the women of the city on the advent

ofQiva and Parvati, which has a prototype in the description in the

Buddhacarita * of the entrance of the prince, and which is taken

up again in the description in the Raghuvanga ® of the entry of

Aja and Indumatf.

The problem why the poem was never finished by its author

remains insoluble. The loss of the last pages of a solitary manu-
script may be the explanation, but it is far more likely that the

poet, deterred either by contemporary criticism of his treatment

of the divine pair, or by the feeling that the legend of the birth

with its strangeness and miracles was not a true theme for poetry,

abandoned the purpose and left his work unfinished. It can

hardly be claimed that death intervened, for there can be no

doubt that the Raghuvahga is a later work. This shows itself

both in the graver tone, in the references to the Yoga philosophy

and th^ less personal conception of the universe as compared

with the magnification of Qiva in the Kum&rasamhham^ and in

the growing pedantry seen in the use of similes derived from

grammar, of which we have only modest suggestions in the

Kumarasambkava!^ Thus Rama’s army follows him to serve

^ iy, 3^5 ^ yi. Ill (of Rayana).
® Cf, also M&m. yi. 1%^ 45 with xiu 36. * Cf. Walter, ui. 11 fF.

* nu * iS, 13-24.
* yii

* ii, 27 ; yii 69 ; xii. 58 j xi. 36 , i, i; xv, 7, 9.
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his purpose as the prefix tidhi is followed by the root i to

make the word adhyayana\ Sugi'Iva is put in Valin’s place as

king as a substitute replaces the root, and husband and wife are

theme and suffix. Moreover, in the constant parallels between

the two poems, as in the description of the marriage rites, the

priority seems to belong to the Kumarasambkava ;
it is curious

that Kalidasa shows a distinct love of using the same metre for

the same theme ; thus in both we have the Q^oka used in

prayers,^ death is described in the Viyoginl,^ a mined state in the

Upajati.®

7. Tfu Raghuvahga

Though inferior in some slight degree to the Kumdrasambkava,
the Ragkwvahfa may rightly be ranked as the finest Indian

specimen of the Mahakavya as defined by writers on poetics.

Daigidin ^ lays down that the subject should be taken from old

narratives or traditions, not therefore invented ;
the hero should

be noble and clever; there should be descriptions of towns,

oceans, mountains, seasons, the rising and setting of the sun and
the moon, sport in parks or the sea, drinking, love-feasts, separa-

tions, marriages, the production of a son, meeting of councils,

embassies, campaigns, battles, and the triumph of the hero,

though his rivars merits may be exalted. It should not be too

compressed, and it should be replete with sentiments i^asd) and
the emotions which underlie them {bhdva)^ It should have
effective transitions {sandhz% an allusion to the five stages of
action recognized by the writers on drama, by which from its

opening the movement advances after a halt to the central

moment, pauses, and reaches the dimuement. The metres must
be charming, and each Canto, which should not be too long,

should end with a change of metre. The poem should begin
with a prayer, paying homage or in addition invoking a blessing,

or an indication of the subject-matter. It should promote the
ends of Dharma, conduct, Artha, worldly success, Moksa, final

release, and Kama, love.

^ Ktm. H 4-x6 5 x.

’ JSkm. xiii ; Xi?.

* i

* J^um, iv
j vu.
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The Raghtivaiiga ^ is true to the type, for the central figure is

Ramaj though in accord with the title the poem first sketches

the history of the dynasty of the sun-bom kings, descendants of

the Iksvaku ' whose name occurs in the Rgveda^ and whose

family is renowned in the epic and the Puranas. This wide

theme gives the poet full space to exercise his power of descrip-

tion ,
war and the coronation of a king, the choosing of her mate

by a young princess at a Svayarhvara, the marriage rite, the loss

of a darling life and the grief of the bereaved husband, town and

country, the seasons, the incidents of a great Digvijaya, the

triumphal progress of a king who seeks to conquer the earth, all

form occasions foi the poet’s skill. The poem carries us at once

into an atmosphere strange to us ;
Dilipa is king but childless

;

he learns that by chance when returning from a visit to Indra he

has failed to show leverence to his sacred cow, who has cursed

him ,
to make amends he determines to follow in worship the

movements of her daughter, Nandinl, on earth
;
dutifully he

carries out his vow, saves her from a lion by offering his own

body in exchange, and Nandinl accords him the wish of his

heart. Soon the father gazes, with eyes as still as lotus blossoms

shielded from the wind, on the lovely face of his son, his heart

overflows as the sea at the sight of the moon. The young

Raghu waxes fast, is given the rank of Ctown Prince and bidden

guard the horse that must wander for a yeai before his father

can perform the sacred horse sacrifice ;
the steed disappear^, but

with Nandini’s aid Raghu’s eyes are opened until he can see

where in the east Indra has taken the horse. Vainly he strives

against the god, but pleased by his valour he accords him every

wish save the return of the horse, and the gallant youth demands

that his father shall have the full fruit of the sacrifice. The

offering performed, Dilipa gives to his son the white parasol,

emblem of sovereignty, and, true to his family’s rule, retires to

the life of an ascetic in the forest (i-iii). Canto iv recounts the

knightly adventures of Raghu as conqueror ofIndia j he advances

against the Suhmas, defeats the princes of Bengal, and erects

pillars of victory on the islands of the Ganges ; neither the

elephants nor the arrow hail of Kalinga stay his course, Ma-

1 Ed. S P. Pandit, BSS. 1869-74; Nandargikar, Bombay, i897;trans Walter,

Munich, 1914
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hendra yields, the Kaverl is crossed, the south invaded, the

Pagdyas pay tribute of pearls. Thence the hero bends his path

north, through the Malaya and Dardura hills, the sea of his host

covers the long slopes of the Sahya mountain, the dust of the

army clings to the hair of the ladies of Kerala, the Murala river,

the Trikuta hill witness his fame. Thence by land, as a pious

king, not by the polluting sea, he advances against the Persians

and the Yavanas, Greeks; the dust of the conflict hides the

warring hosts whose presence is revealed by the twang of their

bows alone, the bearded foemen cover thick the ground, those

who escape death cast off their helms in token of submission
;

the victors wearied slake their thirst with wine. Next Raghu
bids his steeds roll in the Indus—a variant has Oxus—^sands,

overthrows Hunas and Kambojas
; the winds of the Himalaya

set the reeds hymning his victories. The mountain folk feel his

power, fire flashes from the mountain-sides beneath the rain of

spears and arrows, and the folk of the Utsavas lose for ever their

joy in festivals {utsava). The Lauhitya is crossed, Pragjyotisa

subdued, and Kamarupa yields tribute of wild elephants.

In this spirited and martial narrative we may justly see the

reflex in the poet’s mind ofSamudragupta’s great conquests,^ and
with customary skill the subject changes in Canto v to a very
diflerent theme. Raghu’s generosity impoverishes him

; when
a Brahmin Kautsa beg^ him to aid him to meet the vast de-

mands of his teacher, he resolves to storm the treasure-house of
Kubera, god of wealth, but a rain of gold saves him from impiety.

The Brahmin’s gratitude secures him a son, Aja, who soon
equals his father. Bidden to take part in the Svayamvara, at

which the sister of a kingly neighbour will choose her matp
, he

sets forth; on the way he boldly attacks a monstrous wild
elephant, which under his stroke changes to a Gandharva, con-
demned by a curse to wear this shape until released by the blow
of an Iksvakuid’s arrow, who gives him in reward a magic
weapon. Canto vi presents us with a brilliant picture of the
Svayamvara ; the princess, with her companion Sunanda beside
her, passes by princ® after prince as they stand eagw beforeher

;

>• This S»ct reniieis it fer more probable that his Apwunedha is that present to
KSjMasa’s mind than that of Knm5ragppt8, of whom we have no record of gresd
nuUtar; achievemeits.
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none please her, one is a dicer, therefore bad as a man ;
in vain

Sunanda presses on her Anga^s lord ; he has all merits, but tastes

vary. In revenge she bids Indumatl pass on, when she notes

that her heart is won by Aja, but the maiden lays shame aside,

and accords to him the coronal which marks him as her spouse.

The marriage ceremony is performed, the young pair set out

home, but the shamed princes have planned revenge, and re-

solved to take away by force the princess. Aja wages fierce

battle with them, in the end the Gandharva’s gift prevails, and

he takes from his foes their honour, though he spares their lives

(vii). His reign is fortunate; while Raghu as a hermit tames

the senses, Aja destroys the foes of his realm, and, when Raghu
dies, he pays him all the honours of a Yogin’s funeral. But

a fatal misfortune awaits him ; a garland from the sky blown by
the wind falls on Indumati’s breast and slays her, though in truth

for her death means release from her mortal bondage imposed on
her, in reality an Apsaras, through a curse. No consolation is this

thought to Aja
;

in vain is he reminded of the folly of mourning
for the dead who are burnt by the tears of the living

;
in vain

every consolation regarding the shortness of life and the duty of

kings is urged on him
;
broken-hearted, he dies and Dasharatha

reigns in his place. Of him Canto ix has no concrete facts to tell us,

until after a brilliant desciiption of spring we are told of the fatal

hunt, when, after displaying equal prowess and pity, Dasharatha

in pursuit ofan elephant mortally wounds a Brahmin boy
; he bears

the dying youth to his aged parents, and hears the curse of a like

doom. In Canto x we leave the realities of life to learn of the

magic incarnation of Visnu in the sons bom to Dasharatha
;
in xi

Rama's youth, his visit to Vi9vamitra’s hermitage where he slays

the demon Tadaka, his journey to Janaka’s court, where he wins

at the Svayamvara the hand of Sita, and his overthrow of

Para9urama, who recognizes in him the godhead, are rapidly re-

counted. The banishment of Rama by Kaikeyfs device, the life

of Rama and Sita in the forest, her capture by Ravana, the search

for Lanka,^ the crossing of the ocean with the monkey horde, and

the great battle between Rama and Ravana, described in vivid

colours, bring us to Canto xii in which Kalidasa’s descriptive

* Cf. for its situation M. V, Kibe, Ramancis Lanka ZHscaotred (1920). Hopkins

p. 80) appears to accept Ceylon as Lanka,
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powers find congenial subject-matter in describing the sights of

India as seen from the aerial car on which Rama and Sita return

to Ayodhya.

Then follows a series of brilliant sketches; Rama and Sita

visit the widows of the king^ who scarce can see them for their

tears, which speedily change to joy. Sita alone weeps for the

trouble her beauty has brought her husband, a foreboding of woe.

For the moment all is brightness
;
the glorious ceremonial of the

royal consecration follows. But disaster is at hand
;
malicious

voices reproach the king whose one wife has stayed so long in

Ravana*s home. Rama places duty above love ; he bids Laks-

mana take Sita—now pregnant—to Valmiki’s hermitage, and

there break to her the truth of her fate ; overwhelmed, she de-

plores her lot but utters no reproach. Rama rules in solitude,

her sculptured form his companion in his sacrifices (xiv). From
his sorrow he is awakened to overthrow demon foes on the

Yamuna banks, while in the hermitage Sita bears two boys who,

taught by Valmiki the tale of their father’s deed, console her

sorrowing heart by reciting it. The day comes when Rama
determines to perform the horse sacrifice

;
he rests in a hut be-

side the golden statue of his wife
;
he hears from the boys the

song of his deeds
; the people, Rama himself recognize them for

his own, Valmiki begs reinstatement for the queen. Rama asks

only that her stainless purity be made clear ; she comes before

him, swears to her truth as she drinks the holy water
;
the earth

goddess appears and takes her in her bosom to bear her to the

realm below. Rama transfers to his sons the burdens of the

state, saddened by the restoration of Sita only to be lost forth-

with ; in due course, followed by all the people, he goes forth

from the town and is caught up in a heavenly chariot.

The effective and pathetic picture of Sita’s end and the return

to heaven of Rama might well have closed the poem, but
Canto xvi is not without merit. Kufa, Rama’s son, reigns at

Ku^avatl ; in a dream Ayodhya appears to him in the guise of

a woman whose husband is afar, reproaches him with her fallen

condition, and bids him return. Kuga obeys, Ayodhya once
more is glorious, and a description of the delights of summer
rivals, but fafls to equal, that of spring in Canto ix. For the rest

the poem sinks in interest, as Kalidasa has nothing to tell us but
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names of worthless kings whose harems supplied their sole

interest in life. We cannot deny ^ his authorship of Cantos xviii*

and xix
;
no ancient authority questions them, and they are cited,

if rarely, by writers on poetics. But their brevity and the utter

abruptness of the end, when the widow of Agnivarman, a worth-

less debauchee, is awaiting the birth of her child, suggest that we

have no more than a rough draft. Yet we would gladly assign

to a poetaster meaningless puns on names of kings, as when

Pariyatra is merely said to have exceeded in height the Pari-

yatra mountains, or the incredible tastelessness of the action of

a king who hangs his foot out of the window for the people to

kiss.

Valmiki, of course, is the chief creditor® of Kalidasa in this

poem. Here and there one certainly surpasses the other ;
though

normally the advantage lies with the younger poet, yet there are

exceptions. Fine as is Kalidasa’s picture of Rama’s meeting

with the sons who know him not, it yet is still more affecting in

the leisurely march of the epic, and Kalidasa has failed to

improve on the scene of Sita’s vindication. But his merit shines

out in such cases as his description of the return to Ayodhya

;

future poets were to imitate it, but not one to equal it.

No other epic of Kalidasa has come down to us, and the rela-

tion in time of his epics to his dramas is insoluble. The sugges-

tion that he is responsible for the Setubandka? which relates

the tale ofRama from the advance against Ravana and the build-

ing of the bridge to Lanka down to Ravana’s death, is excluded

by the style, with its innumerable plays on words, alliterations,

recondite similes, exaggeration, and its enormous compounds.

Its date is uncertain, as of Pravarasena of Kashmir * its author or

patron we know nothing definite. Still more ludicrous is the

suggestion that the Nahdaya ^
is his ;

that rimed poem of

1 As does Hillebrandt, KaltJasa, pp. 42 f. They seem known to the Aihole inscr.

(El. vi. 8 f.) of Ravikirti who boasts his rivalry with Kalidasa and Bhaxavi For un-

evenness in great poets cf. Aefuid v as criticized by Tynell, Latin Poetry, pp 153

® On alleged use of the Padma Pur^a^ see H. iSarma, Or» Series, if.

» Ed, and trans. S Goldschmidt,' 1880-4 Date before Bana, perhaps late 6th

cent jStpin, Pd/atara^nif 1. 66, 84 f.

* That the VHtataka Pravarasena had anything to do with the poem seems quite

improved.

» Ed. and trans W Yates, Calcutta, 1844, Bhandarkar, Peje^ort, 1883-4, p. 16 i

A. R. S. Ayyar, JRAS 1925, pp 263 ff., who ascribes Vasudeva as author also of the

JUS H
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intolerable affectation is perhaps not the production of Ravideva,

author of the Raks<isakdvya^ of equal demerit, before the seven-

teenth century, but the work of Vasudeva, prot^g^ of Kulajek-

hara and Rama.

8. Kalidasa's Thought

As Sophokles seems to have found his perfect milieu in the

Athens of Perikles’ happy days, so Kalidasa appears to us as the

embodiment in his poems, as in his dramas, of the Brahmanical

ideal of the age of the Guptas, when order had been restored to

a troubled earth, foreigners assimilated or reduced, and prosperity

broadcast.^ Ingenuity ^ has traced in the history of the first five

of the rulers in the Raghuvahga an exemplar of the exploits of

the first five of the Gupta kings
;
granted that Kalidasa may

have known and profited by the literary activity of Harisena,

which doubtless extended far beyond the one inscription which

has come down to us, still we may safely doubt any such

parallelism. But Kalidasa does represent, if we may judge from

his poetry, the complete carrying out of the rule of life laid down
for a Brahmin or a warrior or clansman. Youth, in this view, is

the time for study under a teacher, then follows the period of

manhood with its happy wedlock, then in stages that of the

hermit whose mind is set on things eternal. The scheme is in

many ways perfectly adapted to Indian life ; it starves no side

of man’s life
;
four aims of existence are recognized by Kalidasa

himself, who finds them embodied in the sons of Dilipa, them-
selves reflexes of Visrju himself. They are duty, governing
man’s whole life

; the pursuit of wealth and of love, the occupa-
tions of his manhood

; and release, the fruit of his meditations in

old age. We may not share the affection of Indian and even of

a section of modern taste for the erotic scenes of the last cantos

of the Raghuvahga, but we must not regard them as the outpour-
ings of a sensual mind. The sages of the Upanisads themselves
deemed marriage obligatory and the Brhaddranyaka gives the

yudhhtkirmdji^a^ Tripuradahana^ and gmrikatUdit^a^ all rimed, to the 9th cmt
The date is improbable ; Zlt iv. sad f.

^ Cf. hC. T. NarasimhleBgar, lA. xxxix. ajSfF. with Hillehraadt,

PI?- 13? ff-

* A. OawroAski, The (1915).
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spell to obtain a male son
;
the saintly Qvetaketu is deemed an

authority on the Kdmasiitra^ and Kalidasa expressly claims the

divine precedent of Qiva and Uma as sanction for the most

passionate married love. Statecraft again is essentially part of

the material ends of life, and not only does he paint in Rama an

ideal ruler, but thxoMghoyxtth.^ Raghuvangawt.zxt. reminded of

the duties of kings to the subjects. Let us grant that his vision

was Brahmanical
; he deliberately repeats the condemnation of

the Rdmdyana on the Qudra vho threatens the security of

established order by venturing to expose himself, head down-

wards, hanging from a tree to fire, in order by penance to acquire

merit. This reminds us of Fa-hien’s ^ emphatic testimony of the

degradation of the Candalas in the Gupta realm.

Youth and manhood are no time for deep philosophic views,

and the Kalidasa of the Rttisamhdra^ Meghaduta^ and Kumara-
sambhava remains within narrower limits. We feel, however,

a growing sense of the greatness and glory of Qiva
;
the remote

figure of the Meghadfita is definitely brought nearer to us in the

Kumdrasambhava. Even Brahman and Visnu are less than he,

and the term Lord, l9vaia, is his par excellence
\ moreover,

despite his all-embiacing majesty, he is intensely personal. Yet
neither Brahman nor Visnu is forgotten

; to Brahman in the

Knmdrasambhava itself, to Visiju in the Raghuvaiiga two noble

prayers are addressed in which in the true spirit of kathenotheism

either appears as the greatest of gods, as more than the world, as

beyond all comprehension. The inconsistency, however, is rather

apparent than leal
;

it is possible to ascertain with fair certainty

the view Kalidasa took of the universe, and this affords a recon-

ciliation of his diverse views.

Both epics, but especially the Raghuvanga, show that Kali-

dasa accepted Samkhya and Yoga views of' the nature of the

universe. The three constituents of nature, goodness, passion,

and dullness, in their ethical aspect afford themes for simile
; the

Brahman sea as the source of the SarayQ is like the unmanifested

{avyakta) whence spiings intelligence Yoga practices are recog-

nized ;
the aged king practises concentration {dhdrand) as he sits

on Kufa grass ; the difficult posture known as Virasana ofascetics

is compared to trees standing motionless; Sita by asceticism

* Smith, EHI p. ;,i 4 j
Foacher, VAH Grico-B&uddhtqut du Gandhdra^ii, 8.

H %
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seeks to secure reunion in her next life with her spouse : the

power to pass through closed doors may be won, and the Yogin

needs not cremation, but like Raghu is buried in mother earth.

But we cannot hold that the godhead envisaged by Kalidasa is

the pale Icvara of the Yoga
;
in Brahman we are told are united

both matter and spirit as they are known in the Samkhya, and

this we may fairly take as indicating that to Kalidasa, as to the

author of the Kaiha Upamsady over the spirits and matter stood

the absolute, who to Kalidasa takes specially the form of Qiva

but who is also Brahman and Visnu, the spirit that perishes not

beyond the darkness. With this absolute man is merged on
death if he has attained enlightenment, foi this is the sense of

brahmabhuyam gatzm djagama in the RagJmvahga. If enlighten-

ment is not his but good deeds, he has heaven for his share, for

knowledge alone burns up man^s deeds which else force him to

life after life. We need have the less hesitation to accept this

view in that it is essentially the standpoint of popular Vedantism

and that it afforded to a man of thought and good sense an

effective means of reconciling belief in the three great gods
What is clear is that in his advancing years Kalidasa’s mind
turned more and more to the conception of the all-embracing

character of the godhead and of the efBcacy of Yoga practices to

attain union with him.

From such a philosophy it would be idle to seek any solution

for essential conflicts in the heart of man, or to demand any
independent criticism of man’s aims and fate. India knew
atheists enough, but their works have all but perished, and we
must rather be grateful that we have preserved in such perfection

the poetic reflex of the Brahmanical ideal both in its strength and
in its weakness. Nor, let us remember, does such an ideal shut

out deep human feeling such as we may suspect in the longing

of the Meg/mduta, the lament of Aja over the dead Indumati, of

Rati for Kama slain. But it does demand resignation, and if in

perfection of form Kalidasa’s poems proclaim him the Virgil of

India, we may admit that he was incapable of the vision and
imagery of the sixth book of the Ameid^
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9. Kalidasas Style and Metre.

In Kaiid^a we have unquestionably the finest master of

Indian poetic style, superior to A^vaghosa by the perfection and

polish of his work,^ and all but completely fiee from the extrava-

gances which disfigure the later gieat writers of Kavya. Dandin

ascribes to his favourite style, the Vaidarbha, qualities which we

may fairly sum up as firmness and evenness of sound, avoiding

harsh transitions and preferring gentle harmonies
,
the use of

words in their ordinary sense and clearness of meaning; the

power to convey sentiment
;
beauty, elevation, and the employ-

ment of metaphorical expressions. He assures longevity to

a poem which, in addition to conforming to the rules for a

Mahakavya, is rich in ornaments (alamkdra), and Kalidasa is not

sparing in his use of these means of adding grace to his work.

But he has the fundamental merit that he prefers suggestion to

elaboration
;

his successors too often thought that they could

only prove their capacity by showing all of what it was capable

;

he was content to produce a definite effect, and to leave well

alone; his was the golden mean of Virgil between rustic simpli-

city and clumsiness and that over-refinement which is specially

fatal.^ Thus it results that his miniature-painting in its polished

elegance often attains relative perfection.

The truth of his delineation is seen in the picture of the

sorrowing bride in the Meghadutax

ntsafige vd malinavasane satanya mksipya vlndm

madgotrdhkam viraciiapadam geyam udgdtztkdmd

* The cntics occasionally find fault, e g. in the Vyaktiviveka (p. 66) Raghu-

vangOr xvi, 33 is censured for the position of totilyej but they cite him repeatedly at>

a master, tirst of Mahakavis, Dkvanydhka, pp. 29, 207, Kdvyapi akdga, p. 2.

Bhamaha’s assertion that a cloud is not suitable as a messenger must refer to the

MeghadHta and may be put beside his attack on Bhasa's PraizjHdyaugandhai dyana,

proved by T. Ganapati ^Sbtn, cf, Thomas, JRAS 1925, p 103, who (pp 100 ff.)

deals ejSfectively with the attacks on the authentn-ity ot ilhasa'b cramas. His \ erse

{Sudhdsitamitt 1353) is imitated in Ragh. viu. 66 , GIL in 159, n. r.

* Bis improvements on A9vaghosa are numerous and undeuiable , efi the passages in

Bandargikar, Maghtevatiga (ed, 3), pp 161 ff.; bormichi, Ahtagkosa, p. 330 ;ef.

also Saund. iv, 4a with Kmn v. 45. The parailU Rupi, vn. 56 ff. ; Ragh, vn. 5 ff.

with Mt4diih, lib 13 ff. is conclusive and HiUcbrandt's doubts (pp. loa f ) are byper-

cntical.
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tantrim drdrdm nayanasahlaih sdrayitvd kathamcii

bhuyo bkuyah svayam api kridm murcchandm visma-

ranii*

‘ Or perhaps, placing her lute on her lap, whose daik garment

proclaims her grief, she will seek to sing a song wherein she has

worked my name, but, scarce able to move the string which her

tears have bedewed, she will forget the air which she herself hath

made.’ Or, again

:

ivdm dhkbya pranayakupitdm dhdturdgaih fzldydm

dtfndnajh ie caranapatitam yavad icchdmi karium

asrazs tdvan muhzir upacitair drstzr dlupyaie me
krziras tasminn api na sakaie samgamam nau krtdntah.

* When I have portrayed thee in love*s anger on the rock with my
colours and seek to add myself lying at thy feet, my tears well

up and ever blot out my sight
;
cruel the fate which even thus

will not permit our union.* There is a brilliant picture of Uma*s
confusion and of her joy when Qiva reveals himself.

adyaprabhrty avanaidngi tavdsmt ddsah

krlias iapobhir tti vddini candramaulau

ahndya sd niyamajam klamam utsasarja

klegah phalena hipunar navatdm vidhatte.

* From this moment, o drooping maiden, I am thy slave, bought
by thy penance,** so spake he whose crest is the moon, and
straightway all the fatigue of her self-torment vanished, so true

is it that fruitful toil is as if it had never been/ There is perfect

simplicity of passionate longing in Rati's address to the dead
Kama:

krtavan asz vipriymn na me: pratikfilam na ca te mayd
kriam

llm akdranam eva darganazh: vilcpantyai rataye nadtyatel
* Thou hast never displeased me

;
thee I never have wronged

;

why then, without cause, dost thou hide thyself from thy weep-
ing Rati ? * The timid shyness of the new-made bride and her
lover’s ruses are delicately drawn

:

vydkrtS prutivace na samdadhe: gantum akckad avalambi-

fdhgnkd

sevaie sma gayanam pardhmukM: sd tatkdpi rataye pind--

kinalu
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‘ Addressed she could not answer ; when he touched her gown
she sought to leave him ; with head averted she clung to her

couch
;
yet none the less did she delight the lord of the trident.*

atmdnam dlokya ca qobhanidnam: ddarfobimbe sUmiidya-

idksl

Haropaydne tvaritd babhuva: stnndm priydlokaphalo hi

vegak.

‘When with her long eyes fixed on her mirror she saw the

reflection of her radiant loveliness, swift she hastened to seek

Qiva, for the fruit of woman*s raiment is the light in the lover’s

eyes.* Equally complete in its own effectiveness is the descrip-

tion of the tragic shock received by Rati

:

tlvrdbhisahgaprabhavena vrttini: mokena samstambkaya-

iendrtydndm

ajndtabharirvyasand muhurtam: krtopahdreva Ratir ba-^

bkuva,

‘ The bitterness of the blow cast Rati into a faint which dulled

her senses and for the moment with true kindness robbed her of

memory of her husband*s ruin.*

Aja’s tears have their excuse in nature itself

:

vilaldpa sabdspagadgadam : sahajdm apy apahdya dhlratam

abhitaptam aya 'pi mdrdavam : bhajaie kaiva kathd garlrisu f

‘ He wailed aloud, his voice broken by sobs, forgetting the high

courage that was his
;
iron in the fire yieldeth its strength

;
how

much more feeble mortals ? * He feels that his wife has doubted

his love

:

dhruvam asmi gathah gucismite : viditah kaiiavavatsalas tava

parcdoham asamnivritaye : yad andprcchyagatdsi mdm iiahn

* Surely, sweet smiling one, thou hast judged me traitor whose

love was feigned that thou hast gone from me to the world whence

there is no return and hast not bidden me even a word of fare-

well.' No woman could desire a more perfect eulogy:

gfkinl sadvak sakhl miikah: priyagigyd lalite kaldmdhau

harundvimukkefpa mrtyund: haraid t^dm vada kirn na me
hrfam f
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* Wife, counsellor, companion, dearest disciple in every loving

art ; in taking thee tell me what of me hath not pitiless Death

taken/ The fatal blow is depicted :

ksanantairasakhtm snjaiayok : sianayos idm avalokya vikvald

nimimlla naroUamaprtyd : hrtacandrd tamaseva kaumudt,

'For a moment she gazed on the garland as it lay on her

rounded breasts, then closed her eyes in unconsciousness, like the

moonlight when the darkness obscures the moon/ There is

humour, on the contrary, in Indumati*s rejection of the Ahga
prince

:

athdhgardjdd avatdrya cakmr: ydhlti janydm avadat

kumdri

ndsau na kdmyo na ca veda samyag: drastnm na sd bkin-

naructr hi lokak.

* But the princess turned away from Anga’s lord her gaze, and

bade her maiden proceed ; it was not that he had not beauty

nor that she could not see it, but folk have different tastes/

This has the same graceful ease as often in the Rtusamkdra ;

vivasvatd ilksnaiardhgumdlind : sapahkatoydt saraso 'bhttd'-

pitah

utplutya bhekas irsttasya bhoginah: pkai^diapatrasya tak

nisidatu

* As the sun*s garland of rays grows ever hotter, the frog sore

tormented leaps up from the muddy water of the lake only to

fall into the mouth of the thirsty snake, who spreads his hood to

shade him from the glare/ There is a pretty picture of girlish

haste

:

dkkamdrgam sakasd vrajantyd: kaydcid udvestanavdnta^

mdlyai^

baddhum na sambhduita eva tdvat: kan^a rnddha *pi ca

kegapdgah,

‘ As she rushed to the window, her garlands fell from their place,

and she did not even trouble to knot the abundant hair which
she caught together in her hand/
The structure of each of these cameos is simple; throughout
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it is normal to have each verse complete in itself, a single verb

serving to support a number ofadjectives and appositions, though

relative clauses with verb expressed or implied are not rare.

The compounds are normally restricted in length, but this is less

closely observed in the Mandakranta metre, though even then

clearness is aimed at and normally achieved. The order of

words is very free, partly no doubt by reason of metrical neces-

sity. Of the figures those of sound are employed not rarely but

usually with skill. Beside the ordinary forms of alliteration as

in nirmame nirmamo ViJiesu, we find the more important

Yamaka, in which the same syllables are repeated, in the same

or inverted order,^ but with different sense. There is a certain

liberality in the process ; thus Kalidasa is able to match bhuja--

latdni with jadatdm^ for / and like r and /, b and v, are

admitted as similar, and the same principle is clearly to be

seen in

cakdra sd matiacakoranetrd lajjdvatl Idjavisargam agnau.

* She with the eyes of the intoxicated Cakora, in modesty {lajjd)

made offering of fried rice {Idja) in the fire.* In Canto ix of the

Raghuvahga Kalidasa deliberately shows his skill in Yamakas ;

there is no doubt that this offends the sound rule of Ananda-

vardhana that to seek deliberately such a result destroys the

function of poetry which is to suggest—or express—-not merely

to exhibit form, and we can only conjecture that in this canto,

which also is marked out by the amazing number of metres

employed, Kalidasa was seeking to prove that he could vie with

any rival in these niceties. In Canto xviii also, Yamakas are

superabundant. Throughout, however, we feel Kalidasa seeking

for the matching of sound and sense, to which the Indian ear

was clearly more susceptible than our own.

Of figures of sense Kalidasa excels in Indian opinion in the

simile, and the praise is just. The Indian love of simile appears

freely in the Rgveda, and is attested by the elaborate subdivisions

of Indian poetics. The width of Kalidasa’s knowledge and the

depth of his observation of nature and life are here shown to the

highest advantage. But his world is not ours, and doubtless at

,

^ A» distinct from alliteration the repetition should be m corresponding parts of the

Terse (Jacobi, ZDMG Ixii, $03, n. i).
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times his figures ^ seem grotesque to our taste, as when the king

comes from his bath and plays with his harem like an elephant

on whose shoulder still clings a shoot of the lotus sporting with

the females of his herd. But often there can be only admiiation;

the chariot of the prince is so covered by the arrows of his foes

that only by the point of its standard can it be discerned, as the

morning wrapped in mist by the feeble rays of the sun ; the

wound torn by the arrow is the door of death
,
with joyful eyes

the women of the city follow the prince as the nights with the

clear stars of autumn the polar star. Characteristic is the love of

elaboration of a comparison ; the reader is not to be contented

with a mere hint, the comparison must be drawn out in full.

The Pandya king is peer of the lord of mountains, for the neck-

laces which hang over his shoulders are its foaming cascades, and

the sandal that reddens his limbs the young sun which colours

its peaks. Or again, the princes who hide their jealousy under

the semblance of joy are compared to the pool in whose calm

depths lurk deadly crocodiles. Or again, the ruined city, with

towers broken, terraces laid down and houses destroyed, is like

the evening when the sun sets behind the mountains and a

mighty wind scatters the clouds.

To us, no doubt, both similes and metaphors sometimes seem

far-fetched
;
those from grammar leave us cold, but there is wit

in the assertion that the wearing by Rama of the royal dress

when the ascetic's garb revealed already bis fairness is equivalent

to the vice of repetition {punarukta). The bowmen whose

arrows strike one another are like disputants whose words con-

flict. The king seeks to subdue the Persians as an ascetic his

senses through the knowledge of truth. Kalidasa is rich also in

plays of fancy which present a vivid picture {utprehsa) \
it is

natural to him to think vividly, to attribute to the mountains, the

winds, the streams the cares, sorrows, joys, and thoughts of men.

He loves also the figure corroboration {arthantaranyasd^
\
indeed,

its careless use reveals the hand of the forger of the last cantos

of the Kumdmsambhava^ But the double entendre is rare

indeed
;
the instances of it are very few, and they lend no

^ Cf. Hillebiaadt, JlWidesa^ pp. iia-ao. For the gakuntala^ cf. F. K. Code,

FOCF. iptp, ii. 205 ff, A very ioteresting companson Is afforded by Lacan’s

simiks (Heitkad in Haskhs’ pp. teaivff^^^
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credit whatever to the suggestion that v, 14 of the Megkaduia is

an attempt obliquely to praise Nicula and damn DignSga, Of
the former we know nothing, and it was doubtless the later love

for Qlesas which bade men find them in Kalidasa^ where not one

elaborate case even can be proved to exist ^

Kalidasa’s metrical skill is undoubted. In the Riusamharaht

used normally the Indravajra and Vanjastha types, with Vasan-

tatilaka and Malini
;
one stanza only in Qardulavikridita occurs.

The Meghaduta shows the more elaborate Mandakranta used

without variation
;
a few slight roughnesses as regards caesura

may be adduced as proof of the relatively early date of the poem,

but the evidence is too slight to weigh seriously in itself. In the

Kumdrasambhava we find the normal rule that the canto is

written in a single metre with change, as the writers on poetics

require, at the close. Thus i, iii, and vii are written in the Indra-

vajia, ii and vi in the ^loka, iv in the Vaitalxya, and v in the

Van^astha, while viii is in the Rathoddhata. The closing changes

are furnished by Puspitagra, Malini, and Vasantatilaka. The

Raghuvanga follows on the whole this principle, but exhibits

greater variety, suggesting later date. The Indravajra type

serves for ii, v-vii, xiii, xiv, xvi, and xviii ;
the Qloka for i, iv, x,

xii, XV, and xvii
; the Vaitaliya for viii, and the Rathoddhata

for xi and xix. Canto ix is orthodox up to v. 54, being in

Drutavilambita, then it deliberately displays the poet’s skill in

new metres, each with a verse or so, Aupacchandasika, Puspi-

tagra, Prahai'sini, Manjubhasini, Mattamayura, Vasantatilaka,^

which is also used for ii verses in v, Vaitaliya, ^alini, and

Svagata. There occur also odd verses in Totaka, Mandakranta,

Mahamalika, and iii is written in Vangastha, with a concluding

verse in Harini. There are thus nineteen metres in all to eight

in the earlier epic. Detailed efforts to find some sign of develop-

ment in any of the metres in respect of caesuras &c. have failed

to yield any lesults worthy of credence.^

In the Qloka the rules had already been established by epic

^ Meghaduta 10 d^bandka may have a double sense; aS rasa\ Kumdrasam^

bha^Of vin. ai ; Raghmanqa^ xi. ao. But in v, 14 Nicula is to be a poet friend, else-

where utterly unknown.
8 Httth, Du Zdt des KdHddsa (1890), App. ;

Hillebrandt, Kahddsa, p. 157. Cf.

SIFLYIILiu 40 ff.
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practice, and Kalidasa observes them carefully. Of the foui

Vipula forms he uses the last once only ;
the figuies ^ for the

other three out of 1410 half-stanzas in the epics are 46, 27, and

41, or 8*15 per cent
,
showing that the third Vipula was Kali-

dasa’s favourite. It is interesting to note that in the form of the

syllables preceding the first Vipula Kalidasa shows special care

to select that form {——
)
which is not allowed in the second

Vipula as against that — w—) w'hich is permitted in both. The

Kumarasambkava has ii cases of the first to 3 of the second

form, the Ragktwanga 31 to i
;

this doubtless indicates

increasing care to secure elegance, and it accords with this that

in the Knmarasambhava alone is the fourth Vipula found.^

^ For the Raghumft^a they are 3a, 18, 27 out of 1096 ,
Jacobies figures (IS. xvii.

444 f.) are corrected from SIH. / r- The percentage m Bharavi is 9*6 ,
Magha 27*15

;

8*64 , <Jrihar^ 0*53 ;
Kumaradasa 2*35.

* Raghuvan^i xji. 71, should perhaps be read dvtiiyahemapriikdram. In

Kumdtasambhava^ vu. 1 1 on one reading position is neglected as in Qt^pdlavadka^

X. 6q, both dubious (SIFI vin 11 7). For the schemes of the metres see chap, xx,

§4.
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bhAravi, bhatti. kumAradAsa, and mAgha

I. Bhdravi

OF Bharavi’s life we know nothing whatever, though he

ranks as second in magnitude among the constellations

of the Kavya. External evidence proves that he was older

than A D. 634 when he is mentioned with Kalidasa in the

Aihole inscription, and he is cited in the Kdgikd Vrtti ; on the

other hand he manifestly is influenced by Kalidasa, while he

strongly affected Magha.^ Bana ignores him, so that he can

hardly have preceded him long enough for his fame to compel

recognition. It is, therefore, wiser to place him c. A, D 550 than

as early as A.D. 500.

His Ktrdtdrjunlya^ is based, as usual, on the epic. The
Mahdbhdrata ^ tells us how, when the Pandavas with their wife

DraupadI have retired under their vow of twelve years* banish-

ment to the Dvaita forest, Draupadi, with truly feminine faith-

lessness, urges the heroes to break their pledge. A council is

held ;
Yudhisthira pleads for the bond

;
Bhima controverts his

contentions. Vyasa counsels retirement from the Dvaita forest,

and the brothers go to the Kamyaka wood, where Yudhisthira

takes the prudent course of bidding Arjuna, as a preliminary to

war, to secure from Qiva divine weapons. Aijuna obeys, prac-

tises in the Himalaya severe penances, meets and struggles with

a Kirata, who proves to be ?iva himself; he grants the boon

desired, to which the other gods add further largesse. Tfa^

theme BharavLhas chosen to expand and illustrate with all the

resources of a refined and elaborate art. The opening shows at

once the hand of the artist ; in the epic the discussion of the

brothers arises merely from the dreary plight in which they are

» Cf. Jacobi, ,WZKM. iu. ui ff.

* Ed, NSF. 1907; trans. C. Cappeller, H0& 15, 1912; i-iii, with CHrabhana^s

comm., TSS. 63.

® 111. 27-41.
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placed
;
Bharavi begins instead with the return of a spy whom

Yudhisthira has sent to report on the deeds of Suyodhana— as he

is always styled ; he bears the unwelcome tidings that the king

is walking in the ways of virtue and charming the hearts of the

people. Hence, naturally, Draupadi, anxious for the future,

taunts Yudhisthira with his inglorious plight and urges swift

battle (i), Bhima adds his support; Yudhisthira, the unready,

has scruples of honour (ii), but seeks counsel from Vyasa, and the

sage admits that war must be, but, since the foe is so strong,

urges that Arjuna should by penance in the Himalaya win Indra*s

aid. He vanishes, but a Yaksa appears to lead Arjuna on his

way, and they depart, cheered by the good wishes of the re-

mainder of the party (iii). At this point the poet's invention

displays itself in elaboration; just before, by omitting all mention

of the move to the Kamyaka wood, he had shortened the narra-

tive, improving greatly the effect ; now he takes the opportunity

to display the poet’s command of language. In Canto iv the

Yaksa leads Arjuna on ; and a brilliant picture is drawn of the

autumnal scene, partly in narrative, partly in the mouth of the

Yaksa. Then follows (v) the description of the Himalaya itself,

the Yaksa lays stress on the mystery which guards it and on its

close kinship with Qiva and Parvati, and vanishes after bidding

Aijuna do penance on Indraklla. The penance ofArjuna terrifies

the Guhyakas, the spirits who haunt Indraklla ; they appeal to

Indra to aid them, and he sends Gandharvas and Apsarases to

disturb the asceticism which menaces the quiet of his mountain

(vi) . The heavenly host speeds through the air to Indraklla and

makes there its camp
;
their elephants merit special description

(vii). The Apsarases now leave their palaces, just made by their

magic power, and wander in the woods to pluck the flowers

;

then the Ganges invites them to the bath, and the bathing scene

is described with much charm and beauty (viii). Evening comes,

the sun sets, the moon arises—the banal theme wins new effect

through the poet’s skill ; the nymphs and their lovers drink and

seek the pleasures of love; the day dawns (ix). The Apsarases

now turn their minds to their task ; aided by the seasons who
now appear six in number to second their efforts, they expend,

but in vain, all their charms on the young ascetic (x). Seeing his

minians thus foiled through ArjUna’s constancy, Indra appears
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himself in the guise of a sage, admires the fervour of the penance,

but contends that to bear arms and practise asceticism are incon-

sistent ; Arjuna admits the logic of the censure, but asserts that

he will do all to save his family's honour. Indra is touched,

reveals himself, and bids him win the favour of ^iva (xi). Here

ends the poet's invention, and we again find the epic as his source.

Arjuna continues his penance in order that Qiva may bless him ;

the seers in distress appeal to the great god, who expounds to

them Arjuna’s divine nature as an incorporation of Nara, a part

of the primeval spirit ; a demon Muka in boar form plans to

slay him ;
therefore Qiva bids his host follow him to guard the

prince (xH). The boar appears to Arjuna ; it falls pierced by his

own and ^iva's dart
;
the prince advances to recover his arrow,

but is challenged by a Kirata who claims it in his mastei's name

(xiii). Arjuna rejects the demand in a long speech ; the Kirata

returns, and ?iva launches, but in vain, his host against Arjuna,

who endures unscathed the shower of their arrows (xiv). The

host is rallied from flight by Skanda and Qiva himself, who then

begins a deadly battle of arrows with Arjuna (xv). The two

then strive with magic weapons, the hero is beaten (xvi), but

grasps again his bow, and with sword, mighty rocks, and the

trunks of great trees assails the god, but all in vain (xvii). They

box, at last they wrestle
;
Qiva reveals his true form, and the

hero, humbled at last, praises the greatness of the god and begs

him for strength and victory ; the god and the world guardians,

who come to the scene, accept his devotion and give him the

m^ic weapons that he craves.

The introduction of ^iva's host, of its struggles under Skanda’s

leadership with the hero, and the whole episode of the contest

with magic weapons are the fruit of the poet's imagination. One

'difficulty is obvious ; it is made necessary to duplicate the episode

of the force of the penance causing fear and evoking divine inter-

vention, and the prolongation of the conflict results in some

repetition of ideas. Duplication also results from the description

of the amours of the nymphs with the Gandharvas and their

attempts on the prince. The poet’s skill led him, we must con-

fess, to exhibit it too freely, and the introduction of magic

weapons leaves us cold. In this r^rd Valmiki has a fatal

influence on Sanskrit poetry ; the mythical background of the
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Rama legend produced the unreality of his combats, which every

epic poet felt bound to copy. Another influence seen strongly

in the first two Cantos is that of the political principles of the

day, which have ample opportunity of illustration in the record

of Suyodhana*s rule and in the arguments by which Yudhisthira

seeks to justify the keeping of their faith by his brothers*

There is no doubt of the power of Bharavi in description ; his

'^'’^style at its best has a calm dignity which is certainly attractive,

while he excels also in the observation and record of the beauties

of nature and of maidens. The former quality is revealed re-

peatedly in the first Canto, the very first line of which strikes

the true note of high policy ; then follows

:

krtapramanasya mahlm maklbkuje: jitdfh sapatnena nive-

dayisyaiah

na vivyathe mano na hi priyam
:
pravakittm icchanti mr^d

hitaisinah-

‘ When he bent low in homage his mind wavered not, though he

had to tell the king that his realm had been won by his foe, for

men who seek one's good care not to speak flattering words.' In

the same strain Suyodhana is praised :

nm Una sajyam kvacid udyatam dhanuh : krtam na vd Una
mjihmant dnanam

gundnurdgena Qtrahhir ukyate: narddhipair mdlyam ivdsya

fdsanam.

* Never has he raised his bow to shoot, never has a frown dis-

torted his face ; loving his virtues the kings bear as a garland on
their heads his royal orders.' The setting sun and the rising

moon are happily portrayed

;

ahfupdniihir aiwa ptpdsuk: pahkajam madku bhrgam
rmayitvd

hUbaidm tva gaiah ksitim e^yanl: hhitam vapur uvdka
paiahgak.

* Ruddy glowed the sun as he hastened to rest, as though over-

deep he had drunken with his rays, in his thirst, the sweetness of

the lotus/
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samvidhdium abhisekam uddse : Manmatkasya lasadangu-

jalaughak

ydminlvanitayd iataciknak: sotpalo rajatakumbha ivenduh,

* For Love’s consecration the lady night raised aloft the moon with

its shimmering sea of beams and its spots full in view, like a silver

chalice decked with lotuses.’ The advent of the cool season is

thus greeted

:

katipayasakakdrapusparamyas : tanutuhino Hpavinidrasin-

duvdrak

stirabkimukhakimdgamdhtagansl : samupayayau gigtrah sma-

raikabandhuh.

‘Then came the cool season, Love’s one friend, lovely with its

mango blooms here and there, when frost is rare and but a few

Sinduvaras awake from sleep, the harbinger of the end of winter

and the coming of spring.’ The bathing scene is rich in pretti-

nesses ;

iirahitdntdni mtdntam dkulair * apdih vigdhdd alakath

prasdrtbkih

yayur vadhundik vadandni tulyatdm. dvirephavrnddntari-

taih saroruhaih,

‘ Hidden by their long hair in utter disorder through plunging in

the water, the maidens’ faces seemed like lotuses covered with

swarms of bees.’

priye para yacchati vdcam anmukhl: nibaddkadrstik githi-

Idkuhccayd

samddadhe ndngukam dkitam vrthd : viveda puspesu na pdni-

pallavam*

* Yet another, face upturned and eyes fixed on her lover as he

spoke, gathered not together her garment, though the knot

slipped and fell, nor realized that her tender hand had missed the

flowers it sought.’ Characteristically, the same idea is varied

later in the canto :

vihasya pdnau vidhrte dkrtdmbhmi : priyena vadkva ma-

dmdrdracetasak

sakhwa kdkct payasd gkamkrtd : babhdra %dtoccayabandham

mgukmu
9m
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*As her hand, full of water, was laughingly grasped by her

lover, *twas her kindly girdle which the water had stiflFened that

saved from falling the garment of the loving maiden, for the knot

that held it had slipped.* His play of fancy is constant and

extensive; he acquired the style of parasol-Bharavi from his

comparison (v. 39) of the lotus dust driven by the winds to the

goddess Laksmi mirrored in a golden parasol. Still less attrac-

tive to our taste is a simile ^ based on the mute letter {annbandhd)

between stem and ending in grammar.

Bharavi, however, is guilty of errors of taste from which Kali-

dasa is free. Especially in Canto xv he sets himself to try tours

deforce of the most foolish kind, redolent of the excesses of the

Alexandrian poets Thus one verse has the first and third,

second and fourth lines identical ; in another all four are identical

;

one has practically only c and r, another only the letters x,

and /; in other stanzas each line reads backwards the same way

as the next, or the whole stanza read backwards gives the next

;

one stanza has three senses
;
two no labial letters

;
or each verse

can be read backwards and forwards unchanged. One sample

must serve

:

fta nonanunno nunnono nand ndndnand nanu

nunno *nunno nmmnneno ndnend nunnanunnanut

* No man is he who is wounded by a low man
; no man is the

man who wounds a low man, o ye of diverse aspect ; the wounded
is not wounded if his master is unwounded

;
not guiltless is he

who wounds one sore wounded/ But at least he eschews long

compounds, and, taken all in all, is not essentially obscure.

Bharavi sets a bad example in his fondness for showing his

skill in grammar, and he is in many ways the beginner of manner-

isms in the later poets. The ridiculously frequent use of the root

tan begins with him ;
^ he is fond of passive perfect forms, in-

cluding the impersonal use
; the adverbial use of prepositional

compounds is a favourite form of his ; many of Paninfs rules of

rare type ® are illustrated by him, as gds with double accusative,

1 xiii. 19; cC XTU. 6. C£. Magha, ii. 47, 95, iia, x 15; xiv. 66; xn» So;

xix. 75.
® Walter, /ndtea, iit 34 f.

® Cappeller, pp. 153 C On the perfect cf. Renou, Za mimr p. 87.
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dargayate m the same use, anujlvisdtkria, sianopapMam, the

double negative as a positive,and na compounded as in nanivriam
;

it occurs also with the imperative. Most interesting in his

elaborate care in the use of the nanative tenses, which Kalidasa

and the other poets treat indifferently. In Bharavi the imperfect

and the aorist are not tenses of narrative use
;
they occur only

in dealingwith what thespeaker has himselfexperienced {aparokse)^

and the imperfect denotes what happened in the more remote past

{anadyatane)^ the aorist the immediate past {adyatane), exceptions

being minimal i the aorist hence is extremely rare, occurring only

ten times to times in Magha. The perfect is the tense of

narrative, save in the case of the present perfects aka and veda.

The present occurs with sma not rarely in narrative as a past

;

the participle in tavant is used in speeches only, that in ta in

both. Both the imperative and the aorist with md are found in

interrogations beside their normal uses, and labdhd is used in the

passive, the periphrastic future having always its precise sense of

a distant event. Errors in grammar are few, but djaghne seems
indefensible.

In metrical form Bharavi is as developed as he is in the use of

the figures of speech, of which scores can be illustrated from his

poem. Only once does he condescend to use a single difficult

metre, the Udgata, for a whole canto (xii), a single Praharsini

terminating it. In v he uses sixteen, in xviii also sixteen different

forms. The Upajati of Indravajia type predominates in iii, xvi,

and xvii
;
Van9astha in i, iv, and xiv

;
Vaitallya in ii ; Drulavi-

Iambita in xviii; Pramitaksara in vi
; Prahaisirii in vii ; Svagata

in ix
;
Puspitagra in x

;
^loka in xi and xv; Aupacchandasika

in xiii. Of the other metres few save Vasantatilaka ^ have much
use; Aparavaktra, Jaloddhatagati, Jaladharamala occur, like

Candrika, Mattamayura, Kutila, and Vanfapattrapatita, once

only. The Rathoddhata is a good deal used in xiii
;
but Qalinl,

MalinI, Prabha, and QikharinI are all rare,^

In the ^loka Bharavi conforms in general to the same rules as

Kalidasa. But he never uses the fourth Vipula form, and in his

250 half-stanzas he uses the first three Vipulas respectively fifteen,

^ The haal syllable is w m three eases in line m oae case in line r.

* Thus Bharavi has elevei or twdive principal metres to six of Kalidasa and

sixteen of Magha*
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eight, and two times ; Kalidasa, on the contrary, likes best the

third Vipnla

2 , Bhatti

Bhatti, the author of the Ravanavadha} more usually simply

styled Bhaiiikdvyat tells us that he wrote in Valabhi under

Qrldharasena* But four kings of this name are known, the last

of whom died in a.d. 641, so that we remain with nothing more

secure than that as a terminus ad quern. The suggestion ® that

he is to be identified with Vatsabhatti of the Mandasor inscription

lacks all plausibility, if only for the reason that Vatsabhatti

commits errors in grammar. The name Bhatti is Prakritized

from Bhartr, and it is not surprising that in tradition he has been

either identified with Bhartrhari or made a son or half-brother of

that famed poet There is, however, nothing but the name to

support the suggestion. We know, however, that he was imitated

by Magha, and it is a perfectly legitimate suggestion that his

work gave Magha the impetus to show his skill in grammar to

the extent that he does. More important still is the plain fact

that he was known to Bhamaha. In ending his poem he boasts

that it needs a comment

:

ly&khydgamyam idam kdvyam uisavah sudkiydm alam

kata durmedhasaq emmin vidvatpriyaiayd mayd,

* This poem can be understood only by a comment ;
it suffices

that it is a feast for the clever and that the stupid come to grief

in it as a result of my love of learning.* Bhamaha rather clumsily

repeats in almost identical terms this verse. The list of Alam-

karas given by Bhatti is in a certain measure original, when com-

pared with those of Da^din and Bhamaha; its source is still

unknown.

Bhattfs poem, a lamp in the hands of those whose eye is

grammar, but a mirror in the hands of the blind for others, is

esssentially intended to serve the double plan of describing

Rama’s history and of illustrating the rules of grammar. In the

latter aspect its twenty-two cantos fall into four sections ; the fir^t

^ Ed. with Ja}ai3Qaagala’s eomm., Bombay, 1SS7 ;
witb MaUmMba, B^. XS9S

;

ed. £md tisms. V. O. Fradban, Poona, 1897. C£ Hnlta&cb, EX. i. 93 ; Kaitb,

JRAS. 1909, p. 435.
* B* C. JMaztimdar, JEAS. 1904, pp. S93-7; 1909, p. 759.
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four cantos illustrate miscellaneous rules
;
v-ix the leading rules,

x-xiii ^ are given to illustration of the ornaments of poetry, the

names of the figures unfortunately being supplied merely in the

commentary or the manuscripts, and the rest of the poem illus-

trates the use of the moods and tenses. The combination of

pleasure and profit is by no means ill devised, and Indian opinion

gives Bhatti without hesitation rank as a Mahakavi. It is dubious

if any sound taste can justify this position ;
w^hat is true is that,

considering the appalling nature of the obstacle set and the rather

hackneyed theme adopted, Bhatti contrives to produce some fairly

interesting and, at its best, both lively and effective verse. His

aim in some degree helps his style, as it prevents the adoption of

long compounds or too recondite allusions or ideas.

His style may best be judged by a fragment of the scene where

Ravana in his need turns to Kumbhakarna for aid, and airs his

aorists

:

najndsls tvam sukkl Rdmo yad akdrslt sa rdksasdn

udatarid udanvantam puram nah panto Wudhat

vyajyottsta ram gastratr anatsld rdksasdn ksayam.

na prdvocam aham kimcii prtyam ydvad ajivtgam

bandhus tvam arcitah snehdn md dvigo na vadhlr mama,
vlryam md m dadargas tvam md na trdsthdk ksatdm puram.

tavddrdksma vayam vlryam tvam ajaisih ptird surdn.

‘ Hast thou not known in thy happiness what Rama hath done to

the Raksasas? He hath crossed theocean,and completelyhemmed

in our city. He hath warred brilliantly and his weapons have

brought death to the Raksasas. Never in ail my life have

I spoken one word of flattery ; thou hast been honoured by me
from love of kin; do not fail to slay my foes. Fail not to show

thy might, fail not to guard our smitten town ; thy might have

we beheld, thou didst aforetime conquer the gods.* The flow of

the narrative is, it will be seen, simple and limpid, but it lacks

fire and colour, and the task of illustrating the figures of speech

proves extremely wearisome to all but the commentators, whose

joy the poet was. Some, no doubt, of the passages are happy

enough ;
in one we find a proverb known from the Vikramorvagl :

®

^ xkm figures ; xi cm the quality of sweetness; mi on Bhavika, vivid descripdon

;

xlU ig^ves verses whiefi^ be read as Sanskrit or Frifcnt.

* II. 16 (ed. Pandit).
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Rama ^pi ddrdimranena tapto: vayam haiatr bandhubhir at-

maiulyatk

taptena taptasya yaihdyaso nak * sandkth parendstu vtmtmca

Sltdm,

* Rama is aflame through Sita s rape, we through the death of

kinsfolk dear as ourselves
;

let us make compact with our foe as

flaming iron with flaming iron ; let Slta go free/ Another ex-

ample ^ describes Ravana’s advent

:

jalada iva ta4iivdn prdjyaratnaprabkdbhih ; prattkahibham

ndasyan ntsvmtam dklramandram

gikharam iva Smneror dsanam haimam ticcatr , vividhama-

nivicitram pronnatah so ^dhyaizsthat,

‘ Like a lightning cloud through the rays sparkling from his

jewels, and emitting like it on all sides a deep dull resonance, the

lofty prince sat him on a high golden throne, radiant with many
a gem, as the cloud clings to a pinnacle of mount Sumeru/ The
use of vigdla^ broad, in the next example illustrates the straits

into which a poet may be driven, even if he is a grammarian :
®

kva strlvisahydh karajdh kva vakso: daityasya gailendra-

gildvigalam

sampagyataitad dyusaddm sunltam : bibheda iais tan nara^

sinhamurtih.

‘ What can finger-nails meet for maidens* breasts avail against

the bosom of the demon, that is broad as a rock of the lord of

mountains ? Nay, consider this cunning scheme of the immortals

,

with these in his shape ^sman and lion (Vis^u) clove this bosom/
The chief metre used by Bhatti is the ?ioka, which is used in

Cantos iv-ix and xiv-xxiL UpajSti ofthe Indravajra type prevails

in i-ii, xi and xii. The Giti form of Arya prevails in xiii, and x is

largely in Puspitagia
; no other metre has any currency of im-

portance. Only Praharsi^l. Malini, Aupacchandasika, Vanjastha,
and Vaitallya occm six times or more; A9valalita, Nandana,
Prthvi, RucirS, and Narkutaka occur only once each

;
others used

are Tanumadhya, Totaka, Drutavilambita, Pramitaksara, Praha-
ranakaiika, Mandakranta, <;?ardulavikridita, and Sragdhara. The

* **• 47 ! imitated HSgba, j. ig.

» XU. 59 } Magha, i. 47 (beW, $ 4).
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absence of the longer metres in frequent use explains, of course,

the comparative ease of the style, for the larger stanzas encourage

development both of thought and expressioa

3. Kumdradasa

Fate was long unkind to the Jdfiaklharana ^ of Kumaradasa,

since it left the poem preserved only in a Sinhalese word-for-

word translation, though, since first published from this source, it

has come to light in southern India, where Sanskrit literature has

often found preservation denied in the north. Ceylonese tradition

of no early date or value asserts the identity of the author with

a king of Ceylon (a.d. 517-26) who is connected, as we have

seen, in tradition with the death of Kalidasa. What is certain is

that Kumaradasa was a zealous admirer of Kalidasa and very

freely imitates him in manner as well as in general treatment of

the subject, as comparison of Canto xii of the Ragkuvahga with

the relevant portions of the jdnaklharana establishes beyond

cavil. On the other hand, it is really beyond question that he

knew the Kdgikd Vrtti {c, A.D. 650), while on the other hand he

must have been known to Vamana {c, A.D. 800) who censures the

use of kkalu as first word, found in Kumaradasa, and cites a stanza

which in content and form proclaims itselfas unquestionably a cita-

tion from the lost part of the ydnaklharana. Finally, he was

probably earlier than Magha, who seems to echo a verse of his.

Rajafekhara, the poet [c. A.D. 900), asseits his fame:®

ydnahlharanam kartum Ragkuvahge sthiie saii

kavih Kumdraddsag ca Ravanag ca yadi ksamah.

* No poet save Kumaradasa could dare to sing the rape of Sita

when the Raghuvahga was current, even as none but Ravana

could perform the deed, when Raghus line remained on

earth/

The Jdnaklharana suffers, of course, from the trite theme;

Sanskrit poetry affords us a very vivid explanation of the com-

1 Ed. Ceylon, 1891; i-x, Bombay, 1907; xvi, BSOS iv. 285 IF See X^enmaim,

WZKM. vii. 326 ff.; Thomas, JRAS 1901, pp. ; iCeith, 578 ff.

^ In the Kaoyamtmaifsa he mentions Ms blmdne^, as also that of Medba-^dia

(p. 12)*
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plaint of a great poet : cut non dicius Hylas puer si Latonia

DeloSy for we actually have so many poems on the same theme

preserved for us. Still, it is fair to say that Kumaradasa does

very well indeed in handling his story ;
his invention is negligible,

but he uses effectively the innumerable opportunities for descrip-

tion which the theme offers. Thus we have poetic pictures of

Da^aratha and his wives as well as of Ayodhya (i) ;
in ii Brhas-

pati, in appealing to Visnu for aid, sketches the exploits of

Havana; in iii he revels in his themes
;
the king and his wives

disport in the garden, then, as in Bharavi, we have the king's

own description of the scene ; the poet then describes the sports

in the water, the king the sunset, then night and morning are

sketched. Cantos iv and v carry on the narrative, the one from

the birth of Dagaratha's sons to the slaying of the Raksasi who
plagues the hermitage, the other to the close of the defeat of the

Raksasa host. In vi the scene shifts to Mithila where Vifvamitra

and Janaka exchange greetings. In vii Sita and Rama meet ; he

describes her beauty, the poet their love and marriage. Then

follows the picture of the joys of their union ending with a fine

description of sunset and night (viii). The nekt canto brings us

to Ayodhy§, and in x the poet shows his command of the maxims

of politics by giving us a lecture from Da^aratha, who proposes

to crown Rama, on the duties of the sovereign. Events are

crowded together, and Sita is stolen before the canto closes.

With equal haste are related the reception of the news by Rama,
his alliance with Hanumant who fights Vali ; the poet then turns

to the more graceful theme of the rainy season, which he first

himself and then through Rama describes with considerable

beauty. Canto xii matches the description of spring (iii) with a

picture of autumn ; then policy once more has its turn, for

Sugriva tenders ill counsel and Laksmana rebukes him. Rama
is dejected, and to cheer him Sugriva describes the mountain,

while in xiv we have first a picture of the monkeys as they build

the causeway, then Rama's impression of the scene, after which

the poet resumes the description and presents a lively impression

of the crossing of the host. Canto xv gives us the mission of

Angada as envoy to RSvaga ; Canto xvi the revels of the Rak-
sasas ; xvii-xx Rima's triumph.

Kalidasa influenced Kumaradasa in style as well as subject

;
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he adopts the Vaidarbha form,^ and he develops in a marked

degree the love of alliteration, though he ^ever carries it to the

point of affectation, as in the efforts of such poets as M%ha to

produce effects by the constant repetition of a single letter. Nor

is he fond of the Yamaka form to any undue degree : a good ex-

ample is:

aianufmtanuna ghanadarubkih : smarahitmh rahitam pra-

didkakmnd

rucirabkadrabhasitavartmana ’ prakkaettd kkadid na na

dtpiid,

* Strong love, eager to bum the lover deserted, kindled with

cloud-logs the sky refulgent and irradiated with the lightning/

Prettiness is, perhaps, the chief characteristic of Kumaradasa

;

he abounds in dainty conceits expressed with a felicity of diction

and a charm of sound and metre which no language but Sanskrit

can produce. Thus we have a pretty picture of the naughty Rama
as a child

.

na sa Rama iha kva ydta ity anuyukto vanitdbhir agratah

nijahasiaputdvrtdnano : vidadhe ^Bkanillnam arbfiakak,

* “ Rama is not here ; where has he gone ? ” the women called

as they searched for him, but the child, covering his face with his

clasped hands, played hide-and-seek with them/ Though iSagrant

imitations of Kalidasa, these stanzas are not unworthy of that

poet:

pu§paratnavibhavair yathepsitam: sa vibhusayati rdjanan-

done

darpamm iu na cakdhksa yasitdm : svdmisantmadaphalam

hi mandanam.

‘ With richness of jewels and flowers she adorned herself before

the prince as was his will ; but she sought not a mirror, for

woman’s tiring hath its guerdon in her lord’s delight/

^ Naadaigikat p. xadv) asserts that he uses the Gau^, but this

exaggemes, though he may haw known MSgha. The reverse is probable; c£ Jan,

ill 34 f. with H%ha, V. 29 ; below, | 4. Walter {Jndka, iii. S4» 3^) claims that

l^l^avi borrows the use of tom and perfect impersonal passives from him, but this is

doubtless the revetse of the truth.
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kaitavena kalahesu suptaya: $a ksipan vasanam dttasMh-

vasah

cora ity nditahdsavibhrmnam : sapragalbham avakhandtto

*dhare,

‘ In their dalliance she feigned to fall asleep
;
then as he touched

her robe in diffidence, Thief 1
’’ she exclaimed in laughing con-

fusion, and boldly kissed him on the lips.’ Another verse, de-

scribing love-weariness, proves use of Canto viii of the Kumdra-
sambkava :

^

iasya kasiam abald vyapohiinm: mekhaldgunasamlpasanginam

mandagaktir araitm nyamdayal: lolaneiragalitena vdrtnd,

^Though in her weariness she had not strength to push away the

hand that sought to loosen her girdle, still she showed her in-

difference by the tears that fell from her glancing eyes.' A famous

crux in the creation of woman s beauty is posed :

pa0an hato manmathabdnapdtaih : gakio vidhdtum na rntmtla

caksnh

dru vidhdtrd hi krtau katham tdv: ity dsa tasydm sumater

vitarkahn

* If he looked, then love’s darts must have pierced his heart ; if

he closed his eyes, he could not have seen to create ; how then

did the creator fashion the beauty of her limbs ? Thus even the

wisest was at fault’ Love and nature are inseparably blended

:

prdkyakdlapriyaviprayoga-
:
gldneva rdtrik ksayam dsasdda

jagdma mmdam divasa vasanta-: krurdtapagrdnta iva kra-

mena.

* Night perished, as a maiden fadeth through severance from her

lover in winter’s cold, and in her place slow came the day, as

though wearied by the fierce spring beat/

In another stanza we may have a reminiscence of Bharavi :
^

vdsmtikasydhgucayena bhdnor: hemantam dlokya hatapra-

bhdvam

sarmruhdm uddkrtakantakmm: prttyem ramyam jahase
vamnm.

^ niu 141$ copied h KurnSradte, nt%, S 24.
* X. 36 compwcd iii 9 ; <£ ix. ai with i. 4..
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‘ Seeing that winter’s prowess had been quelled by the army of

the rays of the spring sun, sweetly laughed the foiest in its joy

that the tormenter of the lotuses had been banished.’

Though not a pedant, Kumaradasa was a keen student of

grammar, and there is no doubt that he must rank as an authority

of some weight in judging the correctness of disputed forms. He
himself sneers in a paronomasia at bad poets who spoil their com-

positions by the use of such particles ^ as In, na^ by incorrect

employment of roots, and by hiding their meaning through wrong

words, and doubtless he had authority for such formations as

haiacarma, furrow, where carma is clearly from car^ go, and

maruta^^ by-form of marut. He borrows from the Kagikd the

rare forms viiust-^ to comb one’s top-knot, marmdvidh^ piercing

the vitals, saiydp-^ declare truth, and such aorists as acakamata ;

other rare terms from the grammarians are anyataredyus^ one day,

dyahguhkatd violence, tksugdkaia^ field of sugar jampait,

husband and wife, nlgdra, pagyatokara^ robber in broad

daylight, pravara^ covering, bktdelima, fit to be broken, mnstim-

dhaya^ fist-sucking baby, gdytkd, sloth, and saukhardtnka^ asking

if one has slept well. Of constructions he has very freely ad-

verbial prepositional compounds, the impersonal use of the perfect

passive, and the weird passive mumndjosam abhuyata, ‘ the sage

rejoiced \ The accusative with sarvatas and ttbhayaias is gramma-

tical
;
kdlasya kasyacit has a similar origin, but samdh sakasrdni

seems careless and dosd as instrumental of dosan is unparal-

leled; the use of khalu and iva at the beginning of lines is

quite wrong, and censured by Vamana as regards khalu? From
Valmiki he has tanucchada^ feather, from Kalidasa avarna^ shame,

and ajarya^ friendship. His love of periphrasis is remarkable

:

he styles himself even Kumaraparicaraka.

Kumaradasa’s use of metre is skilled, but he follows in the

main the manner of Kalidasa without seeking the elaboration of

the use of many shifting metres as in BharavL The Qloka ^ is

* Already ill Vasavadatta (p. 134) ; seeJan* 1. 89 ;
viu. 29.

® xni. 39. In Magha, ix. 70 the use is coirect, 2s*khalu there equals alam*

Nandargikar (pp. xu f.) gives some dubious words, hlamaiKu^ asa as perfect,

bhavananttjaycmanam as middle, aimasu as plural.

* In 424 half-stanzas in ii, vi, and x there are only 10 Vipnlas, 8 first, i second

(Inegular w— beginning), i third
; 4 fourth Vipulas m Naadargikar’s ed. must be

false readmgs. Before the first V^ipula the first foot is 6 times ii oriiw — —
as against 2 ii — , a phenomenon like the facts in Kalidasa.
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dominant in Cantos ii, vi, and x ;
Dnxtavilambita in xi

;
Piami-

taksara in xiii ;
UpajSti of Indravajta type in i, iii, and vii

;

Van5astha in v, ix, xii, and iii. 64-76; Vaitaliya in iv; and

Rathoddhata in viit. The minor metres are ^laidulavikrldita,

Qikharini, Sragdhara, Puspitagra (xvi), Praharsim, Vasantatilaka,

Avitatha, Mandakranta, and Malinl.

4 . Magfia

All that Magha tells us of himself is the fact that his father was

Dattaka Sarva9raya, and his giandfather, Suprabhadeva, was the

minister of a king whose name is variously read by the manuscripts

as Varmalakhya, Varmalata, &c. Now an inscription ^ exists of

a certain king Varmalata of a.d. and it is plausible to hold

that thus we can date Magha somewhere in the later part of the

seventh century. This accords satisfactorily with the fact that he

is clearly later than Bharavi, who in a sense was his model, than

Bhattii whose mtmiukur muhuh he trumps with his kim u muhur

mumtihur gatabhartrkah^ ‘ever and again they fainted, their

spouses gone", and probably than Kumaradasa. Nor is there

really any doubt that Magha knew the Kagika Vriit. What is

more important is that in ii. iia the only natural interpretation

of the verse is that we have a reference to the Nyasakara, a com-

Inentator on the Kagika^ Jinendrabuddhi, whose date must be

b. A.D. 7CO. It is much wiser to accept this date, and to place

Magha about that time than to endeavour to explain the passage

away, and there is no reason whatever to think the date too late.

He certainly knew the Nagananda of Harsa, and the effort to

prove that he was used by Subandhu, though very ingenious, is

unconvincing. It is simplest to recognize that the similarities be-

tween the two writers, if not due to their working in the same
held with similar ijnodels, is due to Magha"s knowledge of the

romance of Vmavada$t&,^

Magha’s theme is borrowed like that of Bharavi from the

Makabkarata^ but, while Bharavi magnifies Qiva, Magha*s

« Kidhoni, ON. 1906, pp. ; JRAS. 1908, p. 499. Cf. Jacobi, WZKM. iv.

BfaiusdailEiir, EL nc. Jittltzsch, ZDISiCG* kadi. 1475 Walter,

Iii, 3a (HSgha, aoc. 1. 4).

* Tbc teatt is ed. NSP, 1923. Trans, np to ad. ag by C. SdiSts, BieleleM, 1843 ;

extracts Cappeller, ^ whole by Hntocb, Asm ii



MAGHA
favourite god is Visgu

; the contrast is doubtless deliberate, just

as in Cantos iv and xix he sets himself out to vie with Cantos iv

and XV of the Ktratarjunlya as studies in variety of metre and
curiosities of form respectively. The epic tale is simple

;
Krs^a

encourages Yudhisthira to perform his royal consecration. The
rite proceeds, and Bhisma’s counsel results in the award to Krstja

of the present of honour. Q9upak, king of Cedi, is wroth and
leaves the hall ; Yudhisthira would follow him and appease him,
but Bhisma extols Krspa and restrains him. Qifupala stirs up
revolt and seeks to destroy the sacrifice. Yudhisthira seeks

Bhisma’s counsel as usual; he Is advised to trust Krsnia and
defy the king. The latter insults Bhisma who retorts by a de-

nunciation of him, and explains that Krsna has been under a
promise to the king’s mother to endure a hundred deeds of evil

of her son. ^ifupala then transfers his vituperation to Krs^a,

who replies, evoking a fresh onslaught of words, including a re-

proach for Krspa’s theft of his affianced bride. Kfsna replies that

he has now fulfilled his pledge, and with his discus severs the

head of his foe. Magha shows decided originality in touching up
this theme

; in Canto i we have a new motif \ the sage Narada
appears in the house of Vasudeva where Krs^a lives, and in the

name of Indra bids the hero dispose of the Cedi king whose
hostility menaces men and gods. This affords M^ha the oppor-

tunity of displaying his skill in politics ; Krs^a takes counsel with

Balarama and Uddhava ; the former advises immediate war, the

latter acceptance of tibte invitation to Yudhisthira’s consecration.

Then, imitating Bharavi in Cantos iv-xi, he leaves his original

entirely and proceeds to exhibit his skill in a longer series of de-

scriptions. Kpsna leaves Dvaraka for Indiaprastha, not without

a fine picture of his capital (iii). Mount Raivataka is reached,

and Daruka, his charioteer, expatiates to on its loveliness

(iv). The army encamps, enabling MSgha to air his knowledge
of campaigns as they should be conducted in poetry (v)

;

needless

to say the women are not forgotten : the queens accompany the

host in litters, their ladies ride on horses or the bumble ass, the

hetairai swarm and make their toilets for thdr im^ers ; soldiers,

elephants, and women alike must enjoy tiie bath. Kj^a himself

mu^ have pleasure ;
so the six seasons as fair maidens appear to

<Hie more opportunity of picturing love (vi). No wonder that
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the Yadavas imitate him ;
with fair ladies they wander in the

woods (vii)s and share the bath (viii). The sun, charmed by the

appearance of these heroes, desires to imitate them and bathe in

the waters of the western ocean ;
thus we have a very elaborate

and often happy picture of the sunset and the rising of the moon,

which waken again love in the hearts of the women, who send

their eyes and their invitations to their lovers (ix). They are

only too eager to accept them, and after drinking together they

indulge in the joys of love (x). Day dawns (xi), the army

awakens to its duties, and the Yamuna is crossed (xii), Krsna

enters Indraprastha and is welcomed by Yudhisthira ;
the poet

remembers to vie with A9vaghosa and Kalidasa in describing the

feelings of the women who crowd to see him enter. We now re-

turn to the narrative of the epic, but in more polished form. The

ceremony is performed, Krsna receives the gift of honour (xiv).

^i^upala protests, Bhisma challenges him, he leaves the hall and

prepares his army for battle (xv). A tour de force follows;

Qi^upala’s envoy brings a message of set ambiguity, either a de-

fiance or a submission; Satyaki answers it, and the envoy replies

haughtily (xvi). The two armies move forward to battle (xvii)

;

their contest is described at length, not without ability, though,

like nearly every Sanskrit writer, he gives the impression of

painting his picture from books, not life and death. In the end

the two rivals meet, fight with their arrows, then with super-

natural weapons, until Kmna slays his foe, whose power passes

over to the victor.

The changes made in the epic narrative are not inconsiderable.

One great improvement is the shortening of the rival speeches,

though even so they remain long. The picture of the sacrifice

replaces the single line given to it in the epic, and the preliminaries

of the contest are carried on not by the the rivals but by envoys.

More important is the imitation of Bharavi’s procedure in making

a struggle between rival armies precede the duel.

Admitting that these stories taken over from the epic gave little

scope for the highest qualities of poetry, and that, as in Bharavi,

plot and characterization are of no great account, Magha un-

questionably has no mean poetical merits, though we need not

accept the eulogies of later critics who claimed that he united

the merits of his greatest rivals. If he lacks the conciseness, the
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calm serenity and dignity of Bharavi at his best, he possesses

mucBluxuriance of expression and imagination, and~Tn“the many
love p^sa^es of his epic sweetness and prettinesses abound. He
a*3mits directly his indebtedness to the Kdfnasutra and exhibits

intimate knowledge of its details in a manner which western taste

finds tedious, while Indian opinion

—

homo sum, kmnani ml a me
alienum puto—accepts it with admiration. The worst of his sins

is his deplorable exhibition in xix of his power of t\\ isting language.

He actually compares the array of the army to the appearance of

a Mahakavya when verses are put in the form of the figures

Sarvatobhadra, Cakra, Gomutrika, &c., and such figures he

illustrates in his poem. No doubt we hear in the Alexandrian

age, as in later Roman poetry,^ of such things as Sotadean verses

to be read backwards, of Simmias making poems, iechnopaigma,

in the form of an axe, or a nightingale’s egg, of Dosiadas’s similar

feat with an altar, and so on. It may be that these tricks aiose

from the practice of writing inscriptions on swords or leaves, but

in any case Magha shows himself devoid of taste ; so also in the

construction of such a stanza as xix. 3 w^here the first line has no

consonant but /, the second only /, the third bh, and the last r with

a final Visarga. More clever is the speech of the envoy in xv

which begins

:

ahhidhdya tadd tad apriyam
:

Qtgtipdlo ^nugayam param gaiah

bkavato ^bhimdnah samihate • sarusah kartum upeiya mdnanam.

‘ Q{9upala, having merited your displeasure, in deep regret (in

high anger) seeks eagerly (fearlessly) to come before you and pay

due homage (slay you).’ These double entendres are beloved in

India, and Bharavi has a fair number, but it is impossible, while

admitting their cleverness, to cultivate a real taste for such tricks.

Moreover they have a fatal effect on language ;
if a double sense

is to be expressed, it is impossible for the best of poets to avoid

straining meanings, constructions, and word order. The effort

leads to constant ransacking of the poetical lexicons extant and

turns the pursuit of poetry into an intellectual exercise of no high

value to the utter ruin of emotion and thought.

|Happily there is much in Magha to make up for his demerits.

^ Cf. Martinlj li. 86. 9 f. '. torp© est difficiles habere nugas

et staltns labor est meptianun.
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He can imitate the good sense and simplicity of BhSravi’s moral

sentiments

:

nalmnbate daistikaiam na ni^ldati pauruse

gabddrtkau satka%nr iva dvayam vidvdn apeksaie*

' He relics not on fate, he depends not on human power alone
;

as a good poet has regard to sound and sense alike, so he cultivates

both/ Or again

:

sampadd sustkirammanyo bkavati svalpaydpi yak
krtakriyo vidkir manye na vardhayati tasya tdm.

* If a man think himself established securely by a slight success,

then, I ween, Fate, having accomplished all he seeks, affords him
no further blessing/ In more elaborate style, with a distinct aim
at suiting sense and sound, he vies with Bhatti ^ and echoes per-

haps a phrase of Kulniradasa :
®

satdckaidbkinnaghanena bibhratd : nrsinka sainhtm atanum
ianufk ivayd

sa mugdhakdniastanasangabhangurair : uroviddram prati-

caskare nakhaih.

'O man-lion, when thou didst assume that mighty lion form and
cleft with thy tawny mane the clouds, thou didst tear him to

pieces, rending asunder his breast with those nails which bend so

gently on a loving maiden’s bosom/ There is a martial tone in

;

dyuntindm amratarayam rdjakdmhmtndm
ittkam sainyaik samam aiagiubkik grlpater urmimadbkik

dsld aghair muhur iva makad vdridher dpagdndm
dddyuddkam krtagiiruiaradhvdna7n auddhatyabkajam*

‘ As the hosts of the king with unbroken flow, with unceasing

clamour in their proud onslaught, advanced against the vast

armies of Krspa, there arose a battle swaying to and fro as when
the waters ofthe streams mingle with the foaming waves ofocean/
More commonplace but neatly phrased is

:

s^aidmbudkardravdnukdrt : dkvanir dpuritadinmukha ra^

ikasya

pragunikftakekam urdkvakaiftkaik : (itikanihair upakar-
mydmbabhuva^

^ nu 59 J * 3d, 45,
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‘ The roar of the chariot, matching the thunder of the rain-cloud

and filling the air, was eagerly echoed by the peacocks, who
stretched out their necks and redoubled their loud calls.’ There
is real strength in this vignette^f the battle

:

turydrdvair dhitotidlatdlair^ gdyantlbhih kdhalajh kdhaldbhik

nrtte cakmhgunyahastaprayogafk kdye kujan kambiir nccatr

jakdsa*

* Over a corpse that danced blindly moving its hands midst the

loud roll of the drums and the trumpet’s clangour, the conch rang

shrill as it laughed aloud
’

Extremely characteristic is the plan of blending the emotion of

love with war ; we have two strange pictures of a stricken field,

wholly Indian in spirit :

kagcm murchdm etyagddhaprafidrah: siktah gitatk glkarair

vdranasya

ncchagvdsa prasthitd tarn jighrksur : vyarthdkutd ndkandri

mumurcka.

* One, sore smitten, fainted
; then drenched with cool water from

his elephant’s trunk breathed again, and the heavenly nymph,
who had started to seize him, her purpose foiled, fell back

fainting/

iyaktaprdnam samyuge hastinisthd: vlksya prsmnd iaU

ksandd udgatdsuh

prdpydkhandam devabhuyam saitivdd , dgiglesa svaiva kam-
dt puramdhrl,

* One lady who seated on an elephant had seen her beloved slain

in the battle and on the spot died from grief, winning by her faith

complete divinity, embraced once more in heaven her husband/

Magha, however, is capable of very effective strength and

simplicity, especially in the speeches of his heroes, as in ?i9u-

pala’s dignified protest against the honour paid by Yudhisthira

to Krsna:

yad apnpujas tv^m iha Pdrtha: Mnrajitam apujitarh satdm

premm mlasaii mahad iad aho: dayiiath janak khalu guniii

many&de.

K
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anridm girain m gadasUi: jagaii patahair vighusyase

nindyam aiha ca Harim arcayaias: tava harmanaiva vikasaty

asaiyatd,

' That thou hast honoured, o king, the slayer of ilura, unhonoured

by the good, doth prove thy partiality; one, forsooth, deemeth
virtuous him whom he loveth. ** Thou sayst no word of false-

hood so art thou proclaimed with beat of dium throughout the

world
;
yet by having honour paid to the worthless Hari, thou

dost blazon abroad thy falsity/ We prefer this eloquence to the

ingenuity which won him the sobriquet of bell-Magha, because of

his cleverness ^ in comparing a mountain, on one side of which the

sun set, while on the other the moon rose, to an elephant from

whose back two bells hung, one on either side. His use of figures

is free and often, as may be seen above, happy ;
his alliterations

usually have point and effect.

Magha is an adept in language and affords abundant exemplifi-

cation ofgrammatical lules,^ very possiblyunder Bhatti’s influence.

His periphrastic perfects passive such as hbkardmbabkuve are fre-

quent ; rare uses are madhy$samudram and pdrejalam
;
vairdyU

taros is from the denominative vairdyaU; aghatate^ nisedivdn^

and nyadhdyisdtdm are recondite forms
;
purely borrowed from

Panini are the unique use in i. 51 of the imperative to express

repeated action, and of the future in lieu of the imperfect after

a verb of remembering.

As regards metre Magha^'s chief feat is his accomplishment in

Canto iv when he manages to use twenty-two as opposed to the

mere sixteen of Bharavi’s corresponding totir de force. The ^loka
is the most common, being the basis of Cantos ii and xix ; Upa-
jati of Vahgastha type prevails in i and xii

; the Indravajra type ^

in iii
;
the Udgata in xv ; the Aupacchandasika in xx

; the

Drutavilambita in vi
;
the Puspitagra in vii

;
the PramitaksarS in

ix; the PraharsinS in viii
; the Manjubhasini in xiii ; the Malini

in xi ; the Rathoddhata in xiv, and the Rucira, Vasantatilaka,®

1 iv. 20 ; Petersoji, OC ri, ili. lu 339.
2 Cappeller, Bilamagha^ pp. 187 f.

» Jn these metres occasionally a and t end in v, a licence as a rule permissible only
in the even hnes ; <£ Vamana, v. i. a f ; S&Hiyt^darpana 57$. He nses a short final

thnce in the first, once in the second Vipula; Bhamvi never permits this, and
Kllidai^ only once, donbtfnlly, has v in the first VipnB.
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Vaitiliya, and Qalini in xvii, v, xvi, and xviii respectively, an

enumeration which shows how proud was ]Magha of his skill in

varying the metre of the cantos. The Svagata in x was doubt-

less borrowed from Bharavi, and Bilhana in his turn freely uses

this rare form. The Giti form of Arya occurs twice, while there

is but one stanza each of the Utsara, Kalahansa, Citralekha,

Jaladharamala, Jaloddhatagati,Totaka, Dodhaka, Dhrtagri PrthvI,

Prabha, Pramada, Bhramaravilasita, Manjari, Mahamalika, Vah^a-

pattrapatita, Vai9vadevi, Qikharinl, Sragdhaia, Sragvim, and
Harinf. The Mattamayura, Mandakranta, and Qarduiavikridita

have two, three, and four stanzas apiece.

In his use of the ^loka Magha has out of 464 half-stanzas 125
cases of Vipula forms, 47 of the first, 44 of the second, and 34 of

the third, no case of the fourth being allowed ^ This frequency

of use is in striking contrast to that of Kalidasa and Bharavi, for

he has one Vipula in every three or four verses while in the others

the proportions range from one to twelve or fourteen. Kalidasa

again prefers the thiid to the second Vipula, while Bharavi hardly

has the third, and Magha treats them equally. Magha is not

quite so polished a vrriter as Bhaiavi, for he allows the weak
caesura in manag abhydvrttya vd, and in xi. 18 and 22 omits this

caesura entirely, without the excuse of recondite forms of xix. 52
and 108. A further sign of decline in feeling is the almost equal

use in the case of the first Vipula of the form — for the first

foot as opposed to — -—, the figures being twenty-one to twenty-

six; Magha evidently did not appreciate the desirability of

differentiating between the treatment of the first and second

Vipulas. From his fiequent employment of Vipulas Jacobi*
suggests a western origin for the poet, having regard to the

similar fact in the case of Hemacandra, and the poet's knowledge
of the Vindhya, but this conclusion must be deemed uncertain.

1 In SIFI. vnx. li. 5$ the 6gcires are given as 45, 45, 33, and 3, different readings

being followed.

* IS. atvii. 444. His st>le, however, is Gauda, not Vaidarbha. Tradition makes
him a native of <;:i!mala, and this place may have been under Varmalata s rule.
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THE LESSER EPIC POETS

N O other of the epic poets who have come down to us

stands on the level of those whom we have reviewed,

and of the early epic poets whose works are now lost we
have far too little to be able to form any judgement of their

true merit. Of Mentha, or Bhartrmentha, also called Hastipaka,

Kalhana^ tells us that the king Matrgupta, himself a poet, found

his Hayagrtvavadka so charming that he rewarded the poet by

giving him a golden dish to place below it when it was being

bound, lest the flavour should escape
;
delighted with this sign of

appreciation the poet felt the reward needless. Matrgupta was

according to Kalhana a predecessor of Pravarasena, and his

personality has suffered a confusion with Kalidasa by unwise con-

jecture. His date must remain doubtful, but he is credited with

a comment on the Ndtyagastra of Bharata of which quotations

remain. Kalhana cites textualiy two stanzas, the foi*mer of which

is heavy and laboured, the latter deserves citation

;

ndkdram udvahasi naiva vihatihase ivmn : diisdm na suca-

yasi munmsi satphaldni

nihgabdavarsanam ivambudharasya rdjan: samlakyyate pha-

lata eva iava prasadak,

‘ Thou dost display no emotion, nor dost thou boast
;
thou dost

not reveal thy intention to give, but dost yield thy fair fruits ; as

when the cloud sheds its rain without a sound, so from its fruit

alone, o king, is thy favour revealed.* Mentha receives the com-

pliment, such as it is, of being placed second in the spiritual

lineage of Valmiki, Mentha, Bhavabhuti and Raja^ekhara, while

Mankha places him beside Subandhu, Bharavi, and Bana. Some
pretty verses are cited from him in the anthologies, as usual with

dubious correctness, but one may be quoted

:

* ni. 135 C, 260 IT. Cf. Peterson, pp. 92 ff., ; Anfrecht, ZDMG.
xxvii. 51 ; xxxri. 36s. Thomas {JCaitfindremmmasammmyfif) gives references to

anthology verses for these poets.
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taikdpy akrtakoit^akdsapalhxvitddharam

mukham grdntavildsinydk sakalam rdjyam arbaiL

* None the less the face of the village maiden, when her lower Hp
blossoms in an unfeigned loud laughter, is worth a whole king-

dom/ If we trust such evidence as there is legarding the date of

Pravarasena,^ successor of Matrgupta on the throne of Kashmir,

we may set Mentha towards the latter part of the sixth century,

and make him a contemporary of the author of the Setiibandka,

Not much later falls the Rdvandrjtmlya^ or Arjunardvamya
of Bhaumaka, also styled Bhfma, Bhuma, or Bhumaka, who won
fame in Kashmir. The epic in twenty-seven cantos tells the tale,

found in the Rdmdyana^ of the strife between Arjuna Kartavirya

and Ravana, but as in the case of Bhatti, whose example may
have been followed, though the dates are indecisive, the aim is to

illustrate rules of grammar. The pedantic side predominates in

the later work, Kavirahasya ® of Halayudha, which is really meant
to illustrate the modes of formation of the present tense of Sanskrit

roots, but incidentally selves as a eulogy of the Rastrakuta king

Krsna III (r. A.D. 940-56).

Kashmir under Avantivarman before the close of the ninth

century gives us a Buddhist epic of some interest, the

bhyudayap which is based on a tale in the Avaddnagataka of the

conversion of a king of the south who had harboured evil designs

against the king of ^J’avastl. This topic is treated by ^ivasvamin
in the full epic manner, manifestly under the influence of Magha
and of Bharavi, for the structure of the poem is manifestly based

on that of the Kirdtdrjunlya as well as of the ^igtipdlavadha^

The poem opens with a description of Kapphanaand Lilavatl, his

royal capital (i). A spy bears the news of the pride of Prasenaj it

and of his just rule, as in Kirdtdrjunlya i. The princes at the

court are in confusion at the news (Hi) ; there is held a council of

war (iv), and an envoy is dispatched to bear the threat of war to

Prasenajit (v). Then occurs the usual digression; the king is

1 CU Steiu, Raj&tan, i. 83 f.

* Ed. KM. 68, 1900. Cf. Trivedi, Bkattikavya^ i. pp. x f.

* Ed. Greifewald, 1900, A Yudhistkiravtyaym with a coatianatioo, DhMuhavya^
dealing with the Bharata story and grammar smd roots (KM- x. 53-231) is ascribed to

a Vasadeva ; cL possibly the VSsadeva of the rimed poems (JRAS. 1925, pp. 264 ff.).

* Seshagiri, 1893--4, pp 49 ff.; Aafirecht, ZDMG. xxvii. 92 f.; Thomas,

pp. in ff. ; Mitra, Rep, Buddh, Lit,, p. 38 (Kapphinaof

the Z>ak§i^P«btha).
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induced by a Vidyadhara to visit with him the Malaya mountain

in order there to devise a plan ofcampaign (vil, in reality to allow

of the time-honoured desciiptions, in which he vies as regards

figures of sound with ^tgupdlavadha iv and Ktrdidrjtinlya v.

Then are fully developed the encampment of the host (vii), the

seasons which unite on the mountain in order to permit of the

poet describing them all in one canto (viii), the sports of the army

with its women in the water (ix), then their amusements in roam*

ing the woods and picking flowers (x). Sunset is now due (xi),

and the moon must rise (xii), to excite the damsels to join with

their unwarlike swains in a drinking bout (xiii), and then in the

mysteries of love in the best manner of the Kama9astra (xiv).

1 he end of the night and daybreak are now inevitable (xv). The
host, refreshed and encouraged by its debaucheries, marches (xvi),

and a long drawn out conflict (xvii-xix) results in the conversion

of Kapphana (xx). The anthologies have some quite pretty

verses, but all is very much at second hand, and in this case the

master is decidedly superior to the pupil. The author clearly

was well read in Sanskrit literature, and, very naturally for

a Buddhist, he has a reference to the Ndgananda of Harsa in an

allusion to the piles of bones of Nagas slain by Garuda heaped

up on the seashore beyond the Malaya mountains.

Magha*s great influence is seen also in the Haravijaya^ the

woik of another Kashmirian, Ratnakara with the styles Rajanaka

and Vagl^vara, who flourished under Brhaspati or Cippata

Jayapida and Avantivarman, and was thus in his prime about

A*I>. 850. The theme is of the lightest, the slaying of the demon
Andhaka, born of ^iva when Parvati playfully covered his eyes

with her hands. The child thus unhappily bom blind grows up,

by austerities wins sight, and becomes master of the three worlds

until, as usual, QWb. finds it necessary to kill him. The plan is

the same scheme we have seen already
;
Qiva*s capital must be

described (i), then his Ta^dava dance (ii), the seasons (iii), and

mount Mandara (iv, v). Then comes in the m&tif of the appeal of

the seasons, headed by spring, to ^iva for protection against the

new conqueror. Qiva’s counsellors now debate, and the poet has

^ E4. with Akka*s corom., KM. 1890. For anthology verses 9̂ Feterson,

pp. Aufrecht, ZDMG. xaxvu SJfaK For imitation of MSgha,
cf. |acohi, WZKH. iv. 340 f.

;

Bhrava, v. 25.
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up to Canto xvi to display his perfection in the art of politics. After

ail the talk an envoy is dispatched to the demon to bid him retire

from the realms he has usurped. Here is the moment for the usual

digression, and we have thirteen cantos of the sports of the letinue

of <Jiva, precisely of the same sort already recorded, including sun-

rise, sunset, the stormy sea, and a very careful exposition of the

practice of the Kamafastra in xxix. The envoy at last reaches the

demon's kingdom in heaven, which necessarily must be described

at length (xxxi). The exchange of speeches which follows re-

quires seven cantos. The envoy naturally returns without

having accomplished anything save a prodigious amount of bad
rhetoric

;
the forces of <piva take four cantos to be made ready

for battle—for which their amorous sports would seem to render

them dubiously fitted. They prove somewhat mediocre warriors,

but after Canto xlvii has been variegated by the inseition of

a hymn to the dread goddess Candi, the poem is allowed to close

at Canto 1 with the death of the miscreant. The poet claims to

have imitated Bana, and some notice is taken of him in the

anthologies, but, though he is doubtless responsible for some
good stanzas, and Ksemendra attests his skill in the Vasantati-

laka metie, his poem is a hopeless blunder and his fondness for

Yamakas adds to its inherent dreariness. No more striking

instance exists than this of the utter lack ofproportion which can

aflSict the minds of poets with considerable technical facility and

abundant knowledge.

To the same century and Kashmir belongs Abhinanda, son of

Jayanta Bhatta, the logician, who wrote an epitome in epic form

of the Kddambarl of Bana, styled the KMambartkathdsdra} and

who mentions Raja5ekhara as a contemporary. The date of his

namesake, son of (Jatananda, author of a which deals

with the history of Rama from the rape of Sita, is unknown, and

equally uncertain is it to which of these worthies is ascribed by
an unknown hand ^ comparison with Kalidasa. What is certain

is that neither deserves it in the slightest. Kashmir again in the

eleventh century produced a writer of the most unflinching

industry and often dreariness,® the polymath Ksemendra. In

^ Cf. Thomas, Kamndrafimeanasamuccaya^ p. 20 ; Buhler, lA iz. 102 f.

^ Qdrngadkara^ via. 5, where Acala and Amala are added.

® Cf. L6vi, JA. 1885, li. 420.
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1037 he wrote his Bharatmnanjarl} \vL 1066 Dagdvatdracarita^

in which each of the ten incarnations of Visnu is described, the

ninth being the Buddha thus definitely adopted into the Hindu

pantheon. Of early date no doubt is his Rdmdyanamanjart? an

epitome of the epic, which like that of the Bhdrata is correct and

important for the history of the text but poetically worthless.

He turned the Kddambarl also into verse in the Padya-Kddam-

baru

Kashmir again in the twelfth century produced an interesting

writer in Mankha, pupil of Ruyyaka, who mentions in \i\sAlam--

kdramrvas'va his epic, the ^rlkanthacarita^ which in twenty-five

cantos tells the tale of the overthrow by ^iva of the demon

Tripura. The form is the stereotyped one with a few variations

;

thus in Canto i prayers and benedictions occupy a considerable

space, in ii and iii we have some ethical matter in the form of

descriptions of the good and the bad, &c. But by iv we are back

to a description of Kailasa, of its master (v), the spring (vi), and

then of the usual sports, swinging, plucking flowers in the woods,

mixed bathing (vii-ix). Then follow the equally usual descrip-

tions of the dusk, the rising of the moon, and allied topics until

in xviii-xxi we have a return to more martial exploits
;
after

the usual confusion the hosts of Qiva are marshalled and got

under way. The Daityas are confounded (xxii), the battle is

fought in the stereotyped way (xxiii), and Tripura burned. Then

by a happy transition Mankha gives us in xxv the only part of

the poem worth reading. He depicts a durbar of learned men
held by his brother Alamkara, minister of Jayasinha (iiJ^9-5o).

Here we have a picture from the real life of the persons who
made up this learned society, their special capacities and interests,

the occasion for the gathering being his completion of his poem
and his declamation of it to his friends. We learn much of

interest, including the fact that he was one of four brothers who
all were writers and officials ofthe court. Doubtless such a Sabha
must have represented with great accuracy the meetings common
in the days of Kalidasa and earlier; the similarity to those

» M KM. 65» 1898* ® 26, 1891.
* Ed. KM. $3, 1903. Cf. Jacobi, p. 15.

< Ed. KM. 3, 1887. Cf. Biibler, Rep&rt^ pp. 50 ff. On hm use of the Udgati
metre cf. Jacobi, ZBMG. xliil 467.
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familiar to us from Statius, Juvenal, Martial, and Pliny is striking

and interesting. No such excursion into the realms of real life

enlivens the Haracaritacintamani^ of the Kashmirian Jayaratha

in the same century, which, however, has some value for religion

as at once a storehouse of ^aiva myths and of evidence of ^aiva

practices and beliefs.

As is well known, the Jains sought steadily to take over all

Brahmanicai myths and make them their own. To Amaracandra

{f. 12^50) we owe a Balabhdrata,^ which is distinguished in metre

but in no other respect. Apparently about 1050 Lolimbaraja

wrote his Hartvildsa ® which in Canto iii gives the usual descrip-

tion of the seasons and in iv of Krsna. But little religious poetry

aimed at Kavya style
;
the influence of the Puranas resulted in

the great mass of Jain work, for instance, being cast in an unpre-

tentious and pedestrian Sanskrit,

But a triumph of misplaced ingenuity was attained in the

twelfth century by three writers. The first perhaps in time was

Sandhyakara Nandin, whose Rdmapdlacarita^ is intended to refer

in each stanza to the history of Rama and also to the king Rama-
pala, who flourished at the close ofthe eleventh century in Bengal.

The second was apparently the Jain writer Dhanamjaya/ perhaps

called ^rutakirti, a Digambara, who wrote between 1123 and

1140 ; thd third Kaviraja,® styled also Suri or Pandita, whose real

name was perhaps Madhava Bhatta, and whose patron, as he

obligingly tells us, was Kamadeva, probably the Kadamba king

(1182-97). Both these authors perpetrated poems styled Rdgha-^

vapdndamya in which we are told simultaneously the stories of

the Rdmdyana and the Makdhhdraia. The feat, which at first

sight appears incredible, is explained without special difficulty by

the nature of Sanskrit, Treating each line of verse as a unit, it is

possible to break it up very variously into words by grouping

^ Ed. KM, 61, 1S97. Cf. Buhler, p. 61.

* Ed. KM. 45, 1894. Cf. Weber, ZDMG. xxvii. 170 ff. 5 he use# the Lalita and

Svagata.

* Ed, KM. xi. 94”'i33.

* Ed. MASS. xii. 1-56.

^ Ed, KM, 49, 1895 (iS cantos), Cf, Bhandarkar, Reptriy 1884-7, pp, 19 f.;

Pathak, JBRAS. aaci, i ff. | Fleet, lA, xxxlii. 279.

« Ed. KM., 6a. The date, rooo, ascribed by Bhandarkar, p, ao, is dealt with by

Pischel {Bu Mtfdkhter des Za^smoJ^asmay pp. 37 f.). Cf. Fleet, Gas>y L a.
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together the syllables. Then the meaning of compounds is often

vitally affected by the mode in which the relations betw^een the

words composing them are conceived, even when the w^ords are

understood in the same sense and the compound is analysed into

the same terms. Further, and this is of special importance, the

Sanskrit lexica allow to words a very large variety of meanings

and they supply a considerable number of very strange words

which have a remarkable appearance of being more or less

manufactured, in the sense that the meaning or form ascribed

may have been derived from some mere misunderstanding or in

some cases from a mere misreading. The way for such works as

the.se two poems was paved by the double entefidres of Subandhu

and Blna, and Kaviraja expressly states that he claims to be un-

rivalled by any but these two in the use of twisted language

{vakrokii). The Raghavanaisadklya of Haradatta Suri, of un-

known date, performs the same feat for the tale of Rama and

Nala, and a doubtless quite late Raghavapdndavlyayddavtya by
Cidambara adds the absurdity of telling three stories, the third

being the legend of the Bhdgavata Purdna} The deplorable

folly of such works is obvious, but it remains true that Kavir§ja

at least shows some very fair talent and might have written

something worthy of consideration if his taste had not led him to

this extravagance.

A couple of stanzas from the second canto may serve to indi-

cate the devices by which two stories are told simultaneously

:

nrpena kanydm janakena diisitdm: ayonijdm lambhayitum

svayamvare

dmjaprakar^ena sa dharmanandanah : sakdmijas tdm bhu-

vam apy amyata.

* (Rama), who gladdened righteousness, was conducted, together

with his younger brother, by that best of sages (Vijvamitra) to

the place of the Svayamvara, in order that he might be made to

win the daughter born of no mortal womb, whom king Janaka
was fain to give in wedlock.^ According to the Makdhkdrata
version this runs : * The son of Dharma (Yudhisthira) was con-

ducted, together with his younger brothers, by (order of) that

* Veakalidliimrin’s in 30 stanms tells Ram’s stoyy, wMIe read
baekwaxds it gives {fidairm CaeaL^ me. ^956)-
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best of sages (\^yasa) to the place of the Svayamvara (PaScala),

in order that he might be made to win the daughter bom of no

mortal womb whom her royal father (Drppada) was fain to give

in wedlock,* Sita was born from the ploughshare, Draupadi from

the sacrificial altar.

mdrgesv atho dirghatamaksutasya : kalatrakrsrapratinwksanena

migdravarnmya jitdtmano *sau: cakdra imam fmradevajanmdn

* Then, as ne fared along, the son of the king of men delighted

the heart of (the sage) of flaming hue and senses controlled, son

of Dirghatamas (Gotama) by releasing his spouse from her mis-

fortune (of being reduced to a stone),* In the case of the Mahd-
hhdrata w^e must i^ead tamahsu tasya, and render : ‘ Then, as he

fared on ways wheie darkness long lingers (near the Ganges), the

son of the king of men delighted the heart of (the Gandharva)

Angaravama, whom he defeated, by releasing him at the prayer

of his wife from peiil of death.* The commentator adds ingenu-

ously that there is a variant of Angaraparna in the Bhdraia

whence the tale alluded to is derived, and in that case suggests

a different rendering for the term as applied to the Rdmdyana*

The result thus achieved is, of course, ultimately nothing more

than the systematic development of the love of paronomasias

which is seen to such perfection in Subandhu and Ba^a, We
find a similar result achieved in the curious Rasikaranjana^ of

RSmacandra, son of Laksmana Bhatta who wrote in i$4% at

Ayodhya, for the verses of that work, read one way, give an

erotic poem, in another, a eulogy of asceticism. L, H. Gray ®

has noted a western parallel in the elegy of Leon of Medina on

his teacher Moses Bassola, which can be read either as. Italian or

as Hebrew.®

VAn interesting and charactmstic figure of the latest stage of

is ^nharsa, son of Hira and Mamalladevi, author

o| thS Nmsadhacarita^ ox Nai^adMya, who wrote probably under

Vijayacandra and Jayacandra of Kanauj in the second halfof the

Ed. and trans. R, Schmidt, Stuttgart, 1896.

* VSsmfadatta, p, 3a, n. i,

» Vidyamadbava, author of a treatise on horary astrology (ed. JSiM. SamA. 63) and

a comm, on Bhaiavi, cites Blna, Snhandhn, and himself with Kaviiaja as masters ;
his

Parmit$rukmi^tya describes the marri^es of ?iva and Parvati, Krs^ a*id Rnkminl.

Be wrote under Somadeva of the Cninkya line (Madras Catai,, xx. 7778 f^).

* Ed. BL 1S36 and 1855 (two parts) and NSP, 1894.
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twelfth century,^ though this date has not passed unquestioned.^

He was also author of other works, including the Khandanakha-

ndakkadya in w’hich he establishes the reasonableness of the

Vedanta by showing that all attempts at obtaining certainty are

fallacious. The Naisadhlya unquestionably has a definite interest

in the history of Sanskrit literature, for it exhibits the application

to the charming episode of the Makabharatct,^ familiar to all

students as the Nala^ of the full resources of a master of diction

and metre, possessed of a high degree of skill in the difficult art

of playing on words, and capable of both delicate observation of

nature and of effective expression of the impressions thence

derived, Indian taste shows its appreciation of him beyond

question in naming him a Mahakavi as the successor of Kalidasa,

Bharavi, and Magha, nor need we doubt that to any of these

critics the Nala would have seemed insufferably tame compared

to the work of ^riharsa. As one enthusiast of modem times ®

says, * all mythology is at his fingers’ ends. Rhetoric he rides

over. He sees no end to the flow of his description,’ and the same

author, in recounting a tradition that the work counted when

complete 6o or J ao cantos expresses the hope that the missing

portion may be discovered in some collection of manuscripts. It

is happily incredible that even Qrihaisa should have thought it

worth while further elaborating his theme. As it is, the long

poem carries us only to a description of the married bliss of Nala

and DamayantI, leaving off with a description ofthe moon carried

out in a dialogue between the amorous pair. Needless to say,

fjrlharsa, in dealing with the theme of the wedding, shows that

his logical studies had in no way prevented him becoming an

expert of great skill in all the complexities of the KdmasMra.
We could wish that there was some respectable authority for an

anecdote once current regarding Harsa
;
he was, this tale runs,

the nephew of Mammata, the famous author of the Kavyapra-^

kdga^ to whom in pride he exhibited his poem. His uncle, in lieu

of rejoicing, expressed only profound regret that he had not seen

it before he wrote the chapter on faults in poetry in that trosttjse,

since it would have saved him all the labour to which he had

X Bfihler, JBRAS. ac. 31 fF. ; sd. 279 IT. 2 R. P. Cbanda, lA. xlu 83 f., a86 f.

* Kmhnamacbaiya, Smskn p 45. Niiakamak Bbattacharya {Mtisadkamd
Marsu) atgaes that ht was a Bengali.
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been put in searching books to find illustrations of the mistakes

which he censured.

Yet it is fair to admit Qrlharsa’s cleverness ;
his power of double

entendre receives perfectly fair use in the recast of the famous

scene in which DamayantI sees before her five men apparently

exactly alike and cannot decide which is her lover. Sarasvati,

in Qriharsa’s version, presents the five to her and describes each

in words which on one reading do express his true identity, but

on the other apply to Nala, thus setting the poor girl a still more

distracting task. It is a consolation to reflect that, even had she

known Sanskrit, she would not have been able without a comment

to understand what was said by the goddess. Nor, again, is it

possible to deny that the transition in the last canto from the

description of night to that of the moon is gracefully effected ;

Nala exclaims that the moon has grown red with anger at the

too prolonged celebration of the beauties of his friend, and then

to appease his wrath he straightway hails the appearance of the

moon rising in ruddy splendour.^

^riharsa uses only nineteen metres, a comparatively small

number. Of these, the favourite is Upajati of the Indravajra

type, which is predominant in seven cantos ;
the Van9astha type

prevails in four cantos and is the chief metre in Canto xii, in

which after the model of Bharavi and Magha the poet goes out

of his way to vary his metres. The Qloka,^ Vasantatilaka, and

Svagata are each the main metre of two cantos, while one canto

each is found of Drutavilambita, Rathoddhata, Vaitaliya, and

Harinl. There is only one stanza in each of Acaladhrti, Totaka,

Dodhaka, and Prthvi, and five in Mandakranta. More frequent

yet limited use is made of Puspitagra, Malinl, Qikharini, and

Sragdhara.

Though on the whole we must condemn the elaboiation of

Qrlharsa and his excessive use of Yamakas and rime, he was

certainly capable of elegance and skill m the use of language, as

in his famous description of the rising of the moon

:

I The Suprahhatastotra (Thomas, JRAS. 1903, pp. 703-22) ascnfaed to him is also

claimed for Harsavardbana Jackson, PrtyadatHka, p. idv). An Uftaranaisadhtya

in sixteen cantos was wntten by Vandaxu Bhatta {JMadras CaiaL^ xx. 7^9*)*

® He rarely has Vipulis (only four m 75* half-stanzas in xvii and xx) i SXFL VIII.

IX. 54. In xvii. 199 a line ends with a caesura m Sandhi.
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pa^mvrio ^py esa nintesam adrer : adkltyakdbhmmtiraska-

rinya

pravarsatt preyasi candrikabhig : cakoracancucultikam pra^

tlnduk.

* See, darling, how, for a moment hidden though it be by the

curtain of the summit of the mountain, the moon doth spare the

rain of its moonbeams to quench the thirst of the Cakora birds.*

dhvdntadrumdntan abkisdrikds tvam: gankasva samketa-

mkeiam aptdh

chdydchaldd ujjhttanilaceld
:
jyoUndnukulaig calitd dtiktdatJu

‘ Just fancy that these beams are maidens which have sought at

the foot of the trees in the dusk secret meeting with their lovers
;

now laying aside their dark garments as though they were the

shadow, they move in raiment that matches the moonlight.’

ivaddsyalcdismlmukuram cakoraih : svakaumudim ddayaind^

nam indum

drgd nigendtvaracdrubkdsd : piboru rambhdiaruplvaroru,

* Drink thou deep with thine eyes, that are fair as the night lotus,

the moon that doth serve to mirror the loveliness ofthy face, and

that doth make the Cakoras feed on its light, o lady whose thighs

are fair as the young plantain shoots/

The Jains naturally enough aimed at vying with the classical

epic, and we have in the Yagodkaracarita ^ of Kanakasena Vadi-

raja, a resident in the Dravida country, whose pupil ^rlvijaya

flourished about A.D. 950, a Kavya in four cantos with 396 verses.

Its contents agree with the Yagastilaka of the slightly later

Somadeva, showing that the tale must have been then current

;

the two versions differ slightly in content but not in spirit.

Another version of the legend is that of Ma^ikya Suri whose
Yag^dharmaritra ® belongs probably to the eleventh century at

latest. It represents the work of a ^vetambara Jain of Gujarat,

as opposed to the Digambara version of Vadiraja, but the two
accounts are independent. To the period between 1x60 and
117a belongs the enormous work of Hemacandra {io88-xi7a),
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the TrisastigaBhapunisacariia} which in ten Parvans handles

the lives of the sixty-three best men of the Jain faith, the twenty-

four JinaSj twelve Cakravartins, nine Vasudevas, nine Baladevas,

and nine Visnudvisas. The epic is long and wearisome, though

the language is simple and not elaborate ; the last Parvan, which

deals with the life of Mahavira, comes nearer to sober history in

that it gives us some definite information regarding the life of

this worthy, if prolix, monk, who succeeded in converting to

Jainism Kumarapala of Gujarat. Of unknown date is Hari-

candra, author of the Dkarmagarmdbkyudaya^ in twenty-one

cantos, on the life of the fifteenth Tirthakara, Dharmanatha.

Neminatha’s life is the subject of a Kavya ^ in fifteen cantos by

the writer on poetics Vagbhata, probably in the twelfth century.

There may be mentioned as having some claim to consideration

the Pdndavacaritra and Mrgdvailcariira ^ of Devaprabha Suri

of the school of Maladharin in the thirteenth century, and Cari-

trasundara Garun’s Mahipdlacaritra^ which claims to be a Maha-
kavya in fourteen cantos of 1159 verses. These works, however,

have value rather for their tales than for their literary merit. Of
much higher merit in this regard, though it deals with a trite

theme and the author evidently knew both A^vaghosa and Kali-

dasa’s works well, is the Mahakavya Padyacuddmani ® ascribed

to a Buddhaghosacarya. That this is the work of the famous

Pali scholar Buddhaghosa can hardly be seriously affirmed ; the

silence of our records of that able man would be inexplicable,

and, if the attribution Is not a case of false ascription, it remains

that there must have lived a scholar of the same name, whose

date at present evades definite determination.

* Ed. Bombay, 1905. See Bubler, Ober das Lebm des Jmna-Mmtches Bemsh
chandra{;i%%(p)\ Jacobi, ERE. vi 591.

* Ed. KM, 1888, Cf. Peterson, Meport^ ii, pp. 77C He perhaps wrote the

pvandharacampu^ and uses Magha and Vakpati (WZKM. iii. 136 0*.}. His lather

was a Kayastha, Ardtadeva.

® NminiraStm^ ed. KM. 56, 1896. The identity of the author is not certain. In

Madras Caial^ xx. 7754 he is son of Bahata (? Bafaata), of the Pi^Sdi family.
^ Ed. 1909; Hertel, pp. 105 0,, igo0. Cf. Peterson, JRepart^ iii, pp, »730.

Ed. 1909 ; Hertel, pp. 7a 0., 138 0.

* Ed. Madras, 1921.
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HISTORICAL KAVYA

I. Indian Historical Writing

TO the old complaint that India has no historians and no

historical sense it has recently been objected, doubtless

with a measure of truth, that there is a certain amount of

writing and a number of facts attesting a degree of sense for

history. In view of the antiquity and the developed character

of Indian civilization it would indeed be ridiculous to expect to

find India destitute of historical sense, but what is really essential

is the fact that, despite the abundance of its literature, history is

so miserably represented, and that in the whole of the great

period of Sanskrit literature there is not one writer who can be
seriously regarded as a critical historian. We have as the nearest

approach to a true historian a poet of no mean ability, much
industry, and a desire to tell the truth, who had for recent

history very fair sources of information, but the most ardent

admirer of Kalhana would not for a moment claim for him that

he could be matched even with Herodotos, and it must be
remembered that no other writer approaches even remotely the

achievement of Kalhana.
^

The causes of this phenomenon must lie in peculiarities of

Indian psychology aided by environment and the course of

events, and it is idle to hope to give any explanation which will

be entirely satisfying. We may remember that India produced
no oratory, despite the distinct power often displayed both in the

epics and in Classical Kavya of the rhetorical presentment of

a case by opposing disputants. Oratory doubtless, as history

proves, has flourished best where there has been political

freedom; Athens is as celebrated for oratory as Sparta was
deficient in it, and Rome produced its best orators when there

still was a Republic in which certain classes at least had effective

political rights. It may be that India failed to produce historians
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because the great poHtica! events which affected her during the

period up to A.D. 1300 did not call forth popular action in the

sense in which the repulse of the Persian attacks on Greece

evoked the history of Herodotos*^ The national feeling, which

is at least a powerful aid to the writing of history, was not

evoked in India in the same manner as it was when democratic

states formed the most serious element of resistance to the

Persian attack at a time when more oligarchic governments

were apparently far less deeply moved by any sentiment of

nationalism.®

It may be admitted that the foreign attacks on India in the

period of the fiist four centuries B. c. were probably not such

as to excite deep national feeling. Alexander's invasion was

followed by the early loss of the most Indian of the territories

won to Candragupta, apparently without any such struggle as

would induce a sense of national danger and national triumph.

The Greek, Parthian, <^aka, and Kusana successes were possible

in large measure because such a sentiment did not exist, and the

process of assimilation went on so steadily that, when the Gupta
revival came, it can hardly have been felt as a national revival,

however much it seems so to us ex post facto. Thereafter, until

the eleventh century, the wars of India were merely struggles

between rival dynasties, wars of crows and kites, in which no
deep signification could lie.® The Mahomedan invaders found

India without any real national feeling; their successes were

rendered possible largely because the chiefs disliked one another

far more than they did the MIeccha. It is characteristic that

even in the ballads evoked by the struggle the sense of nationality

is only in process of development.

From the standpoint of psychology it is not difficult to under-

stand that the view that history had any meaning or value was

one unlikely to receive acceptance in India. The prevailing

doctrines told distinctly against any such estimate of events. In

1 Another side of Greek mentality, the criticism of tradition, is seen in Hekataios

of Miletos, whose patriotism, hke his history, was marked hy caution and weighing of

evidence. Cf. J. B. Bury, Ancient Greek Hist&nans (1909).

* Stein, Rdjatarangim^ z. 28 fF. , Oldenberg, Aus dem alien IndUn^ pp. 65 ff.

* Contrast Lacan’s prophetic words (vii, 432 f.)

;

quod fagiens civile nefas reditoraqae nanqnam.

Libertas nltra Tignm Rhenumqae recessit.

L814?
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the strict logical sense of the doctrine of Karman all men’s

actions were the outcome of actions done in previous births ;
they

were, therefore, wholly uncalculable, for no one could tell what

deed in the remotest past might not spring up to work out its

inevitable end. Beside this belief, and evidently in full strength

in many minds, was the view that all things were brought about

by fete, working in a manner wholly unintelligible and beyond

all foresight. To these more rational views, which might be

combined and even reconciled by exercise of a little ingenuity,

was added the acceptance by the Indian mind of the miraculous

in the shape of divine intervention, magic, and witchcraft.^ The
scientific attitude of mind which seeks to find natural causes for

events of nature is not normal in India, and the conception that

nature is not capable of being affected by divine or demoniac

instrumentalities would have seemed ludicrous to the vast majority

of its people; Buddhists and Jains were as little inclined to

abandon popular superstitions as were Brahmins. Nay, all three

religions favoured the belief in the habit of sages by asceticism

to attain magic powers; the doctrine that these powers can be

acquired by regular forms of process is inculcated in their philo-

sophies, and persons who were able to achieve these results were

capable of affecting the processes of nature, so that to ascribe

similar powers to superhuman beings was perfectly natural.

Moreover, the philosophies of every kind taught that there was

no progress in our sense in the world ; things had happened age

after age in precisely the same way ; the doctrine of the periodical

creation and destruction of the world of the Brahmanical post-

Vedic texts is on the same plane as the theory of the Buddhists

of the existence of innumerable earlier Buddhas and the long

line of Jain Tirthakaras.

Nor were the Indians without what seemed to them an

excellent substitute for histoiy in mt sense. To the average

Indian now, and doubtless of centuries ago, the heroes of the

past and those historical kings who had been converted by their

imagination into heroic %ares were quite as real as, if not more

real than, their local princes of the present time* Nor was it

merely that they were as real ; they possessed the great advantage

of being recognized and admired over wide dxpm of India. It is

^ Cf. Lucan on tlic Thessalian ifpitclifis, -wi. 415E
i
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hardly wonderful, therefore, that even those chronicles and
panegyrics which were cotnpo^d in honour of contemporary
princes were soon no longer copied by scribes or studied,

preference being accorded in lieu to works like the epics, which
were certain to be of abiding interest. It has been well remarked ^

that, while the Pandits have copied and commented with es^er-
ness on the Naisadhtya of Qrfhar^, they have allowed to sink
into oblivion the Navasakasankacarita, which he wrote to
celebrate the deeds of his patron.

Something too must be allowed for the tendency of the Indian
mind to prefer the general to the particular, which is shown in
widely different spheres of knowledge. We hear, for instance,

in Buddhist texts of certain definite heiesies, but we are equally
faced with schematic lists of unsound philosophical views which
are asserted to have been held by others, but which in laige
measure are obviously mere inventions. Throughout the history
of Indian philosophy the same thing is seen

; no one seems to be
in the least interested in the history of doctrines, no one writes

a history of philosophy as contrasted with summaries of opposing
doctrines j no one even attempts a real history of politics or
medicine. What interests writers is not questions of the opinions
of predecessors as individuals, but the discussion of divergencies

of doctrine all imagined as having arisen ex initio. The names of
some great authorities may be preserved, as in the case of the
schools of philosophy, but nothing whatever with auiy taint of
actuality is recorded regarding their personalities, and we are
left to grope for dates. This indifference to chronology is seen
everywhere in India, and must be definitely connected, in the
ultimate issue, with the quite secondary character ascribed to
time by the philosophies.

2. The Beginnings of History

The Pura^as, as we have them, contain amidst vast of
other matter, religious and social, some traces of the activity

of court poets who made genealogies, but the value of these
notices is of the most limited description

; the lists of names and
dates alone which is what they normally contribute are r^larly,

* BSMer, ViknmSSktt4ewtcerUti, p. a. His other paiieg;nc3 me lost, and we ne
not Cerhuo of bis iMtnn.
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when compared with our more reliable evidence, hopelessly

inaccurate, showing that at the time when they came into being

the interest of genealogists was rather edification by constructing

pleasing ancestries than accurate record of facts. It may indeed

be doubted whether with the most critical care an}i:hing could

be retrieved of substantial value additional to other sources of

information
; hitherto they have been treated only without critical

judgement or acumen.^ Beside them may be put the lists of

teachers which occasionally are recorded in later Vedic texts, but

which aie anything but free fiom suspicion of interpolation and

exaggeration, though they prove, what was hardly dubious in

any event, that theie prevailed the practice of remembering series

of teachers and pupils. The Buddhists made some more serious

approach to history in their legends of the Buddha, but, valuable

as is the matter which tl^ey have preserved, it remains clear, from

their greatest creation,^ the Mahdvahsa of Mahanaman in the

fifth century A. D., that during the passage of the centuries the

monks had not acquired any real historical sense. A king like

A^oka was, of course, a model of pious deeds, but not the

slightest attempt is made to treat his life and efforts in an

historical spirit
; instead, we learn of the courteous action of the

wild beasts and birds who come to the royal kitchen and die

there, to prevent the sin of slaying them for food, of miracle-

performing snakes, and sages who come down to earth to cleanse

the community of heretics. Even in contemporary times the

poet is untiustworthy
;

all is looked at merely from the point of

view of the attitude of the king for the time being towards the

special community of monks among whom the author lived.

Still less, of course, do we find history among the Jains ; their

Pattavalis, kept doubtless from early times but only recorded

rather late, preserve lists of pontiffs, they had a stereotyped life

of their Tirthakaras, and endeavoured to attach Jain legends to

such names as that of Candragupta,® but serious history was

repugnant to them. Eulogies of saints are common to the sects,

but serious historical work is quite unknown.

* To ascillje aatbonty for the period iooo-5<x> S. c. to works that know nothing of

the 3rd cent. A. ». is foolish. See Keith, EHH. 1922, pp. 607 1
* Oldenheig, Aus deni alim 77 If.

* Smith’s acceptance (EHl. p X54) of the legend of his msigaation is quite un-

convincing.
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Poetic merit of a modest kind, however, may be found from

time to time in the insciiptions which are the most substantial

early contribution to Indian history. The most valuable in this

regard are the encomia, Pra^astis, of which we have already

noted specimens of the Gupta age. The typical Pragasti^ is

simple in structure ; after a benediction, it proceeds to describe

the donor, and, when the two are not identical, the reigning

prince, giving in either case some genealogical information, then

it sets out the donation and enumerates any conditions or

pi'ivileges accompanying it, such as freedom from interference by
the royal officers or remission of taxation, invokes the favour of

heaven for the maintenance of the memorial, utters imprecations

on any peison interfering with the donation, and sets out the

name of the architect' 'v^ho constructed it, the priest who con-

secrated it, the poet, and the scribe who engraved the letters,

with in many cases the date. The form, of course, varies with

the nature of the object on which it is engraved, temple, public

building, copper plate, memorial of the dead, &c., but the

historically interesting pait is normally the genealogy and
account, if any, of the deeds of the dedicator, if a king. These
Pra9astis may be quite short, ten or twelve lines, or they may
even exceed a hundred lines, and their value as history and
poetry differs enormously. What is fairly certain is that the

genealc^ies are frequently * faked’; the kings for whom they

were composed desired to be connected either with fabled heroes

and royal lines of old, or, especially in the south, desired to

make out that they were scions of the great royal houses of the

norths As poetty they do not normally merit admiration, for

they are decidedly elaborate in form, if at all pretentious, and we
are not favourably impressed by the self-confidence of that Rama
who in the eighth century calls himself Kavifvara, lord of poets,

and asserts that the goddess of eloquence dwelt in his childish

mouth ere he had forgotten the taste of his mother’s milk. His
skill is of the type admired in India but less attractive to

western taste ; he composes a Stotra, hymn of praise, in which
each of the fomteen stanzas applies equally well to Parvatl as to

^ See BUhler, WZKM. ii. 86 flf. ; El* i* Tlwar form its a bleed of prose and
poetry is recognized in tbe later writers on poete as a Bimda^ SS&itjradkrpft^ ri.

570. For a collection see jPrieifmkMamaM, KltC. ,34, 64, 80.
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her consort ^iva, and he exhibits by his choice of recondite con-

structions and rare words that he had studied diligently both

grammar and lexica The same curious device of including

a Stotra in an inscription is seen in the case of Lalitasuradeva in

the ninth century.^ It is fair to say that not rarely there is found

a poetical idea happily expressed in a panegyric both early and

late, but in the main they are rather dreary and hackneyed

documents.^ And, what is vital, they represent merely a first

step towards history.

We can hardly say that we are carried further into the region

of history by the Harsacarita of Bana, for, beyond a very few

facts about his immediate predecessors, we are given merely

a confused glimpse of a very small part of the deeds of Harsa of

Thanesar, and the work may best be treated as a romance, which

it is in all essentials. As a neaier approach to history may be

ranked the Gaudavaha^ of Vakpatiraja, which was written to

celebrate the defeat of a Gauda prince by the poet’s patron,

Yafovarman of Kanauj, who himself, however, was overthrown

and killed not much later {f. 740) by Lalitaditya of Kashmir.

Possibly this fact explains the curious condition of the poem,

which contains as little history as possible, but expatiates instead

in the wonted Kavya manner in descriptions of scenery and the

seasons, and of the amusements of kings, and does not scruple to

relate myths. It may be that the poet, after his patron’s death,

left unfinished the poem which thus is merely a torso. The
alternative is to suppose that we have in it as it stands a series

of excerpts dealing with those topics which Pandits liked,

omitting tedious historical details. No certainty is possible
; it

may be that the poem is all that Vakpati ever intended to write.

It is In Maharastr! Prakrit, and, though it does not aim at plays

on words and double meanings, it affects far too long compounds
in the Gau<^a manner, nor does it normally reach any high

standard of merit, though it contains some vivid pictures of

village life—Maharastr! poetry has always clung close to the

soil—and the description of a southern temple of Kali where

^ lA XXV. 177!*
® hm some spirited lines; Jackson, PrtjfodarS^S, pp. xHii £
» Ed. S. P. Pandit, BSS, 34* *^§87; cf. Buhlejr, WZKM. i. 324^.5 ii 328 f.;

Smitli, JRAS. 1908, pp. 763- 93. Hertel^s views (Asm i) on Bliava.feh6ti and
VSkpati cmj no conviction.
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human sacrifices are ofiFered has the grim horror which attracts

Indian taste. Uncertainty attends its date; it is characteristic

of the poem that we do not even hear the name of the Gauda
king; if written after Ya9ovarman*s fall it may be placed about

A.D. 750.

We are still far from serious history in the Navasdhasdnka-

carita^ of Padmagupta, also called Parimala, whose work, in

eighteen cantos, was written about 1005. It relates the mythical

theme of the winning of the princess Qa9iprabha, but is intended

at the same time to allude to the history of king Sindhuraja

Navasahasanka of Malava; w’e have by the hand of Bilhana

a similar example of this curious treatment in the drama
Karnasundari in which he celebrates, under the guise of the

marriage of a Caulukya prince to the daughter of a Vidyadhara
king, an actual wedding of his patron to a princess. Obviously

the method does not tend towards historical treatment or results.

But the poet is by no means without the power of graceful

expression, however impossible it may be to treat seriously his

poem as a whole. Thus he has quite a happy conception in

:

citravartiny api nrpe tattvavegena cetasi

vriddrdhavalitam cakre mukhendum avagaiva sd.

‘ As the truth pierced the soul of the king, though 'twas only his

picture, the maiden made his moonriike forehead half-wrinkled

with shame,*

dhdram na karoti ndmbu pibati sfrainam na samsevaie

gete yat sikatdsu muktavisayag canddtapam sevate

ivatpdddbjarajahprasddakamkdldbJiamnukhas tan marau
fftanye Mdlavasihha Gurjarapatis tlvram iapas tapyate.

* He eats not nor drinks water
; women he frequents not

; he lies

on the sand, indifferent to things of sense he courts the burning

heat; surely, o Lion of Malava, the lord of Gurjara performs

thus a dread penance there in the desert that he may become
worthy to be honoured by touching the dust of thy lotus feet/

Pretty is the following

:

^ Ed. V, S. Islampurkax, BSS. 53, 1895 1 Buhler and Tb. Zadbanae, dss
Navasahasankackanta (1S88). On his use of the Udgata metre see Jacobi, ZDMG*
xliii. 467 ; SIFL VIIL ii. iio.
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iaira sihiimh sthitimafd varadeva daivdd, bkrtyena te cakiia-

cUtam iymity ahdni

utkampini stanatate harineksandndm: hdrdn pranartayatiyatra

bkavatpratdpah.

* There, my noble liege, as fate willed, thy servant won a footing

and abode for many days with troubled heart, where thy valour

makes to dance the necklaces on the quivering breasts of the

deer-eyed ladies/ A more elaborate effort to depict the plight

of the Gurjara queen in her husband’s defeat is less successful

:

magndni dvisatdm kuldni samare ivaikhcuig^dhdrdkule

ndihdsminn iti vaitdtvdH baku^o deva grutdydm purd
mugdhd Gurjarabkumipdlamaktst pratydgayd pdthasak

kdntdre cakiid vimuncaii mukttk patyuh krpdm drgau.

* As she wanders in terror in the forest, o King, the simple queen

of Gurjara’s lord gazes ever at her husband’s blade in her craving

for water ; has she not heard many a time the minstrels chant,
** The hosts of the foe, o lord, have been drowned in the whirl-

pool of battle raised by the torrent of thy glaive”?^ The
unfortunate lady is misled by the ambiguity of the term magndni
and of dhdrdi which means both torrent and edge of a sword.

We have only the name of ^ahkuka, who wrote the Bhuva^
ndbhyudaya^ in which Kalhana ^ tells us he described the dread

battle of Mamma and Utpala {c. a. D. 850)

ruddkapravdhd yatrdsld Vitasid szibhatair hatath

* where the current of the Vitasta was stemmed by the bodies of
the slain/ The anthologies ascribe to a ^ankuka certain verses,

but it is quite uncertain whether he is to be identified with this

author
; in the case of one verse the ascription is to Qankuka

Mayura’s son, and it has been conjectured that the Ma3mra
meant may be the contemporary of Bana (r. A. D. 630), though
this is mere surmise. A ^anku figures in the list of jewels of

Vikramaditya^s court
; he may represent the tradition of one or

other of these poets, if indeed they are to be identified.

Mv. 704 f. Cf. Peterson, p. 1275 Qaackenbos, The^ Sanskrit
Pmns pp. 50-2.
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3 . Bilhana

It is to Kashmir that we must look for the first more serious

contribution to history, for Bilhana—the form of name is Kash-
mirian—was bom there, though he left his home perhaps under

Kala^a’s reign and wandered far and wide visiting Mathura,

Kanauj, Prayaga, and Ka^I^ and staying for a time at the court

of a prince Karna of Dahala/ perhaps also with the Caulukya

Kar^adeva Trailokyamalla (1064-94) of Anhilvad, before he was

received as Vidyipati, master ofthe sciences, by Vikramaditya VI,

Calukya king of Kalyana {1076-1137), who bestowed upon him
the gifts of a blue parasol and an elephant and chained him to

his court. When at Karna’s capital, he defeated in a literary

competition the poet Gangadhara and appears to have written

a poem on Rama, and he hints that the famous Bhoja of Dhara ^

would have been glad to welcome him to his court. At any rate

he rewarded his patron by composing in his honour his epic in

eighteen cantos, the Vikramahkadevacarita? The date of that

work appears to fall before 1088, because it passes in silence the

great expedition of the king to the south which took place then,

and because it mentions as prince, not king, Harsadeva of Kash-
mir who became king only in that year, and we know from

Kalhana* that Bilhana actually lived to hear of Harsadeva*s

accession. Of his parentage we know that his immediate

ancestors Muktikala9a, Rajakala9a, and Jyesthakala9a, his father,

were Brahmins, students of the Veda, who performed the Vedic

Agnihotra (fire-oblation) sacrifice ; his mother was Nagadevi, his

brothers were Istarama and Ananda, both scholars and poets,

while he himself was taught the Veda, grammar up to the

MaMi/tapra, and poetics.

The Vikramankadevacariia is essentially an application of

the normal recipe for making an epic to a historical theme, and

it begins, therefore, with the usual application, in this case to

* Fitesumably of Cedi, and different from the Kama of the Kamasunchrt (Konow,

Da$ in^iiseki Drama^ p. txa). The Cedi king was seemingly of long life and many
vicis»tndes (Bnlf, Ckrmohgy^ pp. lao, lar, 135).

* This suggests that Bhoja was alive later than 1060
; so also Kalha^ vii. 359,

treats him as alive in 1063,

• Kd. O, Bnhler, BSS. 14, Cf. A. V. V. Ayyar, lA xlviii. 114 ff., 133 ff-

vii. 936-8,
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Brahman, to create a hero for the safety of the world ;
the god

agreed, and from his waterpot {euluka) sprang the founder of the

Calukya dynasty, whose first home in Ayodhya was abandoned

by later kings who extended their conquests to the betel palms of

the south, ‘ where the hooves of their horses wrote the record of

their victories on the sands of the ocean shore which witnesses

the secrets of the Colas.‘ This purely imaginary origin for the

family is followed by a long break in the tradition, and Bilhana

passes to Tailapa {973-97) whose victory over the Rastrakutas is

recorded but not his defeat by the king of M5lava. The kings

following are, with one exception, mentioned, and then the poet

concentrates on Ahavamalla (1040-69), the father of his hero.

This victorious king has no son ;
he and his wife serve humbly

in ?iva’s temple, and he is promised in reward by the god two

sons as the reward of his penance, but one more as a special boon.

Three sons are bom, Some9vara, Vikramaditya, and Jayasinha,

the birth of the second being preceded by remarkable portents

presaging his future greatness. When the boys grew up, Ahava-

malla pressed on Vikramaditya the duty of fulfilling the purpose

of ?iva and accepting the heir-apparentship, but the virtuous

prince declined to oust his brother. He proceeded, however, to

win many victories which greatly ddighted his father, but in the

midst of his rejoicing he was attacked by a malignant fever.

Greatly distressed, he decided to end his life, and, his ministers

giving reluctant consent, journeyed to the Tungabhadra, the

Ganges of the south, and there pedshed in the water, setting his

heart on Qivsu Vikramaditya was deeply distressed by the news,

was with difficulty induced to remain alive, but ultimately re-

turned to the capital where his brother for a time lived peaceably

with him. But suspicions arose between the two, and Vikrama-

ditya retired with his brother Jayasinha, and took up a position

on the Tungabhadra. He effected then an alliance with the Cola

king, but after bis ally’s death the throng despite efforts on his

part, fell into the hands ofR9jiga, who concerted an alliance with

Somegvara against Vikramaditya. The result, however, was

fatal to the allies ; ^iva utged the reluctant Vikramaditya to do
battle, and, when he had captured his brother, angrily compelled

him to abandon his intention of allowing his brother to resume

the royal pourer. He then made Jayasinha viceroy in Vanavasa
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and effected more conquests. At this point the poet introduces

the usual diversion from serious matters. The king hears of the

Svayamvara of a Rajput princess, Candaladevi, and wins her as

his bride ; this gives Bilhana the opportunity of describing the

effect of the spring on the passions, and the beauties of the

maiden in minute detail (viii). The wedding over, the king and

his bride disport themselves
;
he swings her with his own hand,

they pluck flowers, bathe together, and a carousal at which the

Rajput ladies drink deep follows (ix-xi). The king now returns

to Kalyana, but merely to occupy a canto with fresh bathing

scenes (xii) and an ode to the breaking of the monsoon (xiii).

Jayasinha, how^ever, gave trouble ; he had to be overcome but

pardoned (xiv, xv), and the king then engaged in hunting, slay-

ing lions, hunting boars w’lth dogs, and shooting arrows at deer

(xvi). Sons weie born to him, and he built a city Vikramapura,

and erected a temple to Visnu Kamalavilasin. But the Colas,

having apparently been defeated rather in the poet's imagination

than in reality, gave more trouble. Vikrama has to defeat them

again and occupy for a time KancL The last canto is refresh-

ingly interesting, for it gives an account of Bilhana*s own family

and his life as a wandering Pandit, attesting a practice which

prevailed down to the most recent times.

It is difficult to say much for Bilhana as a historian. We may
justly suspect his impartiality

;
Qiva intervenes in the affairs of

his hero with suspicious promptitude, and the impression con-

ve^’ed is certainly that the poet is trying by stressing the super-

natural intervention in his favour to explain away the awkward

fact that he fought with both his brothers. We have no real

character-drawing, but merely the reflex of the epic; Ahava-

malla and Vikramaditya are as heroes necessarily paragons of

virtue, the others vicious. It is quite in keeping with the epic

njanner that the Colas, so often rooted out, are at the end of the

poem still perfectly capable of worrying the ruler. Again, the

artificial style leaves often difficulty as to the precise sense ; it is

not even certain whether while at Karla's court Bilhana wrote

a poem on Rama or made a journey to Ayodhya. Chronology is

utterly lacking, as it is in Bai^a ;
‘ after some days ' or *

after many
days ^ are expressions quite worthless, and while the inscriptions

generally confirm Bilhana*s narrative, there remain much vague-
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ness and inaccuiacy, or at least exaggeration as in the case of

his alleged Gauda conquests. An irritating but epic vagueness

prevails
;
there is dubiety about the identity of the two Karnas

whom he mentions,^ and he frequently leaves out the names of

minor personages, leaving us to guess their identity. The descrip-

tions of the usual pleasures of a royal court are doubtless generi-

cally true, but they are clearly out of place, and the Svayamvara

is too obviously based on Kalidasa to give us any confidence in

its existence, in anything like the form in which it is pictured,

though we know that Rajputs long kept up the practice. There

is also only too much ground for accepting as true to life the

scene of drunkenness, for the Rajputs have long found delight in

romping, equivoke, debauchery, and drinking.

Bilhana, however, is more satisfactory as a poet. He affects

the Vaidarbha style and avoids long compounds
;
his language is

normally simple and clear, and he does not overdo alliterations

or plays on words. His masterpiece is admittedly the picture of

the death of Ahavamalla in Canto iv
;

it is a fine piece of simple

pathos, and the dignity and courage of the dying king are effec-

tively portrayed. Nor is Bilhana without skill in more elaborate

effects, as in his plea for poets

:

svecckabhmigurabhagyamegkataditah ^akya na roddkum griyah

prdnunam saiaiam praydnapatakagraddha na mgrdmyati
trdnam ye Hra yagmnaye vapusi vah kurvanti kdvydmriais

tan drddkyaguruH vidkaita sukavtn nirgarvam urvtgvardh,

* Ye lords of earth, prosperity, the lightning of the cloud of fate

that moves at its own will, cannot be chained
; ever soundeth the

drum that doth proclaim the hour of man’s departure
;
honour,

therefore, and take as your guides, laying aside all pride, those

skilled poets whose poems provide the drink of immortality to

your bodies of fame.’

he rdjanas iyajaia sukavipremabahdke mrodham
guddhd klriih sphurati bkavatdm nunam etaiprasaddt

inspxir baddkam tad alaghu Ragkusvdminak sac caritram
kruddkair nttas tribhnvmmjayi kdsyamdrgam dagdsyah^

* O kings, cease to obstruct the true poet's attachment ; it is to

* i 102

1

; xvju. 93.
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them that is due the refulgence of your pure fame
;
by them in

gratitude was composed the great, the noble tale of Rama, by

them in anger was Ravana, conqueror of the universe, made
a laughing-stock,* The advent of winter is depicted quite

prettily :

garatkalMapaklantakantavakrendiiiallabhah

atkdjagama hemaniak sdmantah smarabhupateh.

* Then came the winter, feudatory of our Lord, Love, himself

beloved by the crescent moon dear to those aweary of autumn*s

heat,* Pretty is the description of Khonamukha, his ancestial

home:

brumas tasya prathamavasatcr aAbhntdndm iatfidnmn

kim grikanthaivagiiragikhartkrodakildlalamnak

eko bhdgah prakriisubhagani ktthkumam yasya sute

drdksdm aiiyah sarasasarayupundrakacchedapdn4um.

‘ What shall I sing of that spot, the fountain-head of wonder-tales,

that shone as a playful embellishment on the crest of the moun-
tain god, ijiva’s father-in-law ? One part bears the saffron in its

natural perfection, the other the grape, pale as a slice of juicy

sugar-cane from Sarayu*s banks.* We may suggest that the

reference to wonder-tales is an effort to ascribe to his native place

the honour of being the source of works like the Brhatkathd*

Ahavamalla*s last words are perfect in their elegant simplicity

:

jmidmi Ikarikurndntucancalmh hatajivitam

mama ndnyaira vigvdsah Pdrvailjimtegvardt*

utsange Ttmgahhadrdyds tad esa fimcmtayd
vdmhdmy akam tiirdkartum dehagrahavidambandm.

* I know that my life, tremulous as the tip of an elephant's ear,

is gone ; no other hope have I save In the lord of Parvatfs life.

In the bosom of Tungabhadra I desire to lay aside this deception

of human Hfe, my heart set fast on QIvb,'

Bilhana's diction is normally accurate, and for his occasional

lapses he can plead precedent. Metrically he is simple; six

cantos are of Indravajra type, three of Vah^astha, two of ?!oka ^

and Rathoddhata ;
one in Mandakraata, one in Puspitigra, and

^ He has Yipulas I-IIX ao, 10, and times respective^, and a. weak caessm

h S^dhx m Vipula III ii* iv. 93 (IS, xm 444) ia 428 haU-stanzas,
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one in Svagata. ^ardulavikridita and Vasantatilaka are not rare

as change metres
;
Malim is occasional, and Aapacchandasika,

Prthvi, <pikharini, Sragdhara, and Haiini are just used, while

Vaitallya dominates Canto xv.

4. Kalhands Life and Times

Kalhana of Kashmir^ is not merely the one great Indian

chronicler who has come down to us ,
but, though we have little

direct information about him, we can gather from his poems a far

more definite impression of his personal character than is usual

with Indian poets ;
compared with Kalidasa, who is a mere name,

the subject of anecdotes clever and stupid, Kalhana stands out

as a very definite and rather attractive personality. We owe his

activity as a chronicler in all probability to the internal struggles

of Kashmir* His father Canpaka, doubtless a Brahmin, was

a faithful adherent of king Harsa (1089-1101); he remained,

unlike the average Kashmirian, true to his sovereign in adversity,

and was on an important mission entrusted to him by the king

when the latter was assassinated ; the details of the murder are

known to us because Mukta, one of his servants, was with the

king at the last, escaping in a manner which the poet fully relates.

Canpaka seems to have lived long after his master s death, but

seemingly he ceased to take active part in political affairs, for

which, if we accept his loyalty, he can hardly have been well

fitted, and thus young Kalhana, who may have been born about

1100, was cut off from the possibility of ministerial office and

political life. His uncle, Kanaka, was also deeply attached to

Harsa, who rewarded his complaisance in taking singing lessons

from the music-loving king by presenting him with a lakh of

gold coins. He restrained the king in his madness from destroy-

ing the image of the Buddha at Parihasapura, probably the home
of Kalhana's family, and retired to Benares on his patron'sdeath.

Like his father, Kalhana was a devotee of Qiva, but though he

knew and respected the Qaiva^astra, the recondite system of

Qaiva phiI<^ophy for which Kashmir was famous, he seems to

have had a poor opinion of the devotees of the Tantric rites of

^aivism. But he is markedly respectful in his attitude to

^ M. A. Stdn, Chrmuk 0/K&imlr and {189a).
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Buddhism, and approves the practice of non-destruction of life

{ahinsd) enjoined and enforced by some kings. Buddhism, it is

clear from his account, had long since accommodated itself to

Hinduism ; Ksemendra had celebrated the Buddha as an Avatar

of Visnu, and married monks were known long before Kalhana s

day.

Debarred from politics, Kalhana must have conceived the

idea of rewriting the chronicles of Kashmir, perhaps at the insti-

gation of Alakadatta, the patron of whom we hear only from the

Qrlkanthacarita ^ of Mahkha, who mentions him under his more

elegant appellation of Kalyana, of which his name is a vernacular

equivalent. It is clear that he studied deeply the great poems of

the past, such as the Raghwanga and Meghaduta of Kalidasa,

and naturally the Harsacartia of Bana, as a model of romance

based on a historical kernel. Bilhana he knew well and used his

work, and Mahkha expressly tells us that Kalhana’s style had

become so polished that it could reflect as in a mirror the whole

perfection of Bilhana’s muse. But he studied also deeply the

epics, as his constant references to the heroes ofth^Makdbkdraia

and his familiarity with the Rdmdyana prove. He was naturally

interested in literary history, and studied the science ofastrolog>%

as his references to Varahamihira’s Brhatsamhitd attest.

Contemporary history was stormy and bloody. Harsa^s death

left his foes Uccala and Sussala to divide the kingdom ; Sussala

received the territory of Lohara. Uccala had to keep in power

by playing off one of the turbulent Damaras, a feudal body of

landholders, against another, Gargacandra of Lahara proving

his chief support. In 1 1 1 1 he was assassinated by a plot of his

officials, one of whom, Radda, occupied the throne for a day.

Gargacandra then ruled through a roi fainiant for four months,

but Sussala patched up friendship with him and became king.

His reign was one mass of trouble ;
the Damaras, when Garga-

candra was removed by murder, rose under Bhiksacara, a grand-

son of Harsa who ruled from 1130 to iisti, but Sussala regained

power, and civil war raged until he was murdered in xia8 as the

result of a plot he had contrived to assassinate his rival. His son

Jayasihha succeeded and kept the throne, not by his fathers

reckless valour, but by cultivating the feudal grandees and by
i XXV. 78-80.
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Machiavellian diplomacy. Bhiksacara was murdered two years

later, but a new pretender appeared, and, although there was

peace for a time after 1135, a new trouble arose in 1143, when

prince Bhoja supported by the Dard tribes rose in revolt.

Diplomacy at last quelled this outbreak, and in 1149 Kalhana

began and in the next year finished his great poem. He had

clearly stood apart from the struggle ;
though he wrote under

Jayasinha, his remarks regarding him are utterly opposed to the

wholesale panegyric of the normal court poet ;
he condemns

severely the deeds of 3ussala, and is equally severe to Lothana

and Mallarjuna, the earlier pretenders of Jayasinha s reign. His

account of Bhiksacaia is more favourable, and that this was not

induced by peisonal motives is established by the fact that his

record shows clearly that he and his family gained nothing by the

brief period of that prince’s power. Bhoja he evidently both

knew and liked, and much of his information regarding the

tedious negotiations and manoeuvres which preceded his recon-

ciliation with the king in 1145 must have been derived from him

personally, when with the other pretenders he was living in

amity at Jayasinha’s court.

Kalhana’s detachment enabled him to envisage dispassionately

the demerits of his own countrymen, and his testimony is

abundantly confirmed by history. Fair and false and fickle is a

perfect description of the Kashmirian as seen by Kalhana. The

disorderly and cowardly soldiery receives his wholehearted con-

tempt ; they are prepared to fly at a rumour, and, if a few

resolute men murder the king, a sauve qtii petit of guards, attend-

ants, and courtiers follows at once. Fidelity is unknown to the

vast majority of the court, and Kalhana notes it with special

care, even when its object is a rebel. Contrasted with this is

the courage and loyalty of the Rajaputras and other foreign

mercenaries on whom the kings had largely to rely for serious

fighting. The city populace is presented as idle, pleasure-loving,

and utterly callous, acclaiming a king to-day and welcoming

another to-morrow, and their passions raise disdain in the aristo-

cratic Brahmin’s mind. Against the I?amaras he is extremely

bitter ; his family bad doubtless suffered greatly at the hands of

these cruel and brutal men, who oppressed the peasants and

plundered when they could the estates of the officials and the
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Brahmins of the capital
; their booKishness and crudeness, traces

of their humble origin, are also a source of offence. But he has

no illusions regarding the official classes ; their greed, peculations,

oppressions, and disloyalty are frankly exposed The priests are

not spared ; Kashmir was cursed then by activities of the Puro-

hitas, who, in possession of costly endowments, sought by their

solemn fasts {prdyopavegd)^ intended to proceed to death if their

demands were not granted, to influence the progress of events.

Kalhana ridicules their ignorance of affairs and their arrogance in

intervention in matters beyond their skill. He is not, however,

all compact of dislikes
; he mentions appreciatively the minister

Rilhana and Alamkara, whom we know from Mankha as a patron

of poets ;
Mankha himself is only mentioned as a minister, not

as a poet; for Udaya, commander of the frontier defences, he

seems to have had a warm regard, and personal relations are

obvious both with Bhoja and with Rajavadana, another of the

pretenders who attacked Jayasihha. All that we have points,

therefore, to a mind very busily in contact with reality, observing

intently the process of current events in lieu of becoming a mere

book-worm, and endeavouring to find satisfaction for a keen

intellect in recording the events around him and those of earlier

days in lieu of the participation in affairs traditional in his family

and congenial to his tastes.

5 . The Rdjatarangini and its Sources

Kalhana tells us himself that he was not the first to seek to

write a chronicle of the kings of Kashmir from the earliest days

;

it appears that extensive works of ancient date contained the

royal chronicles, but these had jigg^ently disappeared in his

time through the energy of one Suvrata in composing a poem
embodying them, evidently written in the Kavya style, and, there-

fore, difficult to follow. He consulted also, he says, eleven works

^former scholars as well as the still extant Ntlamatapumm.

The polymath Kgeyngi^^jm had written a NrpuvaU which Kalhana

censures fqr want of care, but which probably was a careful sum-

mary of his sources and, therefore, is a real loss. From Padma-

mihira Kalhana took eight kings beginning with Lava who come
first after the gap of thirty-five lost kings in Book I ; Padma-

*141 M
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niihira's source was a certain Pa^upata Helaraja whose work

must have been extensive but which Kalhaija did not know.

From Chavillakara, whose text he cites, he derived some really

historical information in the shape of Agoka’s name and his

devotion to Buddhism. If the other authorities he used carried

their work from the beginnings to their own times, or were mere

chronicles of recent events, we do not know. Kalhana probably

used some writers of this kind, as he emphatically disclaims this

sort of work as worthy of him, and insists on covering the whole

history of Kashmir so far as his sources allow.

But Kalhapa used much more original sources to check his

literary authorities. He tells us that he inspected inscriptions of

various kinds, those envisaged recording the construction of

temples, memorials, or palaces, records of land grants or privi-

leges (usually on copper plates), Pra9astis, eulogies engraved on

temples and other buildings, and manuscripts of literary works,

which often record names ofrulers and dates. The claim is borne

out by the precise details of facts as to the foundation of sacred

edifices, land grants, &c., which abound in his text, and by bis

precise assertions as to literary history, which are of great value.

He studied also coins and inspected buildings, while he was

clearly a master of the topography of the valley. Further, he

used fieely local traditions of ail kinds, and family records, while

from his own knowledge and from that of his father and many

others he culled the minute details which mark his treatment of

the e\'ents of the fifty years preceding the date of his work.

Kalhapa frankly admits that the first fifty-two kings, evidently

a traditional number, whom he recognizes were not recorded by

his predecessors as chroniclers ; the first four he took firom the

Ntlamata, the next eight from Helaraja frankly come after a gap

of thirty-five kings, then follow five from Chavillakara. The first

king Gonanda is of special importance because he is made to

have come to the throne in the same year 653 of the Kali era in

which Yudhisthira was crowned, and on this absolutely ground-

less synchronism is built up the whole fabric of Kalhapa’s

chronology. Gonanda is made to attack Krspa in Mathura and

to be slain by Balabhadra, Krsna’s brother. His son Damodara I

sought to avenge him, but perished, Krspa placing his wife, then

pregnant, on the throne, so that Gonanda II, his son, was a babe
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who could take no part in the great war. It must be noted that

in Book III we find Gonanda III virtually treated as the real head

of the dynasty, nor can we deny that these fabulous kings were

merely invented by a pious fraud to give Kashmir a place in the

heroic legends of India. Of the other kings recorded in Book I

Agoka is given a son Jalauka, elsewhere unknown, and a remi-

niscence of the Kusapas is seen in the names Huska, Juska, and
Kaniska, recognized as Buddhists, though their order is exactly

the reverse of the historical. They were followed by a Brahma-
nical Abhimanyu, who is stated to have favoured the study of

the Mahdbhdsya^ but whose historical character is unverifiable.

Under him a pious Brahmin with the aid of Nilanaga ,|>ufifie5

Kashmir from Buddhist contagion and saves the lartd from snow,

the tale being a mere richauffS of the legend of the Nzlamata
which makes Pi^acas the sinners. The line of Gonanda kings

after Gonanda III has little appearance of authenticity, and in

Book II we find a new line of kings, unconnected with the old,

and apparently with no claims to histoiicity. Book III gives

the history of the restored Gonanda dynasty under Meghavahana.
In the new list Matrgupta’s short reign figures, and possibly in

him and his patron Vikramaditya Harsa we have a reference to

^fladitya^ of Malava, giving us a date in the sixth century. As
a member of the Gonanda line figures ToramSna, who can hardly

be other than the Huna king of that name, and it is not enough

to discount the fact that his father Mihirakula is given at a date

700 years earlier, for Kalhana recognizes a reign of 300 years for

Ranaditya, who was the third last king of the dynasty and whose
date would fall in quite historical times. A romantic tale ends

the dynasty ; the last king, Baladitya, in order to avoid the

fulfilment of a prophecy that his son-in-law would succeed him,

married his daughter to a minor official Durlabhavardhana, but

the son-in-law became a favourite of the king, and, having the

wisdom if not the honour to pardon the minister Khankha for an
intrigue with his wife, was on the king*s death elevated to the

throne as first of the Karkota dynasty, the name being explained

as due to the fact that he was really the son of a Niga Karkota.

With this dynasty m Book IV we approach historical reality in

» Cf.EHi.p.344.

u %
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the seventh century A.D., as Durlabhavardhana may have been

the king who ruled contemporaneously with the Chinese pilgrim

Hiuen Tsang. The first date in the Laukika era of Kashmir

(3076-5 B.C.) is given in the case of Cippata Jayapl^a or Brhas-

pati, whom he assigns to a.d. 801-13, this can definitely be

proved wrong from the fact that the poet RatnSkara, author of

the Haravijaya, distinctly tells us that he wrote under the

patronage of that prince, while Kalhaija assures us that he was

prominent under Avantivarman, who certainly began to reign in

855. There is clearly an error of at least twenty-five or even

fifty years. The dymasty ended in usurpation by Avantivarman,

son of Sukhavarman and grandson of Utpala, an able man of

humble origin who had become virtual ruler of the realm.

With Avantivarman we are in the full light of history ; Book V
carries the dynasty down to 939, and BookVI completes it to the

death of queen Didda in 1003 and the peaceful accession of her

nephew, the first prince of the Lohara d3masty. Book VII ends

with the tragedy of the death of Harsa, and Book VIII deals at

great length (3449 stanzas) with the events of the half-century

from the accession of Uccala. One curious omission of impor-

tance can be proved ; Kalhana records in an interesting manner

the aid sent vainly under Tunga to the king Trilocanapak

in his effort to stay the Mahomedan invasion under Mail^mud

Ghazni, the Hammira of the Indian texts; but he does not

mention the actual onslaught about 1015 of the Mahomedan
forces directed against Kashmir, which was stayed by the resolute

resistance of the castle of Lohara, and as a result the narrow

outlook of the people of Kashmir in their inaccessible valley he

appreciates hardly at all the significance of the new storm burst-

ing over India.

6. Kalhana as a Historian

To understand Kalhaiia’s outlook on history we must not, of

course, think of Thucydides or Polybios ; we must, as has been

well said, remember that, with these great works before them,

Roman opinion was still content to see in history the oppwtunity

for displaying command of rhetoric and of inculcating mord
maxims. Kalhana’s aim is to produce a work which shall a>a~
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form to the demands not of rhetoricians—of whom India had

none—but of writers on poetics, and at the same time to impress

on his readers moral maxims* The first of his aims he frankly

admits at the outset ;
* Worthy of praise is the strange power of

true poets which surpasses in value even the drink of immortality,

since by it not only their own bodies of glory, but also those of

others, are sustained It is the creative genius of the poet alone

which by its power of the production of beauty can place past

times before the eye of men.* He admits ^ the difficulty which

he has to face ;
the amplitude of his task forbids the development

of attractive variety {vaicitrya), which means that, having so much
to narrate, he could not follow Bharavi and Magha in filling up

his poem with descriptions of the poet’s stock-in-trade. There

are indeed digressions but modest in kind, and it is only in them
that we find the constant occurrence of the ornaments which mark
the true poetic style. Nothing, however, shows his self-imposed

moderation better than comparison with Bana*s Harsacarita or

Bilhana’s poem.

The influence of the epic combines with that of poetics to pro-

duce the second mark of Kalhana's chronicle, its didactic tendency.

Poetics requires that each poem should have a dominant sentiment,

and that of the Rajaiarahginl is resignation
;
^ it is definitely so

asserted, and based on the impression produced on the mind by
the sudden appearance of human beings who last for a moment
alone. It is reinforced by insistence on the tales of kings who by
renunciation or otherwise come to a pathetic end, and Books I-III

and VII are deliberately brought to a close with the occurrence of

such episodes. Stress is ever laid on the impermanence of power

and riches, the transient character of all earthly fame and glory,

and the retribution which reaches doers of evil in this or a future

life
;
the deeds of kings and ministers are reviewed and censured

or commended by the rules of the Dharmagastra or Nlti9astra,

but always with a distinct moral bias. In this we certainly see

the influence of the Makabkdrata in its vast didactic portions and

its general tendency to inculcate morality, but we cannot say

whether it was original in Kalhana or had already been noted in

the works of one or more of his predecessors.

Kalhana,therefore,makes no claim to be a scientific investigator,

» L 6. M, J13.
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and in complete harmony with this tells us nothing of the diver-

gences in his authorities. It is, in fact, clear that down to the

middle of the ninth century with the advent of the Utpala

dynasty he had no trustworthy materials to go upon. But, in

lieu of sifting what he had and confessing his ignorance, he chose

instead to patch up a continuous narrative. The results have

already been seen
;

his chronology for the older period is hope-

lessly absurd and Kalhana is quite unable to recognize the ab-

surdity. Moreover, he is exactly on the same level as his average

fellow-countryman in his attitude to heroic legend and to fact

;

he accepts without hesitation the ancient legends of the epic as

just as real as things of his day ; some sceptics went so far as to

doubt the magic feats of Meghavahana and other kings, but Kal-

hana will have none of them ;
^ indeed he takes occasion, when

recounting the acts done by Harsa in his madness, to observe

that future generations may on that account doubt their truth as

they do the tales of Meghavahana, apparently wholly unconscious

of the vast difference in the character of the two kinds of stories.

Inevitably, too, Kalhana’s outlook was dimmed by the narrow

limits of his home and its isolation ; hence we do not find in him
any real appreciation of the relations of Kashmir to the outer

world
; the invasions of the Kusanas and Hunas are confused and

misunderstood. A further Kashmirian trait reveals itself through-

out his work ; the land was known to Marco Polo ® as famous for

sorcery and * devilries of enchantment and Kalhana quite cheer-

fully accepts witchcraft as a legitimate cause of deaths
;
® we may

remember the Roman ^ and medieval acceptance of poison as

a natural cause of the dooms of princes. The deplorable chrono-

logy was doubtless not invented by Kalhaija, but he took it over

and never realized its flagrant absurdities and its ludicrously long

reigns, though contemporary experience would have shown how
absurd they were.

We must, however, realize that Kalhana was completely under
the dominion of Indian views of life, which rendered doubt on

» vU. 1137 f.

® Vule, 1. 173; cf. BUbler, p. 34.
* So the ArUofasfra seriously commends this expediaat against foes.

* e.g, Taatns, Ann.^ tiu 175 Fliny, xxia* aoj Mayoy m Juvenal, ;dv.
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such topics idle. The cunent theory of the ages of the world

told him that he was living in the Kali age, when things weie far

declined from their ancient glory
;

it was, then, idle to mete the

past by the present. Again, to seek for rational explanations of

human action by meiely stressing the motives of the piesent day

would be idle, for man's deeds are the outcome of ancient acts,

looming up from a forgotten past which may at any time bring

forth deeds incalculable and utterly at variance with the character

of their performer. Yet fate ranks also as a cause of action, nor

does Kalhana take care to show that it can be reconciled with

the doctrine of Karman. It is fate ^ which drives Harsa at the

close of his life to disregard wisdom and policy, though it is clear

from the poet's own account that the unhappy prince was a mad-

man. Fate again is blamed for the ingratitude showm by reci-

pients of the royal favour. But if all these explanations fail to

satisfy Indian credulity avails, for it admits possession by demons,

and Kalhana actually himself ascribes ^ to this cause an obvious

political murder. He accepts also the power of the man who
starves himself to death to bring about terrible effects, though he

hated the Brahmanical employment of this device to influence

royal policy. The desecration of shrines naturally evokes the

wrath of the gods, and Harsa and Sussala pay for their evil acts

by death. The anger of Nagas, spirits of Kashmir's springs, is

specially frequent and deadly, while omens and portents are

accepted as of unquestionable validity. We need not wonder,

therefore, when we find Kalhana solemnly recording and believ-

ing in the resurrection by witches of Sandhimati, impaled by his

jealous king, and his attainment of the royal power.

We are in a more normal world when we find Kalhana con-

cerned to prove to us that evil deeds meet retribution, by an

enumeration ® of the cases in which the avarice of kings resulted

in the alienation of their subjects, though as a true Brahmin he

admits that the use made of evil gains may sanctify the means, as

when they are bestowed on Brahmins. But beyond this Kalhana

does not advance to any philosophy of history ;
he only exercises

a criticism of individual actions on the basts of established rules

of the gastras. Thus Kamalavardhana's folly in seeking to

attain by diplomacy what could only be won by the sword is

^ 1455 ff. * riii. aa4r. ® r. 183 ff., ao8f.
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shrewdly commented and Jayasihha’s fiasco in the Kisan-

ganga valley is explained ^ as due to the folly of attack without

adequate information, and undue deliberation in the face of the

foe. His own contribution to an art of governing Kashmir is

placed in the mouth of Lalitaditya^ and is very much in the

spirit of the KautUlya Artkafdstra, but with the great advantage

of reference to particular conditions, as is indicated by the

distinctly Kashmirian flavour of the advice given. The border

tribes are never to be left in peace, even if they give no offence,

lest they acquire wealth and plunder the country. The peasants

are not to be allowed to keep more than one year's consumption

of grain or more oxen than essential for woiking their land. The

maxim is clearly aimed at the Damaras, whose exactions from

the peasants were the source of the turbulence which plagued the

country and won them from the poet the sobriquet of robbers

{dasyus). Border forts are to be guarded securely, and high

offices are to be shared among the great families, so as to prevent

ill feeling and conspiracies
;
above all, no faith is to be put in the

loyalty of the changeable and untrustworthy people.

We need not doubt that Kalhana endeavoured to attain his

own ideal— that noble-minded poet alone merits praise whose

word, like the sentence of a judge, keeps free from love or hatred

in recording the past’ His treatment of Harsa supports this

impression, for his father had been a trusted minister and evidently

fell with his patron, but Kalhana does not ignore the appalling

cruelties of this Indian Nero, however much he pities his end.

His description of incidents in recent history appears to achieve

a high standard of accuracy, and is filled with thosesmaE touches

which imply personal knowledge or acceptance of the testimony

of eye-witnesses, as when he recounts the details of the self-

immolation of SuryamaG or of Sussala’s murder.^ The popular

sayings and anecdote which he records bear the stamp of being

taken from life. Excellent also is his delineation of character,

and the change from the manner of the earlier to that of the

later books is significant The former give but the typical

poetical description of heroes such as Tufijina and Pravarasena,

the latter present vivid personaiiti^ such as Tui^a, Ananta,

* V. 456 * viii 9i$nC * iw 344^
^ tiL 463C I i?iii 1287 f*
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Harsa and Sussala
; there is nothing like this in Bana, Padma-

gapta, or Bilhana. In the minor figures his humour, sometimes

Rabelaisian, has full play, as in his picture of his contemporary

Kularaja, whose abilities had raised him from the rank ofa bravo

to that of city prefect. His accuracy in genealogical information

is conspicuous, and his topography most favourably distinguishes

him from such a historian as Livy, who apparently never looked

at one of the battlefields he described.

7 . Kalhana's Style

We need not regret that Kalhana was not permitted by his

subject to indulge in the Kavya style of description
;
we have

sufficient examples of it in such pictures as that of Yudhisthira's

departure into exile and Sussala's entiy^ into the capital to realize

that we have lost nothing of value in being spared more of these

stereotyped and colourless imitations.^ Much, indeed, of the rest

of the poem is mere versified prose, comparable, but for the

beauty of the language itself, to medieval chronicles, but the

true poetic power of the author is revealed in many episodes.

The account of Bhoja^s terrible journey over the snow-clad

mountains in A.D. 1 144 to the Dards,^ the funeral of Ananta and

Suryamati’s Sati, the dialogue between the Brahmins whom he

has injured and Jayapida who is to perish by their curse, above

all, the tragic tale of Harsa’s isolation and misery, redeemed from

sordidness by the courage of his last defence and the magna-

nimity which spared the life of one of his murderers, are all con-

clusive instances of Kalhana's power ofsimple, yet deeply affecting

narrative. The use of dialogues or set speeches lends not merely

variety but dramatic power; thus Uccala is made to expound

his claim to the throne and Harsa to defend his political conduct.®

Or the situation is brought vividly before us, as in the dialogue of

Ananta and Suryamati before her suicide
;
or the feelings of the

bystanders, as in the comments of the soldiers and the Damaras

on Bhiksacara*s fall.* On the other hand must be set an un*

questionable obscurity, arising in part from the metaphorical

* CfL L 368 ff. ; V, 341 ff. ; rttu 947 ff- ; 1744 it He imitates Bina rather &ec!y.

* viii. 3710-14, Stem compares Claadlaii, de helh Geitco, 340 ff.

» Til. 1381 ff., 1416 ff. * Ttt 423 ff.; 1704^^1. 17*5^
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expressions which take the place of plain statements of factj in

part from the poet’s indifference to the ignorance of posterity of

the exact conditions of Kashmir in his own day. This leads him

to assume our knowledge of situations which, therefore, are

referred to in terms conveying now no clear impression, and to

the use of words in technical senses without any explanation, as

hampana^ army, command in chief
;
dvara, frontier watch station,

command of the frontiers
;
pddagra, high revenue office ;

and

parsad, corporation of Purohitas. Another source of trouble is

the use of varying forms of the same name, as Losthaka, Lothaka,

and Lothana, and the mention of individuals either by the title of

their office, or by the title of an office no longer held.

Kalhana is fond of diversifying the flow of the narrative by
ingenious similes, by antitheses, by occasional plays on words,

and by the expedient of varying the simplicity of the <P!oka

metre by interposing more ornate stanzas of moral or didactic

content, in which the language is more intricate, but often grace-

ful and elegant, while the ideas, if not original, are not rarely

just and weighty. The value of poetry strikes him forcibly and

happily in

:

bhujaiaruvatmcchaymk yesdm nisevya makaujasdm

jaladkiragand mediny and asav akufobkayd

smriim apt na te ydnti ksmapa vina yadamgraham
prakrtimahate kurmas tasmai namah kavikarmane,

^ Homage we pay to the innate wonder of the poet’s art, without

whose favour are forgotten even those mighty kings in the

shadow of whose strong arms the earth, girdled by the ocean, lay

secure as under the forest trees/ Or in different form ;

ye 'py dsann ibhahmbkagdyitapadd ye pi griyam lebkire

yesdm apy avasan purd yuvataye gekegv akagcandrikdk

tdnl lake pam avaiti lokatilahdn svapne *py ajatm tva

bkrdtah satkavihrtya ktm stutigatair andham jagat tvdm

* Without thee, o brother, the craft of true poets, the world
would not even dream of those ornaments of the world who
rested their feet on the foreheads of elephants, who attained

riches, and in whose halls dwelt maidens, moons of the day;
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without thee, I say, this world is blind ; not hundreds of eulogies

could extol thee becomingly/ The evil deeds of Tarapida ended

in his attacking Brahmins and death :

yo yam jmiapakarandya srjaty updyam : tmaiva tasya niyamena

bkaved vmdgak

dhmnamprasauti nayandndhydkaram yam agmr : bkuivdmbudah

sa gamayet sahlais tarn eva.

^ The man who devises a plot shall assuredly perish thereby ; the

smoke that the fire sends up to blind the eyes, turning into

a cloud, quenches with its water the fire itself/ The goddess

Bhramaravasini, whose shrine was guarded by bees, who reduced

to bones the mortal who sought it, appears in lovely form :

bhdsvadbimbddkara krsnakigi sitakardnand

harimadhyd givdkdrd sartfodevamaytva sd,

‘ Her lip was red as the Bimba, black her hair, moonlike her face,

lionlike her waist, gracious her aspect : so seemed she to unite all

the gods in one/ Here the epithets suggest the gods Sur>'a,

Krsna, Soma, Hari, and Qiva. A biting attack on women's con-

duct as opposed to their beauty runs

:

avakdgah snvriidndfn krdaye ^niar na yasitdm

itlva vidadhe dkdtd smrttau tadbakih htcatu

* Since in women's hearts there is no room for good conduct, the

creator in his mercy hath guarded them with their rounded

breasts/ The wise king recognized the transitory character of

prosperity

:

gobkujdm vallabkd lahsmtt mdiangatsangaldliid

seyam sprhdm smmttpddya dusayaty unnatdimamk,

* Fortune, the beloved of kings, who dallies on the back of her

elephant (in the arms of one of low degree) creates eager desires

and brings to ruin the man of high mind/ The flatterers of

kings are effectively denounced

;

karne tat kathayanii dtmdubkiravai rdgtre yad adgkasitam

tan namrdngatayd vadanii karunmk yasmdt trapdvdn

hkavet

gldghante yad udtryate ^rimpy ngram na marmdntdkrd

ye he dn mnn gdtkyammgd^midhayas te bhdhhrtdm

ranyakdk.
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* They whisper in his ear what is proclaimed in the town with

beat of drum
;
with body bent, dolorously they tell what makes

him ashamed
;
boastfully they say cruel things, cutting to the

quick, such as no foe would say ; whoever are embodiments of

falsity and foolishness, they are the flatterers of princes/

8 . Minor Historical Kavya

India has nothing comparable to set beside the work of

Kalhapa, and a brief mention is all that the remaining epics

deserve. Another Kashmirian, Jalhana, mentioned by Mankha as

a member of the SabhS of Alarhkara, wrote an account of the

life of the king of Rajapuri, Somapalavilasa, who was conquered

by Sussala, in his Somapalavilasa)- The virtuous but extremely

dreary Jain monk Hemacandra (1088-117^) wrote while the

Caulukya king of A^hilvad, Kumarapala, was still alive and at

the height of his fame, about 1163 Kumdrapdlacarita^ or

Dvyd^raydkdvya in his honour. The poem owes its second name
to the fact that it consists of two parts, one of twenty cantos in

Sanskrit and one of eight in Prakrit, and it has, besides its

historical, a definitely grammatical purpose, being intended to

afford illustrations of the rules of Sanskrit and Prakrit grammar
taught in his own grammar. The poem, of course, includes

some account of the predecessors of his hero, and it has a distinct

value for the history of the Caulukyas. But Hemacandra was an

earnest Jain; he saw things distorted by his devotion to his

religion, of which he a zealous propagandist. Plis success

in this regard is proved by the fact that the cantos (xvi-xx) of

the poem celebrating Kumarapala's rule seem to be true to fact,

in substance at any rate, in representing the king as a loyal

follower of the principles of Jainism who forbade the slaughter

of animals under the severest penalty, erected freely Jain temples,

and pursued a definitely pro-Jain policy.

Fate unfortunately has left only one fragmentaryand defective

manuscript of a poem of some historical interest, the Prthmrd-
jmnjaya^ an account of the victories of the Cahamana king ot

* Cf, viii, 631 £
* Ed. BSS. 60, 76, 2990*31 j BSibler, pp, 18 £, 43.
» Har Bil«s SAida, JEAS. 1913, pp, 3390. ; BL 2924-33.
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Ajmir and Delhi, Prthviraja, who won a great victory over Sultan

Shihab-ud-din Ghorl in 1191, though he was shortly afterwards

ruined and slain. The poem seems to have been written in the

lifetime of the king probably just after that victory, though as it

is unfinished this is a mere conjecture. The name of the author

is unknown, but he may have been a Kashmirian, as is suggested

by his imitation of Bilhaiia’s style; his form of exoidium, in

which he mentions Bhasa
; and the fact that he is mentioned by

Jayarath in the Alamkdravimargim {c. 11200), and is commented

on by Jonaraja {c. 1448) of Kashmir.

A minister of the princes of Gujarat, the Vaghelas, Lavana-

prasada and Viradhavala, is responsible for the w'Hting of two

panegyrics. The first is the Klrtikaumiidi^ of Some9varadatta

(ii79--ii26i2), author of various inscriptions in which verses from

his poem occur ; the eulogy of Vastupala, who was clearly a

generous man, and very probably an excellent minister of a type

well known in Indian history, is of moderate poetic worth, but it

throws a good deal of light on various aspects of Indian social

and political life. The Surathotsava^ in fifteen cantos by the same

author is on the face of it mythical, but it is possible that it is

a political allegory, as it ends with an account of the poet's own

history, a phenomenon which is noteworthy in the Harsacarita

of Bana and in Bilhana, and it alludes again to Vastupala. A
direct panegyric is the Suhriasamhiriana ® of Arisinha, also of

the thirteenth century, in eleven cantos, which is useful historically

as affording a check on Somegvaradeva. It is not until a century

later that we have in the Jagadtkarita ^ of Sarvananda a pane-

gyric of a pious Jain layman who aided his townsfolk by building

new walls and affording them great support in the terrible famine

of 1356-8 in Gujarat. It is interesting to find in this poem of

seven cantos the usual miracles and l^ends told in respect of

a simple merchant, but as poetry the work is worthless, and in

language and metre alike it is no better than the contemporary

Jain verse legends.

Of some importance as giving details of historical events else-

1 Ed. A. V. R^th^ate, BSS. 35* 1^83.

® Ed* JCH. 73, X903.

« Q, BaMer, Dm ies AHsimMa (1889).

* G. Baiileri li»Mm I {189a).
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where more vaguely recorded is thtRdmapdlacarita ^ of Sandhya-

kara Nandin, who described the feats of the powerful king

Raniapala of Bengal, who recovered his ancestral throne from an

usurper, Bhima, and conquered Mithila, reigning c. 1084-1130.

The Rdjendrakarnapura ^ of Qambhu is a panegyric of Harsadeva

of Kashmir at whose court he wrote the Anyoktimuktdlaidgataka-

The poem is of no great merit

Finally there may be noted the work of the Kashmir writers

who continued the Rajataranginl? Jonaraja, who died in 1459,

carried it on under the same style to the reign of Sultan Zainu-1-

‘abidfn
; his pupil ^rivara covered in the Jaina’-Rdjatarangim in

four books the period 1459-86, while Prajya Bhatta and his pupil

^uka in the Rajdvalipatdka carried on the tale to some years after

the annexation of Kashmir by Akbar. The work of these

writers is devoid of originality or merit; Qrivara shamelessly

borrows from Kalhana, and, despite the length of the period with

which they deal, the total of their work is not more than half that

of the Rdjatarahgini
; they waste space in episodic descriptions,

and they are far less accurate in matters of topography than

Kalhana.

1 Ed. Haraprasada Sistri, Memoirs^ IIL i (1910). Cf. El. ix, 321;
EHI. p. 416; above, p. 137.

* Ed. KM.i. 22 ff.

* Ed, Calcatte, 1835 j Bufaler, Report^ p, 61 ; Stein, h. 373.
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BHARTRHARI, AMARU, BILHANA, AND JAYADEVA

I. Bhartrhari

AHISTORY of Sanskrit lyric ^ and gnomic verse is impos-
sible in the absence of any chronology, and, apart from

minor poems which will be discussed later, our first great

monument after Kalid^a of these kinds of verse, in which Indian

poets admittedly excel, is to be found in the Qatakas of

Bhaitrhari. As we have them, they are handed down as three

collections each theoretically of a hundred stanzas, in varied

metres, of pictures of love, Qrhgdragataka, of indifference to

things of sense, Vatrdgya, and of wise conduct, Nltu It is

obvious that a form like this allows of interpolation and addition,

and the task of arriving at a definitive text which we can

reasonably assert to be original is probably beyond our means of

accomplishment. What we can say is that for a considerable

number of stanzas in each of the Qatakas the concurrence of

manuscript evidence renders reference to the original extremely

probable, A perplexing fact is that the collections contain

stanzas from well-known works such as the Tanirdkhdyikay the

Qdkuntald of Kalidasa, the Mtidrdraksasa of Vi9akhadatta, and

stanzas which in the anthologies are ascribed to authors other

than Bhartrhari. If the anthologies were trustworthy, it would

be possible to deduce important results from these facts, but, as

they are full of errors and frequently contradict themselves, it is

hopeless to draw any chronological conclusions or to derive

from these references or the stanzas from other works actually

included any support for the theoiy that the collections are

really an early anthology,®

Indian tradition, none of it early, imquestionably sets down

^ Cf. P. E. Pavolini, P<iett amort ntlV India (Florence, 1900).

* Cf. Peterson, Subkdsitavali, pp. 74 f. ; Anfi^cht, Catal,, No. 417 ; Hertcl,

WZKM. xvi. 302 ff. ; Paihak, JBRAS, xdu. 348.
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the Qatakas as the work of one man, and does not consider them

anthologies. Of this man unfortunately no clear memory
remained, but, as this applies equally even to Kalidasa, the only

conclusion which can be drawn is that like that writer he

belonged to a fairly early date, before authors became sufficiently

self-conscious to ensure the handing down of their memory by
embodying references to themselves in their poems. But we do

learn from the Buddhist pilgrim I-tsing that about forty years

before he wrote, therefore about 651, there died in India a gram-

marian, Bhartrhari, certainly the author of the Vakyapadlya^ the

last independent contribution to Indian grammatical science. Of
him I-tsing^ tells the tale that he ever wavered between the

monastic and the lay life, moving seven times between the

cloister and the world in the manner permitted to Buddhists.

On one occasion, when entering the monastery, he bade a student

have a chariot ready for him without, that he might depart in it

if worldly longings overcame his hard-won resolution. I-tsing

also cites a verse in which Bhartrhari reproaches himself for his

inability to decide between the attractions of the two lives. It is

natural, therefore, to accept the suggestion of Max Muller ^ that

we have here a reference to the author of the Qatakas, though it

is certain that I-tsing does not actually refer to them, for the

vague terms in which he alludes to his writing on the principles

of human life cannot well be treated as a real allusion to the

^takas. It is also clear that Bhartrhari in the (Jatakas is not

a Buddhist, though he, like Buddhists, arrives at counsels of

freedom from desire and resignation, but a Qaiva of the Vedanta
type, to whom Qiva appears as the most perfect presentation of

the final reality, the Brahman. We may, of course, suppose that

Bhartrhari was once a courtier—^as bis reflections on the miseries

of serving the great attest—and a ^aiva, and that in old age he
became a Buddhist, and that I-tsing either did not learn of his

patakas or deliberately ignored them. Or he may even have
composed the patakas after his investigation of Buddhism had
decided him upon abandoning that faith; such a fact I-tsing

would not record with any pleasure, even if he knew of it Or, if

* Mm0rd$ of tU Bnmkt pp. 178 ft ; cC Tern, DC. xn, i.

301 £
» Aw<ja5sr(i8Sa),pp. 347ff.
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he were a mere compiler, the difficulty would disappear. It must,

however, be said that it is not probable that we are to explain

the notices as a confusion on the part of I-tsing of two Bhartrharis,

one older, the poet, and the grammarian, for it has been shown
by very substantial evidence^ that Bhartrhari the grammarian
was actually a Buddhist, a fact which explains in large measure

the neglect accorded to his work On the whole it seems most
probable that Max Muller's conjecture may stand.

The question of compilation is more difficult still, and it seems

unnecessary to exclude the probability that in his collections

Bhartrhari may have included work not his own, as well as

verses composed by himself. Indeed, it would be difficult to find

any convincing ground for suggesting that this is not the case

with the Niti and Vatrdgya Qaiakas? The case of the frfigdra--

gataka ^
is different, for unquestionably there is a definite structure

which may be, of course, the work of a skilled compiler, but

which more naturally suggests the product of a creative mind.

The Qataka opens with pictures of the beauty of women and the

passion of love as it varies with the changing seasons of the year,

and the joys of its fruition. We pass thence to stanzas in which

the joys of dalliance are contrasted with the abiding peace

brought to man by penance and wisdom, and finally the poet

reaches the conviction that beauty is a delusion and a snare, that

woman is sweet but poisonous as a snake on man's way in life,

that love leads only to worldly attachment, and that the true

end of man lies in renunciation and in God, Qiva or Brahman.

We may, therefore, adopt with moderate certainty the view that

in this Qataka we have much more individual work than in the

other two, though we need not suppose that Bhartrhari held any

views—quite foreign to Indian poets—which would have pre-

vented him from including in his poem a predecessor's work, and

still less, of course, a slightly improved edition of such work.

Some weight must certainly be allowed to the fact that the

Indian tradition is consistent, and that it cannot be explained as

in the case of the Cdnakya Nltigdsira by the fame of a name, for

Bhartrhari stands isolated.

i Pathak, JBRAS xviu. 341 fF.

* Ed. K. T. Telang. BSS. n, 1885.
* Ed. P, von Bohkn, Berlin, 1833; NSP. 1914. C£ Wintermtz, GII« iii. i39f.

8149 N
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Nothing for history or chronology can be derived from the

legends which make him out to have been a brother of the famed

Vikramaditya, and the attempted identification of him with

Bhatti, author of the Bhatiikavya^ has no plausibility.

Bhartrhari's poetry exhibits Sanskrit to the best advantage.

The epics unquestionably lack life and action, their characters

are stereotyped, and their desciiptions, admirable in detail, tend

to be over-elaborate and to lose force by this very fact. In

Bhartrhaii each stanza normally can stand by itself and serves to

express one idea, be it a sentiment of love, of resignation, or of

policy, in complete and daintily finished form. The extraordinary

power of compression w^hich Sanskrit possesses is seen here at its

best ; the effect on the mind is that of a perfect whole in which

the parts coalesce by inner necessity, and the impression thus

created on the mind cannot be reproduced in an analytical

speech like English, in which it is necessary to convey the same
content, not in a single sentence syntactically merged into

a whole, like the idea which it expresses, but in a series of

loosely connected predications. The effect which the best stanzas

of the lyric and gnomic poets achieve is essentially synthetic, as

opposed to the analytic methods of modern poetry, and it follows

inevitably that a series of stanzas of this kind is too heavy

a burden for the mind ; considered, however, each in itself, as

they should be, these stanzas, like those of the Greek anthology,^

piesent us with an almost infinite number of brilliant poems in

miniature, on which it would often be hard to improve. It must
be remembered that the use of the longer metres gives a Sanskrit

poet the opportunity of compressing into a single stanza material

sufficient to fill a compact English sonnet, so that there is no
need to restrict within too narrow limits either the thought or

the expression.

Bhartrhari speaks in many tones
;
his picture of the magnani*

mous man is

:

vipadi ihairyam aikdbkytidaye hsamd: sadasi vdkpatuta

yudhi vikramaJi

yafasi edbkirmir ^asamm grut&u: pmkrtisiddkam idam
hi makdinmndm.

* Cf. J, W. Mackail, Sdtd Bptgrmufrfm the Greek AntUkgy (1906).
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‘Constancy in misfortune, gentleness in prosperity, in the council-

chamber eloquence, in battle valour, delight in glory, love of
holy writ : these are innate in the noble man.’ His picture of the

st^es of life is impressive

:

tyur varsagaiam nrndmpartmiiam rdtrau tadardham gatam
tasyardhasya Parana cardkam aparam balatvavrddkatvayok

vyadktviyogaduhkhasakitam sevadibktr nlyate

five varitarangabudbttdasame saukhyaik kutah praninam f

‘ To man is allotted a span of a hundred years
; half of that

passes in sleep ; of the other half, one-half is spent in childhood
and old age ; the rest is passed in seivice with illness, separation,

and pain as companions. How can mortals find joy in life that

is like the bubbles on the waves of the sea > ’ The acts of man’s
life are finely depicted in a manner in its own way as as

Shakespeare’s

:

kfonatn bah bh&tva ktoftatn api yuvd kamarasikak
ksanam vittair hinah ksanam api ca sampurnavibhavak

jarafirnair angair nata iva vaHmanditatanur

narah samsdrdnte vigati yamadhaniyavanikam.

‘For a moment man is a boy, for a moment a lovesick youth,

for a moment bereft of wealth, for a moment in the height of

prosperity; then at life's end with limbs worn out by old age
and wrinkles adorning his face, like an actor, he retires behind

the curtain of death.’ The utter unsatisfactoriness of life is

insisted upon

:

akrdntam maramnajanma jarasd yaty uttamam yamanam
samtose dhanaUpsaya gamasukkatn praudkangaudvibhramedh

hkair matsaribkir guna vanabhuoo vydfair nrpa durjancdr

asthairyena vibkMayo 'py vpah&ta grasiam na ktm kena v3f

‘By death is life assailed; by old age the delight of youth
d^parteth, by greed contentment, the calm of inner joy through
the coquetries of forward ladies ; envy attacks our virtues, snakes

trees, villains idng^; all power is transient. What is there that

another doth not overwhelm or it another ? ’ The might of time
to (^literate all is sadly rect^inized

:

R 2
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sa rantyd nagaTt intJi&fi sa nfpatih satHontacakraw, ca tat

parpve tasya ca sa vidagdhaparisat ta( candraHmhmandh

udvrttah sa ca rajaputranivahas te bandinas tah kathah

sarvam yasya vagad agat smytipaihant halaya iastnai namah.

‘ That fair city, that mighty king, the circle of vassal princes at

his side, that assembly of learned men, those maidens with faces

like the moon or the Bimba, that haughty ring of princes of the

blood, those minstrels and their ballads—ail are but memories,

and to time, who hath wrought this deed, let us pay hom^e
due.* Yet men are blind to the fate that awaits them

:

Sdityasya gatagatcdr aharahah sathkslyate jivitath

vyaparair bahukarycdharagttrubhih kalo na vijhayate

drytva jamnajaravipattimaranani trasag ca notpadyate

pltva mohafnaylm pramadamadiratn unmattabhlUam jagat.

* With the rising and the setting of the sun man’s life day by day

wears away ;
struggling beneath the burden of active toil we note

not the passing of time ;
birth, age, misfortune, death we see and

tremble not ;
the world is maddened fay drinking too deep of the

draught of carelessness and confusion ’ The ascetic’s life is com-

pared with that of the king greatly to its advantage, and a touch

of quiet humotu enlightens the picture of the old age for which

the poet pines:

GahgMre himagirigildbaddkapedmasanasya

brahmadhyanabhyasanaoidhina yoganidram gatasya

kirn tair bhavyam mama sudivasair yesu te nirvigahkah

kanduyante jatharaharina^ grngam ange madtye.

‘When will those days come when I can take my seat on

Ganges’ bank on a rock of the snowy mountain, and fixing my
thoughts for ever on Brahman fall into the deep sleep of con-

templation, while the old deer fearlessly rub their horns on my
limbs?' The end is union and merger in the highest spirit, the

absolute

:

matar medini tata maruta sakke jyotili subandko jda
bhratar vyoma nibaddha esa bkavatam a«0>a^ pra^SmdnJaMJIt

yugmaisa^gavagipajStastikftodrekaspkttranmrmaba-

jnSnapastasamastamokameMv^ Bye pare bretkmas^
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‘ O mother earth, ftther wind, friend fire, loved kinsman water,

brother ether, for the last time I clasp my hands before you in

homage. I now merge in the highest Brahman, since through

my abundance of good deeds, bom of union with you, I have

won pure and brilliant knowledge and thus have cast aside all

the power of confusion.*

Thus speaks the old man in Bhartrhaii; a very different note

is struck in the stanzas which celebrate love without arrtire^

pensie or thought of the to-morrow :

adarfam darganamdtrahdmd : drstmi parisvahgarasaikakldh

dlingitdydm ptmar dyaidksydm : dgdsmahe mgrahayor abftedam,

‘ When we see not our loved one, we are content to long to gaze

upon her ;
seen, our one aim is the joy of close embraces

;

embraced, our one prayer is that her body and our own may be

made one.* Every act, every emotion, in the beloved has its

charm:

smitena bkdvena ca lajjayd bhiyd
:
pardnmukhair ardhaka-

tdksaviksanaih

vaccbhir trsydkalahena lllayd : samastabhdvaih khalu bandkanam
striyah.

‘Smiles, sentiment, shame, fear, glances averted, half-turned

towards us, and side-long looks, loving words, jealousy, disputes,

and play : all these are the weapons by which women bind us.*

It is absurd to call maidens by that name {abald^ feeble)

:

nunam hi te kmmard viparttabodhd

ye nityam dknr abald iii haminlndm
ydbkir vilolataratdrakadrstipdimk

fakrddaya *pi vtjitds tv ahaldk kaiham tdht

‘ Feeble-minded indeed those great poets who ever say that

loving maids are weak (women) ; how can they be deemed weak

whose flashing star-like glances have laid low Qakra and other

gods ? * Another graceful play on words extols love*s archery

;

mugdke dhanusmatta k^um apurvd tarn drgyate>

y0yS mdk^asi eetMsi gunair eva m sdyakai/h

‘Without parallel, o fair one, assuredly is thy marksmanship.

With thy towstrings (charms), not thine arrows, thou dost picroe
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our hearts/ A pretty picture shows us the beloved in the

forest

:

vtgmmja vi^rmnya zam dmmanam: ckayasu ianvt vkacdra

kdcit

stamitarlyena karoddhrtena : nivdrayantl gagino mayukhdn.

*\Vith many a pause midst the shade of the forest trees moved
the slender girl, shielding herself from the moonbeams by raising

from her bosom her outer robe/ Tvro views of women are

possible, as helps or hindiances:

samsdrc ^sminn asare kiinrpatibhavanadvdrasevdkalanka-

vyamngadhvastadkmrydk katkam amaladkiyo mdnasani smn-

vidadhytik

yady etdk predyndindudyniinicayabhrio na syur ambhojanetrdh

prenkhaiimdkaldpah stanabkaravinamanmadhyabhdgds ta-

runyak

* In this unhappy world, where high courage is overwhelmed by

the shame brought by waiting in the ante-chambers of evil kings,

how could noble men find comfort in their hearts, were it not for

the tender maidens, with the beauty of the rising moon, with

lotus eyes, whose girdle-bells tinkle as their slender waists bend

beneath the burden of their breasts ?
*

samsdrcdadhimsidmpadavf na davlyasl

antard dusiard na syur yadi ndryo mahdpagdh,

‘ The path across the ocean of life would not be long, were it

not that women, those mighty unfordable streams, hinder the

passage/

kdmimkdyakdntdre kucaparvaiadurgame

md samcara manal^pdnika tatrdste smarataskarak.

* O wandering heart, stray not in the forest of woman*s fair body,

nor in the steeps which are her breasts, for there lurks Love, the

highwayman/

The predominant metre of Bhartrhari is the ^ardulavikridita,

which in B6hlen*s edition^ is found in loi verses; then comes
the ^ikharinf in 48, the Qloks, in 37, the Vasantatilaka in 35 ; the

Sragdhara and the Arya each occur 18 times, while the Giti

^ Stanxler, ZBMG* xUv. 34 1

;

Gray, JAOS* xtu 137C
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variety of the Arya type is found twice, in one case in an unusual

form. Other metres are sporadic; they include the Indravajra

type, Malini, Harini, Mandakranta, PrthvI, Drutavilambita, Van-
^astha—in one stanza an Indravajra line is included—and Qalinl

;

Rathoddhata and Vaitaliya each occur twice, while there is

a single example of each of the Dodhaka, Puspitagra, and

Matrasamaka of 16 morae.

2 . Amaru
Like Bhartrhari, Amaru or Amaruka— the quantity of the u

varies—is a person of mystery. II is century of stanzas,^ like

those of Bhartrhari, is presented to us in a very different condi-

tion in the manuscripts, which have from 90 to 115 verses. Of
the four recensions ^ which have been distinguished only fifty-one

stanzas are common to all, and there is much variation in order.

Moreover, some of the stanzas in the Qataka are attributed by

the anthologies to other writers, while conversely they ascribe to

Amaru verses not found therein. Various efforts have been made

to decide the original form of the text, but the suggestion that

only Qardulavikridita verses should be admitted as genuine

lacks any proof, incidentally leaving us with only sixty-one such

verses to make up the century; there is more plausibility in

suggesting the superior value of the text as recognized by the

oldest commentator Arjunavarman {c. 1215), but no certainty is

possible.

It is equally impossible to decide the date of the author.

We know that the fjataka was recognized by Anandavardhana

{c. 850) as a work of high repute, for he cites it as a proof that

a poet can in single stanzas convey so much sentiment that

each appears like a poem in miniature. Further, Vamana (c. 800)

cites, without naming the author, three stanzas. These citations

establish certainly that the Qataka dat^ before 750, but it is

a long step from this to the conclusion that the work is of the

period of Kalidasa, and, therefore, older than Bhartjrhari. From
the elaboration and perfection of the technique it seems much
more probable that the poet wrote after rather than before 650*

^ See R. Simon, Dm Amarufota^a *893); 2DMG- xl«. 577 ff-

‘ South Indian (comm. VemabhapiUa} ; Be^al (EaTicandxa) ; that used by

Axjunavarman ; and a mixed recexudon (Ramarudra, Rndxamadeya).
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Unfortunately the only tradition recorded is absolutely foolish

;

the great sage IJIankara is alleged to hai’^e animated for a

period the body of a king of Kashmir in order to obtain know-

ledge of the pleasures of love, and the pataka is the record

of his experiences with the hundred ladies of the harem. The

commentator Ravicandra carries this out to the extent of finding

a theosophic sub-meaning in the stanzas. Other commentators

have different views. Vemabhupala {14th cent.), commentator

of the first recension, following up the description of the poem

as having as its purpose the exposition of the sentiment of love,

contained in the manuscripts, seeks to show for each stanza that

it describes the condition of a Nayika, or heroine according to the

description of the text-books of poetics. Others content them-

selves with explaining the forms of rhetorical figures found

therein. We may, however, dismiss the idea that the work was

intended, like Rudra Bhatta’s frngdratilaka, to illustrate types

of anything, whether figures or heroines.^ The Qataka is essen-

tially a collection of pictures of love, and it differs from the work

of Bhartrhari in that, while Bhartrhari deals rather with general

aspects of love and women as factors in life, Amaru paints the

relation of lovers, and takes no thought of other aspects of life.

Possibly, if the reference to the purpose In the title in the manu-

scripts has any value, he may have planned illustrating other

sides of life, but that is idle conjecture, and we have sufficient

cause to be grateful to him for what he has given us without

seeking more.

The love which Amaru likes is gay and high-spirited, delight-

ing in tiny tiffs and lovers* quarrels, but ending in smiles ; the

poet hardly ever contemplates the utter disappearance of love

;

the maiden may be angry, but she will relent, and she is angry

indeed when her lover takes her too seriously

:

katkam apt sakki kridakcpdd vrajeii mayodite

kaikinahrdaym tyakivm gayydm haldd gaim eva sak

iH sarabkasadkvastapremni tyap^iegkrne sprMm
pmtar apt iatavridam €$tak karati kar&mi Mmt

* In feigned anger, dear friend, I said to my beloved, Depart**,

and straightway the hard-hearted one sprang from our couch and

^ See IHschel’s ed. of Eacba, pp* p-ti.
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left me. Now my shameless heart yearns for that cruel one who
so hastily broke off our love, and what can I do ? ’ Means to win

back the errant one may be devised by'a kind confidante

:

daito ^sydk pranayas ivayatva bhavatd seyam dram Idlitd

datvad adya kila tvam eva krtavdn asyd navam vipriyam

manyur duhsaka esaydfy upagamani no santvavddatk sphutam

he nistrihca vimuktakanthakarimam tdvat sakkl rodtiu,

* “ Thou didst give her thy love ; long hast thou cherished her ;

fate has decreed that to-day thou hast caused her fresh dis-

pleasure ;
her anger is hard to bear and words ofcomfort cannot

stay it, o thou heartless man,*' let this her friend say to melt his

heart in tones that he can hear/ The hard-hearted maiden her-

self is warned

:

kkhann aste bhumim bahir avanaiak prdnadayito

nirdhdrdh sdkhyak satataruditacchumna^ik^.

parityaktam sarvam hasitapaihitam panjaragukais

tavofvasthd ceyant visrja kathine mdnam adkund.

‘ The beloved of thy life standeth without, his head bowed down

drawing figures on the ground ;
thy friends can eat nothing, their

eyes are swollen with constant weeping; the parrots in their

cages no more laugh or speak, and thine own state is this ! Ah,

lay aside thine anger, o hard-hearted maiden.’ And the punish-

ment of the peccant lover is often sheer joy to both of them and

her friends

:

kopdi homalalolabdhulaiikdpdgena baddhvd dr4hain

nitvd mohanamandiram daytiayd svairam sakhtndm purah

bkuyo *py evam iti skhalanmrdugird samsucya dugcestitam

dhanyo hanyata eva niknuHparak preydn rudatyd kasatu

‘ Happy the lover whom his enraged darling binds firm in the

supple embrace of her arms and bears before her friends into

love’s abode, to denounce his misdeeds in a soft voice that

trembles as she says, “ Yet once more he wronged me ”, while be

keeps on denying everything and laughing as she cries and

pummels him.’ But the picture may be more serious if the

lover will insist on going despite all 5
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yatah him m milanti sundari punag citita tvayd niatkrte

m karyd nitardm krgdsi kathayaty evain sabaspe map

lajiamantharatardkena nipataipitagrund caksusd

drsti'd mdni hasiiena bhdvtniaranotsdhas tayd suciiak.

‘ ‘‘ Do travellers never return ? Thou must not, fair one, vex thy-

self on my account; thou art all too thin.” So said I midst tears,

but, though she laughed, her eyes filled with tears, their pupils

dull with shame, betrayed her rash purpose of death to come.’

But more common is the light-hearted treatment of lovers

quarrels

:

ekasmin gayane vipaksaramanlndmagrahe mugdhayd

sadyah hopaparanniukhaglapitayd cdiuni kurvann apt

dvEgdd avadkiTitah priyatamas tusitlm sthitas taiksanam

md bhut supta ivety atnandarjalitagrivam pttnar viksitah.

‘ As they lay together the fair maiden, hearing her rival s name,

averted her head in anger and vehemently repulsed her lover

despite his flatteries. But when he stayed still, straightway she

turned her neck fearing he had fallen asleep.’ A lively dialogue

is compressed into the following stanza, which is a marvel of

brevity

:

bdk ndtha vimunca manini rugam rosdn mayd him krUm

kkedo ’smdsu na me 'parddkyati bhavdn sarve parddha ntayi

tat kim rodigi gadgadena vacasd kasydgrato rudyate

nanv etatt mama hd tavdsmi daptd ndsmity ato rudyate^

‘ » Dear girl.” “ My lord.” “ Stay thine anger, dearest.” “ What

anger have I shown ?
” “I am sorry.” “ No blame is thine, all

the fault is mine.” “ Then why dost thou weep and why doth thy

voice tremble ?
” “ Before whom do I weep ?

” “ Surely before

me.” " What am I to thee ?
” “ My beloved.” “ Not that am I,

and so I weep.” ’ A more serious note still may be struck

;

drgtas kdtaranetrayd cirataram baddhvdnjalim yddtaJi

pagcdd angukepallave ca vidhfto nirvydjam alihgitak

ity dkgipya samastam evam aghrno gantumpravyttah gatka^

p&mam pfdetapeadgTaho dayitayd muktas tato vaUabka^

‘ Long she gazed on him with timid eyes, then entreated him

with folded hands, then grasped the hem of his gannent, next
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fiankly embraced him
; but all her advances he rejected and

started to leave her, cruel deceiver
, then first she abandoned her

life for love, and last her beloved/ Contrast is afforded by
a pretty idea

:

kvci pTusthtidsi kdrethhorti ghane ni0th$ : prdne^varo vascsti

yatra manakpriyo me
ekdkiftt vudu kdtJuzm ud btbhesi bale: nauv asii puhkhitagaro

madanah sakdyah,

‘ Whither away, o fair-limbed one, in this dai k night ?
‘ Where

the lord of my life, my heart’s love dwelleth.” “ But tell me,

lady, dost not fear to go alone ?
”

« Is not Love with his featheied

arrows my companion ?
”

’ Very pretty is the fanc>'*

mngdhe mugdhatayaiva netum akhilam kdlam him drahkyate

mdnam dkatsva dhrtim badhdna rjutam dure kuru preyasi

sahhyaivam pratibodhitd prattvacas tarn aha bkitdnand

nlcaih (ansa hrdt sthito hi nanu me prdnegvarah grosyaii,

‘ “ Foolish one, dost mean to spend all thy time in simple faith ?

Show proper pride, take courage, heed not loyalty to thy loved

one.” So did her friend advise
; but she all afraid made reply,

“ Speak low, for my beloved dwells in my heart and he will hear

you.” ’ Sly humour, reminding us a little of the homelier style of

the poets of Maharastra whose work is preserved in Hala’s

anthology, may be found in

:

dampatyor nigi jalpator grhagukendkarnitam yad vacas

tat prdtar gurusamnidhm nigadaias tasydtimdtrain vadhuh

karndlambiiapadmardgagahalam mnyasya cancupnte

vrtddrtd vidadhdti dadimaphaUm^djena vdgbandkanant»

* The house parrot overheard at night some dalliance of the young

pair and in the morning began to repeat it unduly before their

elders ; so the young wife in shame stays his speech by putting

in his beak a fragment of ruby from her earring, on the pretext

of giving him a pomegranate fruit/

The stanzas cited show adequately the elegance and precision

of Amaru^s style, his avoidance of unduly long or difficult com-

pounds, and the effectiveness of his verse. His normal metre

is the ijardiiiavikri^ita ; but the Harinl, Vasantatilaka, Qikharinf,

and Sragdhara occur fairly often, while the ^loka, Drutavilambita,

MalinI, and Mandikrinta are sporadically employed.
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3. Bilhmia

The author of the VtkramdhkadevacarUa has left us a much

more interesting relic in the shape of the poem often called

Cmrapafkd^ikd} perhaps more correctly Caurlsuratapahcdgikd^

fifty stanzas on a secret love. In two of the versions in which it

is found, that of Kashmir ^ and that of South India,® it is em-

bedded in a poem styled Bilhanakdvya^ in which, as also by the

commentators, the poem is asserted to have been composed to

record a secret intrigue with a princess. Discovered by the king,

the poet was sentenced to death and led out for this purpose, but

his recitation of the glowing veises, in which he called to his

memory for the last time the joys of their secret union, induced

the king to relent and permit his marriage to the princess. Thus

far there is s^reement, but the Kashmir version asserts that the

princess was Candralekha, daughter of Virasinha of Mahilapat-

tana, while the southern version makes her Yaminipurnatilaka,

daughter of Madanabhirama of Pancaia. The commentator

Rima Tarkavagi^a (1798) insists* that the poem is an appeal to

KalikS by the prince Sundara of Caurapalll when condemned to

death by Virasinha for his intrigue with Vidya, while the title

has been explained as indicating that the poet was Caura, of

whom indeed verses are extant It is quite clear from Bilhana*s

autobiography in his epic that he made no claim to royal

intrigues, and common sense suggests that he portrayed the love

of a robber chief and a princess, placing the robber in the delicate

situation to which tradition assigned himself. The poem as

a matter of fact merely makes it clear that the heroine was

a princess
; it refers to the poet's hour ofdeath only in a probably

spurious stanza, and the two stanzas prefixed to it in the Kashmir

recension, even assuming their genuineness, are hard to interpret

satisfactorily. The popularity of the text has rendered it most

uncertain, but, as the author was a Kashmirian, and lived at

a southern court, there is doubtless some reason for accepting as

^ Ed. HfteberUi), aa? ff. ; KM. xiii, 145-69.
* Ed. W, Solf, Kid, i8S6.
® Ed. J. Alid, JA. 8. 4, 3(3. 469C Cf. Mmims 8004C (ascribed to

Coxdkaid).

* So in (iStli cent)

;

pp. 650X1 /, a Onto/., u 1584.
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genuine the thirty-four stanzas vouched for by both these recen-

sions, That from northern India agrees with both the others in

seven stanzas only.

The Vasantatilaka stanzas depict with minute and often charm-

ing detail the past scenes of happy love, and possess an elegance

which is not exhibited in the Vikramdhkadevacarita, though

with that poem the Pahcagtkd agrees in its simplicity of style,

which has the great advantage of being in harmony with the

tone of the poem and the feigned occasion of its recital Nor can

it be termed too long
;
there is sufficient variety in the ideas to

prevent it becoming wearisome

:

adydpi idm aviganayya krtdparddham : mdm pddanmlapatitam

sahasd galantim

vastrdhcalam mama kardn nijam dksipantlm: md meti rasa^

parusam bruvatlm smardmu

‘ Even to-day do I see her, as, heedless of my falling at her feet

to expiate my offence, she rushed away, flung off my hand from

the hem of her garment, and in anger cried out, No, never !

” ’

adydpi tdm rakasi darpanam Ik^amdndm: samkrdntamatpra-

tinibham mayi prsthallne

pagydmi vepaihumatlm ca sasambhrarndm ca : lajjdkuldm sama*

dandm ca savibkramdm ca.

* Even to-day I do see her secretly gazing at the mirror in which

I was pictured while I stood behind her, all atremble and con-

fused, utterly shamed between love and distraction.’

adydpi tdm mayi samlpakavdtaUne : manmdrgamukiadrgam

dnanadattakastdm

madgotralingitapadam mrdukdkallbkik: kimcic ca gdiumanasam

manasd smardmu

* Even to-day do I see her, as, head resting on her hand and eyes

fixed on my path—though in truth I was bidden behind the door

near by—she sought to sing in sweet tones a verse into which

she had woven my name/ The imitation of the MegkadMa is

obvious, but ele^nt and attractive.

adydpi tdm bkujalatdrpitakantkapdgdm : vahgal^thalam mama
pidhdya paycihardbkydm

^mamiliiastdilatfikcandntdm: pagydmi mugdkcmadmSm vm-

dmmm
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' Even to-day do I see the fair arms that encircled my neck,

when she clasped me close to her breast, and pressed her dear

face against my own in a kiss, while her playful eyes half closed

in ecstasy.’

adydpi me varatanor madkurdni iasyd: ydny arthavanti na ca

yam nirarthakdni

nidrdnimiliiadrco madamanthardyds : tdny aksardni hrdaye kim

apt dhvananit,

^ Even to-day here echo in my heart the words—sweet whether

they bore meaning or not—of my fair one, when her eyes were

shut in sleep and she was heavy with our love-play.’ It seems

as if there were deliberate purpose in mentioning the princess’s

rank in a verse with a distinct touch of humour, alluding as it

does to the Indian fashion of addressing a man who sneezed with

the words ‘ Live on ’

:

adydpi tan manasi samparivartate me: rdtrau mayi kmtavati

ksitipdlaputryd

jlveti mahgalavacah parikrtya kopdt: karne krtam kanaka-

paiiram andlapaniyd*

'Even to-day do I think how, when I sneezed at night, the

princess would not wish me the wonted blessing of '' Live on ”,

but in silence placed on my ear an ornament of gold.’ The gold

brings life, and thus served in lieu of the benediction.

adydpi tdm pranayinim mrgagdbakdkstm : plyusavarnakucakum-

bkayugam vahantlm

pofydmy akam yadi punar divasdvasdne : svargdpavargavara-

rdjyasukham iyajdmL

' Could I but see at the close of day once more my love with the

eyes of a fawn, and milk-white rounded breasts, gladly would

I sacrifice the highest joys of here and hereafter.*

4. Jayadeva

To the reign of Laksmartasena ^ in Bengal belongs the last

great name in Sanskrit poetry, Jayadeva, son of Bhojadeva of

Kindubilva, and with Govardhana, Dhoi, Qaraija, and Umapati-

^ Cl EHI. pp. 4*9 4a* S'* * Cbakwarti, JFASB* 1906, pp, i63ff.
; R. C

Majumdar, JPASR 1921, pp. 7C (1175-1300); above, p. gg n. 4.,
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dhara, one of the five jewels which adorned the court. We have

preserved of him one tiny Hindi poem, a eulogy of Hari Govind,

claimed to be the oldest in the Adz Grantk of the Sikhs, and

many legends are told in the Bhakt Maid of his devotion to

Krsna, who himself aided him to describe the loveliness ofRadha

when his mortal powers failed. It is strange that we should have

nothing else from a man so talented, but at any rate he achieved

in its own way a perfect and very novel work of art in the

Gztagovindakdvyam, or Gliagovinda} the poem in which Govinda,

Krsna as lord of the herdsmen and their wives, is sung. The
fame of the author is attested by the fact that in his honour for

centuries there was held each year at his birthplace a festival, in

which during the night the songs of his poem were sung. Prata-

parudradeva in 1499 ordered that the dancers and Vaisnava

singers should learn his songs only, and an inscription of lagis

already cites a verse. Hence his own claim that he is over-king

of poets {kavtrdjardjd) has been justified in his own land, while

even through the distorting medium of Sir William Jones’s

version his high qualities attracted the praise which Goethe ^ also

lavished on Kalidasa’s Megkaduta and Qakuntald.

The form of the poem is extremely original, and has led to the

belief that we have in the poem a little pastoral drama, as Jones

called it, or a lyric drama, as Lassen styled it, or a refined Yatra,

as von Schroeder preferred to term it. Pischel and Ldvi, on the

other hand, placed it in the category between song and drama, on

the ground inter alia that it is already removed from the Yatra

type of dramatic performance by the fact that the transition

verses are put in definite form and not left to improvisation, but

Pischel also styles it a melodrama. The facts are, however,

satisfactorily clear and allow of greater precision of statement.

The poet divides the poem into cantos, which is a clear sign that

he recognized it to belong to the generic type KSvya, and that

he did not mean it to be a dramatic performance with the

division into acts, interludes, and so forth. On the other hand,

he had before his mind when he wrote the Yatras of Bengal,

where in honour of Krsna in a primitive form of drama dances

^ E6. C. Lassen (1836) ,
NSP. 1923 ;

trans. F. Ruckert, ZKM. 1. 128 ff. ; G. Cour-

tiUier, Paris, 1904.

* Wirke^ xxxvu. 210 f.
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accompanied by music and song were performed, and in inserting

as the most vital element in his poem such songs he doubtless

foresaw the use that would be made of them both in the temples

and at festivals. The soi^s are given to us in the manuscripts

with precise indication by technical terms of the melody {rdga)

and time {tala) of the music ^ and dance which they were to

accompany, and the poet definitely bids us think of songs as

being performed in this way before our mental eyes. To con-

ceive of writing such a poem was a remarkable piece of originality,

for it was an immense step from the popular songs of the Yatras

to produce so remarkably beautiful and finished a work.

The art of the poet displays itself effectively in the mode in

which song and recitative are blended and the skill with which

monotony of form is avoided by not restricting the recitative to

mere introductory verses explaining the situation, while the songs

express in their turn the feelings of the personnel of the poem,

Krsna, his favourite Radha, and the faithful friend, who is the

essential confidante of every Indian heroine. Recitative is used

for occasional narrative verses to explain the situation, but also

in brief descriptions, and, as a mode ofsecuring variety, in speeches

which serve as an alternative to songs as the mode of intimating

the sentiments of the characters. There is thus no stereotyped

form
;
the recitative and the song, narrative, description, and

speeches are cunningly interwoven, all with deliberate purpose.

The first canto, which contains four of the twenty-four Pra-

bandhas, songs, into which the poem is also divided, exhibits in

perfection the complex structure. The poet begins with four

verses, in the last of which he celebrates himself and his fellow-

poets
; then the first Prabandha begins, consisting of a hymn in

eleven stanzas sung in honour of the ten incarnations of Visnu,

and ending with a mention of the author, whose hymn Krsna is

entreated to hear ; each stanza ends with the refrain, * Conquer,
o lord of the world, o Hari.* This closes the Prabandha, and
a single stanza, doubtless recited, follows, in which the poet sums
up the forms ofVisnu which the hymn has glorified. Prabandha ii

opens with another hymn in nine stanzas sung in honour of the

god, each ending with the refrain, ‘Conquer, conquer, o god,

^ Soma, son of Mndgala, in his MdgmdMha gives the muac for the mx^ ; of.

S. M Tagore, Min^ Music (1875), i. 159.
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o Hari/ At the dose of the Prabandha and before the next is

a recited stanza invoking a benediction from Krsna. Prabandha lii

consists of a recited verse telling how Radha’s friend spoke to

her in the spring and then sings in eight stanzas^ how Kfsna is

dancing with the cowherdesses in the groves. Three stanzas in

recitative follow, describing the spring, and ending with the state-

ment that Radha’s friend once more addressed her, and Pra-

bandha iv consists of a song in eight stanzas in which she

describes how the loving maidens flock to Krsna and embrace
him in their passion. Then three stanzas of recitative follow, the

first two descriptive, the last a benediction. Canto it tells us first

of Radha s dejection and gives her song of complaint against her

lover (Prabandha v), followed by a stanza of recitative, intro-

ducing another song (vi) in which she expresses her deep longing

for the god. Then in two recited stanzas she celebrates the god,

while the poet in the last stanza invokes the usual benediction.

In Canto iii Krsna appears in person
; remorse and longing for

Radha have seized him
;
two recited verses describe his state,

and Prabandha vii gives his song of love. This is followed b}'-

recited verses addressed by him, first to the god of love, and then

to Radha herself, and the poet closes the canto with a prayer to

Krsna as the lover of Radha to confer fortune and happiness on

the hearers. In Canto iv Radha s fiiend addresses Krsna and in

two songs (viii and ix) depicts the yearnings of her mistress and

her deep soirovv at separation fiom her beloved. A benediction

ends the canto. In the next two we find Radha's friend urging

in three fine songs (x-xii) reconciliation of her mistress with

Krsna. But in Canto vii we find that the faithless god has not

come, and the moon’s rising heightens Radha’s love, to which she

gives expression in four passionate songs (xiii-xvi). He appears,

but she addresses him again in a song (xvii) expressing her

resentment, followed by recitative in the same sense (viii). Her

companion seeks by a song (xviii) to console her (ix), and Krsna

himself appears and sings (xix) to her (x). There still remains

RSdha’s reluctance and shyness to be overcome in three songs

by her friend (xi)
;
but all is secure at last, and the poem closes

with songs in which Krsria addresses his beloved and she replies.

* This is the normal number, and hence the poem figures as Astapadl in the south.

Cf. Seshagiri, Report^ 1893-4, pp 60 ff.

314 » O
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The poet invokes the usual benediction, and extols his own

knowledge of music, his devotion to Visnu, his delicate discrimi-

nation of sentiments, and his poetical charm and grace.

Efforts have been made to establish that the poem has a

mystical significance and to interpret it in this sense. The desire

in part at least has been piompted by the feeling that the loves

of Krsna and Radha are too essentially of the body rather than

of the mind, and that to asciibe them to the divinity is unworthy.

But this is to misunderstand Indian feeling. The classical poets

one and all see no harm in the love-adventures of the greatest

deities, and what Kalidasa did in the Kumdrasambkava was

repeated by all his successors in one form or another. But, on

the other hand, it must not be forgotten that the religion of

Jayadeva was the fervent Krsna worship which found in the god

the power which is ever concerned with all the wishes, the hopes

and fears of men, which, if in essence infinite and ineffable, yet

expresses itself in the form of Krsiia, and which sanctions in his

amours the loves of mankind. In this sense Jayadeva’s work is

deeply touched with the spirit of religion, and stands like the

Bakchai of Euripides utterly apart from the attitude of the

Alexandrine poets or Propertius and Ovid in their treatment of

the legends of the gods. To Kallimachos as much as to his

Roman imitators the gods and goddesses were no more than

names, at best elegant symbols of a higher reality, but without

real life of their own. Roman poets could here and there catch

the tone of seriousness as in the atheist Lucretius’ famous

exordium to the mother of the Aeneidae, darling of gods and

men, increase-giving Venus, and still more in Catullus’ extras

ordinary if repellent picture of the adorer of Cybele who becomes
as Attis. But neither Lucretius nor Catullus was himself

a believer, and all doubt, all scepticism are far from Jayadeva, to

whom alike in his play with others and in bis more abiding love

for Radha Krsna remained not merely divine, but the embodi-
ment of the highest of gods.

Jayadeva's work is a masterpiece, and it surpasses in its com-
pleteness of effect any other Indian poem. It has ail the perfec-

tion of the miniature word-pictures which are so common in

Sanskrit poetry, with the beauty which arises as Aristotle asserts

from magnitude and arrangement All the sides of love, save
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that of utter despair and final separation, are brilliantly described

;

all the emotions of longing, of awakened hope, of disappointment,

of hot anger against the unfaithful one, of reconciliation, are por-

trayed by the actors themselves or Radha’s friend in songs which

are perfect in metrical form and display at its highest point the

sheer beauty of words of which Sanskrit is pre-eminently capable.

There can be no doubt that in their wider range of interests, in

which love plays a part important indeed but not paramount in

human affairs, Aischylos, Sophokles, and Euripides can attain

in their choruses eflfects more appealing to our minds than Jaya-

deva, but their medium is not capable of producing so complete

a harmony of sound and sense. We are apt to regard with

impatience the insistence of the writeis on poetics on classing

styles largely by the sounds preferred by different writers, but

there is no doubt that the effects of diffeient sounds were more
keenly appreciated in India than they are by us, and in the case

of the Gitagovinda the art of wedding sound and meaning is

carried out with such success that it cannot fail to be appreciated

even by ears far less sensitive than those of Indian writers on
poetics. The result, however, of this achievement is to render

any translation useless as a substitute for the original
; if to be

untranslatable is a proof of the attainment of the highest poetry

Jayadeva has certainly claim to that rank.

The poet’s effects are not pioduced by any apparently elaborate

effort, nor is he guilty of straining language
; his compounds are

often fairly long but they are not obscure
; in poems which were

to be sung and to be used at popular festivals artificiality was
obviously out of place, and, though they can never have been

intelligible to the mass of their admirers without the readily given

aid of vernacular interpretations, the songs are such as, once

explained, would doubtless easily be comprehended and learned.

Canto ix exhibits the poet’s effective simplicity

:

Harir abkisarati vahati madhupavam • kim aparam adhika-

sukkan„ sakhi bhavane

Madhave ma kuru manini mdnam aye.

talaphalad apt gurum atisarasam : kim vipkatikuru^e kucaka-

tasamt Madhave
kati na kathitam idam anupadam aciram . ma parihara Harim

aHfayaruciram: MSeViave

0 2
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kim Hi idsldasi rodisi vikald: vihasaii yuvaiisabha tava sa-

kala: Madhave
ffirdunalinldalaflialagayane: Harim avalokaya saphalaya na-

yane : Madhave
janayasi manasi kim iii gurukhedam: grnu mama vacanam

anihitdbkedam : Madhave
Harir upaydtu vadafu bahumadhuram : kim itt karosi hrdayam

aiividhuram : Madhave
gnjayadevahhaniiam atilalitam: sukhayaiti rasikajanam Hari-

caritam: Madhave
‘ Hari cometh, as the spring wind bloweth ; what joy more per-

fect hast thou in thy home, dear one? Noble one, be not wroth

with Madhava. Why dost thou waste the fairness of thy bosom,

lovelier far than the palm fruit? Noble one, be not wroth with

Madhava. How often have I not told thee, at every moment ?

Reject not Hari who is exceeding fair. Noble one, be not wroth

with Madhava. Why art despondent, tearful and dejected ? All

the young company doth make mock of thee. Noble one, be not

wroth with Madhava. On the couch cooled by the soft lotus

petals gaze upon Hari, give thine eyes their fruition. Noble one,

be not wroth with Madhava. Why dost kindle in thy mind deep

sorrow ? Hearken to my warning that seeketh not to part you.

Noble one, be not wroth with Madhava. Let Hari come and speak

to thee long and tenderly. Why dost thou so harden thy heart

against him ? Noble one, be not wroth with Madhava. May this

tale of Hari, spoken by Jayadeva, by its sweetness delight all

men of taste. Noble one, be not wroth with Madhava.’

Not less pretty is the invitation to Radha by her companion to

enter into the grove where Kysna, pining for reconciliation and

the fruition of his love, awaits her

:

manjuiarakunjatalakelisadane : pravifa Rddhe Mddkavasaml*
pam iha

vilasa ratirabhasakasiiavadane.

navabhavadagokadalagayanasare
: praviga Rddhe Madhavasamu

pam iha

vilasa kncakalasataralakdre.

kusnmacayaracitagucivdsagehe
:

praviga Rddhe Mddhavasaml-
pam iha

vilasa kusufnasnkumdradehe.
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‘ In his playground neath the lovely thicket, come, o Radha, to

Madhava, thy face all smiling with the eagerness of love. In his

grove with young A^oka shoots as thy couch, come, o Radha,

to Madhava, play with him, as thy necklet quivers on the cups

of thy bosom. In this bright home wrought of many a flower,

come, o Radha, to Madhava, play with him, thou whose body is

tender as a flower.* Equally brilliant is the picture drawn by her

friend of the delights of Krsna with his loving maidens around

him in the grove, though the effect is produced by the accumula-

tion of long compounds

:

candanacarciianilakalevaraptiavasanavanamdll

kehcalanmanikundalamanditagandayugasmttagdll

Harir tha mugdhavadhunikare : vtlasini vtlasati kelipare*

plnapayodharabhdrahharena Harim partrabhya sardgam

gopavadhur anugdyati kdctd tidahcitapahcamardgam : Harir

kdpi vtldsavtlolavilocanakhelanajatiitamanojam

dhydyati gopavadhur adhtkam Madhusudanavadanasarojam •

Harir

‘ His black body sandal-bedecked, clad in yellow, begarlanded,

with his eanings dancing on his cheeks as he sporteth, smiling

ever, Hari here midst the band of loving maidens maketh merry

in the merriment of their sport. One of the maidens claspeth

Hari fast to her throbbing heart, and singeth in the high Pancama

key. Yet another doth stand deeply dreaming of Madhusu-

dana's lotus face, whose sportive glances have caught and won

her heart for its own.*

It has been claimed ^ that the work goes back to an original in

Apabhrah9a, and the ground adduced is the use of rime. This,

however, clearly overstates the position
;

it is utterly improbable

that the original of the poem was ever in anything but Sanskrit,

and the most that can be said is that the use of rime which is

regulai in Apabhran9a poems may have influenced the author of

the Giiagovinda. But in Sanskrit poetry such rime ® as we find

probably is to be derived from the fondness for Yamakas, the

repetition of groups of syllables ;
when this repetition takes

^ Pischel, Du Hofdtchter des Lc^manasena^ p. 22.

» Jacobi, Bhavisatta Kaha, pp. 51 f. Cf, Vasudcva’s Yamakakavyas (chap, w,

§ 7), Ghat€tkarpara^ Nalodaya^ Anandatirtha's Yamakabharata {Madras Catal , xx

<954) ;
Cnvatsafika^s Yamakaratnakara {ibid, 7797)»
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place at the end of lines in a stanza we have an approximation to

rime. Yamakas are dealt with at length by the older school of

poetics, and they are frequently found in Prakrit ;
indeed, Hema-

candra prescribes for the Galitaka metre, frequently used in

Prakrit poems, the use of Yamakas at the end of the lines. In

Apabhrah^a poetry Yamakas seem to have been allowed also.

True rime, that is when the consonant preceding the correspond-

ing vowel differs, is ignored by the earlier writers on poetics and

is first defined as Azxtyanuprasa, alliteration at the end, by the

Sahtyadarpana
;
Hemacandra, however, in his Chanddnugasana

has occasion to mention it and to distinguish it as Anupiasa from

the mere Yamaka. When used in Sanskrit poetry, it is in the main

more or less accidental and is not regularly employed, nor is it

common in Prakrit. The frequency with which it is approached

in Jayadeva may, therefore, be due in some degree to Apa-

bhran^a influence. It may be noted also that the metre of the

poem is essentially based on the Gana system^ in which the

determining principle is the number of feet of four morae^ substi-

tution of a long for two shorts and vice versa thus being per-

mitted and freely resorted to.^

^ Jacobi, ZDMG. xxxviii. 599 ; SIFI. VIII u 87, 94, n. i, 113, n. 4.

* The effective use of the refrain is doubtless borrowed from religious verse ; it is

found in the and in the classical religious lync, m which also is found rime

(e.g. the Mihamtid^ra) See the DaksinamUjUstotra^ Ntrvahuda^aka,

laka$0traf and Carpatajfa$ijarik^si&tra ascribed to ^ahkara
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LYRIC POETRY AND THE ANTHOLOGIES

I . Seaclar Poetry

None of the other secular lyrics which have come down
to us is necessarily older than Bhartrhari, certainly none

need be as old as Kalidasa. Of the many poems which

must have existed in the time of Patanjali we have the merest

hints, although from the Theragdthds and Therlgdtkds of the

Pali canon, which may be about the same period as Patanjali,

we can conclude that poetic art was steadily developing in re-

finement from the earlier stage of which hints are preserved in the

Rgveda itself and in the Atharnaveda on the one hand, and in

fragments of ballads, and even of a drinking song, found inci-

dentally in Pali texts.^ But these earlier efforts doubtless in

many cases deservedly have passed into oblivion, though we may
suspect that our taste would have found pleasure in poems whose

simplicity would have seemed to us rather a commendation than

a cause of censure.

To Kalidasa are ascribed, with no adequate ground, a number

of poems, of which the ^rhgdraiilaka^ has some claim to be

deemed worthy of the honour, though it is quite illegitimate to

accord it to Kalidasa. Its twenty-three stanzas are attractive

pictures of love, but they lack special distinction. The poet

neatly condemns, while praising, his hard-hearted beloved :

indivurena nayanam mukham ambujena : kundena dantam adh^

aram navapallavena

angdni campahadalaih sa vidkdya vedhdh : kdnU katham gka-

titavdn upalena cetah?

^ Dtghanih&ofa^ 21 (GIL. n, 32); Jataka 512.

* Ed. Gildemeister/ Bonn, 1841. Cf. Pisdxel, Qrhgaratilaka, p 27, The last

stanza Qccnxs in Amam, and v. 3 is cited in Dbanika's JDafarupavalchi (i ith cent.),

at least in some MSS. In Haebcrlm, 14 ff* it has twenty-one stanzas. The

msesiaka is also ascnbed to Kalidasa ; y. 7 is, t, 4 may be, bia.
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* Thine eyes are blue lotuses, thy face a Nymphaea, thy teeth

jasmine, thy lower lip a tender shoot, thy limbs leaves of the

Campaka ; tell me then, beloved, how the creator formed thy

heart of stone/ Pretty, if trite, is the maiden as a hunter

:

ij^am vyddkayaie bald: bkrur asydh kannukdyate

katdksdf ca (ardyante mano me karindyaie,

" This maid is a huntress, her brows the bow, her sidelong glances

the arrows, and my heart the deer/ But most effective is a note

of bitterness and pain

:

kim me vaktram upetya cumbasi baldn nirlajja lajjdkrie

vastrdntam gatha munca munca gapathaih kim dhurta nir-

vaneuse ?

kszndkam iava rdtrijdgaravagdt tdm eva ydhi priydm

nirfndlyojjhitapHspaddmanikare kd satpaddndm ratihf

* Why dost come and kiss my lips against my will, thou shame-

less one in thy pretence of shame ? Let go, let go, I say, the

hem of my robe. Why seek with thine oaths to deceive me ?

I am worn through a sleepless vigil for thee
;
go back to her

with whom thou wert then. What care the bees for the garland

of flowers that hath been cast away as outworn ?
' This is good

poetry but it is not in the manner of Kalidasa. On the other

hand, we have from an anthology a brilliant verse that can hardly

but be his

:

payodhardhdradharo hi kandukah: karena la^dd iva tddyate

mukiih

itlva neirdkrtibhtiam utpalam: tasydh prasdddya papdta pddayoh.

‘ The ball whose roundness matched her breasts she beat ever and
anon in anger

;
hence, I ween, the lotus afraid of the anger in

her eyes fell at her feet to implore her pardon/

Much less attractive is the Ghatakarpara^ in twenty-two
stanzas, which describes how a young wife at the beginning of

the rains sends a message by the cloud to her absent husband,
a situation the reverse of that described in the Megha uta. The
poem owes its title to the fact that the author at the close offers

to carry water in a broken jar for any one who can surpass him in

' Md, Haeberlin, i ao I
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Yamakas, alliterations consisting of repetitions in corresponding

places of groups of the same letters. Hence perhaps there has

been evolved the poet Ghatakarpara who would thus have per-

petuated his name by this word-play. That the work is earlier

than Kalidasa is deduced by Jacobi ^ from the fact of this boast,

which later was not justified
; if, however, the poem when first

written set a model in this form of composition, then it might be

presei-ved when it had ceased to be pre-eminent on the score of

its originality. This conjecture seems wholly implausible; no

example of a text being preserved as a literary curiosity is

known, and Ghatakarpara evidently was ranked higher by Indian

taste than by modern opinion, for he was made one of the nine

jewels of Vikramaditya’s court as contemporary of Kalidasa.

The fact that a Nitisdra ^ in twenty-one stanzas is ascribed to

him does not strengthen the case for his identity, as there is

nothing distinctive in the verses.

We come to more definite chronological grounds with the name
of Mayura,^ who flourished at Harsavardhana's court in the

seventh century and who was reputed the father-in-law^ ofBana,

while Matanga Divakara won fame comparable to both of them.

The legend tells that he described so minutely the beauties of his

daughter that she cursed him in anger, and he became a leper,

from which unhappy state he was rescued through the aid of the

sun god whom he celebrated in his Suryagataka, It seems

probable enough that the legend is due to a verse of the Mayfh
rdstaka which describes the appearance of a maiden who has

secretly visited her lover and is returning from his side

:

e^d kd stanaptnabkdrakatkind madhye d&ridrdvatl

vihhrdntd harinl viloianayand mmtrastayutkodgatd

i^tnia^vedagajendragandagahtd saMUayd gacckafi

drstvd rupam iaam priydmgagakanam vrddha pi kdmdyaU*

* Who is this timid gazelle, burdened with firm swelling breasts,

slendcr-waisted and wild-eyed, who hath left the startled herd ?

^ p. 136,

* HaeberUn, 504 ff.

* Qtiackfinbos, TA0 SamMt Poms ^Maydra (^917).
^ Or brother-in-law ; the legends vary j there seems no truth in the relationship.

But their rivalry is attested by Fadnoagupta, NavasUhas^kacarUa^ li. 18 ;
Zaehaiiaei

xiih too.
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She goeth in sport as if fallen from the temples of an elephant

in rut. Seeing her beauty even an old man turns to thoughts of

love.’ The heavy and tedious style, added to the number of

double entendres implied, marks the poetry as of second-rate

order, but it confirms the view that he was a contemporary o

Ba^a, for that author’s style is saved only by his real brilliance

from equal demerit.
.

So scanty are our records that the next important lync p^t

of whom we have more than the name and stanzas in the antho-

Ic^tes is a contempoawy of Jayadeva, Govardhana, whom he

extols as incomparable in effective erotic descriptions. Jayadeva,

however, was neither reticent about himself nor his friends, and

we cannot subscribe to- his eulogy. The aim of Govardhana, as

he himself insists, was to raise the Yamuna in the air m the shape

of elevating the simple love songs extant in Prakrit to the level

of Sanskrit. His chosen medium is the Arya verse, and he hw

composed in this metre, which is unquestionably borrowed by

Sanskrit from Prakrit, seven hundred erotic stanzas, without inner

connexion and arranged alphabetically. The

lacks the popular flavour which marks the SflWa^afof Hala, wlm,

of course, was the model for the ArySsaptofatl, and perhaps t e

most interesting thing about the poem is the fact that on it was

based the Sa^sal (i66a) in Hindi of Bihari Lai, who has won

high rank among Hindi poets, and whose work again was copied

by alate Sanskrit writer, Paramananda,in his gr^drasaptagattka.

The imitation of a Prakrit model is carried to the extent of

styling the sections Vrajyas; within them there is no order

observed and the effort to produce 700 verses necessarily leads to

repetition and many weak lines. His bi others Udayana and

Balabhadra corrected and brought out his work, but the text is

difficult even when free from suspicion from corruption, for the

poet is fond of suggestion in lieu of expression. A more favour-

able idea oLhim is given in a verse cited by RQp^osvtmin

:

pdntha DvaravaUm praydsi yetdi he tad DevaMnandaw

vaktavyah smaramohamaniravivagd gopyo pi ndmojjhitdfy

et&fy helikcdamhadkulipatalair dbkaganyddigafy

ksHnMtatahh&mayo ’pi tema bko ndydnti cittaspadam,

* O strainer, if thou art going to Dv^ravatl# pray say to Devaki’s
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son Dost thou never think of the cowherdesses, whom thou

hast left powerless through love's bewildering spell, or of Kalindfs

glades, where the sky is covered by the masses of blossom dust

of the Kadamba flowers with which thou wert wont to play ?
"

'

The anthologies ^ are the source of our knowledge of the poet

Panini, whose identity with the grammarian has already been

denied, despite the fact that it is in accord with Indian tradition.

The verses ascribed to him are undeniably proof of no small skill

as a poet of love

:

ianvahgtndm stanau drstvd gtrak ^ampayaie yuvd
tayor aniarasamlagndm drstim utpdtayann iva,

* The youth, having seen the breasts of the fair ladies, shakes his

head, as though he were seeking to rescue his gaze fast prisoned

between them.’

ksapdk ksdmlkrtya prasabham apahrtydmbu saritdm

praiapyorvlih krtsnam tarugahanam ncchogya sakalam

kva santpraty nsndngur gata iii tadanvesanapards

iadiddlpdlokd digi digi carantlva jaladdfu

‘“Where hath the sun gone, after making shoit the nights,

stealing the water of the streams, parching all the earth, and

scorching every thicket ? ” So saying the clouds wander hither

and thither seeking his presence in every lightning flash.*

pdnau gonatak tanudari daraksdmd kapotasikall

vinyasidnjanadigdkalocanajalaik kirn mldnim dnlyaiet

mugdke cumbatu ndma canculatayd bhrngah kvacii kandallm

nnmtlannavamdlailparifnalah kirn tena vismaryatef

‘Why, slender maiden, dost bedew with tears stained by eye-

salve the haggard cheek, that doth rest on that reddened palm ?

Foolish one, though the bee may in fickleness kist the mango

blossom, yet doth he ever forget the fragiance of the blooming

of the young jasmine ?
*

mhkya samgume rdgam pagdmdyd vivasvatd

krtam kr^nam mukkam prdcyd nu hi ndryo vin^r^y^yd*

i Thomas, PP* 5* ^ Peterson, Subhantavah^

JKAS. Fischel, ZDMG. xxxut. 95 ff., Gramm.4.

Prakrtt^prmkin^ p. 33.
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* Dark groweth the face of the East as she beholdeth the glow

of the sun in union with the West. What woman is free from

jealousy?’

gate 'rdharatre parimandamandam : garjanti yat prdvrsi kdla*

meghdk

apagyail vatsam ivendubimbam : iac charvarl gaur iva huh*

karoiu

* When at midnight in the rainy season the dark clouds thunder

deeply, then Night, unable to see the disk of the moon, crieth

aloud like a cow that seeketh her calf/

asau gireh gltalakandarasthak : pdrdvato manmathacdtudak^ah

gharmdlasdhgtm madhuram kujan : samvijate paksaputena km*
idm.

* Yonder dove, which dwelleth in a cool hollow of the mountain,

and is skilled in all loving dalliance, cooing sweetly doth fan witii

its wings the loved one, wearied by the heat/

As among the scanty remains of this poet we have the un-

grammatical apagyati and grhya^ narrative aorists, and as the con-

struction ofgireh in the last-cited verse is careless, we can hardly

seriously suppose that the author was the grammarian, even

apart from the style of the verses.^

The anthologies give us invaluable testimony as to other poets

now lost but of real merit. To Vakkuta is ascribed an elegant

expression of the sad fate of the lover who, parted from his

beloved, looks on all sides only to find some sign which speaks

to him poignantly of lost joys

:

ete cutamahlruho py aviralair dhumayitaih satpadair

ete profvahtdh spkntatkisalayodbhedair agokadrumdJp

ete kihgukagdkhtm 'pi malinair ahgdritdh kudmalaih

kastam vigramaydmi kutra nayane sarvatra vdmo vidhih

* The mango shoots here smoke with the hordes of bees, here

the Ajoka glo'ws with bursting flower buds, here the branches

of the Kin9uka are coal-coloured with their dark shoots; alas,

where can I rest my weary eyes ? Everywhere is fate cruel to

me/ Ladahacandra sends a pretty message from a maiden to

her loved one 5

* jahwidwkar, JBRAS xvi. 200 343 ; Kxelhom, ON. 1S83, pp, ^83 £
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ganiasi cet pathika he mama yatra kdntas : tat tvam vaco kara

gucau jagatdm asahyah

tdpak sagarjaguruvdrinipdtabhttas : tyaktvd bhuvam virakinlhr^

dayath vivega,

« Wanderer, if thou shalt come to the place where is my beloved,

then tell him from me that the flame of summer that none can

endure, fearing the fall of heavy rain midst thunder, hath left the

earth and entered the heart of the deserted maiden/ To the

poetess ^ilabhattarika some pretty stanzas are attributed :

yah kaumdraharah sa eva hi varas td eva caitraksapds

te conmllitamdlatlparimaldh praudhdh kadambdnildh

sd caivdsmi tathdpi cauryasuratavydpdrallldvidkaii

Revdrodhasi veiasztarutale cetah samuikantkate.

' This is the husband who stole my maidenhood, these are the

same April nights, these the breezes whispering in the Kadamba,

fragrant with the budding jasmines, I myself too am the same

:

yet my heart yearns for the dalliance and the secret love that

was ours below the ratan tree on the bank of the Reva/ She is

accorded ^ with Bana the merit of being a type of the Paflcala

style, in which sound and sense claim equal honour, and the

claim is fully justified by her verses

:

dati tvam tarunl yavd sa capalah gydmas tamobhir digah

samdegas sarahasya ega vipine samketakdvdsakak

bhuyo bhuya ime vasantamarufag ceto nayanty anyatkd

gaccka ksemasamdgamdya nipunam rak^aniu U devatdk,

‘ My messenger, thou art but a tender maid, and the youth is

fickle, darkness holds the sky, my commission is secret, the place

of assignation is in the wood, these winds of spring entice more

and more the heart
;
yet go and meet him in safety

;
may the

gods guard thy skill/

Many poems are anonymous, while others aie so variously

ascribed by the anthologies that no weight can be placed on the

* By Rija^elcbara, who mentions also Vikatanitamba, VijaySfika of Kamata as peer

ofKalidasa io the Vaidarbha, Prabhudevi and Viijaka, as wcU as Snbhadia. His

wife Avanlisundarl fignres with him as an authority on poetics. Kane (Sahityadarpfna^

p, xli) suggests equating Vijijaka with VijayimkS, and Vijayabhattarika, queen of

Candraditya (c. 660 a.
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names to which they are ascribed. Very simple but very

pretty is

:

ahkurite pallavite korakite vtkasite sahakare

ahkuritah pallavitak korakiio vikasitag ca madanah,

‘ Swollen and sprouted and budded and bloomed hath the mango,

swollen and sprouted and budded and bloomed hath love.’ There

is a certain humour in the consolation offered to the lover who
has had to abandon a very sentimental maiden

:

acchinnam nayanamhi bandhusu krtam cinta giirubhyo 'rpitd

dattam dainyam agesatak parijane tdpak sakhlsv dhitak

adya gvah parinirvrtim vrajati sd gvdsaiJt param khidyate

vigrabdho bhava viprayogajanitam duhkham vibhakiam tayd,

‘ Her unceasing flow of tears has been distributed among her

friends, her anxiety passed on to her elders, her depression has

been transferred wholesale to her attendants, her fire of love

deposited in her companions ; to-day or to-morrow her calm will

be complete, only sighs now vex her. Take heart; she has

shared out the sorrow begotten of thy departure.’ A very

different hand gives a picture of the moon

:

udayagirisaudkagikkare tdrdcayacitritdmbaravitdne

sinhdsanam iva nihiiam candrah kandarpabhtipasya*

' On the pinnacle of the palace of the mountain of dawn, under

a canopy of sky bespangled mth the host of the stars, the moon
hath been set as a throne for Love the king.’ Circumstances

alter cases, as the hapless lover finds

:

prdg ydmini pHyavtyogampaitikdle : ivayy eva vdsaragatdni

layam gaidni

daivat kathmh kaiham apt priyasamgame *dya: cdnddli kim
tvam ad vdsara eva llnd.

‘When aforetime I suffered the sorrow of severance from my
beloved, o night, in thee a hundred days passed away; now
when fate but hardly gave me reunion, thou, shameless one, hast

departed in the day itself.* Even fanning kindles love

:

viramata viramata sakhyo nalimdalatdlmrniapavanena
hrdayagata *yam vaknir jhat iti kaddeijjvahty eva^
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‘ Stop, Stop, my friends
; through the wind of the fan of lotus

leaves the fire that is in my heart hath in a moment rekindled.*

A sadder note but a true one is found in Halayudha

:

BhlmenMra vtjrmbhiimh dhamir iha Dronena muktam gttcd

Karnasydtra hayd hrid raihapatir Bhlsmo Hra yoddhum
sihiiah

vigvam rupam thdrjunasya Harind samdargitam hatiiukad

uddegas ta irne na te sukriinah halo hi sarvuthhctsah.

^ Here Bhima’s valour was unfolded
; here Drona in sorrow let fly

his arrows ; here were stolen the steeds of Karna
; here stood

Bhisma, lord of the car, to fight
; here at Arjuna*s entreaty did

Hari display his full majesty
; still all the places remain, but not

these great ones, for time destroyeth all.*

An author to whom many stanzas are ascribed, which are

found also in the collections of Amaru and Bhartrhari,^ is the

Buddhist Dharmakiiti, of whom we know mainly as a logician of

the seventh century A. D. One verse is a neat hit at the results

of reputation in dimming the chance of fairjudgement of poetry

:

gatlair bandhayati sma vmiarahrtair Vdlmikir ambhonidhim
Vydsah Pdrthagarais tathdpi na tayor aiyaktir udbM^yate

vagarthau ca iulddhrtdv iva iatkdpy asmatprabandhdu ayam
loka dusayitum prasdriiamukhas ittbkyam pratisthe namah,

‘ Valmiki has depicted the bridging of the ocean by monkeys
carrying stones, Vyasa by Partha’s arrows ; none takes exception

to their exaggeration. In my works sense and sound are, as it

were, weighed in a balance, but the world eagerly aims at

criticism. Ah, what a thing it is to have reputation.* There is

a touching picture of the beloved in separation

:

vaktrendar na karanii bd^papayasdm dhdrd manojndm griyam

nihgvdsd na kadarthayanii madhurdm Mmbddharasya dyutim

iasyds ivadvirahe mpakvalavallldvanyasamvddinl

chdyd kdpi kapdayor anudinam tanvydJ^ param gugyatu

* In separation from thee the streams of her tears rob not her

moon-like face of its charming beauty, nor do her sighs diminish

^ F. W* Thouasts, Kmlndr&vmmfmmimcaye^ pp. 47 ff*
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the sweet loveliness of her BImba-Hke Iip; but the slender

maiden's cheeks show day by day a lessening of that bright

colour which was wont to vie with the glory of the ripe Lavali.*

Too great beauty is evil

:

lavanyadravinavyayo na ganitah klefo mahdn svtkriah

svacckaftdasya sukkam janasya vasatag cintajvaro nirmitah

egapi svayam eva tulyaramandhhavdd vardkl hatd

ko Wikag cetasi vedhasd vinikitas tanvyds ianum tanvatdf

* He counted not the wealth of beauty which he spent nor the

greatness of his effort
;
he made her a fever of sorrow for men

that dwell in blissful ease
;
she herself is doomed to misery since

she cannot find her peer; what, pray, was the purpose of the

creator when he framed that slender maiden’s body ?
' Ksemendra,

who gives us the verse, reprobates the jingle in tanvydh^ which

seems captious.

The art of building a stanza with a limited number of letters ^

leads, as we have seen both in Bharavi and Magha, to tasteless

extravagance, but it can be used without any lack of effect, as in

the following stanza ascribed to ^agvata

:

sa me sumdsamo mdsah sa me mdsasamd samd
yo ydtayd tayd ydii yd ydty dydtayd tayd„

‘ That month seems to me a year which passes when she is gone

;

that year seems as a month which goes when she returns.'

Epigrams are not rare

;

vydkaranasinhabkitd apagabdamrgah kva vicareyuk

gurunatadaivajnabhisakgrotriyamukhagakvardniyadi nasyuh t

' In dread of the lions of grammar, where could the deer of bar-

barisms flee, were there not the caverns of the mouths of teachers,

actors, astrologers, doctors, and priests?' One lady finds fault

with a perfect spouse

:

mekair ndyakagunaik sahitah sakhi me patih

sa eva yadi jdrah sydt saphalam jlvitam b&avet

‘ My husband, o friend, has all the virtues of a stage hero ; now

1 Varwmyamai cf iii. Mggha, wx. loo, loa, 104, 106, 114.
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if only he were my lover, my happiness would be perfect.* The

doctor fares badly

:

vaidyanatha namas tubhyam ksapiidgesamdnava

tvayi vinyastabkdro 'yam krtantah snhham edhate.

‘ Best of physicians, homage be thine for thy slaying of mankind

;

on thee Death lays all his burden and lives in happy ease.' The

note in the following is lighter

:

ddhajvareua me mandyam vada vaidya kini ausadkam

ptba madyam gardvena mamdpy dnaya harparam.

‘ I am outworn by heat and fever
;

tell me, doctor, what remedy

is there.” “ Drink wine by the bowl and bring me too a glass.”
*

Of the art of Samasyapuraga we have an excellent example

in the stanza asciibed by Ksemendra to Kumaradasa. which

embodies the line mentioned in the MaAdbkdsya

ayi vijahlhi drdhopaguhanani ; tyaja navasamgamabhiru vallabke

arunakarodgama esa vartate : varatanu sampravadanti kukkutdk.

* Loved one, timid in our first joy of love, relax thy clinging grasp

and let me go
;
do not the cocks, fair one, proclaim in unison the

advent of ruddy dawn ? ’ It is characteristic that Haradatta in

the Padamanjart, a comment on the Kdgika Vriti, gives an

entirely different three lines, while Rayamukuta makes Bharavi

the author of the stanza given as Kumaradasa's by Ksemendra.

In the curious tale of Kalidasa's death ^ we learn that king

Kumaradasa wrote on the wall of a hetaira's house the half-

verse:

kamale kamalotpatiih gruyate na ca drgyate

offering a reward for a completion which Kalidasa, to his undoing,

provided in

:

bdk tava mukhdmbheje katkam indlvaradvayamt

* It is said, but never seen, that a lotus grows on a lotus. How
then, damsel, is there seen on the lotus of thy face a pair of blue

» Peterson, JBRAS. xvi. 170; Nandargikar, JCumSraMsa^ pp, xxE
a Nandargikar, op, eit*, pp. xiiff. The verse needs amendment as above. Hara-

datta’s date is traditionally 878 a. d. ;
^eshagtii, Report^ *895-4, pp. isflf.

P
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lotuses ? * To gain the reward the graceless woman slew the poet,

but the king recognized the hand of his friend and forced from

her the truth, burning himself in sorrow in the pyre which con-

sumed Kalidasa’s body.

2 . Religions Poetry

The production of hymns of praise to the gods naturally did

not cease with the Vedic poets, though the gradual change of

religion evoked an alteration in the gods who received adoration
;

beside old gods such as Qiva, Visnu, and Surya, whose worship

was perhaps from time to time strengthened by the influx of sun-

worshippers from Iran, especially after the Mahomedan conquest

of Persia,there appear newer figures in the pantheon such as Krsna,

Rama, and Durga, who in fact is often a local deity covered by
the decent robe of Qiva’s dread spouse. The epic shows the

existence of such hymns, the Puranas and Tantras afford many
specimens of them, while collections of a hundred or a thousand

names of a god or goddess became numerous. But naturally the

higher poetry invaded this field also, and the fact that philo-

sophers were not unwilling to take part in the composition of

Stotras, songs of praise, to the gods whose reality they recog-

nized as emphatically for empirical purposes as they denied it

transcendentally, lent dignity to the art The number of Stotras

preserved is vast, but many are of no poetic worth, many of very

late date, and a still larger number cannot be assigned to any

definite period in the absence of external evidence, and the rarity

of finding any individual note in their rather stereotyped form

and style.

Of early efforts to elaborate this kind of poetry we have the

Candigataka'^ of Bana, a collection of io2 stanzas, chiefly in

Sragdhara metre, in honour of Qiva’s consort and in special of

her feat in slaying the demon Mahisa ; the poem serves also as a

prayer, as she is invoked to protect her worshippers^ Bana does

not impress us with any sincerity of devotion, and the poem,

though laboured and sometimes clever, has little of the attrac-

tion of his romances; his demerits appear clearly enough in

* See G. Quackenbos, Sanskrit Pmns cf Majf&ra (1917), who edited and

translated Sana’s and Mayfira’s works.
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a couple of stanzas which the anthologies cite as possessing

merit

:

vidrane rudravrnde savitari tarale vajrini dhvastavajre

jdtdgahke gagdnke viramati maruii tyaktavaire kuvere

vaikunthe kuntkitdstre mahisam akirusampaurusopaghnanigknam

nirvighnmh nigJmafi vah gamayatu duritam bhfmbhdvd
bhavdnu

‘When the Marut hoide fled, Savitr trembled, Indra dropped

his thunderbolt, the moon was smitten by fear, the wind ceased

to blow, Kuvera fled the field, and Visnu flung aside his blunted

dart, easily she smote down that Mahisa who had the fierceness

of a snake and prided himself on his manhood
; may she, the

wondrous BhavanI, remove your misfortunes/

namas tuhgaciragcumbicandracdmaracdrave

trailokyanagardrambhamulastambhdya Qambkave.

‘ Homage to the god that bringeth healing, who is made lovely

by the moon kissing his lofty head and the yak’s tail, the founda-

tion pillar of the structure of the city of the three worlds/

Indian taste preferred to Bana’s Candlgaiaka the work of his

alleged father-in-law or brother-in-law Mayura, ofwhom we have

already leaimed as an erotic poet. The Qataka, which was doubt-

less composed as a compliment to the devotion of the grandfather

and father of Harsavardhana to the worship of the sun, whose

deity was also revered by Haisa despite his Buddhist leanings,

celebrates in turn the rays of the sun, the horses, the charioteer,

the chariot, and the great disk itself. There is distinct cleverness

in many of the thoughts and Mayura’s style is elegant, Aruna

the charioteer is compared with the actor who speaks the pro-

logue to the drama, the rays are the ships that carry men over

the dread ocean of rebirth, the cause of human sorrow, the disk is

the door to the final release, the sun himself nourishes gods and

men, upholds cosmic order, and is one with Bi'ahman, Visnu, and

^iva.

Mayura was evidently fond of religious poetry, for we have in

the Subhdsiidvcili some verses of double entendre in a speech

between Qiva and Parvatl

:

candragrakamna vind ndsmi rame kim pravariayasy evam

devyai yadi rucitam idam nmtdinn dhuyatdm Rdhuh^
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‘“Without the stake of the moon (without Rahu) I won’t

play/’ “ Why make so much trouble ? If *tis DevTs will, why,

Naiidin shall summon Rahu/”

aropayasi mudhd khh ndham abktjna tmdahgasya

dtzyafk mrsasakasram sthitvaiva yuktam abkidkdtum,

" “ Why misconstrue what I say ? I am not speaking of your

ornaments/’ “That is a pretty thing for a lady to say who has

been sitting on my lap for a thousand of the years of heaven/’
’

The term anga permits the equivoke, and in the first stanza the

use of asmi as a quasi-particle exhibits the grammatical know-

ledge of the poet. Much more attractive from the poetical point

of view is a genre picture

:

dhaiydhatya mUrdhnd drutam anupibatah prasnuiam mdiur

udkah

kiiitcit ktihcaikajdnor anavaratacalaccarupncchasya dhenuh

uitlrnam tarnakasya priyatanayatayd dattahumkdratnudrd

visranstkslradkardlavagabalainukhasydhgam dtrpti Icdku

‘ While the calf, ever butting with its head, one knee slightly

bent, and its tail ever moving prettily, sucks its mother’s udder

whence the milk drips, the cow, lowing softly in delight at her

child, licks the upturned face of the young one whose mouth is

flecked by spots from her milk/ Here we have a complete pic-

ture presented to our eyes and in a form which English does not

permit us to approach in beauty.

Maynra in many ways may rank as a typical exponent of the

Gauda style as pictured by Dandin. He affects epithets more or

less recondite but etymologically explicable, ^svcLagigiramahctsoi

the warm-rayed sun or hemadri of Meru. He is rich in allitera-

tions and Yamakas, and in addition to metaphors and similes in

abundance is fond of paronomasias of an elaborate kind, of bom-

bast and exaggeration, and of the production ofeffects by the use

of a series of harsh sounds matching the sense, and the variation

of sounds within a stanza in order to mark changes of feeling.

Characteristic cases are

:

glrnaghrdndnghripd^ln vranibhir apaghamir gharghardvyak-

iaghosdn

dlrghdghrdtdn tfgkaughaiJ^punar apt gkaiayaty eka tdldgkayan

yaJp
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gkarmdhgos tasya vo ^niardtngunagkanaghrndnighnanirvighna-

vrtter

datidrghdh siddhasahghair vidadhatti gkrnayak glghram
angkovigkdtam,

‘ The sun alone doth make new and heal those whose multi-

tude of sins hath made them noseless, handless, footless, with

ulcerated limbs, gurgling and indistinct speech, and noxious to

the scent from afar. May his rays, to which hosts of Siddhas
offer homage, swiftly cause the destruction of your sins, for his

action knows no obstacles and obeyeth only that compassion
which multiplieth within his heart.’

bibkrdnah gaktim dgu pragantitabalavattdrakatirjityagU7'^vhn

kurvdno lllayddhah gtkhinam api lasaccandrakdntdvabhdsam

ddadhydd andhakdre raiim atigayinlm dvahan viksanandm
bdlo laksmim apdrdm apara tva guho ^harpaier dtapo vak.

* May the early light of the lord of day biing you prosperity

without bounds, like another Guha, bearing with it a power that

hath soon quenched the piide of many a mighty star (as he a

spear that quickly overcame the power of the mighty Taraka)

;

scornfully eclipsing even the fire and the splendour of the lovely

moon (as he rideth a peacock resplendent with the flashing tips

of the eyes in its tall)
; and may it bring joy untold to the eyes

of those in the darkness (as he to the eyes of the foe of Andhaka).’

We find also good instances of the figure Vyatireka, the stating of

a distinction between things seemingly alike, andVirodha,apparent

contradiction, the Dipaka, and the Tulyayogita, combination

of things with the same attributes, as in sadridyurvinadlgd daga

digah, ‘ the ten quarters with mountains, sky, earth, and oceans

Grammatical rarities include use ofcaturarcam, vibhu in the active,

the Vedic gam^ while imperatives in tdty benedictives, and forms

like adhijaladhi and vitaraiitardm are characteristic of the

Kavya. Bana in the Candlgataka shows many of the same

features, though he does not indulge in the long similes of

Mayura, but he adds life to his composition by placing about

half the stanzas in the mouths of his characters, though without

dialogues
; thus Ca^d! is in ten stanzas the speaker, either taunt-

ing the gods, rebuking Mahisa, or addressing Qiva ; Mahisa in

nineteen stanzas derides the gods or reviles Candx
; Jaya. her
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maid, jests, ©r encourages the gods
;
while other speakers include

(Jiva, Karttikeya, the gods, sages, Cand!*s foot, and even her toe-

nails !

Contemporary ofSana and Mayura at Harsa’s court was, accord-

ing to tradition preserved by Raja5ekhara, Matahga Divakara,^

also styled a Candala, though we can hardly suppose that this

epithet really means that a man of the lowest caste was a peer at

court of the greater poets. Our remains of him suggest that he

was a clever courtier, for one verse seems very like a panegyric of

Harsa, though it has been censured by Abhinavagupta for

inelegance
;

the point, however, of the stanza is probably the

suggestion that Harsa is sure to have a son who will succeed

him, as was doubtless, though fruitlessly, his dearest wish

:

asm ndtka pitdmahl tava mahi mdtd tato ^nantarani

sampraiy eva hi sdmburdgiragand jdyd jayodbkuiaye

purne varsagate bhavisyati punah satvdnavadyd snusd

yuktafh ndma samasiagdstravidu^dm lokegvardndm tdam,

* O king, the earth, sea-girdled, ivas aforetime thy grandmother,

then became she thy mother, and now thy spouse to bring thy

glory to fullness. But when a full hundred years of thy life have

flown, will she be thy daughter-in-law, for this is the just fate of

those to whom every science is known/

It has been suggested that this poet is to be identified with the

Jain writer Manatunga, whose Bhaktdmarastotra'^ in honour of

the Jain saint IRsabha is brought into connexion with Bana and

Mayura by another tale* Manatunga, it is said, wrote so fine a

panegyric of the sun that he was saved from leprosy
; then Bana

in jealousy produced the Candigaiaka^ after cutting off his hands

and feet, in order that he might exhibit the power ofthe goddess

in healing her devotee in gratitude for his eulogy. Manatunga,

then, to prove the might of the Jinas, had himself fastened with

forty-two chains and cast into a house ; he uttered his poem of

praise and was released forthwith. Perhaps the origin of the

legend is simply the reference in his poem to the power of the

* Cf. Quacketxbos, Mayitra^ pp lo f,

* Ed, and trans, H, Jacobi, IS. xm 359 ff. Quackenbos (p. 18
) dates blm far too

early
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Jina to save those in fetters, doubtless metaphorically applied to

the bonds holding men to carnal life. Manatunga may have

been a contemporary of Bana, but hib date may well fall from 150

to 200 years later. He is no mean poet and certainly a master

of the intricacies of the Kavya style. Rsabha is extolled as

Buddha, Qankara, the cieator,Purusottama
;
hundreds of mothers

bear hundreds of sons, but none a son like him
;
stars there are

in every region of the sky, but only the east brings forth the sun.

The merits of his style are obvious when contrasted with the

elaboration of the forty-four stanzas of the Kalydnamandira-

stotra ^ of Siddhasena Divakara, written in deliberate imitation.

Other Jain Stotras are of even less poetical value.

To Harsavardhana are ascribed ceitain Buddhist hymns, com-

posed, we may presume, in the last years of his reign, including

the Astamahagrlcaiiyastotra ^ and the Suprabhdtastoira^ which

has also been ascribed to Qiiharsa, of the Naisadhlya. A later

writer, Sarvajnamitra, is the author of the Sragdhardstotra^ to

Tara, who became a very favourite deity among the theistic

school of Buddhism as the mother-goddess and saviour. The

legend runs that having been rich he took to religion and thus

became poor. Meeting a Brahmin who begged him for money

to secure his daughter a wedding, he offered himself to a king

who desired a hundred men for a human sacrifice, but moved by

the sorrows of his fellow sufferers composed the poem and won

through Tara's intervention the lives of all. Other Stotras of

doubtful age are numerous, but it can hardly be said that they

reach any high level of poetry, though some of them certainly

bear every sign of true religious feeling.

It is difficult to realize that a religious motive is also present

in the Vakroktipancdgikd ® of the Kashmirian poet Ratnakara, who

in fifty stanzas shows a remarkable power of illustrating the

ambiguities of which the Sanskrit language is capable. The fol-

lowing example is moderately simple. Parvati addresses Qiva

:

1 Ed. and trans. IS. xiv. 376 ff.; ct lA. idii. 4a ff.

* L^vi, OC. X, ii. 18911. ; Ettinghausen, Horia-Vardhnut^ pp. 17611.

* Thomas, JRAS. 1903, pp, 703-aa. For anthology and inscxiptional verses see

Jackson, I^yadarHkd^ pp. xUiifF, and references.

* See G. de Blonay, Za dimt houddhiqtu Tara (1895) ,
Himnanda, Mem. Arch.

Survey India, no. ao

* KM. i 101-14; Bemheimer, ZDMG. Ixiii. 816 If,
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ivam me nabhimato bhavdmi sutanu ^vagrvd avafyam maiak

sadhuktam bkavatd na me ruciia ity atra bruve "ham ptmak

mugdhe ndsmi namerund nanu citah preksasva mdm pdtu vo

vakrokiyeti hmo himdcalabhuvam smerdnandm mukayan.

‘ ** I love thee no more.’*
“ ’Tis true, slender one, (your con-

nexions approve me), for my mother-in-law adores me.”

“ Neatly said, but I repeat a second time : Thou art not pleasant

in my eyes.” “ But, dear one, just look
;

I am not adorned with

the Nameru flowers.” So (Jiva silenced the smiling mouth ot

the daughter of the Himalaya with his equivoke
;
may he be

gracious to you.* The first pun here depends on the ambiguity

of nabhimato^ the second simply on the fact that ^iva interprets

na me rucitas as namerund citas. We must suppose that Ratna-

kara felt that, as men delight in these refinements, so the offering

of his poem to the gods would evoke their pleasure. His epic

gives no ground to doubt the sincerity of his devotion to ^iva.

A lyric poet of much fervour and no mean accomplishment

must be recognized in the philosopher Qankara/ if we can trust

the tradition which ascribes to him many hymns, especially to

Devi, the mother-goddess, whom the Qaktas adored as the expres-

sion of the highest power in the universe. Qankara*s doctrine of

the two aspects of truth, the higher and the lower, permitted him

to adopt to the full popular beliefs and to express his feelings in

a way acceptable to other than metaphysicians, and there is no

reason whatever to doubt that he composed such poems. It is,

of course, a diffeient thin^ to say which of those allotted to him

by tradition were really his. A solemn warning of the passing of

time is given in the Qivdparddhaksamdpanastotra :

dyur na^yati pofyatdm pratidinam ydti ksayam yauvanam
praiydydnii gaidh punar na divasah kdh jagadbhaksakah

laksmu tayatarangabkahgacapald vidyticcalam jtvtiam

yasmdn mdm garandgatam garanada ivam raksa raksddkund,

‘ Life perisheth daily before our eyes, youth departeth
;

the

days departed never return again, time consumeth the world

;

fortune is as transient as a ripple on the waves of the ocean ; life

‘ S. Veokataramattan, Works of Srisimkaracharyo^^ nod tbe BfluUsiotrarot-

nSkara*
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as unstable as the lightning
;
guard, guard me to-day who am

come to thee for safety, o giver of peace/ More prosaic is the

addiess to Krsna :

vind yasya dkydnam vrajati pa^utdm sukaramukhdm
vind yasya jhdnam janimrUbhayam ydti janatd

vind yasya smrtyd krmigatajamm ydti sa vibhuh

garafiyo loksfo mama bkavatu Krsno 'k^vi^ayak,

‘ If man meditates not on him, he becomes a beast, boar or

another ;
if he knows him not, birth, death, fear are his portion;

if he think not of him, a hundred lives as a worm await him
;

let

him, lord of the world, my salvation, Kisna, show himself to his

worshipper/ The utter emptiness of existence is brilliantly in-

sisted upon in the rimed Dvddofapahjarikdstotra :

md kurujana dhanayativanagarvam harati nimesdt kdlah sarvam

mdydmayam idam akhilam ktivd brahmapadam tvam pravi^a

vidttvd.

‘ Place no pride, o man, in youth, or wealth
; in the twink-

ling of an eye time taketh all away
; deem all this world to be

but an illusion, and with true knowledge attain the abode of the

absolute.’ Devotion and confidence reach their height ofexpres-

sion in the Devyaparddhaksamapanastotra :

vidher ajndnena dravinavirahendlasaiayd

vidheydfakyatvdt tava caranayar yd cyutxr abkut

tad etat ksdntavyaih janani sakaloddhdrim fttfe

kuputra jdyeta kvacid api kumdtd na bkavatu

4f I have failed to pay due honour to thy feet through ignor-

ance of thy commands, through lack of wealth, laziness or inca-

pacity, forgive my transgression, o mother, o gracious one, o trust

of all the world ; a son may be bad, but never a mother/

prthtvydm putrds te janani bahavah santt saraldh

param U^dm madhye viralataralo 'ham tava sutah

madly0 'yam tydgafy samucitam idam no tava five: kuputro

* Many good sons are thine on earth, o mother, few indeed

fickle as I
;
yet to abandon me, o gracious one, were not meet for

thee ; a son may be bad, but never a mother/
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Among many others a Bhavatiyastaka and the Anandalakarl

in twenty Qikharini verses are asciibed to Qankaia, while other

famous hymns to Devi include the Ambdstaka and the Panca-

stavl^ five hymns to Durga of unknown authorship. To Kali-

dasa are ascribed, without any plausibility, various Stotras,

including the Qydmalddandaka mainly in prose, the Sarasvait’

stotra and the Mangaldstaka^ which can be reconstructed from

the Tibetan of the Tanjur. A hymn in 500 stanzas, the Panca-^

gatl^ is ascribed to a mysterious Muka, alleged to be contempo-

raneous with Qankara, but this is very dubious. We are on much
firmer grdund regarding the Devlgataka of Anandavardhana the

writer on poetics {c 850), whose hundred very elaborate stanzas

hardly conform to his own theory that the poet who pays too

much attention to ornament falls into the error of neglecting the

suggestion which should underlie poetry, but the deviation is

excused by his own admission that in panegyrics of the gods the

sentiment is of secondary importance. But it must be added that

Anandavardhana is not a great or perhaps even a good poet,

confirming the adage that critics seldom are. Utpaladeva’s

StairdvaU was written about 9^5 ; it consists of a series of twenty

short hymns in honour of Qiva, some mere innovations, some
more elaborate, but none of outstanding meiit. In the same
century probably the Vaisnava Kula9ekhara wrote in honour of

Visnu his Muktmdamdld ; it is interesting to find a verse cited in

an inscription of a place so distant as Pagan in the thirteenth

century.

In the eleventh century Llla9uka or Bilvamangala ^ produced

his Krsnaharndmrta or Krsnalildmrtay no stanzas in honour of

Ersna, a poem which has been very popular in India, while the

anthologies cite verses from him. One exhibits fairly the merits

of his simple and not unattractive style

:

Krsna tmm navayauvana 'si capaldk prdyetta gapdngandk

Kamo hhupaiir abjandlabhiduragrlva vayam goduha^

tad ydce 'njalind hhavantam adhuna vrnddvanam mad vina

md ydsir Hi gopanandavacasd namra Harih pain vak.

* May Hari guard you, Hari who bowed low in obedience when
the cowherd Nanda thus entreated him :

** O Krsrta, thou art in

* Fpr Itgendsi ofMm, seo &sliagiti, PP* f*
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the freshness of youth, our maidens are mostly fickle, Kansa is

king, and we herders have necks as frail as the lotus stalk
;
with

folded hands I entieat thee not to go without me to the Vrnda-

vana wood

In the twelfth century we have eulogies of Krsna from the

poets who were contemporary jewels with Jayadeva at the court

of Laksmanasena. They are preserved in the Padyavall of Rupa-
gosvamin, well known as an ardent devotee and follower of Cai-

tanya. To Laksmanasena himself is ascribed an amusing verse

.

ahutadya mayotsave nigi grham gunyam vtmucyagatd

kslbah presyajanah katham kulavadhur ekdktiii ydsyati

vaisa tvam tad imam naydlayam tit gratvd Yacoddgiro

Radhdmddhavayor jayanti inadhurasmerdlasd drstayah.

‘ “ She was told by me to come to the festival to-day
; now she

has come at night, leaving the house empty
;
the servants are

drunk ;
how can a lady of family go alone ? Dear child, take her

safely home”, so said Yagoda, and, hearing her bidding, there

passed smiling looks of joyful weariness between Radha and

Madhava/ Umapatidhara,^ whom Jayadeva records as skilled

in the use of lecondite language, an assertion abundantly estab-

lished by the array of rare words or meanings found in a Pra-

9asti of his which has come down to us, is credited with a quite

amusing picture of a bedroom scene between Krsna and his wife,

who had a good deal to complain of in his amourettes

:

nirmagnena maydmbhasi pranayatah pall samdlihgitd

kendltkam idaih tavddya kathitam Radhe mudd tdmyasi

ity utsvapnaparampardsu gayane grutvd vacah gdrngino

Rukminyd githillkriak sakapatam kanpiagrahak pdtu vah.

‘ Who has told thee this falsehood, that the moment I plunged

into the water I clipped close a maiden in love ? Thou troublest

thyself needlessly, o Radha ”
; so Rukmini heard her lord Krsna

murmur in his dream as they lay side by side, and feigned to

loosen his hold on her neck
;
be that your protection/

Of Qaraga, Jayadeva tells us that he was worthy of praise for

* See Pischel, ZH0 ff^fdkhHr des JLokstnanastna (1893). DhoPs PamnadOia^ ui

Gilndiiam maiden sends a message to Laksaxanaseoa. is based on ibe

Mtghaduta ; see ChakiaTrarti, JPASB. 1905, pp. 41-71-
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his bkili in producing extempore poetry which was hard to under-

stand {duruhadruta)} a term which will appear as the compli-

ment it was meant to be, if we remember that Sanskrit poets

were equally proud of their ability to compose on a given theme,

taking as given a verse or part of it, and of the fact that their

works were highly finished products which required for due com-

prehension and appreciation full knowledge of metre, poetics,

lexicography, and grammar. The epithet is borne out by the

verses we have, for they are frequently undeniable imitations of

others, as in the following elaboration of a simple stanza ascribed

to Amaru

:

Murdrim pagyaniydh sakhi sakalam ahgam na nayanam
krtam yac chrnvatyd Harigunagmam grotraniciiam

samam tendldpam sapadi racayantyd mukhamayam
vidhdtur naivdyaik gkatanaparipdiimadhtirimd.

‘ O friend, when 1 saw Muiarl, that my whole body did not

become one eye
j
when I heard him, that I became not a multi-

tude of ears
; when I spoke with him, that I became not one

mouth ; that indeed is but a sorry work of the creator’s devising/

Dhoyl or Dhol seems to have had the epithets Qrutadhara or

^rutidhara, perhaps ‘strong in memory^, and Kaviraja, and the

stanzas cited under these three names appear to belong to one

and the same poet. There is an amusing touch in one cited by
Rupagosvamin from Kaviraja

:

kvdnanam kva nayanam kva ndsikd: kva gruiik kva ca

gikheii degitah

tatra tatra vihitdhgulidalo : ballavtkulam anandayat prabhufy.

“‘Where is my face? Where my eye? Where my nose?
Where my ear ? Where my braid ? ” Thus bidden the lord

touched each with his flower finger, and thus he delighted the
cowherdesses/

Of many other poems mention may be made ofthe Makimnak^
stava * which is a eulogy of ^iva but which has been treated

^ Srish Chftisdm ChsUcravarti p* 7) refeis the term to
author of the JOm^haiavftH

; th^rukakn^a occurs m au epithet of VMxxmm ia the
Rukmittikttiyana {^Madras xx. 7S50).

^ Ofteo printed in India* It 1$ cited by RajA^ekhara*
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also as intended to glorify Visnu, ascribed toPuspadanta—which

may, of course, not be a true name—because the work seems to

be known to the Nydyamanjarl of Jayanta Bhatta, and therefore

must not be later than the ninth century. As curious develop-

ments—probably late— of religious fervour may be noted the

^andlkticapahcdgtkd^ fifty stanzas on the breasts of Candi, by

a certain Laksmana Acarya, and the Bhiksdianakdvya^ by
^ivadasa or Utpreksavallabha, which describes the feelings of

Apsarases when Qiva in the garb of an ascetic comes to seek

alms in Indra's heaven The author with amazing taste takes

this means of displaying his intimate acquaintance with the rules

of the Kdmasutra as to the deportment of women in love.

Some fine religious stanzas are preserved in the anthologies

:

yadi ndsmi mahdpdpt yadt ndsmi bhaydkulah

yadi nendriyasamsakias tat ko Wthak ^arane mama.

‘ I f I were not a great sinner, if I were not sore afraid, if I were

not devoted to things of sense, then what need would I have of

salvation ?
' This is ascribed to Bhatta Sunandana, else unknowm

to fame. Equally unknown is Gangadatta who writes *

abhtdhdvati mam mrtyur ayam udgurnamudgarah

hpanam pundarlkdksa raksa mdm garandgaiam.

‘ Death diaw'eth on, with weapon upraised to smite ;
o lotus-

eyed one, protect thy pitiful suppliant.’ Anonymous is a pretty

pictuie of the child god :

kardravindsna paddravindam . mukhdravinde nivegayaniam

agvatthapattrasya pute foydnam : bdlam Mttktindam satatam

smardmi

‘ With his lotus hand placing the lotus of his foot in his lotus

mouth as he lies in a cradle of A9vattha leaves, our baby

Mukunda is my thought for ever.’ A Vikramaditya is among

these poets of religion, but it is impossible to determine his iden-

tity ;
the various verses ascribed to him are hardly by one hand.®

1 Ed. KM. ix. 8off (eighty-thiee stanzas in all).

» See IOC i. 1448 f.

^ For an eloquent appreciation of the Stotras see Sivaprasad Bbattacharyya, IHQ.

340 ff*
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3. The Anthologies

Of both lyric and gnomic poets whose works are lost, we derive

knowledge from the anthologies, which have yielded many of the

citations of fine lines already made. Themselves often of com-

paratively late date, they preserve the work of much earlier poets,

though unhappily in many cases of the authors mentioned we
have no means of determining the period of their activity. Of
these anthologies the oldest apparently is that edited by Dr.

F. W. Thomas as the Kavtndravacanasamticcaya^ from a

Nepalese MS. of the twelfth century. Sections on the Buddha
and Avalokitefvara remind us of its provenance, but otherwise it

contains the same material as the other texts, verses on a wide
variety of subjects, love and other passions, the conduct of life,

practical wisdom, and moral and political maxims. None of the

poets who composed its 5^5 stanzas is later than 1000 a.d. Of
the next century (1205) is the SadiikHkarndmrta^ or Sfiktu

karndmrta^ of ^)r!dharadasa, son of Vatudasa, both servants of

Laksmanasena of Bengal, an anthology including excerpts from

446 poets, largely of course of Bengal, including Gangadhara and
five others who can be placed in the period 1050-1150. Jalhana,

son of Laksmideva, and, like his father, minister of Krsna who
ascended the throne in 1247, wrote the Subkd^iiamuktdvalt^

which has come down in a longer and a shorter recension. It is

carefully arranged according to such subjects as riches, generosity,

fate, sorrow, love, royal service, &c., and is especially valuable in

its section on poets and poetry which gives us definite informa-

tion on a number of authors.

One of the most famous anthologies is that of ^arhgadhara,
written in 1363 by the son of Damodara. It is arranged in 163
sections, and contains 4^89 stanzas, including some by the author
himself but of no distinction. With the aid of the farngadkara^
paddhati^ Vallabhadeva perhaps in the fifteenth century put

1 BI. Z913.

* BI 1912 ff * Anfrecht, ZDMG. xxxvi. 361 ff.

s Bhandarkar, 1 S87-91, pp. j4iv. Accor^iiig to M(idras xx. 81 14 it

was written for Jalha in 1357 by Vaidya BbSnn Pan^ita.
* Ed F. Peterson, BSS. 37, r888 ; cf. Anfrecht, Z0MO. xxv. 453 fF. j xxvH. i ff.
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together the Subkdsitavali^ in 101 sections, giving 3527 stanzas

of over 350 poets ;
the name occurs of Vallabhadeva among the

poets, but it is not clear virhether he claims the verses as his own or

merely cites an earlier work. Of the fifteenth century is Qrivara*s

Subhdnidvall^ \
Qiivara was son or pupil of Jonaraja, who was

a commentator and also continued Kalhana’s Rdjatarahginl, and

he cites from more than 380 poets. As we have seen, Rupago-
svamin^s Padydvall ® contains verses in honour of Krsna, some of

considerable merit, from a wide range of authors. Of other

anthologies, small and great, many exist in manuscript or in

editions.'^

4. Prakrit Lyrics

Contemporaneously with the progress of the Sanskrit lyric,

there was proceeding the development of a lyric in Prakrit, which

later passed into Apabhran^a probably as a result ofthe achieve-

ments of the Abhiras and the Gurjaras who, though known
earlier, flooded India about the time of the Huna invasions and,

unlike the Hunas, settled down and definitely affected the culture

of the countiy. The two streams of lyric cannot have existed

without coming into contact, but there is singularly little sign of

serious influence on either side in the early period of the develop-

ment. Prakrit lyric as we have it in the Saiiasal ^ otHzlo. comes

before us with a definite character of its own which is not repro-

duced in Sanskrit, though Govardhana m his Sapta^atl deliber-

ately attempts to imitate it.

Of the date of Hala it is impossible to be certain. The
mechanical method ® of assuming that he is to be looked for in

the list of Satavahana kings and placing him in the first or

second century A.B., because he ought to come about the middle

1 Ed. P Peterson and Durgaprasada, BSS. 1886 j cf lA. xv. 340 ff.
j
IS.xvl 209 f.;

xvii. 168 fF. Another work of aaa or so stanaias by Snmati is described in IOC. 1.

1653
» Peterson, OC. VI, m. li. 339.
3 IOC. 1. i534fF* {c 387 stanzas).

^ Sa^yana wrote a Subhasitasuihafddhi {Madras xx. 8103 ft,) ; Vedanta-

defika a SahhdsUantvi^ KM. vm. 151 ff.

* Ed. and trans. A. Weber, AKM. v (1870) and vii (1881) , IS. xvt; with Ganga-

dhara^s comm., KM. 21, 18S9. The ascription of verses in the commentators varies

greatly and is probably worthless. Cf. Winternits, GIL. iit 97 ff.

« Cf. EHI. p. 230; EL xii. 320. We find m }mrd {435) and afk^armPara (2^1)

knowledge of Greek astrology*
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of the list, and the dynasty exter ied on one view from r. 240 or

230B.C. to A.D. 2^25, is clearly fallacious. What is much more impor-

tant Is that, to judge from the evidence of the Prakrits of A^va-

ghosa and the inscriptions, the weakening of consonants which is

the dominant feature of Maharastrl cannot have set in as we find it

in Hala until about A.D. aoo. This make it likely that the poetry

was produced in the period from A.D. 200 to 450,^ though we have

no assurance of the date. Moreover, only 430 stanzas have a place

in all the recensions, so that we must admit that there has been

extensive interpolation. It is possible, even probable, that in its

origin the Sattasai was no mere anthology, but a careful collec-

tion of verses largely his own or refashioned by himself—much

as Burns refashioned some of his material—on the basis of older

verses, and that in course of time by interpolation and change

the collection lost much of its individuality. Even as it is, it

has a spirit of closeness to life and common realities which is

hardly to be seen in Sanskrit poetry. This may be a charac-

teristic of the Maharlstra people who even to-day have a certain

homeliness and rough good sense. But it must not be supposed

that the Sattasai is folk-poetry ;
the dialect is artificial, more so

in some ways than Sanskrit, but it is the work of a poet or poets

who wished really to express the feelings, as well as describe the

externals, of the people of the land, the cowherds and cow-

herdesses, the girl who tends the garden or grinds corn at the

mill, the hunter, the handworker. The prevailing tone is gentle

and pleasing, simple loves set among simple scenes, fostered by

the seasons, for even winter brings lovers closer together, just as

a rain-storm drives them to shelter with each other. The maiden

begs the moon to touch her with the rays which have touched her

beloved ; she begs night to stay for ever, since the morn is to see

her beloved’s departure. The lover in turn bids the thunder and

lightning do their worst on him, if they but spare her whom he

loves. The tenderness of the poet shows itself when he tells how
a wife, rejoicing at her husband’s return, yet hesitates to don

festal array lest she embitter the grief of her poor neighbour,

whose husband yet delays his home-coming. The note of pathos

is not absent ; when of two who have long shared joy and sorrow

^ Cf. Lasers, Bruchstucke buddk p. 64 ;
Jacobi, Ausg. Endklungm in

MMdrdskfrt, pp. xlv ff.
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together one dies, he alone is really alive, it is the othei who
dies ;

there is a distant parallel, not borrowing, in Bhavabhuti*s

line, * He is not dead of whom a beloved thinks/ But absence

may be a joy where the heart is false
; the faithless one bemoans

her unprotected state, and begs her friend to come to her home,

merely to secuie her safety, Men entendtt.

The varied forms of Indian love are brilliantly portrayed : from

the real devotion when each looks into the other’s eyes, and the

twain are made one for the moment, to the domestic joys of

wedded life, as when mama laughs as the little boy crawls on his

father’s back, when he lies at her feet in penitence for some fault,

or when she shows the delighted papa the first tooth of their

darling. The biting and scratching of Indian love are frankly

depicted as well as the beauties of the maidens whose swelling

bosoms are compared with the moon breaking through the cloud.

Much is from the life of the village, but we hear also of the

demi-monde of the towns, whose presence Pischel found in the

^gveda and which certainly has marked Indian literature ever

since the Vedic age.

Pictui'es of nature, sometimes as influenced by love, sometimes

independently, are frequent and charming, echoing some of the

thoughts of the Tkerigdthas in which Buddhist nuns express their

close observation of nature. Autumn, the rainy season, summer,

and spring all evoke effective sketches
;
bees hover over flowers,

the peacock and the crows enjoy the pelting rain, the female

antelope seeks longingly her mate, male and female ape lend

comedy. Gnomic sayings are not rare, and often very pithy ; a

miser’s money is as useful to him as his shadow to a traveller

;

only the deaf and the blind have a good time in the world, for the

former do not hear harsh words, the latter do not see hateful

faces. Other elements in the collection are fragments, dramatic

or epic, or episodes of the folk-tale, as when we hear of a lady in

captivity awaiting a rescuer, or women captured by robbers, or a

naughty wife who pretends to be bitten by a scorpion in order to

go to the house of the doctor who loves her. How far back go

these fragments we do not know ;
our lower date for Hala is

purely speculative, though Bana knew his collection, and even

then we have no security for the existence even in Bana’s time

of any particular part.

S149 Q
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A later Prakrit anthology is the Vajjahgga ^ of Jayavallabha,

a ^vetambara Jain, of uncertain date, who deliberately collects

matter to illustrate the three ends of man, conduct, practical

wisdom, and love
;
to the latter topic falls two-thirds of the

whole. The stanzas are in Arya metre, and the Maharastrl shows

signs of influence by Apabhranfa. Apabhranfa lyric stanzas are

given in some numbers by Hemacandra ^ to illustrate the type of

Prakrit which he styles Apabhranga. They are of much the

same ^aracter as those of Hala. A damsel begs that her love

be brought lo her
; a fire may bum down the house, but still

men must have a fire. Another rejoices that her lover has fallen

bravely in the field ;
hers had been the shame, had he returned

dishonoured. The respect for a mother is prettily inculcated by

the words of Vyasa and the great sages who equate falling at

the mother’s feet in humble devotion with the act of bathing in the

sacred waters of the Ganges.

J
J. Laber, Uber das Vajjdlaggam (1913) ; Jacobi, Bhavisattakaha^ p. 61. It is

being edited m BI.

2 Piscbel, AGGW. v. 4 (1902).



X

GNOMIC AND DIDACTIC POETRY

I. Gfiomic Poetry

I
NDIA has always delighted in the expression in verse of
pithy obseivations on life and morals We find the begin-

nings of such poetry in the Rgveda, moral stanzas are pre-

served incidentally in surprising number in an episode of the

Aitareya Brdhmana, such verses appear in the Upanisads and
the Sutras, while the Mahdbhdrata is only too rich both in

gnomai and in didactic matter; philosophy, morals, practical

advice for life, and rules of polity in the widest sense of that term,

including the conduct of war, are flung at the reader in undigested

masses. There is evidence from Patanjali that he knew such

a literature, and in the Dhammapada of the Pali canon we have

the finest collection of sententtae known in India.

These maxims were not, of course, popular in the full sense of

that term
;
they are not to be compared to proverbs racy of the

soil preserved in their piimitive form
; they are, as in the maxims

of Phokylides in Greece, the turning of the raw material by poets

into finished products, and the perfection of their finish varies

greatly. Some of them, doubtless, first became current in litera-

ture through having been composed oi adopted by writers of the

fable literature, others merely passed current from mouth to

mouth until efforts were made by compilers to collect such

popular currency. We need not doubt that the collectoi became
normally an inventor at the same time. We can, indeed, hardly

imagine that It would be otherwise; that would assuredly be

a more than normally stupid person who could not on the

models he had devise a fresh series of maxims, or at least

remould the old. We see, in fact, the process at work in the

case of the collections ^ which pass under a variety of names such

* O. Kressler, Stimmen indtscher Lebenskiugheti (1907). There aie Tibetan (SBA.

1895, p. 275) and Arabic versions (Zachanae, WZKM. xxviii. 182 ff.)
, for Gaiaaos’

source see Bolling, JAOS. xli. 49 IF

Qa
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as Rajanliisanmccaya, Canakyanlti, CanakyarSjamtt, Vrddha-

Canakya, Laghu-Canakya, and so on. The number of

is extremely large-seventeen have been distinguished and doubt-

less there are more, for often each manuscript shows distinct

variations from any other; the compilers were eclectic, they had

many sources open, and it is now quite impossible to determine

anything like the original shape of the collection. That it was

composed by Canakya, the minister of Candragupta, is absurd

,

it is perfectly clear that it was passed off under his name because

he was famous. We do not even know whether the first stanza

in some recensions which promises a treatise on Rajanlti, the

conduct of princes, can be taken as indicating that originally the

collection dealt with that subject alone. At any rate the nuinber

of verses which can be assigned to that topic in extant recensions

is negligible, and it seems much more likely that the stanza^ is

the product of the imagination of some one who wished to give

the collection a closer appearance of connexion with the minister.

The book in its various forms varies enormously ;
thus one

recension has 340 stanzas in seventeen chapters of equal length

;

another by Bhojaraja, preserved in a manuscript in ^arada

characters, has 576 verses in eight chapters. Its contents dea

with general rules for the conduct of life, for intercourse among

men, general reflections on richness and poverty, on fate and

human effort, on a variety of ethical and religious topics. In the

main the stanzas are not connected by any bond of thought, but

there are exceptions. Here and there verses are clearly meant

to be antithetical. In one passage we find a continuation of the

habit, seen in full development in such works as the Pah Anguttara

Nikaya and the Jain Sthananga,\Xi use numerical formulae to fix

matters in the memory. Here the wise man is bidden to learn

one thing from the lion, one from the heron, four from the cock,

five from the crow, six fiom the dog, and three from the ass, n

another group of seven verses the different kinds of Brahmin are

expounded, the holy seer, the normal Brahmin, the Vai^ya, w o

lives by trade or agriculture, the Qudra who sells tnter aha

and drink, the cat who is treacherous, the barbarian who is

destructive, and the Candala who is a thief and adulterer. There

are certain quite common mannerisms in the collection such as

the Insistence on the use of numbers to give the total of groups
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sometimes of homogeneous, but also often of quite disparate

things, as when one is warned not to abide in a place where there

is not a king, a rich man, a learned man, a river, and a doctor.

So we have a list of six bad things

:

guskam mdhsam strtyo vrddhd bdldrkas iarunaju dadki
prabhdte maithtmam mdrd sadyah prdttahardm sai.

‘ Dry meat, old women, the young sun, milk just soured, dalliance

and slumber in the morning, are the six things that take away
life.* A very common device is the repetition of the main word
in a series of definitions, as in

:

sd bhdryd yd ^ucir daksd sd bkdryd yd patwraid
sd bhdryd yd patipritd sd bhdryd scttyavddtnl,

* A true wife she who is pure and clever, a true wife she who is

faithful to her spouse, a true wife she whom her husband adores,

a true wife she who never tells a lie.’

satyeiza dharyate prthvl satyena iapyaie ravih

satyena vdti vdyuf ca sarvam satye pratisthiiam.

* By truth the earth is supported, by truth the sun gives heat, by
truth blows the wind, on truth all is established.* Even numerical

enumerations may have point

:

sakrj jalpanii rdjdnah sakrj jalpanti panditdh

sakrt kanyd pradiyaie trlny etdni sakrt sakrL

‘ But once do kings give orders, but once speak the wise, but

once is given a maiden in marriage
; all these three things are

done but once.* The force of example is extolled in one of the

few political maxims

:

rdjm dkarmini dharmisthdh pdpe pdpdh same samdh
rdjdnam anuvartante yathd rdjd tathd prajdh

‘ When the king walks righteously, most righteous are the people,

if he be evil, evil they also, if mediocre, the same with them ;

as the king, so the people.* Another maxim emphasizes the

advantages of noble character

:

etadartha7n kullndndm nrpdh kurvanti samgraham
ddimadhydvasdnesu na tyajanii ca te nrpam^
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‘For this reason do kings gather to themselves men of high

mind, that neither at the start, the crisis, nor the finish may they

play them false/ A careful structure and a deliberate attempt

at rhetorical effect may be seen in the following

;

hurdjarajyena kutah prajdsukham: kunniramitrena kuio *sii

nirvrtik

kuddraddre ca kuio grhe ratih : kupsyam adhydpayaiah kuio

yofah ^

‘ Whence can happiness come to the people through the reign of

an evil king? What lelaxation is there in friendship with an

evil friend ? What happiness in the home where the wife is a bad

wife ? What fame in instructing a bad pupil ?
’

The pedestrian character of the topics is alleviated by the use

of metaphors and similes from the life of nature

;

ekendpi supuirena vidydyukiena sddkund

akldditam kulam sarvam yathd ca7tdrena garvan.

* One noble son, good and wise, illuminates the whole of his kin,

as the moon the night/

satsangdd hhavati hi sddhuid khaldndiht sadhunam na ca kha^

lasamgamdt khalatvam

dmodam kusumabhavam mrd eva dkatie: mrdgandhaik na ca

ktisumdni dhdrayantu

‘ From association with the good fools become noble, but from

association with fools noble men remain pure
;
the earthen vase

draws to itself the odour of. the flowers therein, but the flowers

absorb none of the scent of the vase/

ndtyaniasaralair bhdvyath gaivd pagya vanasihallm

chidyante saralds taira ktibjds tistkanii pddapd^.

‘Be not too upiight; read the parable of the wood; the erect

trees are those that are felled, the crooked are left standing/

A better moral than this is taught

:

varam prdnapariiydgo na mdnapartkhandanam

prdnatydgah ksanam caiva mdnabkahgo dine dim*

‘ Better death than dishonour ; dying lasts but a moment, dishonour
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endures for ever/ Fatalism is similarly matched with the

exaltation of asceticism

:

tadrgl jdyate buddkir vyavasdyo "pi tddrgah

sahdyas tddrga eva yddrgl bhavitavyatd.

‘ Man’s thought, man’s resolve, man’s companions, all are such as

fate decides.’ But

:

yad duram yad durdrddkyam yac cddure vyavastkitam

tat sarvam tapasd sddhyafh tapo hi duratikramam.

‘What is afar, what is hard to attain, what is placed near at

hand, all that can be accomplished by asceticism
;
asceticism is

hard to overcome ’ Women are unpopula*-

:

anriam sdhasam mdyd murkkaivam atilobhatd

agaucatvam nirdayatvam strlndm dosdk svabkdvajdh.

‘Untruth, haste, cunning, folly, greed, impurity, pitilessness,

these are woman’s innate faults.’ A parable recommends the

advantages of appearances

:

nirvisendpi sarpena kartavyd makati phand

visam astu na vdpy astu khatdtopo bhayaihkarah.

‘ If a serpent have no poison yet should he swell out his hood

;

be poison there or be it not, the expansion of the hood is

terrifying.’

The Qloka is the prevailing metre, but there occur stanzas in

other metres, especially in Bhojaraja’s recension which has many

in Indravajra, Vah9astha, Vasantatilaka, and Qardulavikridita.

Other minor collections of gnomic stanzas are attributed to

Vararuci—which of the many is meant is quite unknown, to

Ghatakarpara, and to Vetala Bhatta, under the styles of Ntttratna,

NUisdra^ and NUipradtpa \ they contain some excellent stanzas,

but their date is quite uncertain. Of far greater importance is

the NUigataka of Bhartrhari, which has already been noticed.

Under the avaricious Qahkaravarman (883-902) ofKashmir wrote

Bhallata, who suffered severely from the failure of the king to

reward poets. His pataka ^ is carefully elaborated and in varied

metres, and it is clear that it is not wholly original ;
at least one

^ Ed. JCM. hr. 140C C£ Kallmna, t. 204.
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Stanza of Anandavaidhana, his earlier contemporary, is included

in it.^ Bhallata wrote also a good deal of other poetry, to judge

from citations in the anthologies, which include many well-turned

verses. His style is usually fairly simple

:

chtdrani bhuydhsi kantaka bahavo bahih

kaikath kamalandthasya md bhuvan bhahgiird gimdh f

* Many a thorn without, many a space within ; ’twere a marvel if

the merits of the lotus stem were not frail* Another allegory is

one of the dust

:

ye jdiyd laghavah sadaiva ganandih ydid na ye kutra cit

padbkydm eva vtmarditdk pratidinam bhuman nillndg dram
uiksiptd^ capaldgayena martUd pagydntarikse sakhe

tungdndm upari sthiiim ksztzbkrtdm kurvaniy ami pdnsavak.

‘ The dust, light by nature, is deemed nought, day by day it is

trampled beneath our feet and trodden into the ground
; but see,

dear friend, the fickle wind has tossed it high, and it settles now

on the summit of the lofty mountains/

Less original is the work of another Kashmirian poet, a certain

Qilhana,^ who may also have worked in Bengal It is clear that

he was an admirer of Bhartrhari; he borrows from him, and

when he does not reproduce he alters, partly, no doubt, in order

to adapt the standpoint of an earnest Vaisnava to that of a Qaiva

like Bhartrhari
;
one stanza is borrowed from the Ndgdnanda of

Harsa. <Jilhana is essentially bent on glorifying by his compila-

tion, to which he doubtless added original matter of his own, the

merits of asceticism, and there is much in him that is common to

all three great religions, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism. It

would be difficult to assert that he is a great poet
;
his matter is

moie interesting than his manner, which is competent but hardly

more than that. His date is uncertain, but before the Sadukti-

karndmrta in which he is cited. Pischel has not un-

naturally seen in him a mistake for Bilhana, and one of Bilhana's

verses Is actually found, at least in some manuscripts of the

Qataka. Nor can the suggestion be positively disproved ; it is

true that Bilhana is not usually a compiler, but that is not to say

^ ZDMG. hu 405.
* Ed, K. ScbtQwfeld, Leipzig, 19x0. See Keith, JRAS. 191 x, pp. 2576*.
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that he did not become one in old age ; he owned wealth, as the

Vtkramdhkadevacarita proves, and his eroticism is established

by the Caurastiratapancdgtkd ;
but we know from his epic that

he grew weary of the world in old age, and that he passes over

his erotic poem in silence, so that we might easily believe that

he renounced wealth and love and sought the delights of solitude

and devotion to God. But in the absence of any old tradition

we cannot press Pischefs suggestion.

The following stanzas illustrate well the minor key of ^ilhana^s

art:

tvdm udara sadku manye gdkatr apt yad asi labdkaparitosam

hatahrdayaih hy adhikddhikavdnchdgatadurbharani na ptmah.

‘ Thee, O belly, I deem wise, since thou art satisfied with mere

vegetables
;
but quite other is my view of the accursed heart

which is ever more difficult to satiate because of its hundreds of

wishes.’

dadhati tdvad amt visaydh sukhaih: spkuratu ydvad iyani hrdi

mudkatd

manasi tativaviddm iu vivecake: kva visaydh kva sukhatk kva

parigrakak ?

‘ Things of sense delight us here so long only as folly reigns in

our hearts
;

in the mind of those who know the truth objects,

delight, and acquisition thereof are nothii^.’

vdso valkalam dstaram kisalaydny okas iarundm talam

mtildni ksataye ksudkdm girinaddioyam trsndcdntaye

krt4d mugdhamrgair vaydhsi stihrdo naktam pradlpah goft

svddklm vibhave tathdpi krpand ydcania ity adbhutam*

‘ Bark for a garment, twigs for a bed, the foot of a tree for

a house, roots to banish hunger, water from mountain streams to

quench thirst, sport with the loving gazelles, the birds as friends^

the moon as a lamp by night : with such riches at their pleasure,

strange that the poor should beg.’

Other works are of less interest
;
^ambhu wrote under Harsa

of Kashmir (1089-1101) an Anyoktimtiktdlatd^aiaka^ in 108

elaborate stanzas, of no special merit. His Rdgendrakarnapura^

»Ed.KM.u22if,i Ed. KM. iL 61 fF.
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a eulogy of Harsa, is cited by Vallabhadeva freely, not his pataka.

The Drstdnta^ataka ^ of Kusumadeva is probably late, though it

is cited by Vallabhadeva : it illustrates each maxim by an example,

whence its name, and is simple and unpretentious

:

uitamah klegaviksobham ksamah sodhum na hltarah

manir eva mahdfdnagharsanam na tu mrtkanak.

‘ Only the noble can bear the pangs of sorrow
;
the jewel resists

the pressure of the grindstone, not the lime.*

Igvardh pifundn cha^vad dvisantlti kim adbhuiam

prdyo nidkaya evdhtn dvijihvd^t dadhatetardm*

‘ What wonder if the rich ever hate false men ? Treasures ever

conceal two-headed snakes.* The verbal form in the comparative

is a frequent feature in this poetry.

dhanam apt paradattam duhkham aucityabhdjdm

bhavati hrdi tad evdnandakdritaresdm

Malayajarasabindur bddhate neiram antar

janayati ca sa evdhlddam anyatra gdtre,

‘ If given by another even wealth is a sorrow to the noble
;

it is

others whose hearts it delights
; the water drops from the Malaya

wind trouble the eye, though they give pleasure to the rest of

the body.*

Still later probably are the Bhdvofataka ^ of Nagaraja of the

Taka family, or of Bhava, his prot6g6, and the Upadegofataka ®

of Gumani, as well as many other works. In the seventeenth

century the great authority on poetics, Jagannatha, wrote his

Bkaminlvildsa^ admirable in many respects both as an erotic

poem, an elegy, and a store of gnomic sayings, but this poetry is

well beyond the limits here set.

The anthologies, which are our sources of so many lyric

stanzas, are equally rich in gnomic matter, sometimes of great

beauty, and there are a number of brief poems which may best be
reckoned as gnomic. The most famous is the Cdtakdstaka ^ of

uncertain date ; the bird will drink only the water of the clouds,

and thus is a symbol of hauteur’^

» Ed. Haeberlia, 217 2 Ed. KM. iv. 57.
» Ed. KM. li. »i ff., 6 Ed. Haeberlia, ^37 ff.

* Ed. Bergai^e, Fans, iS7a.
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eka eva khage mdnl va7ie vasati cdtakah

pipdsito vd mriyate ydcate vd ptirandaram,

‘ No peer is theie in pnde for the Cataka among the wood-

dwellers ;
athirst he dies or makes supplication to Indra alone.'

To an unknown Bhatta tJrvIdhaia are asciibed some verses full

of rough good sense

:

midhutapravistasya drstasya kruddhacaksusa

svayam evopavistasya varam fnrtynr na bkojanam.

‘Bettei death than feeding an uninvited guest who calmly sits

down, though you glare angrily at him.'

d saptater yasya vivdhapahktir : vicchtdyaie 7iunam apandiio *sau

jlvanti tdh karta?iakutiandbhydm
:
gobhyah kim uksd yavasam

daddti ^

‘ He is a fool who goes not on marrying until seventy
,
his wives

can live by spinning and pounding ;
does the bull provide fodder

for the cows ?
' Very different is the exquisite simile which justifies

pity for the worthless

:

nirgunesv api sattvesu ddydik kurvmiti sadkavah

na hi samharate jyotsndm candrag canddlavegmanu

' The noble show compassion even to the worthless ; the moon

doth not withhold her light even from the Candala's abode.’ The

immutability of facts is proved in the Nitiratna :

manir luthaii padagre kacah girasi dhdryaie

yathaivdsie tatkaivdstdm kaco kaco manir vianiJu

‘ A jewel rolls before our feet, glass is placed on the head
;
let

them be as they are, a jew^el remains a jewel, and glass glass/

Royal service is exposed :

rdjasevd manusydndm asidhdrdvalehanam

pancdnanapartsvanjo vydlivadanacumbanam,

* For a man to serve a king is as wise as to lick the edge of

a sword, embrace a lion, and kiss the mouth of a serpent/ The

evils of overcrowding are not modern alone, as Vainateya shows

in a humorous stanza

:

tasminn eva grkodare rasavait tatraiva sd kandanl

tatrapaskarandni tatra gigavas iatraiva vdsah svayam
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sarvain sodhavato ^pi duksthagrhinah kirn brumahe tarn dagam

adya gvo janayisyamdnagrktnl tatraiva yai kimthatu

‘Within the house is the kitchen, theie the mortar, there too the

crockery, there the children, there his own study. He has put

up with all that, but what can we say of the condition of the

wretched householder when his wife who to-day or to-morrow

will present him with a new addition to his family must spend

there her time of labour?

'

2. Didactic Poetry

There is, of course, no clear line of demarcation between

gnomic and didactic verse
;
the easiest mode of distinction rests

on the extent and degree of unity of conception, and that permits

of indefinite variety. Of early work of the pronounced didactic

type very little has come down to us
;
^antideva’s Bodhicaryava-

idra is the most distinguished effort known to us to adapt the

elegances of Sanskrit poetry to the exposition of a complex

philosophical and moral theme. Some of the poems ascribed to

Qankara may be reckoned as sufficiently elaborate to be styled

didactic tracts, for example, the faiaglokl^ which in loi Srag-

dhara verses sets out with some wealth of imagery the principles

of the Vedanta ; the Mohamtidgara? on the other hand, by the

fire of its manner and the elaborate riming it affects is more lyric

than didactic; much of it features as the Dvddofapanjarikd-

siotra. Some poetic merit attaches to the ^rngarajitananirnaya^

which in a form not common in Sanskrit gives a contest between

the claims of love and of knowledge in thirty-two stanzas, the

claims of love being espoused by Rambha, those of philosophy

by Quka. The author and date are alike unknown, but the latter

is hardly early.

A more interesting and quite definitely datable work is the

early treatise on Indian pornography, the KuUantmaia^ advice

of a hetaira, of Damodaragupta, minister of Jayapida of Kashmir
(779^813). The book shows a young girl how to win gold for

herself by the use of all the arts of flattery and feigned love, while

1 Ed. Select Wcrks ofSrUanHrackmya^ pp. 85 ff,

^ Ed. Haebcrlm, ^65 ff,

5 Ed. J. M. Grandjeao, AMG x.477 If.

< Ed. KM. m. 32 if.
; J. J. Meyer, AUmd. Schehamhitcher^ h
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preserving throughout a mere desiie for wealth. Kalhana men-
tions him as a poet, and Mammata and Ruyyaka cite verses from

him, as do the anthologies, showing that his work won consider-

able fame. From the point of view of literary history, it has the

inteiest that it depicts a representation of Harsa’s RatndvaU in

an effective and realistic manner. The author s style is simple

but not inelegant ; it begins :

sajayait samkalpahhavo Ratimukhacatapatirammbanabhramarah

yasydnurakialalandnaya^idniavtlokitam vasaith.

‘ Victorious is he, the mind-born god, the bee who kisses the

hundred petals of Ratios face, whose abode is the glance shot

from the corner of the eye of amorous maidens.* There is both

wit and humour, despite their coarseness, in some of his stanzas

:

^rnu sakht hauiukain ekam grdmyetm kukaminayad adyakrtam

suraias74kkamllitdksl mrteti bhltena muktdsmi,

* Let me tell you, friend, of a singular thing a boorish fellow of

a lover did to me to-day ; I had closed my eyes in the ecstacy of

the moment, when thinking me dead he took fright and let go

of me.*

amdagdhah gramakathino dtirlabhayosid ytwd viprah

apamriynr apakrdntak kdmivydjefta me rdtrazi.

‘ Death untimely, in the shape of an uncultivated fellow, rough

with his work, who can’t easily get women for all his youth,

a Brahmin at that, departed from me at night in the guise of

a lover.*

paryankah svdstaranah paiir anukulo manoharam sadanam

ndrhati laksdngam api tvaritaksanacauryasuratasya.

‘ A couch with a fair coverlet, a loving spouse, a pleasant seat, all

these are not worth a ten-thousandth part of the secret union

w^hich takes place in a hurried moment.* With modem examples

before us, it is not surprising to find that Damodaragupta has

lavished on this work the resources acquired by a prolonged

study of the Kdmasutra^ the text-books on poetics, and the

Ie:!^i<5ons.

Doubtless inspired in some degree by his predecessor, Ksemen-
Iexi<5b
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dra, the polymath of Kashmir, wrote his Samayamatrkd} which

perhaps means * mother by convention alluding to the fact that

the hetaira-to-be is introduced by a barber as the regular go-

between to an ancient expert, Kalavati, to be instructed in her

exacting profession. The old lady, though owl-faced, crow-

necked, and cat-eyed, through the passage of time since she was

an expert, proves a witty instructress, and with her skilled aid

the young aspirant ends by cheating a young fool and his stupid

paient. Another of Ksemendra*s numerous writings is the

Kaldmldsa ® which in ten sections discourses of the various occu-

pations and follies of mankind. The hero of the book is the

famous Muladeva,® the personification of all trickery, who con-

sents to educate in his own trade the young Candragupta whom
his father entrusts to his care. We learn from him of the great

spirit of cheating, Dambha, which has descended to earth and

reigns among ascetics, doctors, lackeys, singers, goldsmiths, mer-

chants, actors, and indeed all others
;

it has spread even to the

world of beasts—witness the crane who parades himselfas a peni-

tent to snare the unwary fish, and is known even in the vegetable

world—^the trees wear bark garments just like ascetics. There is

in certain respects a curious modernity in Ksemendra’s pictures

;

he knew wandering singeis and bards who went about, gipsy-

like, with pots and carts, wearing their hair long, rich in children,

winning many gifts by flattery and wasting by mid-day what they

had received in the morning. More medieval is the complaint

made of the goldsmith with his tricks to cheat those who put

work in his hands. But we are back to modernity when we find

that the doctor, who has quack medicines and who has killed

many a patient, is at last voted a great success and cuts a splendid

figure ; that the astrologer, with all his hocus-pocus and his readi-

ness to predict what his clients wish to hear, does not even know
what his wife is doing behind his back ; and that the seller of

patent remedies, whose head is as bald as a copper kettle, is yet

prepared to guarantee an infallible cure for baldness and finds

purchasers. The Darpadalana}^ in seven sections, is intended to

1 Ed. KH. 10, 1888. ’ ^

2 Ed. KM. 1. 34 C Cf. WZKM. xxvili. 406C
» Bloomfield, PAPS. lii. no, 212; Pavolmi, GSAI. bu 175.
^ Ed. KM. VL

; tis. ZDMG. Ixix. i
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show the folly of pride whether it be based on noble birth, wealth,

knowledge, beauty, courage, generosity, or asceticism. The form

is not uninteresting
;
each section begins with some gnomic sen-

tences, and then follows a tale in which the leadii^ character

delivers himself of a long speech which in effect is a continuation

of the maxims. The Buddha appears in this role in ii, ^iva in vii,

where he denounces some ascetics as not worth saving, since their

passions cling to them still. The Sevyasevakopadega^ in sixty-one

stanzas is a little text of advice regarding servants and their

masters, the Caturvargasamgraha describes the four ends of life,

morality, practical life, love, and release, characteristically with

more effort in the case of love than in those of the others. The

Cdrucarydgataka ^ is a century of verses laying down the rules of

good behaviour, illustrating them by references to myths and

tales. The work has a certain interest, because it was used by

and doubtless influenced the writing of the Nitimanjarz^ of Dya
Dviveda (1494), which illustrates some aoo verses of maxims by

tales culled from Sayana’s commentary on the Rgveda^ Probably

due to Ksemendra's influence is also the Mugdhopadega * of Jal-

hana, a warning in sixty-six stanzas against the wiles of hetairai.

Ksemendra can write a fairly simple style, which appears to the

best advantage in his reflections on the world and on morals, nor

must we for a moment suggest that his remarks on erotics are of

the character ofpornography ; he unquestionably had throughout

his work a moral aim, however little we may care for his mode

of treating difflcult issues. Some of the Kaldvildsa stanzas are

quite pretty

:

atha patbikavadhudahanak ganakair udabhun nigdkaralokah

kumudaprabodhaduto vyasanagtirug cakravdklndm.

* Then slow uprose the shimmering moon, tormenting the wives of

those afar, portending the awakening of the night-lotuses, and

causing the female Cakravaka birds the grief of loss of their

spouses.’

anangendbaldsahgdjjttd yena jagattrayl

sa citrctcaritah kdntah sarvakdntaprado *siu vah*

I

1 Ed. KM.il. 796:
» Keith, JRAS. 1900, pp. 127 ff.,

» Ed.KM. ii. I28ff.

< Ed. KM. -viii. 125 ff-
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‘ May Love who, though bodiless, with women only to aid him

conqueied the three worlds, bestow on you, wonder-worker, all

that you love.*

ortho fiama jananain jlvitam akhtlah kriyakalapa^ ca

tarn ca haraniy atidhurtdf chagalagald gdyand loke>

tamasi vardkag cauro hdhdkdrena ydti samtrastah

gdyanacaurak kapaU hdhd krtvd nayati laksam,

* Gold is the life and all the business of life for men, yet in this

world our singers with their goat-like bleats are clever enough to

steal it away , when the wretched thief in the night hears the

shout “ Oh, Oh,** he takes to his heels in panic, but the cunning

thief of a singer gets a lakh of coins when his audience shouts

“ Oh, Oh The term hdhd expresses joy as well as fright. The

denunciation of the goldsmith is quite effective

:

Meruh sthito Hidure manusyahhumim parityajya

bhlto hhayena caurydc catirdndni hefnakdrdndm.

iasmdn mahlpatlndm asambhave cauradasyfindm

ekah suvarnakdro nigrdkyak sarvathd nityam*

‘ Why does mount Meru keep so far away from our earth ? It is

in fear of being stolen by our thieves of goldsmiths. Therefore

kings, when robbers and thieves are scarce, should suppress by all

means in their power the goldsmith.*
^

Half a century younger than Ksemendra was Amitagati whose

Subhd^itoratnasamdoha, ‘ Collection of JewelsofHappy Sayings/^

was written in 994 and his Dharmaparlksd twenty years later.

The former work in thiity-two chapters, usually written in one

and the same metre, touches on the various aspects of Jain ethics,

with an obvious polemical attitude towards Brahmanical specula-

tions and practice. As usual, women are assailed readily (vi),

and hetair^ have a whole chapter to themselves (xxiy). The

Aptas,the perfect men of Jainism, are described in xxviii,and the

Brahmanical gods are denied the right to rank with them because

they lust after women, indulge in drink, and are devoted to the

world of sense. The assault on Brahmanism is resumed with

much legendary matter to support it in the later work. More

1 EH. KM. 8» ;
with trans. R. Sidwnidt and J. Hertel, ZDMG. lix. and Ixi ; cf.

WZKM.xvii. losff.

» K Miroaow, Bk Bkarmapartksd des (i^QS)*
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important is Hemacandra*s Yogagdstra} written in simple Qlokas,

with his own commentary in somewhat elaborate prose. The first

four chapters contain as developed in the commentary a full and

clear account of Jain philosophy, the last eight deal with the

various duties and ascetic practices of Jainism. There is, as in

Amitagati, the constant glorification of Ahinsa and depreciation

of women, and, though Hemacandra is capable of some moder-

ately good poetry it would be absurd to give the work any high

literary rank. From this point of view greater value attaches to

the little but elaborate Qrhgaravairagyatarahgifu ^ in forty-six

stanzas, denouncing the love of women, by Somaprabha (1276).

1 Ed. BI. 1907 ff. ,
i-iv, ZDMG. xxviii. 185 fF,

* Ed. KM.v. I24ff

»14f E



XI

THE DIDACTIC FABLE

I. The Origin of the Fable

WE may safely assume that from the earliest times of the

life of the Vedic Indians in India tales of all 3orts

passed current among the people, however useless it may be

to discriminate them as fairy tales, Marchen, or myths or fables

in the earlier stages of their development It was, however,

a distinct and important step when the mere story became

used for a definite purpose, and when the didactic fable became
a definite mode of inculcating useful knowledge. We do not

know at what date this took place ; we could not expect to find

fables in the Rgveda, but we have there something which reminds

us how easy it was for Indian thought to transfer to men’s neigh-

bours the habits of men. Whatever be the purpose of a famous

hymn in the Rgveda ^ in which Brahmins are compared to croak-

ing frogs as they sing at their sacrifice, it is clear that we have

a recognition of a certain kinship between men and aninials,

which comes out clearly in the Upanisads,^ where w^e have the

allegory or satire of the dogs who search out a leader to howl

food for them, the talk of two flamingoes whose remarks call

attention to Raikva, and the instruction of the young Satyakama

first by a bull, then by a flamingo, then by an aquatic bird.

Granting that we have not here the didactic fable, in which the

actions of beasts are made the means of advising men, still we can

realize how easy it was to pass to this form of instruction, and in

fact we find in the epic ® clear recognition of fables, and that not

merely in the late didactic book xii but elsewhere. Not only do
we hear of the bird that provided the equivalent of the golden

eggs, but of the naughty cat which deceived the little mice by an
appearance of virtue so that they delivered themselves into her

power, and we have a motif certainly is strongly suggestive

1 vii 103. * Ufantsadf i» la ; i ; 5

;

^ HoltzmaQQ, Das MaMbharata^ iv* 8S ff.
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ofthe material whence developed the Pancatantra. The Papdavas,
it is suggested, are to be treated as the intelligent jackal treated

his allies the tiger, the mouse, the ichneumon, and the wolf, when
he smartly cheated them out of any share in the booty he had
won with their aid. About the same time,^ as the monumental
evidence at Bharhut proves, the Buddhists were already making
another use of the common belief in the close relationship of
animals and man, now accentuated by the adoption by Hindus,
Buddhists, and Jains alike of the doctrine of transmigration into

animal as well as human forms. They chose by relating beast

stories to illustrate the deeds and greatness of the Buddha and
his contemporaries in past births.

We may confidently assume from the epic and from allusions

to proverbs in Patanjali * that the beast fable was thus current,

but we cannot say with any certainty whether fables had yet come
to be reduced to literary form of any kind. The answer may be
in the negative, for the fable as we have it in the Pahcatanira is

indeed an elaborate production despite its seeming lack of art.

It is essentially didactic, and thus must consist in part of a tale,

but in part also of a moral or maxim of practical life—^which may,
of course, not be moral in the higher sense ofthe term. The fable,

indeed, is essentially connected with the two branches of science

known by Indians as the NUigdsira and the Arthofdstra, which
have this in common as opposed to the Dharmafastra that they

are not codes of morals, but deal with man's action in practical

politics and conduct of the ordinary affairs of every-day life and
intercourse. We must not, however, exaggerate the contrast

between these ^astras, for in the Arthagastra and the Nitigastra

alike there is much common sense, and that is often in accord

with practical morality
;
at no time can we regard the didactic

fable as intended merely to extol cleverness without r^ard to

morality
;
there lingers around the work a distinct influence ofthe

Dharmagdstra^ as was only to be expected, seeing that the Panca~

temtra was Intended for the instruction of the young and the

instructors were Brahmins. But the youthful pupils were evidently

not intended to be Brahmin boys either solely or mainly ; tradi-

^ Menu Anh^ Surv. India, i (1919), 15 On the question of dates cf. R. C.

Majumdar, JPASB 1922, pp. 235 ff.

* On Panini, iu i, 3 , v, 3. 106 f.; Weber, IS. xiii. 486.
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tion enshrined in the Pancaianira itself asserts its composition

for the instruction of the sons of a prince, and with this accords

the use of Sanskrit, for at the probable time of its first produc*

tion, Sanskrit was already essentially the language of the Brahmins

and of the high official classes in the royal entourage* A work

of this sort, it is evident, was a very definite creation, something

vastly different from mere tales regarding beasts or even the

simple fable as it may have passed current orally.

The form of the fable is essentially dictated by its origin. The
story is naturally related in prose, but the moral is fixed in the

memory by being put in verse form, and it is natural that other

didactic verses should be strewn in the tales ; such an employment

of gnomic stanzas is found in the Aitareya Brahmanay The

maxim embodying the truth or point of the tale naturally stands

in a different position from the more general didactic stanza ; it

must be capable of serving as an identification label, or Katha-

saihgrahafloka, a verse that sums up the tale. It must, however,

have been natural on the basis of such stanzas to insert in the

narrative itself stanzas which are not maxims, but, like the label,

refer definitely to the tale itself, and thus we achieve the use of

Akhyana or narrative verses, but primarily at any rate as a minor

feature. It is only slowly and late that the didactic fable comes

to be written wholly or largely in verse.

Yet another peculiarity marks the form of the fable. It was

a distinctly artistic touch to complicate and enlarge the theme,

not merely by combining a number of fables to form a book, but

to interweave the fables so that the whole would become a unity.

This involved making the characters in the fables support their

maxims by allusions to other fables, which they necessarily are

asked to tell, resulting that in a fable others are normally inserted,

while the process may even be carried so far as to include in such

an inserted fable another inserted fable, ffh^? course,

nothing simple or popular in such a form ; mSeed, it is highly

inconvenient for merely practical purposes, as the thread of the

main narrative may be so interrupted as to render return to it

difficult ;
it must have been the invention of some definite person

or persons. For models we can only refer vaguely to the love of

direct speech shown in the epics where, if possible, the actor is
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made to relate his own deeds, as does Odysseus among the

Phaiacians. Nor would it be reasonable to doubt that those who
introduced these important changes into the form of the fable, as

contrasted with the simpler form we must presume it once had,

were responsible for inventing many of the fables which they telK

From the popular fable they may well have borrowed a g^od
deal in substance, but in adapting it for very definite didactic ends

they must have vitally changed it. We can support this view by
the wholesale alterations evidently made in the conception of

fables by the Buddhists in the Jataka book, '
v

In view of these facts it is clear that it is not possible to speak

of a Prakrit fable literature as being the precursor of the

tantra. We have no reason whatever to suppose that any teal

parallel to the structure of the Pancatantra ever existed, and
cannot even say that the substance of the individual tales

current among the people until much later, when the popnlar^^^'

of the Pancatantra led to the wholesale effort to appropriate

them for the humbler lanks of society much as apparently

happened in the case of Aesop’s fables. We may go furfter and

hold that the fable was far more of an independent creation in

Sanskrit than the popular tale or Mdrchen, which is free from the

didactic aim of the fable and expresses much more directly the

religious feelings of the people, their myth-making capacity, their

belief in magic in all aspects, and the native ingenuity of humble

narrators. It is in entire harmony with this obvious distiactiem

that Indian tradition is as positive regarding the Prakrit original

of the great collections of Marchen as it is silent on the existence

of any Prakrit source of the Pancatantra.

Clear distinctions in literature, as in everything else, are not

common in Sanskrit, and no terminology was invented by writem

on poetics to discriminate between the fable and the tale, thot^
as regards the tale itself some efforts were made to discriminale

the species of Katha or Akhyayika, though without succes&^

The stories in the several books of the Pancatantra are styled

Kathas, while in one version the title is Tantrakhyayika. The
terms themselves merely denote, Akhyayika, narrative, scm&-

times minor narrative, Katha, conversation, story, and it

hardly possible to discriminate them seriously Nor are in fact

1 Ct a K. De, BSCS, at soffL
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ill the Pancatantra fables, tales, and nairatives of actual or

possible human events rigidly disci iminated ; it differs from the

tales in that the fable element with its didactic stanzas decidedly

prevails over other elements, while the tale includes the fable

merely as a lesser constituent. Both profit by this absence of

rigidity, which permits either a richer content and more elaborate

development. Even so late a work as the Hitopade^a knows how
to seek variety by blending the beast fable with Marchen and

spicy narratives of human life.

2. The Reconsirtiction of the Pancatantra and its

Origin

The original of the numerous works which have come down to

us, usually under the style of Pancatantra or something equiva-

lent, is now lost. But we can unquestionably find our way back

to the substance of the original and even to a considerable measure

of its form by the examination of the chief of its representatives.^

Of these we can certainly discern four main groups. The first is

the Pahlavi version of the Pancatantra made before A.D. 570, but

now lost, which itself can be reconstructed in substance from an

Old Syrian and an Arabic version with the later texts based on

the latter. The second is a version produced in north-west India,

which was interpolated in the version of Gu^adhya’s Brhatkatha

which formed the basis of the Brhatkathdmanjarl of Ksemendra

and the Kathasaritsagara of Somadeva in the eleventh century.

The third is represented by two Kashmir versions styled Tantra-

khydyika^ and by two Jain recensions which derive their matter

from a text akin to, but not that of, the Tantrdkhdyika^ namely

the Simplicior well known through Biihler and Kielhorrfs edition

in usum tironnm^ and the text of Purnabhadra (1199), who used

also the Tanirdkhydyika and some other unknown version.

Fouithly, we have the common ancestor of the Southern Panca-

tantra, the Nepsilese Pancatantra and the popular Hitopade(a\

the latter two are derived from a version sister to the Southern

Pancatantra now lost, and the Hitopadefa is in considerable

measure derived from another source altogether.

This is the limit of our certainty. HerteFs® unrelenting and

^ See F. Edgeiion, TM Fmchatmtrm JHeconstmctifi (1^24)^
* Bffs Paikatantra (1914).
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fruitful labours led hiin to conclude that all these sources went

back to a defective original (styled by him /), but it is clear that

this is unproved. Further, he held that these four sources ought

to be reduced to two, the Tantrdkhyayika original and ‘ K the

source of the other three groups, and in part of version ^
of the Tanirdhhydytka itself This again is implausible, and

the result is important, because it follows that the occurrence of

any story in any two of the four versions is a strong reason for

assigning it to the original text, whereas on HerteFs view signifi-

cance of this kind only applies to occurrence both in the Tan-

trakhydyika and one of the ‘ K ’ version. Nor is there any

adequate ground for Hertel’s further assumption of another inter-

mediate archetype, ‘ N.-W.*, from which the Pahlavi, the Southern

Pancatantra group, and the SimpHcior are descended. Further,

the priority of recension of the Tdnirdkhydyika is implausible
;
its

omissions, which Hertel held of great importance in re-establish-

ing the original text, are frequently not a proof of fidelity to the

ultimate source, but are secondary
; the recension which makes

them good is thus as valuable, if not more so, than recension a.

Fortunately, despite these divergences of opinion, we can be

assured of the possibility of reconstructing the substance of the

original, Edgerton accepts all of the stories held original by

Hertel as genuine, and of those which he adds Hertel merely

bolds five doubtful and two certainly unoriginal. His grounds

in no case are convincing, and the disputed tales are, probably

enough, to be ascribed to the primary Pancatantra.

The name of this original was almost certainly Pancatantra^

but the sense of the term is uncertain ;
does Tanira merely mean

book, or does it indicate trick, specimen of sharp conduct, or

didactic or authoritative treatise ? Similarly, does Tantrdkkyd-

yika denote a Niti9astra in the form of tales arranged in (five)

books ; or an authoritative text-book (for policy) in the shape of

an Akhyayika; or a text-book composed of instructive or

didactic tales ? We do not know, but it is perhaps more likely

that Pancatantra meant originally five subject-matters ;
as a title,

a treatise dealing with five subject-matters. Of the state of the

original we cannot say more with certainty than that it must have

existed before the Pahlavi version was made, and probably for

some time. That it was written long after 5&00 B. c,, Hertd's
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first suggested date, is not doubted by himself; it knows the

Mahabhdraia well, and the use of dlnara^ the Latin denarius^

points definitely to a time after the Christian era, though it is

not sufiicient to assign it to the second century A. D. at earliest.^

Everything, however, suggests that it fell in the period of

the Brahmanical restoration and expansion under the Guptas

or just before their empire, with which well accords the

use of Sanskrit for the instruction of princes and the dis-

tinctly Brahmanical character of the work, even if the evidence

for the author having been a Vaisnava is inadequate. We may
reasonably accept the author as a Brahmin, but the name Visnu-

9arman given doubtless in the prototype cannot be relied on,

though it is impossible to dismiss it as certainly feigned ; the

author might very well have wished thus to secure remembrance
of his personality. If so, then some weight may attach to the

fact that Visnu5arman is described as relating the tales to the sons

of king Amara^akti of Mahilaropya or Mihilaropya in the Deccan
as a sign of southern origin

;
with this it agrees that the Tantrd-^

kkydyika with the Jain versions mentions a mount Rsyamuka,
apparently in the western Deccan. The frame story of Book v is

placed in Gauda, Bengal, but this is ofno importance, especially as

of the later versions only the Hitopadega is connected with that

land. Herters view that the work was composed in Kashmir
because neither the tiger nor the elephant plays a part in the

original, while the camel is known, is inconclusive in view of the

late origin of the work, which would render it possible for persons

in a very wide area in India to know all about the camel. The
places of pilgrimage mentioned are common-place, Puskara,

Gangadvara, Prayaga, and Varanasi, so that we must leave the

place of composition open.

3 . The S%ibject-MaUer of the Pancatantra

The reconstructed text is unquestionably a text-book for the

instruction of kings in politics and the practical conduct ofevery-

day life, but it is also a story-book, and the author was not in-

clined to cut down his stories merely to the bare minimum neces-

sary for his task of instruction. This is true to human nature,

* Keith, JRAS. 1915, pp. 504 .
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and it doubtless accounts for the insertion of stories which are

rather Marchen than fables, as the tale^ of the strand bird which
menaced the sea and the narrative in Book ii of the experiences

of the mouse, Hiranya. Nor was the intention of the author un-

moral ; he had no desire to establish the doctrine that dishonesty

was the best policy
;
his concern was to give advice of a useful

character, and it is by no means essential that such advice should

be immoral. Indeed, in one important case, the story of Evil-

wit and Honest-wit, we have a long account simply intended to

prove that honesty is the best policy, and the point is emphasized
by the fact that it is Karataka, a minister of the bull, who reproves

his colleague Damanaka and insists that he will live to repent

successful villainy. We are in fact right in the midst of the

normal Brahmanical society. The ministers of the king are nor-

mally Brahmins, Brahmins are essential for sacrifices, the Brah-

manical consecrations and sacraments are observed, at the new and
the full moon Brahmins are fed. It is quite a mistake to regard

as signs of hostility to Brahmanism such facts as allusions to the

false ascetic or the greed of the priests, a distinction which they

share with women and kings. The Brahmins were not a close

corporation, blind to defects of individual members ; they were as

ready to see the defects of one another as medieval monks. Of
Buddhist tendencies there is no trace whatever; Benfey’sview

that the original of the Pancatantra was a Buddhist book was
natural at the time when he could find parallels for the tales only

in Buddhist books whose age he over-rated, and when it was
imperfectly realized how essentially Indian in many regards

Buddhism was. We now can be certain that several of the Jataka
tales are merely derived from the original Pancatantra as in the

case of Nos. 349 and 361 which rest on the frame story of Book i of

that text. For the large and sometimes indigestible masses of

political* information regarding kings, ministers, and royal govern-

ment, the means to win allies and alienate confederations of

enemies, and to wage war, we have a parallel in the Arthagdstra

handed down under Kautilya's name ; it is quite possible that it

was actually known as we have it to the original PaScatanfra,

but that cannot be proved by internal evidence, and the utterly

uncertain date of the Arthagastra renders it out of the question

^ i. 9. Cf. St. Martin’s bird, Wcsseldd, MSnehslaUm^ 17a*
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to assert that it is older than the Pancatanira. What is clear is

that the Pancatantra derived its information from a similar

source to the Kauiillya.

The frame story of Book i is preceded by a legend of the

wickedness of the sons of king Amara9akti, who entrusts them to

Visnu5arman on his promise in six months to teach them polity.

Then we are introduced to the topic of the separation of friends,

the frame story relating how a wicked jackal brought about the

estrangement of the lion, Pingalaka, from the bull, Samjivaka,

who had been rescued by the lion and then was treated as his

dear friend, to the disgust of the jackals, Karataka and Damanaka,

the lion’s trusted ministers. By cunning the lion is made to dis-

trust the bull, and finally to slay him ; he repents when he sees

his blood-stained paws, but Damanaka consoles him and remains

his premier. The book gives ample room for political discus-

sions, but it contains also a set of interesting fables. The fate of

the ape who pulled out a wedge and was split up by it is

recounted to prove the folly of interfering with what does not

concern one. The necessity of investigating in lieu of mere look-

ing at surface appearances is shown by the tale (a) of the jackal

who learned by investigation that the drum whose sound had

terrified was merely skin with emptiness within. Then we learn

of three cases of evils brought on oneself in the tales (3 a-c) of

the foolish monk who took a thief as pupil and had his cash

stolen, of the jackal who ran in between and was killed by the

impact of two butting rams, and of the procuress who took the

place of a weaver^s wife in order to further her intrigue with a

patron, and suffered in consequence the loss of her nose. Tale 4
shows the advantage of guile over force ; the female crow to

punish the serpent who slew her offspring put the prince’s gold

chain in his hole and thus had him killed. Next we hear of the

error of over-greed, illustrated by the heron who deceived the fish

into trusting him to remove them to another lake, and so being

eaten by him, but who met hisjust fate from a wise crab. Tale 6

proves that folly leads to ruin, as the Hon was destroyed by the

clever hare who caused him to leiap into a well to attack his

counterfeit presentment in the water. The result of cleverness

inducing combined action is next illustrated by the tale of how
the retainers of a lion by offering themselves to their sick master
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as food and being refused in turn induced the foolish camel, who

was living under the lion’s protection, to do likewise, whereupon

the lion devoured him. Next comes a warning against attacking

an enemy without knowing his prowess, illustrated by Tale 9 of

the strand birds. The male bade the hen lay her eggs at the

ocean’s edge, but she derided the project, defending her thesis by

two tales (10 and ii) emboxed in Tale 9. The first explains

how the foolish tortoise lost his life by not heeding the advice of

the geese, who were carrying him on a stick held in their claws,

not to open his mouth while in the air ;
the second explains how

the fish Forethought and Ready-wit escaped the fishers but

Come-what-will was caught. The husband, however, insists on

her acting as he bids
;
the sea takes away the eggs, but the bird

successfully invokes, through Garuda, Visnu’s aid, and the ocean

on pain of an assault by fire gives back the eggs. The tale (12)

of the bird which would not take a telling, but insisted on ex-

plaining to a foolish monkey that he could not warm himself by

the light of a glowworm and so irritated the monkey that he

killed him, proves the truth that some people will not learn.

Tale 13 tells how Honest-wit and Evil*wit disputed over a sum of

money which they had together buried but which the latter had

secretly dug up. In court he declares that the tree will prove as

witness of the scene that his adversary was a thief, and, when

it is arranged to go to the tree, he tells his father to go into its

hollow and pretend to be the tree spirit. The father remon-

strates, telling Tale 14, how the foolish heron induced a mun-

goose to eat a snake which devoured her young only to find that

mungooses are connoisseurs in young birds. None the less he

does his son’s bidding, declares from the tree that Honest-wit is

a thief, only to be burned in the tree by that outraged youth, his

crime being thus exposed. The last tale is that ofthe merchant’s

son whose balance of 1,000 pounds ofiron was stolen by the friend

with whom he deposited it in his absence. When he asks it back

he is told that mice had eaten it ; he therefore steals the son ofhis

friend, and declares that a falcon has carried him away ;
brought

before the judge, he easily persuades him to secure the return of

the balance for the son.

Book ii of the winning offriends is perhaps more attractive. It

opens with the tale of the clever king of the doves, Bright-neck,
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who saves his retinue from the hunter’s net by making them all

fly up with it and then has the bonds cut by the mouse, Goidy,

being careful to have his cut last. We learn next how the crow,

Lightwing, makes friends with Goidy, and is introduced to his

old friend, the tortoise Sluggish. Goidy then explains why he

left his first home
;
his tale (1) explains that he used to eat the

alms begged by a monk despite the efforts of the unfortunate

to put it out of his reach ; a friend comes and tells the monk

that the strength of the mouse must have some cause, just

as there was a reason for mother Qandill exchanging husked rice

for husked rice. The allusion is explained in Tale 2 ;
a Brahmin

bade his wife prepare to feed Brahmins at the change of moon,

and to override her objections on the score of economy, tells

Tale 3, the story of the over-greedy Jackal who, having as food a

boar, deer, and hunter, nibbled the end of the bowstring which

killed him by splitting his throat. The Brahmin’s wife yields,

but a dog snuffs and defiles the sesame prepared, so she sends the

pupil of her husband to exchange it for other husked rice, evok-

ing from the master of the house where the effort to exchange is

made the adflge alluded to. The monk then proceeds to search

for the cause of the mouse’s might and finds it in a store of gold

in the mouse’s home which gave him magic power. This taken

away, the mouse is rendered weak, and, unable to feed his

followers, is abandoned by them and gives up the delusion of

desiring power and riches. A fourth friend is now added in the

shape of a deer
;
but, wandering one day, it is caught in a snare,

and, inappropriately it may be admitted, while waiting to be

freed gratifies its curious friends by telling how, when young, it

had been kept in captivity by a prince, until one day urged to

human utterance by desire for freedom it so startled the prince

that he fell afevered and only recovered when he was told the truth

of the voice he had heard and released the deer. The comrades

now release the deer, but the tortoise is surprised by the hunter’s

advent, andi has to be rescued by a clever ruse on the part of the

deer who pretends to be dead.

Book iii illustrates war and peace by the tale how the strong-

hold of the owls was burned by the crows. The origin ofthe war

is explained as due to an error in speech, and this elicits the tale

(l) ofthe ass in the panther’s skin, which by braying lost its life;
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then a second tale is adduced, the election by the birds of a king

;

the crow objects to the owl as hideous^ and not fit even for a

bluff, and to illustrate the use ofbluffing tells Tale 3,how the clever

hare by pretending to have a commission from his patron the

moon—in which the Indians saw a hare instead of a face

—

frightened away an elephant which was destroying with its herd

all the animals round a certain lake. Further, he denounces the

meanness of the owl and by Tale 4 illustrates the danger of a

mean king as judge by the case ofthe cat, Curd-ears, who ate up

the foolish hare and partridge who had come to him to settle a dis-

pute. The birds are now induced to desert the owl who remains

alone, vowing vengeance on the crows. The next tale {5) shows

how by deceit the crows may win, as the Brahmin was cheated

out of his sacrificial goat, as he was carrying it home, by rogues

who assured him that he was carrying an unclean dog. The

crow minister, therefore, contrives to present himself to the owls

as a suppliant who, for his good advice to the crow king, has been

cast out ;
his friendly reception is advised and defended by two

parallels. Tale 6 explains that even a thief received a kind wel-

come from the old man whose young wife is terrified by his

intrusion into embracing warmly her spouse ;
Tale 7 extols the

advantage of having enemies divided ; the ogre who came to carry

off a Brahmin and the thief who mshed to steal his cows

quarrelled over priority in evil-doing, so that the Brahmin woke

up, drove off the ogre by a spell and the thief by his club* Only

the owl, Red-eye, warns his foolish sovereign by the tale (8) of

the silly carpenter who allowed his wife to dishonour him, but

was deceived by her saying that she would not have any evil

happen to him for the world. Red-eye also sees through the

statement of the wily crow that he wishes to bum himself and be

reborn an owl, proving that no such change of nature is possible

by Tale 9. An ascetic rescued a mouse and made her a maiden,

when she became ripe for marriage he sought a meet husband ; the

sun declined the proposals as the cloud was stronger than he, the

cloud admitted inferiority to the wind, the wind to the moun-

tain, and it to the mouse, so that the sage turned the maid to a

mouse again. The owl king, however, persisted in permitting

his enemy within the gates and is repaid by the destruction by

1 Cf. jstaka 270.
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fire of his home. The crow king warmly rewards his minister,

and on questioning him how he could bear to associate with foes

is told the tale of the serpent who pretended to the frogs that he

had been cursed by a Brahmin to act as their carrier ;
the frog

king enjoys riding on him, and finding his pace diminish owing

to lack of food allows him to eat up che young frogs, which he

does so energetically as to devour them all.

Book iv illustrates the loss of one’s gettings by the tale of the

ape and the crocodile ^ who lived in such amity that the croco-

dile’s wife became jealous, and falling sick would be content with

nothing save her rival’s heart. The crocodile, though sad, seeks

to entice the ape to visit him, but the ape finds out his plan and

saves himself by saying that his heart is kept on a fig-tree, escap-

ing when the crocodile seeks to obtain it from the tree. The
crocodile seeks to renew the friendship, but is told instead that

the ape is not like the ass who came back. This constitutes the

one Tale : an ass’s heart and ears are demanded by a sick lion

;

the jackal induces an ass to come by pretending he is taking him

to a she-ass
;

the lion springs too soon and the ass escapes, but

is deluded by the jackal into a second and fatal visit. The lion

then departs to perform due ceremonial before partaking of the

remedy; the jackal eats heart and ears, and, when the lion

demands them, asserts as irrefutable that the ass had neither

heart nor ears, or else he would never have come back. Book v

warns against inconsiderate action. A Brahmin is dreaming of

the son to be born ;
his wife warns him of day-dreams by the case

of Somajarman’s father ;
he was a Brahmin who dreamed that he

would sell for twenty rupees the groats he had to buy goats, have

in five years a flock sufficient to obtain 100 cows, and so become

rich until he had a son bom ; the child would come home, and

the busy mother would neglect him, whereon the chivalrous

father would beat her, an action he accomplished in his dream,

destroying at one stroke all hope of the riches he coveted. In

point of fact a boy is born, and the wife goes to wash, leaving the

child to her husband’s care as they had no maid. A summons
arrives from the queen and the Brahmin goes to the palace, leav-

ing his pet mungoose in charge of the babe. On his return he

finds the mungoose rushing to meet him with bloody paws and

^ Jataka 208 j il 246 ff.
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mouth ;
in a rage he deems his son killed and slays the beast,

only to find that the blood was that ofa cobra which the faithful

guardian had destroyed. His wife shares his grief, and reminds

him by Tale a of hasty action. A young merchant is bidden in

a dream to slay three monks who shall present themselves, as

they are treasures stored by his father in this odd form and will

become when slain dlndras. He obeys, carrying out the rite

with a barber’s aid
;
the barber foolishly tries to repeat the trick,

but his murdered monks do not become dtnaras^ and he perishes

at the hands of outraged justice. The tone of this book, as

becomes its themes, is decidedly sombre. The brevity of the two

books is remarkable, but it is just as likely to have been original

as to have been the product of rehandling.

Of the many maxims cited only about a quarter can be assigned

to moral, religious, or philosophical thought, the rest deal with

royal policy and general rules of life. The latter are far from

always unmoral ;
the hero of Book ii is a fine character of the

heroic type, proud but ever ready to sacrifice himself for his folk

and his friends ;
the mouse also, when he ruled his subjects,

worked desperately for them, and in the sphere of private life the

householder is expected to be loyal, generous, and upright.

There is no suggestion of approval of a low moral standard in

domestic life
;
violators of marriage ties are clearly not admired,

and lack of sensitiveness to dishonour is disapproved and ridiculed.

4. The Style and Language of the Pancatantra

/There can be no doubt that the work was the production of an

htist. The complex emboxment of the stories, which can be seen

from the analysis above, is a veiy different thing from the epic

simplicity, and not less characteristic is the intermingling of prose

with gnomic stanzas and with title stanzas giving the moral

inculcated in each tale with a hint of its character's when the

tale of the bird who annoyed an ape regarding a glow-worm is

introduced with ‘ You cannot bend wood that is unbendable ;
you

cannot use a knife on a stone# Know from the fate of the bird

Needlebeak that you cannot teach one who will not leam.’

A model for the intermingling of prose and verse has been seen

in the Jdtakamdld\ but, as we have seen, the character of that
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work is distinctly different ; the verses there carry on the narra-

tive, as is done but very seldom in the Pahcaiantra, and usually

where the emotion demands a finer expression than prose, or

where a reported verse is essentially demanded by the narrative.

Thus in the deer’s tale of his former captivity the verse he cites

as uttered by himself is an essential factor of the story, serving

the purpose of attracting the prince's ear

:

vdtavr^pvidhUtasya mrgayuthasya dhdvatak

prfthato ’tatgami^yami kada tan me bkavisyatif

* Ah, when will it be that I shall follow my herd as hither and

thither the wind and the rain blow it on?’ Emotion, on the

other hand, renders appropriate among other verses clearly

gnomic the use by the hypocritical crocodile of stanzas in his

address to the ape

:

ekak sakha priyo bhUya upakarl gunanvitak

kantavyak strinimittena ka^tam apatitam mama.

‘ My one true friend, who hath done me so much of good, must

now be slain for the sake of a woman. Woe is me.’ This may
even be a quoted line from another context. In the following

case that explanation is less likely, nor indeed is there any reason

to suppose that the author might not add to his narrative some
verses of inunediate relevance to the matter in hand

:

prayojanavofat prtiim hkah samamivartate

tvam tu v&naraf&rdUla nifprayojanavatsalah.

‘ The world shows affection from self-interest But thou, noblest

of apes, art loving without such cause.’ But verses such as these

are very few, and, apart from the title-verses, the poet’s effort

has been devoted to finding or writing effective maxims. How
far these were original we cannot ppssibly say in those cases in

which we have no other early authority for them
; but when

they do not occur outside of the PaMcatarUra we can fairly credit

him with them. • Some unquestionably he derived from the epic,

and he may have taken thence ^ the hint for the construction of

Book iii as a reminiscence of the omai, given to the defeated

Kauravas by the crows who attack and d^roy the owls by

^ x. i m&d 64*
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night, of the victoiy which they can win over the Pandavas by

a night onslaught on their camp, and the idea of the doves

carrying off the net of their captor. We are, however, in these

matters of originality reduced to conjectures.

dThe fact that the author was probably carrying out an original

piece of work doubtless accounts for various blemishes—of which,

however, later redactors remove but a few. Even in the original

there seems to have been an attempt to accumulate an undue

number of maxims to the same purpose, and occasionally the

tales do not fit in very well, indicating that the author desired to
'

have the tale on record even if he could not find quite an effective

mode of inserting it.^This is clearly the case with the interesting

tale (ii. 4) of the former captivity of the deer
;

it has no moral,

properly speaking, but it is clearly a Marchen which the author

and we would ill spare; to doubt its valid ascription to the

original is clearly unnecessary; though it seems rather absurd

for the deer to talk when he is anxious to be set free, we find

that the mouse goes on cutting as the narrative proceeds, and in

Book iii there are equally irrational delays w'hile the owls

debate; the delay is excused by the intention to give political

instruction, as in modern opera the musical interest excuses

delays in themselves ridiculous.

The language of the author is distinctly elegant, and especially

in the verses we find plays on words, double entendres^ and other

marks of polished style combined with polished and elaborate

metre. Some of the verses contain rather longer compounds

than are usual in the simpler style of Kavya ;
but there are few,

if any, cases where real complexity of sense can be asciibed to

the original. It is obvious that the author had taste, and realized

that over-elaboration in style was out of place in a work destined

for the use of young princesiand there is a decided humour in

the decision to use a more elwated style for the story (i. 7) of the

louse and the flea, which tells how by permitting a flea to assault

the royal person the louse, which had long enjoyed a monopoly

of that privilege, lost its life, through the over-haste of the flea to

savour the extremely rich ichor of the royal person. The adop-

tion of the same style in the story of the jackal which fell into

an indigo vat and passed itself off as wearing the royal purple,

an interpolation (i. 8) in the original text, shows that the nuance

n49 S
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of Style had been noted early. The prose has aheady, though

not in exaggerated form, the signs of the nominal style noted

above. The past is denoted either by participles, active or

passive, or the historic present
;
the regular use of the aorist is

one of the signs of the spuriousness of the tale of the wicked

procuress found in the Tmttrdkhyayika (iii. 5). The passive con-

struction is clearly coming to be preferred, resulting, as it does,

in nominal verbal forms in lieu of finite forms, and thus according

with the growing fondness for compounds. The employment of

g^unds and adjectival participles is carried to excess.

^jaiusing as the stories aie and well as they are told, though

the practice of emboxment is, to tell the truth, rather irritating

than otherwise in the more complex cases, the finest thing in the

work is unquestionably the many excellent stanzas. Thus the

virtues of magnanimity are expounded as follows •

djivitdniah pranayah kopag ca ksanabhahgurah

paritydgag ca nihsahgo na bkavanti mahdtmandm ^

‘ Is it not the way of the magnanimous to love as long as life

lasts, to be wroth but for a moment, to make sacrifices without

resei ve ? ’ The might of fate is admitted

:

gagidwdkarayor grahapldanani
:
gajahJmjamgamayor api bandh^

anam
maiimatdin ca mrlksya darzdratam : vidkir aho balavdn iti me

maiiJu

‘ When I contemplate the eclipsing of sun and moon, the taking

alive of elephants and snakes, and the poverty of the wise,

I recognize the might of fate.* The folly of accepting bad advice

is expressed in a stanza which effectively matches sound and
sense

:

narddhipd ntcamatdnuvartim ; budhopadtstena pathd na ydnii ye
viganti te durgamamdrganirgamam : samastasambddkam anar-

ihapanjaram,

' Kings who obey the advice of the low and walk not in the path
set by the wise enter a maze of misfortune, in which trouble

arises upon trouble and whence no exit presents itself/ The
relation of foitune to master and minister is cleverly described in

verse which has found its way into the Mudrdrdkgasa i
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atyiicchrite mantrini pdrthtve ca: vistabhya paddv upatisthaie

grlh

sd strlsvabhdvdd asahd bharasya: iayor dvayor ekataramjakdtu

‘ When a minister and a king have become too elevated, fortune,

planting firm her feet, strives to support them, but unable to

bear the burden as being a woman she deserts one or other of

the There is a fine eulogy of right

:

eka eva suhrd dharnio nidhane py anuydti yah

garlrena samam ndgam sarvam anyad dhi gacchatt.

* Righteousness is the one friend who accompanieth man even in

death, for all the rest perisheth togethci with the body/ The

limits of possibility are asserted ;

^•^fad agakyam na tac ckakyam yac chakyaih gakyain eva tat

odake gakatam ydti na ndvd gamyate sthale,

‘ What is impossible is not possible, what is possible that indeed

is possible
;
the cart cannot go on sea, nor the ship on dry land/

A more elaborate style is not rare, as in the description of the

sufferings of the Pandavas at Virata s court, including the fate of

DraupadI

:

rupendpratimena yauvanagimatr vahge gubhe janniand

ytiktd grir zvayd tayd vidkivagdt kdlakramdydtayd

sairandhrlti sagarviiam yuvaitbkth sdksepam djnaptayd

Draupadya nanu Matsyardjabhavaneghrstam drain candananu

* Draupadi, like Qrl herself, had peerless beauty, youthful grace,

birth in a noble house
;
yet by decree of fate the passage of time

brought her to such a pass that for many a day she had to

pound sandal in the palace of the Matsya king at the haughty

bidding of maidens who insolently called her handmaid/^

5 , The Derivative Forms of the Paiicatantra

Of the versions derived from the Paiicatantra that into Pahlavi

will be considered later. Of the Indian texts the Tantrdkhydyika ^

may be given first rank by reason of its comparative closeness to

the original. It may be granted that this relation has been

^ Ed. J. Hertfil, Berlin, 1910 j
trans. Leipzig, 1909.

S %
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exaggerated by Hertel, but, after all allowances are made, it

remains still the nearest approach to the reconstructed text. Its

date is uncertain and probably indeterminable. Already it had

added certain stories which may be dismissed as not original.

These include probably in both recensions that of the blue jackal

(i. 8), the outwitting by a jackal of a camel and a lion (i. 13), the

weaver Somilaka (ii. 4), king (pibi (iii. 7), the old Hahsa (lii. ii),

and the punishment ^ of the onion thief (iv. i). In the o recension

we have the clearly later tale of the wicked procuress (iii, 5), in

recension ^ those of the jackal and the wary fox (iii. ii) and the

sham warrior (iv. 3). The relation of the recensions is disputed
;

Hertel^s view is that recension ^ was interpolated from use of the

original ‘ K ’ source, whence all but the original of recension a are

derived. It seems impossible to accept his proofs as establishing

the existence of any such and, if so, the superiority of

recension is open to serious doubt. Moreover, though in sub-

stance the Tantrakhydyika seems original, its language appears

to have been a good deal varied
,
we find also some attempts in

recension a at rhythmical prose ^ unknown to the other versions.

The texius simplicior was composed somewhere in western

India by a Jain at an uncertain date, but doubtless before Pur-

^labhadra (1199) and after Magha and Rudra Bhatta,® from

whom verses are taken, perhaps, therefore, c, iioo. It is sub-

stantially altered from the original. The five books are made

more approximately equal ;
several stories from iii are placed

in iv, to which new matter is also added. A continuation is

appended to Book v, the framework of which is altered by

making the story of the barber who killed the monks the main

story in which the tale of the ichneumon is inserted. The frame-

works of Books iii and iv are also rehandled, and new tales added

also to Books i~iii. Of the quite original matter seven tales are

Marchen, one a witty anecdote, two intrigues, and one a story of

a fool. The most remarkable addition is the tale (i. 5) of Visnu

and the weaver ; the latter gains access to a princess by pretending

to be Visnu and mounting a wooden Garuda, and, when the fraud

is being disclosed through the folly of the king who, proud of his

divine connexion, wars unsuccessfully on bis neighbours and is

' Zachariae, KL Schrifien^ pp. 170 fL ^ See pp. 8, 69, 118.

^ Kot Rudrata as Hertel, PaBcatantm^ P* 5 (^fngSraiihka^ i. 68*
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beleaguered in his city, Visnu, to save his reputation, has to come

down and save the city. This story itself would hardly prove

Jain origin, but there is better evidence in the mention of Jain

monks in lieu of Brahmin ascetics and the occurrence of Jain

terms like ksapanaka^ digambara^ nagnaka^ vyantara^ a species

of spirit, and dkarmade^and^ teaching of the law. A very large

number of new stanzas is found, while perhaps of the original

stanzas not more than one-third was retained. The original of

the text appears to have been a text akin to the Tantrakhydytka \

like that text the Simplicior contains the unoriginal tales of the

blue jackal, the jackal outwitting camel and lion, and the weaver

Somilaka.

A second Jain revision was undertaken to please a minister

Soma by a monk Purnabhadra in 1199.^ The work is marked

by the appearance of twenty-one new stories, including a famous

one of the gratitude of animals Shd the ingratitude of man (i. 9),

while from the Mahdbhdrata hints are taken for the story of the

pious pigeon and the hunter (iii. 8). Purnabhadra's version appears

to rest in part on our Tantrdkhydyika^ in part on the prototype

of the Simplicior rather than on that text, and in part on some

other unknown version. In this connexion it may be noted that

the Jains evidently took to study of the Nitigastra as they became

important at courts; the Ava9yaka l^ends, perhaps of the

seventh century, have parallels to Pancatantra tales, perhaps

derived from one of the older forms of that text. Some of

Puimbhadra’s matter may have arisen in Jain circles, though his

work has no special Jain touches. Its language is marred by

Gujarati and Prakrit intrusions. But, like the author of the

Simplicior, he is by no means a bad writer. In his case the title

appears as Pancdkhydnaka^ a name also applied sometimes to

the Simplicior. From the two Jain versions are derived various

contaminations ;
one of these, the Pmcakkydmddkdra of Me-

ghavijaya (1659-60)5 is noteworthy, as it contains many fables of

special interest to the investigators of connexions with the west.

The north-western version of the Pancatantra^ which gave rise

to the reproductions of the work in the Brkatkatkdmanjarl^ and

the Kathdsaritsdgara^ seems to have been before the authors of

1 Ed. J. Hertel, HOS. 11-13, 1508-12; trans. R. Schmidt* Leipzig, 190*-

® Ed. L. voa Mankowski, Leipzig, 1892.
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these works in the form of a section of the prototype on ^^h

they founded their poems. This prototype was not, as will be

seen, the original Brhatkathd of Gunadhya, but a version made

much later in Kashmir, and in it apparently the five books of the

original were separated by other matter. It omitted the mtr^

duction and Tale 3 of Book i, perhaps nothing more. Its

language is uncertain. Ksemendra, however, made use also of

recension ,3 of the Tantrakkyaytka, whence he derives five un-

original tales, and perhaps also the plan of keeping the boo s

consecutive. His brevity diminishes the value of his work, but

Somadeva’s treatment is clear and effective in his wonted

manner. He omits our other original tales, probably for reasons

of his own.

The Southern Paiicatantra^ exists in at least five recensions,

representing the text which won currency in southern India, It

is essentially in most of these versions an abbreviated account, in

which, while nothing essential has been omitted, a good deal of

shortening has been done ;
Edgeiton estimates the amount pie-

served as three-quarters of the prose and two-thirds of the

verses. It is later than Bfaaravi. One tale (i. la) of the cow-

herdess and her lovers is clearly unoriginal. Theie is no doubt

that it goes back to a common original with the Nepalese version

and the Hitopadefa, and, as these versions save the last quote

3 stanza of Kalidasa, the original cannot have been older than

A. D. 500. There exists a much expanded version of this text,

based in part on Tamil sources with ninety-six tales in all ;
from

this was derived in substance the Abb^ Dubois’ Le Pantcha-

Tantra on les cinq ruses (i8a6).

A Nepalese manuscript of the Pancatantra gives only the

stanzas with one prose piece mistaken for a stanza
;
othei- manu-

scripts give also a prose accompaniment in Sanskrit or in Newari.

The recension in this case is cleaily derived from an original

which was before the compiler of the Hitopadega ;
in both alone

do we find the transposition of Books i and ii.

In addition to these sources many mbced versions of the text

can be found in Sanskrit ; moreover, it was rendered into old

and modern Gujarati, old and modern Mam|h!, Braj Bh^kha, and

into Tamil, and it was used freely by ^ivadSsa in his Vet&ta-

* Ed. J. Hertd, Leip*ig, 1906.
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fancavingaitkd, the Sanskrit texts of the ^nkasaptati^ and the

DvdtrthcatpuUalikd^ while its fate in western lands has been still

more brilliant.

6 . The Hitopadeqa

Of the various descendants of the Pahcaiantra the Hitopade^a^

reigns in Bengal, The author gives his name as Narayaria, whose

patron was Dhavalacandra, and, as one manuscript of the work is

dated 1373, must have lived before then. His mention of the

term Sunday, Bhattaiakavara, as a day when work should not be

done is against an early date, as not until about 900 is the use of

this terminology customary
;
^ otherwise it is only certain that he

is later than Magha and Kamandaki. That he wrote in Bengal

is made probable by the tale in which he describes the worship

of Gauii as involving sexual relations with the wife of another

man as part of the ritual, a practice notoriously approved by the

Tantrikas of Bengal. His purpose is given frankly as instruction

in conduct and in Sanskrit, and his somces are stated to be

the Pancatantra and another anonymous book. The political

interest of the Pancatantra is fully maintained, for, though

Narayana adds much, he is specially fond of bringing together

large selections from the Kdmandaklya Nliisdra. The other

book, however, is not this text, but evidently some book of

stories, for Narayana has many new tales. Of the seventeen not

found in other versions seven are fables, three Marchen, five tales

of intrigue, and two edifying stoiies. Of these, one telling of the

loyal Viravara who is willing to sacrifice himself and his family

to Qiva to benefit his mastei, taken in conjunction with the

reference to the worship of Gauri alluded to above, and the fact

that each book closes with a benediction invoking ^iva's favour,

shows that the writer was a (Jaiva, not, as his name would

suggest, an adorer of Visnu.

From this Pancatantra Nara>^na derived the inversion of

Books i and ii, so that the woik starts with the winning of friends

and then advances to their loss. But in Books iii and iv he went

his own way ;
Book iii of the original he divided into two, the

1 Ed A W. von Schlegel and C. Lassen (1839-51), E Peterson, BSS. 33» ^887

» Fleet, JRAS. 1912, pp. 1059-46.
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first being War, the second Peace, obviously as a pendant to the

pair of opposites already contained in Books i and iu His new

Book iv was composed by inventing a new frame story, and

placing in it part of the stories of the original Book iii. Further,

Book V of the original was divided between Books iii and iv.

Book iv of the original was wholly dropped, and several stories

from Book i were placed in the new Book iv. Moreover, various

tales of the original were simply omitted and new ones inserted

in all four books, with the result that perhaps two-fifths of the

original prose and a third of the verses are found. The sources

of the new matter are obscure. The tale of the mouse which

a pious hermit changed into a cat, a dog, and a tiger successively,

but reduced it to its original form when it sought to destroy

its benefactor, is perhaps merely a revised edition of a similar

anecdote in the Mahdbhdrata regarding a dog. The tale (ii. 6)

of the woman who carried on an intrigue with the son of the

local headman, and who was clever enough to save them both

from the lad’s father and her own spouse, has its original home

in the Qukasaptati^ that of Viravara, perhaps, in the Vetdlapanca-

vingatika. It itself has been rendered into several vernaculars

besides Bengali.

Narayana’s style, as intended for instruction in Sanskrit, is

simple and normally satisfactorily easy; the chief difficulties

occur in the verses which he took over. A considerable number

of the stanzas are probably his own work, and if so he deserves

considerable credit for fluent versification. Artistically, no doubt,

the massing of verses is an error, but he shares the mistake with

the author of the Simplicior. His language is distinctly rendered

more monotonous by the devotion to passive constructions and
the ayoidance of any rare or difficult verbal forms or of unusual

syntactical constructions. It is, therefore, surprising to find in

him one stanza of unique construction

;

samldptidndm madhurair vacobhir : miikyi^acdraif ca vafikrtd-^

ndm
dfdvatdm fr&dd0tdkatdm ca lake: Mm artkindm van€ay%ta%yam

usiit

* Is it right to deceive the needy, with whom one has conversed

in honeyed words and whom one has reduced into one's power
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by false contrivances, at the very moment when their faith and
hopes are set on one?* The nominal use of the gerundive is

decidedly a sign of a decline in feeling for grammar. The
maxims are often happily framed :

muTtavyatft iti yad dukkham purusasyopajdyate

fakyas ten^nuMan^na paro ^pi paTifuksitufn*

‘ If one but think of the sorrow that springs up in a man at the

thought of death, then one would guard even a foe from that

fate.’ Distrust appearances

:

na dharmagdstram pathatlti kdranam, na cdpi vedadhyayanam
durdtmanah

svabkdva evdtra tathdtiricyate : yathdprakrtyd madhuramgavdm
payahn

‘ It is no justification for trusting an evil man that he recites the

text-book on duty or studies the Veda
; the innate nature always

triumphs, as inevitably as milk is sweet.*



XII

THE BRHATKATHA AND ITS DESCENDANTS

I. Gtinadhya and the Brhatkatha

There is no doubt that one of our really serious losses in

Indian literature is the disappearance of the Brhatkatha

of Gunadhya,^ a work which ranked beside the Mahdbhdrata

and the Rdmdyana as one of the great storehouses of Indian

literary art. Its existence is asserted first definitely by name in

the seventh century when Subandhu, Bana in both his romances,

and Dandin in his Kavyadarga attest its fundamental importance.

Later references are not rare
;
we have both the text and the

comment of the Da^arupa of Dhanarhjaya as evidence of its

existence, it is mentioned by Trivikrama in his Campu^ and by
Somadeva Suri in his Yafastilaka^ both works of kindred type,

while Govardhana celebrates it in his Saptagatu A Cambodian
inscription {c. 875) expressly mentions Gunadhya and his aver-

sion to Prakrit, and we cannot doubt foi a moment the existence

before A. D. 600 of a romantic work by Gunadhya.

Of his personality we have an account, reproduced with little

variation in three Kashmirian sources, the Brhatkaihdmahjarl of

Ksemendra, the Kathdsaritsdgara of Somadeva, and the Hara-

caritacinimnani of Jayaratha, Qiva. one day, asked by Parvati

for a new tale, related to her the substance of the Brhatkatha^

inter aha. A Gana Puspadanta overhearing it told it to his wife

Jaya, who repeated it to Parvati. She in great anger cursed

Puspadanta to lose his rank, which he was not to regain until he

had met and related to a Yaksa Kaijabhuti the tale he had over-

heard, the Yaksa being another unfortunate under a curse.

Further, Malyavant, a comrade of Puspadanta who had inter-

vened to intercede for him, was cursed to leave heaven until he

should have met and heard from Kanabhuti the tale. In course

of time Puspadanta was born as Vararuci-Katyayana at Kau-
9ambi

;
becoming the minister of Nanda, he finally retired to the

^ F. LacSte, Bssm mr et la
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Vindhya and there told to Kanabhuti the tale* of the seven
emperois of the Vidyadharas, and attained release. Gunadhya
meantime had been born at Pratisthita or Pratisthana on the
Godavari as a reincarnation of M%avant

; he is in high favour

with Satavahana,but the latter suffers a severe mortification when
during the water play with his wives he is told by his queen not

to throw any more on her {modakaik), which he in his ignorance

of the laws of verbal combination misunderstands as a request to

be pelted with sweetmeats—an appalling request if the ancient

Indian sweets were like the modern. Dejected, he refuses to be
comforted unless he can learn Sanskrit. Gunadhya offers to

teach him in six years, but when Qarvavarman the author of the

Kdiantra laughs at this offer, and suggests that he can do it in

six months, Gunadhya vows to use neither Sanskrit, Prakrit, nor

the vernacular if the deed is done. It is accomplished and Guna-

dhya wanders disconsolate in the Vindhya, where Kanabhuti

meets him and relates the tales learned from Vararuci. Gunadhya
would record them, but must write in Paigaci, the langus^e ofthe

goblins, as he is debarred from use ofany other speech by his vow.

His disciples take the vast work to the king Satavahana, who
rejects it. Gunadhya recites it to the beasts and birds, burning

the manuscript as he proceeds
;
the beasts, intent on the sweet

poetry, become thin, and the cooks in the royal kitchen no longer

serve good soup. Hence the marvel is revealed and the king

saves one-seventh of the 700,000 Qlokas of the original, the tale

preserved in the Brhatkathd, The Nepalese version contained

in the Nepdlamdhdtmya is different. We hear nothing of Vara-

ruci-Katyayana, there is but one sinner Bhrngin who enters the

private room of Qiva and Parvatl in bee form
; he is reborn at

Mathura as Gunadhya, becomes a Pandit of king Madana of

Ujjain, is vanquished by ^arvavarman, and is advised to write in

Pai^aci by a seer Pulastya. Nothing is said of the pledge as to

language, naturally enough, for Nepal lay outside the interest on

this point of India proper.

The legend seems to have been known already in some form

to Bapa, and therefore must be moderately old ; how far and in

what form it goes back to Gunadhya, it is idle to say. The loca-

tion of Gunadhya is clearly different in the two sources, for it is

vain to seek to make out that there has been confusion between
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Pratisthana on the Godavari and a place of like name at the

junction of the Ganges and the Yamuna. What is clear is that

Ujjain or Kaufambi was the scene whence Gunadhya derived

much of his inspiration, which is a very different thing from the

place where he was in royal honour and composed his work. The
cennexion with Satavahana, which the Kashmirian recensions

suggest, is borne out to some extent by certain facts. In the first

place, the Satavahanas were at one time patrons of Prakrit as

opposed to Sanskrit literature
;
the evidence of the inscriptions ^

shows that Sanskrit was used by their Ksatrapa rivals before they

adopted it, and the Maharastil lyric flourished under them.

Secondly, the mention of the study of Sanskrit in this connexion

does suggest that there was a tradition regarding the time when

the Satavahanas determined to copy the Ksatrapas and Sanskrit

became popular in court. Further we cannot go.

Nor can we say anything definite of the date of Gunadhya.

The connexion with the Satavahanas after all means nothing

definite even if real, and the most important evidence we could

have would be a clear ^ allusion in literature to, or employment

of, the Brhatkathd before Dandin or Bana. It may be ^ that

Bhasa’s dramas drew some inspiration from this source, but we
have no strict proof. We can fairly claim that Gunadhya is not

later than A. D. 500, but to place him in the first century A. D. is

quite conjectural, nor in reality is any other later date more

assured.

Obscure also is the question of the form of the work. The
Kashmirian version suggests that what Gunadhya produced was a

work in ^lokas, but that may be quite misleading, and on the other

hand we have the express statement of Dandin that a Katha to

which type he refers the Brhatkathd was written in prose. Verses

may have been interwoven as in the case of the Jdtakamdld^ but

this must remain a mere hypothesis, and there is no other evidence

to invalidate the impression given by Dandin. A prose citation

^ Bloch, Miiangts Uiti, pp. 15 1 ; livi, JA, 1902, 1 109 01

® The suppose Tamil yersion of the and cent A. D. (S E. Aiyangar, Ancient Indta,

pp. 328, 337) is too dubious m date to be evidence. The alleged version into Sanskrit

by Durvinita (? dth cent) is quite dubious (R Harasimhachar, JRAS. 1913, pp. 389 f.);

see Fleet, JRAS 1911, pp. i8d-8.

® Denied by Ilertel, Fdia tend Ocfdia, pp. 153 f.; cf. P, D» Gune,

ii. I ff.
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by Hemacandra may conceivably be from the Brhatkatkd, but it

would be quite idle to assert that it was ; it may have come from

a later recension or from some other souice.

The dialect used was Pai5aci, and over this term a controversy

has raged, accentuated by the fact that we really cannot be sure

that we have a single relic of the Brhatkatkd, still less that so

late a grammarian as Markan<Jeya (17th cent.) actually* had the

text before him. A further confusion has arisen from Sir G.

Grierson’s decision to group a certain number of north-western

dialects, spoken in Kafiristan, the Swat valley, Chitral, and Gilgit,

as Pi9aca languages, claiming both that they have a true relation

to the ancient Pai9aci dialect, and were so called because the

speakers were cannibals, and thus styled Pi9acas, eaters of raw

flesh, by their neighbours. The assertions of the grammarians are

confused and unsatisfactory, nor is the matter improved by the

existence of two schools of Prakrit grammar with divergent tradi-

tions and views, especially as these are represented by compara-

tively late texts. But, as we have seen, there is more probability

that Pai9aci was a dialect lather of the Vindhyas than of the

north-west ; the hardening dld\.ot or of other soft letters is not,

as Grierson’s theory requires to make it plausible, solely a feature

of the north-west, but occurs in other dialects including Pali, and

the fact that Pai9acl has but one sibilant prejudices its claim to

be akin to the north-west dialects which in A9oka’s time and

later preserve distinctions.® Lac6te, however, while accepting

connexion with the north-west, agrees with the view that the

phenomenon of hardening is a sign of the use of an Aryan speech

among a non-Aryan people, and holds that Guijadhya adapted

this dialect to literary purposes, avoiding any too serious devia-

tions from Sanskrit, and, if we substitute a Vindhyan dialect

spoken in a Dravidian area, we probably approach the truth. At

least for the connexion with the Vindhya we have the clear

assertions of the Kashmirian recension, which had no special

motive for misrepresentation of the facts, and the testimony of

1 As Gnerson asserts, AMJV. i. I2i ; JRAS. 1913, P- 39i- All that is smd is

BrheUhithSyim, and common sense forbids us to assume that MSrkan^ya used it, or

that the quotation is really from Gunt^ya’s own teat and not, for uiftance, the Kash-

mirian yeraon.

> Chap. 1, 5 4-
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Raja9ekhara ^ is clear in favour of the actual use of Pai^aci in

a wide region, including the Vindhya area. This view is much
more plausible than Lacdte’s suggestion that Gunadhya picked

up the idea of the dialect from some visitors from the north-west,

his sphere of work lying round Kaugambi and Ujjain, and Grierson

admits that, even if originally a north-western dialect, Pai9aci

might have been carried to the Vindhya.

It is impossible to determine with precision the content of the

Brhatkatha
;
our souices are too slight, but we can gather a

general impression of the task accomplished by Gunadhya The
sources on which he drew were, it is clear three in number. The
Rdmdyana gave him the motif of the search of a husband for

a wife cruelly stolen from him soon after a happy marriage
;
from

Buddhist legends and other traditions of Ujjain and Kau9ambi

he was deeply familiar with the tales of Pradyota or Mahasena

and the gallant and dashing hero Udayana,^ whose love-adven-

tures were famed for their number and variety ;
he was also in

touch with the many tales of sea-voyages and strange adventures

in far lands which were current in the busy centres of Indian

trade, and with the abundant fairy-tales and legends of magic

current in India. From the latter source and from Buddhist

legend he derived the conception of the emperor, Cakravartin,

who is the secular counterpart of the Buddha
;
Naravahanadatta,

his hero, is born with the thirty-two auspicious signs which assure

him Buddhahood if he enter the ascetic life, universal dominion if

he remain in the affairs of the world. But the empire is not of

this earth ; it is essentially a fairy land, the realm of the Vidya-

dharas, who dwell beyond the formidable defences of the Hima-

layas and who by reason of their magic powers have semi-divine

attributes. The Vidyadharas do not appear early in Indian

religion, but we can recognize easily enough in them a contamina-

tion of the old ideas of the Gandharvas with notions derived from

the mysterious powers of Hindu seers and ascetics and Buddhist

saints. The hero is a son of Udayana, and in effect is Udayana
revised and remodelled for his new destiny, while the Rdmdyana

1 Kdvymnlmahsd^ P*
» Cf. Przyluski, Im Ug€nd$ de Tempereur Apkctt pp. 74 ff.

; J Hertel, BSGW. Ixk.

4(1917); X^acdte, JA. 1919, t, 4931!., P D, Giiae, Ann, Bhand^ Inst, iu iff.;

Burlingame, HOS. xxviff. 51, 63 f., 347-93.
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lends the decisive element of the plot, the rape of Madana-

mancuka or Madanamahjuka by Manasavega, and the efforts of

her husband to discover her, in which he has the aid of his faith-

ful minister Gomukha. His success is accomplished simultane-

ously with his winning the empire of the Vidyadharas, just as the

recovery of Sita is followed forthwith by the royal conseciation

of Rama. But there must have been a vital difference in the

tales, for Gunadhya clearly was the poet not of kings so much as

of the merchants,^ the traders, the seafarers, and even the handi-

ciaftsmen of his day; his epic was a bourgeois epic, and in lieu

of the stainless purity of Rama we have as hero a son of Udayana,

even lighter in love, despite his affection for Madanamancuka,

than his father. Hence we find that certainly even in the original

there must have been much said of Naravahanadatta*s other

loves and many a tale of adventurous journeying as well as

Marchen and fairy loie In Gomukha we have a picture of

a minister such as is Yaugandharayana in the dramas of Bhasa,

bold, energetic, courageous, if slightly devious in modern views

as regards choice of expedients. The portrait of Madanaman-

cuka was clearly definite
; she was, like Vasantasena in the

Carudatta of Bhasa and still more clearly in the Mrcchakatikd^

a hetaira who hated her position, and whose great aim was to be

recognized as a woman offamily (kuiasirf)^ and thus be permitted

legitimate marriage in lieu of compulsory polyandry. We have

here perhaps a valuable chronological hint, if we could be sure

that it was from the Brhatkaihd that Bhasa really drew the picture.

It is striking at least, however, that the description of the eight

courts and the gaiden of the palace of Vasantasena in the

Mrcchakatikd, but not in the Carudatta^ should correspond

minutely with the description of the place of Kalingasena given

in the Brhatkathdglokasamgraha of Budhasvamin.

Gunadhya's influence is seen also in Dandm who borrowed

from him, we may fairly assume, the conception of placing his

kings' sons, fallen in station fay the action of misfortune among

vagabonds, in positions where a series of adventures drawn from

low life is allied to marvellous happenings of every kind. The

arrangement indeed of the story may be due to the same cause,

for it resembles the scene in which Naravahanadatta and his

1 Cf, Foucher, VArt Gricc^Bouddhtqut du Gandhdra^ 11. 10% ff.
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friends, reunited after separation, recount their adventures to one

another. The fantasy of Gunadhya lives on also in the Yagasiilaka

of Somadeva Suri and in the Tilakamanjarl of Dhanapala, both

of whom recognize the importance of Gunadhya.^ Moreover, the

name of his hero seems from his use of it to have won acceptance

in royal usage as a suitable title for a prince as well as in litera-

ture. But his enduring memorial is furnished by the versions of

the Brhatkaihd which have reached us.

2 . The Brhatkathaglokasamgraha of Budhasvdmin

Budhasvamin, the author of the ^lohasamgraha^ abbreviation

in Qlokas of the Brhatkatkd^ is no more than a name to us.^

The manuscripts of his work are from Nepal, but there is no

mark otherwise of his Nepalese origin, which must remain merely

a conjecture. The form of name is not modem
;
but, as it is

attested from early days down to the twelfth century, the probable

date of one of the manuscripts, we reach no satisfactory result

from that. If he is assigned to the eighth or ninth century, it is

without any special ground save that the manuscript tradition

suggests that a long time has elapsed before the extant manu-

scripts came into being.

The work preserved is merely a fragment, though there is no

adequate reason to hold that it is defective at the beginning or

that it ever contained anything as to the origin of the collection

of tales comparable to the legend in the Kashmirian versions and

the Nepalamdhdimya. It is divided into cantos (sargas\ ofwhich

twenty-eight survive, probably a mere fraction of the original,

though it extends to 4,539 verses. We are carried at once in

medias res
;
Pradyota dies, and is due to be succeeded by Gopala,

but the latter, learning that he is credited with having disposed

of his father, insists on his brother Falaka reigning in lieu (i).

Palaka is a bad ruler, and is induced by what he deems divine

suggestion to abandon his throne to Avantivardhana, Gopala’s

son (ii). The latter falls in love with the daughter of a MStahga,

1 The degree of his originality may, of conrse,be qnestioned, and no poet is without

some predecessor , but his success points to a very real creative power, which permits

us justly to ascribe to bim the creation of the genre*

* Ed. and trans. F. Lacdte, 1908 ff.
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Surasamanjarl, who, like her father, is really of the race of the

Vidyadharas ;
he marries her, only to be snatched away with his

bride by Ipphaka (Ityaka) a jealous Vidyadhara ; they are rescued

by another of these genii, and the emperor Naravahana pro-

nounces judgement in favour of the marriage (iii). The seers so

admire the emperor’s judgement that they demand from him the

account of his achievement of empire
; he consents to tell of the

twenty-six marri^es but only when Gauri undertakes that his

revelations will be kept religiously secret. He then tells the

desire of his fether Udayana for a son, which ultimately is granted

(v, vi). When young Naravahana grows up, he shows the signs

of a Cakravartin, and a Vidyadhara, Amitagati, recognizes them

and attaches himself to him ; finally he wins the hand ofMadana-

manjuka, daughter of Kalingasena who, however, is a hetaira,

thus rendering a true union impossible (vii-xi). One day

Madanamanjuka disappears, but is found under an Agoka
;
she

relates that Kubera has demanded that she should be really

married to Naravahanadatta ; this desire is conceded, but shortly

after the king makes the unpleasant discovery that in lieu of his

beloved he is really consorting with Vegavati. She reveals her-

self to him as sister of Manasavega, a Vidyadhara, who has taken

Madanamanjuka, but who cannot do her harm, just as Ravana

could not put force on Sita in her captivity. Naravahanadatta

celebrates a new marriage with her, but immediately after he is

carried off by Manasavega ,
falling to earth, he finds himself in

a well but is rescued (xii-xv) He is now lost, and posii^ as

a student commences a new adventure, ending in marriage with

Gandharvadatta, daughter of Sanudasa whose history is narrated

at length (xvi-xviii). Two further marriages are in wait for him,

that with Ajinavatl (xix, xx), and that with Priyadar9ana, whose

bosom he recognized when it was revealed for a moment when

she was posing as a merchant (xxi-xxvii). The next canto gives

us only the b^inning of a new marriage adventure, and, as so

many more were still before him, the extent of the work can be

guessed.

There is much to prove that Budhasvamin followed far more

faithfully his original than the Kashmirian authors. Assuming

that the Qokasamgraka was written on the same scale through-

out, it may have contained 35,000 verses, certainly an adequate

TSI4»
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number but not necessarily excessive. On the other hand, com-

parison of relevant portions of the work with the Kathasaritsa-

gara shows that the latter is very greatly abridged in the vital

parts of the narrative, those intimately connected with Narava-

hanadatta. It is a reasonable conclusion, therefore, that the

Kashmirian versions contain much added matter, especially the

episodes which are merely in nominal connexion with the main

stoiy. This impression is certainly strengthened by the fact that

the character of Madanamancuka and her relations with Narava-

hanadatta are much more coherently set out in the Qokasam-

graha
;
in the Kashmirian versions both her mother and herself

are provided with royal connexions, Kalihgadatta and Madana-

vega, in order to spare us the discomfort of seeing a king marry

a lady of the demi-monde. The bourgeois charactei of Gandhar-

vadatta and her merchant father are similarly minimized in the

Kashmirian version
;

they spare Ajinavati, because she was

a princess, but omit Priyadar9ana as being of middle-class origin.

The Qlokasamgraka again in many details serves to explain

obscurities in the Kashmirian version and to motive adequately

incoheient episodes. On the other hand, it is fair to note that

Budhasvamin assumes that we know the tale of Udayana, and

that we need not doubt that in the original Brhatkathd it was

recognized, though Budhasvamin preferred to confine his work

to the adventures ofNaravahanadatta. From the paucity of his epi-

sodes we may fairly conclude that these were not over-numerous

in the original, though it is impossible to stress this point.

Budhasvamin is unquestionably worthy of praise for his art.

Admitting his debt to Gunadhya does not diminish the pleasure

afforded by his lively outlook on life, the complex picture of

adventure and marvels which he paints, or the romance of his

well-conceived characters and the kaleidoscope of the swiftly

altering scenes in which they are placed by fate or their own

action. He restrains his desire for mannered description ofwhich

he doubtless felt competent by the necessity of getting on with

the tale, and displays his virtuosity, partly by his large vocabulary

with its not rare Sanskritizations of Prakrit terms which are

doubtless sometimes derived from him by the lexicographers, and

partly by the revival of obsolescent forms such as aorists. As
a rule, he is simple, clear, fluent without verbosity, and if he
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seems on the whole rather devoid of ornament the magnitude of

his undertaking may be deemed excuse enough for a very venial

fault.

3 . The Kashmirian Brhatkatka

The older view that the Kathdsaritsdgara and the Brhatka-

ihdmanjarl were directly drawn from the BrhatkatM cannot be
retained ^ in view of the discovery of the ^lokasamgraha. The
Kashmirian recensions show themselves at once as vitally similar

in contrast with the Nepalese and leave no option but to assume

that they are derived from one source, and that not the original

Brhatkathd* The date of this form of the Brhatkatka is clearly

impossible to decide beyond that it must have been considerably

before A.D. 1000. Nor can we say who the author was, or by
what process the work assumed form. It may have been the out-

come of a continued process of change if the story was regarded

as specially attractive. All that can be conjectured is that the

work received its final form through two main processes. In the

first place, the essentials of the legend of Naravahanadatta,

including his parentage, were extracted from the original of

Gunadhya, and abbreviated. Then, secondly, the account was

expanded and completed by inserting as satisfactorily as was

possible other great legend-complexes which were popular in

Kashmir, making a work essentially different from the original

Brhatkathd because the original theme, the adventures of Nara-

vahanadatta, had fallen into a position of subordinate interest

and the episodes had become ofpredominant importance. Which

the additions were it is, of course, frankly impossible ® to say on

the strength of the present evidence ;
the absence of the rest of

the ^lokasamgraka deprives us of the one useful control. But

we may reasonably hold that the additions included both the

version of the Pancatanira and that of the Vetdlapancavihfaiika

which are found in both Ksemendra and Somadeva, but which

have plainly no real or original connexion with the legend of

Naravahanadatta.

The language and form of the new text do not permit of pre-

^ Despite F. D. K. Bosch, De legende vanJimutavahana (1914), pp. 85 ff.

* Subandhu may have known the Vikramaditya legends (cf. Vds(tvadat*d* p, no).
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cise determination. It is possible that the references to Pai^aci

forms and citations in the case of Hemacandra are derived

from this Kashmirian text, and if so they would show that the

work was handed down in a form of Pai5acl. Nor, of course, is

there anything implausible in such a proceeding. It is not rare

for a dialect once established to remain in use for a certain work

after the original has been changed. We have the perfectly clear

statement of Somadeva that the language was altered, and this

can hardly mean anything less than a translation. If the original

had been in Sanskrit, it seems incredible that it would not have

influenced both Ksemendra and Somadeva sufficiently to cause

frequent verbal similarities, and this is not the case. The simila-

rities which do occur, as for instance in the stories of the Panca-

tantra, can easily be explained by the fact that both authors

weie dealing with a work in a dialect which admittedly was con-

siderably more Sanskritic than the ordinary Prakrit , indeed, on

one list of the relative position of Prakrits Paifaci is ranked after

Sanskrit in honour.

4 . Ksemendrds Brkatkathamanjarl

The woik of Ksemendra^ was probably produced in his youth

like the Manjarls of the Makabhdrata and the Rdmdyana which

he composed, perhaps in accordance with his own doctrine that

the would-be poet ought to undertake exercises of this kind.

The character of these abridgements is well known ;
they are

dry and sober, reproducing faithfully, though with much omission

and curtailment often to obscurity, their originals, but depriving

them of all life and attraction. Ksemendra has, moreover, in lieu

of seeking to write interesting summaries, thought it enough to

relieve the barrenness of his versions by interpolating elegant

descriptions at intervals, a procedure not to be commended, as it

merely adds to the bulk of the works without serving any useful

purpose. But his accuracy, which we can test for the epics, is

assured, and therefore we may a priori assume that bis account

of the contents of the Brkaikathd of Kashmir accords with

reality.

It appears from the coincidence of the two recensions that the

^ Ed. KH. 69, 1901. Cf, Buhler, lA. i. ^0% C; Levi, JA. 1885, ii. 397 ff, ; 1886,

i. 216 ff, ; Speyer, Studies ahmi the KeUkMsaritsagum^ pp. 9 ff.
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original was divided into eighteen Lambhakas as its main divi-

sions, and it is a plausible conjecture that the term applies to the

^ctories of the hero, each section dealing with some achievement

of his. As we have it in both our sources, the work begins with

the Kathapitha, which gives as an introduction to the tale the

legend of Gunadhya already noted. In Book ii, the basis of the

story is furnished in the adventures ofUdayana, which are carried

in iii to his winning of Padmavati, the book taking its style

L§.vanaka from the place where the first queen, Vasavadatta, was

reported to have perished, a necessary preliminary to the second

espousals. In iv we have the birth ofthe hero, Naravahanadatta,

who is to be the emperor of the Vidyadharas. The next book,

Caturdarika, is decidedly episodical. The Vidyadhara Qaktivega

comes to visit the future sovereign, and relates how he himself has

reached the wonderful city of the VidyMharas and won the four

beauteous maidens whence the title of the book is derived. From

this point Ksemendra and Somadeva diverge vitally. Ksemendra

continues with the legend of Suryaprabha (vi), a strange and

remarkable tale, of how that hero rose from royal rank to becom-

ing emperor of the Vidyadharas after a desperate struggle against

his foe Qruta9arman, who was finally induced to content himself

with a minor kingdom, thanks to the direct personal intervention

of Qiva himself. The tale is remarkable in its obvious blending

of mythology involving Vedic and epic beliefs, Buddhist legends,

and popular story matter ;
but in Ksemendra’s hands it suffers

greatly from excessive condensation* The two books, it will be

seen, have a certain relevance to each other and to the work as

a whole, despite their episodic character; they deal with the

career of other aspirants to emperorship over the Vidyadharas.

In vii we return to the main story a little more clearly. The

essence of the book is a long account of Kalingadatta, father of

Kalingasena, who serves merely to give his daughter a royal

ancestry ;
Udayana is sought in marriage by her and he would

gladly wed her, but Yaugandharayaigi^ resists the match, lest the

king should become too much enamoured of his wife and neglect

his duties, a ludicrous excuse seeing that he had already arranged

two marriages for the prince. Doubtless in a more original form

it was Kalingasena’s character as hetaira which motived the

objections. At any rate Udayana is induced to abandon the
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project, but he determines to allow her daughter to wed Narava-

hanadatta, and the book carries us to his consent to a formal

marriage. Book viii, which is very shoit, is styled Vela after the

name of the character of whom and her husband a legend is nar-

lated, quite episodically, but it ends with the vital statement that

Madanamahcuka has been abducted by the Vidyadhara Manasa-

vega. The prince is desolated, but before he is to rejoin his

beloved he has to be the hero of four episodic books (ix-xii). In

the first he is carried off in sleep and ends by espousing another

Vidyadhara maiden, Lalitalocana, with whom he spends time on

mount Malaya, but is saddened by longing for Madanamancuka
;

Lalitalocana disappears, but a hermit, Pi9angajata, comforts him

by telling him the tale of Mrgankadatta, a prince of Ayodhya,

who won in marriage (pa9ankavati, daughter of his enemy Karma-

sena of Ujjain, who gives the book its name (ix). The next

consolation is administered by Kanva and consists in the narra-

tion of a vast cycle of legends of the emperor Vikramaditya,

though it is inconceivable that Gunadhya himself could have been

guilty of so flagrant an anachronism ;
the title is Visama9lla (x).

In xi, Madiravati, the prince is encouraged to persevere by the

tale of two Brahmins who by manly effort {purusakdra) succeeded

in defying the decrees of fate {karman) and achieving their desire,

and he also recovers the missing and apparently not much
regretted, Lalitalocana. Yet another episode follows : Gomukha
tells the tale of the emperor Muktaphalaketu and his beloved

Padmavatl, who gives the book its name (xii).

After this long interlude action is resumed in Book xiii, Panca,

so called because in it the prince wins five more brides, Vidya-

dhara maidens who are determined to espouse him. The main

business, however, of the book is the effort to attain Madanamafi-

cukS. With the aid of Prabhavati, a Vidyadhara, the prince

penetrates to her place of confinement, using a woman’s form

lent by Prabhavati
;
as she, however, has to resume it, suddenly

he is discovered and Manasavega has him tried by the court of

the Vidyadharas, but will not accept their decision in his favour,

Prabhavati takes him in safety away from the Vidyadharas;

ultimately he reaches KaU9ambi, and many Vidyadharas join

him for an attack on his foes. After great efforts, he attains

^iva’s favour, and in a great battle slays Gaurimu^Kfe and Mina-
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savega in single combat. He prepares to attack his lemaining

foe Mandaradeva in the north of Kailasa, and marries the five

damsels who seek his love. The next step ought obviously to be

the attack on Mandaradeva, as it is in Somadeva, but there now
occurs a long series of episodes which doubtless had been inserted

here in the Kashmirian Brhatkathd, In Book xiv he marries

Ratnaprabha, whose name the book bears, and pays an important

visit to the land of camphor, returning in a flying machine of the

kind which the Yavanas, Greeks, were experts at constructing.

In Book XV we have a sort of duplication of this adventure
;
he

marries Alarhkaravati, and proceeds to an expedition to a White
Island or Continent^ where he worships Narayana with an

elaborate prayer written in the most finished Kavya style
;
the

parallel to the famous episode of the Mahdbhdraia in which

sages seek the <Jvetadvipa and take part in the worship of a

wonderful deity—which has been deemed a reference to actual

experience of Nestorian rites or even ofAlexandrian Christianity

—is complete, and suggests very strongly that the Kashmirian or

the original Brhatkaikd borrowed the episode from the epic as

we know it. The next book (xvi) is much more banal
;

it gives

the prince another wife, Qaktiya9as, and imparts a number of

unimportant episodes. We resume now in Book xvii the lost

thread. Before he can attack Mandaradeva, Naravahanadatta

must receive from the sage Vamadeva on mount Malaya the

seven jewels, emblematic of sovereignty. He then reaches the

north by passing under a great tunnel, and by his offer of his

own head induces the dread Kalaratri, who guards the exit, to

permit his passage. Mandaradeva falls, five more maidens are

wed—a repetition of the motif in Book xiii, and the great conse-

cration, Mahabhiseka, whence the book is named, is duly cele-

brated, the emperor insisting on his father being present. The
work is now finished, but very inconveniently a further book

(xviii) is necessary
; under the style Suratamanjari it tells how,

after the death of Pradyota and Udayana, Gopala and Palaka

resigned their tenure of the kingship of Ujjain, how Avanti-

vardhana wedded the heroine, and how the two were protected

against a jealous Vidyadhara by the emperor. The only

1 Cf. W. E, Clark, JAOS. xxSdx. 209-43 ; Garbe, Indim und das ChrisUntum^

pp. 3^93 ; Grierson, XA. xxxviL 251 C, 373
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excuse for this absurd position of the tale is the fact of the exist-

ence of Book i with its account of the telling of the tale by
Gunadhya. In the original, as the Nepalese version shows, the

episode of Suratamanjari led up to the telling by Naravahana-

datta himself of his adventure, which would have clashed with

the version of Book i, and the old exordium was, therefore, rele-

gated to an appendix. This view is confirmed by the fact that

Somadeva in his Book vi expressly tells us that Naravahana-

datta is relating his adventures in the third person, an admission

that he knew that the tale of Suratamanjari had originally been

placed at the beginning of the work. On this point Ksemendra
is silent in his corresponding Madanamancuka book (vii), but he

reveals the fact in the summary {upasamhdrd) with which he ends

his poem, for he tells us, for the first time, that the work is sup-

posed to be set forth by Naravahanadatta to the sage Ka9yapa
on a visit.

Two other points at once stand out revealing the defect of the

original Kashmirian recension. The break between the end of

Vela (viii) and the continuation in Panca (xiii) is lamentable;

but Its harshness is concealed in some measure by making the

intervening books recognize the plight of the prince and the

endeavour to console him during his search. Evidently it was

thus that the compilers of the Kashmirian recension hoped to

work in not too awkwardly their extra matter, and in a sense

they succeeded. The same thing cannot be said regarding the

interpolation of Books xiv-xvi between Pafica and the book of

triumph and consecration. The break is ludicrous ; Naravahana-

datta, who is left at the end of Panca as accepted as lord by the

great majority of the Vidyadharas, but who has Mandaradeva

still to overcome, is now treated for three books as a prince in

the home of his father, without any consciousness of his great

adventures or his imperial dignity in the land of the Vidyadharas.

Here the compiler had evidently not the skill to make even

a passable transition, and Ksemendra loyally followed his in-

coherence. This is conclusive evidence against the original

Brhatkathd ever having contained this material; no author

would permit himself such confusion, while a compiler could

easily slip into it when he desired to knit together varying

cycles of legend.
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5 . Somadeva's Kathasaritsagara

Somadeva, a Brahmin of Kashmir, son of Rama, wrote the

KathasaHts^ara^ between 1063 and 1081 in order to divert

the troubled mind of Suryamati, a princess of Jalandhara, wife

of Ananta and mother of Kala^a, his work falling, therefore,

a considerable period after that of Ksemendra. In addition to

the division into Lambhakas Somadeva has one of his own com-

position into Tarangas, ia4 in all, the name, ‘billows’, being

chosen obviously in relation to the title of the work, which is

most naturally analysed as ‘Ocean of the Rivers of Stories’,

rather than with Lacdte as ‘ (Brhat-) Katha, an Ocean of Rivers

(of Stories)’. These divisions are not original; Ksemendra,

indeed, has subdivisions for some of the longer books which he \

calls Gucchas, ‘ clusters in the older manner. Kalhana appa-

rently was influenced in his choice of title for his chronicle by

Somadeva.

Somadeva sets out by telling his purpose, and one stanza of

his has caused trouble, evoking different rendering^ from Hall,

Ldvi, Tawney, Speyer, and Lac6te

:

ai4cityanvayaraksa ca yathagakti vidktyaie

katharasavigkatena kavyaiigasya ca yojana.

The sense of this stanza appears to me clear: ‘Literary con-

vention and the connexion of topics have been presented as best

I could, as well as the arrangement of a part of the poem so as

not to offend against the sentiment of the story (or the story and

its sentiment).’ We have, it seems, a recognition of the fact that

there has been change of order, and that it was made in order to

preserve the sentiment in the tale. This accords exactly with

what we find in the arrangement. In the first five ^ks there is

no change. But for the rest Somadeva was dominated by his

desire preserve the effect of the poem, and obviously this

compelled the breach ofthe gap between Panca and Mahabhisd»

;

in his text the transition is perfect ; the former book ends with

the decision of the prince to obtain the jewels nec®sary for the

coronation of a would-be emperor, and the next book carries on

* Ed. NSP. 1903; traas. C. H. Tawney, BL 1880-4. C£ J. S.

Spe^er» Judies tM
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the proposal, though in a slightly casual manner which Somadeva

has not altogether obliterated. This left him, however, with

three books to fit in, Ratnaprabha, Alarhkaravati, and (paktiya^as,

and obviously necessitated a complete overhauling of the earlier

part of the poem in older not to overburden it. The solution

adopted was to fit these three books, which all deal with

adventures of the prince before he became emperor, in the space

before Panca and to eliminate from the earlier matter two books,

which could, as not dealing with the hero’s own adventures but

merely being stories told to him, be fitted in as an appendix,

that is the books Padmavati and Visama9ila. The arrangement

of the material before Panca is carried out artistically in so far

as an effort is made to interpose books mainly episodic with

those giving important if incidental acts of the hero. Thus

after the fifth book which is episodic we have the important book

Madanamancuka (vi)
;
this is followed by the Ratnaprabha (vii)

;

the Suryaprabha (viii), which intervenes before Alamkaravatf (ix),

is essentially merely episodic
;
5aktiya9as (x) runs naturally on

from Alamkaravatl as containing incidental stories
;
then follow

Vela (xi), Qa9ankavati (xii), Madirfivatl (xiii), the all-important

Panca and Mahabhiseka (xiv and xv), and, by way of appendix,

Suratamanjari, Padmavati, and Visama9ila (xvi-xviii). One

change in the actual contents of a book was necessary. In

Ksemendra and probably in the original Vela was not merely

episodic
;

it contained at the close the vital element of the dis-

appearance of Madanamancuka, which explains the grief of the

king alluded to in the following books. Nothing of this sort

accorded with Somadeva^s plan of working in the books Ratna-

prabha, Alaihkaravati, and <Jaktiya9as, and therefore the allusion

had to disappear, although it was not possible for Somadeva to

avoid leaving occasional traces in the books before Panca in his

order that Madanamancuka had already been lost.

We may admit at once that despite his efforts Somadeva has

not succeeded in producing a unified work. But the merit of the

Kathasaritsagara does not rest on construction. It stands on

the solid fact that Somadeva has presented in an attractive and

elegant if simple and unpretentious form a very large number of

stories whicLhave for us a very varied appeal, either as amusing

or gruesome or romantic or as appealing to our love of wonders
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on sea and land, or as affording parallels to tales familiar from

childhood. Ksemendra’s example shows how, by undue con-

densation and obscurity, tales can lose all point and interest;

Somadeva, how by care the point can be fully expressed without

fatigue to the reader. We meet with the old but still amusing

tales of fools, scattered in the Kathasaritsagara among the tales

of its version of the Pancaiantra, but collected together after it

by Ksemendra; chance proves that half at least go back to

a collection made before A. D. 450, used in a work by a monk

Arya Sanghasena, and rendered into Chinese by his pupil

Gunavrddhi in 49^.^ We hear once more of the foolish servants

who, bidden protect the leather of the new trunks, take out the

clothes in them and thus protect them against the rain, of the

fool who insists that his father never violated chastity and that

he must have been a mind-born son, of the fellow who filled

himself with seven cakes and then bitterly lamented that he had

not eaten the seventh first and saved the rest, and we may, if

young enough, still laugh with the stones at these japes. Rogues

who prosper lend another series of tales; one is ingenious;

dressed as a rich merchant, he craved an interview with the king,

to whom he promised for the honour of a daily repetition of the

audience a gift each time of 500 dimras

;

the king accedes, and

the courtiers, thinking that he is all-powerful with their master,

bribe him until he has fifty million gold pieces, which he has the

good sense to share with the king to whom he reveals his

effective ruse. Much is told also of the thief, gambler, rou4 but

always brilliant Muladeva,^ who is in Indian literature the ^em

idial of a perfect cheat but who has a son even wilier than him-

self. Another rascal is so clever that we may forgive him his

evil deeds ;
he is to suffer after death an age in hell by reason of

his misdeeds, but a single gift to a pious person entitles lum to

one day^s life as Indm. Of this he takes opportunity to gather

all his friends and to traverse with them the sacred places of

India, thus acquiring such merit as to remain Indra. But yet

this god also is lightly treated ;
still more often are rdigious

ascetics denounced ;
one of them who in order to get into his

* Heitel, Bin i^tin^ehs nSOW, 64, 191a. Cf. the story of the

iboli^ BumfcejFS (Pt. 46 aod « Bbtalmt scene, dlL. ii> 108).

* PAPS. Hi (1918). , ,
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possession a pretty giil frightens her father into exposing her in

a chest Danae-like, finds the wrong chest, and has his nose and

ears bitten off by an ape, while the girl is rescued by a prince.

A book of tales about women seems to have been used by the

compilers of the Kashmir recension, to judge from the mass of

stories, unhappily often to their disadvantage ;
we hear of mur-

derous women, of one who mutilates her husband in revenge for

a beating, of one who regularly betrays him but insists on burning

herself on his pyie, of the woman who got rid of ten husbands,

and apparently met her match in the man who had disposed of

ten wives, but defeated him also and became so unpleasantly

notorious that she turned into an ascetic. Full of reminiscences

of various M^rchen motifs is the tale of the king whose white

elephant can be healed only by the touch of a chaste woman

;

none of 80,000 in the kingdom can help it, until a poor young

wife succeeds; the king mariies her sister, immures her in

a palace, and is after all betrayed. But Somadeva gives us also

tales of faith and truth among women. Devasmita revenges her-

self on her would-be lovers by giving them assignations, but

merely in order to brand them ;
charming is the picture of an

Indian Philemon and Baukis.^ It is death to tell another what

one has remembered of existence in a former birth ;
nevertheless

the queen of Dharmadatta and her husband are alike seized with

the feeling that they must tell each other of their suddenly

aroused memories. The story is pretty
;
the lady was a faithful

servant in the house of a Brahmin, while her husband was the

loyal retainer of a mei'chant; they lived together in poverty,

eating the little they had over when gods, ancestors, and guests

had taken their share. In time of famine a Brahmin comes, the

husband gives him the little they had, and then his life leaves

him, indignant that he had preferred the Brahmin to himself.

His wife follows him in death, and the same fate again meets

them when they have exchanged these memories of a faithful

love.

The religious world of Somadeva reminds us of the super-

stitious nature of the people of Kashmir ; we can hardly doubt

that the Kashmir recension added readily anything that seemed

interesting in this regard, even if Somadeva himself is rather

1 J. S. Speyer, indische, pp. 97 *
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inclined to rationalizing Marchen. QWb. and Parvat! in her dread

forms are the great deities, though Visnu inevitably appears in

the episode of Naravahana's visit to the Qvetadvipa* Human
offerings are specially frequent, the Pulindas, the Bhillas, are

regarded as ever on the outlook for victims for the goddess to

whom Jimutavahana is prepared to offer homage before his act

of self-sacrifice. Witchcraft is taken as a matter of course, and

many details are given of the dreadful deeds of the witches and

of the horrible scenes enacted nightly at the places where the

dead are burned or flung out as prey for beasts, birds, and the

ghouls who haunt these cemeteries
;
in his eeriness of description

Somadeva is a match for the author of the Mdlatlmddhava.

Buddhistic traits are not rare, though only sporadic ; it must be

remembered that, as we know from Kalhana, Buddhism had in

a degraded form a strong hold in Kashmir. A number of tales

are told to relate the action of Karman in determining man*s

life ; we have a legend of a prince who tears out an eye because

women loved so deeply his beauty, a parallel to the Mittavindaka

Jdiaka^ and the legend of Jimutavahana, though the Buddhist

origin of that has been questioned.^ The Vetdlapancavifigaiikd

legends show distinct Buddhist traits. On the other hand, we

have frequent mention of the worship of the Linga, Qiva*s phallic

symbol, and of the Mothers, and popular superstition is every-

where abundant The gods and minor spirits mingle freely in

ordinary life, innumerable apparent mortals are merely beings

driven from heaven by curses who can be restored to their

former estate by some act of cruelty or kindness. The love of

the marvellous is fully satisfied by tales of adventures at sea,

with shipwrecks and subterranean palaces, or not less marvellous

wanderings on land to strange places like camphor-land where

princesses can easily be won. The loves of Naravahanadatta are

too numerous and too inevitable—for they are all fore-ordained

even if we are only told so at the end—to be exciting, but there

are many others recounted in episodes, and a picture or a dream

often proves the starting-point for a deep if transient affection.

Nor can we ignore the interest lent by the inclusion of effective

versions of the VetSla cycle, of the of anecdotes of

^ Boscbi, De mnJtm&Hpdhmmt pp. viii, 143 ff
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Vikramaditya, as well as those in the less satisfactory book

Padmavatl.

Somadeva^s taste is shown by the fact that, though he likes to

conclude a tale with a different metre, only 761 of his 21,388

verses are in more elaborate metres, and he resists the temptation

to indulge himself in word-plays, contenting himself with the

swift easy flow of the simple narrative. He permits himself in

his metre a certain lightness of touch exhibited in minor negli-

gences, which in no way make it inaccurate, but save it from the

pedantry of following in absolute strictness the rules regarding

caesuras and Sandhi rigorously adopted by the great Kavya
writers. His abnegation is the more remarkable because he

obviously could have won repute as a poet in the elaborate style.

As it is, we owe him many happy passages in which simplicity

is not inconsistent with ornament. Thus we have the description,

brief but effective, of a storm at sea

:

aho vdyur apurvo 'yarn ity agcaryavagad tva

vydghurnanie stna jaladhes tatesu vanardjayalu

vyatyasidg ca muhur vdtdd adharottaratdm yayuh

vdridher vdrimcayd bhdvdh kdlakrantdd iva,

‘ The forests on the banks of the sea shook to and fro as though

amazed at the wondrous force of the gale, and inverted by the

wind the waves went up and down as do men’s hopes through

the force of fate.’ The good deed of the Gandharva, who saves

the prince from the well into which he had fallen, is summed up

in an admirable line

:

fardrihaphalajanmdno na syur mdrgadrumd iva

tapacchido mahdntag cej jlrndranyam jdgad hhavet,

^ Were there not high^souled men bom to do good to others, like

wayside trees which dispel the heat, this world were nothing but

a worn-out forest.’ There is a very pathetic picture of the death

of Qurasena; he was a Rajput and had to obey his king’s

summons, despite his love for his wife Suseija
;
she awaits his

promised return and, when be comes not, her breath leaves her

body as if consumed by the forest fire of love. Her husband

meantime, scarce able to leave his lord, is hastening to her on

a swift camel

:
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tairapagyad gataprdndni prtydm tdm krtamandandm

laidm uiphidlaktisumdm vdienonmuHidm tva.

drsivatva vihvalasyaitdm kurvato *nge vtmryayuk

praldpaih saka tasydpi prdnd virakinah ksandt.

* There saw he his wife lying dead in all hei finery like a creeper

in full bloom that the wind hath uprooted
;
seeing her he grasped

her in his arms, beside himself with grief of separation, and his

breath straightway departed with his lamentations/ There is

a brilliant description of summer

:

bhrdmyatag ca jagdmdsya bimm gnsmariukesarl

pracandddiiyavadano diptatadragmikesarak.

priydvirahasamtapiapdnthanihgvdsamdrutaih

nyasiosmdna tvdiyusnd vdnti sma ca saklrandJu

gusyadvidlrnapankdg ca hrdayath sphuiitair iva

jaldgayd dadrgire gharmaluptdmbusampadafu

clricltkdramukhards tapamldnadaladkarah

madhugrlvirahdn mdrgesv arudann iva pddapdh,

* And as he wandered there came on him the dread hot season in

lion shape with the blazing sun for mouth and his fiery rays for

mane. The winds blew with cruel heat as though warmed by

the dolorous sighs of travellers parted from their loved ones.

The tanks, their waters wasted by the heat, with their drying

white mud seemed to show their broken hearts. The trees

bewailed the departure of the glory of spring with the shrill

moaning of their bark, their lips of leaves being parched by

the heat.*
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THE ROMANTIC AND THE DIDACTIC TALE

I. The Romantic Tale

The fame of the Brhaikatha has resulted in comparatively

few other tales being preserved in works of early date.

The Vetdlapancavingaiikd was doubtless originally part of a

distinct cycle, but it is preserved for us in its oldest form in

Ksemendra*s Brhatkathdmanjarl'^ and Somadeva’s Katkdsa-

ritsdgara? We have several other recensions, of which that of

(^ivadasa ® is in prose and verse, which may represent the original

form of the tales, though that is mere speculation, and a verse

original has been claimed.^ One recension of an anonymous

author® is no more than a prose version based on Ksemendra,

and Ksemendra’s verses have here and there found their way
into the codices of Qivadasa. The late recension of Jambhala-

datta ® has no verse maxims, and it has been suggested that its

form of the tales is in some respects older than that shown by the

other recensions, but this is by no means clear. An abbreviated

version by Vallabhadasa is also known, and the text has been

freely rendered into modern Indian vernaculars and also exists

in the Mongolian Ssiddi-Kur.

Trivikramasena,or as the later accounts have it Vikramaditya,

is in receipt annually of a fruit from an ascetic, which he hands

over to his treasurer, until accidentally he finds that each con-

tains a jewel. In gratitude he offers aid to the ascetic who asks

him to go to a cemetery and bring down from a tree a corpse

which is on it The king agrees to act, but is startled to find

that a ghoul, Vetala, has taken up its abode in the corpse, yet

persists in his purpose. The corpse denizen, however, lightens

^ ix. 3. 19 ff. > Ixxv-xcix.

* Ed H, UWe, AKM. idii. i, 1914.
* JBosch, De legends vanJlmuta/vahana^ pp. 32 ff,

® Ed. AiCM. viu, i ; aaotiber version (MS. 1487 a.d,),BSGW, 66, 1914.
* Ed, Calcutta, 1873* ’ Eggehng, IOC. 1. 1564^
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the way by telling a story ending in a question as to the answer
to a riddle, and on the king solving it the corpse falls off and
returns to its original place. The king, however, finally is defeated,
and is silent. The demon then reveals to him that the evil ascetic

is seeking in reality to slay him, and at his bidding the king asks
the ascetic to show him how to perform the prostration required

in the rite which is to be performed with the corpse, and hews
off the evil-doer’s head. The stories have often much spirit and
point; the king is silenced by the question of the relationship

inter se of the children of a father who marries the daughter of

a lady whom his son espouses. This weird tangle arose from
rash vows and honour combined

; the king and his son had seen
the footprints of two ladies and the son induces his sire to marry
the one with large, he the one with small feet, and it turned out
that the mother was the petite beauty. Difficult again is the

question how the hand of a girl should be disposed of, when she

has been rescued from a demon by the united work of three

lovers, one of whom finds by his skill the place where she is

hidden, the other by magic provides an aerial car to seek for her,

and the third by valour slays the demon; the king gives the

palm to valour. Which again is the nobler, the husband-to-be

who permits his beloved one a last assignation, the robber who
lets her pass him unscathed when he knows her mission, or the

lover who letums her unharmed when he learns of the husband*s

noble deed ? A youth vows his head to Bhattarika if he win
a fair maid as wife

; he pays his debt, his friend finds his corpse

and imitates his deed, fearful of suspicion of murder; the wife

finds the headless bodies, the goddess pities, and bids her restore

the heads, but she errs. Which is her husband ? The body with

the true head, replies the king, for the head is the noblest

member. Or we have the strange case of the son of a thief

brought up by a Brahmin, adopted by a king, at whose offering

to the spirits of the dead three hands appear to demand the

sacrifice. Among these Marchen or novelettes there is one dis-

tinctly Buddhist tale, though Durga is the chief figure in the

book taken as a whole, which is distinctly a product of the spirit

of the Tantras. A king desires a human sacrifice for his own
benefit, parents and the Brahmin priest seek to carry it out, the

demon is ready, but the little child to be offered laughs at their

3148 U
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shameless folly in ignoring the transient nature of all earthly

things, and his life is spared.

(Jivadasa’s recension cannot well date before the twelfth century

and may be later. It contains not merely maxims in verse—often

collected from well-known sources, including a verse of Rudra
Bhatta—but also some narrative verse, and in so far approaches

the style of the CampiL One fine stanza probably quoted ^ is

worthy of citation

:

no manye drdhabandhanat ksatam idaih naivdnkugodgkattanaih

skandhdrohanatddandt paribhavo naivdnyadefdgamah

cintdm me janayanti cetasi yathd smrtvd svayutham vane

sihhairdsitabhltabhltakalabhd ydsyanti kasydgrayam.

* Not the wounds, I ween, that my body suffers from my tight

bonds, nor the blows of my master’s hook, nor the shame of

bearing him on my shoulders and enduring his strokes, nor the

loss of my home, bring such sorrow to my heart as the thought,

“To whom can the young calves, terrified to death by the lion’s

onslaught, now have resort for aid ? An ingenious alliteration

is also pretty

:

sa dkurjaiijatdjuta jdyaidm vijaydya vah

yatraikapaliiabhrdntim karoty adydpi Jdknavh

•'May Qiva’s matted locks further your success, locks among
which the Ganges’ presence seems to place one white hair/

Interesting is the Qukasaptafi^ seventy tales of a parrot, of

which we have two recensions, both of uncertain date, but which

was certainly known in some form to the Jain Hemacandra ® and
doubtless existed long before it was finally reduced to the form
in which we have it. The two recensions best known are the

ornatior and simplicior of Schmidt. The latter is not the earlier;

it is clearly an abbreviated version of a text something like the

Ornatior, as is shown by the fact that it not rarely leaves us in the

1 Ascribed to Pampaka by Qrldharadasa, iv. 214.
* Simplicior, ed. AKM. x. 1, 1897 ;

traus. Kiel, 1S94; shorter verson, ZDMG. Uv.

515 fF. ; Iv. I fF. Ornatior ed. A. Bay. A xxi. a, 1901 ; trans. Stuttgart, X899. Four
tales ed. and trans. Kiel, 1890; notes on Simphcior, ZDMG. xlviii. 580 all by
R, Schmidt, who has edited a Mamthi version, AKM. x. 4. In some MSS. all sorts

of bad Sanskrit appear.

^ Hertel, jpp. 240 fif.
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dark as to the precise point of the stories. The form of the

original must probably have been simple prose^ interspersed with

gnomic verses and with some narrative verses at the beginning

and end of each of the tales. The framework is amusing. Kara-

datta, a merchant, has a foolish son Madanasena who spends

his whole time in love-passages with his young wife. His father

is induced to give him the present of a parrot and a ciow, wise

birds, embodiments of Gandharvas, whose wise talk converts the

son to virtue’s ways, so that when going on a journey he entrusts

his young wife to them. She regrets his loss but is ready to find

another to console her, and the advice of the crow merely meets

with a threat to wring his neck. The wiser parrot approves her

deed, provided she is smart enough if she finds herself in a hole

to get out of it as cleverly as GunafalinI did. The curiosity of

the lady is aroused, and by telling her tales and asking her how

one should act at the critical moment the bird maintains her

virtue until her husband returns. The tales are hardly edifying

;

about half of them deal with breaches of the marriage bond,

while the rest exhibit other instances of the cunning usually of

hetairai or clever decisions of arbitiators, as when Muladeva

appears as asked to decide which of two hideous wives ofdemons

is the better-looking. Two famous incidents contained in the

collection are the judgement of Solomon and the parallel to the

fabricated ordeal in Tristan and Isolde. As usual, religion plays

its part in helping immorality ;
religious processions, temples,

pilgrimages, marriages, sacrifices, all are convenient occasions for

assignations, the fleeing lover is declared by the ingenious wife to

be the ghost of the paternal ancestor, and so forth.

The Ornatior seems to be by a Brahmin Cintamani Bhatt^,

who used the Jain Pamatmitra recension of Pur9abhadra(ii99),

though it is quite probable that an older form of the fukasaptaii

was the source whence some at least of the tales of unfaithful

wives were taken by the Pamatmira. The Simplicior seems to

be the work of a ^vetambara Jain, and it has been suggested that

it is ultimately derived from a metrical form, while the occur-

rence of PrSkrit verses has further given rise to the view that the

collection may have been originally in Prakrit. The question

does not admit of definite solution, nor is the work of great

interest save in connexion with its western of&hoots and its effect

V n'
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on vernacular literature. The eastern Rajasthani version ^ is made
from a Sanskrit original by Devadatta, son of Purusottamadeva,

of unknown date ; in it the judgement of Solomon is pronounced

by a damsel.

Still less attractive is the Sinkdsanadvdtrmgikd? thirty-two

tales told by the statues of maidens on a throne which is ’alleged

to have been discovered by Bhoja of Dhara in the eleventh cen-

tury, when that king desired to seat himself on it. The throne,

it turns out, had been won by Vikramaditya as a gift from Indra,

and after his death in battle against (Jalivahana had been buried

in the eaith, and the thirty-two spirits bound there in statue form

tell tales of the great monarch and receive release. The tales are

far from exciting, and in the Jain recension of Ksemamkara are

ruined by being framed so as to make out the king to be a model

of generosity who spent his substance in gifts to the priests of

what he won by his great deeds ofvalour. The form of the work

in this recension is marked by the presence of narrative verses at

the beginning and end of each prose tale. More like the original

form is perhaps the south-Indian version with gnomic verses and

occasional narrative verses mingled in its prose. Another ver-

sion consists of verse, while in a north-Indian recension the

stories are lost in the morals. The Bengal version ascribed to

Vararuci is merely based on the Jain recension, itself alleged to

have used one in Maharastrl. The work is clearly later than the

Vetdlapancavingatikd^ but that gives no definite date, and it is

not at all likely that it really was written for or under Bhoja of

Dhara. It contains the well-known tale of the king who gives to

his dearly beloved wife the fruit which drives away age, only to

find that it has passed from her to the master of horse and from

him to a hetaira
;
in disgust the king abandons his throne. Vikra-

maditya’s adventures are also the subject of an alleged epic in

thirty chapters, the Vlracaritra ® of Ananta, whose real hero is

rather ^udraka, once co-regent of Qalivahana, but later a sup-

porter of the descendants of Vikramaditya
;
of the QdUvdhana*

kathd^ in eighteen cantos, partly in prose, by (pivadasa ; of the

^ ^esUchnft Windtsch^ pp. 158 ff.

® Weber, IS, xv. 1S5 ff. ; F, Edgerton, AJF. xxxiu 249 E, and ed. HOS, 1926.

3 H. Jacobi, IS. XIV. 97E
* Eggeling, IOC L 1567 ft.
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Mddkavdnalakathd^ in simple prose with Sanskiit and Prakrit

stanzas by Ananda, pupil of Bhatta Vidyadhara
;

the anony-
mous Vtkramodaya^ in verse; the Jain compilation of the fifth-

teenih-centvxY Pancadandacckatraprabandka^ &c. In this work
he appears as a magician and master of black magic, while in the

Vikramodaya he is a learned parrot who issues another version of

Solomon’s judgement.^

The close contact of the literature of tales with the people is

shown by the fact that later we find apparent Sanskrit versions of

vernacular works as in the Bharatakadvdtrihgikd^ tales intended

to deride Brahmins, and obviously ofJain inspiration. Qivadasa’s

Kathdrnava^ thirty-five tales including stories of fools and

thieves, is also late, and in Vidyapati’s Ptirusaparlksd^ a

collection of forty-four stories, we have the work of an author

who won in the latter part of the fourteenth century fame as a

Maithili poet. To the same century belong also the unhistorical

but interesting legends of authors and other important persons

contained in the Prabandhacintdmani^ and the Prabandkakoga ®

of the Jain writers Merutunga and Raja^ekhara, while that

collection of witty but quite untrustwoithy legends of the court

of Bhoja, the Bhajaprabandha of Ballalasena, is ofthe sixteenth

century.

2. The Didactic Tale

The tale which is aimed directly at edification rather than

amusement is specially richly presented in Jain literature
;

the

Jains were very fond of stories, but they demanded a moral, and

hence their writers were often led to spoil good stories such as

the legends of Vikramaditya by seeking to make the participants

^ FavoUni, OC. ix, 1. 430E; GSAI. xxii. 313^. \ H.Schohl, DU Str&phm

i&r M* (1914).

* Zachanae, KL ^hriften, pp. 152 ff., 166 ff.; IOC. u ao* 3960. Ck. 7 a

pamllel m Mah&vmtu^ lii. 33 fT, (iiaagmairy debts md like repayment).

® Ed. and trans. ABA. 1S77.
* Zachariae, p. 154, n. 1 refers to tbe literatare.

* fed, J, Hertel;^ Leipzig^ 1921 ; trans. Srz&MeTf 1922 ;
r. A.n. 140a

* Weber, Imt, Sirafen^ 1. 251 f. ;
Pavohsi, GSAI* ix. iS9f.

^ Ed. Bombay, 1882.

* Trans. C. H. Tawney, BL 1901 (date i$o6).

* Hnltzsch, Rtp&rtSf lu. p. vi (1349).

Ed. NSP. 1913 ; L. Oster, Die RezensUnen des Bk, (1911).
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in high adventure rather tedious exponents of Jainism. First

place among these works must be assigned to the Parigistaparvan}

a supplement to his epic Trisastigaldkdpitrusacarita by Hema-
candra. In it he deals with the oldest teachers of the Jain faith,

and the tales he relates are no longer mythic and epic, but dis-

tinctly of the ordinary variety of folk-tale. We hear, for instance,

of the incest of brother and sister, children of a hetaii'a ; it is

characteristic that the situation is less appreciated on its tragic side

than from the point of view of the relationships resulting, a point

raised in more innocent circumstances in the last of the tales of

the Vampire. The historical figure of Candragupta is made the

subject of strange legends, one of the most curious making out

that he died a pious Jain.^ We are told^ ofthe monk who showed

the constancy required for living with a hetaira during the whole

rainy season without breaking his vow of chastity
;
another, who

had shown courage enough to spend the same period in the com-

pany of a Hon, essays the task but fails
;
piety however requires

that the hetaira should convert him once more to the ways of

virtue and herself become a nun.^

The Jain Caritras and Puranas which contain many legends do

not normally attain the level of literature, but more importance

attaches to the elaborate allegory of human life in the form of a

tale written in 906 by the renowned author Siddha or Siddharsi.

A late and doubtless unreliable authority ® tells that he was in-

duced to adopt Jainism because his young wife and his mother,

annoyed at his late hours, one night insisted on shutting the door

on him, so that he went to the always open door of some Jains

and refused to give up his intention of becoming a Jain monk.

The same authority puts him down as a cousin of the famous

poet Magha. In point of feet the Upamitibhavaprapanedkathd^

which is in prose with considerable numbers of stanzas interposed

A Ed. H, Jacobi, BI. 1891, sel. trans. J Hertel, Leipzig, 1908 j Keith, JRAS.
1908, pp. 1191 f.

* Smith (EHI. pp 154, 4$8) strangely believes this legend.

8 viii. iioff.

^ i. 90 ff. (Valkalaciiin) is a vanant of Rsya^rhga; ix. 4461!., the ordeal of an

adulteress, is trans. J. J. Meyer, Isoldes GoiUmrtHl (1914), pp.
® The PrMav&kocaritraoi Frabhacandra and Pradynmna Sun (1250 A. D.), a con-

tinuation of Hemacandra's Pan^istaparmn,
« Ed. BI. 1899 ff. Trans. A. Ballinl, GSAI^ xvii-xix, xxi-xxiv.
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from time to time, is by no means badly written, and the author

has kindly supplied a key at the end of the introduction to the

allegory, so that it is not difficult to follow. His Sanskrit, which

he deliberately chose because it was a sign of culture, is not diffi-

cult—^indeed, he promises that it will be as easy to follow as Pra-

krit, but the impression of the work as a whole is, as in the case

of most allegories, one of unrelieved dreariness, no doubt partly

due to the extreme difficulty in making anything picturesque out

of the dry and scholastic Jain tenets and the somewhat narrow

views of life prevalent in Jain circles.

Of simpler type are the many Kathas or Kathanakas in which

well-known motifs are adapted to illustrate Jain tenets. These

are numerous in the Prakrit literature, being preserved both in

commentaries on the canon and separately, and in Sanskrit form

they tend to be late. Two interesting tales are the Campaka-^

gresthikathanaka ^ and the Pdlagopdlakathanaka ^ of Jinakfrti, who
wrote in the first half of the fifteenth century. The former takes

the form of a frame stoiy enclosing three tales, one of Havana’s

vain effort to avoid fate, while in the latter we have with other

matter a version of the tale of a woman who accused of attempts

on her honour the youth who has refused to yield to her seduc-

tions. The Samyakivakaumudi^ illustrates the plan of inserting

tales within a naixative
;
the pious Arhaddasa relates to his eight

wives and they to him how they obtained true religion {sam^

yakiva\ their tales being overheard both by a king who wanders

about his capital and a thief. On the other hand the Kaikd-

kogap also of unknown date, is a seiies of tales without con-

nexion, in bad Sanskrit with verses in Prakrit, which gives a very

poor Jain version of the NalaP

I A. Weber, SBA. 1883, pp. 567 ff., 885 ff. ; J. Hertel, ZDMG. Ixv. 1-51,

» J. Hertel, BSGW. Ixix. 4; Indiseke Erzakhr^ vii (1934) ; Bloomaeld, TAPA.

liv. 16411.

« A, Weber, SBA. 1889, pp. 731 f.

^ Trans. C* H. Tawney, London, 1895.

» Hemavijaya’s KatMratndkara is trans. Hertel. Raja^ekbara (i4tb cent.) in

AniaridkatMsa^gruka (cf. Pnlld, SIFI. i. x ff. j li i ff.) hasa version of the Judgexnei:

of Solomon (Tessiton, lA. xlii. 148 ff.
;
Hertel, Gmi des Osiem^ u 189 E).



XIV

THE GREAT ROMANCES
I. The Age and Works of Dandin

OF Dandin we know really nothing save what can be

gathered from his works and late tradition. The latter

asserts his authorship of three books, and it is generally con-

ceded that of these we have two, the Dagahumdracarita and

the Kavyddarga. The third has been variously identified ; the

view of Pischel that it was the Mrcchakatikd was based in effect

merely on the general resemblance of social relations described

in the drama and in the Dagahimdracarita and the anonymous

citation of a line found in the drama by the Kdvyddarga. Now
that we know that the line is found also in Bhasa, the argument

is less strong than ever. But it is very dubious if the Chando-

viciti referred to in the Kdvyddarga is intended by Dandin to be

his own work, and even if it were it is possible that it and the

Kdlapariccheda also alluded to were mere chapters to be

appended to the Kdvyddarga. Even the Identity of authorship

of the Kdvyddarga and the Dagakumdracarita has been doubted

on various grounds. It has been pointed out ^ that the vulgarity

and occasional obscenity of language in the romance accord ill

with the insistence in the Kdvyddarga on freedom from coarse-

ness, and certain real or alleged inelegandes of diction have

been asserted to be impossible in an author who wrote on poetics.

But neither contention is ofserious value. Apart from the notori-

ous difference between precept and practice, it is perfectly

possible and even probable that the romance came from the

youth of Dandin and the Kdvyddarga from his more mature

judgement, while most of the alleged errors in grammar may
safely be denied or at least are of the type which other poets

permit themselves.^

The date of Dandin is still open to dispute, and if the Kdvyd-

darga were not to be taken into account would be even more

difficult to determine than it actually is. If, for reasons which

will be given later, we place the Kdvyddarga definitely before

* Agashe, ed pp. xxv if.

* The ascnption to him of the Avmtuund^rfkat^^ of wMch we have a fragment,

is (juite iraplaiisible j S. K. D6, IHQ, i. 31 M.; iii. 394 ff.
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Bhamaha {c. A. D. 700), there is no reason to assert that he wrote

much earlier, and the chief impression conveyedby the Dofaku-
mdracariia is that its geography ^ contemplates a state of things

anterior to the empire of Harsavardhana, and that its compara-

tive simplicity suggests a date anterior to the work of Subandhu
and Bana* Nor is there anything to suggest a later date. The
corruption of manners adduced by Wilson in favour of the legend

which makes him an ornament of the court of Bhoja of Dhara,

so far as it was real, merely lepresents a regular feature of one

aspect of Indian life.

2, The Daiakumdracarita

It is very probable that it was from Gunadhya that Dandin

derived the conception of the plot of the romance.^ The device

by which Naravahanadatta and his companions, reunited after

strange adventures, repeat the account of what has befallen each

of them is strongly suggestive of the device by which the ten

princes of Dandin s tale expound their fortunes when reunited

after their original separation. The idea is ingenious, for it provides

a certain measure of unity in what else would be merely a series of

unconnected stories. If Hertel is right, however, Dandin’s plan

would have extended far beyond what he has accomplished ;
he

finds allusions to a scheme which would have told of the history

of king Kamapala and his five wives in three different births on

earth, so that what we have is a mere fragment. It may be true

that Dandin contemplated some such work, but there is really

no proof of it, and still less that he ever actually wrote it.

Indeed, Hertel himself holds that he left even the Dagdkumdra^

carita itself as we have it, with an abrupt beginning and incom-

plete, his purpose of carrying out his undertaking having been

frustrated for some cause or other. This is of course conjectural,

nor can any conclusion be drawn from the fact that so many

efforts ® were later made to supply a beginning and to end the

1 CoUms, Tke Geographical Dataofthe liaghwfamia andDaiaUumdracania{i^i),

p. 46.

» Ed. G. Buhler and P. Peterson, BSS. 1887-91 {and ed. by Agashe); A. B.

Gajendragadkar, Dharwar. Trans. J- J. Meyer, Leipzig, 1902 ; J. Hertel, Leipzig,

1922 ; Weber, Ind. Streifen^ i. $08 ff.

* For one by Bhat^ Naiiyana see Appendix in Agashe's ed. ; there is one in verse

by Vmayaka ; a continuation by Cakrapani and a revision by Gopinatba (IOC. L

1551 f.) exist
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text to prove that, if these parts of Dandin’s work had ever

existed, they would not have been lost. The fates of books are

far too uncertain to admit of such reasoning being decisive.

What is certain is that we have in our manuscript quite fre-

quently beside the text of the work proper an introduction,

Purvapithika, and in one manuscript and its derivatives a conclu-

sion, Uttarapithika. That these are no part of Dandin’s work

seems suggested at once by the names, and this conclusion is

confirmed by overwhelming evidence. The Purvapithika ought

to lead up merely to the first tale in the text of the romance,

but in point of fact it gives tales of two princes in order to make
up the number of ten, Dandin’s own work extending only to

eight, the last imperfect. Moreover, the contents of the intro-

duction by no means correspond precisely with the facts made
clear in the romance itself. Thus, while in the ancestry of the

princes Rajavahanar Puspodbhava, Apaharavarman, and Upa-

haiavarman there is no discrepancy of moment, the accounts of

Arthapala, Pramati, and Vi^ruta cannot be reconciled. In Dandin

Arthapala and Pramati are Kamapala’s sons by Kantimati and

Taravali, in the introduction Arthapala is Taravali’s son and

Pramati is not his half-brother but merely a son of the minister

Sumati, a misunderstanding of a passs^e in Dandin. Vigruta,

again, to Dandin is descended from the merchant Vaigravana and

grandson of Sindhudatta, in the introduction it is the minister

Padmodbhava who is his grandfather. It is probable that the

ancestries of the princes Somadatta, Mitragupta, and Mantra-

gupta given in the Introduction are mere figments, that of

Mantragupta being given as Sumantra from a mere misreading

in Dandin, while in reality the princes in Dandin’s own view were

sons of the three remaining wives of Kamapala himself, and

therefore half-brothers of the hero RajavShana. Moreover, when

in Dandin Candavarman finds RSjavahana with the princess, he

denounces him as an impostor who has under the cloak of religion

corrupted the people and made them believe"in false gods, but

the introduction has nothing of this, and in lieu of making the

prince a clever trickster has to provide him with an accomplice

in the shape of a magician in order to accomplish his ends. So,

again, in Dandin we hear of a younger brother as guilty ofaiding

the prince to obtain access to the princesses harem, while the intro-
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duction has provided him with the magician for this very end.

Upaharavaiman’s own tale is that he was biought up by a monk,

the introduction gives the duty to the king. It is clear, too, that

the scene at the end of the introduction does not accord with the

beginning of the text. Dandin conceives Rajavahana and his

princess as already having enjoyed the sweets of love, and depicts

the prince seeking to win a revival of her passion by tales of the

ancient loves of gods and saints,^ to which she responds. The

introduction with incredible bad taste treats the occasion as

the first scene between the two, and represents the prince as

seeking to make his love repeat what he has been telling her, for

the pleasure of listening to her doing so. Moi cover, the matter

impaited to the loving maiden was not in his view erotic, but an

account of the fourteen woi Ids as a lesson on Brahmanical cosmo-

graphy. We may safely say that the author of this stupidity

was not Dandin, whose own purpose doubtless was, as in chapter

vi, to insert just before our present text some anecdotes of ancient

love stories. The case against the Uttarapithika is even more

convincing, for it is obvious from the end ofthe text that Dandin

was about to paint the model of a wise ruler, a task which the

present conclusion does not even attempt. The fact that other

efforts to supply an introduction aie known is additional proofthat

the existing Purvapithika was not accorded general acceptance as

Dandin’s woik. It is possible that two hands are to be dis-

tinguished even in the Puivapithika itself.

3 . The Content and Style of the Daiakumaracarita

fit has been suggested^ that the romance is really to be

r^rded as a didactic work, an attempt to teach the doctrines of

the Niti^astra in narratives of attractive character. This we may

fairly pronounce to be an exaggeration and an injustice to the

author, whose real aim we may be sure was to give pleasure, how-

ever ready he might be to show himself an expert in the rules of

polity as well as those ofthe Kama^astr^ His distinctive quality

is the application to the simple tale^ the grand manner of

the Kavya, though in a moderation which is utterly lost in the

case of Subandhu and Bana. Doubtless he had predecessors in

^ Cf. the msisteEce on tlio love of women for tellers of tales Cp*

8 Hertel, trans. iii. S If.
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the attempt, though they are lost to us and we cannot even say

whether the Bhattaia Haricandra to whom Bana refers in the

introduction to his Harsacarita as a fine author of prose was a

predecessor of Dandin. It may be conjectured that the applica-

tion of the Kavya style to prose had its origin in panegyrics

such as are seen in the inscriptions of Rudradaman and Harisena

which we have already considered, and that it was only later that

it was thought suitable to apply similar methods to tales. The

application, of course, made the tale vitally diflfeient from its

effect in its more simple form. The work of Gunadhya, even

through its changed forms, as it has come down to us gives the

definite impression of swift and easy narrative, the poets not

pausing to exercise their descriptive talents ;
Dandin leads the way

to the result that the narrative is a mere skeleton, the descriptions

the essence.

In Dandin, however, we are far from the period when an exer-

cise in style is aimed at. The main interest of the romance lies

in the substance,^ with its vivid and picturesque account of low

life and adventure, of magicians and fraudulent holy men, of

princesses and ruined kings, of hetairai, of expert thieves, of

fervent lovers, who in a dream or by a prophecy are urged on to

seek the beloved. The world of the gods is regarded with singu-

larly little respect, and the ministers to holiness are equally far

from finding favour. Not that there is a total disregard of moral

considerations
;
one prince consoles himself for his action in

seeking to secure the wife of another, and slaying to fulfil the

end, by moral principles. It is legitimate according to the text-

books to abandon one of the three ends of man, duty, profit, and

love, if it tends to the attainment of the other two, and if he has

violated duty he has enabled his parents to escape from captivity,

has secured himself the delights of love and the possession of

a realm. Apaharavarman again is a prince of thieves ;
he plans

on the model laid down by Karnisuta, author of an unhappily

lost text-book on the art, to rob a city in order, it is true, to

reimburse an unfortunate who has been robbed by a hetaira

;

1 How far original is tmknowa. lo vi the insertion of stories has a parallel In the

Katk&saHtsMgam where the VetaJa stories come m the report oftherixth minister, and

there is a paralH for Nitamhavatl. The fignres pf the ungrateful the ideal wives

here have parallels in Jitakas and 546 } Wmtemite, GIE. in. 357.
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moreover, he understands that there are too many misers in

residence. Mantragupta in disguise worms himself into the con-

fidence of a foolish king, persuades him to bathe in the sea in

order to acquire greater beauty, murders him, and parades him-

self before the people as the new form of the king, extolling the

wonderful deed that has been accomplished, which has put to

shame all mockers as to the powers of the gods to work miracles.

Vi^ruta in order to secure his proteges lestoration to power

makes use both of the temple and the name of Durga to per-

petrate a successful fraud. The gods appear as justifying the

most disgraceful deeds ; the moon god is cited as justifying

adultery, the hetaira in her successful effort to pervert the pious

ascetic can find authority in the scandals regarding heaven. The
ascetic is far from being adamant, and it is not Brahmins alone

who are subject to satire ;
the merchant whom she plunders down

to his loin-cloth abandons that also and becomes a Digambara

Jain monk, but confesses that the sublime teachings of the Jina

are but a swindle. The Brahmins again with their lepoits of evil,

requiring a special sacrifice with vessels of pure gold, are derided,

while nuns are all go-betweens and one Buddhist lady is the head

procuress in the service of a hetaira. The might of fate does not

rule the affairs of these active princes; true, Apaharavarman

when caught stealing, Pur^abhadra captured by robbers, ascribe to

this cause their mishaps,but theyboth are ready and able by human
exertion to defeat effectively the decrees of that unstable deity.

The realism of Dandin’s outlook is entirely in accord with one

strain of Indian tradition, that which from the Rgveda onwards

notes and describes the sins of the gods, without any moral

protest. It stands out the more prominently when it is

compared with the pious attitude of the author of the Purva-

pithika. To him the sacrifice is the power that brings the gods
;

Rajahansa is praised because of his devotion to the priests, the

gods on earth, while Dan^in deoies them that appellation save in

one passage where his use for them of dkaraniiala-imiita is

sneering, the term meaning also ‘ rhinoceroses ^ The king's

domestic priest possesses the full holiness of Brahman himself,

and despite his appalling deeds the Brahmin Matanga, because he

died ift'^ saving another Brahmin, after an interesting tour of

inspection of Yama’s hells is restored to life, and by his devotion
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to ^iva is rewarded with the aid of Rajavahana to enable him to

win an Asura princess and lordship of the nether regions. Not
valour but ^iva's club gives the king of Malava victoiy over

Rajahahsa. Dandin makes a joke out of Markandeya’s curse

which condemns Suratamanjarl, whose pearl necklace fell on the

ascetic when bathing, to become a silver chain. The Purvapithika

parts Qamba from his wife for two months because of the curse

of a water-fowl. The princes no longer are free agents
;
the great

Vamadeva and his acolytes protect and guard the father and the

princess
; Rajavahana can win his princess only by a Brahmin*s aid.

Characteristic of Dandin is his power of characteidzation which

is not content with making alive the more important figures on
his stage, but invests with life and reality the minor personages.

The ascetic Marlci, the merchant Vasupalita, and their seducer

Kamamanjari, the old Brahmin who meets Pramati at the cock-

fight and seconds him con amore in the trick to win his bride,

improving on his instructions, the police commandant Kantaka,

who is deluded into believing that the king’s daughter is in love

with him and treasures the nurse’s soiled garment as a pledge of

affection, and the nurse herself, Qrgalika, who seconds Apahara-
varman’s efforts to win the princess, are all depicted with liveli-

ness, force, and insight. Nor is Dandin limited in range
\
in

chapter viii we have a deeper note in the characterization of the

young king Anantavarman, his loyal minister Vasuraksita, whom
he casts aside because his advice is too wise for his taste, and the

shallow but witty courtier Viharabhadra whose advice leads to

the utter ruin of realm and king.

The humour and wit of the author are remarkable and far

more attractive to modern taste than are usually these qualities in

Indian works. The whole work is pervaded by the humour of

the wild deeds of the princes, their determination to secure what
they wish, and theii light-hearted indifference to the morality of

the means which they employ. The deception of Marlci ^ by the

hetaira is perfectly drawn ; the damsel pretends to be enamoured
of the holy life, the ascetic warns her of the trials and advises her

mother, who is shocked at her daughter’s indifference to duty, to

let her stay a short time to experience what her purpose means ;

^ Ludcrs^ comparison of the IRsya^rgga legend (GN. 1897, p. 109) is needless. For
Christian paiallels see Gunter, Buddha^ pp. 233
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alas, it is the ascetic who learns many things not suitable for

ascetics. 1 he silver chain which binds the captive turns itself

into a beautiful maiden in an unexpected but delightful wa>%
Queen Vasundliara finds a brilliant way of spreading a false

rumour
;
she invites the oldest of the citizens and the highest of

the ministers to a secret conclave at which under the most solemn
pledge of secrecy she reveals the canard. There isadmiiable wit

in Apaharavarman’s pious resolve to bring into a better frame of

mind the misers of Campa by revealing to their eyes the perish-

able nature of all that is earthly, in vulgar parlance by stealing

their money. Mitragupta offers Candrasena a magic ointment to

make her appear like a female ape to the prince, but she replies

that she does not wish in this life to be parted from her mortal

body, Arthapala finds in the earth a lovely damsel whom he
likens to the goddess of royal sovereignty who has taken refuge in

the earth to avoid the sight of so many bad kings. Upahara-
varman makes a very bitter jest at the expense of king Vikata-

varman who is under the impression that he is his beloved queen

;

to confirm him in this view he asks him to swear to confine his love

in future with his new form to the queen alone : the fool is pre-

pared to take the oath but Upaharavarman continues: kim vd
^apatkena f kaiva hi mdntist mamparibhavisyatH yady apsarobhik
sanigacchase samgacchasva kdmam. kathaya kdni te rahasydnu
tatkathandnte ivaisvartipabhrahgah. * Nay, what need of an oath ?

What woman can vie with me ? But if thou wouldst mate with

the Apsarases, thou mayst do so at pleasure. Tell me thy
secrets

; when thou hast told, thy change of shape will come to

pass.’ The foolish king little knows the meaning of the words
which portend his wedlock with a denizen of the next world, and
a change not to a fairer form but the passing of this mortal

life.

In the arrangement of his work Da^din shows distinct judge*
ment He varies his tone; from the light-hearted or grim
humour of chapters ii and v we pass to the earnest tragedy of

chapter viii. He alters his form ; while most of the books are

without break of subject, in chapter vi we have four clever tales,

those of DhuminI, Gomini, Nimbavati, and Nitambavatl, told in

succession to illustrate^the maxim that cunning alone is able to

accomplish the most diiBcult ends. If the work had been com*
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pleted, as we have seen, before the present opening, we should

doubtless have had some pictures of ancient love scenes.

Dandin is unquestionably masterly in his use of language. He
is perfectly capable of simple easy narrative, and in the speeches

which he gives to his characters he avoids carefully the error of

elaboration of language. But he is prepared to exhibit his talent

and command of the language in descriptions and in these he is

markedly an adherent of the Vaidarbha style, and excels, as

a traditional estimate holds, in pleasing sound effects. He aims

both at exactness of expression and clearness of sense, at the

avoidence of harsh sounds and exaggeration or bombast; he

attains beauty, harmony of sound, and effective expression of

sentiment. He makes free use, but with reasonable moderation,

of the right in prose to constiuct long compounds, but they in the

main are not difficult of comprehension. His desire to vary his

forms of desciiption is marked and receives effective illustration.

Twice he has to describe the beauty of a slumbering maiden ; in

the first case ^ he resorts to a complete catalogue of all her per-

fections as the hero gazes on her and notes them in minutest

detail through her thin garments ; in the second case there is no

realistic description, but four similes from mythology and nature

serve to express her loveliness.^ Yet again a picture is given of

beauty unveiled, but the occasion is different
;
the hero sets up as

an astrologer, and in this capacity has the privilege of inspecting

youthful beauty presented to him to ascertain if it possesses the

auspicious signs of suitability for marriage.® Reference has

already been made to the witty close of the description of the

beautiful maiden of the underground dwelling, where the jest is

given special point by following on several more stereotyped

complimentary epithets.^ Another description is decidedly

ingenious and is addressed to the lovely one herself: bhamini

nanu bahv aparaddham bhavatya cittajamnam yad amusyajtvi^

tabhutdm Raiim dkriyd hadarthitmatl dhanuryastim bkrtdatd--

bkydmbhramaramdldmaylmjymn mldlakadyuiibhir asirdny apm^-

gavlksitavrsiibhir mahdrajanadhvajapatah^nkam da^anauhada-

fnayUkhajdlaih prathamasukrdam malayamdrutam parimahpail-

yasd nihfvdsapavanena parabkrtarutam atimaujulmh praldpaih

ptispamaylm patdkdm bhujayastibhydm digDijaydrambhapUrm-

1 ii. p. 62. * 7. p. 13. ^ VI. p. 31. * iv. p. 10.
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kumbliamithunam urojayugalena kridasaro nabkimattdalena
samndhyarathamandalam gronimandalena bhavanaratnateram-
stambkayugalam uruyngalena lilakarnakisalayam caranatalapra-
bhabhih. ‘ Hast thou, gracious lady, not wrought much wrong
on our lord Love ? Hast thou not utterly eclipsed with thy
form Rati, who is all his life to him

; with thy creeper-like brows
the staff of his bow ; his bowstring formed of a row of bees with
the flashings of thy dark locks; his arrows with the showeis of
thy sidelong glances ; the silk of his saffron-dyed banner with
the ruddy rays darting from thy lips

;
his dearest friend, the

wind from Malaya, with the sweet fragrance of thy breath
; the

Kokila with thy charming utterance; his flower ensign with
the flagstaff’s of thy arms ; the two bowls which were filled when
he started to conquer the world with thy two rounded bi easts,

the lake in which he plays with the circle of thy navel, the
rounded frame of his battle-chariot with thy round hips

; the
twin pillars of the jewelled arch of his palace with thy twin
thighs ; the lotus behind his ear with which he plays with the
gleaming red of the soles of thy feet?’ The same variety is

seen in his many changes of expression in describing the dawn
and the sunset, which he delights to do. So Upaharavarman
sees the dawn thus : cintayaty etm mayi maharnavonmagtiamar-
tandatiirangamagvasaraydvadh&teva vyavartata triyama samu-
dragarbkavdsajadikrta iva mandapratdpo divasakara^ prddur
asU. ‘While yet I pondered, n%ht passed away, as though
wafted away by the hot breath of the steeds of the sun as he
emerged from the mighty ocean, and the sun stood revealed, but
yet feeble his might as though he had been paralysed by his

dwelling within the bosom of the sea.’ There is a very effective

example of the simplicity and vividness of his style in his account
in the legend of DhuminI of the appalling famine which led to

the tragic events of that tale: kslnasaram sasyam osaih&yo

bandhya na pkalavanto vatutspatayah kHba imgha bkinnasrotasa^

sravmtyafy pankape^Sm palmlani ni^yandany utsamaiitdaidui

viraUbhutam kandamulepkedam avaktnah kathagalitaff kalyanct^

savakriya bah^bkUtdni taskarakulany anymyam abhakseiyattpra-

paryaluntkann Has taio baldkdpandurani narapira^kapaldni

paryahindanta fupMijt h^amemdedyah p&nylbhutdni nagartg;rS-

makiarvappHpAhedanddSm, * The com lost aU Its strength, the
»M« X '

'
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herbs became barren, the trees bore no fruit, the clouds rained not,

the beds ofthe streams became dry,the tanks were reduced to mud,

the springs ceased to flow, bulbs, roots, and fruits were hard to

find, all ceased to converse or celebrate auspicious events, hordes

of robbers became more common, people ate one another in their

hunger, men’s skulls, bleached white as cranes, rolled about, great

flocks of stai-ving crows flew around, while cities great and small,

maiket-places, villages, and other resorts of men were aban-

doned/ It is significant that the author of the Purvapithika is

quite unable to vie in description with his model, though he

exaggerates the length of his compounds and in the introduction

commits himself to a stanza playing on Dandin’s name. He
commits also the grave fault of excessive use of alliterations,

perpetrating the continuous riming effect of : kumara mdrdbhi-

rdmd rdmddyapaurusd rusd bhasmikrtdrayo rayopahasitasaml-

rand randbhiydnena ydnendbhyudayagahsam rdjdnam akdrmJt,

* The princes, beautiful as Mara himself, with the heroism of

Rima and other heroes, reducing their enemies to ashes in their

rage, in their swiftness defeating even the wind, advancing in

their chariots to battle assured the king of victory/ It may be

doubted whether it is not to his carelessness rather than to clerical

errors or to learned pedantry that we should ascribe the incorrect

forms mahaddyudha^ mahadabhtkhyd^ mahaddfd^ avoci^ gdsan^

adangh presented by manuscript tradition.^ These are very

different from the forms which have been censured in Dandin,

such as dlihgayitum^ brdhmanabruvah^ enam anurahtd^ which are

clearly defensible as they stand.

It must not, however, be denied that we see traces here and

there of the desire even in Dandin to strain langus^e. The tour

deforce by which chapter vii is spoken by Mantragupta without

any labial letters^ because his loved one had bitten him so

deeply on the lower lip that he could not form labials is note-

worthy but hardly admirable, and in chapter ii we find a piece ®

of complex argument elliptically expressed which might do credit

^ For differences in language between the PCrvapftbiha and the text of Dandin, see

Gawrofiski, SprachL Uniersuchungm uber das Mrabakaitba und das JDaiakumdra^

capita (1907), pp. 47 ff,

» In Kds^ddctt^a^ ni. 83, the diflSculty of the feat is recognised. Cf. Jacobi, ZDMG,
xL 99* Pindar is credited with writing a poem without s ; cf. Ohiert, RUtsd und
Raisdspruchii pp. 3 ff. ^ p. 50, II* 7 fL (ed. Bithler).
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for difSficulty of comprehension to Subandhu or Bana. But in n >>
him these deviations are exceptions, and though Indian taste

would never have ranked his style with that of the other great

romancers it is greatly to be preferred on modern standards. In

one point, however, Dandin surpasses Subandhu. He obeys the

rule that the perfect shall only be used in describing what is not

part of one’s personal experience.^ Hence in the narratives of

the princes the perfect is excluded, although it is permitted in

the four short tales inserted in chapter vi
;
in the princes’ narra-

tive he uses only imperfects, aorists, the historical present, and

participles, active and passive. His frequent use of aorists is

doubtless a sign of his familiarity with giammar and his anxiety

to exhibit the fact.

4. Stibandlm

Of Subandhu we know as little as of Dandin. He appears

first in Bana who mentions in the introduction to the Harsacanta

the Vdsavadattd as quelling the pride of poets, and in the

Kddambarl in celebrating his own work he uses the epithet

aitdvayl^ ‘ surpassing two,’ which is believed to refer to the Vdsa-^

vadatid ® and the Brhatkathd of Gunadhya. That Subandhu’s

work is meant is not now very seriously questioned, Peterson

himself having long since withdiawn his suggestion to that effect.

Subandhu’s name appears with those of Bhasa, Kalidasa, and

Haricandra in Vakpatiraja’s Gaildavaha^ he is classed with

Mentha, Bharavi, and Bana by Mankha in his ^rtkanthacarita ;

and Kaviraja in the Rdghavapdnd^^vly^ boasts that Subandhu^

he, and Bana are masters of ambiguous diction ;
while a Kanarese

inscription of A.D. 1168 ascribes to him mastciy in Kavya.

Quite late tradition makes him a contemporary of the legendary

Vikramaditya and a nephew of Vararud. But the only refer-

ence to that monarch shows him to have been in the remote

past, and the date of Subandhu must depend on his priority to

Bana, which is borne out by a mass of obvious coincidences in

diction, and on the other hand by his own literary allusions. Of

the many works known to the poet most are decidedly older,

such as the epics, the Kdmasutra^ the Chandoviciti section of the

1 Speyer, 3umk, p. 248.

* Ea. F. Hal!, BL 1S59
j
Smth Indian text, eti L. H. Gray, CUIS. 8, 1913, with

tianslation^ Cf. Peteiscxi, p. 133-

X %
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NMyagasira^ and the Brkatkaikd\ but he knew well not only

the Upanisads but also the Nyaya and Mimahsa schools of

philosophy and Buddhism. One passage enables us to fix an

upper date with some certainty
;
he describes a maiden as

nydyasihiiim iva Uddyotakarasvarupdm Bauddhasaihgatim iva

Alamkdrabhtisiidm, It is impossible to doubt that Uddyotakara

is referred to
;
perhaps the reference following is to Dharmaklrti,

the Buddhist logician, as ^ivarama asserts, because we know now
that Uddyotakara possibly used and was used byDharmakirti, and
nothing can be more natural than to find the two together*

This means, ^ however, in view of the evidence available as to

Dhaimakirti’s date, that Subandhu must be placed in the second

quarter of the seventh century and that he was only aTonfem-

^orary of'iBana wRose work came to fruition before Bana*s.

Unlike that author, he cannot have enjoyed the patronage of

Harsavardhana, and we may presume that his activity was

carried on at some other capital.

5. The Vdsavadattd

Though the name Vasavadatta is famous in Indian literature,

we do not find in it any parallel for the tale of Subandhu, unless

we infer from the mere name recorded as the subject of an

Akhyayika by Patanjali on Katyayana ^ that he knew of this

story, a most implausible theory. Nor is it of much consequence

whether we regard the work as falling technically into the cate-

gory of Akhyayika or Katha. Bana ® indeed, seems to suggest

the former appellation as appropriate, but while Dandin^ is no

doubt right in dismissing controversy on this point as foolish, it

is clear that, if distinctions are made, the Vasavadatta accords

with the nature of a Katha. Thus, ifwe take the essential feature

of an Akhyayika to be that it is told by the hero, is divided into

Ucchvasas, has passages in Vaktra® and Aparavaktra metres,

these characteristics do not suit the text
;

if, on the other hand,

we adopt Amarasinha's ® distinction and make the subject-matter

^ Keith, JRAS. 1914, pp 1102 ff. The AMikSra is not to be regarded as a work

on poetics.

» On iv. 3. 87 ; cf. on iv 2, 60.

* Harsacarita^ v. 10. ^ i 23 fF.

» Cf. Subandhu (ed. Hall), p 184. « i.C 5 -
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of the Akhyayika traditional as opposed to invented by the poet,

the Vdsavadaiid seems to disagiee with the description of the

Akhyayika. The similarity of the tale to the manner of the

Kddambarl, which is clearly a Katha, is practically decisive in

favour of that genre.^ But, accepting as we may the originality

in some degree of the poet, we may admit that he makes use of

the whole stock-in-trade of Indian narratives, the seeing in a

dream of one’s future mate, the overhearing of the chatter of

birds, magic steeds, the fatal effect of ascetics’ curses, transfoima-

tions of shape, and recovery of one’s true foim by a lover’s

embrace. It is essentially the aim of the poet not to trouble

himself with the plot or the characters but to display his virtu-

osity in language.

King Cintamani has a beautiful son, Kandarpaketu, who in a

dream beheld a girl of beauty exceeding his own ; sleep leaves

him and with his friend Makaranda he sallies foith to seek the

unknown. In the Vindhya as the prince lies sleepless heover* **

hears the curtain-lecture of an indignant Maina bird to her

husband, w^ho defends himself for late hours by telling how the

monarch (JlrngSra^ekhara has a peerless daughter, Vasavadatta,

who in a dream has seen the lovely vision of a youth, of whom
she is deeply enamoured. She has sent her confidante Tamalika

to bear to the youth an assurance of her deep love. There is no

difficulty in securing the meeting of the two at Pataliputra, but

the prince learns to his horror that the king, wearied of her un-

wedded state, means forthwith to marry her to the Vidyadhara

chief Puspaketu. The lovers therefore flee by means of a magic

steed to the Vindhya where they fall asleep. Awakened, the

prince finds to his sorrow that the maiden has departed, and in

his despair he is only kept from self-destruction by a voice from

the sky promising him reunion. After long wandering he finds

a statue which at his touch awakens to life as his beloved, and in

rfeanion they live in great happiness in Kandarpaketu’s capital.

The plot it will be seen Is negligible, not even worth serious

criticism, but it would be quite unjust to accuse Subandhu of

indecency or savagery as one distinguished editor did. To apply

* The story coutaias tbe taldng of % maidca, a battle (pp. agio f. ; NobeVs denial

{Indum p. iS^} m oirersl^t), and saccess, as reqaired by

Bbiaiaha (L and seems onglaal.
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mid-Victoiian conceptions of propiiety to India is obviously

absurd and wholly misleading. Indian writeis, not excluding

Kalidasa, indulge habitually con amove in minute descriptions of

the beauty of women and the delights of love which are not in

accord with western conventions of taste. But the same condem-

nation was applied by contempoiaries to Swinburne, and Shake-

speare’s frankness is more lesented by English than by German

taste. What is essential is to repel the connexion of such

descriptions with immorality, and to assert that they must be

approved or condemned on artistic grounds alone. There is all

the vrorld of diffei'ence between what we find in the great poets of

India and the frank delight of Martial and Petronius in descrip-

tions of immoral scenes.

What we have in Subandhu is an exercise in style applied in

descriptions of mountain, river, stieam, the valour of the prince,

the beauty of the heroine, and the strife of the contending armies,

whose struggle led to the loss of the princess, who unwittingly

trespassed into the garden of an ascetic and was cursed by him

with the customary injustice of his kind to become a stone. Of

serious characterization there is nothing whatever ;
Subandhu s

own claim is that he is a storehouse of cleverness in the composi-

tion of works in which there is a pun in every syllable {pratyak§a-

va§lesamayctvinyasava%dagdhyaHtdhi)<, and this is carried out in

prose with occasional verses interspersed and with an introduction

in verse. Subandhu’s translator has generously—and not without

justice—claimed for him a true melody in the long rolling com-

pounds, a sesquipedalian majesty which can never be equalled

except in Sanskrit, a lulling music in the alliterations, and a com-

pact brevity in the paronomasias which are in most cases veritable

gems of terseness and twofold appropriateness. In fact Su-

bandhu’s ideal was clearly the Gauda style with its enormous

compounds, its love of etymologizing, its deliberate exaggei^-

tion, its love of harsh sounds, its fondness for alliteration, Its

attempt to match sense closely with sound, its research for

recondite results in the use of figures and above all in parono-

masias and cases of apparent incongruity. How far Subandhu's

accomplishment was original we cannot say in the absence of so

much literature now lost, but Dapdin certainly is very different

in style, and it is of interest that in the period after Subandhu
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we begin to find in inscriptions ^ a rather free use ofparonomasias
and the figure Incongruity (virodAa), Thus, as a parallel to

Subandhu*s dhanadendpi praceiasd^ ‘who is Kubera, yet also

Varuna, for he is generous, yet wise,’ we have dhanado pi na
pramattah^ ‘he was Kubera, not Varuna, for he was generous,

not inattentive/ It must, however, be said that alliteration,

pretty when used with a point, becomes tedious when practised

too often, and it is impossible not to be wearied by a string of

puns even if they cannot be styled obscene and are at the worst

only dull. Granted that the poefs fancy ^ is able, with the re-

sources of the Sanskrit language, to find a vast variety of clever

double entendres^ moderation and judgement are conspicuously

lacking throughout in Subandhu. Moreover, he has to perfection

the capacity of constructing a vast sentence which rests on a single

verb, while in its enormous compass by means of a series of

epithets, each composed of a long compound, it contains infinitely

more matter than the mind can conveniently assimilate at one

time. The disadvantage of the prose form is here abundantly

apparent
,
the stanza compels compression and a certain modera-

tion, and Subandhu has verses ^ which show that, when placed

under restraint, he was capable of really effective writing. The
picture of the lion's attack lacks puns and is admirable.

pa^yodancadavdncadancitampukpagcdrdhapurvdrdhahhdk

stabdhottdnitapr^tkanisthitamandgbhugfidgiraldhgtilabhrt

dahstrdkotivigankatdsyakuharah kurvan satdm utkaidm
utkarnak kurute krammk karipatmi krurdkrtih kesart*

‘ See, the lion, raising the hind quarters of his fair body, with the

fore quarters depressed, his tail, slightly bent, remaining poised

over his firm arched back, his cavernous mouth terrible with the

tips of his fangs, tossing aloft his mane, with ears erect, doth

make, with aspect dread, his assault on the lord of elephants/

The picture of the lion is perfect in eveiy detail, and the aUitera-

tions rather heighten the effect, while the frequent use of / and

^ Gwalior iascr. (874-5) EI.u 157; cf. inscr. of Goviaaa IH (807-8), EL d*

246 flf. and others (Gray, p. 31).
® Here and there he reduced to prose older verses ; Zachariae, Curup&jekmmnit^

pp. 38

^
* After the twelve Aryas of the introdncUoa diere are only three cases of verses,

AryS, ^trdslavikrldlta (2); ^Ikhan^i, Sragdhivii Arya.
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harsh sound-combinations makes the effect all the more impres-

sive, illustrating what in poetics ranks as Svabhavokti, which is

in essentials a vivid description. An instance of the figure

Sahokti, unified description, which is found already in the Rama-
yana^ is found in : samam dvisam dhanusam cajtvdkrsHmyodhdg

cakrtih. ‘ The warriors drew at once their bow-strings and took

their enemies’ lives/ The figure Utpreksa, lively fancy, is seen

in many imaginative flights, such as the description of the moon
as: dadhidhavale kdlaksapanakagrdsaptnda tva nigdyamundphe^

napuhja iva menakdnakhaMdrjanagildgakala iva^ ‘white as curd,

shaped like a ball of food for an ascetic’s meal, as it were a mass

of the foam of the Yamuna, night, a sliver of stone for the polish-

ing of Menaka’s nails.’ Akin to this is the mental picture in-

volved in supposition, Sambhavana : ivatkrte ydnayd vedandnu-^

bhutd sayadi nabhah pairdyate sugaro meldfzanddyate brahmdyate

Upikaro bhujagardjdyate kathakas tadd kim api katham apy

anekayugasahasrair abhilikhyate kathyate vd, ‘ The sorrow that

this maiden hath endured because of thee might be written or

told only in some way or another in thousands of aeons, if the

sky became the paper, the sea the inkwell, Brahman himself the

scribe, and the Lord of Serpents the narrator.’ ^ Within limits

puns are attractive, as in the verse :

sa.rasavattd vikaid na vakd vilasanti carati m kahkah

saraslva ktritgesam gatavaii bhuvi Vikramdditye.

* Moisture is gone (eloquence is destroyed), the cranes sport not

(new men plume themselves), the heron is gone (who devours not

whom ?), like a lake Vikramaditya hath left the earth, save

indeed in fame.’ Even on a larger scale it may be effective

:

Hvdkrgtim sa cakre mrdhabhuvi dhanusaft gatrur and gatdsur

laksdptir mdrgandndm abhavad aribale tadyagas tena labdham

muktd tena ksameti ivaritam aribalair uttamdhgaib^ pravistd

pancatuam dvesisainye gatam avanipatirndpasamkhydntaram^
* The king on the battlefield drew to himself the life (string) of

his bow
;
yet the enemy perished. In the host of the foe sup-

pliants received a lakh of gold (the king’s arrows found their

mark), yet the glory (due to them for generosity) was won by
him. Thinking he had abandoned the earth, the foe swiftly

* Eor parallels cf. R. Kohler, Kl. SckrtfUn^ iii. 293 ff. j Zachariae, KL
pp. aofif.
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occupied it with their heads (the king losing patience, the foe was
swiftly laid low with head on earth in death). The hostile host

five times sought battle (met with death) ; the king needed no
higher number (as all were disposed of).’ Still, while this com-
mingling of the pun, Qlesa, and apparent incongiuity, Virodha or

Virodhabhasa, is ingenious, it is clearly fatiguing when kept up.

Still more irritating is the further development in the figure of

exhaustive statement, Parisamkhya, when it is intended to ex-

press by words not only their literal sense but a denial of what

might be the sense if a pun were intended
; thus mnetrotpatanam

munlnant we are to see the sense ‘there was plucking out of

roots in the case of wormwood trees only (for ascetics do not

pluck out their eyes).' Sound effects are sometimes ingenious, as

in the following Yamaka describing the wind : andoHtakusu-

makesare kegarenumu^i ramiantadhuramamnSm ramamnam
vtkacakumudakare mudakare, ‘rocking the filaments of the

flowers, stealing the pollen from the hair of fair damsels with

sweet chiming jewels, expanding many a lotus, and causing

del^ht.’ But alliteration, Anuprasa, can be merely tedious, as

in the description of the Reva as : madakalakalahansasarasara-

sitodbhrantabhahkutamkatapucchacckatdvyadhutavihacakainala-

hhandavigalitamakarandcMndusandohasurcdihitasalilayai ‘ whose

waters were fragrant by the many drops of juice fallen from the

fragments of full-blown lotuses shaken by many a monstrous taU

of fish scared by the notes, indistinct throi^h passicm, of the

geese and herons.’ It is clear that this is an utter abuse of

language.^ The work would indeed be unreadable, were it not

for the care taken by the author to varyliis long compounds by

occasional short words in order to permit the reader to breathe

and gain some comprehension of what has gone before, and

notably in occasional short dialogue passages,as when he describes

the talk of lovera at night, he realizes the necessity of the use of

diort saitences. But if his tale is of the genus Katha, he does

his best by length of compounds to establish the falsity of the

su^estion of Anandavardhana ® that the compounds of Akhya-

yikas can be longer than those of the Katha.

* Cfc Peterson’s demndstion of the • giaodess string trf extravagant and indecent

pans'. Wyrthil has equally been too fredy censared for mdeceni^, e.g. TeofEeJ-

Schwiahe, Hist. Rm. lit,, i 3*»- S*
* Dkoa^tRtka, pp. 143 ff , c£ 134 ff-
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6, Bands Life and Works

Sana has most fortunately preserved for us some account of

his fame by giving up the first two and a half chapters of his

Harsacarita to an account of himself and his family. He was

a Brahmin of the Vatsyayanas, whose mythical origin he depicts

in detail * his great-grandfather Pa9upata had a son Arthapati

who had eleven sons, of whom Citrabhanu married the Brahmin

lady Rajyadevi and had as son Bana. His mother died young,

and his father brought him up with tender care until, after his

initiation at the age of fourteen, he died untimely
;
the history

of this part of his life is hinted at in the touching picture at the

beginning of the Kddambarl of the fate of the young parrot.

After his father’s death Bana mixed, it is clear, in dubious com-

pany, though in part it was literary, including a poet in the

vernacular {bkdsdkavt)^ l9ana, the Prakrit poet Vayuvikara, two

panegyrists, a painter, two singers, a music teacher, an actor,

a ^aiva devotee, a Jain monk, a Brahmin mendicant, and many

others. A fit of wandering seized him and he went far, acquiring ’

evil repute in abundance. But by consorting with the wise and

the good he claims to have redeemed a misspent youth, and

finally returned to his home at Pritikuta. When there he

received a royal summons through Krsna, brother of Harsa-

vardhana, who as a friend warned him to make his peace with

the king—which suggests that Bana had been engaged in some-

thing worse than sowing wild oats. At any rate he went to the

royal camp, and was received with marked coldness even accord^

ing to his own account by the king, but shortly afterwards

received the royal favour. That is all we know definitely of his

fate in life. He proceeds to tell us that he recited the Harsacarita

because on a visit home he was asked to speak of the great king,

but the story is unfinished, and what is more striking, the Kadam-^

bar% also is incomplete, though an end was made for it by his son

Bhusana Bha{ta or Bhatta Pulina,who states that he did so because

regret was felt at the incomplete condition of the work. It is by

no means clear which of the two works really was written first,

though there is a good deal to be said for the priority of the

Harsacarita. We may, however, believe that there was much

touching-up of either tale during Baria^s lifetime.
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Of Bana*s date we are approximately ceitain
;
he must have

been fairly young when Harsavardhana in his greatness patronized
him, and we have no reason to suppose that he first became
acquainted with the king early in his reign.^ It is assumed in

the Harsacartta that the king disposed of his enemy, the Gauda
king, and as I'eference is made to the king’s vow to assume the
garb of a Buddhist mendicant when he has punished his brother’s

murder, we may assume that Bana was well aware of the

Buddhist sentiments which Hiuen Tsang so fully records- We
may hold, therefore, that Bana wrote late in his reign, which
ended in 647, and this is boine out by his mention of the

Vasavadatia, which he clearly imitated. Of the legend w^hich

makes him a son-in-law of the poet Mayura we can find no con-

firmation in his narrative, for among his associates he merely
mentions a snake-doctor Mayuiaka, and it would be amazing if

he really passed over without allusion his being his father-in-law*

He was, it will be seen, a Brahmin of pure race, of means, and
royal favour, but he was clearly far from bigoted

;
he presents

to us abundant and detailed proof of the amity in which

Buddhists and very many kinds of Hindu sectaries lived together,

discussing and disputing, but without the rancour which the

Chinese pilgrim's reports suggest sometimes showed itself against

the Buddhists.

Besides his two romances, Bana is credited with the Candifa^-^

taka and with the play Parvaitparinaya. The feebleness of that

work both in construction and style might have deterred critics

from accepting the attribution, and in point of fact it is clear

that it was the production of Vamana Bhatta Bana in the

fifteenth century.® The ascription of the Ruimvall to him is also

merely'^n idle surmise, for the limited imagination and restrained

diction of the author of that piece are wholly unlike the over-

fertile conception of Ba^ and his amazing command of words.

Later tradition recognized in him the poet who received, indeed,

rich rewards from his royal patron, but whose picture of the king

* Tins IS assumei^ by all who asmbe Bana to c* A.n. $30, We cannot even say that

he did not know of Pnlakejtn^s interniption of Harsa’sjoy, recorded m an inscription

of some poetic merit; EHI. p. 353.
» R. Schmidt, AKkC. xiii. 4 (191^% He wrote a (TSS. 3, 1913)

and the romance, imitating
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lived on for ever, long after the elephants and the jewels given to

the singer had passed into nothingness.^

7. The Harsacarita

Bana opens the Harsacarita^ by a brief summary in verse of

the models in poetry whom he admired, the au or °

Bharata, the writer of Vasaroadaita, the prose of Haricandra to

us merely a name, Satavahana’s treasure of song, the poein of

Pravarasena, doubtless the Setubandha in ®

Kalidasa’s flowers of speech, honey-sweet, and the

He records the love of the north for plays on words, of the west

for sense, of the south for poetical fancy, Utpreksa. and of Gauda

for pomp of syllables, and admits that it is hard to combine,

what he evidently holds as ideal, a fresh subject-matter, a diction

not common, double meanings obtained without forcing, a doini-

nant sentiment cleaily expressed, richness in sonorous words.

Then he pronounces his purpose in a stanza often misunder-

stood .
®

Adhyarajakriotsahair hrdayastkaih smrtair apt

jihvdniah krsyamdneva na havitve pravartate,

* The mighty deeds of my great king, which fill my heart though

remembered only, restrain my tongue and forbid it to proceed

to the poet's task.* This seems a clear intimation that he is to

celebrate deeds of Harsa which he heard of from others, but

which none the less filled so fully his heart as almost to prevent

utterance.

Bana then proceeds in chapter i to relate the descent of his

family and his own life to the end of his rash youth. Chapter ii

carries us no further than the reception of the message and his

journey to the royal camp, where he sees and admires so fully

the points of the king's great steed that he can hardly exceed

his accomplishment of hyperbole in his description of Har§a

himself. Chapter iii relates how Bana, on a visit home, received

r Scddliaia, mayasundarfJ^aiAS, p. 2 ;
1 2 ;

150.

* m, NSP. 1918? trails. E-B. Cow^I and F. W. Thomas, London, 1897; ed.

A Fhhrnr, BSS. 1909 j P. V. Kane, Bombay, 19x3 j S. P. and A. B. Gajendiagadkar,

Poona^ X9X9*

» HoW (Indm 179) stxB talks of A^ihyartja^s Utsakft, FiscM (ON.

190J, jip. 485-7) first rficog|»iz^ him as
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entieaties to tell of the king and how he complied. A long

description of Sthanvl9vaia, the capital of the race whence the

king sprang, leads up to a eulogy of a mythical king Puspabhuti

and an elaborate description of his friend and associate in

adventure, Bhairavacarya. In chapter iv, after a vague allusion

to the glorious kings sprung from Puspabhuti, we are abruptly

carried to Prabhakaravardhana, whose great deeds are lightly

alluded to, while the stress of the tale deals first with the queen’s

behaviour during the time when hei first child was yet unborn,

the mirth and wild reveli'y in the city when Rajyavardhana was

born, the births of Harsa and his sister Rajya9rl, and the

wedding of the latter to the Maukhari Grahavarman, evidently

an event of great political importance to the family. With great

skill, on this picture of happy wedlock and joyful celebration of

a glad event follows a chapter of unrelieved tragedy. Rajya-

vardhana is bidden attack the Hunas and departs with his great

host; Harsa accompanies him, but is attracted to go hunting,

whence he is rudely recalled by learning of the grave illness of

his father. He comes back to find the whole capital convulsed

with anxiety, and in a series of brilliant pictures we are shown

the illness of the fevered king whose anguish nothing can relieve,

the certainty of a fatal issue, the suicide of Harsa’s mother

whence her son vainly would have stayed her, the final passing

away of the great king after an oration to his son whose sincerity

can be felt under the embroidery of Barra’s imagination, his

obsequies, and the deep mourning of the prince. From this

stupor he is aroused by the return of Rajyavardhana, who is

eager to throw on Harsa the duties of sovereignty and to

abandon himself to grief; Harsa urges constancy and resolve,

and at the moment of indecision the dread news is brought ; the

Malava king has slain Grahavarman and imprisoned Rajya9rl.

Rajyavardhana determines to proceed at once to punisb the

miscreant, commanding Bhandi to follow with 10,000 horse, and

declining Harsa’s aid, lest it be doing too much honour thus to

accumulate forces against so worthless a prince. Harsa remains

at home in gloom, swiftly to be deepened by the report of

Rajyavardhana's success over the Malava king but of his

treacherous murder by a Gau^a king ; Harsa would wage imme-

diate war, but Skandagupta gives sage advice, reinforced as usual
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by many a parallel from l^end ;
Harsa obeys and prepares for

war, while omens of evil menace the fate of his enemies.

Chapter vii pictures in extraordinary vividness of detail the

movements of an Indian army with its utter confusion, its vast

masses of impedimenta, its countless camp-followers from the

ladies of the court to the meanest hangers-on, the destruction

wrought on the countryside, the vain claims of the landholdeis

for exemption from pillage. We hear too of an ambassador from

the king of Assam who tenders to the king a present of an

umbrella of great beauty, and in due course the king reaches the

Vindhya, again described in picturesque and minute detail.

Chapter viii presents to us the figure of Nirghata, a young

mountaineer, who is to aid Harsa in seeking in the Vindhya

region for Rajyagri, who has escaped from her confinement and

is believed to be wandering in that forest region. By his

advice the king seeks the holy ascetic Divakaramitra, whose

hermitage, with its pious animals who have imbibed the Buddhist

faith, is brilliantly portrayed. The king asks his aid, and as the

holy man is regretfully admitting that he has not heard of the

princess an ascetic enters wdth the news that a lady is about to

burn herself in despair, and asks the holy man to comfort her

and stay her deed* The king rushes to find his sister on the

point of perishing with her maidens
;
he restrains her and takes

her to the sage. The princess begs to be allowed to end a life

that now is worthless to her
;
the sage, however, with wise words

restrains her action and bids her live as her brother begs, Haisa

then asks him to come with him and comfort and guide his sister

while he carries out his vow of vengeance; this accomplished

both will adopt the red garments of the faith. The sage gladly

agrees
;
the party returns to the camp, and the book breaks off

in a description of the advent of night while the tale of the

recovery of RajyafrI is being told.

Historically we may say that the work is of minimal value,

though in our paucity of actual records it is something even to

have this. But chronology i$ weak and confused, it is extremely

diflScult to make out the identity of the king of Malava,^ and

even the Gau^a king is only indirectly indicated as Qa9ahka,

^ Cf. Saaltli, BHL pp» 350 fF, ; R,, Mookerji, pp. 30 £
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whose name is given by Hiuen Tsang.^ Bana has not attempted

to make intelligible the couise of events which rendered it

possible for the Gauda king to come into hostile contact with

Rajyavardhana in or near Malava, and it is difficult not to

suppose that he desired, writing at a considerable distance of

time, to leave what was long past in a vague position. What he

does supply to history is the vivid pictures of the army, of the

life of the court, of the sectaries and their relations to the

Buddhists, and the avocations of a Brahmin and his friends.

8, The Kadambart

The Harsacarita ranks as an Akhyayika, and in fact it has

been adopted as the model of that form by later writers on

poetics such as Rajafekhara. It is divided into Ucchvasas, con-

tains occasional verses, and if not nanated by the hero, Harsa, is

at least narrated by the sub-hero, Bana himself, whose history

takes up the first two and a half chapters. The Kadambart, on

the othei hand, is a Katha, and it lacks the distinctive marks of

the Akhyayika. In point of fact it has a complex structure of its

own, for it consists of a long narrative in which are interwoven

other narratives given by characters of the work. In a sense,

theiefore, if it were worth while seeking to fix terminology in

a manner which was unknown to Indian writers, a Katha might

be deemed ^ a complex Akhyayika, one in which a main narrative

was the mode in which sub-nairatives came to be set forth in due

place. The essence of the form of the Kddambarl is the use of

these sub-narratives to explain matters which the main narrator

could not himself know
;
he does not gather all his information

into a whole and set it out in an ordered fashion, but he allows

us to have it as the matters came to the knowledge of his hero

during the course of his actual experience. This is a definite

and marked plan which makes the Kddambarl in point of struc-

ture very different from the Dofakumdracarita or a text like

the Pancatantra, in which sub-narratives are included. It may
originally have been the plan of the Brhatkaihd as Gunadhya

» For a defence of him see Majumdar, Enrly Hut ofBengal, pp. i <5 ff.

® F. Lacdte, Mitanges Lim, pp. 250 ff. For comments on the valueless distinctions

in Indian writers, sec Nobel, Indian Poetry, pp. 156 If. j S. K. BSOS. iii. 507 ff.,

who themselves differ on one vital point, the content of the Katha.
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conceived it, though that characteristic is lost In the versions

which have come down to us, and in any case it is very dubious

if the same plan were ever systematically carried out in that

work. But it is interesting to note how, in the Kadambart and

probably in the Brhatkatka tale whence the story is largely

derived, we find the highest perfection of a manner beloved in

India^ the inclusion of one tale within another. In the logically

simplest form we have it in the Jataka style where a tale of old

is led up to by a tale of to-day, and the story ends with the

application to to-day of the legend of the past. In such works

as the Vetalapancavih(aiika there is a closer appioach to the

Kadambart inasmuch as the tales of the Vampire are all con-

nected with the main purpose of the king, and thus, though
distinct in themselves, serve to help on one main purpose. In

the Paiicaiantra we reach a further improvement, foi the stories,

in themselves unconnected and many told to illustrate principles,

are put in the mouths of the characters of the frame story, or in

the case of narratives included in subordinate stories in the

mouths of the persons of the latter Yet a closer approach is

achieved in the Dofakumdracariia in so far as the princes each
narrate their own experiences, thus introducing a degree of life

which is wanting in the other forms, for in the Jatakas, though
the Bodhisattva tells a tale of what was really his past

experience, it is not narrated in the first person. As the idea of
HatDa^akumdracaritais doubtless borrowed from the Brkathathdy
we have an additional proof of the free use there of this device
of first-hand narrative which is still further developed in the
Kadambart} because the whole of the tales told are essentially
part of one complex action, unlike those of the princes of the
romance of Da^din, But in one respect there is more semblance
of realism in the Dagakumdracarita

; the Kadambart places its

main narrative in eflFect in the mouth of the sage Jabali, who
knows by his great insight the tale he relates

;
he places himself

largely at the point of view of the hero Candrapida, but that
#rince is not actually the narrator. The adoption of this device
had already taken place in the Brhatkathd^ where we find a close

P. BSS- 1883 j F. V, Kane, Bombay, i9ao ; trans, C. M. Ridding,

2^* . i
introdBcUon is co|>jed in a Fallava mscr. of Amaiavatl, S0uih Ini,

i, mi Kielham, GN. 1903, pp, 3101
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parallel in substance and form to the Kddambarl in the tale of

king Sumanas. Doubtless both Somadeva and Ksemendra may
have been influenced by Sana's work, and the latter certainly

was, but there is no ground whatever to suspect that the Kash-

mirian compilers borrowed the tale from Sana. In every lespect

the relation between what we can reconstruct as the original and

Bana is that of development and elaboration in the romance.

The poet opens his work with some stanzas in which he

suggests that his Katha is seeking favour by its novel subject

and phraseology, its brilliant vivid descriptions, its resplendent

similes and Dipakas, figures where one word serves as predicate

to series of clauses. We learn then of Qudraka of Vidi9a on the

Vetravatl river; to him a Candala maiden of wondrous beauty

brings a parrot, and after persuasion it tells the following narra-

tive. In its youth it lost its mother and was tenderly reared,

like Bana, by its father, who was killed by a Qabara
;
the young

parrot was taken by Harita to the hermitage of his father, Jabali,

who looks kindly at the biid and says that it is leaping the fruit

of past misconduct. On entieaty JSbali tells the tale which the

parrot repeats. We hear of Tarapida of Ujjain and his minister

^ukanasa , the moon seems in a vision to enter the queen who

bears a glorious son, Candrapida, while Qukanasa is blessed with

Vai9ampayaaa, born of a lotus placed in his wife's bosom. The

two grow up in loving amity
;
at sixteen, when both have been

fully trained, they are brought home from the place in which

they have spent their time, and Candrapida receives the gift of

a wondrous horse, Indrayudha, and from the queen a maiden

Pattralekha, a captive daughter of the king of Kuluta. With his

steed to aid him and the sage counsel of ipukanasa to guide him,

he enters on a campaign of world conquest lasting three years.

But one day, seeing a pair of Kinnaras^, quaint semihuman

animals, he pursues them so far that he is lost and arrives at

a lovely lake graced by the presence of a lovelorn maiden,

Maha9veta. On his persuasion she tells her tale in the first

person. She is daughter of a Gandharva and an Apsaras ; she^

had seen a beautiful ascetic boy, Pundarika, and his friend,

Kapifijala, learned that the former was the mind-born son of

^ Cf. Fottcher, VArt Qrko<-BiiHddhiqu^ du Gandkara^ w. 3 X f.

V
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Laksmi, goddess of beauty, and the ascetic ^vetaketu, had loved

him, but too late to prevent his death from unfulfilled longing.

At this point she faints but, revived by Candrapida, proceeds to

the end. She had decided to die, but, as she was about to ascend

the pyie a majestic figure descended from the sky, took up

Pundarlka’s body and promised her reunion if she lived ; hence

her decision to live at lake Acchoda awaiting her beloved. We
are then told how Candrapida learns of her fiiend Kadambari of

like descent, who will not wed because her friend remains

a maiden; Maha^veta takes the prince with her to visit her

friend, of whom Candrapida becomes deeply enamoured, while

she shares his love. But, before the two have plighted troth,

Candrapida is compelled by a summons from his father to return,

and, leaving Pattralekha with Kadambari for a few days, he

hurries on, bidding Vai^ampayana bring back his forces. He is

received with joy at Ujjain, but is tormented by love, and gladly

hears of his dear one from Pattralekha
;
at this point Bana’s work

ends and his son’s continuation begins. Further news comes
from Keyuraka, increasing Candiapida’s desire to return to

Kadambari, but he must await Vaifampayana and the host. The
latter comes, but the officers tell the sad tale of the fact that

Vaigampayana had insisted on staying at the lake as one dis-

traught
, the king suggests that Candrapida has done him some

wrong, butQukanasa hotly defends the prince and blames his son,

while Candrapida is convinced that Vai^ampayana is blameless.

Permitted to seek him, he proceeds to the lake, and finds

MahSfveta in even more profound griefthan before. She narrates

her tale : Vaifampayana had fallen in love with her, she, true to

Pundarika, had repulsed him, and, wearied with his parrot repeti-

tions of love, had cursed him to become a parrot, whereupon he
had forthwith died. This is too much for Candrapida who dies

straightway. Maha9veta mourns him, when Kadambari with
Pattralekha enters, resolves on death, prepares the pyre, when
a light breaks forth from the bed and a voice from heaven tells

Mahi^veta that Pundarika’s body is incorruptible in heaven,
while Kadambari is to guard Candrapida’s body until the curse
which slew him is oven Pattralekha, who had fainted, awakes,
springs on Xndrayudha who is among the mourners, dashes into
the lake whence emerges Kapfnjala* He now takes up the tale

;
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when Pundailka’s body was carried away, he had followed and

the Moon had deigned to explain the happening
;
dying, Punda-

rika had cursed him, though blameless, to suffer himself on earth

the pangs of that love which was destroying him. He in turn

has vowed that Pundailka should share his misfortunes and had

taken the body away to keep until the appointed time of his own
descent to earth, Kapihjala was returning with this news, when

he was cursed by a semidivine being, over whom he ran, to

become a horse
;
on entreaty the curse was modified to end this

condition on his master’s death, and he learned that the Moon
and Pundarlka were about to be incarnated as Candrapida and

Vai^ampayana, and he as the horse Indiayudha. So saying,

Kapinjala goes out to seek (Jvetaketu’s advice to end the curse

;

of Pattralekha he knows nothing. Maha9veta and Kadambarl

decided to spend the time together beside the body of the prince

which became lovelier eveiy day, and Tarapida and ^ukanasa

with their wives joined in the vigil. Here ended Jabali’s tale,

and the pairot knew the truth, that it was Vai9ampayana dreeing

the weird appointed for him. The impatient parrot desires to

know its future fate, but is rebuked for its haste, and told that it

would have as brief a life in its new condition as when Pundanka.

It is consoled by the advent of Kapinjala, sent to it by (pvetaketu

with the news that he and Laksmi, ashamed of past neglect, are

now engaged in sacrifice to end the curse, and that it must stay

peacefully in the heimitage until the due season. Impatient,

however, it flies off, is caught by a Candala for his princess, who
has brought it to the king

;
this is all it knows and heie ends its

tale, which the poet resumes. The Candala maiden reveals herself

as Laksmi, mother of the parrot, who had captured it to save it

from the consequences of filial disobedience
;
she bids the king

now quit this life and both he and the parrot at once perish, thus

completing the human lives in which they had to suffer. At this

moment Candrapida comes to life in Kadambari’s eyes, Pundarlka

descends from the sky, all are reunited, Candiapida places

Pundarlka on the throne, and in devotion to his parents spends

his time partly at Ujjain, partly at Hemakuta, Kadambarl’s

parental home, and partly in the moon, his own abode, while

Pattralekha is revealed as Rohiril, best beloved of the queens of

the Moon.
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We can see from the Kathdsaritsdgara ^ that Bana has followed

!n his part very faithfully the main outlines of the story, though

the names in the two versions are quite different, and the Kash-

mirian version has the Himalaya and Vidyadharas for the more

southern regions and Gandharvas and Apsarases of Bana. Bana,

moreover, expands and duplicates; he creates the attractive

character of (pukanasa, wise and loyal, and brings Vaijampayana

in as comrade of Candrapida ;
he has even two Kinnaras for the

one of the tale, and develops the theme of his hero’s birth as he

does that of the children in the Harsacarita, All his own are his

brilliant descriptions and his elaborations of the signs of love in

his hero and heroine. In the tale, however, after the prince’s

departure the princess, Makarandika, annoys by her grief her

parents so deeply that she is cursed to become a Nisada maiden,

while her father it is who, ashamed of his action, dies and

becomes the parrot, who repeats the tale of its own experiences

and what it heard Pulastya recite to king Sumanas. At the

court of that prince Somaprabha is reunited to the Nisada

maiden, who resumes her true shape, and it is the king who is

revealed as Ra^mimant, mind-son of the sage Didhiti, and is

united to Manorathaprabha, while the parrot is released and reaps

the fruit of its asceticism.

This is indeed a strange tale, and to those who have no belief

in rebirth, or even in a reunion after this mortal life, its appeal

must be gravely diminished, and the whole must seem rather

a fantastic if not idle romance with uninteresting characters living

in an unreal atmosphere. But from the point of view of Indian

belief the case is far other, and the story may justly be deemed
replete with the tenderness of human love, the beneficence of

divine consolation, the pathos and sorrow of death, and the

abiding hope of reunion after death as a result of unswerving
fidelity to love. To Indian minds also there is a strong appeal
in the clement of the miraculous, nor to them is there anything
save attraction in the wonderful history of the Moon and Pupda-
rika, even the appearance of the latter in parrot form has nothing
ludicrous when it is believed that human beings do pass from
one body to another. Baca’s treatment of love is refined and
graceful, and shows itself at its best in the scenes between

* Ii3c. 32 n,
\ xvi. 183 ff, ; WZKH. xv. 213 ff.
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Kadambarl and the prince; in his account of the feelings of

Kadambari from the time when she mounted the terrace of her

palace to gaze on the prince, Bana achieves a wonderful insight

into the currents of youthful passion and virgin modesty which

sway a girl's mind when first she is moved to love ^ All credit

is also due to him for his effective characterization of so many
minor characteis ; to Tarapida, Vilasavatl his queen, and, above

all, to Qukanasa he has imparted both life and colour, while the

devotion of Pattralekha is touchingly poitrayed.

There is also no lack of movement, and Bana is perfectly well

aware of the advantage of contrast, as when he brings vividly

before us the innocent life of the parrots under their Qalmali

tree or the peaceful quiet of Jabali s hermitage, on the one hand,

and the pomp and display of the courts of Qudraka and Tarapida

on the othen His sense of drama is revealed by the introduction

with its brilliant portraits of Qudraka and the Candala maiden,

while his love for nature and his close observation reveal them-

selves in his descriptions of the Himalaya, of lake Acchoda, of

Maha9veta's abode, and in minor touches throughout. As in the

Har^acarita he blends description of nature's own beauties with

those of the cities and works of men’s hands, so we can set his

pictures of palaces and towns against those of hermitage and

country. The political insight which reveals itself in the dis-

courses of the Harsacarita is again exhibited in Qukanasa’s

admonitions to the young prince, and the advice of Kapinjala to

Pundarlka. We seem, however, to find a more mature view and

a deeper insight into the springs of human action in the Kddam'-^

ban than in the Harsacarita^ supporting the conclusion as to the

later date of the Kadambarl.

It would, however, be unfair to ignore the grave defects of

Bafja, not merely in respect of style, but also of structure, for

nothing will make the Kadambarl other than difficult to follow

in its complex of past and present lives, and its lack of propor-

tion
;
the descriptions are always overdone, especially in the case

of Maha9veta and of the temple of Candika
;
Bana does not let

his reader see the wood for the trees
;

in his devotion to the

beauties of the evening or morning, or the rising of the moon, or

the limbs of his heroine, he often loses sight of the plot itself.

^ Ct Apollonius Khodius’ view of Medea.
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Of his son littie need be said. He unquestionably is inferior

to his father, even if we may excuse his hurried treatment of the

remainder of the plot on the score of its inherent difficulties. He

prolongs the description of Kadambarfs lovelorn condition out

of reason, \vhile he is deficient in his father’s fertile imagination,

and cannot draw on his wealth of mythological knowledge and

observation of Indian floia and fauna. Moreover, he attempts no

paiallel to ?ukanasa’s display of knowledge of life.

9, Bands Style

Webei,^ who was rarely moved to wrath, made once a most

effective protest against Bana’s defects of style ;
he condemned

him, as compared with Dandin, for a subtlety and tautology which

were lepugnant, the outrageous overloading of single words with

epithets, the construction of sentences in which the solitary verb

is held over for pages, the interval being filled by epithets and

epithets upon these epitliets, these epithets moreover frequently

extending over more than a line in the foim of compounds, so

that Bana’s prose is an Indian wood where progress is impossible

through the undergrowth until the traveller cuts out a path for

himself, and where even then he is confronted by malicious wild

beasts in the shape of unknown words to terrify him. The cen-

sure is just ; Bana revels in the construction of sentences consist-

ing of heaped up epithets in compound form, throwing away all

the advantages of an inflected language; moreover he loves to

pile up in these compounds double meanings, and these he brings

about repeatedly by the use of rare senses of ordinary words or

the use of utterly abnormal phraseology. He shows his exact

knowledge of giammar in many points, and adheres to the due

use of the perfect, as against Subandhu who employs it as a narra-

tive tense without the restriction of reference to matters not

within the experience of him who uses it His employment of

the figures of speech is unwearying, and he is largely dominated

by the desire to produce prose which shall be rhythmical. His

long compounds are often clearly built up and interspersed with

^ Accepted by M. R. Kale, Kadmtbaf^^ p. 25. Weber*s treatise on the romances is

in M, SfmfeHj i, 308-86,
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shorter words simply in order to achieve this effect which Dandin

and other writers of poetics extol under the style of Ojas,

strength. Like other Indian authors he clearly attaches to this

end an importance foieign to our conceptions, but part at least

of his influence on later writeis such as Dharmadasa, Govardhana,

and Jayadeva must be assigned to his sound effects as well as to

his brilliance in figures of speech, to which they no doubt, fiom

a modern point of view, attached undue merit. But it is fair to

remember that Bana is by no means without sense of propriety
;

he can resort to brief interchange of speeches when he deems it

fit, Kapinjala^s advice to Pundarika is direct and forcible, and the

ejaculations of the maidens of the queen Rajyafii when on the

point of lighting the pyre, or of the dying king Piabhakara-

vardhana, are perfectly phrased. In its own way there is a model

of force in the picture of the exclamations of the motley host of

the royal army and the cries of the despairing villagers who aie

being plundered right and left. Nor is Bana at all incapable of

epigrammatic brevity, though unhappily he too rarely prac-

tises It.

The description of the doorkeeper,^ a maiden, in the Kddam-
bari exhibits his normal style : ekadd tu naiidurodtte navanah^

nadalasamputabhidi kimcidunmuktapdtalimni bhagavati sahasi a-

marlcimdhni rdjdnam dsthmiamandapagaiam ahgandjanavirud-

dhena vdmapdrgvdvalambtnd kaukseyahena samnihitavisadhareva

candanalatd bhlsanaramaniydkrtir aviralacandanamilepanadha-

vaHtastanaiatofwtajjadairdvatakumbkamandaleva manddkml cu-

ddmattipraiibimbacchalena rdjdjneva murttmati rdjabhih gwo-

bhir uhyamdnd garad iva kalahahsadhavaldmbard jdmadag^iya-

paragudhdreva vaglkrtasakalardjamandald vindhyavanabhfmiir

iva vetralatdvatl rdjyadhidevaUva vigrahinl pratlhdrl samupa-

srtya ksitttalanihiiajdnukarakamald savinayam abravlt, * Once,

when the sun, garlanded with a thousand rays, bursting open the

fresh lotus buds, relaxing something of his ruddy hue, had lisen

no great space in the sky, to the king seated in the pi esence

chamber, came the keeper of the door, and with bent knee and

lotusrlike hand touching the ground addressed his majesty. Her

form was lovely, yet dread, even as a sandal plant wherein lurks

,

^ For the representation of such a Yavani in art see Foucher,VArt Giko^Bouddht-^

qm du Gmdkim^ ii* 70
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a snake, by reason of the sword which she wore at her left side,

bel)nng her womanhood; she was as it were the Ganges, her

bosom whitened by sandal showing like the temples of Airavata

as he emerges from his bath; through her reflection in their

crest jewels she was as it were an embodiment of the king’s

order, borne on the heads of obedient princes
;
by the whiteness of

her robe which vied with the swans, she resembled the autumn
when they return home ; she conquered all the assembled kings

as did the edge of Para9urama’s axe ; with the cane wand which

she bore she resembled the Vindhya forest land, and she seemed

none other than the guardian deity of the realm in human shape.’

We would no doubt be unjust to Bana if we held that he did not

realize the humorous side of these ex^gerations, just as he no
doubt saw the comic aspect of the putting of his tale into the

mouth of a parrot, and enjoyed as much as we should his remark
on Skandagupta: nrpavan^adtrgham nasavaiigam dadhanah^
‘ with a nose as long as his sovereign’s pedigree,’ which has been
solemnly censured by unimaginative stolidity. Against this

peaceful picture we may set the striking picture of the return

of Bhandi with the news of RSjyavardhana’s death : malinava-
s& ripn(ara(alyapuritena nikhatabahulohakllakaparikararakstta-

spkutaveneva krdayena hrdayalagnaih svamisatkriair iva fma-
(rubkik (ucam samupadargayan durikrtavyayamapithilabhuja-

da^adolayamananiangalavalayaika^^alamkrtir an&daropayuk-
tat&fnbfdaviralarageaa gokadahanadakyamattasya hrdayasydhga-
reneva dlrghanigvasaveganirgatenadharena gmyata svdmtviraha-
vidhrtajivitaparadkavailaksydd iva baspavdripatalefta pateneva
pravrtavadanak vigann iva, ‘ His raiment was besmirched and he
manifested his giiefby his heart which was filled with the foe’s

darts and arrows, as though they were clamps of iron to restrain
it from breaking, and his beard which layover the heart on which
his master’s good deeds were engraved. On his long arm, re-
laxed from lack of exercise, was as sole ornament his lucky
bracelet. His parched lip, faintly coloured through neglect of
use of betel, protruded under the stress of his loi^ sighs like
a coal from a heart afire with sorrow, and he covered his face
with a mantle of tears as though in shame for the sin of living
when his master had fallen.’ Yet BSna can be brief, though he
must be pointed, as in Harm’s oath

;
gcpawy aryasyaivapddapan-
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suspargena yadi pariganitair eva vasaraih sakalacapacapaladur^

lalitanarspattcaranafaniira'Hdyatptananigad&ih nirgauddni wi
kafotni wedinlih tatas tanunapati pltasctrpisi pat&hga tvs p&taki
patayawy attnanam, ‘ By the dust of my noble one’s feet I swear

that, if I do not within a measured tale of days make the earth

without a Gauda and cause it to resound with the fetters on the

feet of kings made haughty by the elasticity of their bows, I will

hurl myself, worthless as I shall be, like a moth on to a flame fed

of oil.’ Even in the death scenes of Harsa’s mother and father

epigram must pievail: Prabhakaravardhana thus addresses his

darling boy : wahassttvstd hi prathamatn svalambansih lokasys

pagcSd rajapivita. sattvavatuvt cdgranlh sarvattgayofTitcih kva
bhavdn kva vaiklavyam f'kttlapradipd stiidivasakafasadrgatejasas

ielaghukarsHam tva. purusastnho ’siii cauryapatiiprajhopabvhhita-

pardkramasya mndeva. ksitir tyam iavett laksandkhyatacahra-

vsriipadcisyspunaruktam tva, gt'/tyaiatk frit" ttt svayatn eva griyd
grhttasya vtparliam iva, ‘ Magnanimity is the mainstay of this

world, next royal blood. How incompatible is weakness with

thee who art the first of the magnanimous, endowed with every
perfection? Shall I call thee lamp of our line? That were
almost a making light of thee whose brilliance matcheth the sun.

To call thee lion of men is as it were a censure to one whose
prowess is manifested not alone in heroism but in keen intelli-

gence, ’Twere tautology to say, "The earth is thine”, when
thou bearest the clear signs of imperial splendour to come.
’Twere contradiction to bid thee grasp the goddess fortune when
she already hath thee in her embrace,’ and so on until the poet

grows weary, for there is no logical end to these elegancies.

Rhythmical effects and alliterations abound and often are happy

;

apratihataratharahhasd Ragkund laghunaiva kalenak&ri kaku-
bhSmprasadanam, ‘ In a biief space with the irresistible onset of
his chariot Raghu brought peace to the world.’

BSna’s fondness of figures is obvious, and metaphors, similes,

seeming incongruity, exemplification, Sahoktis, as in the descrip-

tion of R§,jya5rl as akuldm kegakaldpena maraitopayena ca,
‘
bewildered with dishevelled locks and as to the means of death,’
dagdham candatapena vaidhavyena ca, ‘ burnt with the fierce heat

and the pains of widowhood’, and others abound. Among his few
verses is a fairly good example of lively fan<y, Utpreksa

;
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jayaty Upendrah sa cakdra durato: bibkitsayd yak ksanalab-

dhalaksyayd

drfaiva kopdnmayd riper urah: svayam hhaydd bhinnam tv-

dsrapdtalam,

‘ Supreme is that Upendra, who by his mere glance from afar

which struck at once its mark with angry red, made the breast of

his foe ruddy with gore as though in fear it had burst open of its

own accord/ A good instance of hypeibole, Atigayokti, is

presented in his eulogy of his preceptor

:

namdmi Bharvog caranambujadvayam : sagekharair Mauhha-

ribhih krtdrcanam

smnastasdmauiakiriiavedtkd'- : vitahkapUhollutkiidrimdngulu

* I revere the lotus feet of Bharvu, worshipped by the Maukhari

princes with diadems on their heads, whose toes gleamed red as

they moved on the lofty footstool formed by the crowns of all

the feudatories of the realm/

The number of verses used by Bana is small, though less

limited than in the case of Subandhu. Bana does not observe

the rule laid down by Bhamaha^ that the Akhyayika should

contain at the beginning of each Ucchvasa Vaktra and Apara-

vaktra verses announcing the subject of the chapter. The first

Ucchvasa of the Harsacarita has an introduction on poetry
;
the

others have two verses, but the form is either two Aryas or

a ^loka and an Arya. In the body of the chapters we have an

Aparavaktra in i; three stanzas Vasantatilaka, Qardulavikridita

and Aparavaktra in ii ; two pairs, Arya and Sragdhari. in iii

;

a pair of verses, Vaktra and Aparavaktra, and a detached Arya
in iv

;
a Qloka and an Aparavaktra in v

;
and an Aiya in vi

;

the last two have no inserted verses. The Vaktra of Bana is

not the Qloka as in the metrical textbooks, but a sort of Qloka
with a spondee at the close of the even lines. The Kddambarl
after its verse prelude is essentially in prose.

^ i 26. Nobel {Indtm pp. 178, 187) argues that both and
Bhamaha cannot have known Bana’s work; as regards Bhamaha this can hardly
be true in respect of time, but be may baye bved far away. In Rudrata we have
acfcoiints of the KatfaS (xvl, 20-3) and Akhyayika (xvb 24-30) which obviously are
baaed mi Bagta

5
cf. S. E. BSCS, iii 514 f.
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THE LATER ROMANCES AND THE CAMPUS

I . The Romances

BANA has set a model which it was easy to admire, but

infinitely hard to follow with any success, and in fact

we have nothing later which can be set for a moment beside

him. Criticism ^ of him was not specially intelligent
;
he was

classed with Qilabhattarika, one of the few poetesses of India

who used Sanskrit, as a model of the Pancala style, in which

sense and sound were of equal importance, an asseition in no

sense true. He found an imitator in Dhanapala, son of Sarva-

deva, and brother of (Jobhana ;
he lived under the patronage of

Slyaka and Vakpati of Dhara, though Merutunga ^ places him

also at Bhoja's court and tells us a tale of his dispute with his

family and final leconciliation to his brother. He wrote in

A,D. 97»~3 the Prakrit lexicon, Paiyalacchty and, after becoming

a Jain, the l^sabkapancdfikd in fifty Prakrit stanzas. His romance

is styled Ttlakamanjart^ after the heroine, and it has clearly been

his aim to seek to draw as many parallel pictures to those of the

Kddambarl in describing this lady’s love of Samaraketu. He
recognizes his debt, and perhaps that is the best that can be

said of him.

Another Jain effort to rival the Kddambarl is seen in the

Gadyacintdmani^ of O^ayadeva, alias Vadlbhasinha, a lion to the

elephants of counter disputants. He was a Digambara Jain, pupil

of Puspasena, whom he lauds in the usual exaggerated style, and

his work deals with the legend of Jlvaka or Jivandhara, which is

also the topic of the Jlvandharacampu, His imitation of Bana

is flagrant, including an effort to impiove on the advice given by
the sage Qukanasa to the young Candrapida. Other Jain

^ Kane, Kedamban^ p. xxv.

* Fruhimdhminidmmii^ pp. €o fif. (trans. Tawney).
* KM. 8|, 1903. Cf. Jacobi, GGA. 1905, p. 379.
* Ed. Madras, 1902* Cf Hultasch, IA# xxrii. 2405 ZDMG, 697 1
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Kathas hardly attempt, and certainly do not reach, the stage of

comparison with the true romances.^

2. The Campus

The romances contain here and there a few stanzas but they

are normally and effectively in prose, and the literary composi-

tions styled Campus, a name of unknown sense, diffei vitally

from them in that they use prose or verse indifferently for the

same purpose. In this Campus differ from other forms of litera-

ture in which verse is mingled with prose; the verses in these

cases are either gnomic, or they serve to summarize the context

of the story, as do the title verses of the Pancatantra^ or occa-

sionally they appear to lend greater effect to some point in the

narrative as when a short speech is made in pointed form, or

a specially important idea is thus undei lined. But it was not

surprising that the use of verse freely side by side with prose

should occur, especially when works could be written in either

indifferently, and we have in the Jdtakamal^^ on the one hand,

and in the inscription of Harisena on the other, clear cases of

something which may be deemed fairly like the Campu, and

Oldenberg^ has adduced analogous cases in the Jataka book.

But it is only from a late period that we have works written in

the full Kavya style in which the poet shows now his ability in

prose and now in verses, without seeking to reserve verses for any

special end. ^

The oldest extant is probably the Damayantlkathd ® or Nala-

campu of Trivikrama Bhatta, whom we know as the author of

the Nausari inscription of the Rastrakuta king India III in

A.D 915, and who is also mentioned as author of the Maddlasd^

campu. The tale runs that his father Devaditya, a court Pandit,

was absent from his post when a rival came forward to challenge

him, with the result that the son aided by Sarasvati composed

the NalacampUi which was left unfinished because his father

returned and rendered bis son’s action needless. The story is

^ On the fragmentary Amnlisundarf ascribed to Bandin—^wrongly—see S K. B^,

IHQ. 1. ; iii. 395 ff.

® GN. 1918, pp. 439 ff. ; 1919, pp. 61 ff,

* Ed; NSP» tSSg. He was of the Qandilya family and son of Nem&ditya (El.

IX. 38).
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elaborated with the usual defects of long sentences, consisting of

epithets heaped on epithets in long compounds, with double
meanings, alliterations and jingles complete. The author men-
tions Baria, and himself is referred to in the Sarasvatlkantha-

bharana. His verses are no more than mediocre , there is the

usual combination of simile with a double meaning in his critique

of poets given in anthologies

:

apragalbhapadanyasa jananlragaketavah

santy ehe bahulalapah kavayo balakd iva.

‘ Some poets are like children
; their diction is as tottering as

their feet, they di^ust people (they cause delight to their

mothers), they chatter much (they have many endearments).’

This is clearly frigid, and his elaborate stanzas aie still less

attractive.

To a Jain of the same century, a contemporary of the Ras^ra-

kuta Krsna and protdg^ of his feudatory, a son of the Calukya
Arikesaiin II, we owe the much more important woik, Yofos-
tilaka} written in 959. Somadeva was a Digambara Jain and he
wrote, as did all Jains, with an eye to the salvation of mankind
by means of the Jain faith, and in fact the last three sections of

his book serve as a manual of lessons for laymen. The tale

itself, however, is not at all dull. In the rich Yodheya country

there was a city Rajapura ruled by Maridatta, a sensualist, who
has decided on the advice of his family priest to offer to the

goddess of the family, Cap^amari-devata, a pair of all living

things, including human beings. He is ready to sacrifice when
there come before him an ascetic pair, boy and girl, who have
been induced to come to the place of sacrifice

; at the sight of

them the daikness passes away from his mind. At this point

the author, with an awkward transition, explains their presence

;

an ascetic, Sudatta, has just arrived at the outskirts of the town,

and rejecting a garden for its encitements to love, and a burning
place as needlessly repulsive, has taken up his abode on a small

hill. In his train are two young people, the children of Mari-

datta’s own sister by Ya5omati, son of king Ya9odhara, and the

sage, knowing the future, sends them where he knows the ro}^
guards will accost them and take them to the king for sacrifice.

‘ Ed. KM. yo* 1901-3. Cf. PetCTSon, S^ert, iL pp, 330,
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The king, however, treats them with honour, having bethought

him that his niece and nephew were reported to have adopted

the ascetic life, and questions them as to their history. In Afvasa

ii the youth, who enjoys like his sister the rare gift of knowledge

of past births, tells a curious tale. There was a king of Ujjain,

Yaco'rtha,^ and his wife Candramati bore him a son, Ya5odhara,

whom on the sight of his whitening hair the father placed on the

throne, letiring to contemplation. The life of Yafodhara is

described, and the poet displays his knowledge of policy in con-

versation between the king and a minister, in which are set out

with legendary examples the fate of kings who choose bad

ministers, and of kings who cast aside their faithful servants.

Ya^odhara seems ideally happy, he delights in the Veda of the

bow, but one night he finds that his wife leaves his side for a

guilty intrigue. He meditates slaying her, but is deterred by the

scandal, and his mother, who suspects the truth, seeing his sudden

aversion to life, counsels him to perform a sacrifice including the

slaughter of all kinds of animals. The king, however, will have

nothing to do with sacrifices destructive of life, and there ensues

a polemic between him and his mother on the Jain faith, to which

she realizes that he is tending. He argues, however, that offer-

ings to the dead are absurd, and that crows are the real recipients

of the bounty tendered, while the idea of water as purifying is

ridiculed. A vast array of poetical authority is adduced by the

king, who quotes almost all the great poets down to Rajafekhara,

and the queen, perhaps wearied by his eloquence, compromises on
a cock of flour. The wicked wife, however, sees her chance,

insists on cooking the mixture, inserts poison and ends the mother
and son alike (iii). In A9vasa iv we have the account of the fate

of the mother, son, and wife in later births as the result of their

crimes, the slaying even of an effigy of a cock being a sin. The
wicked wife repeats in these rebirths her evil deed. At last,

however, the cycle is complete, and the mother and son are re-

born, with knowledge of the past as the twin children of Ya^o-
mati and the sister of Maridatta. Needless to say, the king is now
induced (v) to take instruction from Sudatta, and in the end is

converted along with the goddess and his people.

^ {PHa und pp. 8i ff.) summan^es the parallel works of Manikya
S3tx and VadlrSja His Ya^ogha (p, 93) may he an error.

*
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While it can hardly be said that Soniadeva complies with the

principle laid down in such late works as the Sahiiyadarpana}

that verse should be used for passages where sentiment is to be

prominently expressed (sarasam vastu), since he often employs it

without much impressment, it is certain that he is a poet of

taste and good sense. His defence of critics against ignorance of

poetry because they aie not composers is

:

avaktdpi svayam lokah kdmant kavyaparlksakah

rasapdkdnabhijho *pi bhoktd vetti n<z kim

* Though people in general cannot express themselves, still

they are good judges of poems. Though one has no skill in the

art of producing sweet flavours, does not he who partakes of

food know them perfectly well ? ’ The king^s commonsense is

clear

:

saritsarovaridhivdptkdsu * nimajjanonmajjanamdtram eva

punydya cet tarhi jalecardndmi svargah purd sydd ttaresu

pafcdt.

*If descent into and emerging from liver, lake, sea, or tank,

were enough for salvation, then heaven would belong preemi-

nently to those that dwell in the water, and secondarily only to

other creatures.^ The king*s joy in the bow is well expressed

:

ydvanti bhuvi gastrdni iesdm ^resthaiaraih dka7iuh

dhantisam gccare tdni na tesdm gocare dhantih.

‘ Of all the weapons on earth the bow hath preeminence
;

it

reacheth all, but none can attain it.* The folly of human desire

is repeatedly derided as in

:

tvam mandiradravinaddratanMvahddyais : trsndtamobhir ami-

bandhibhir astabuddhih

kliffidsy aharnigam imam na tu citta vetsi: dandam Yamasya
nipatantam akdnda eva,

^ O heart, thou dost torment thyself night and day, fettered by
the darkness of desire for home, wealth, wife, and child, and dost

^ vi. 336 C332) reading pmiyair with Peter30n, Report^ ii, p. 34, There is a v. /,

gudpair (Nobel, Mian JPaeiry, p. 168, who has overlooked Peterson’s view). The
sense is dubious

y
Peterson’s view is that the definition of KathS has this work or type

in view.
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heed not that the rod of Death is falling even now all unexpected

Upon thy head.’ r

Another Jain Campu known to us is the Jlvandharacan^u of

Haricandra, which is based on the Uttarapurana of Gunabhadra,

and cannot be before a.d. 900. Whether this writer is the same

as the Haricandra, the Digambara, who wrote the -

maihyttdaya in twenty-one cantos, must remain uncertain, but

that author copied both Magha and Vakpati, and thus there is

no chronological difficulty in the suggestion. Both works are of

the t3rpe of respectable dullness.

Of Brahmanical Campus one, the RantayancuampU, is ascribed

to Bhoja and Laksmaga Bhatta; there is a Bharatacampu- by

Aaanta, in twelve Stabakas, of uncertain date. More definitely

dated is the Udayasimdarlkatha^ of Soddhala, a Valabha Kay-

astha ofLata, who wrote c. A.D. 1000 under the patronage of king

Mummuniraja of the Konkan. The model of the writer was the

Harsacarita of Baiia, and in imitation of him he gives not merely

facts regarding his own lineage, but also some twenty-five stanzas

on earlier poets. Of Bana he says

:

Bamsya Harsacarite nifitam udlksya : ^aktim na ke 'tra kavi-

tdstramadam tyajantil

*Who, seeing the sharp spear of Bana in his Harsacarita^

would not lose all delight in the arms of poetry?* There is,

however, little sign of keen insight in his verse, and he merely

utters, as a rule, some vague generality as in

:

babhuvur anye ^pi KuwMraddsa-- : Bhdsddayo hanta kavtudavas tc

yadlyc^obkih krtindik dravanii ceidhsi candrcpalanirmaldnu

‘ Others, too, there were, Kumaradasa, Bhasa among them,

moons of poetry through whose words the hearts of the makers,

pure as the moon stone, are made to melt.’

Late, but of special interest are the Svdkdsttdhdkaracampu^ oi

Naraya^a written in the seventeenth century, which describes

1 Ed. Taiijoi«, 1905 Cf Hititzscli, lA. xxxv. 268.

a Ed. NSP. 1907, Tite Navasahmmkttcanta of ?nharsa was a Campu {Nais.

xm, 51).

’ Ed. Madras and Bombay, 1903.

* Cf. (GOS.), pp. xh f. ; ed. Giukmads Or, Sm^s^ 1920.

* Ed. KM. iv. §2 ff. ;
Piscbel, JOU HttpMchUr dcs Zaksmmmemi p. 39.
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the loves of Agni’s wife Svaha and the Moon in an idyllic

manner which has been compared by Pischel with Homer’s

picture ^ of the loves of Ares and Aphrodite, and the Qahkara^

ceiovildsacampu^ written by a poet Qahkara in honour of Ceta-

sihha, whose name figures prominently in the transactions of

Warren Hastings, Of these poems the former is admittedly a

product of the art of extempore composition (agukavitd)^ of which

poets were inordinately and most foolishly proud.

^ Od, vni. 266 ff.

* Aufrecht, BodL Catal^t u lar. For other texts Madras CataL^ xxi. 8180 ff.

Sl4ft Z



XVI

THE AIMS AND ACHIEVEMENT OF SANSKRIT
POETRY

i. The Aims and Training of the Poet

I
NDIAN poets and authors of works on poetics are in sub-

stantial agreement in their views of the poet's purpose.^

The two great ends which appeal to them are the winning of

fame and the giving of pleasure ; even after the poet has gone

to heaven, Bhamaha says, his body remains on the earth, pure

and pleasant in the shape of his poem. No doubt other ends

maybe added ;
Bhamaha himself mentions skill in regard to duty,

practical life, love, and final release, and in the arts, but these are

merely subsidiary matters, which can be gained by other means

and are not therefore worthy of mention. Nor is instruction a

necessary part of the aim of the poet, though it may be designed

by himj if this is his purpose he serves the purpose of the per-

suasion of a lovely lady as opposed to the religious teachers

who can command or the authors of scientific treatises who advise

as friends. The pleasure of poetry accrues to the reader or

auditor
j
when pressed, Indian theory does not admit that the

pleasure lies in the creation ; it is appreciated by the poet when,
his work accomplished, he becomes the critic and in this capacity

partakes of the sentiment which, relished, is the purest form of

delight. We have here a parallel to the doctrine that it is the

spectator, not the actor, who enjoys the sentiment of a drama.
If, however, the poets desired their own fame, they were con-

scious that they could not achieve it without patronage, and this

was naturally to be sought primarily from the king, or failing

him from some rich patron. The motives which should influence

kings are expressed repeatedly and most effectively. The glory
of ancient kings, Dandin assures us, mirrored in speech, endures
after they have passed away

; the fruits of men's deeds, heaven

^ F. W. Thomas, Bkmidarkcir Qomm. V0L, pp. 39^ f. Cf. above, chap, li, § 5.
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&c., may pass away, says Rudrata, but the poet can preserve

their names for ever, and Kalhana, as we have seen, is most
emphatic on this score.^ In Rajafekhara we have the utmost

insistence on the duty of the king, both in regard to poetry and
the sciences ; he is to hold a formal durbar at which a vast array

of poets and others are to be present and to examine the merit of

the work presented for consideration, and he should reward poets

according to their merits, following the example of Vasudeva,

Satavahana, Qudraka, and Sahasanka. He is also to set up
assemblies of Brahmins, Brahmasabhas, in the great cities of the

realm in order to have tests applied to works presented there Tor

approval, and we have given to us lists of the great poets Kali-

dasa, Mentha, Amara, Rupa, Sura,® Bharavi, Haricandra, Candra-

gupta, acclaimed at Ujjain, while the writers of <Jastras,

Upavarsa, Varsa, Panini, Pingala, Vyadi, Vararuci, and Patafi-

jali, were approved at Pataliputra. The Bhojaprabandha, though

late and unhistoiical, presents us with amusing pictures of such

contests at court, and similar pictures are drawn in the Pra-
bandhacintamani, showing that Raja5ekhara’s ideal was not

seldom realized, while a more formal picture of a Sabha is given

by Mankha. Nor need we doubt that the relation between poet

and king was happy for both ;
if Bana’s wealth through the

generosity of Harsa was famous, there is much truth in the

anonymous poet who asks where are departed the loads of gold,

the rutting elephants bestowed by the great king on Bana’s

merits, whereas his glory limned in the poet’s flowing verses will

not pass away even at the aeon’s waning*

Poets, of course, hoped that kings would be men of taste, but

they remembered also that they sought a wider audience than

kings, and that to be permanent in renown they must capture the

fancy of the man of taste (rastka) whose expert judgement would

test their works. Such a man is one who has deeply studied

poetry so that there is no flaw in the mirror of his mind, and who
can thus by reason ofsympathy identify himself with the writer’s

aim. Such a man will feel his heart stirred as by the drinking of

much wine when he hears a true poem
;
his hair will thrill, his head

tremble, his cheeks redden, his eyes fill with tears, his voice falter

* Cf. SuihSsit^ali, ijo, i6o, 167, i8(S.

I * Perhaps Arya QQra.
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when he seeks to repeat the poet’s words.^ And, as we have seen,

these effects the true poet will experience in himselfwhen he places

himself in the position of a reader, and thus enjoys objectively

and dispassionately the aesthetic pleasure of his own creations.

But to produce such fine poetry is the result of many factors.

There must be genius {pratibhd), there must be cultm-e (^yut-

pattl)^ there must be practice (abkydsa) ;
Dandin, indeed, dis-

agreeing with others like Bhamaha, insists that even in the

absence of genius or fancy, much may be accomplished by dint

of the other two, and all are agreed in demanding the combina-

tion of all three for the highest poetry. The idea that from a

simple uncultured soul there might well up a stream of poetry

limpid and undefiled would certainly not have appealed to San-

skrit poets, and the writers on poetics demand from them, and

they take pains to show that they possess, a vast fund of useful

information. Vamana gives us a quite clear list of what a poet

requires to know. He must have worldly knowledge, under-

stand what is possible or not ; he must be a master of grammar,

must know the correct meanings of words as shown in diction-

aries
;
must study metrics ; must be expert in the arts, including

singing, dancing, and painting; and study the Kama9astra, so as

to be aware of the usages of love. Again, he must study politics,

so as to know what is policy and the reverse, and to gather pro-

priety of incident. These, however, are by no means all the

duties of the poet. He has certain miscellaneous matters still to

attend to: he must make himself acquainted with existing

poetry, practise the writing of poems or at least parts of poems,

show reverent obedience to masters who instruct him in the art

of poetry, practise the choosing of the right word which when
found could not possibly be changed without injury to the poem.

His talent must be concentrated by attention to his aim, and for

this purpose the early morning is the best, a doctrine which may
be supported by the testimony of KSlidasa and Magha.

Refinements on the doctrine of the sources of poetry yield

little of value. Rija9ekhara ^ discusses the function of imagina-

tion {pratibhd) as creative or discriminative, a distinction which

^ StthMsUamli, 15S, 165. The importance of inspiiation is recognized in

Buddhist tradition, ATtgutiani Nikaya, li. 230, where poets are classed on the basis of

reflection, stndjr, snbject-matler, or inspiration. 2 xv.
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really deals with the distinction between the power to create and

the power of appreciation. Kalidasa is cited as discriminating

between the two capacities. Raja^ekhara is also inteiesting for

his picture of the poet, who is essentially to be a man of fashion

and wealth. His house is to be well garnished, with rooms meet
for each season, a shady garden with lakes, ponds, a pavilion,

a bathing-place, a palanquin, swans, and Cakora birds. The
poet must be pure in speech, mind, and body; he is to have

short-clipped nails, be anointed, wear a splendid but not gaudy
garment, chew betel after meals. His retinue must match his

elegance; the menials shall speak Apabhranfa, the maids

Magadhi, the ladies of the harem Sanskrit and Prakrit, his

friends all languages
;
his writer should have the same capacity

and be himself a poet. Some even might go so far as to insist

on special rules of speech in the household, like the Magadhan
Qifunaga who prohibited the use of cerebrals save n, sibilants

and ks in his hearing, while Kuvinda of Qurasena would not have

harsh consonants used, Satavahana of Kuntala insisted on Prakrit

only, Sahasahka of Ujjain demanded Sanskrit from his court.

The poet*s day is neatly divided
; he is to rise early, pay devo-

tion to Sarasvatl, goddess of learning, study sciences and their

accessories, then give a period to composition, take his midday

meal, thereafter engage in a discussion on his poem or poetry

in general {Jzdvyago§thl)^ later examine his poem with some
intelligent friends, in the evening repeat his worship of the

goddess, and in the early part of the night write out his final

version. All this, of course, is somewhat tainted with artificiality,

but everywhere in Raja5ekhara, as in his distinction of poets

according to the part played by science in their works, we are

faced with the fact that poetry was essentially a learned pursuit,

the product of much cultivation.

Raja9ekhara devotes much attention to an issue which his pre-

decessors less completely discuss, the issue of the borrowing of

phrases and ideas by one poet from another. Anandavardhana ^

is not anxious for overmuch borrowing ; the province of poetry is

unlimited, though for centuries hundreds of poets have been

writing. There may be resemblances between the works of two

inspired poets
;
of such similarities we must disapprove those in

^ iii. laf.
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which we have such a relation as that of a thing and its image,

or an object and a picture thereof, but similarity such as exists

between two men is not to be condemned. Rajafekhara ^ gives

us divergent views on the issue of borrowing phiases or part or

even the whole of a stanza, and though he discriminates between

mere stealing and appropriation his views turn out to be lax.

He cites indeed the excellent maxim that while other thefts pass

away by lapse of time the theft of words endures even to sons

and grandsons, but only to cite his wife Avantisundarfs excuses

for appropriation, whether in words or matter. Thus he may
* I have a reputation, he has none

;
I enjoy a secure position,

he is a climber
; this is inappropriate in him, appropriate in me,

his words are like a tonic, mine like wine, that is, our styles are

different
; he ignores specialities of dialect, I attend to them ; no

one knows that he is the author
;
the author lives a long way

off
;
the book he wrote is obsolete ; this is the work of a mere

barbarian.’ These excuses were evidently duly availed of by

later writers in Sanskrit, and they are too well known in modern
practice to render serious condemnation in point. Raja^ekhara's

own view is stated in the doctrine that * there is no poet that is

not a thief, no merchant that does not cheat, but he flourishes

without reproach who knows how to hide his theft. One poet is

a creator, another an adapter, another a coverer up, another

a collector. He who here sees something new in word, sense,

phrase, and writes up something old, may be accounted a great

poet’ As regards theft of matter Rajagekhara propounds a doc-

trine which attained acceptance, and is summed up by Hema-
candra.^ The relation of imaging is condemned, being defined

as ‘ the case where the sense is entirely the same but there is a

setting in other expressions. In the case of the copy the subject

is made to appear different by a moderate elaboration of particu-

lars, and this is a superior form to the previous. Corporeal

resemblance is the case where, with difference of subject, there is

apprehension of identity because of great similarity ; even clever

poets produce such works. In the form named ‘ foreign city

entrance there is identitjr in substance, but the garnishing is

widely different and even excellent poets adopt this mode. There

* xiC; cf. Kfcwendra, JCmBaitiMhkaran **

® XavjftmufSsanaf pp, 8 ff.
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is, of course, another side to this process
;
Bana distinctly con-

demns in the preface to his Harsacarita the poet who modifies

phrases and hides the signs of authorship, as a thief, worthy of

condemnation.^

The process of copying, of composing veises foi practice in

metre without much regard to sense, and the woiking up of

commonplaces, resulted in a large number of poetical conventions

being established, which the Kavyas repeat almost mechanically

;

the Cakravaka bird is paited at night from its mate and affords

a constant reminder of human suffering
;
the Cakora is fabled to

subsist on the moonbeams, and its eyes ledden at the sight of

poisoned food
;
the Cataka drinks the waters of the clouds alone ,

the Hahsa discriminates milk in water
; fame and laughter alike

are white; affection is redness; darkness carl be handled; the

mouth of envy is two-tongued and filled with poison, the toe-

nails of the king are burnished by the crest jewels of the vassals

who lie prostrate at his feet
; the day lotuses close their calyx

eyes in the evening
;
the A9oka blooms beneath the touch of the

beloved’s foot, and a large number of motifs are rehandled by
poet after poet. Rajafekhara^ deals fully with these poetic

conventions, which he prosaically explains as really due to obser-

vations made at different places and times from ours. Thus we
find the rule that lotuses always exist in rivers, swans only in

water, every mountain has gold and jewels
;
or, again, facts are

ignored, as when the jasmine is denied the right to exist in spiing,

sandal trees are said to have neither flowers nor fruit, and A?okas

denied fruit. Or, again, there are artificial restrictions on the

existence of things
;
dolphins exist only in the ocean, pearls only

in TamraparnL He illusti-ates the same style of conventions for

substances, actions, qualities, and gives us the characteristics of

the .seasons as they are established by the poets. There is also

much repetition of wider ideas, and interesting collections have

already been made of variant treatments of ideas in Hindu

fiction : such motifs are the art of entering another’s body, the

laugh and cry motifs talking birds, the act of truth, the Dohada
or craying of piegnant women, false ascetics and spurious nuns,

the Joseph and Potiphar motif the idea of avoiding fate, the

1 Cf. Some^vara, 1. $7, 39.
* xiv C
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fable of the crow and the palm tree, change of sex, and many

others important or trivial.^

Another fact of importance in the development of Sanskrit

liteiary taste was the fondness for the composition of poetry ex

tempore or at least on a given theme with the least possible

delay. This device might easily lead to undue regard for a com-

plete and ready command of conventions enabling the poet to

turn out verses with the greatest possible speed. The praise be-

stowed on the quick-writing poet ^Ighrakavi ^ to us must seem

exaggerated, but the existence of the feeling is clearly attested.

Less reprehensible as an essay in poetic skill was the practice of

Samasyapurana,^ when a poet constructed a stanza usually on

a single line given to him. Tradition ascribes proficiency in this

amusement even to KSlidasa.

2. The Achievement

It is easy to see the defects in Sanskrit poetry and still easier

to exaggerate them. The difficulty of the language is added to

by the elaboration given to it by poets who were writing always

for highly cultured audiences and who had no chance of winning

reputation and wealth by anything that was commonplace or

simple. The long compounds which are affected by some poets

even in verse and which are de rigle in poetic prose are some-

times obscure ; they are always a barrier to quick comprehension

by all who are not deeply imbued with the spirit of the Kavya
literature. The elaborate alliterations and assonances which had
to the Indian ear a definite aesthetic relation to the sense con-

veyed are less easy for us to appreciate, especially as the blend-

ing of sound and sense has been less eagerly pursued and much
less successfully attained by western poets, so that we are apt to

dismiss as pedantic the careful rules of the writers on poetics

who came to divide styles largely on the basis of sound effects.

^BloomSeld, JA0$. xxxvi. 54-89; PAPS. Ivi 1-43; FisUehHft Windisch,

pp. 349“^! ? Burlingame, JRAS. 1917, pp 429-6?; Bloomfield, JAOS. xl. 1-24;
xiii. 202-42; TAPA. Hv. 141-68; Brown, JAOS. xlvii. 3-24 ; AJP. xlvii. 205 n.

* Cf. Nataeampu^ p. 16 ; Some^varadeva’s Pra^asU, 114 (El. i. 21); Giiagiminda^
i. 4*

® p. 335 <p§mgadhm^a Paddhtdi xxxii; Merutanga and BallSlasena
give many examples; Aufrecht, ZDMG. xxrii. 51.
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Moreover, the love of double meanings, which is essential in

Subandhu and Sana and much loved by many other poets, is

perplexing, and demands from us an intellectual strain which was
doubtless not exacted from the select coteries who admired the

poems when they were first produced. Nor is it easy for us to

appreciate the constant effort slightly to improve on phrases

and ideas which have been given currency by an earlier poet, an
attempt which is unquestionably apt to lead to forced uses of

language and lack of simplicity. Still less of course can we
appreciate those tricks in poetic form and grotesque experiments

in the use of but one or two letters to make up the consonants in

a line which Bharavi and Magha, not to mention minor poets,

were willing to cany out. Nor does the elaboration of the

poetic vocabulary, based largely on the free use of poetical

dictionaries, appeal to us, and the rich variety of conventional

ornaments unquestionably soon palls.

Apart from defects of style we miss in Sanskrit literature the

revelation of personal -character by the poets in their poems

;

Sappho, Catullus, Lucretius, distant as they are from us, pro-

duce an impression infinitely more vivid than does any Sanskrit

poet. Those that have come down to us preserve far more of the

calm of Vergil
;
the writers on poetics appreciated to the full

the generalizing power of poetry, its impersonal character, its

duty of suggestion in lieu of expression, and their appreciation

was due to the practice of the great poets. They live moreover

in a world of tranquil calm, not in the sense that sorrow and
suffering are unknown, but in the sense that there prevails

a rational order in the world which is the outcome not of blind

chance but of the actions of man in previous births. Discontent

with the constitution of the universe, rebellion against its deaees,

are incompatible with the serenity engendered by this recogni-

tion by all the Brahmanical poets of the rationality of the world

order. Hence we can trace no echo of social discontent; the

poets were courtiers who saw nothing whatever unsatisfactory in

the life around them. Nor in the classical period do we find

them much moved by patriotism ; they wrote, so far as we have

them, in times when national feeling was not excited by any
foreign attack, and the clashes between neighbouring kings

appeared to them in the light of the normal occupation of the
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warrior class. Political liberty within the state was undreamed

of; the fiery passion which ennobles Lucan is impossible for an

Indian poet. The Buddhist writers glorified their teacher and

magnified his doctrine, but in the main they are too deeply

affected by the Brahmanical spirit to move beyond the confines

of emotion allowable. It is in ^antideva above all that we find

a deep seriousness, which blends in the most cuiious and incon-

sistent manner with a denial of the reality of the universe.

The conventionality ofthe themes of the poets may be admitted,

and due regard had to the limit of their range and outlook, but

the fact of the great merit of Sanskrit poetry remains un-

questioned. At their best the poets had complete command of

the ordinary emotions which appeal most deeply to the human

heart
;
they know to the full the nature of love, in youth and in

wedlock, of sorrow, of the joy of union and the pangs of separa-

tion, of the utter hopelessness induced by the loss in death of the

beloved, or its mitigation by the assurance of reunion in a life to

come. Moreover, their love of nature is intimate and real
;

whether because oftheir beliefin transmigration or simply through

natural sympathy, they look on life of all kinds with a kindly

eye, and they share in the feelings of nature, as they assume it to

share in the vicissitudes of man. Nor do they ignore the more

manly virtues ; heroism, constancy, uprightness, self-sacrifice, all

receive their meed of recognition in energetic portrayal. Humour
comes naturally to many of them, and the wit of their parono-

masias is ofteh unquestionable and strikingly eifective. Their

descriptive power is undeniable and applies equally to scenes

from life and to cameos of nature. Their miniature-painting,

illuminated by the brilliant condensation of style and set off by

the effective and melodious metre, while the sounds are skilfully

chosen to match the sense, often achieves perfection in its kind.

But the ability of the authors is not limited to description ; they

are capable of rapid and luminous narrative, and even if they

smack sometimes of the Arthafastra the speeches of their

characters are lacking neither in force, vigour, nor logical power.

It is not, of course, given to many poets to excel in epic, and
we have many fine lyric stanzas from poets*who failed to produce

anything distinguished on a larger scale. The highest merit

belongs also to the expression in verse of maxims on life ; deeply
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original they seldom are, but the power of giving impressive

utterance to the essential facts of human life belonged to men
like Bhartrhari in the highest degree, and. many others have

recorded impressions with complete adequacy of language. It is

in the romances of Subandhu and Sana that we feel most the

serious defects of Sanskrit prose style, and even with these di aw-
backs Bana deserves his reputation both for the depth of his

feeling of the nature of love and for the vigour and fiie of his

pictures of the court of Harsa, of the death of Prabhakaiavar-

dhana, and the martial preparations of the king.

The merits of India in the fable and the fairy tale have never

been ignored, and in addition to the interesting character of the

imaginative production of India in these genres there must be set

to her credit the easy and elegant style of the original Panca-

tantra and Somadeva's skill in rapid yet pleasing and pointed

nairative. History never succeeded in winning a real place in

Indian literature, though panegyrics are often clever and valuable

as sources of historical information, but Kalhana was not merely

an interesting chronicler
;
often he achieves true poetry, and for

the period with which he was almost contemporary his work has

all the inteiest possessed by Pharsalia. Widely different

as were the two men by temperament, the studied elaboration of

their style and the fine effects of which they are capable attest

a real similarity of genius.

It is natural to compare Sanskrit writers with the Greeks of

the Alexandrian age or the post-Augustan Latin poets, and

there is no doubt some justice in the parallels drawn between the

literatures. They are essentially the outcome of study and of

the deliberate and conscious use of older models.^ But it would

be unjust to suggest for a moment that the Sanskrit poets were

in general only on the level of the Alexandrians or of Statius.

If we allow this to be true of Magha, it could hardly be asserted

of BhSravi, and Kalidasa merits comparison with all but the

greatest of poets, superior by far to men as able as Ovid and

* For the Roman practice of recitation and its effect on literature and French and

other parallels see Mayor, i. 173 FriedUnder, iu. 601

,

Mmm, pp, 303 ff.; Heitland in Haskins’s xxxivf.,

Ixiiiff, H. E. Butler Augustan and U. von "Wilamowits-Moellendorff

{BiUmisimlm Dt^Uung in dsr ZHt des KalHmackos) deal adequately with these

periods. Cf. Butcher, Greek Genius^ PP* ^45 ff.
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Propertius.^ Of English writers Tennyson has much in common

with him in calmness of outlook and in delicacy of beauty of

phrase, coupled with restraint and balance, but Tennyson lacked

entirely the dramatic talent which is evinced so remarkably in

the Qahmtald?'

The similarities, however, between the Alexandrians, the

Flavians, and the lesser masters of the Kavya are as interesting

as they are natural. Encyclopaedic learning is common to all

three; Apollonios does his best to weary us of the Argonautika

by his intempestive geographical dissertations, and Lucan, despite

his youth, loses no opportunity of showing his mastery ^ of the

Roman counterpart of the Indian Kalas. The subject-matter is,

on the whole, sacrificed to the form
;
threadbare legends, descrip-

tions of scenery, and commonplace reflections are crowded in

without r^ard to appropriateness ;
Magha is no greater a sinner

than Apollonios or Lucan, and Valeiius Flaccus and Statius are

infinitely worse than he. Point, antithesis, and metaphor became

essential
;

it was demanded of the Roman poets that they should

like the prose authors adorn their writings with sententiae^ lumina

4>raiioms\ success was often achieved in this genre. There is

a remarkable similarity between the average stanza of a Kavya

and the style of post-Augustan poetry, * Almost every group

writes Merivale,^ ' of three or four lines in Statius constitutes in

itself an idea, perhaps a conceit, a play of thought or of words

;

it fastens itself like a burr upon the memory : such is the distinct-

ness of bis vision, such the elaborate accuracy of his touch. The
epigram is the crowning result of this elaborate terseness of

diction, and this lucid perception of the end in view. The verses

of Martial are the quintessence of the Flavian poetry.’ This

holds good no less of Kallimachos and the Greek epigrammatists,

who come nearest to achieving similar effects to Sanskrit poets.

Latin prose felt the effects of poetry ; it became poetical in con-

struction, vocabulary, and ornaments. Old and obsolete words
were revived, new words invented or existing terms given new

^ For m eloquent defence of Propertius, see Postgate’s ed. pp. Ivii ff. He ap-

proaches more closely to the complexity of Indian poetry than does Ovid’s pellucid

amplicity. Cf, also Sellar, H&rac€ and ik^ Mkgiac JPaeis (1892).
* Matthew Arnold’s polish is no compensation for his lack of force.

^ Hs^tland in Haskins’s Zttemf pp, hff,

* Mmmm under the Empire^ chap. Ixiv.
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senses, and bold metaphorical transfers of meaning were affected,^

all phenomena which occur freely in the ornate prose of the

Sanskrit romances. As we have seen, Subandhu shows traces of

the appropriation of verses for his work, and Tacitus himself is

full of reminiscences of Vergil
; Kalhana in his turn freely adapts

to poetry the happier turns of Sana’s prose.^ In prose and poetry

alike we find in the silver age of Latin literature the love of

strained expression and involved constructions and a search after

metaphorical expression which is often artificial ; Lucan, Statius,

and Valerius Flaccus offer abundant examples of unsuccessful

similes which make the Sanskrit poetaster’s ® comparison of an

orange with the freshly shaved chin of a drunken Hun quite

pardonable.

But Sanskrit poets had advantages denied to some of the

Alexandrians and post-Augustans. Their outlook on religion

was one which it is perhaps difficult for us to appreciate, but it

accepted a reality in the tales of the gods such as Visnu or ^iva

which was obviously not felt by Kallimachos in his playful treat-

ment of the loves of the deities, or by Apollonios in his revival

of the Homeric outlook long after it had ceased to have any
reality, still less by Lucan, Statius, or Valerius Flaccus, to whom
the gods were no more than machinery sanctioned by Vergihan

usage. The Sanskrit poet might regard the gods as ultimately

real only in a secondary sense, but he had no difficulty in treats

ing them as something more than idle abstractions. Again, these

poets had a deep appreciation of nature and feeling for its

beauties which is rare in classical poets of Greece or Rome ;
it is

more akin to the spirit of Theokritos, but, unlike that author,

Indian poets expressed not a somewhat artificial appreciation of

country scenes as they attracted a poet used to town life, but

a natural affection which is not really disguised by their placid

acceptance of a large number of purely poetic conventions in their

descriptions. It may become tedious to find the themes of the

seasons, the dawn, the rising and setting ofthe moon, and kindred

topics so often dealt with in the Kavya, but taken each by itself

^ Seneca, cxiv, $ 10.

* Stein, k^jatarm^im^ i. 133; Thomas, WZKM. xii. 33; JRAS. 1899, p. 485.

* SakUyadarpm^^ 622. Hndar^s elaborate similes, bold metaphors, and effective

componnds (cf Gildersleeye, Pindur^, pp. xl ff.) offer an interesting parallel to the

. best Indian Kavya,
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these pictures are often accomplished works of art with which

Greek and Roman poets have nothing strictly comparable in

finish or merit. Nor in their appreciation of love in all its phases

have the Sanskrit poets any equal among the Alexandrians save

Apollonios in his splendid picture of Medea, while the post-

Augustans cannot vie with him despite the real ability of Statius.

There is, moreover, a deep gulf between the reticence of Greek

and Roman alike in the treatment of love and the frankness of

the poet of India; the Ars Amatoria of Ovid aided to secure

his permanent exile,^ and the Flavians show no signs of its

influence, while Sanskrit poets would have been discredited if

they had not been skilled in the topics of the Kama9astra, and

been able to depict beauty of form and the delights of dalliance.

In this sense they are far more akin to the spirit of romance than

are the Greeks or their Roman followers. Indian poets also have

a happier outlook on life than the disillusioned Alexandrians or

the somewhat depressed post-Augustans ;
^ they lived in a simpler

world, were not vexed by political problems or memories of lost

liberty, and were paits of a social system and believers in a

scheme of life which, if incapable of producing the magnificence

of Vergil’s vision of the world to come, at least offered something

more exhilarating than the systems of Epicureanism or Stoicism*

Moreover, the Sanskrit poets had command of a language

capable of finer sound effects than even Greek at its best
; they

could successfully manage metres of great complexity but re-

markable beauty, and they were conscious experts in the task of

matching sound to sense, an art practised indeed by Greek and

Roman poets alike, but with far less adequate means and with

much less subtlety. Their use of alliteration is often overdone,

but they resemble Vergil in their power to make it yield effective

results, an art in which his followers and notably Lucan weie

markedly deficient. Their love of metaphor and simile doubtless

led them at times to commit faults of taste and to a display of

erudition rather than ofjudgement
;
but often they show a rich-

ness of fancy and power of happy phraseology which is not

1 Tettfel-Scliwabe, Rom. Lit
, § 347. The deplorable taste of i. 389 ff. cannot be

excelled m India. Charactens!>Ucally Indian are e.g. dmoreSf L 5 ; n. 15.
» All the greater classical poets have a vein of sadness

; cf. Tyrrell, Latm Poetry^

PP* *59 > Batcher, Gemm, pp, 133 ff.
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paralleled either in Greek or Latin poetry. Moreover, though

we easily find their paronomasias ^ tedious, there is no doubt

that they are frequently rightly called models of twofold appro-

priateness, and the free employment of figures of speech is often

superior to the somewhat rhetorical manner which was introduced

into Latin poetry by the practice of declamation in the oratorical

schools, which Juvenal so forcibly derides.

^ English lends itself only to comic effects, but Greek and Latin authors alike use

this device with serious efforts at beauty
, cf Cope, Aristotle^s RheiortCi p 320, n. i



XVII

THE WEST AND INDIAN LITERATURE

I. The Fables and Marchen of Greece and India

The obvious parallelisms between Indian and Greek fairy

tales and fables have never been ignored, and have

evoked lively controversies. Wagener^ held that Greece was

the recipient, but both Weber ^ and Benfey ® came to the con-

clusion that the Indian fables were borrowed from Greece, and

for this view there could be adduced the question of chrono-

logy ;
the Greek fable is clearly in existence in the time of

Hesiod, is hinted at in Homer, appears definitely in Archilochos

and Simonides, and is developed into an important branch of

literature, though the actual date of our collections is less certain.

Herodotos, however, knew of Aisopos as a fable-teller, and

Babrios {c. A*D. aoo) and Phaedrus {c. A.D. 20), if themselves late,

drew from earlier sources, Benfey complicated the position by
holding that fairy tales were normally Indian in origin, thus

establishing a dualism which was difficult to defend. Keller*

contended for the priority of India, and this view has recently

been revived and insisted upon.*^ As a chronological considera-

tion stress has been laid on the monumental evidence in India,

especially at Bharhut of the third or second century B.C., for the

existence of beast fables, and some would accept the Jataka

stories as already existing in the fourth or fifth centuries B. C.,

although this is manifestly dubious. Various criteria have been
imagined by which to decide priority

;
Weber preferred the test

of simplicity, naturalness, or naivety Benfey thought that incom-

pleteness was often a sign of greater age, while Keller laid stress

on the doctrine of logical sequence and conformity to the habits

* JUs Apoia^tes de Vlnde ei hs Apologues de la Grece (1854).
* IS ill 327-73 ; SBA. 1890, p. 91$,
® Trans. o£ J^a^caiantra, i xff.

* Jetht^mherf^ Mass^ Pkil^ iy, 309-418,
» e. g. by Hertel, Cosqnin, H. LUders {Bnddlu Marchen, p. xtii\ Cf. G. d*AlvieUat,

Ce que PJnde doit h h Grice {1897), pp. 138 ff.
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of animals as revealed in nature. Thus he developed the argu-

ment that the fact of the jackal following the lion to partake of

the remains of his kill is true to nature, and easily suggests to the

early fabulist the conception of making him minister to the lion

as king of beasts, whence, as the minister must according to

Indian tradition be a miracle of cunning, the jackal is thus

reputed ;
in Gieece where the fox appears in the role of the

jackal, his position is unexplained, for he is not in reality a very

cunning animal. Unhappily this ignores, apart from the fact that

it is fancy, not fact, that creates a world of intelligent beasts, the

possibility that the fable had its origin neither in India nor in

Greece, but was a product of lands intermediate between these

countries. Weber justly contended that, if the relation of lion

and jackal came thence to Greece, it would have to be changed to

suit Greek conditions, while, if it later reached India from Greece,

it would have been necessary there to reinstate the jackal. Or,

more naturally, it may be held that the fable reached both west

and east from the common source in the early fables connected

with the name of Aisopos. We cannot ignore the possibility of

Egypt having played a part in the genesis and transmission of

fables, and Diels ^ has with special reference to Kallimachos

claimed for Uydia a substantial share in the work of diffusion.

Hertel,^ again, has insisted that the idea of making use of fables

to given instruction in politics is essentially Indian, and on the

strength of it has claimed for India originality in respect of the

best Greek fables
;
but the assertion is as little capable of proof

as the claim that Greece excels in witty and pointed fables which

in India have often suffered watering down at the hands of

Buddhist and other preachers.

Nor in any account can we omit to recognize the fact that in

M^rchen at least w'e may have old myths and that something

must be allowed, as Grimm demanded, for the old common

possession of the Indo-European people. In the tales of

Herakles, Thorr, and Indra we have certainly some of this old

mythology. More speculative is Kern’s ® ingenious comparison

of the ape king, who in a Jataka makes himself a bridge for his

following over the Ganges, and a similar exploit of the Irish king

^ /«/. Wochenuhrift^ iv. 995. ® ZDHG, Ixu. 1

1

3.

« Gti,rupUpk0Hffm^^ pp, 93 f

$14^ A a
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Bran, with which he suggests that the function of the Roman

pontifex may be connected. We have accordingly a great field

of possibilities
;
borrowing of India from Greece, of Greece from

India, of both from a common source in Egypt or Asia Minor

and Syria
;
common inheritance from Indo-European times, or

from even further back if it is deemed worth while seeking to

penetrate further into the past; and independent development

due to the similar constitution of the human mind. In the face

of these possibilities it will be found increasingly difficult to reach

any clear decision in any particular case, while any general con-

clusion is absolutely out of the question. It must further be

remembered that there must be admitted movements to and fro ;

a good story may be invented in Greece, pass to India, and

return to Greece ;
Pausanias ^ already tells us before i8o A.D. of

the snake who protected a child but was taken for its murderer

and killed
;

it is difficult not to see in this the origin of the

touching tale of the Brahmin who slays the ichneumon which had

killed the snake attacking its master's child, a legend which is

famous in the form of Llewelyn and Gelert, a dog replacing the

mongoose, and which can be traced widely over Europe.

In many cases chronology is decisive against Indian influence

on Greece being plausible. Thus a Corinthian vase ^ shows us

the existence of the fable of the fox and the raven in the sixth

century B.C., while in India we have the story of the fox and the

crow only in the Jataka and, therefore, of uncertain date. A
painting by Polygnotos in the Lesche at Delphi of Oknos and

his ass affords better evidence than the Jataka tale of the rope-

maker and the female jackal who undoes his work unperceived,

both accusations of man's industry and woman's waste.® Demo-
kritos knew the stoiy of the eagle who dropped the tortoise,

which in India appears as the swans who let the same animal fall.

The goat which swallowed a razor -was the subject of a Greek

proverb,^ and occurs in a Jataka. The mice which eat iron in the

Pancatanira and a Jataka are known already to Seneca and

Herondas. The fable related of Daidalos in Sophokles’ Kami^
* X 33 9. Cf. Bloomfield, JAOS. xxxvL 63 ff

® Phii&kgus^ Ixxiv. 470, On classical fables, cf. Hausrath, Pauly-Wissown, Eeai*

encycL^ n wid 4se>f (1918); G. Thiele, Mtte Jahrbucker/, d.

dUeriumi xxi. 377
» Pausanias, x, 39.

^
* ZDMG. xlvii, 89!., Ixyi 338.
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kiot ^
is far better attested for Greece than for India in a late

Jataka. The claim that the account in Herodotos and Sophokles
alike of a sister’s preference for a brother’s life to that of a hus-

band, since she cannot have another brother, need certainly not

be traced to a Jataka, and the attempt to derive the delightful

story of how Hippokleides lost his marriage by reason of his

dance from the similar tale of the peacock in the Jataka is

curiously absurd. In these cases we have to do with ideas which
would naturally enough develop themselves in men’s minds inde-

pendently. Nor does there seem any conclusive ground for

holding that the tale of the ass in the lion’s skin is older in either

country. In the version in Greece the ass itself assumes a lion’s

skin and is betrayed by the wind blowing it away
; the Indian

versions are more prosaic
;
the ass is given a skin by its owner

to allow It to steal corn, and betrays itself by its cry.

The same doubt as to prioi ity constantly occurs
;
® the story

of the jackal which revealed its nature by its cry has a parallel in

Phaedrus
;
so has the story of the ungrateful snake which bit its

rescuer ; the panther treats the goat as does the wolf the lamb in

Phaedrus , the gods of Phaedrus who wish to drink up the
stream have their parallel in the crows which would drain dry
the sea

;
the motif of the bald-headed man and the fly, used with

comic effect in Phaedrus, is turned to tragedy in the Jataka ; we
find in Phaedrus the old tale of the eagle and the tortoise, and in

India the swans m place of the eagle. The fable of the fox
which compels the eagle to restore its young, which Archilochos
knew, has been paralleled with a tale in the PaUcatantra of a
crow and a snake, but the disaepancies are too great ; nor is the
parallel of the wolf, which a crane helps, in Phaedrus to the tale

of the lion and the woodpecker sufficiently close to prove priority

on either side.

Much that has been adduced definitely ® in favour of Greek
priority is extremely dubious. The Trojan horse, however, is

much older than the capture by an elephant of wood filled with
soldiers of Udayana, but the motif-is traced also in Egypt,* and

1 Zachariae, KL Sc&rtfieUj pp. io8 ff.

* Giinter, Buddha^ pp, 52 ff.

« e.g. Polykrates* mg and the ring in the gakuniaid \ Surendranath Majiamdar
Sastri, JBORS. tpai, pp. 96 ff, j Jat, a$8 .

^ V. d. Leyen» AnMvf^ d Siud^ mmrm Sprachm^ cxv. 6 .

A a
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cannot be deemed too recondite to be original in India. The

love of Phaidra for Hippolytos is striking, but the motif is found

in the Jataka ^ and belongs to human nature. The device of con-

soling the living for the dead by striking means is ascribed to

Demokritos, is found in Lukianos, in Julian’s letters, and in

pseudo-Kallisthenes, but it also is attested by the Chinese version

of the Tiipitaka, which bids the mourner bring fire from a house

where none has died. Androclus’ grateful lion has an Indian

parallel in the grateful elephant ; Milo’s death reminds us of the

foolish ape in the Pancatantra
;
India knows of paintings which

deceive by likeness to life, as Parrhasios deceived even Zeuxis

by his painted curtain. The tale of how an adulteress clears her-

self by a cunningly devised oath is early enough in India to have

been deemed the source of Isolde’s falsehood,^ but we have the

same idea in the oath of Ovid’s Mestra.^ The effort to find in

the tract Phystologos the proof of Indian influence on the western

legend of the unicorn or the source of Caesar’s tale of the elks of

the Black Forest, which cannot rise if once they fall to the

ground, is clearly a failure. From India may be borrowed the

tale of the Charadrios, a bird which bears jaundice to the sun,

but, as this idea is extremely early in India, it may be an ancient

Indo-European belief.

In some cases more certainty of borrowing exists. The com-
plex legend of Rhampsinitos in Herodotos, which he learned in

appears before A D. 300 in India and can hardly be other

than a borrowing there,'* But instances of this soit are rare and
the issue of priority between India and Greece normally remains
open. Little can be gained from general considerations such as

the fact of belief in transmigration in India, the fondness of the
Indian mind for romance, or the number of Idle wanderers,
religious men of various kinds, who went about India and per-
haps beyond, telling and hearing tales. There seems to be no
necessary connexion between beast fables and the belief in trans-

migration, for such fables exist among many peoples and repre-
sent a period when beast and human lives were not regarded as

1 Bioom^eld, TAPA. liv 1450.
® J. J. Heyer, Isoldes Ooliesurlesl, pp. aiSff.
® Rohde, Qrteeh» Rommt, p. 515.
« G. Paris, RHR.lv. 151 adyff.: Huber,BEFEO.

iv. 701 1 ; Nietmhr, OLZ. 1914, p. 10^,
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SO distinct as they are in modern times
;
love of tales is recorded

of others as of the people of Miletos, and wanderers of all kinds

were evidently as common in the ancient as in the modern world.

What presents much greater certainty is the actual translation of

important Indian books and the transmission thus of much of

fable and fairy tale to western lands, but that cannot be proved

for an early date. It is difficult to believe we must ^ go to India

for the idea of the gratitude of animals when we know that

Agatharchos, a contemporaiy of Alexander the Gieat, told the

tale of the dolphin, which lewarded kindness by saving during a

shipwreck the life of the youth who bought him from some fisher-

men, On the other hand, it is not necessary to find in the

Aisopian fable of the fox which ate the heart of the deer killed

by the sick lion and then denied that the beast had had a heart,

the prototype of the jackal who ate the heart and ears of the ass

and declared it never had them 01 it would not have been killed.

2 . The Translations of the Pancatantra

The enterprise of the physician Burzoe, who under Chosrau

Anosharwan (53 ^-79) translated a version of the Pancatantra

into Pahlavi, was a work of the utmost importance for the Indian

fable literature,^ It is lost, but by a,d. 570 it was rendered by
one Bud into Syriac, and about 750 an Arabic version was made
by Abdallah ibn al-Moqaffa* fiom which the western versions are

derived. The Syriac version is preserved in one manuscript and
is imperfect, the Arabic is clearly expanded from the original,

which seems to have consisted of five books corresponding to the

Pancatantra^ five or eight other books taken from a different

source ^—whether or not the fusion was accomplished in India

before Burzoe—and two books regarding his mission and his

introduction. Of these fifteen chapters the Syriac has only ten,

^ Cosquin, &iudesfolhl<mqtm<i p, 21,

^ Hertd, I>as Pancatmtra U914) ; ZDMG. Ixxii, 65 ff.
;
Ixxiv, 95 ff, ; Ixxv. 129 IT.

» From the MxMdkdrata, xxi 138, tg ff, ; 139. 47 ff, ; ui 3 ff., three are taken
;

one i$ Buddhist (cf, A. Schiefner, Bkmratm Mespma (1875) m Tibetan
j Zachariae,

KL Sckriflm^ pp, 49 ff,) ; one the tale of the man in the well (see Noldeke,
Einkitungzu (km Buch^ KcdSh Dimm, 1912); one of the lion and jackal also

probably Buddhist ; one of grateful beasts and ungrateful mea
j
one of four friends^

perhaps Buddhist j one of the mouse king and his minister is Indian in spirit.
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while the Arabic has twenty-two in all. The title of the work

was clearly derived from Karataka and Damanaka, the two jackals

who figure in the first book of the variants of whose

names occur regularly as the title of the translations, while the

character of the woik was somewhat altered by the inclusion of

tales which were distinctly of a moral character.

From the Arabic version came in the tenth or eleventh century

a fresh Syriac translation, and at the close of the eleventh cen-

tury the Greek version of Simeon, son of Seth, which in its tuin

produced an Italian version of 1583 by Giulio Nuti, two Latin

and one German versions, and various Slav reproductions. But

more importance attaches to the Hebrew version of the Rabbi

Joel {c, I ICO), whence was made by John of Capua between 11263

and 1278 the LiberKelilae et Dimnae^ Direciorimn vitae Immanae^

of which two printed editions appealed in 1480. From a manu-

script was made by Anthonius von Pforr the German translation,

Das huh dir byspel der alien ivysen^ which was lepeatedly

printed from 1483 onwards, and in addition to influencing deeply

German literature was rendered into Danish, Icelandic, and

Dutch. A Spanish version appeared in J493, based on it, an

Italian by Agnolo Firenzuola in 1546 which was translated into

French in 1556, while a direct Italian version, that of A. Doni,

came out in two parts in 1 552, and the first part was translated

into English by Sir Thomas North as TheMorall Philosophie of
Doni in 1570.

Another important translation was that made from the Arabic

in 1142 or 1121 by Abu 1-Maali Nasrallah ibn Muhammed ibn

'Abd al-Hamid, for it produced the Persian Anwart Suhaill by
IJusain ibn ^All al-W§*iz between 1470 and 1505, whence came
numerous translations into eastern languages, and which became
known in France in 1644 by the translation by David Sahid and
Gaulmin ; this, again, was soon rendered into English, German,
and Swedish. Moreover, the Persian original was rendered into

Turkish by 'All bin Salih between 1512 and 1520, and it was
rendered into French by Galland and Cardonne, the French then
being translated into German, Dutch, Hungarian, and even Malay.

Other renderings from the Arabic wa-e less feitile
;
the Hebrew

version of Jacob ben Eleazer in the thirteenth century is only in

part preserved, the old Spanish version (c. 1251) and John of
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Capua’s work afforded mateiial to Raimundus de Biterris who
prepared his Ltber de Dtna et Kalila for Johanna of Navarre.

The Italian Baldo in the early twelfth century used some version

for his ^ovus Esopus. La Fontaine in the second edition of his

Fables in 1678 expressly states that the greater part of his new
matter is derived from the Indian sage Pilpay, in whose name we
may recognize the Sanskiit Vidyapati, lord of learning.

3. The Qukasaptati

Another case of translation which is certain is that of the

Qukasaptati, whose existence, as we have seen, is attested by
Hemacandra in the twelfth century when he cites an episode,

not in our texts, in which the parrot is caught by a cat, proving

probably that variant recensions were already in existence. By
the beginning of the fourteenth centuiy theie already was extant

a rude Persian veision which displeased the refined taste of

NachshabI, a contemporary of Hafiz and Sa'di, who in 1329--30

produced the Tutlndmeh}^ which a hundred years later was

rendered into Turkish and in the eighteenth century evoked a

fresh version by Kadiri. The TtUtndmeh rejected part of its

original as unsuitable, substituting other tales partly from the

Vetdlapancavihfatikd. From the Persian version many tales

passed to western Europe via Asia, and one of the tales was

made famous by Gottfried’s Tristan und Isolde^ in which occurs

the account of the ordeal which was used to deceive by proving

Isolde’s innocence. In India the episode is old, for it occurs in

a Chinese fifth-century version of an Indian tale and in a confused

form is extant in the Jataka book.*

4, Other Cases of Contact between East and West

Tales which cannot be traced thus definitely to Indian sources

may yet readily be assumed to have reached the west fiom India

in view ofthese proved facts. Nor is it difficult to imagine modes

of transmission ^
;
apart from literature, tales pass easily enough

1 Pertsch, ZDMG. xxl 505-^1. The Persicux of Kadiu was translated by C. J. L,

Iken (xSss), the Turkish by G. Rosen (1S58).

^ Chavannes, cm^s €mU$^ i, no 116; JStaka, dss 5 Zachanae, Kktm Schriftm^

pp. f. ; J. J. Meyer, holies OoiUsurteik pp. 74 ff.

• For the period to a. d. 600 see Kennedy, JRAS. 1917, pp. 2^6 ff.
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from mouth to mouth, and the Crusades resulted in prolonged

intercourse between Christians and Mahomedans. Then the Arab

rule in Spain served to mediate between the civilizations of west

and east, and the Jews in their turn played an important pait as

intermediaries. The influence on the Mongols in this regard has

been exaggerated by Benfey, but doubtless under-estimated by

Cosquin.^ There is no reason to doubt that the Gipsies ^ helped

to spread tales, as their Indian origin is well established. Byzan-

tine literature,^ again^ must have been a factor in the literary

diffusion of stories. But it would be absuid to assume that the

borrowing was all from one side, as Benfey was inclined to do

as regards fairytales. Cosquin has, indeed, done much to defend

this thesis by his efforts to prove that the better-motived tales

are often Indian ;
Lang, with various qualifications, and Bddier

have insisted instead on the independent generation of tales in

different places, while Antti Aame has endeavoured to work on

the basis that every country may produce tales, but these tales

wander far and wide, so that the end of research is to establish

motifs which belong to one country or another
;
thus a group of

ideas centring in a magic ring is Indian in origin, another dealing

with three magic substances is British and French, another

centring in a magic bird is Persian. In most cases it may be

frankly admitted that it is extremely difficult to achieve any

satisfactory result.

A certain degree of assurance may be felt regarding the

familiar tale of Sinbad, The Arabian historian Masudi, who died

in 956, expressly ascribes to the Kiidb el Sindbad an Indian

origin
;
this work corresponds to the Persian Sindibddndmeh,

the Syriac Sindban^ the Arabic ‘ Seven Viziers ' which is found
in manuscripts of the Arabian Nights^ the Hebrew Sandabar^
the Greek Syntipas^ and a mass of European tales. The plan
of the work is taken from the Pancatantra

; a king entrusts his

son to a wise man who undertakes to teach him wisdom in six

months
; the Indian motifoi telling tales to save the life ofsome

one, here a prince condemned to death, is found, and the stories

^ Cosqoin, f&ikUriqiHSt pp. 497 AT,

* Wlislocki, ZDMG. xll 448 ff.y xlu. 113 ff.

* E. Ktiha, Byzani, Zziischrfit Iv. 341.
* H. W#rreo, Bzt indische ori^neslvm dm Qriehchm Syntipa$\ Hertel, ZDMO.
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have usually Indian parallels
; that of the ichneumon is taken

from the Pancatanira^ and the others aie often specimens of

women’s tiicks to cover theii infidelities, which are common in

India, forming as it were a supplement of the Pahcatantra. The
Greek Syntipas contains vaiious passages which can only be read

successfully by recognizing that they are merely corruptions of

a Sanskrit original, and everything supports the conclusion that

we have here another case of an Arabic original rendered from a

Pahlavi translation of a Sanskrit text.

It is natural to extend the doctrine and to find the oiiginal of

the Arabian Thousand and One Nights in India,^ and something

substantial has been done in this direction by proving that the

prologue and setting of the tales are a contamination of motifs

which are quite well known in India. Thus we have the Jain

legend of Kanakamanjari, who letains for six months the un-

divided love of the king by the device of beginning a tale each

night but not finishing it. Again^ we have in a Chinese render-

ing of a Buddhist tale (a.d. 351), in the Kathdsaritsdgara, and

in Hemacandra, variations of the theme of the man who is utterly

depressed by finding out that his wife is unfaithful, but recovers

happiness because he discovers that the king himself is equally

being made a mock of. The further adventure of Shahriar and

Shahzeman has a parallel in the Kathdsaritsdgara. There are

other traces of Indian influence in the tales, and it is clear that

it is impossible to ascribe them to borrowing from Persia ; trans-

lations from Persian into Sanskiit are normally late, as in

<JrIvara’s Kathdkautuka^ written on the theme of Yusuf and

Zuleikha under Zainu-1-'Abidin in the fifteenth century. The
only matter that can be in doubt is the extent of the influence ;

certainly there is nothing in this case to prove the taking over of

a whole cycle of stories from an Indian work, now lost.

In Europe, apart from the translations enumerated, traces of

real Indian origin are hard to prove.® A Carolingian poem of the

^ Cosquin, pp. 365 f.j Przyliiski, JA. ccv. loiff., who finds in the

Svayamvara of India a relic of the Austroasiatic festival dance at which young people

were mated. Cf. Macdonald, JRAS. 1924, pp. 353 ff.

^ Ed. and trans. R, Schmidt (Kiel, rSpS).

^ Giinter, Buddha^ pp. 99 ft The famous tale of the poison maiden in Indian

literatnre and in the wesMold of Aristotle and Alexander in the $ecntum Semtemm
(of Hawthorne, Mppminf s is discussed by P^xer, Oeem it 31 1 f

*
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ninth century tells how a hunter slew a boar, was himself killed

by and caused the death of a snake, which is a feeble tale in com-

parison with the Indian story of the greedy jackal who was lucky

enough to find a hunter who had killed a deer, and had also

slain a boar which killed him, but meets death through eating

first out of the spirit of thrift the bowstring. Peter Alfonsi

(twelfth century) knows a tale which occurred in Barzde’s intro-

duction to his version of the Pancutantra and some other Indian

narratives, but merely as handed down in Arabic. Walter Mapes*

knowledge is doubtful, but Marie of France has clear parallels,

and the bird of St Martin recounted by Odo of Sheriton {c. iai5),

which held up its limbs to keep up the sky but appealed in terror

to the saint when a leaf fell on it, can be traced to the Mahabha-

rata and the Pamaianira. Nigel of Canterbury's knowledge

(c. I i8o) of the tale of the ingratitude of man as contrasted with

that of animals is not necessarily borrowed, nor is the motif of

the fatal letter and its bearer in Saxo Grammaticus probably

Indian, seeing that we have already the conception in Homer.

James of Vitry, bishop of Ptolemais, a Crusader, in his Exempla
tells from hearsay the stories of the Brahmin who was cheated

by rogues, of the Brahmin who built castles in the air, and of

the son who was going to bury his too long-lived grandfather,

while his own son prepared a giave for him. In the de diversis

rebus praedicabilibus of the Dominican £tienne of Bourbon, who
died €. ia6o, we find a version of the story of the blind and the

lame, well known in Jain texts,^ and a variant of the judgement
of Solomon ^ in which two women dispute over a ball ofwool and
the issue is decided by asking what was the kernel used on which
to wind the material ^

; the Indian tale, found in a Chinese version,

in Buddhaghosa, and the ^ukasapiati}^ of his stepfather's device

of ridding himself of the Bodhisattva appears in £tienne as the

tale of the page whose prince, suspecting him of an intrigue,

sends him to the workers at his oven who have instructions to

* Hertel, Gmi dts OsUnSj i. 348 ff.

* Cf. Hertel, loa, at.^ 1S9 ff. on the issue of the ultimate origmal of the Indian ver-
sions of I Kings, in 16 ; JStaka, 546.

* Zachariae, AV, Sckrtfim^ pp 84 ff.

^ Cf. the legend of St. Elizabeth of Portugal, Cosqnin, Etudes pp.
^"3 ff*, who (p. tdo) insists on the exchange of persons or xnesss^es as distiirigniFbiTig

these tales from snch cases as Beherophon,
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fling into it the first who comes with a royal message, foienne
also tells us of the innocent hound, transmuted into St. Guinefort

and an object of woiship, whose tomb he insisted on destroying.

The Gesia Romanorum contains various stories which may be
of Indian origin

;
one in a manuscript of 1469 ^ is so elaborate as

to leave no doubt of its origin, for it tells of how a knight who
was taught in giatitude the language of the beasts managed to

escape revealing it to his wife, a famous Jataka tale. On the

other hand it is impossible to ignore independent development

;

if Heinrich Sense {c. 1330) illustrates the idea of eternity by
telling of a bird which once in 100,000 years picks up a grain of

corn from a millstone of the size of the earth (the period until

the stone shall be made bare is but a moment in comparison with

eternity), it is far-fetched to claim derivation from the Indian con-

ception of a world age as longer than the period taken by a man
who once in a hundred years rubs a mountain with a silk cloth

to level it with the ground.

From the late middle ages comes evidence of the borrowing of

several stories of cleverness, as in the story of the man who finds

out guilty servants by moie or less accidental observations made
at table.® The seven-league boots of fairy tale are found in the

Katkasaritsdgara and may be Indian, but many other motifs are

hardly to be assigned to one nation
;
thus we have the hero who

is vulnerable in one spot only much earlier in Greece than in

India and independently probably in Germany
;
the tree which

yields what it is asked for depends on the widespread belief in

tree spirits ; the man or animal which yields gold attests, though

early in India, to community of ideas rather than borrowing
;
the

burning of a skin which frees the enchanted prince seems ethnic.

Various peoples know of flying birds which carry heroes on long

journeys. Circe in the Odyssey need not be the source of the

YaksinI of the tale of Ni9cayadatta in the Kathasaritsagara.^

Of interesting motifs due to India Cosquin* offers a good

example in the Makosadha Jataka tale of how a faithful wife

served gallants who sought to seduce her in her husband’s

’ Gunter, Buddha, pp. ff.

* Cf. Forks, iJw indisehen MS*'che», pp. 36 f.; Zachariae, <!^. cit,, pp. isSff.

^ SeeTawney's trass., i, 337 ff.; cf, tke Sirenes of Od., xii, 39 ff. and JStakas 41,

96, 196, 439 1 MakSvahsa (Geiger, p. *5).

* BtudeifoUdoriqws, pp. 457 ff.
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absence, ending up with conveying tliem in jars before the king,

an episode which is proved ancient by a relief at Bharhut on which

is depicted the opening of three coffers in each of which is a

prisoner. The story is preserved in perhaps a more original

fashion in the Kashmirian Brhatkathd legend of Upako5a, who

induces the gallants to take a bath and has them blackened by

a sticky preparation, in which condition they are revealed to the

king. It seems difficult to doubt that this is the source of the

inferior version in the fable of Constant du Hamel and Isabeau

in the thirteenth century. A variant of the same idea appears in

the story of Devasmita in the Kashmirian Brhatkathd, and it is

probable enough that we must seek an Indian original for the

form of the legend as it appears in the Gesta Romanomm {c.

1300), in the romance of Perceforest, and in the fifteenth-century

English poem, The Wrights Chaste Wife. It is tempting no

doubt to find ^ in the common idea of the ogre and the fascinat-

ing daughter who helped the lover to deceive her father, who
despite his wickedness is stupid, the result of the Indian idea pre-

served in the Kashmirian Brhatkathd of the youth who is aided

by the daughter of a Raksasa whose stupidness she asserts is due

to his origin, to win her hand by accomplishing all the impossible

feats set to him. But proof is wanting. Another tale,^ which

has a fair chance of being Indian in origin, is the type of the boil-

ing cauldron and the pretended lack of skill as in the case of

Vikramaditya, who is saved by the warning given by a skull

from the ruse of a Yogin who bids him turn round a cauldron into

which he means to fling him ; the king asks to be shown how to

act and slays the miscreant by his own device. The tale ® of the

cat who held a candle for the king but at last lets it go at the

sight of a third mouse, though he has permitted two to pass un-
noticed, may be of Indian origin, but that is clearly not proved

;

it is, however, probable that the idea of the vigil of Solomon and
Marcolphus, well known in the fourteenth century, is due to India,

where the tale of Rohaka^ and the king of Ujjain is known in

the twelfth century and that of Pradyota and a Gandharan is

^
€osq«m, A, p. 35. « Qp^ pp. 349 ff,

* Op. m., pp, 401

E

pp. ^6, 94 f., 190} i7m prpg^aitau Indiam
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found in the Kanjur, in the ninth century. Nor is the idea ofthe

magician and his appi entice^ who assumes all sorts of forms to

emerge from different impasses unique ; the legend of Mestra in

Ovid ® shows that tales of this sort could easily arise in indepen-

dence of India, where indeed the motif not specially important.

5 . The Romance in Greece and India

It is natural that efforts should have been made to prove the

derivation from Greece of the Indian romance, as it appears

seemingly full-fledged in the works of Subandhu, Bana, and even

in some degiee Dandin. Peterson’s® argument for Greek in-

fluence, strictly limited in scope, was based in part on the

indubitable fact of Gieek influence on astronomy and astrology,

and in part on the new spirit which he discerned in the romances,

which clothed with flesh and blood the dry bones of the simple

tale with its rapid but monotonous stream of adventures. He
quoted, however, in support of his view merely passages illus-

trating the affection of Achilles Tatius in his tale of Kleitophon

and Leukippe for minute descriptions of the beauty ofthe beloved,

the effect of love upon man, and the love which other things have

for each other, citing the story of the affection of the male palm

for the female palm, which is given fruition by the grafting of

a shoot into the heart of the male. To this Reich ^ has added

merely a list of similarities ; thus we find both in Indian and in

Greek romance the conception of love at first sight, of lovers

revealed to each other in a dream, the swift change of fortune

from good to evil and then back to prosperity, adventure and ship-

wreck at sea, heroes as well as heroines of wonderful beauty, free

use of detailed description both of love and of nature. All these

things may be admitted, but clearly they do not prove borrow-

ing, though they render it possible. The tale of the loves of the

palms, it is clear, suggests Syria rather than either Greece or

India ; it is decidedly different from the Indian wedlock of the

mango and the jasmine recorded in the Kavyas.

* Cosquin, pp, 497 For other suggestions see L^s €mies indims et

pQcddmt (19512), where inUraliu he deals with the slipper imiifm India.

« to.jvUi. 847 fF.

« JiCddamd^rii pp. 98 fL * DLZ. 1915, pp. 55s 594 fi'-
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More definite evidence is adduced by Rohde ^ and by Weber ^

who holds that we find the motif of the Vasavadattd—which, it

must be remembered, has no known antecedent in India—in a

tale recounted by Athenaios on the authority of Chares of

Mytilene, an official of Alexander the Great. This tale of Zari-

adres and Odatis contains the motifs of lovers who see each other

in a dream, and are finally united through the intervention of the

maiden’s marriage ceremonial in which she enjoys the right of

choice. But even if we compare the awakening of Vasavadatta

at her lover’s embrace to the story of Pygmalion and Galatea,

and find parallels in the Greek romance for armies which war for

the possession of a maiden, we have the fact that the tale

admittedly in the Greek version is not Greek, and in point offact

in Firdausi we learn that the daughter of the emperor of Rome
sees her lover Gushtasp in a dream and herself claims him as hus-

band. The choice ofa husband in this way by a princess is an early

Indian practice, and the Persian tale may easily have come from

India in the first place.

A different aspect was given to the hypothesis by F. Lacdte,®

when he claimed that Gunadhyahimselfwas under Gieek influence,

thus departing from Peterson’s contrast between the predecessors

of the romances and these works. But his opinion later ^ changed,

and he adduced evidence in favour of the borrowing of the Greek
romance from India. Of his evidence, part may be at once dis-

missed as being irrelevant to the question of origin, as it concerns

merely incidents and might therefore be borrowed without the

romance as a whole being adopted by Greece from India. In any
case, however, these details seem inadequate to prove their case

;

the plant which cures wounds in three days has been compared to

the vranasamrohanl plant of India, but it belongs to the most
primitive period of Greek as well as Indian medicine. The unwink-
ing eyes and feet that touch not the ground which mark out the
gods from men is Indian, but the latter detail at least is recognized
by the artists of the Roman Empire, and Kalasiris shows that
the Ihad^ was believed to be the authority for both the assertions.

* Cneck pp. 47 ff. a IS. xviii. 456 If,

® Bssat sur Gumdhjtat PP* 284-5^
^ Uui, pp. 27a tf. See Keith, JRAS. 1915, pp. 784£
* K. 71 f j A. 200, which prove that in gait(cf. Vergil ; et vera incessu patuit dca)

,-»na eyes gods revealed their divinity.
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When Theagenes and Chariklea see each other for the first time,

they seem to recognize each other as if they had known each

other before
;
this is not merely a common feeling among modern

people, but Plato had a doctrine of recollection which was far

more likely to be present to a Greek author than an Indian

romance mottf. In the general purpose of the lomances there is

absolutely nothing un-Greek. On the contrary, the Aithiopika

justifies the trials of its hero by the doctrine that he and his

beloved had to be brought almost to death in order that the

Aithiopians might cease to practice human sacrifice. The fate

that elsewhere governs the progress of events is essentially Greek,

more Greek than Indian, and it is most significant that nothing is

said of the misfortunes which fall on the heroes being due to evil

deeds done in past lives. Moieover, it is striking that in all the

complex adventures recounted in the Greek romances we do not

have Indian scenes or episodes, though there was abundant room
for them, and the authors of the romances were largely them-
selves Orientals, not natives of Greece proper.

There remains, therefore, the argument from form. Lac6te
contends that the Katha form was original in India, that there

alone did it develop, and that it was borrowed by the Greek
romances from India. Every part of the proof is defective. The
Katha manner in its simpler forms is the most natuiaP of all,

and Lac6te admits that we have it in the Odyssey, but he holds

that it was not developed in Greece. Of this theie is no proof

whatever
;
the dialogues of Plato, which are reported conversa-

tions, he admits to be exceptions to his rule, but holds that the

manner was confined to philosophy, which borrowed it from the

Mimes of Sophron. This is a very implausible assumption, and
is further contradicted by the evidence. We know of the love of

Greece for tales, the story-tellers of Sybaris and Ephesos were
famous, there is the evidence of Apuleius, who refers to his Meta-
morphoses in the words tit ego tibi sermcne isio Milesio varias

fabulas conseram? It is a perfectly fair deduction to make from

this definite statement that the Ephesian tales known to Apuleius

—including doubtless Aiisteides* Ephesiaka which were rendered

^ It is found early in and the emboxing of stones there is very early;

Maspero, pQpuiatm de t&gypu mcimm (1906), pp. *3 if.

* Teuffel-Schwabe, gmu § 367 ; H. Lucas, 1907, pp. ^9 ff.
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by Sisenna,^ already exhibited the form of a framework story

with reports of experiences of the actors inserted. In Ovid’s

Metamorphoses (v) Pallas’s adventures include meeting and hear-

ing tales from the Muses, in whose account of Demeter and

Proserpina are inserted two narratives by Arethusa; in xiv

in Aeneas’ adventures we have Macareus’ narrative to Achae-

menides, in which is inserted a tale by a maiden of Circe’s. We
have, therefore, no conceivable need to seek in India for the pro-

totype, especially as chronology is all against the suggestion.

We know nothing that we can prove of the actual manner of the

Brhatkaiha and its date is utterly uncertain, assuredly not early

enough to make dependence even possible,® while as regards the

Vasavadatta we know that it is later than any extant Greek

romance of the period dealt with by Lac6te. A fuither insuper-

able difficulty would be the fact that Lac6te thinks of popular

transmission, recognizing that no Greek could understand a real

Indian romance in Sanskrit, while such transmission would cer-

tainly give only tales, not the elaborate construction which is the

one point which could be used to prove derivation.

In point of fact there is no general agreement in the Greek

romances as regards form ; it would have been strange if there

had been, for Greek writers are usually successful in achieving

originality. Heliodoros sometimes relates himselfthe tale, some-

times brings the actors before us in conversation to tell of their

doings, just as does Homer; Xenophon is a simple narrator;

Achilles Tatius puts his tale into the mouth of Kleitopbon, but

the latter relates it as if he were an outsider, recording what
happened to himself and to the heroine impartially. It is only

in Antonins Dic^enes that we find anything more complex.

There the story opened with a letter from the author to his sister,

sending her a copy of a letter from Balagros to Phila, enclosing

a note drawn up by one Erasinides of a conversation between
Deinias and Kymbas. Deinias’s narrative consists largely of

a story told to him by Derkyllis, in which are inserted reports to

Derkyllis by Astraios and Mantinias, and again by Astraios

* TenSel-Sdiwabe, § 156.
* There is Apuleius’ oym work (<r. a, n, 160) aad Lukianos* Aoi^mos ^ om, as well

as Petrowtis*^ Saitr^te (TetiM-Schwabe, § 305), and above all Ovid’s work. The
dtuMm Mghts inanncr, as Tyrrell {Latin JPaatry, p. 123) says, is not a great success
there.
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to DerkylHs and Mantmias; at the close of DeikylHs' nairative

Deinias reports what he heard from Azulfs, and the close of

Deinias*s conveisation with Kymbas is followed by the final note

of Erasinides. This is complex, no doubt, but a peifectly natural

development, just as the Indian Katha in Vasavadaitd is a

natural development from simpler forms. The further parallels

drawn by Lac6te aie invalid; the letter from the authoi to

Faustinus, which seems clearly to have been in an appendix, is

only lemotely similar to the introductions to the Vdsavadattd

and Bana’s works while the statements at the head of each book

of the work as to stories parallel to the marvels he relates have

no real resemblance to the introductory verses prefixed to each

chapter of the Harsacarita only, which, it may be added, is not

in the slightest degree in form like the work of Antonius. Nor,

it must be admitted, is it altogether reasonable to ignore the fact

that, while the Greek romances are silent as to India, the exis-

tence of Yavanas and their cunning, especially in the fabrication

of aerial ships, is referred to in the Kashmirian Brhatkathd^ which

knows their skill in architectuie, and Budhasvamin attests the use

of Gieek beds, suggesting that even the <m%vci^Brhatkathd may
have known of the Greeks as cunning and skilled ciaftsmen ^

Denial of any relation of intei dependence is also asserted by

L. H. Gray,^ who calls attention to many parallels, letters

between lovers, long-winded lamentations, thieats of suicide, the

stories within stories, descriptions of nature, detailed personal

descriptions, learned allusions and citations of precedents, even

strained compounds, and alliteiations, parisoi/ homoioteleuta, and

other figures of ihetoric which recall the Sanskrit Anuprasa and

Yamaka. But he insists that the least part of the Sanskrit

romance is the thread of the story or the adventures of its

characters ;
all the stress is laid on rhetoiical embellishment,

minute description of nature, detailed characterization ofexploits,

and of mental, moral, and physical qualities. In the Greek

romance, on the other hand, the essence is the narrative of one

^ Cf. Lac6te, &p, p. 286. The existence of a Greek and Eurasian population m
GandhSra for a couple of eentmies at least (Foucher, VArt Grk&-^Botiddhiqm du
GuniMra^ ii. 448 ff.) cannot be ignored.

® VSsmadattdf pp. 35 ff. Cf. G. N. Baneijee, Htllmism %tt Amimt Indian pp.

238 ff.

» C£ Aristotle, iii. loff

8U9 B b
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improbable adventure after another, fine writing is practK^lly

discarded, description and appreciation of nature are essentially

neglected. To the latter assertion there is of course admitted

an exception in the case of the Poimemka of Longus. but that

author derives directly from Theokritos, Bion, and Moschos,

while the Sanskrit romance owes its love for natuie to Indian

feeling. The Dagakumaracarita with its affinities to the picar-

esque romance is without real parallel in the^ Greek romances,

though it has affinities to the Satirae of Petronius.

An interesting parallel is diawn by Gray between the manner

of Lyly in his Eupkties and that of Subandhu. They agree in

laying all stress on form rather than subject-mattei, though Lyly

has a didactic end foreign to Subandhu. Lyly employs the

device familiar in India of emboxing a story within a story, as

in the case of the tale of Callimachus, which itself includes the

story of the hermit Cassander. Moreover, his paronomasias, his

alliterations, his antitheses, and his learned allusions are in close

harmony with the Indian practice. The instance is valuable as

a reminder that parallels may arise without borrowing on either

side.

6. The Hexameter and Indian Metre

An interesting suggestion has been made by Jacobi ^ that the

Doha metre of Apabhrah^a, with which may be compared the

Dodhaka metre of Classical Sanskrit poetry, in so far as both are

essentially originally dactylic in structure, is to be traced back to

the Gieck hexameter, the Doha being the result of combining

two hexameters into a stanza and then dividing it in the usual

Indian manner into four lines. The Abhiras, he contends, were

situated in Gandhara and the neighbourhood during the period

of the influence of the Greco-Bactrian kings, and they must have

eventually felt the need for a rendering into an Indian speech

of the Homeric poems which, as Dio® tells us, the Greeks loved

so dearly, and dung to even when they had lost much else of

Hellenic character. The version of Homer thus made for the

educated classes would probably be in the metre of the original,

* Futuhrijt Waehernag^l^ pp. I37 ff.

s Or. l«i. 6. On the amount of Greek known in India cf. Kennedy, JRAS, 1913,

pp. 1012 JT; 1915, pp. laaf.; 1917, pp. aaSff.; Thomas, 1913, pp. 1014!.
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and thus the Doha would grow up as the peculiar metre of the

Abhlras and would cling to Apabhran9a poetry. A parallel

may be seen in the great influence exerted on Bengal prose

literature by the missionaries of Serampore.

Jacobi’s theory rests naturally on the validity of the assertion

of Dio that the Indians had a translation of Homer, which is

repeated by Aelian, who asserts the same of the Persian kings,

and who may have used the same source as Dio, although it is

possible that he merely copies the latter. The general view ^

that Dio’s reference is really to the Mahabharata as the Indian

equivalent of Homer is possible but there is no doubt that it is

not proved. Jacobi strengthens his case by pointing out that

from the later sculpture of India we should never be able to

demonstrate Hellenistic influence, were it not for the Gandharan
art, which being permanent has survived to testify to the stiength

of Greek art, and it might be added that the proof of the influence

of Greek painting has probably been lost through the disappear-

ance of the frescoes which once existed in abundance in Gan-
dhara.* But, granting that the tale of Dio may have foundation,

it must be admitted that it does not seem possible to accept as

even probable the origin suggested for the Doha; the dactylic

form is easy to explain independently. It must, however, be said

that the eflfort of Leumann ® to reconstruct an Indo-European
metre with a quantitative basis, of which the Doha would be
a descendant, is clearly a mere tour de force, resting on utterly

inconclusive evidence.

> Weber, IS. 11. i6i ft.

® Cf. Foucher, VArt Gi ico-Bouddhtqne du Gandttdru^ li 402 f.

s Festuhnft Wackemagel^ pp 78 fF. and elsewhere. His work is vitiated by a com-
plete failure to weigh evidence and inability to meet criticism. By his methods any-
thing could be proved. Meillet and Weller (Zll 1. 115 ff.), whom he attacks, are far

sounder.

B b a



XVIII

THEORIES OF POETRY

I. The Beginnings of Theory on Poetry

I
T is very possible to exaggerate the effect of theories of

poetics ^ on Indian poetry and to ignore the fact that in India

as elsewhere the poets set the models on which theory was

built, and that it was only gradually that the effect of the text-

books on poetics came to be of ever-increasing impoitance. It

is little short ofabsurd to imagine Kalidasa as laboriously striving

to conform to rules which in his time were, to the best of our

knowledge, only in process of foimulation, and which in any case

were, as we can see from our extant sources, always being laid

down with distinct divergences of emphasis and detail. Of the

age of the study of poetics we can say little, but the fact that

Panini does not mention Alamkarasutras, while he does recog-

nize Natasutias, certainly suggests that dramaturgy came before

a general suiwey of poetics, even if we do not believe that Panini

knew a fully developed drama. With this accords the fact that,

beyond vague references to Ka9yapa and a Vararuci, and Yaska's

knowledge ofdiscussions of similes, Upamas,^ we have no certain

information on poetics until it occurs as a subordinate element in

chapter xvi of the Bharatiya Ndtyafdstra^ which is essentially

a treatise of dramaturgy and which may be placed conjecturally

somewhat earlier than Bhasa and Kalidasa, though there is no
strict proof of date, frhe great merit of this treatise, a compila-

tion unquestionably from previous works, is that it develops the

doctrine of sentiment, Rasa, with its eight subdivisions as erotic,

comic, pathetic, and those of horror, heroism, fear, disgust, and
wonder, ^feentiment is a condition in the mind of the spectator

of a drama, or, we may add, the hearer or reader of a poem,

^ See S. K. De, S&mknt Fceftcs (1923-5) » R V. Kane, Sdhityadarpam (1923)

;

Hari Chmdj KdHddsa et Part pHiqm de VInde (1917); V. V. Sovani, Bhandarkar
Cmtm^ pp. 387 jff. j TrivedI, pp. 401 ff.

^ Mirtikta/ixu 13 ; cf. Pa^im, ii. i. 554 3. 72.
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produced by the emotions of the characters, and the emotions,

Bhavas, are excited by factors which may either be the object

of the emotion, as the loved one is in the case of love, or serve to

heighten it, as does the spring season. The emotions manifest

themselves in effects of various kinds, and they are essentially

distinct in psychological character among themselves, while the

sentiments, though subdivided according to the emotions which

excite them, are nevertheless essentially one in feeling, and this

feeling, which later authorities seek more clearly to define, is

a special purely aesthetic emotion comparable to the bliss obtained

in contemplation of the absolute by the intellect which can com-

prehend it.^ ^

This, however, is not the side of the Ndtyagdstra which was

fated to elicit the chief attention of waters on poetics as opposed

to dramaturgy. Poetics developed, if it did not originate, in

distinction from dramaturgy, and writers on it were long content

to refer merely to that science. The topics which were to

engage waters on poetics, however, appear in elementary, though

not undeveloped, form in the Ndtyc^dsira, It recognizes four

figures of speech, the simile, Upama, the metaphor, Rupaka, the

Dipaka, in essence the use of one predicate to many subjects or

one subject to many predicates, and the Yamaka, repetition of

syllables or alliteration. There is no distinction of figures as

those of sound, Qabdalamk^a, and of sense, Arthalamkara, and

it is significant of early poetiy that there aie given ten kinds

of Yamakas, but only five of Upamas. The Yamakas remain

prominent in the older school ofpoetics, including Bhatti, Dandin,

Vamana, Rudrata, and the Agm Purdna section on poetics, but

Bhainaha alieady admits but five kinds and Anandavardhana
and Mammata make it clear that the figure has no real aesthetic

importance, though in later as well as older poetry, for instance,

the Ghatakarpara^ it is freely used, serving in lieu of rhyme.

Further, serving like the figuies to bring out the sentiment, are

given the ten qualities and the ten defects
; it is characteristic of

the beginnings of the science that the defects are given positively

and the qualities given as the negation of the defects, while in

fact it is impossible thus to connect the two lists. Moreover,

the details of the lists are obscure, and differently interpreted

^ See Keith, SanshrU Drama (1924), pp. 31411.
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both by the later writers on poetics and by the commentators on

the ipastra. On one view ^ the defects are : absence of a com-

plete meaning
;
incongruity with the context ;

tautology ;
ambi-

guity; violation of syntactical regularity; grammatical enors

;

break of metrical rules as to pause; misuse of long or short

syllables in metre
;
breach of euphonic rules

;
and inconsistency

as to places time, artistic usage, popular belief, logic, or science.

The qualities are
:
Qlesa, possibly in the sense of suggested sense

;

Prasada, clearness ;
Samata, evenness implying ease of compre-

hension; Samadhi, superimposition of something special in the

sense
; Madhurya, sweetness

;
Ojas, strength arising from the use

of compounds with respect to suitable concatenations of letters

;

Saukumarya, smoothness arising from happy metres and con-

junctions
; Arthavyakti, explicitness of sense

;
Udara, elevation

of subject and sentiment
;
and Kanti, loveliness, delighting the

mind.

Of developments after the (Jastra we know nothing definite, and

we can only guess at the stages by which new figures were found

out. If we can take Bhamaha's account as helping us histori-

cally—which is a pure assumption not suggested in any way by

that author—we may hold ^ that the first step was to distinguish

Anupiasa, alliteration, from Yamaka, the former affecting only

single letters, the latter involving the repetition of syllables.

But it is much more dubious if the fact that Bhamaha mentions

after this set of five a set of six has any chronological conclusion,

and the figures themselves are rather more complex than can be

supposed to have been early. They are : Aksepa, paraleipsis,

the denial of one thing to imply another; Arthantaranyasa,

conoboration, the adduction of some instance or principle to

prove an assertion
;
Vyatireka, contrast by dissimilitude

; Vibha-

vana, abnormal causation, when something comes about by
some unusual reason ; Samasokti, brevity, suggestion by meta-

phorical expressions
;
and Atigayokti, hyperbole. Possibly to

this period has been leferred the figure Vartta, which, however,

was not generally accepted, though Dandin perhaps,^ treats it as

a sort of Hetu, cause. Our trust in the whole theory is seriously

undermined when we find that to a third period of development

' Bliamaha, xv; logical faults are given in v. P'or Bharala’s list see xvi 8411.
^ Jacobi, SBA, pp. saoff. ^ If Jacobi rightly refers li. 244 to it
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are assigned three new figures : Yathasamkhya, relative order ;

Utpreksa, poetical fancy; and Svabhavokti, description of the

nature of a thing in its reality as appreciated by tlie poetic

imagination
;
and that the fourth period is made to recognize the

large number of figures, twenty-four more, in Bhainaha. What is

really clear is that the Bhattikdvya^ Dandin, and Bhamaha all had

before them a large number of figures which they treat in slightly

different ways, Bhamaha for instance rejecting the forces of cause,

Hetu, Suksma, and Le^a^ accepted by Dandin. To assert even

a common source for Dandin and Bhamaha as opposed to Bhatti

is beyond our means of proof, and to asciibe to Medhavin the

invention of Utpreksa is quite invalid.

2. The Early Schools of Poetics

In Dandin we come, as usual in Indian scientific literature, to

an authority who used freely many predecessors whose works

are lost, and who, therefore, presents us with a fully developed

and elaborate doctrine. Dandin was doubtless the author of

the Dafakumdracarita and his relation to Bhamaha has been

keenly discussed.^ The difficulty of decision rests on the fact

that both authors can be made out to be attacking each other's

views, but that there is nothing whatever strictly to prove that

they are not dealing with views expressed by some predecessor

of the other, as we know for certain in the case of Bhamaha

that he used^ Medhavin, who must have expressed opinions

similar to those assailed by Dandin. It is, however, on the

whole, probable that Bhamaha knew Dandin, while Dandin

did not use him, and with this agrees the geneially less refined

views of Dandin as in his enumeration of thirty-two kinds of

simile, which JBhamaha reduces to four. Dandin's rejection of

the difference between Katha and Akhyayika seems thoroughly

sound, while Bhamaha's defence seems specially directed against

Dandin. It is striking also that Dandin never notices one of the

* Cf. on Canto x Nobel, in Mushn^ xxxvii.

® Kane, S^ityadarpana (1923), pp. xxvff. ;
M. T. Narasimhiengar, JRAS. 1905,

pp. 535 fT. ; Fatbak, JBRAS, xxui. 19 ; lA. xli. 236 ff., support Bhamaha’s postenonty

against TrivedI, lA. xlii. ssSfF. R. ; Narasimhachar, lA. xli, 90 ff ; xliu 305 ; Nobel,

ZDMG. Ixxiii. 190 K ; Hari Chand, pp, 70 f, ; Jacobi, loc, «/.

* lu 40, 88; Medbavirndra, Nami on Rudrata,xi. 34. Cf. Kavyamtmdnsa, p. 12.
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many verses adduced by Bhamaha to expound his views. The
matter is not, indeed, of the highest impoitance, for it is not

supposed in any case that Dandin lived long after Bhamaha,

who certainly used the works of Uddyotakara (c. 650) and

prabably knew the Nydsa of Jinendrabuddhi {c, 700). On the

whole, having regaid to the facts regarding the Dagakumdra-

carita^ which suggests that it precedes Subandhu and Bana, we
imy place Dandin some generations before Bhamaha.

ffTo Dandin poetry appears under the metaphor of a body of

wrds determined by the sense which it is desired to set out, and

that body is oinamented, the term Alamkara here being used in

the most general sense to cover anything which lends beauty to

the poem as ornaments do to the human body. A poem may
consist of verse, prose, or both, as in the drama ind the Campu

;

no Indian writer on poetics allows himself to be led astray into

demanding verse form as a condition of poetry. This, of couise,

was a natural conclusion from the fact that law, medicine,

astronomy and astrology, grammar, and philosophy had all been

composed in verse, so that outer form was obviously no criterion

between the literature of knowledge and that of power. Of
verse forms Dandin enumerates the Saigabandha or Mahakavya,
the characteristics of which we have already noted

;
Muktaka,

single verses
; Kulaka, groups of up to five verses

;
Ko9a, uncon-

nected verses by different authors
;
Sarhghata, similar verses by

one author. Of prose he mentions Katha, Akhyayika, and
Campu, recognizing as current the difference between the first

two, but rejecting it as quite artificial and not even in accord-

ance with practice. The use of different languages is admitted,

Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apabhran9a, and mixtures of these being

allowed, seen in the Mahakavya in Sanskrit, in poems in the

Skandhaka metre in Prakrit, in the Asara in Apabhrah9a, and
the Nataka, drama, in a mixed form.^ Dandin also recognizes

the distinction between a poem to be heard and one to be seen,

but refers to works on dramatic art for consideration of the latter.

Of special interest is the new presentation of the doctrine of

qualities. It is clear that before Dandin there had developed the

doctrine of schools or paths, Marga, of poetry, and Ba^a refers

* The sense of the terms is not given by Dandin, and is dubious ; the last may be
poems m one metre. Osnra is a vM
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to four of them, as we have seen. Dandin declaies for the exis-

tence of two types, holding that subvarieties are incalculable, and

he sets them against each othei as the Vaidarbha and Gauda, the

former the southern, the latter the eastern, the distinguishing

marks being the presence in the former of ten qualities which

the other does not usually accept. Dandin shows clearly that

these distinctions are not his own, and his descriptions are here

and there suggestive of doubt on his own pait as to what is

meant, a doubt incieased by divergences of view among the

commentators One quality, indeed, is admitted to be liked even

by the Gaudas perspicuity of sense ;
if the ocean is referred to

as red, that requires the addition of the words ‘ through the blood

of the serpents.’ But the merit of clearness, Prasada, applicable

to the use of words in a natural way, is not attractive to the

Gaudas
;
they like a phrase such as anatyarjunabjanmasadrks-

dhko balaksaguh^ * the white-beamed (moon) has a spot similar

to the not-very-white water-born (lotuses) where the rare

expressions are excused in the Gauda view by their being etymo-

logically derivable. Udaiatva signifies the presence in a sentence

of a distinguished quality, thus giving elevation of style, as in

arthifidih dv^iis ivunMukhe patttd scikft

tadavasthd punar deva ndnyasya mukham Iksate.

‘ Once the sad eye of suppliants hath fallen on thy face, o king,

it taketh there its abode, and gazeth not at the face of any other.’

Another explanation given by Dandin himself makes elevation

the result of the use of ornamental epithets such as llld^nbuja^

toy-lotus, krlddsaras^ play-lake, kemdngada^ gold bracelet.

Kanti is the grace of beauty, which is in harmony with nature, as

opposed to the exaggeiation, Atyukti, of the Gauda style; the

two are neatly contrasted : the Vaidarbha has

:

anayor anavadydngi sianayor jrmbhamdnayoh

avakdgo na parydptas tava bdhulatdntare,

* O maiden with faultless limbs, there is not space enough between

thy creeper-like arms for the expansion of those swelling breasts.

The Gauda exaggerates :

alpam nirmitam dkdgam andlocyatva vedhasd

idam eva7hvidkam bhdvi bhavatydh stanajrmbhanam.
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* Surely the creator hath made this world too narrow, foreseeing

not so great an extension of thy breasts/ Samadhi denotes

metaphorical expression, and Dandin shows how words normally

vulgar can be used if the sense be no longer literal, as in the case

of vam^ vomit, nisthzv^ and udgr^ spit out.

These five qualities are clearly essentially connected with

sense, a sixth, Madhurya, sweetness, is defined as possessing

Rasa, which here denotes rather tastefulness than sentiment as

taken by Buhler among others, and this is a quality of sense as

well as of sound, for it applies to the extent of forbidding the use

of expressions suggesting vulgar ideas, requiring that love should

be alluded to in decently veiled phrases. It, however, also has

to do with tasteful arrangement of sounds and in this there is

a divergence between the styles, for the Vaidarbha likes the

combination of harmonious sounds, while the Gauda prefers the

more obvious and blatant device of alliteration outright. The
Vaidarbha also demands Sukumarata, gentleness, which means the

use of syllables which are not rough sounding, while the Gaudas

like harsh sounds when they serve to accord with the sentiment

expressed. Thus we have for the Vaidarbha the pleasing if in

sense negligible :

piandaltkrtya barhani kantJiair madhuragltibhih

kaldpinak pranrtyanti kale jimutamdlinL

‘ Making circles of their tails the peacocks dance in the season

of the clouds, uttering sweet cries.’ Contrast the Gauda fiery

Utterance

:

nyaksena ksapitak paksah ksatriydndm ksandd itL

‘ In a moment the host of the warriors was destroyed by Para-

furama.’ There is again a distinction as to Samata, evenness

:

the Vaidarbha style likes the letters to be soft, harsh, or well

mixed, but the Gaudas do not object to unevenness, and the

poetry aiming at brilliance or bombast of both sense and orna-

ment {artkdlamkdradambara) is recognized as having won fame.

The Vaidarbhas also like Qlista, stability/ diction which is not

loose, i.e. composed of easily pronounced syllables—while the

Gaudas do not mind the latter defect, provided it be alliterative

;

* In I. 43 this seems the best sense j Euders in Hobel’s Mfan Poetry^ p. 107, n. la.
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thus to express the common idea of a jasmine wreath and its

attendant bees the Vaidarbhas say: malatlddma lahgkitmn bhra-

maraihy the Gaudas mdlailmdld loldhkahld. Finally both styles

like force, Ojas, consisting of lengthy compounds, or rather of

a large number of compounds, both in prose and poetiy in the

Gauda view, in prose only in that of Vaidarbhan usage, though

the latter would evidently sanction it if it was set off by short

words as in

:

payodharataiotsahgalagnasandhydiapancukd

kasya kdmdiuram ceto vdrwn na karisyati?

‘ Whose heart is not made lovesick by the sight of the western

sky, whose garment, the evening sun, hangs on the slopes of the

clouds that are her breasts ^ ’ The poet recognizes that varieties of

compounds are made by the mingling of syllables long and short.

Dandin insists that to produce the effective poetry he has

praised are necessary natural genius, which arises from impressions

formed in earlier births, much study, and great application, and,

recognizing that the first lequisite may be unattainable, allows

concentiation on the second two. He then proceeds, in Book ii of

the Kdvyddarga^ to define Alamkaras as those qualities which

produce charm in poetry, some of which have been already men-
tioned in dealing with the difference ofstyles, while those common
to both styles are enumerated in ii and iii, the figures of sense

coming first, than those of sound, treated from our point ofview at

absurd^ length. The early state of Dandin's views is shown in

his failure to distinguish quality and figure, and ir his making no
effort to explain the poetic effect of figures save by mere

generalities. Nor has he any scheme of division of figures, and

^n a manner somewhat startling we find that he ranks as a figure,

tEe first of all, Svabhavokti, natural description as a thing

appears to a poet. This figure—or rather ornament—^is of a quite

special kind, for it is classed as opposed to all the rest of the

figures of sense, which are classed under Vakrokti, crooked, non-

natural, figurative, speech. The meaning of the distinction must

be that in the former case the poet, by his discernment, sees the

essence of a thing—using that term in the widest sense, be it an

individual thing, or a species, or a quality or action—and sets it

out in plain speech : in the latter he describes not necessarily with
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special intuition, but with figurative language. He has aheady

insisted, in his account of the qualities, on the supreme importance

to the poet of the, use of metaphor.

The actual list of figures ^ is a curious mixture including much

that we should not reckon figures of a distinct kind, as well as

figures more naturally so styled. We have in his order the

simile in thirty-two varieties, the metaphor, the Dipaka, Avrtti,

repetition in the sense of the use, e.g.,of four different verbs with

one meaning as a quasi contrast to the Dipaka, Aksepa, Arthan-

taranyasa, Vyatireka, Vibhavana, Samasokti, hyperbole, poetic

fancy, and then three figures rejected by Bhamaha, Hetu,

Suksma, and Le$a. These express cause, convey a meaning by

adroit hint or gesture, or conceal something which has almost

come to light ; but Dandin gives us an alternative view of Leja,

a rebuke or eulogy. Then come older
;
Preyas, the expiession of

pleasure
;
Rasavat, the expression of one or other of the senti-

ments ; tJrjasvin, that of vigour ; Paryayokta, the expression

indirectly of something which cannot openly be avowed ; Sama-

hita, mentioning some fact which has come to afford aid to one’s

end ; Udatta, description of something noble or elevated ; Apa-

hnuti, seeming denial to affirm more strongly; Qlesa, double

meaning
;
Vigesokti, description ofa special distinction ; Tulyayo-

gita, putting like things together
;
Virodha, seeming incongruity

;

Aprastutastotraj indirect praise
; Vyajastuti, praise concealed

as censure
; Nidar^ana, reference to a like result ; Sahokti,

mention of two things as happening together
,
Parivrtti, exchange

of objects; Agis, benediction; Samkiina, mixing of figures;

and Bhavika, The latter is a quality applicable to the whole of

a composition and expresses the purpose and mind of the poet

;

it reveals itself in the making of all the different elements of the

plot aid one another to their end, the avoidance of needless quali-

fications, the description of things in their place, and the ex-

position of even a difficult matter by due regard to orderly

exposition. This quality, we can see, would, if Dandin had had

^ Cf. Kane, SakUyadatfattat pp. 1 ff. Nobel {Beitr. z. Gesch, d. AhdtMrch
fdsSm (1911) ; ZDMG. Ixvi. 283 ff.; Ixvii. i fF. 5 Ixxui. 189 ff.) deals with some of the

figures, bat not always satisfactorily ; his desire to place Bhamaha before KalidSsa
leads him to deny the former’s obvions reference to the Meghadida {Indian
p. is), even though he realises that Kalids^sa was really the older.
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any idea of order, have been conjoined with Svabhavokti
;
we

may compare Aristotle’s hipy^ia. It is important to note that

Dandin expressly mentions the view of some authors which made
a hypeibole implicit in every figure whatever, and he himself

lays it down that in every form of Vakrokti the use of the Qlesa

enhances the beauty, thus according approval to the piactice of

Subandhu and Bana and of himself in his less immoderate action

in the Dagakumdracarita.

Book iii of the Kavyddarga develops at great length the doc-

trine of Yamakas, leading us to the stanza with one consonant,

only; then follow riddles and finally the ten defects of poetry

much as in the Ndiyagdsira. But nothing of real value is here
found.

The doctrines of Dandin found an echo and completion in

those of Vamana,^ who is doubtless to be placed at the end of
the eighth century.^ We have in him the emergence, however, of

a new idea, that of the soul of poetry as opposed tnerely to the

body. As later than both Dandin and Bhamaha he has a more
developed idea of the nature of Kavya

; it is not merely words
and meaning or sense, but there must be qualities and figuies as

well. But he also seeks to fit all the elements in Dandin into

a scheme, based on the doctrine of Riti, a new word for style.

The soul of poetry is style which is a specified arrangement of

words, the term specified referring to distinction according to the

qualities possessed which are the cause of charm in poetry, while

the figures are ranged as things which add to the charm. He
admits three kinds of Riti, Vaidarbhi, Gaudi, Pancali, so styled

because found among the local poets, but not due to local causes.

The Vaidarbhi is perfect and has all the qualities. The Gaudi

is accorded the qualities of Kanti and Ojas, understood here in

the sense of many compounds which are of great length, and

high-sounding words, a statement illustrated by a famous stanza

of Bhavabhuti. The Pancali has sweetness and gentleness,

Madhurya and Saukumarya, like the style of Puranas. The
Vaidarbhi is strongly insisted on, the other tw^o dispaiaged, and

^ RHt, ill. JO, 16. On metaphor, cf. c. 2.

* Kdvyah^ikara with ed, KM* 15, 1895; Va^iviUsa Press, 1909; trans.

G* Jha, IT. lu and iv.

® Minister of Jayapi^a of Kashmir (779-813) ; Jacobi, ZDMG. Ixiv. 138 f.
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a pure form of Vaidarbhl is expressly commended which uses no

compounds, thus allowing full play to the qualities of sense.

The qualities in Vamana are now rearranged as qualities ofsound

and of sense, each having two aspects, with results far from

satisfactory as regards clearness, and disadvantageous as depart-

ing from the normal use of the terms established in Dandin.

Under the quality beauty Vamana includes the feature of imply-

ing sentiment, which Dandin places in the figures Preyas, Rasavat,

and Uijasvin, and perhaps in the quality Madhurya, while the

quality of perspicuity covers the Svabhavokti of Dandin. Under
the qualities also room is found for the odd figure Bhavika,

whose awkwaid position in Dandin's view has been noted.

Vamana's treatment of figures is important for his reduction

of their importance as elements in poetry
;
the qualities are vital,

the figures not ; they are related rather to the body, word and
meaning, of poetry than to the style which is the soul. Further,

he insists that the simde lies at the bottom of all figures and to

achieve this result has to omit various figures, in addition to

those above mentioned, such as Udatta, Paryayokta, and Suksma,
while others he defines differently. Vakrokti to him Is a special

mode of metaphorical expression, not “the' generic termi for all

figurative speech as in Dandin-

As opposed to" Dandin we find in Bhamaha's Kavyalamkdra ^

a decided preference for a system which insists on the figures as

the essential feature of the poetry whose body is word and sense,

Bhamaha definitely rejects outright the distinction of two styles,

and the qualities which he does recognize are connected gener-
ally with poetry, not with any special style. Moreover, he shows
the reduction of qualities to three, which is chaiacteristic of later

thought, though he does not specifically deal with the matter as
do the later writers, who reduce Dandin's ten to their categories.

He mentions, however, as sweet, a poem which is agreeable to
hear and has not too many compounds,, and a clear poem is one
which can be understood by even women and children

; strength
he understands as usual as connected with long compounds, and
he implies that this is incompatible with clearness as well as
sweetness. He has, however, no clear marking line between
qualities and figui*es

j he mentions clearness and sweetness in

^ as App. vxu to K. P. Tmcdfs ed, of BSS. 1909.
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close proximity to his account of figures, and he describes Bhavi*

katva as a figure or quality indifferently. He definitely insists

on the distinction of figures into those of sound and sense, and

he more or less vaguely is conscious of the doctiine which regards

the essential feature of poetry to be figurative expression, Va-
krokti. Foi the two-fold division of subject-matter of poetry

favoured by Dandin,which recognizes traditional matter and inven-

tion, he substitutes one admitting also foundation on the arts or

sciences. His division of classes of poetiy is five-fold, the Sarga-

bandha, diama, Akhyayika, Katha, and detached verses, and he

defends the distinction between Katha and Akhyayika on quite

worthless grounds. But he insists that there is a common
element in all poetry, Vakrokti, while he denies, accordingly, to

Svabhavokti the right to be styled a figuie at all. This figuia-

tive expression he identifies with hyperbole, which is explained

as an expression surpassing ordinary usage, meaning no doubt

a poetical conception as opposed to the prosaic everyday concep-

tion of facts. Bhamaha examines the various figures from this

point of view, and his work in this regard was carried on by

Udbhata, the contemporary of Vamana, whose Alamkdrasam-

graha'^ deals with forty-one figures, including thiee varieties of

alliteration. His Bhdmahavtvarana is lost, and from Pratlharen-

duraraja, pupil of Mukula, who wrote c, 950, and commented on

Udbhata, we learn little of impoitance. Of no historical impor-

tance is Bhamaha’s treatment of defects, in which he gives a new
list often additional to the tradition alone (Book iv), while in Books

V and vi he describes logical and grammatical errois in poetry.

There are in Udbhata hints of new views which later had some

effect. The ascription to him of the doctrine that sentiment is

the soul of poetry is due to an enor, a verse cited by Pratiharen-

duraja being wrongly ascribed to him. But he did lay some

stress on the element of sentiment in poetry and he added to the

list of eight of the Ndtyafdstra a ninth, the calm. Further, while

he ignored, like Bhamaha, the styles of Dandin, he introduced

a new classification based entirely on sound effects, primarily

alliteration, in the shape of the theory of three Vrttis, manners,

classed as elegant (upandgarikd), ordinary {grdmyd)^ and harsh

iparusd). In treating figures he adds Drstanta, exemplification,

* Ed. Jacobi, JRAS. iS97,pp, 829-53; BSS. 1925.
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and Kavyalinga, poetical causation, divides simile according to

the grammatical form of expression, as by suffixes like vat^ and

starts the investigation of the relations of double meaning to

other figures, which is later developed, as well as the complex

issue of the different kinds of blending of figures, Samsrsti and

Samkara.

Rudrata, who wrote befoie 900 and probably in the earlier

part of the ninth century, the Kavydlamkara} in sixteen chapters

of Arya verses, makes no innovation in theory, but belongs

essentially to the school which, without scientific investigation,

accepted as its duty the enumeration of figures. He seeks to

divide figures on the base of sound and sense, and then to sub-

divide on principles of his own
;
under those of sound he classes

figures on the basis of equivocation {vakrokti), paronomasia

{^ksa\ pictorial effects {citra)^ alliteration and Yamakas ;
those of

sense are based on reality, similitude, hyperbole, and coalescence*

This results in a repetition of some figures under different heads,

and his plan of division received no general acceptance, though

Mammata adopted some of his figures, and his new interpretation

of Vakrokti as an equivoke based on paftooma^fa or intonatlofr

(kikn)^ ffiough rejected by Hemacandra, prevails from Mam-
mata onward's over the* wfder sense of Dandin or the narrower

interpretation as^ a figure based on similitude of Yamaha. He
generalizes and extends the manners of Udbhata, in whom they

seemed to be restricted to alliterative effects, by laying down
five manners of letters [varnd)^ sweet, harsh, pompous, dainty

{ktHtd)y and excellent {hkadrd). But he accepts also the styles,

Ritis, of Vamana, though under the influence ofBhamaha we find

them looked at in a new light. They now number four, and the

distinction is based on the use of compounds. The Vaidarbhl

has none, verbal prefixes not ranking as compounding elements.

Pancall compounds up to three words, Latiya five to seven, and
Gaudiya any number. His debt to Dandin is seen in his dealing

at great length with Yamakas and developing the idea of Citra,

tricks in poetic form, such as Magha declares to distinguish poetry

i Ed., with tbe corom. of Nami^dliti, a Jam (io68), KM. 2, 1909. Rudrata
is sou of Vimuka and is also called ^atananda. His diScrence from Rudra Bbatta
was proved by Jacobi, WZKM. ii ff. ; ZHMG, xlii, 425. Rudia Bhafta is known
lo Hemacandra (p. no)

;

bis gr^gSroHkka is cd. Piscbel, Kiel, 1886.
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in his day, but which Bhamaha and Udbhata ignore, while

Udbhata also passes over Yamakas. A novel feature is the

introduction in four chapters of the theory of sentiment which,

however, is in no wise brought into vital connexion with his sub-

ject, but stands in a merely formal collocation. He recognizes

ten sentiments, adding the feelings of calm and friendship to the

traditional list.

Still less important from the point of view of theory is the

Kdvyamimahsd of the dramatist Raja9ekhara (r. 900) which is

a work in other regards of no small interest and originality. He
conceives of the Kavyapurusa, the spirit of poetry, son of Saras-

vati, and the Sahityavidya, science of poetics, who becomes his

bride, the term Sahitya being derived, we may believe, from the

old doctrine of the union of word or sound and sense to make

a poem, as laid down by Bhamaha, Magha, and others. He dis-

tinguishes carefully science, ^astra, and poetry, and analyses the

divisions of the former
;
he discusses at length the relation of

genius, poetic imagination, culture, and practice in making a poet

and classifies poets on this score. A further classification is based

on the fact that a poet may produce a ^astra, or a poem, or

combine both in varying proportions, and of poets in the

narrower sense he makes eight illogical groups. His own con-

ception of poetry appears traditional , he defines it as a sentence

possessing qualities and figures, and he accepts Vamana’s doc-

trine of styles which are the outcome of Sahityavidya’s wandei-

ings in diverse lands. The sources of poetry are touched on, and

the subject-matter as concerned with men, divine beings, or

denizens of hell is investigated Very interesting is the discus-

sion of borrowing from earlier works
;

it is recognized as justified

by freshness of idea and expression, and elaborate illustration is

given of thirty-two different ways of evading improper plagiarism.

Important also is the consideration of poetical conventions, and

we are given a geography of India and many remarks on the

seasons with their appropriate winds, birds, flowers, and action.

Raja^ekhara also gives curious details of the likings of different

paits of India for certain languages and their mode of mispro-

nouncing Sanskrit. The Magadhas and others east of Benaies

are blunt in Prakrit, good at Sanskrit, but the Gaudas are

thoroughly bad in Prakrit, the Latas dislike Sanskrit but use

c c
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Prakrit beautifully, the Surastras and Travanas mix Apabhrahfa
with Sanskrit, the Dravidas redte musically, Kashmirian pro-

nunciation is as bad as their poetry is good, Karnatas end up
sentences with a twang, northerneis are nasal, the people of

Pancala sweet and honey-like. Women poets are recognized,

and sex barriers despised, while of the ten grades of poets the

rank of Kaviraja, held by Rajacekhara, comes seventh even

above the Mahakavi himself. Great stress is laid on the assem-

blies at which poets were judged and where the prize given by the

king included crowning with a fillet and riding in a special chariot.

The poet s paraphernalia is given, chalk, a board, palm leaves,

birch bark, pen and ink.^ More important is the insistence on

the equal rights of all four forms of speech ; Sanskrit
,
Prakrit,

elegant, sweet, and smooth
;
Apabhran^a also elegant, as loved in

Marwar, Takka, and Bhadanaka; and Bhutabhasa current in

AvantI, Pariyatra, and Da^apura, while the people of the

Madhyadega used all equally well. The people of that land

show also their admixture by their colours, brown like the

easterners, dark like the southerners, white like the westerners,

while the northerners are fair. When we add that he quotes ex-

tensively including the MahimnxJtstotra^ gives many fine verses

and some anecdotes, and is usually lively if pedantic, the merits

of his work can be appreciated.^

3. The Doctrine of Dhvani

Rajacekhara lived at a time when a new doctrine, that of

Dhvani, tone, had been steadily winning its way to power. It is

represented for us by the metrical Karikas preserved in the

Dhvanyahkc^ of Anandavardhana of Kashmir (c. 850) with its

^ Oa these matters see Buhler, Indische Faiae&graphu ; Hoemle, JASB. lix, pt. i.

no. 3 ; on the nse of paper, Waddell, JRAS. 1914, pp. j Haraptasad, Repart, 1.

p. 7 ; on the claim of Indian wnting as indigenous, not of Semitic origin, see Bhan-
darkar, POCP. 1919, ii. 505 ff.

® Ed. Gaekwad^s Oriented Senes, 1916. Many stanzas on poets by Rajajekhara
probably came from some lost work, perhaps the ffaraviidsa

; cf. Bhandarkar, Report,

1887-91, pp. ixE; Peterson, JBRAS. xvii. 57-71; for an exposure of forged verses

adduced to support an attack on Bhasa’s authorship see G. Harihar Sastri, IHQ. i
370 ff.

; K. G. Sesha Aiyar, 361 ; a bad case invites worse arguments ; cf* Keith,
BSO$* ill. 623 S, ; T. Gaiitapati ^astn, 627 fF.

^ Ed. KM. 25, 19H • trans. H. Jacobi, 2SDMG*lvi and Ivii.
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super-commentary by Abhinavagupta, Locana} The Karikas

assert that the doctrine is old, but if so we must assume that it

had not won much success, and it maybe that the author referred

really to some not distant predecessor, justifying himself by the

view that the doctrine was implicit in the older writers. His

name was possibly but not certainly Sahrdaya, which at best is

merely an epithet, and he must have written early in the ninth

century. At any rate by the ability of his commentators and by
the adoption by Mammata of the doctrine the new view won on

the whole a dominant position in Indian poetics.

The theory finds its origin in the analysis of language and

meaning. The phrase, a herdsmen’s station on the Ganges, is

obviously as it stands absurd
;
the denotation {abhidkd) gives

no sense, and we are obliged to find a tiansferred sense [laksaita)

which gives us the sense of a station on the bank of the Ganges.

This shows the incompatibility of the literal sense as one factor,

and the possibility of giving an allied meaning as another. But
this is not all

;
there is brought to us by such a phiase deliberately

used in poetry a sense of the holy calm of such a station situated

on the sacred stream with all its associations of piety. This, it is

contended, is not given by implication, but by the power of sug-

gestion which is derived from the poet’s purpose {prayojana) in

applying the phrase. This doctrine ofsuggestion which the gram-

marians did not accept could be based on a philosophical opinion

of the grammarians themselves. They recognized the Sphota,®

a mysterious entity, a sort of hypostatization of sound, of which

action sounds were manifestations, and the same idea ofthe revela-^

tion of something inherent {vyafijand) is found in the Vedanta,

where all is a manifestation ofthe underlying reality, the Brahman
or absolute. There were common-sense people ^ who held that

all could be put down to denotation ; a word might be regarded

like an arrow which could pierce armour and slay the foe in a single

movement, without inventing new phases of operation, while yet

others^ claimed that the signification, Tatparya, resulting from

the taking of words together in a sentence explained all that was

1 Ed. KM. 25 (i-ni) ; Calcutta, 1923 (iv).

® E. Abegg, ^esUchttJf Winduch^ pp. 188 ff.; ZDMG. Ixxvii. 2o7fF.

^ Blrghavyaparavadm school, dubiously ascnbed to Lollata (De, Sanskrit Patiics,

ii. 192, 1)1. 16).
* AbMhiImvayavadiu school of Mlmaosa
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required, and others ^ again held that even this idea of Tatpaiya

was needless, because the words had the powerper se of convey-

ing their relations with other words to make up a whole. A
further school, which became more insistent later, declared that

suggestion was not real, and that what was explained by sugges-

tion ought to be accounted for by inference. From the mention of

the station on the Ganges one at once inferred the intention of

the speaker to convey the ideas of puiity, &c.

But the holders of the doctrine of Dhvani remained uncon-

vinced, and on the basis of their theory they declared that the

soul of poetry was not style nor sentiment, but tone, Dhvani, by

which they meant that an implied sense was the essence of

poetry. What was suggested might be threefold, either a sub-

ject, or a figure, or a sentiment and, while these three possi-

bilities are admitted by the more orthodox members of the

school, including Anandavardhana and Mammata, Abhinava-

gupta went much further and declared that in reality all sugges-

tion must be of sentiment, holding that in the long run suggestion

of subject and figure reduced themselves to this.*^ Vi^vanatha,

author of the Sahiiyadarpana^ followed his lead, but this never

became the accepted doctrine, for the writers realized that, by

attempting thus to limit suggestion, they would cut out a good

deal of admitted poetry. Suggestion, however, can be expressed

in two ways, for it may rest on the metaphorical sense of words,

in which case we have the species of Dhvanikavya where the

literal meaning is not intended at all {avivaksita-vacya)^ thus

making provision for the ordinary view which attached great im-

portance to metaphor or simile as the base of poetry. Or, again,

the literal sense may be intended, but a deeper suggestion implied,

in which case we have the type where the literal sense is meant
but ultimately comes to something deeper {^ivaksitanyapara-

vacya). Here, again, we have two different cases, for the process

of apprehension may be instantaneous {asamlaksya--'krania\ which
is the rule in respect of suggestion of sentiment, oi due to a per-

ceptible process {samlaksya~krama\ as in the suggestion of sub-

ject and figure. The piocess of apprehension of sentiment is

comparable to the piercing of a hundred lotus leaves with one
needle ; there is a process by which the factors induce the senti-

* Anvitabhidhanavadm sdiool.
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ment, but it is so rapid as to seem instantaneous* It is clear also

that the rising up of sentiment is not the result of inference ;
it

can come into being only in a person who has had in previous

lives experience which gives him aesthetic susceptibilities, makes

him a feeling heart or connoisseur (sahrdayd)^ and in him it arises

as a perfectly unique emotional experience, comparable only to

the bliss of cognition of the absolute,^ a transcendental {alaukika)

joy. He who sees on the stage, or reads in poetry, the factors

which are connected with sentiment presented, does not regard

them as external to himself, whether as the property of the actor

or ofthe hero of the play or poem, nor does he appropriate them

to himself
;
he sees them under the aspect of universality, and

this causes the sentiment to be unique and pleasurable, whatever

the corresponding emotion, as a personal possession, would be.

What in real life would be horror, thus as a sentiment is exquisite

joy. We have, it is clear, a real effect to explain the nature of

disinterested aesthetic pleasure arising from literature.

But the system does not deny the right to rank as poetry of

poetry which contains only in a secondary degree suggestion

igumbkuta’Vyangya). This head helped them to find a place for

the doctrines of the older writeis who accepted in certain figuies

the expression of seiitiment, as in the Preyas, Rasavat, and

Urjasvin of Dandin. Moreover, it served to include cases in

which these writers found that one figure lay at the base ofothers,

as when Vamana found simile in all, and Bhamaha held that in

all figures there lay hyperbole, a view mentioned by Dandin also.

Finally the system, though not its sterner advocates, confessed

that they must permit the kind of poetry called Citra, picture, in

which there was mere beauty without any suggested sense at all.

The beauty may be of sense or sound.

It remained to seek some vray of dealing with the qualities

and figures and the styles or manners of the earlier writers, so as

to find them a just place. One great simplification was effected

by reducing the number of qualities, restidcting their extension

to sound effects, and by merging in them both the Ritis of

Vamana and the Vrttis of Udbhata, which were at the same time

practically identified. This became possible through the adop-

1 This is, we nrnst remember, icleatic with the bliss which is part of the absolute as

one, being, thought, imd joy.
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tion of a new doctiine as to the relation of qualities to the poem
;

the sentiment being regarded as the vital element, the qualiticb

are related to it as the soul of the poem, in the same way as

heroism is an attiibute of the soul of man. This fact, however,

precludes us fiom regarding qualities as stereotyped in the old

fashion; ever5^hing depends on the sentiment, and what rela-

tively to sentiment would be a quality might in the abstract be

a defect. If, then, we admit qualities, they must be such as are

never defects, and they must be positive in nature, not mere lack

of defects, and distinct in character. On this score we can dis-

miss Vamana’s Qlesa, Samadhi, and Udarata as merely forms of

Ojas, strength
; Saukumarya and Kanti are no more than the

absence of the faults of harshness and vulgarity ;
and Samata,

evenness, is in some cases positively a blemish. We have thus

left just three qualities, and these of sound only, there being no

need in the views of the school, which Mammata in special

develops very clearly, to allow of qualities of sense. These are

strength, which is regarded as causing, or as Vi9vanatha insists,

coincident with an expansion (vistard) of the mind, and which

has its proper place in the sentiments of heroism, horror, and dis-

gust
;
sweetness, which stands in a like relation to a melting {dmtt)

of the mind, and is normally present in the sentiment of love-in-

union, but appears also, rising in degree in order, in pathos, love-

in-separation, and calm; and clearness, including the older

Arthavyakti, which conesponds to an extension or pervasion

{viMsa) of the mind. The idea of these psychological equations

was probably borrowed from Bhatta Nayaka who in his theory

of the enjoyment {bkoga) of sentiment spoke of these three condi-

tions of the mind. In concrete terms the characteristics of the

three qualities of sound are given by Mammata as depending on
arrangement of letters, compounds, and style of composition

;

thus sweetness depends on the use of all the mutes (save linguals)

with the corresponding nasals
; r and n with short vowels ; and

no compounds or short compounds ; strength arises from the use

of double consonants, or consonants followed by the correspond-

ing aspirate
; conjuncts of which r forms part ; lingual letters

save n \ the palatal and lingual sibilants
; long compounds

; and
a formidable, loaded, composition

5 no special rules are given for

clearness* It is obvious that Mammata is here incorporating
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much of ^hat Udbhata taught regaiding his Vrttis, the charac-

teristics of the Upanagarika and Parusa forms being closely

similar, and thus it is possible for Mammata to biing the Vrttis

under qualities. Nor, as he includes the use of compounds in

his treatment, does he find it difficult to include the styles

of Vamana, as brought into close relation to compounds by
Rudrata. It is, of course, all rather artificial, and very much oi an

effort to harmonize without real care for the facts, but it is

normal and plausible enough.

In the case of the figures a definite line is drawn between them

and the qualities. The figures are only of importance in so far

as they seek to enhance the sentiment
; they do not, however, act

directly on the sentiment, but they aid it by decorating the body,

sound and sense, just as the soul of a man has as attributes the

qualities, while ornaments such as a necklace affect his body
directly. If figures do not aid the sentiment, then they are

merely forms of speech, and their place is in poetiy of the third

type, Citra, pictorial poetry which Vi5vanatha denies outright the

name of poetry.

Anandavardhana give much else of great interest, and his

remarks on compounds are sensible and just ; he allows them

freely in Akhyayikas, but he points out that even there where

pathetic, or love-sorrow effects are aimed at such compounds

are not suitable, and in the Katha they should be employed in

moderation. The doctrine of Dosas, defects, is treated from the

same point of view as that of qualities ; tautology, for instance,

may become an excellence if the suggested sense is made more

effectively felt by means of it. But as with qualities, there may
be real faults which are always such ;

the Dhvanikara insists that

in love there is always a defect in using unmelodious i^rutidusta)

expressions, though such are in good taste in the heroic or the

horrible sentiments.

4, The Critics and Supporters of the Doctrine ofDhvani

The idea of suggestion did not pass unchallenged. Bhatta

Nay4ka in the Hrdayadarpana} perhaps an independent work

^ Cf. M. Hiriyaaaa, POPC. 1919, 0. 246 IF., who regards him as expressing the

Stofchya view of aeathetic joy as arising beyoad aatare to southing finer if not real,

while the Vcd&ita view rests on the revelation of the absolutely real which is joy.
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though there is some evidence of it having been a commentary

on the Ndiyafasira, who wrote before Abhinavagupta, insisted

on his own theory of the effect of words. In addition to denota-

tion, he ascribed to them the faculty of generalization, Bhavakatva,

which consists in making the meaning intelligible as universal to

the audience, while a third power, Bhojakatva, results in the

audience relishing the enjoyment of the poem. This condition is

one of an enjoyment which cannot be described, but which is

marked, as we have seen, by the melting, expansion, and extension

of the mind. The loss of his work makes it very difficult to

appreciate what Nayaka exactly intended to convey.

More fortunate is Kuntala, probably a contemporary of

Abhinavagupta, whose VakrokHjmta ^ is an effort to present in

a new and improved form the idea vaguely present to Bhamaha

and those who laid stress on figures as the essential feature of

poetry. He insists that Vakrokti, crooked or figurative speech,

is the life of poetry, distinguishing it from science and any

merely ordinary or natural mode of expressing facts of any sort.

It is, therefore, a deviation from the ordinary language of life

in order to produce a certain striking effect {yicchitti)^ or an

imaginative turn of speech {bkangJ-bkamtz). Poetry, therefore,

is to be defined as embellished sound and sense, the embellish-

ment being figurative speech, and as this is the only Alamkara

possible, and as it is essential to poetry, it is absurd to have any

definition which omits figures or makes them subordinate. He
goes in great detail through all the forms of poetry in order

to show that the principle of Vakrokti covers adequately all

developments, citing copious examples from the poets, especially

Kalidasa. It is to the imagination or skill of the poet, his woik
{kavikarman)y that we owe the presence of Vakrokti in any

poem, and this work can be classed according as he exhibits it in

regard to the letters, to the base or termination of words, to

a sentence, a particular topic, or a treatise as a whole. It is clear

that we have here in part a reminiscence of the doctrine of an

element of hyperbole in all poetry asserted by Bhamaha
; a poem

attains at^best a transcendental charm {lokoitara vakitryti)^ which
can be jull&d in .the long run only by the man of taste, a resurf

* Ed, S- K. D6, Cirictttta, 1923.
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In which Kuntala agrees largely with the theory which he

attacks.

The strength of this position is clearly the room it finds to

allow of accepting figures on their own merits, and not as

ancillary to a sentiment as essential features of poetry
; we have

their cause m the poet’s imagination {kaviprattbkd)^ and their

effect is a definite fact, a species of charm. Mammata gladly

accepts this fact and, when figures do not affect sentiment, still

declares that ,they have charm (vatdtrya), and Ruyyaka built up
his treatment of figures on this basis. To complete his theory

Kuntala naturally endeavours to bring both sentiment and
suggestion under the scope of his principle, with just as much
success as the opposite effort achieved.

Mahiman Bhatta,^ who was later than Abhinavagupta,

developed in lieu a doctrine which declined to accept the views

of Kuntala, but claimed that Dhvani could always be reduced to

inference (anumdna), and that there was no such thing as imme-
diate apprehension of sentiment, but that between the factors and

the result there intervened some space, however short, during

which the function of inherence was active. He criticized severely

the failure of Dhvanikara to give a definition of poetry which

would be comprehensive, and in his second chapter he deals

at some length, incidental to his main object, with propriety

{aucityd) dealing with defects of sense, such as the wrong use of

the factors, &c., and of form, such as the failure to co-ordinate

the parts of a proposition, break in regular order, violation of

syntax, tautology, and pleonasm. The work, however, is hardl/

of much consequence, for it deals merely with the question of

the form of apprehension which is artistically of negligible

importance.

Other authors remained outside the sphere of the influence of

the new doctrine. Thus the section on poetics of the Agni

Purdna^ which is of uncertain date, and Bhoja's large Sarasvatu

kanthdbharana ^ show that other theories were prevalent, though

their scope extended to minor issues. The Purana adopts the

^ Vyahttmveka^ with comm. (poss. by Ruyyaka), TSS. 5, 1909.

* * CC. 336-46 Kane {Sdhttyadarjjana^ pp. ui-v) puts it after Anandavardhana,

contrary to D6’s view (jSansknt Poetics^ x. 103}.

® Ed. A. Borooah, Calcutta, 1883-4.
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ordinary definition of poetry as possessing qualities and figures

and being free from defects, while Bhoja requires it to possess

sentiment, but neither has any effective discussion of the vital

character of poetry. The Parana, however, i ecognizes the doctrine

of styles, making four as in Rudrata, and combining their marks

of distinction so as to include the kinds of letters used, the

length of compounds, and the use of metaphor. Bhoja adds

two more styles, Avantika, intermediate between Vaidarbhl and
Paiicaii, and Magadhi, which is a defective style (kkandartti).

The Purima introduces a new complication in the shape of

distinguishing particular and general qualities; the latter are

given as seven of sound, six of sense, and six of both, while

figures are classed as of sound, of sense, and of both. Bhoja
accepts this and gives absurdly twenty-four of each. His exten-

sive citations and authority lent him some popularity without

affecting substantially poetic theory. His treatment of sentiment

in the SarasvaUkanthabharana is supplemented by the Qfhgd^
raprakdga where, as in Rudra Bhatta’s Qrngdratilaka^ the erotic

sentiment is made the chief feature.

The doctrine of Dhvani was adopted by Mammata, as we
have seen, who with Alata (Alaka, Allata) set out the theory in

the Kavyaprakdga'^ about iioo in a complete and careful form
in the shape of Sutras with a commentaiy; the theory of

a different origin of these two is unfounded, and his coadjutor

aided him or wrote parts of Ullasas vii and x at least. Mammata
attempted to supply the lacuna criticized by the Vyaktiviveka
and defined a poem as sound and sense, free from defects,

possessing qualities and sometimes figures, ignoring as essential

sentiment, although he makes the qualities essentially attributes

of the sentiment, a defect which Vi9vanatha sought to remedy by
defining poetry as having sentiment as its soul, rejecting thus
either subject or figure as a real object of suggestion. Mammata
has three qualities, reducing others to them and including under
them the styles and manners of earlier writers, while defects he
class^^ as those of sentiment, of word,j>roposition, and sense,
a division later often followed. Figures he treated as of sound,

^
* EdL witli various commentaries, Calcutta, 1866; Benares, 1866; BSS. 1917;

AnSS. 1911 j KBC. 63, 1897. Cf. Snkthankar, ZDMG. Ixvi. 477 ff., 533 ff. Trans.
0. Jim, Benares, 1918. MSnikyacandra^s comm. (1160 A. n.) is ed,, Mysore, X9»?.
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of sense, and, a small number, of both. Vi^vanatha^s Sdkitya-

darpana ^ [c. 1350) largely follows Mammata, but it uses also the

treatises on drama which it includes. He, however, accepts the

doctiine of st>les, regarded as an arrangement of words {pada-

samghatand) in a special way and admits four: Vaidarbhi or

dainty, with letters indicating sweetness and no or short com*-

pounds; Gaudi, with letters indicating strength and long com-

pounds
; Pancali, containing other letters than those mentioned

and compounds of five or six words; and Lati, intermediate

between Pancall and Vaidarbhi. On figures he shows often the

influence of Ruyyaka His work takes the now usual form of

Sutra and commentary. Similar in spirit and manner are the

Ekdvalt^ of Vidyadhara and the Pratdparudrayagobhusana^ of

Vidyanatha, both written c. 1300, the one for Narasinha of

Orissa, the other for Piataparudra of Warangal, whose glory is

celebrated in a diama included in it to illustrate the rules of

dramaturgy. Both are more orthodox than Vi^vanatha in

accepting subject and figuie as objects of suggestion as well as

sentiment, Vidyadhara, however, follows Bhoja in enumerating

twenty-four qualities in defiance of the reduction of this head to

three of sound only by the school.

In the contemporary of Mammata, Hemacandra, we find

a placid borrowing from Mammata, Abhinavagupta, Raja9ekhara,

the Vakroktijivita^ and so on. His Kdvydnufdsanap with the

Viveka by himself, is destitute of originality, but contains

a section on dramaturgy. Even less valuable are the works of

the two Vagbhatas, of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

respectively, who wrote the Vdgbhatdlantkdra ^ in verse and the

Kdvydnufdsana^ in the normal form. The older tries a new

definition of poetry to include quality, figure, sentiment, and

style, but makes no effort to weld these into a whole, while he

adopts the old set of ten qualities
;
the younger accepts Hema-

candra’s definition, which is merely a rehash of Mammata^s in

a worse form, and allows only three qualities. Neither seems to

» Ed. aiid trans. BI. 1851-755 Kane, Bombay, 1923. Cf. Keith, JRAS. i9ii»

pp. 848 f.

® Ed. BSS. 63, 1903.

< Ed. KM. 71, 1901.
fl Ed. KM. 43, iS94*

» Ed. BSS. 65, 1909.

® Ed. KM. 48, 1915.
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accept Dhvani as essential ;
the younger mentions it under the

figure Paryayokta and refers readers to Anandavaidhana.

Of very different importance is the work of Ruyyaka, the

teacher of Maiikha, who wrote {c. iioo) the Alamkarasarvasva}

text and commentary, though the commentator Samudrabandhu

{c. T300) ascribes the comment to Maiikha, who may have helped

in his teacher’s work. Ruyyaka summarizes cleverly all earlier

systems and asserts the validity of the Dhvanikaia’s view. His

own aitn is to deal with the pictorial poem which does not

suggest anything, and therefore with figures which are its

essence. In doing so he clearly accepts the principle of the

Vakroktijivita that it is a certain charm which gives a figure its

being and value. Such charm does not permit of exact descrip-

tion, as it is as infinite as the poet’s imagination which produces

it, but it is this which forms the basis of any figure, and justifies

our asserting that it is a figure and differentiating it from others.

In detail he often follows with improvements Udbhata whom he

much admired. He disagrees with Mammata on the vexed issue

of ?le^ ;
the latter admitted figures both of sound and sense in

this basing the distinction on the fact that in Qabda-9lesa

the substitution of a synonym would ruin the effect, in Aitha-

9lesa it would make no difference. Ruyyaka’s view is that the

reai thing to consider is whether the word in question yields the

double meaning without change of form, that is by having another

sense, when it is Artha-9lesa, or whether the word must be

differently divided and read when it is ^abda-9lesa. He rejects,

on the other hand, Udbhata’s dogma that a giesa destroys the

operation of any other figure with which it is joined. Though

comparatively early in date, Jayadeva’s Catidr&loktt^ is no more

than a convenient manual of figures with happy illustrations, on

which (c. i6co) Appayya Diksita the polymath based his Kuva-

laymanda.^ Very different is the Rast^angadhara^ of Jagan-

natha {e. 1650), where we find the levised definition of poetry as

sound expressive of a charming idea igavtanlyurtkapratipadakah

(obdak), and charmingness is ascribed to knowledge begetting

» KM. 3S, 1893 ;
trans. H. Jacobi, ZDMG. lai.

s TSS. 40, 1915. ’ Ed. Calcntta, 1917.

* Ed. wid ttaus. Calcutta, 1903. Cf. IOC. ii. 340^*

» Ed. KM. 13 , 1913. C£ Jacobi, GN. 1908, pp. i ff.
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transcendental pleasure {lokattardhlMa) ; this characteristic of

pleasure is a distinct entity which one realizes by experience,

and it is also denoted by Camatkaratva. The cause of this form

of pleasure is a form of meditation {phdvand)^ consisting of con-

tinued application to the object characterized by the pleasuie.

It is quite different from the joy produced by the thought of the

meaning of what is said to one, e. g. ‘A son is born to you.*

Poetry, therefore, can be redefined as sound expressing a sense

which is the object of a contemplation producing transcendental

pleasure. This is, it will be seen, a development to a logical

conclusion of the doctrine of the enjoyment of sentiment; that

was essentially universal and impersonal, therefore purely

pleasurable, and this test Jagannatha now applies to the whole

field of poetry. In his treatment of figures in like manner he

applies, but more ably even than Ruyyaka, and very critically

as regards eailier writers, the test whether any alleged figure

produces charm of a different kind from some other accepted

figure.

Of other treatises it is necessary to mention the works of the

polymath Ksemendra, Aucityavicdra^ and Kavikantkdbkarana^

as they stand rathei apart from the ordinary line. In the former

Ksemendra develops the conception of Aucitya, propriety as

essential to sentiment, indeed the life of sentiment, and as

founded in the charm underlying the relish of sentiment. He
finds twenty-seven cases in which propriety can be exhibited or

violated, and the value of his work lies in his rich illustration and

his criticisms of what he deems defects. Such critiques on an

extended scale are rare, and Ksemendra is a better critic than

a poet The KavikanthdbJiarana discusses the possibility ot

becoming a poet, the issue of bonowing on a small 01 large scale,

and the legitimacy of doing so in the case of the epic and similar

works, the charm of poetiy with illustration of its ten aspects, the

defects and excellencies with regard to sense, sound, or senti-

ment, and the various arts which a poet ought to be familiar

with. The Kdvyakcdpalatd^ with a commentary, by Arisinha

and Amaracandra (13th cent.) is still more of a practical book of

^ Ed. KM. i. 115 ff.; Peterson, JBRAS. xvi. 167 ff.

* Ed. KM. iv. 12s ff. ; 1. Schonberg, SWA. 1884.

* Ed. Benares, 1886. Cf. IOC. i. 339 ff.
;
il 337
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advice to poets, while Bhanudatta in the fourteenth century wrote

on sentiment in his Rasamanjari'^ and Rasatarangini?

In the Sarasvatlkanthdbhara7ta ® we find an elaborate discussion

of a theme dealt with in some detail by Rudrata alone of the

earlier writers, the mingling of languages. Thus, while we may
and normally do have a single language used throughout, we
may have cases in which the same words can be read, for

instance, both as Sanskrit and Prakrit with one and the same

meaning ; or, again, a verse may be made up of distinct parts in

different languages, or different languages may simply be mixed

together, giving a consecutive sense, or they may be written con-

secutivel}^ without such a sense, or degraded forms of Prakrit or

Apabhranga may be used in parody or in imitation. Rudrata *

mentions the two simple forms in which the same words can be

read in another language in the same sense or in a different

sense* Of this we have an early example in Canto xiii of the

Kavya of Bhatti, where the text can be read as Prakrit as well

as Sanskrit without alteration of sense. There is little to be

said for these absurdities, though occasional instances of happy

adoption of these devices can be cited.

On the classification of figures of speech no serious thought

appears to have been expended. Mammata, whose actual treat-

ment of individual figures dominates Ruyyaka, gives no guidance,

while Ruyyaka® offers a division of figures of sense based on the

principles of comparison (aupamya), incongruity {virodkd)^ linked

succession {(rnkhald)^ logical reasoning {nydya), sentence economy
i^dkyanydya)^ popular maxims {lokanydya\ apprehension of

a secret sense {gudhdrthapratlti)^ and combination of figures

{samsrsti or samkara). Nothing substantial is added to this in

the later texts by Vidyadhara and Vifvanatha. It is not worth

while investigating the precise meaning attached to this division,

especially as some of the figures included in these divisions, such
as Yathasamkhya in which, for instance, epithets are asserted in

1 Ed. BeaSS. 83, 1904.
* Ed. Benates, 1885 5 Rcgaaad, Rkitorique Sanscrite (1884).

^

ii. 17 wit% Rataejvara’s comm. Cf. Rama Tarkavagl^a, lii. 15. 4^. (AMJV. in.
i. 1 38 ff.) ; JSdiabniig, JFesigab^Jacobi^ pp. 89 ff.

< IV. 10-23. Ci SMiiyadarpastia, x. lo (642),
» C£: ICane, SiJb^adarpa^ pp. 336 f. ; Trivedi, EMmii, pp. 526 f.

j Rayyaka,
pp. 14s? 1^4*
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the same order as the subjects are set out, are denied any true

quality of chaim by Jayaratha and Jagannatha. The division

even in Ruyyaka Is not logical, manifesting a characteristic defect

of Sanskrit investigation, and in a number of cases the justifica-

tion for the existence of distinct figures is quite wanting. The
validity in other cases of the distinctions does exist, and the real

criticism is that it is hardly worth while inventing special terms

for the variant forms. Thus the idea that the face of the beloved

is like the moon can be utilized to illustrate a long series of

figures, based on similarity, ‘Thy face is like the moon’ is

simile, Upama; ‘The moon is like thy face’ is the converse,

Pratipa
;
but in ‘ Thy face shineth ever, the moon by night alone

’

we have contrast, Vyatireka. ‘ The moon doth reign in heaven,

thy face on earth ’ illustrates typical comparison, Prativastupama,

while ‘ In the heaven the moon, on earth thy face,’ is an instance

of exemplification, Drstanta; illustration, Nidar9ana, is seen in

‘Thy face doth bear the beauty of the moon,’ and indirect

eulogy, Aprastutapracansa, in ‘ The moon doth pale before thy

face,* Or the simile may be repeated, Upameyopama, ‘The
moon is like thy face, thy face is like the moon,’ or we have

remembiance, Smarana, ‘ The sight of the moon doth bring thy

face before me.’ Or we have metaphor, Rupaka, in ‘ Thy moon-
face,’ which develops into commutation, Parinama, in ‘By thy

moon-face, the heat of passion doth wane.* In ‘ Is this thy face

or the moon ? ’ we have doubt, Samdeha ;
in ‘ The Cakora,thinking

it to be the moon, flieth toward thy face’ confusion, Bhrantimat;

while different representations, Ullekha, may be seen in ‘This

the moon, this the lotus ;
so the Cakora and the bee fly to thy

face.’ Or we may have negation, Apahnuti, ‘ This is the moon,

not thy face,’ or self-comparison, Ananvaya, ‘ Thy face is like thy

face alone,’ with which may be compared the famous verse of the

Ramayana ^ cited above. Or we may have lively fancy, Utpreksa,

as in ‘This is indeed the moon,’ or hyperbole, Ati9ayokt!, in

‘ This is a second moon.* Or we may have equal pairing, Tulya-

yogita, ‘ The moon and the lotus are vanquished by thy face,’ or

illumination, Dipaka, as in ‘ Thy face and the moon rejoice in

the night/ ^ Or, to conclude, we have the typical comparison,

^ Above, chap, ii, § 3,

® Sanskrit ii. 87 f.
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Prativastupama, in another form illustrated by a beautiful verse

from the Qakuntala, as a welcome change from these aridities

;

manuslsu kaikam vd sydd asya rftpasyd sambhavah f

na prahhdtaralam jyotir tideti vasudhdtaldt.

‘ Nay, how could such beauty be born among men? Not from

the earth doth the tremulous loveliness of the lightning arise.’



PART III

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE





XIX

THE ORIGIN AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE

I. The Origin of the Qdstras

I
N India, at any rate, science, (Jastra or Vidya, arises in very

close connexion with religion. The Vedic period saw the

development of definite saciificial schools, which preserved the

tradition of one or other of the four Vedas, sometimes develop-

ing a special recension of that Veda, sometimes showing their

individuality by producing a Brahmana, or, much more often,

a Sutra of their own. These Vedic schools, however, gradually

passed away, though we have evidence that in an attenuated

form they persisted for many centuries after their importance had
greatly diminished. What happened was the inevitable lise of

specialization. As life went on, more and more topics arose

which the schools could not adequately master, and special

schools arose which cut across the old divisions, though we may
conjecture that in their origin they were formed within the Vedic

schools as specialists in one branch of the work of the school

itself. If so, it was inevitable that they should tend to expand

and to take into consideration the similar issues arising in regard

to the work of other schools. If, for instance, in a Rgvedic

school the need for giammatical study produced a special school

of Vaiyakaranas, grammai'ians, they would tend to amalgamate

with any grammarians who studied the Yajzirveda and to extend

their interest to the Vedas in general. At any rate Yaska,

perhaps c, 500 B.C., knows of schools of Vaiyakaranas, of

Nairuktas, etymologists, and of Yajnikas, persons who concerned

themselves with the sacrifice, and the grammar of Panini is suffi-

cient proof that there existed a giammatical school which was
willing to include in its work usages of different Vedas and
different schools of the same Veda. The Vaiyakaranas are, of

couxse, the direct ancestors of the science ofGrammar in classical

D d a
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times
;
the Nairuktas, though they give an impulse to lexico-

graphical studies, can hardly be said to be the direct cause of the

existence of the Ko^as, which were largely influenced by the

necessity of the writers of Kavya, who required to have collec-

tions of words for aid in composing their poetry.

Yet another early development within the Vedic period was

the building up of schools of Law in the wide sense of that term

which includes religious and civil and criminal law. This must

have been done together with the development of society and the

necessity for having some standards to guide the Brahmins who
acted as advisers and judges to the ruling class. The Smrti of

Manu presupposes a considerable peiiod of development during

which there arose professional schools, to one of which is due the

production of a work such as that Smrti which claims not to

guide the life of any single community, but to be a general guide

for all the classes of the state. Only slowly and imperfectly

within these schools was there developed a separation, never

complete, of religious and secular law.

In another field of learning we can clearly see the development

of expertise. The Vedic sacrifice demanded a rudimentary

knowledge of the calendar and elementary conceptions of men-

suration. Definite ideas of these subjects were slow of develop-

ment, and were at first handed down merely in close connexion

with each Veda; we still have different recensions of the Jyotisa

on astronomy and the Qulbasutras on the making of altars and

kindred matters. But inevitably from these beginnings developed

a wider geometrical, astronomical, and astrological science, which

we find under the comprehensive title of Jyotisa and which is

studied in distinct schools. Medicine, again, appears first in the

spells of the Aiharvaveda, and was fostered by the schools of

magic practices which produced such a work as the Kaugika Sutra

ofthatVeda ; but its Vedic connexion is less close than in the case

of most of the sciences we have mentioned, and it is dubious con-

jecture that what surgery and anatomical knowledge it possessed

was furthered by the practice ofdissecting animals for the saciifice

and less often even man in the human sacrifice.

The Vedic schools developed also a tendency to mysticism

which is seen in the Aranyakas and the Upanisads, which are

attached more or less closely to the great Brahmanas. We may
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see in these works a tendency to fissure within the Vedic schools

themselves • some preferred the sacrifice and the ritual, others

sought to go behind it to the significance of the sacrifice, of

the gods to whom it was offered, of life and man, and of the

universe. The Upanisads are clearly in origin closely connected

with Vedic schools, but their ideas inevitably transcend the school

limit and prepaie the way for that period of intellectual exchange

which issues in the systems of philosophy, which, we may be

sure, were not the outcome ofany Vedic school as such. Theology

and theosophy naturally, with the gradual transformation of the

Vedic system, passed beyond the sphere of the old schools and

were handed down in new forms of organization.

Nor is it certain that we can divorce the Kama9astra, the

science of love, from Vedic beginnings. We may, indeed, con-

clude from hints ^ in the Vedic texts that genetics occupied the

attention of sages of these schools, though little of their wisdom

has been preserved for us. Naturally the subject would tend to

spread beyond any individual school, and become, as it lemained,

the object of special study, treated with precisely the same care

and detail as any other scientific subject.

The study of metre was doubtless encouraged by the mystic

importance attached in Vedic times to the metie of the sacred

texts, and Chandas, metrics, is reckoned one of the six Vedangas,

but its importance and character were early affected by the need

of affording guidance to writers of Kavya and other forms of

literature, so that even the Vedanga presents itself as largely

connected with secular metres. Poetics, on the other hand, was

hardly in any sense Vedic, and represents an independent secular

science. Largely the same remark may be applied to the Artha-

^astra or N iti^astra, but there is some connexion between it and

the Dharma^astra, even when both were distinctly developed, and

w€f may quite legitimately suppose that the original schools of

Dharma9astra included in their scope the matters which later

became specifically the objects of Artha9astra, politics, practical

knowledge, technique in matters not primarily sacrificial. It is

less certain that the Kama9astra was taught in the same schools

along with the primitive Artha9astra under the aegis of the

Dharma9astra, though this may well have been the case. But at

^ BrhaMrai^aka Upamsad, vi. 4.
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least there is no doubt of the dominant influence of religion on

the growth of Sanskiit scientific literature,

2. The Characteristics of the Scientific Literature

Owing to its inheritance of Vedic tradition, Sanskrit science

greatly affected the Sutra'form of composition. The exact causes

of this development in the Vedic literature must remain obscure

;

paucity of writing mateiial, expense in procuring it, or similar

causes can hardly be seiiousiy adduced. Rather it may be

asciibed to the character of the teaching of the schools, which was

oral and always in a sense esoteric. The teacher expounded his

subject orally, and it was convenient but also sufficient to sum
up the pith of his discourse in short sentences, which would be

significant to those who knew the key to their meaning but of

little import to those who did not The plan remained in use ^

beyond all in the philosophical schools, where doctrines were as

in the Upanisads something sacred and secret, and it is precisely

this character which renders the Sutras of the philosophical

schools so enigmatic, and allows, for instance, the Brahma Sutra

to become the source of quite distinct and even incompatible

doctrines. But a decisive step was taken when the Sutras were

supplemented by the composition of Bhasyas written in a new
and interesting style. It is based on the principle of reproducing

the dialogue between teacher and student, and, moreover, is often

cast in the form of adducing a topic, then bringing forward

a partial solution, or prima facie view (purvapaksa), which is dealt

with, corrected, and revised in the final opinion {siddhantd). We
need not suppose that the objections discussed were always

really views held
; the style once adopted naturally would lead

to the positing of possible objections, and indeed this form of

putting the matter is not at all rare, the abbreviated form of

words iti cen na, being used to denote, ^ if so and so is put forward,

then we reply that this is not the case/ for the reason which is

then introduced.

The style of the Bhasyas undergoes a clear development;
9ankara, for instance, is more advanced than the MahMhdsya on

* See, e. g., the kte AyurmdmMm (MswJras, 192a), which is basedm old md 15th-

century work.
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the grammar of Panini or the Bhasya of Vatsyayaoa on the

Nyaya Sutra, We pass from a reproduction of a discussion to

an essay or lecture, and later still is developed the very stiff, if

scientific, philosophical style which appears equally in the hand-

books of poetics and in such sciences as philosophy and law-

The essence ^ of it lies in the insistence on the use of nouns only,

verbs being practically eliminated, and in the pregnant employ-
ment of particles and of case relations, together with the use of

compounds, sometimes of great length. It may be admitted

that it is possible to attain great precision in this manner, for in

a technical subject-matter compounds can be used so rigidly as to

be clear in sense, even when long and complex, but on the other

hand it is impossible to regard such products as literatuie. The
Sutras also have a serious effect on all future work, for they are

normally regarded as definitive, and therefore not to be altered,

checking development in the substance of the science. A partial

way out was found in the case of grammar, where Varttikas grew

up to correct or modify the Sutras of Panini, but the term

Varttika is not applied in the case of other sciences, though we
have in Vatsyayana occasional sentences which might be deemed
Varttikas to the Nyaya Sutra.

^

On the other hand we come
here and there in philosophic works upon Sutras which are not

preserved in our Sutra texts.

The formal Sutra style never grew obsolete,® and it is pre-

dominant in Grammar, appears in the leading work on Metrics,

was often adopted in Poetics, was normal in the great schools of

Philosophy, and is claimed for the Art&afastra^ in which, how-

ever, in the leading text we have a complex of Sutra and Bhasya

in one by the same hand which deviates distinctly from the

orthodox style, and the same remark applies to the Kamasutra.

The B/iaratzya Natyagdstra contains hereand there reminiscences

of the Sutra style, but it has passed over on the whole to a differ-

ent form of composition, that of Qlokas.

^ Jacobi, IF. xiv. ; V, G, Paranjpe, Le Virtikade Kdlydyana^ pp,5off.,who

compares the Mtmdhsd Suira and the Makdbhd^a.
* Cf. Windisch, Oder das jNydyMdshya
® Thus the Ayurvedasutra (^BtbL Sansk ^ 61) is quite a modem composition,

as proved by the learned editor. Dr. R. Shamasastry. In scientific works, medicine,

architecture, astrology, incorrect and barbarous Sanskrit is common ; cf Vidydmd*

dtmdya^ intr.
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The discussions at the Sabhas held by kings and rich patrons

were undoubtedly in some measure responsible for the form of

exposition. Any new doctrine which desired to establish itself

was only able to do so, if its supporter could come foiward on

such an occasion and by his advocacy secure the veidict of those

assembled and the favour of the king or patron of the assembly.

Doubtless this accounts in large measure for the scholastic and

dialectic type of Indian scientific literature, including many of its

worst features. In philosophy, for instance, it is extremely

irritating to find really profound thoughts interrupted by what

are merely scholastic and pedantic arguments, where a clear

exposition would be far more attractive to western taste. To the

readers of the works of the philosophers, however, such a form of

literature would have appeared dry and over-simple, though the

appalling results of scholastic subtlety can be seen in the fact that

the whole of logical literature after Gangeja, and all the com-

mentaries on the Vai9esika philosophy after LJdayana could be

spared without any real loss to Sanskrit literature.

In the great period of Sanskrit literature at any rate experi-

mental science was at a low ebb, and little of importance was

accomplished in those fields in which experiment is essential,^

Medicine developed a considerable knowledge of symptoms and

treatment of diseases, but surgery was banned by reason of the

Brahmanical and general Indian fear of impurity through contact

with the dead, and the acceptance of demoniac sources of disease

hampered serious research. The mathematical achievements of

India lay in the field of algebra and in the invention ofa valuable

system of notation. Far more was accomplished in fields of

human action
;

if political theory never reached any high develop-

ment, legal studies were conducted with much acumen. The
form of the Dhafma5astras corresponds in an interesting manner
with the more humane character of their contents. They are

handed down in Qlokas, for which we have in the Dharmasutras,

of which they are ultimately descendants, occasional memorial
verses summing up or illustrating doctrines. In verse form

^ B, Sead PasHwe Sciences cf the Ancient Hindus) holds a much more
faTocmble Tiew, but he reads mw ideas into old texts The indnence of western
science has now evoked brUliant reactions in India, including a revolution in our ideas
of plant life.
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maxims on human life naturally won far greater circulation than

prose Sutras, and this form of composition, which was unquestion-

ably aided by the example of the epic, was often adopted for

scientific works, even in non-humanistic branches of learning.

The Qloka was easy to write and easy to remember, but not

unnaturally it did not content all authors, some of whom, like

Varahamihira and Bhaskara in the field of astrology and mathe-

matics, proceeded to develop their scientific doctrines in elegant

and complex metres. In other cases the Arya, which, like the

Qloka, is a comparatively simple metre, won acceptance, as in

the Sdmkhyakarikdy in which the doctrines of the Samkhya
philosophy were succinctly set forth. Technical science was

often reduced to roughly fashioned Qlokas which were popular

for medical recipes, though even for those we find cases of more
complex metres being employed. But there remained instead

the alternative of a prose exposition with verses interspeised here

and there to corroborate or sum up or illustrate doctrines laid

down, as is the case with the medical Saihhitas.

A phenomenon of interest, common to prose and verse alike,

is the tendency to use homely metaphors or similes and to illus-

trate doctrines by the facts of ordinary life. The danger of such

illustrations was, of course, not avoided
;
similitudes were held to

explain difficulties, without realization that they did not cover

adequately the ground j the lamp which illumines itself is given

us to explain self-consciousness, without recognition that the

parallel is really misleading. But a number of popular illustra-

tions became hardened into regular use, and figure as Nyayas.^

Thus the grammatical principle that the more important element

in a compound coupling two things should come first is popular-

ized and generally used as a scientific principle, abhyarhitam

purvam. The amusing proverb avatapte nakulasikitam^ ‘ a mon-

goose's standing on hot ground,' serves to describe the man who
does not stick to his undertaking. The expert who forgets his

rules is hit by the proverb, afvdrudhdh katham cdgvdn visma^

reyuh sacetandh^ ‘ How could intelligent people, when sitting on

horses, forget their mounts ?
' A painful dilemma is well ex-

pressed by ito vydghra itas tatt^ *A tiger on th? one side, a

precipice on the other.* An embarrassing position is not badly

^ See Jacob, tmUkaf^uya%jtdi^ 3 pts., 1908 ff.
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described as tihhayatahpdgd rajjuh^ ‘a lope which binds at both

ends/ The trnabkahsananydya illustrates submission, for the

ancient Indian usage spared the man who took grass in his

mouth to signify that he yielded himself to the mercy of the

conqueror. Wasted effort is expressed by the maxim of fvapu^

cckonnamana^ ‘trying to straighten a dog's tail/ The united

effect of words in conveying meaning is likened to the joint

action of men in lifting a palanquin, ^ibtkodyacchannaravat.

Quaint and interesting is a very old Nyaya : makdrnavayuga-

cchidrakurmagrtvarpananydya^ ‘ the chance of a tortoise putting

its neck into the hole of a yoke which is floating about on the

mighty ocean/ The allusion is to a thing of great difficulty,

illustrated by the mere chance which would cause a tortoise,

which comes to the surface once only in a hundred years, accom-

plishing the difficult feat referred to.

A characteristic which in greater or less degree pervades the

whole of the scientific literature is the love of subdivision and of

inventing distinctions. Everything has to be schematized with-

out regaid to the nature of the subject-matter. Thus in the

Kdmasutra even the meticulous specification of detail of this

kind is carried out with perfect solemnity, and in the sphere of

international relations as treated in the Arihagdstra^ in lieu of

concrete investigation of actual relations between historical tribes,

we have a complete scheme of theoretical connexions based on
the possibility of relations with adjacent and more distant king-

doms/ The historical method in fact is normally lacking, yielding

to the more attractive habit of analysis of a somewhat superficial

character and deduction from bases which have not been suffi-

ciently established. In the subdivisions of which India is so fond

there is often much ingenuity in finding legitimate grounds of

distinction, but there is always present the tendency to lose sight

of the broad and important lines of demarcation while concen-

trating on minutiae. Moreover the practice of accepting as given

what has been traditionally handed down has a serious effect. It

often results in ingenious efforts to reinterpret the old, in lieu of

frankly abandoning it, thus causing waste of energy in subtleties,

as when the traditional account of inference is rendered quite

* Naxeii<iranath Law, /nfer-^Sfaie gde^ims in Amimt Indm (1920).
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differently with equal assurance by each commentator.^ In other

cases it brings about the acceptance and defence by sophistic

grounds of what is plainly untenable. There was, of course,

constant progress, for instance in the sphere of law, but it was
hampered by the necessity of making out that change was not

really taking place, and that new customs were really allowed by
Manu or some other Smrti. In astronomy we see even a com-
petent author like Brahmagupta attacking sensible innovations

of Aryabhata on the score that they depart from traditional

knowledge.

Poetical form moreover was often injurious. It led to the use

of redundant expressions merely to fill up the verses, or on the

other hand to undue condensation and ellipsis, with resulting

obscurity. Clearness was much furthered by the adoption of the

later scientific style which is seen at its best probably in the

expositions of law and in the works on poetics
; Vijnane9vara,

Anandavardhana, and Ruyyaka in their prose expositions prove

decisively the superiority of this form to the obscurity left by the

use of verse. The controversy which exists as to the exact

meaning of Bhamaha’s description of the Akhyayika and Katha
would have been avoided had he written in prose ®

* Cf. A. B. Dhruva, POCP. 1919, it 251 ff

* 1 27, giving the charactensiics of a mark of the poet’s imagination and of con-

taining the seizure of a maiden, a struggle, separation, and the hero’s triumph, is held

by (BSOS. iii. 507) to apply to the AkhySyika, by Nobel {Indian Foctry^ p 157)
to refer to the Katha. Both agree in censuring Dan^in for misunderstanding

BhEmaha, \vhich in the circumstances is amusing
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LEXICOGRAPHY AND METRICS

I. The Origin and Characteristics of Sanskrit

Lexicography

The oldest lexicographic work^ carried out in India is

recorded in the Nigkantavas, collections of Vedic terms,

of which the most important are the lists handed down to

us with the Nirukta of Yaska.^ These, however, differ in

many respects from the Ko^as of classical literature. They were

drawn up for practical purposes like the latter, but in the case of

the Nighantu literature the purpose was essentially interpretation

of sacred texts which were becoming more and more obscure,

while the Ko9as were prepared to help poets to a supply of

words. In accord with this we find dictionaries attributed to

such poets as Sana, Mayura, Murari, and Qriharsa, who composed

one of terms for use in double meanings, Qle^arthapadasamgraha?

The Nighantus further contained not merely nominal but also

verbal forms, the Ko9as only nouns and indeclinables, and while

the former dealt with one special text, the latter are not based on
any special text. In keeping with the new spiiit the Ko9as are

in verse, usually ^lokas but also Aryas, and, by incorporating

expressions from many of the arts which a poet was expected to

have mastered, they saved him labour. The composition of such
works may have been fostered by the existence of the Dhatu-
pathas and other lists of the grammarians, but this is conjectural.

Of lexica two main classes exist—^synonymous, in which words
are grouped by subject-matter, and homonymous {anekdrtha^

ndnarthd)y but the important synonymous dictionaries usually

include a homonymous section. As the books were intended,

^ On the subject see Th. Zachanae, indtschen Wbrierbucher (1897), Ko^a and
Ko§a both occnr.

* See S. Yarma, POCP. 1919, ii. 68E Cf. R. B Karmarkar, ibidy 62 E
* Bameil, Tmjore CaiaJ^, pp, 48 ff. Similarly Amara appears as a poet, Thomas,

p. 22 j cf. above, p. 539.
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not for reference, but for learning off by heart, the principle of

alphabetic order was not considered essential ; they are, accord-

ingly, divided on various principles, often on more than one;

thus the longer articles may come first, or the arrangement may
be by the final consonants or the initial letters or the two com-

bined, or the number of letters; in some cases information is

given as to gender, sometimes with an appendix on it, and

gender occasionally is taken into account in fixing the order.

Synonyms, of course, appear in the nominative, compounded or

otherwise as metre and convenience dictate
; homonyms may be

treated in the same way, or the different senses may be put in

the locative. The older writers, of whom we have but fragments,

were indifferent to order and willing to give long definitions

;

the later are extremely unwilling to waste space and are pro-

portionately obscure. Moreover, the text of the lexica is seldom

in a satisfactory condition.

2 . The Extant Lexica

As usual in India the older works were obscured by the later,

and we have only names and odd citations of important writers,

such as Katyayana, to whom a Namamdla is ascribed, Vacaspati

and Vikramaditya, authors of a Qabddrnava and a Samsdrdvartay

and Vyadi, whose Utpalinl is often cited, and included Buddhist

terms. The fragments of a dictionary exist in the Weber manu-

script found in Kashgar.^ But one of the earliest texts preserved

for us is the Ndmalihgdnu0sana ® of Amarasinha, called usually

the Amarakofa, Its author is also known as a poet, and was

certainly a Buddhist who knew the Mahayana and used Kalidasa.

His lower limit of date is dubious, he is not certainly known to

the Nydsa of Jinendrabuddhi (A,D. 700), but the decline of

Buddhism in India renders it improbable that he lived after the

eighth century
; his ascription to the sixth, however, rests on

nothing better than the assertion that he was a jewel of Vikra-

maditya's court.^ The work is synonymous, arranged in three

books by subjects, with an appendix in the last on homonyms,
indecHnables, and genders. Of its many commentators, special

^ Hoemie, JASB bcii. i, 26fr. TSS. 1914-17.
® Cf. Bhaadarkar, p. 46 ;

Keith, IOC. 11. 303.
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merit attaches to the works of Ksirasvamin (nth cent.), Vandya-

ghatiya Sarvananda (ti59), and Rayamukutamani (1431) who

used sixteen earlier wi iters. An important supplement of rare

words is afforded by the Trikandagesa of Purusottamadeva, who

wrote also, after twelve years’ work, the shorter Hdrdvall^

including synonyms and homonyms ;
these give a rich store of

very rare terms, many from Buddhist texts,^ Perhaps as old as

Amara is ^a^vata, v^hose AnekdrtJtasamticcayc?' betrays age by its

arrangement of its homonyms according as the explanation takes

a whole verse, a half verse, a quarter verse ;
indeclinabies conclude

the work.

Other dictionaries are decidedly later. From c. 950 we have

the shoit Abhidhdnaratfiamdtd^ of the poet-grammarian Hala-

yudha, and a century later Yadavaprakafa’s Vatjayantl^ which

is of great bulk and arranges its woids by syllables, genders, and

initial letters. The twefth century gives a rich variety. Pre-

eminent are Hemacandra’s works; the AbhidhdnaantdmanP

deals with synonyms in six sections, beginning with Jain gods

and ending with abstracts, adjectives, and particles, and is

supplemented by the botanic dictionary Nighantugesa] the

Anekdrihasamgraha^ deals with homonyms in six sections,

beginning with one-syllable and ending with six-syllable woids

arranged by initial letters and end consonants. The Jain Dhanam-
jaya wrote between 1123 and 114c his Ndmamdld] Mahe9vara’s

Vifvaprakdga'^ falls in iiii, while Mahkha’s Anekartkakoga^

with his own comment, which uses Amara, (Ja9vata, Halayudha,

and Dhanvantari, is rather later, and Ke9avasvamin*s Ndndr-
ihdrnavammksepa^ falls about is^oo. To the fourteenth century

belongs the Anekartho^abdakoga of Medinikara, which is often

cited by commentators, as well as the Ndndrtharatmmdld^
written by, or for, Jrugapp., general of Harihara.^^

Of uncertain date are minor works dealing with words of one

syllable, Bkdksarakcgai or with words of different forms, DvirUpa-

or Trirupa^ kog^^ medical or astronomical or astrological glos-

^ Cf. Zachanae, Bezz. Beiir, x. 132 ff. (before 1150),
® Ed, Zachawae, Berlio, 1882. * Ed.Th. Aufrecht, London, 1861,
* Ed. G. Oppert, Madras, 1893. * Ed, St. Petersburg, 1847,
« Ed. Vienna, 1893. » Ed. ChSS. ipit.
* Ed. Vienna, 1897 ; cf. SWA. gxH. 16 if. ® Ed. TSS. 1913.

Ed, Calcutta, 1884, $esbagiri, RzpHf x 893-^4, PP* 4^ ^ *
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saries. Buddhist texts revived the Vedic Nighantus, as they

produced works specially wiitten for their interpretation and in

prose form; thus the best known, the Mahdvyutpatti} gives

elaborate information on many Buddhist topics, and includes

verbal forms, phrases, and sentences. It is characteristic of the

bitter relations between Hindus and Mahomedans that it is not

until the time of Akbar that we find the Persian-Sanskrit

dictionary Pdrastprakdca^ and in 1643 the work of the same
title by Vedangaraya on astronomical and astrological terms.

In 973 Dhanapala wrote for his sister Sundaii the Pdiya-

lacchl {Prdkrtalaksmi) Ndmamdld^ a Prakrit dictionary which

was used by Hemacandra in producing his Deglndmamdld ^ with

commentary, in which he seeks to give De^i words, that is, terms

neither identic with Sanskrit {tatsama) nor derived thence by
ordinary processes {tadbhavd). Some of these words are referable

to Sanskrit, but most are not, and their provenance is still

extremely uncertain.®

The scientific value of this lexicographical work cannot be

said to be high, nor could this be expected from writers who
merely aimed at a practical result. Especially in the later lexica

there are cases of words being inserted which merely rest on

misreadings of texts or on misinterpretations, and frequently

poets have been misled to use words in incorrect senses because

they were given as synonyms of some other word in one of its

senses, and the synonymity has been generalized. But we are

rarely in a position to decide definitely on these points.

3 . Treatises on Metre

The Brahmanas already show interest in matters metrical,®

and sections of the Qdhkhdyana frautasutra^ the Niddna Suira^

the Rk-Prdiigdkhya^ and Katyayana*s Anukramanls to the

Rgveda and the Yajtirveda deal with metre. The topic ranks as

^ Ed. J. P, Minayeff, BB 13, 1911.
* A. Weber, Vber den P&rastprukd^a (ABA. 1S87).

5 Ed. G. Biihler, Bezz Beitr.^ iv. 70 ff.

^ Ed. R. Pischel, BSS. 17, i88o.

® Jacobi, BhavtsiUiakaha^ pp. 02 f., 65 f., 69; Grierson, MASS, viii, a {The

Prakrit DMtvadeias), His theory of semi-Tatsamas (JRAS, 1935, pp. 221 f.)

is certainly too widely stated.

’ Cf. Weber, IS. vsii ; SIFI. viu
; H, Jacobi, ZDMG, ajcxviii. 590 ff, ; xh 330ff.
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the Vedanga Chandas, and a Sutra of this name is ascribed to

Pingala,^ the importance of which for the classical literature has

already been mentioned, for the work is far more concerned with

classical than Vedic texts. The text ascribed to Pingala^ on

Prakrit® metres is much later. Pingala adopts the system of

algebraic symbols, using / for a short {}aghii),g{ox a long {gtiru)

syllable, m for a molossus, and so on. He is clearly earlier than

chapters xiv and xv of the Ndtyagdstra which deal with metre,

and the section of the Agni Purdna^ on this topic is derived

from Pingala. Yet it must be said that neither he nor either of

these texts describes fully or accurately the Qloka metre as we

know it from the texts. We must, therefore, be uncertain

whether his work was the guide by which the poets steered their

course. What is clear is that we have no certainly earl}^ text

other than his. The Qrutabodha^ is attributed to Kalidasa,

but there is no ground for the ascription. It illustrates, while

describing, the verses. Vararuci is also sometimes credited with

this text. More definite is the fact that a chapter (civ) in the

Brhatsamhitd of Varahamihira describes metres simultaneously

with planetary movements, and that Bhattotpala in his comment
cites a textbook by an Acarya. The view ® that Dandin wrote

on metre is uncertain, though Bhamaha may have done so, and

from Ksemendra we have the Suvrtiatilaka!} In book i he

describes, with verses from his own works as illustrations, the

metres
;
in ii he deals with defects in metre with many useful

citations ; and in iii he discusses the use of metre according to

the nature of the work, poetry, science, or a combination in

which one or the other predominates. He ends by demanding
vai'iety of metres from poets, but admits that great writers have

often preferred some special metre, as did Panini the Upajati,

Kalidasa the Mandakranta, Bharavi the Va^astha, Bhavabhuti

the Qikharim, &c.

Hemacandra as usual has written a compilation, the Chandd-

^ Ed. with Halayndha’s comm, (c ^50), KM. 81, 1908.
* Ed. KM, 41, 1894. It is dated not before the fourteenth century by Jacobi,

Bhmds&tiakaha^ p. 5.

® Cf. Ratnajekhara’s Chandaj^kofa ; Schubring, ZDMG. Ixxv. 97 ff.

* cc 338’“34. For Bharata see Regnaud, AMG, li,

® Ed. Haeberlln, 9-14. • Jacobi, IS. xvii, 442 ff.

’ Ed. KM. it 29 ff.
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nti^dsana} while Kedara Bhatta’s Vrttaratndkara^ which des-

cribes 136 metres and was written before the fifteenth century,

has been widely used, and the Chandonianjarl^ of Gangadasa is

also well known.^

4. The Metres of Classical Poetry

Our authorities leave us wholly in the dark regarding the

development of metre between the Vedic and the classical periods

of Sanskrit, and it is hardly very profitable speculating exactly

why there giew up in Sanskrit poetry the use of metres with

a determined length of quarter-stanzas or lines, each line being

built exactly on the same model, while the first two and the last

two lines were more closely combined than the second and the

third, between which a complete caesura was essential We can,

it is true, in the case of both the Qloka^ and the Tristubh and

Jagati styles ® see the process of hardening going on slowly in the

Vedic and epic liteiature, doubtless under the growing desire for

symmetry which was offended by the freedom of the Vedic and

epic verses. The definite rules regarding the close of the line

came to be applied throughout, and, when this was complete,

longer lines were essayed on the same principle. In these longer

lines we find operative a principle which is dropped in the

Tristubh and Jagati styles, that of caesuras in definite places,

which were doubtless felt to be made necessary if the verses

were to retain elegance of form ; the definitions of the metres are

careful to make it clear where these caesuras are to be, and

normally good poets insist on having full caesuras at these

points, that is the end of an inflected word, though weak

caesuras, at the end of some member of a compound or of

a prefix, may legitimately occur, and caesuras ma> be obscured

by Sandhi.

X Buhler, Hemachmdia^ pp, 33, 82.

5* Ed. Bombay, 190S Mallmatha (cf. p. 435) uses it.

3 BSGW. VI (1854), ^^9 *

* Narayana wrote in 1545 the Vrtiaratnakara
;
Damodara a Vanlbhftsmta (lOC.

1 SOS)-

^ GN. 1909, pp, 21911^ ; cf. Hopkins, Gr€(a pp. 219 ff

^ GH. 1915, pp. 490 ff ; cf. Hopkins, op, cit , pp. 273 ff ; GN. 1919, pp. 170 ff

^ Halayudha, IS. viii. 462-6. He allows even, e.g., KamalmWokyatoy Jackson,

JPtiymhriiMi pp* xcvi f.

3X4» < E e
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Metres measured by number of syllables and, except in the

case of the Qloka, strictly regulated as to the quantity of the

syllables, are thus predominant in classical poetry. But, probably

from popular poetry, there came to be used metres in which only

the sum total of the morae was absolutely fixed, there being

indeed certain restrictions as to the mode in which these morae

could be made up, but such restrictions allowing a variation in

the number of syllables, the Matrachandas* The most common

form of this type is the very simple Vaitaliya consisting of two

half-verses of 30 morae each, 14 plus 16 in the two lines of each

half-verse, made up as follows :
—

w - u - w If each line is lengthened by a long syllable we

have the Aupacchandasika metre. More complex is the case of

the Arya,^ which is recognized by metrical treatises as a Gana-

cchandas, the number of morae and the number of feet {gana)

being fixed. Thus the ordinary form of the Arya has feet to

the half-verse with 4 morae in each, 30 in all
;
the 4 morae can

take the forms w w w w,
,
— w w, w w ~

; in the second and

fourth feet u — w is also permitted ;
in the sixth only ^

j

w w u or

o - w, while the last is monosyllabic. The second half-verse in

the most usual form has in the sixth foot one short syllable,

giving 27 morae, but we can have the position reversed, 27 plus

30 morae, Udgiti
;
or 30 plus 30, Giti

;
or 27 plus 27, Upagiti

;

or 32 plus 32, Aryagiti. If there is no caesura after the third foot

the verse ranks as Vipula ; if in the second, fourth, and sixth feet

the amphibiach is essential, as Capala.

Of the metres measured by syllables, Aksaracchandas, the

following have been mentioned as found in classical poetry, and

their schemes are given below, each consisting normally of four

lines of the type given, with caesuras indicated by perpendicular

lines

:

Acaladhrti
: (16)

Anavasita ww (ii) ^

Aparavaktra vwwwww — w — u — {ii)j[v./wwv—

—

w — w — (12)

bis

A^valaKta i wwww—w— wv.#v--| —wuww — w— wuw— (23)

’ Apparently onginally sung; cf. Jacobi, ZDMG. xxxyiil 599 ff ; cf. xL 336 E;
SIFL vin. li. 84 ff.

~

» On tbe origin of this metre from the Puspitagra, cf. Hopkins, Guat Mpie ofjndia^

p. 340*
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Indravajra

:

w — (n)
Upendravajra: w — w — (ii)

Upajati, a combination of stanzas of lines of Indravajra and Upendravajra
Utsara : — w — wwv,/ — wv./ —ww — w — (15)

Udgata — — —w— w-~ {10+ 10) — ^2+ 3

-wwvwww-ww-l ww-w-wv^w-w-w- (11 + 13) =
C’\-d

Upajati, mixture of Indravajra and Vangastha lines

Kalahansa : ww — o—-wwv-f—-ww (13)

Kusumavicitra ; wwww | (12)

Kokilaka (Narkutaka, Avitatha) : — v/—w|ww--<^w| — —
(17)

Ksama : — |— v-> (13)

Citralekha ; \j \j— \j \j — w — \j —
|
vww-rw— (17)

Jaladharamala :
|

(12)

Jaloddkatagati . — wwv--|w--v-/ww-- (12)

Tanumadhya : o w (6)

Tamarasa (Lalitapada) : —ww —ww (12)

Tunaka : —v-/ — w — w—
•

(7)||v-/ — w — w — — (8) bis

Totaka ; w —ww —ww —w —
(12)

Tnstubh, mixtures of VatormT, Qalini, Indravajra, Vangastha lines

Dandaka : wwuwww + i7(— w—

)

and variants

Dodhaka : —ww — (ll)

Drutapada ; wuw — www— — (12)

Drutavilamblta : — ww — v-^w —w— (12)

Dhlralalita : — w--vywv-/--w--'u/v-/w— (16)

Dhita^rl : wwvv-/ — w — — — ww —w — w — (21)

Nandana: —w — wwv-/--
[

—— w — (18)

Puspitagra : wuwwww — — (i2)||w\-»ww —wv — w —^ — ( 13)

bzs

Plthvl ; w —WWW— w — {www— w — — w— (17)

Prabha : wwwwww — w w— (12)

Prabhavati : w--
[
wwww — w —w— (13)

Pramada : wwww — w —www — ww — ( 14)

Pramanika: w—w—

w

—w— (8)

Pramitaksara : ww — w —www —ww — (12)

Praharanakalita : wwwwww— jwwwwww— {14)

Praharsmi :
|

wwww —w—

w

(13)

Bbadrika : wwwwww — w — w — (ii)

Bhujangaprayata ; w w w w (12)

Bhujangavijpnbhita : [wwwwwwwwww—
j

— v-> w — w — (26)

^ Cf. Jacobi, ZDMG. xlni. 464 ff.
; SIFI. viii. ii. 108 ff-

E e 2
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Bhramaravilasita : (ii)

Manjan : — — w— (14)

ManjubhasmT ; — w — [www — — w — (13)

Manigunanikara : wwuwwwww ]
wuvwwv-/— (15)

Mattamayura :
|
—ww {13)

Matta:
1
wwww (10)

Madhyaksama :
1

] (14)

Mandakranta :
|
wwwww— [— (17)

Mahamalika (Vanamala) ; — w |w kj w — (18)

Malatl: v w ww—ww —w — w— (12)

Malml: |>—

w

^ (15)

Meghavitana :
— (10).

Meghavisphurjita ; ^ — — |— w w (19)

Rathoddhata : — v —www — w — w — (ii)

Rukmavatl ; —ww
t

— (10)

Rucira : w — w — 1 wwww — v/ — «-/— (13)

LaUta: — — v-^-— w*- (12)

Vangapattrapatita .
— w —www— [wwwv-'v^v-/— (17)

Vangastha: w — w ww — v-f—ww (12)

Upajati, stanzas of Indravanga and Vangastha lines

Vasantatilaka ; w— — — w (14)

VatormI: I
^ (ii)

Vidyunmala :
1

(8)

Vilasinl: wuww — w — www — —www— (17)

Vai^vadevI :
I
— w w— (12)

CMniavikrldita : ww — w/ — w u — (19)

Calinl: 1-1 -v^ w (ii)

<;ikbarim. [v/wwww www- (17)

(Juddhaviraj : ww—w— v^— (lo)

Qriputa : wwwwww j— (12)

Sumanika: — — w — v^— (7)

Suvadana ; w — | (20)

Sragdhara; w jwwv^www— |— v/ w (21)

Sragvml

w

v w— (12)

SvagatS : — w—www —ww (ii)

Harinapluta : ww — ww™v./v-» — w — — wu—v./— {<zss=ii,

i> — 12) dis

Harini ; — | [w — ww — u— (17)

The rules observed in the Qloka are strict. Each half-verse is

composed of two lines of eight syllables, and the whole falls

naturally into four feet of four syllables each. The fourth must

be a diiambus
;

if the second is v— —
,
then all possible forms of

the third are permissible save while in the first in this

case the only restriction is that it must not be or w u w
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If, however, the second foot assumes any other shape, there are

definite restrictions affecting the first foot, born of the desiie to

prevent undue monotony of metre. In these cases the same
restrictions apply to the third foot as in the normal form. This

gives us for the fiist two ieet of the irregular forms, Vipulas

:

is; _ w -
Vipula I

„ II

„ 111“ l--“
„ IV - w -

The use of Vipulas seems to be mainly a question of individual

taste and style, and, as has been mentioned, the writeis on metre

show no real comprehension of the rules of the metre.^

' On the specific characters of the metres see A. S. Bhandarkar, POCP. 1919, 1.

pp, clVI f In Vipulas I and II a long final is normal



XXI

GRAMMAR

I, The Beginnings of Grammatical Study,

I
N the Biahmanas of the Vedic period we find sufficient proofs

that, as in Greece, grammatical study in India began with

consideration of such points as pronunciation and euphonic

combination, and the discrimination of parts of speech which

gives us terms such as vibhakti^ case termination, vacana^ number,

kurvant^ present tense. Possibly hence it derived its name

Vyakarana, though that is often deduced from the later practice

of analysis of forms. We find already in Yaska the terms ndman^

noun, sarvandmam, pronoun, dkhydta^ veib, upasarga^ preposition,

nipdta, particle.* The next stage is not represented in the

Brahmanas, but is fully in being in Yaskas time; it consists of

the analysis of forms, as opposed to the reckless etymologies

of the Brahmanas and Plato
;
we do not know how this came to

be arrived at, though it is a plausible conjecture which finds the

motive in the fact that m compounds in Sanskrit the first word

appears in its stem form without terminations. From this it was

fairly easy to distinguish stem and termination in nouns, and then

to advance to distinguish in veibs root, terminations and tense

and other affixes, and to arrive at the doctrine of the derivation

of nouns from nouns by Taddhita suffixes, of nouns from verbs

by Krt suffixes. A further step was to declare as did Cakatayana

that all nouns are derived from verbs, to which Gargya objected

that if this was so, it followed that every thing should have as

many names as it had activities, and every name should apply to

everything which had the activity it connoted. But the supporters

of <J[Jakatayana carried out their principle, and to this period goes

back in substance, not in its present form, the Unddzsutra, con-

^ See Wackemagel, Altind^ Gramm, i, pp. hxff. ; Oldi^nberg, Vormissensch

Wtssmschaft, pp. 79 £, 238 ff.

* See Lalcsbmau Sarap, 7%t Nigkantu and the Nirukta, pp. 54 fif. Cf. Prabhat-

chaadra Cbakrabarti, Specuiaiions the Htndus (1924-5); S» Vanna,

JRAS. 1925, pp. 21 f!. (oa azmlysis of meaning).
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taining words which are derived fiom verbs by unusual affixes,

and which in some form Panini evidently knew.

This important period of studies was largely conceined with

the preservation and interpretation of the Vedic texts
;

its work

is seen in the preparation of the Padapatha of the Rgveda by

^akalya, who is known to Panini, the similar work done on other

Vedic texts, the Prati5akhyas, which in their original form were

probably older than Panini, at any rate as far as concerns those

on the Rgveda, Taittirlya and Vdjasaneyi Saiithitds^ and the

Qiksas, which as we have them are probably later than Panini,

but doubtless existed in his time, proving the caie taken to

secure due correctness of pronunciation of the scriptures. But

the grammarians were clearly concerned also with the Bhasa, the

spoken speech of the day, and it was in connexion with it,

especially as it grew more distinct from the sacred texts on the

one hand and the speeches of the lower classes on the other, that

secular grammar grew up. Panini knew and cites by name many
predecessors, including (Jakatayana, Apifali, and (Jaunaka, as

well as minor names, and his allusion to easterners and

northerners, if it applies to forms of speech used in these parts,

is also testimony to the existence of grammarians to note them,

unless we are to assume^ that he himself of the north lived in

the east and noted the differences for himself, which Is implausible

in the extreme. What is clear from Panini's own work is that he

summarizes the efforts of many previous writers, from whom we

may be sure he borrowed his form as well as many facts.

2 . Panini and his Followers

The Astddhydyl^ of Panini consists of about 4,000 short Sutras

divided into eight books^ treating of technical terms and I'ules of

interpretation (i), nouns in composition and case relations (ii)

;

the adding of suffixes to roots (iii) and to nouns (iv, v), accent

and changes of sound in word formation (vi, vii) and the word in

^ Cf.* Liebich, Binfuhrung in die ind. einhetm* Sprachwissmschaft^ u. 35 E,

with Keith, HOS. xviii, pp. xxxix-xli, clxxi.

® Franke, GGA. 1891, pp. 957, 975 ff.

* Ed. and traus. O. Bohtlingk, Leipzig, 1887; Snia Chandra Vasa, Allahabad,

1891-8.
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the sentence (viii). But this scheme is constantly interrupted,

rules being interpolated illogically because it was convenient to

do, or because space could thus be saved, for the whole book is

dominated by the aim to be as brief as possible. The, to us,

illogical order and impracticability oflearning Sanskrit by the use

of the grammar are explained, if we remember that the book was

to be learned by heart by those who were already accustomed to

use Sanskrit in conversation, and had not to learn how to speak

it, but to know what foims were correct, what vulgar. Of the

incoherence, however, part is doubtless due to the fact that

Panini was only working up a mass of traditional matter, as may
be seen not merely from certain irregularities in case usage,^ but

also fiom the employment to denote a Vedic use of three terms,

chatidasi, nigame, and mantre, of which the first prevails with his

followers. The main object of the grammar is to deal with the

Bhasa, the living speech of the day ;
an amount of Vedic matter

is incorporated. This part is of uneven value, suggesting that it

was based on a number of special studies, imperfectly co-ordi-

nated ;
thus minute details from the Kathaka or Maitrayanlya

SamkUas are noted
;
but at other times a vague reference is made

to Vedic irregularities, Vedic words are cited without analysis,

and causeless variations of form are peimitted as Vedic.

The piinciple underlying the grammar is the derivation of

nouns from verbs, Panini avoiding dealing with the hard cases

by alluding to the Unadi list existing in his time. All deriva-

tion is done by affixes, and, therefore, when the word agrees with

the root form of a verb, or one nominal form is the same as that

whence it is derived, it is necessary to assume suffixes which are

invisible, e.g. badara, fruit of the badara tree. Phonetics do not

receive investigation save incidentally as changes of words occur

in processes of derivation. But in this field Panini, or more
correctly his predecessors, achieved very remarkable results, as in

the postulate of Guna and Vrddhi changes, of foims with long r
vowel, roots inaf, masj&s the original of majj, dive, s as the end-

ing of inflexions. The anal3reis of foims is normally carried out
with great acumen ; it is very rare to find such a phenomenon as
the periphrastic future, e.g. kartasmi, treated as a simple verbal

* Cf. Weber, IS. xviii. 508 fif.
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form. In comparison with the work of Greek grammarians
Panini is on a totally different plane in this regard. The sugges-

tion that he and his predecessors were creating a language, or

that the forms which are not recorded in earlier literature are not

to be accepted as prima facie valid, is now definitely disposed of.

To secure the brevity aimed at many devices are adopted
,
the

cases are used pregnantly, verbs are omitted, leading rules are

understood to govern others which follow
, above all algebraic

formulae replace real words
;
the rule that a vov/el is changed

into the corresponding semi-vowel when a vowel, not itself,

follows is denoted by ikoyan aci ; the last Sutra ^ denotes that

a which has been treated in the grammar as an open letter,

corresponding to which we have long d, is really a closed letter

pronounced like u in ‘ but \ Older than Panini are probably

some technical terms of ungrammatical make-up, such as para-

smaipada^ active, dtntanepada^ middle, napuhsaka^ neuter
;
others

are reduced forms of the original as U to denote a letter not pro-

nounced, appended to a word to indicate some feature regarding

its treatment, from iti, so. The use of such Anubandhas is

doubtless before Panini, as the term Unadi itselfproves.

Panini s date is unhappily uncertain.^ He was later than

Yaska and Qaunaka, probably he came after not only the Brah-

manas but also the older Upanisads and was alive during the

Sutra period of Vedic literature, but unhappily these facts give

us nothing save a relative chronology. We know he was a native

of Qalatura near the modern Atak, where Hiuen Tsang saw a

statue to his memory; his mother was DaksI, and a legend

ascribes his death to a lion. His connexion with the north-west

is important, when we find in his work YavananI, meaning prob-

ably Greek (Ionian) writing. We may, of course, scent an inter-

polatiojbtft and, if so, the word is valueless. If not, it leaves us still

in doubt, for the assumption that it is a proof that Panini wrote

after the invasion of Alexander the Great, though it has been

supported ^ by the occurrence in the Ganapdtha of the names

* Keith, HOS. xviij, pp. clxvmf. ; Aitar^a Arafifaka, pp. 2 iff.; Liiders, SBA.

1919, p. 744, Liebicl^ Pacini (1891); Kwlhom, GN 1885, pp. Wecker,

Bezz Bzitn xxx. i fT., 177 ff. A date c. 700-600 is claiined by Belvalkar {Systems of

Smshnt grammar

^

P* Bhandarkar, JBRAS. xvi. 340 f. ;
KeiUi, IOC. ii. 242.

* Ldvi, JA. 1890, i 23^4 ff.
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Ambhi and Bhagala, Omphis and Phegelas, is clearly uiifounded,

seeing that India was in contact with Greece as early as the

expedition of Xerxes. On the whole, however, it seems needless

to carry back Panini beyond the fourth century ;
if he flourished

350, then Katyayana, who may be placed c, 250-200, might

easily have found sufficient divergence of speech to justify his

corrections. There are, indeed, proofs that language had changed,

as we have seen ;
but to assign Panini to the sixth or seventh

centuiy B. C. on that score appears to lack any plausibility.

Katyayana piobably lived in the third century B C.,^ though

no strict proof is possible, and this date leally depends on the

fact that he apparently did not long precede Patanjali; the

impression left by Katyayana's Varttikas is certainly that some-

times, not by any means always, he is attacking or correcting

Panini on the score of differences in usage which had arisen

between the time of the two, while with Patanjali it seems as if

he and Katyayana were parted by no great interval of time*

Katyayana was not a captious critic of Panini
;
he was not the

first to call in question his rules
;
what he did was to examine

criticisms, rejecting some, accepting others, and therefore supple-

menting and limiting Panini’s rules. But, while we need not

treat him as hostile, he seems not to have been sorry to find

Pacini in error. Patanjali, whose Mahahhdsya has preserved us

Katyayana’s Varttikas of some 1,245 Sutras, takes up Katya-

yana’s criticisms, and in many cases defends Panini, but by no

means as a matter of course* Moreover, he carries out in great

measure his predecessor’s work by examining other Sutras of

Panini and correcting or explaining them. It is clear that Patan-

jali had many criticisms and works before him beside that of

Katyayana ; there are Varttikas in verse which need not all have

been Katyayana’s, and Karikas, memorial verses which probably

are by various hands, including Patanjali himself ;
the variety of

metres used in these verses is remarkable, including some later

quite rare, but complex, metres. Among others Patanjali men-

tions Vyadi, of whose work—^the Samgraha—much has been

conjectured but very little is known, Vajapyayana, Pauskarasadi,

^ Jayaswal*s arguments fox a period 34S-300 (IA. xlvii. 138; xlviu* la) from

Varttika, ii, i, 60 are invalid. Fox his style see V. G. Paranjpe, VMika dc

(1933), who claims an earlier date; cf. Smith, EH I, p. 47b.
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Gonikaputra, and Gonardiya, with whom he was formerly

erroneously held to be identical.^

Our information regarding the personality of Katyayana and
Patanjali is negligible. Katyayana, however, either bore the

alternative name of Vararuci or was early confused with a person

of that name, and to a Vaiaruci many works are ascribed, includ-

ing the first extant Prakrit Grammar, Prakrtaprakaga
; book iv

of the Katuntra and the Liiiganugasana ®
,
the Vararucasam-

graha? twenty-five Karikas on case construction, compounds,
verbs, and nominal formation

; a lexicon
; the Vedic Puspasutra

,

and stanzas of poetry. As Patanjali mentions a Vararuca kavya
we may believe in a poet Vararuci of early date, but we need not

identify him with the author of the Karikas His identity with

the author of the Prakrtaprakafa is most implausible, as the

Piakrit of that work is very late in character, and we may
assume that the other attributions are of no value. Late tradi-

tion makes Vararuci a contemporary of Panini, and also a
minister of the Nandas of Pataliputra

; Kumaralata * actually

confirms this point, but even if this poet existed, it proves nothing

for the grammarian, as Kumaralata speaks only of a poet. Of
more value is Patanjali’s proof that Katyayana was a southerner.

Patanjali is regarded as an incoiporation of the snake Qesa,

Visnu’s resting-place during his slumber, and he is believed to be

the author of the Yoga Sutra, a view implausible on grounds of

certain grammatical slips by the latter and slight deviations in

philosophic terminology, apart from the fact that the tradition is

very late and obviously due to likeness of name.® His date * is

still disputed. The evidence for it is that statements in his

grammar undoubtedly refer to a sacrifice for Pusyamitra, whose

reign begain c. 185 or 178 b c., and to a recent attack on Saketa

and Madhyamika by a Yavana, who is very plausibly identified

' Kielhom^ IA. xv, 8i f. : xvi. loi f , GN. 1885, pp 189 ff, who postulates a con-

siderable period between KatySyana and Patanjali ,
Katyayana and Paiatijali (1876)

® Liebich, Einfuhrung in die ind. etnheim. SprachwiszenscJiafty i ix. See Win-
ternitz, GIL. lii. 391.

3 Ed. TSS. 33> 1913-

^ SUtrdlaM&ra^ trans. E Huber, p 88.

® Cf. Woods, HOS xvii, pp. xvfF.
; Jacobi, GGA. 1919, pp. 14 ff.; DLZ. 1922,

p. 271.
^ Cf. Smith, EHL pp. 227-9; W'mtemitz, GIL. iu. 389; Buhler, Die tndischen

Inschrifim^ p* 72 ; Keith, IOC, ii, 243 f.
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with the Greek Menander (c. 156-15$)^ dates which give c, 150-149

for the composition of the workj on the assumption probable, yet

not conclusive, that the references are Patahjali's own. Some

slight confirmation may be gained from the fact that Katyayana,

but not Panini, notes the title devdndm priya, famed in Afoka's

inscriptions, suggesting that he fell after 250 B C., which would

not suit ill with 150 B.C. for Patanjali. If this be rejected, we

must content ourselves with noting that Kalhana records a revival

of the study of the Makdbhdsya in Kashmir under Abhimanyu,

whose date, however, we do not know, and that Bhartrhari

{c. 650) proves long study of the text before his time.

The Mahdbhdsya'^ is interesting stylistically as giving us a

lively picture of the mode of discussion of the day. A question

is posed
,
an Acaryade^ya deals with it, not altogether incompe-

tently but not quite satisfactorily, and an Acarya solves the issue.

The style, therefore, is lively, simple, animated, and as in Afoka’s

insciiptions—possibly a confirmation of the date proposed—not

rarely do we find the question ‘ Wherefore ? V How ? or ‘ What ?
’

put and then answered. Proverbial expressions and references to

matters of eveiyday life are introduced and seive both to enliven

the discussions and to give us valuable hints of the conditions of

life and thought in the time of Patanjali, who thus is a source of

information for religious and social history as well as for literature,

A good example of his style is afforded by a famous reference ^

to the Mauryas : Panini has a rule providing for the addition of

the suffix ha to a name to denote an image of the person, but

adds that it is dropped if the image is used to secure a livelihood

{jlvtkdrtke) and is not vendible {apanya). Patanjali says:

apanya ity ucyaU iatredam na sidkyati Qivah Skando Vifdkha

tti. kim kdranam f Mauryatr hiranydrtktbhir arcdh prakalpitdfu

bkavet tdsu na sydL yds tv eidh samprati pujdrthds tdsu bhavis-

yati, ^The difficulty is raised, with regard to Panini*s proviso

that images are not to be vendible, that on this doctrine the

forms ^iva, Skanda, Vifakha, are incorrect. Why is that?

Because the Mauryas, in their greed for money, used as means
images of the gods (I. e. they bartered them, so that the forms

should be ^ivaka, &c.). (Final answer.) Very well, granted

that the rule for dropping ka does not apply to those images of
^ Ed. KielEom, BSS, i9o5 ff, * Blmdarkar, JBRAS. xvi. 206 ff.
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the Mauryas ;
still as regards images now used for purposes of

worship it does apply * It will be seen that the amount which

must be understood to make such passages intelligible is rather

a strain on the reader,^ and in point of fact the Mahdbhdsya
evidently gave serious trouble to later students. Bhartrhari, who
died c. 651, wrote a commentary on it which is all but lost, and
also the Vdkyapadiya^ in three books ofverse, which mainly deals

with questions of the philosophy of speech
;
a difficult work, it

contains much evidence of thorough knowledge of contemporary

philosophical disputes. Kaiyata’s^ commentary on the Malta-

hhdsya^ which may belong to the twelfth century but which

tiadition places earlier, borrows largely from Bhartrhari, and is

itself commented on by the voluminous writer NagojT Bhatta

{c, 1700). Both show that they often had as much trouble to

understand Patahjali as have we.

Save for Bhartrhari, Patahjali closes the line of great gram-

marians. We do not doubt that he drew on the speech of his

day ;
his preface insists on the absurdity of learning words that

are not used, and like Katyayana he views Panini in the light of

a living language. Thereafter use is made of the three great

grammarians, efforts are made to explain them, or to re-expound

their systems for purposes ofmore effective exposition, but nothing

is done to restate the facts of language with reference to living

speech. For reasons which we cannot certainly explain, the

authority of Panini and his immediate followers prevailed ; devia-

tions from his rules were even in great poets like Kalidasa deemed
to be errois.

One commentary of Panini deserves piaise for its extent of

information, its comparative clearness, and its evidence ofchanges

in PaninPs text, the Kdfikd Vriti^ of Jayaditya and Vamana,

which was written before I-tsing visited India, when he found it

regularly used by Chinese in order to study Sanskrit grammar,

and when he records its school use by boys for five years after

attaining fifteen years of age* Books i~v seem to have been

^ Cf. B. Geiger, Mahabhdsya su P. vi 4. 22 undi32 (SWA 1908).

^ Ed. with PujjiyarajVs comm., BenSS. 1887-1907; Kielhom, IA. xii 226 ff
;

Fathak, JBRAS. xviii, 541 ff.

® BUhler, pp. 71 ; Peterson, Report, i, p. 26.

* Ed. Benares, 1898 ; B. Liebick, Zwet Kaptiel der (1892) ; on Paninas text,

Kielhom, IA. xvi. 178 E
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Jayaditya's; presumably Vamana finished it by reason of his

death. A coinment on it was written c. 700 by the Buddhist

Jinendrabuddhi, and theiV^^^^ referred to by Magha^ appears to

be this book. Another Buddhist, Qaranadeva, wrote in 1 1 7a under

the supervision of Sarvaraksita a Durghatavrtti^ dealing with

the difficult passages of Panini’s text. Among his many cita-

tions are three verses of the Jawiavatlvijaya of a Panini, whose

identity with the grammarian we may safely dismiss as unproved.

But Panini could not teach Sanskrit, for which end his grammar

was not written. For such purpose re-writing and re-arrange-

ment were essential, giving us {c. 1400) Ramacandra’s

kaumudlf based on which is Bhattoji Diksita’s well-known and

not unsatisfactory Siddkantakaumudlf^ on which he wrote a

comment, the Praudhamanoramd, From it come two school

grammars of Varadaraja, Madhyasiddhdntakaumudl and Laghu-

kaumudi?

As we have seen, P^ini presupposes an Unddisutra^ \
our

extant text contains late words like dlnara or mihira and omits

some, e.g. pdniha mentioned by Patanjali
;
^akatayana or Vara-

ruci is given as author. The Dhdtupdtha goes back in substance

to Panini
;

it gives the roots according to classes, with indicatory

letters containing information regarding their formation ; on it are

based the Dkdtupradipa of Maitreyaraksita, the Daiva of Deva,

and the Purtisakdra^ a joke on the name, by Krsnallla9uka,’^

who is later than Hemacandra, and the Mddhaviya Dhdtuvrtti^

ascribed to Sayana’s brother Madhava in the fouiteenth century.

The Ganapdtha has been interpolated, and Vardhamana^s Gana-

mtnamahodadhi'^ (1140) is not based on it but on some other

grammar. Rules on accent, Vedic and classical, are dealt with

in the PhiUutra of ^antanava, who is later than Patanjali. The
rules of interpretation which govern the construction of the

^ ii. II 2. Ed. by Snsh Chandra Chafcravarti (Rajshahi, 1914 ff), see 1. 47, 48 on

the authorship of the Kapikd, On it is based Punisottamadeva*s BMsdvrtti (c, 1 150) ;

ed. 1918,

^ Ed. TSS, 6, 1909. 3 5^ Vidyabhusana, JPASB, 1908, pp. 593 ff.

* Ed. Bombay, 1882. Date seventeenth century.

^ Ed. and tians. J. R, Ballantyne, Benares, 1867.

® Ed. Bohtlingk, St. Petersburg, 1844; Ujjvaladatta^s comm., ed. London, 1859.
^ Ed. TSS. 1, 1905.
* Ed. Famtt, iv-Yiii, jcvu-xix. ® Ed. J. Eggelmg, London, 1879.
« Ed. F. Kielhom, AKM. iv. a, i86d.
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grammar must have been early formulated, if not explicitly laid

down by Panini himself
;
of several collections, that commented

on by NagojI Bhatta in his Partbhdsendtigekhara ^
is best known*

3. TAe Later Schools

The later schools present no features ot essential interest and
may be reviewed briefly. The oldest was probably the Kdtantra^
‘ little treatise/ called also Kaumdra or Kdldpa, the latter names
indicating acceptance of the legend that its author Qai vavarman
wrote under (piva’s special favour. The legend which brings him
into contact with Satavahana has been noted and its worth ques-

tioned.® What is certain is that in Kashmir and Bengal the work
had much influence, and that it affected deeply the Pali grammar
of Kaccayana and the Dravidian grammarians. Originally of

four books, it appears with supplements both in the Tibetan

translation and in Durgasihha^s commentary; fragments have
been found in Central Asia,* and the DJidtupdtha is extant only

in the Tibetan version. In addition to Durgasinha’s Vrtti on
which he himself wrote a Ttkd^ a sort of commentary is provided

in Ugrabhutfs Qisyahttdnydsa (1000).® Tibetan tradition ascribes

to Qarvavarman the use of the grammar of Indragomin, and this

work seems to have been popular among the Buddhists of Nepal,

but it is lost, though the reality of its author’s existence is certain.

Use is made in the Kdfikd Vrtii^ without acknowledgement,

of the Candra Vydkarana^ the grammar of Candra, which was
popular in the Buddhist countries, Kashmir, Tibet, and Nepal,

and which reached Ceylon. The date is uncertain, for Bhartrhari

and Kalhana ascribe to Candra study of the Makdbkdsya^ while

south Indian tradition connects him with Vararuci and makes
him condemn the Mahdbhd^a as much talk with few ideas. He
alludes in his grammar to a victory of a Jarta over the Hunas,

^ Ed. and trans. Kielhoni, BSS. 1868 j
ed. AnSS, 72.

® Ed., with Dniifasinha’s comm., J. Eggehng, BI, 1874-8. See B Liebich, Eznfuh-
rtmg in dtt ind, emhezm, Sprmhwissmschaft (Heidelberg, 1919), who dismisses the

work of Indragomin, now lost; cf. Kielhorn, lA. xv. 18 1 f.

* Wintemitz (GIL. 111. 379) suggests the third centtiry k d.
^ Cf. L. Finot, Musim^ 1911, p. 192.

* Sacban, AWemni^ u 135; JOodietan Catal ii. 129.
* Ed. B. Liebich, X^eipzig, 190a

; comm., 1918.
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which points to A. D* 470 as an earliest date, and A. D. 600 seems

at least as likely if we may trust Chinese sources He wrote a

comment on his own grammar, and has a distinct terminology

from that of Panini, though he is essentially dependent on him.

A Dhaiupdtha^ Ganapdtha^ Unddisutra^ and Partbhdsdsutra

belong to the text, and c. 1200 the monk Ka9yapa wrote a

BdldvabodJtana which became popular in Ceylon.

The Jains, in their turn, had grammars of their own. The

Jainendra Vydharana} ascribed to the Jinendra, really written

by Pujyapada Devanandin, perhaps was composed c. 678. The
Qdkaidyana Vydkarana ^ belongs to the reign of Amoghavarsa

(814-77), when Qakatayana compiled It, using the terminology

of Panini, of Candra, and also of the yainendra. The grammar

has besides a full commentary, abridged by Yaksavarman in his

Cintdmaniy works on Dhdtu^ Gana, Unddzy Paribhasd^ and a

Lingdnu^dsana, Based on it is the Siddhahemacandra or Haima

Vydkarana^ written for Jayasihha Siddharaja who had eight

older works brought from Kashmir for his use
5
the work is

practical in arrangement and teiminology, which is mainly that

ofih&Kdtantra^ and omits, of course, Vedic gi-ammar and accent.

Hemacandra wrote two commentaries, an Unddiganasutra and

a Dhdtupdtka.^

Other grammars won local acceptance, most at a late date.

The Samkstpiasdra ^ of Kramadifvara, its commentary revised

by Jumaranandin, deals in seven chapters with Sanskrit, in an

eighth with Prakrit grammar; its popularity was in western

Bengal, and it was wiitten after 1150. Vopadeva’s Mngdha-

bodha ® and Kavikalpadrtma^ on roots, won greatest popularity

in Bengal and were written after 1250 under Mahadeva of Deva-

giri. Eastern Bengal favoured Padmanabhadatta*s Supadmavyd-

karana (1375), Bihar and Benares the Sdrasvatl Prakriyd with

commentary by AnubhutisvarQpa.

Ofgrammatical and lexical importance are the Lingamigasanas^

treatises on gender, similar to those appended to the lexica.

* Ed Pandit^ N.S. xxxir-xxxiv,

* Ed. london, 1913. Cf. Pathak, ABL j. 7 ff.

s Kieihorn, WZKM. ii. 18 ff. < Ed. J. Kirste, Vieima, 1895-9.
^ See Zacbariae, Bszz. v. aa ff. ; IOC i. 218 ff. ; ii. 278.

« Ed, Bohtlingk, St. Petersburg, 1847 ;
IOC. 1. 230 ff.

^ Frauke, Bit inddschen Cmmrtgiln (Kiel, 1S90).
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That ascribed to Panini cannot be so old ; that in Arya verses

ascribed to Vararuci is known to the Lihgdnufdsana of Harsa-

deva (606-47) and Vamana {c. 800). We have also texts

ascribed to Qakatayana and Hemacandra.^

4. Grammars of Prakrit

It is clear that the Prakrit grammars^ which we have were

written under the direct influence of Sanskrit grammars. The

tradition which ascribes to Panini a Prakrit grammar is doubt-

less a mere invention to honour Prakrit, and the further conten-

tion that Katyayana produced the Prdkrtaprakdga ^ of Vararuci

is equally absurd. That grammar handles Maharastrl very fully,

in nine chapteis, then gives one each to Pai^aci, MagadhI, and

(Jaurasem, treating Maharastri as the highest form, but finding

Sanskrit as the original of all Piakrits. The forms of these

Prakrits are clearly later than those of A^vaghosa and reflect

perhaps the works of the third century A. D. at earliest What is

certain is that Vararuci, if we give this name to the author^ was

commented on by Bhamaha, the writer on poetics (c, 700). The

relative age of Vararuci and Canda, author of the Prdkrtalak-

Sana ^
is disputed ;

unhappily that woik has come down in the two

recensions, and, even if one is older than Vararuci, the other is

younger, while its original views on many important points, as to

retention ofinter-vocalic consonants, depend on dubious readings
;

it may give us a stage not otherwise represented of Arsa or

Ardhamagadhi, the Prakrit of the Jains, it gives one Sutia only

each to Apabhran9a, Paigaciki, and Magadhika. As we have

seen, another testimony as to a Prakrit is given by the chapter

on Prakrits in the Ndiyagdstra,

Vararuci seems to have belonged to the east—which is

another sign of distinction from Katyayana of the south. His

tradition is alleged to have been followed by a mysterious

Lanke^vara or Ravana,® who wrote z.Prdkriakdmadlienu on which

1 Ed. Gottingen, 1886.

2 Pischel, Grammaitk dir Frakrti-Spracken (1900),

» Ed. and trans. E. B. Cowell, Hertford, 1854.

« Ed. A F. R, Hoerale, BI, 1880,

» Grieyson, AMJV. ni. i. T2off. ; Mitra, Koikes^ ix, nos 3157, 3158, these

notices are quite inadequate foundations for any theory.

S14S F f
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is based Rama Tarkav^s9a’s Prdkrtakalpataru^ a work of the

seventeenth century, which again was used by Markandeya’s

Prdkriasarvasva in that century, while Kramadifvara’s section

on Prakrit grammar represents the same school. Lanke^vara is

also credited with a comment on ^esanaga’s Prdkriavydkarana^

sutra—not, as stated by Grierson, on his own work—and, as the

manuscripts alleged to contain his works have vanished, his exis-

tence is decidedly In the air.

The western school is held to be represented by the Vdlmlki-

sHtras which are lost in their original form, and are only pre-

served in a much expanded late version. In Hemacandra’s

grammai,^ book viii deals with Prakrit
;
he adds Arsa to the list

as a good Jain must, and takes note of Jain Maharastrl as well as

the ordinary Maharastri of the poets
;
besides PaijacT he places

Culikapai^acika, and handles Apabhranga, giving stanzas of

unknown source. For Maharastrl he cites Hala and the Setu<>

bandha^ for Pai9ac!, it seems likely, the Brhatkatkd^ probably, how-

ever, not in the original version. He is followed by Trivikrama

in his Prdkrtagahddnu^dsana^ who uses the Vdlmtkt Sutra ter-

minology, by Sinharaja (14th cent.) in the Prdkriarupdvaidra^

by Laksmidhara (i6th cent.) in the Sadbhdsdcandrikd and

others.

This account, however, of the schools is based on inadequate

grounds, for Ravana is merely a name to us. In the case of the

Vdhmki Sutra we have more evidence, for the Sutras are recog-

nized in different forms by Trivikrama, Sinharaja, and Laksmi-

dhara. But the question arises whether it is correct to assume

that they are older than Hemacandra. Trivedi/ from a com-
parison in detail with the Sutra of that author, bolds that the

Vdhntki Sutra is an improved version of the work of Hema-
candra, basing his conclusion on the fact that the Sutras are

sometimes better expressed, sometimes abridged, Hemacandra.
Against this has been set by Hultzsch * the fact that, as both the

text of the Vdlmiki Sutra, when preserved alone, and Laksmi-
dhara, towhom we may add the fambAura/iasya, ascribe the Sutra

* Rd. Pischel, Halle, 187^-80.
® T, Laddu, Prale^mena zu Trivikramits PrakrU^Orammaitk (1912)
® Ed E. Hultzsch, JLondon, 1909. Cf. Keith, IOC. ii. 299.
* ShaibMshtkhanirikO, pp, $ ff. * PrakrtarUp^mtara, p. vii.
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to the author of the Ramdyana, the work can hardly have come
into being after the date of Hemacandra. This, however, is

decidedly conjectural, for we have no certainty of Trivikrama’s

date. All that is certain is that he wrote after Hemacandra and
before Laksmidhara and the Raindpana of Kumarasvamin, who
was a son of Mallinatha, Now Laksmidhara was, it seems, the

prot%6 of Tiriimalaraja ^ of the third dynasty of Vijayanagara,

who flourished about the middle ofthe sixteenth century A. D., and
Kumarasvamin’s father Mallinatha lived before A.D. 1532, when
a verse of his appears in an inscription,^ and after A. D. 1400,

since he quotes the Vasantardjlya {c. 1400).® Kumarasvamin
also knows Laksmidhara, so that there can be no real doubt of

the latter's date. We, therefore, can hardly say that the

Vdlmtki Sutra could not have been composed after Hema-
candra, and at present this seems the most probable conclusion.

Sinharaja’s date is also quite dubious
;
the reference * to the four-

teenth century is conjectural, and it is possible that he is really

later than Bhattoji Diksita. Laksmidhara and he agree in treat-

ing of Mahaiastri as the Prakrit par excellence^ and then shortly

giving the particular features of ^auraseni, Magadhi, Pai9aci,

Culikapai9aci, and Apabhran9a. Of other giammarians Marka-
ndeya is noteworthy for his treatment of a large number of

forms of Prakrit as a result of his revising the tradition ofvarieties

of dramatic Piakrit; he treats of five principal divisions, Mahara-
strl, Qauraseni, Pracya, AvantI with Bahllki, and Magadhi with

ArdhamagadhI, and also of ^akarl, Candall, Qabarl with Abhlri

and Audhri, TakkI, Nagara and Upanagara Apabhran9a, and
Pai9acL It would be interesting to know how far he based

his work on earlier writers, how far on the study of texts ; that

the latter was the case in the seventeenth century, when Prakrit

was far more of a dead language than Sanskrit, must, despite

Grierson's assumption^ that Markandeya was a predecessor of

Pischel, be regarded as wholly implausible, and the fact that Rama
Tarkavagl9a by no means agrees with his statements suggests

that both were more or less intelligent compilers, not original

investigators.

* Hultzsch, III^ p. viii, El. iii. 338. * lA v 20 «
® ET iv. 327 ; Hultesch, p. iv, n. 4 * Wmternitz, GIL. iii. 406, n. 2

’ AMJV. ni, i. 123.
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The value of the Prakrit gramtnaiians has been stiongly depre-

ciated by Bloch ^ and Gawrohski,^ while it has been defended by

Pischel ® amon^ others. On the whole they do not make a very

favourable impression
;
their rules are often obviously much too

wide, a fault shared by them with the Sanskrit grammarians

;

moreover, they have clearly often generalized, while for many
difficulties they afford no aid. On the other hand, recent investi-

gations regarding Apabhrahga ^ have proved that they had often

real grounds for forms which they give, and it must be remem-

bered that they are often poorly preserved and inadequately

explained.

The Pali grammarians, though they are deeply influenced by
Sanskrit grammar, yet do not assume that Sanskrit is the source

whence Pali is derived, and they write in Pali, not Sanskrit.

Like the Prakrit grammarians, they draw from literature for their

models, not from spoken languages. Kaccayana, the most

famous, is later than Buddhaghosa, not perhaps befoie the

eleventh centuiy
;
he uses freely the Kdtantra as well as Panini;

Moggallana, in the twelfth century, who started a rival grammar,

shows the influence of Candra also. The Burmese monk Agga-

vansa’s Saddanlti (1154), which has won fame in Burma and even

in Ceylon, depends on Kaccayana.^

Vararuci und Hemacandra (1893), pp 30 ff.

® KZ xliv 247 ff.

® Gramm» der Prakrit-Sprachen^ pp 45 f
'

* Jacobi, Sanaikumdracaritat pp xxiv ff.

® Franke, Zur Ge$chichte und Kntik der etnketmiscken Pdlt-Grummahk und
Lexthographie^ and Geiger, Pdh^ Sansknt is used for a Kanarese grammar in

Bhattakalankadeva’s Karndtaha^abddnti^sana (ed. Bangalore, 1933), written c, 1600

A. n.
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CIVIL AND RELIGIOUS LAW (DHARMAgASTRA)

I. The Origin of the Dharmagastras

I
T was perfectly natural that when Sutras began to be com-
posed on matters of ritual there should be adopted the

practice of including in these texts instructions on matters

closely akin to ritual, the daily life of the people, their duties of

all kinds, including matters which more advanced civilization

would classify as questions of etiquette and social usage, moral,

legal, or religious. Included of course in such lules must be

regulation of all issues affecting caste, especially the vital one of

marriage, and, as it was clearly customary for Brahmins to be

approached to act as arbitrators in disputes or to advise as to

the due custom, these books came to serve in some measure as

rudimentary texts on law. Sutras of this kind were distinguished

as Dharmasutras from those dealing with the more formal and

the domestic ritual, the grautasutras and Grhyasutras, but vre

may assume that no very vital distinction was originally felt

between the various parts, and the whole could rank as one

Kalpasutra. Like Sutras in general, they were composed in

prose, usually as briefly as possible, but with giokas or Tristubh

verses here and there interposed to justify a doctrine or sum it

up effectively.

Of these old Dharmasutras several are preserved but in different

conditions. One of the oldest is the Gautamlya Dharmagdstra ^

—the title Dharmasutra is here as in other cases merged in the

wider name ; it seems to belong to the Rariayanlya school of the

Sdmaveda^ and its text is not free from interpolation. Another

old text is the Hdrlia Dharmagdstra ^ in thirty Adhyayas, extant

in one manuscript. Both these are mentioned by the Vdsistha

1 Ed. London, 1876; AttSS. dl, 19x0; BS. 50, 1917 ; trans. G. Buhler, SBE. u.

On all these teats see J, Jolly, R^kt und SUte (1896).

^ Jolly, lA. XXV. 147 1 ; OC. X, li- 117 ff
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Dharmofostra} which, however, is preserved either in frag-

mentary or interpolated manuscripts ;
it mentions Manu as an

authority while it is quoted in the Manu Smriz, Apparently we
may believe Kumarila when he assigns it to a lost Rgveda school,

the Vasisthas. Yama and Prajapati appear in it as authoiities.

The BaudJmyana Dharmagdstra ^ and the Apastamblya Dharma-
sutra ® are both parts ofgreater complexes, Sutras ofschools ofthe

Black Yajurveda^ but the former is interpolated, while the latter

Is well preserved. The school of Hiranyake9in is as usual closely

akin to the Apastamblya. The dates of these works have often

been determined ^ on the assumption that the Apastamblya by

reason of its incorrectnesses of speech, and its treatment of the

Vedic Qvetaketu of the Qaiapatha Brahmana among recent per-

sonages, cannot be placed later than the fourth or fifth century

B. C., but this natuially depends on many assumptions including

that of the date of Panini, and it might be wiser to place the date

as far down as the second or third century B. C.

The Vaisnava Dharmafdstra^ is even more strikingly inter-

polated, for Vaisnavas have turned it into the shape ofa dialogue

between Visnu and the earth* In fact, however, it goes back to

a Dharmasutra of the Kathaka school of the Black Yajurveda^

just as the Harlta, which as it stands is in prose with much verse

intermingled, represents the Maitrayanlya school. The writing

up of the Vaisnava shows knowledge of Greek terms ofastronomy

and astrology, and cannot be placed before the third century

A. D. The Vaikhdnasa Dharmofdstra ® in three chapters deals

with the duties of the castes and of the different stages of the life

of the Brahmin, but predominantly with the period of life when
asceticism should be practised* It has the appearance of a late

work drawn up in the Sutra style, but it may contain some matter

which was given in the older text known to BaudhayanaJ Grave
doubt exists as to the antiquity of the alleged Dharmasutras of

* Ed. BSS. 23, 1916; tisms. SBE, xir,

® Ed. AKM 8, 1884 and 1932 ; trans. SBE, xiv.

^ Ed. BSS. 1892-4 j trans. SBE. ii.

* See Wmtemitz, GIL. iu, 480 f.

* 3Ed. BI. xSSi
;
trans. SBE. vii.

^ Ed. TSS* 28* 19^3* Xh. Bloch, (Uts O^ThyOi"' utui JDhafyfuisiiilfit

Vatkhanasa (1896).
^ it 6. II. 14.
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Paithinasi, attached to the Aiharvaveday of Qahkhalikhita ^

attached to the White Yaptrveda^ of U9anas, Ka9yapa, Brhas-

pati, and others. We may reasonably suspect that the works

passing under these names were later imitations of the older

style of Sutras
;
in the case of giankhalikhita it certainly seems

that the sages (Jahkha and Likhita owe their existence to a mis-

understanding of the old idea of the fate or law written by the

gods on men's foreheads.

The unsatisfactory state of the text of these works is a proof of

what was inevitable, the decline in importance of the old Vedic

schools, which had formerly preserved the text intact, so that

for instance a Vaisnava sect could appropriate to itself the old

Kathaka Dharmasutra. There developed instead at an early

date, it would seem, the tendency to study law, in the widest

sense of that term, in special schools, which therefore were not

content to adopt the practices of any single Vedic school. To
the activities of these schools we doubtless owe the vast amount

of didactic verse which we find in the Mahdbharata^ and in the

later law-books. These schools, however, were strictly Brah-

manical, and they stood out in point of view from the schools of

Arthagdstra which we shall have to consider, and which dealt with

politics and practical life from the standpoint, not of the old

Brahmanical code, but of practical commonsense as engendered

by actual contact with administration in ail its branches. They

represent in contrast to these schools the Brahmanical ideals in

their widest sense as opposed to these ideals transmuted under

the pressure of the functions arising from active participation in

the direction of affairs ;
they represent in a sense the general

Brahmanical feeling as contrasted with the narrow realism of the

Purohitas, domestic priests, and their associates.

2. The Smrii ofManu

This is the point of view from which we can best understand

the origin of the Mdnava Dharmafdstra or Mann Smrti^ and the

later Smrtis* These works have the common characteristic that

1 Ludwig, WZKM. XV. 307 ff.

* Cf. the German evidence of the close relation of epic poetry, legal poetry, and

religious works; R. Koegel, d&r dmtschm Lin*, u i. 97> 242 if.
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they claim to be generally applicable to all orthodox Hindus and

cover the duties of all the castes
;
though they differ from the

Dharmasutras proper by the much greater development which

they accord to the duties of the king and the distinctly more

advanced treatment of what we style civil and criminal law.

Their compilers, it is clear, drew largely on the floating mass of

popular principles, and they adopted the verse form in which this

was couched, while they were under the influence of the epic

with its practical illustration of principles of polity and its easy

versification which presented comparative simplicity of imitation.

Even later law-books acknowledge beside the Qruti, holy writ,

and the Smrtis themselves the usage of experts (fistdedra) and

the customs of places, castes, and families as sources of law, and

these naturally were exploited by the makers of the Smrtis.

Further, in order to secure acceptance for their works, they were

only too anxious to ascribe them divine provenance and to pass

them off as the utterances of old sages.

That one of these sages was Manu followed naturally from the

fact that as the man who escaped the deluge,^ accepted by some

authorities at least, he was the renewer of sacrificial ordinances

and the dispenser of maxims of justice. The TaittirlyaSamhitd^

declares that all he said was medicine, Yaska ^ cites him—not

our text—for the law ofsuccession, the Grhyasutras, the Dharma-

sutras, the epic repeatedly assert that Manu said so and so.

Only in part do these assertions agree with the Manu Smrti
;

even A5vaghosa*s ^ citations of a Mdnava Dharma agree only

twice with that text. An investigation of the epic ® reveals that,

without any citation of Manu, there are especially in books iii,

xii, and xvi, 260 verses, say a tenth of the Smrti, in substance

and largely even in form identical with verses of the Smrti, As
in some cases the epic, in others the Smrti, shows the more
original form, the priority of either may be excluded, and the

verses be referred to a common source ; this is supported by the

recurrence of similar phenomena in other cases, the Vdsistka

Dharmofdsira having 39, the text of Visnu 160 verses in

common. On the other hand, especially in book xiii of the epic,

^ (^aiapiiho, Brahmana^ L 5 7* * iL 2 . 10. a.

* ill* 4 * In the Vajrasmt, ifthat be his.

* See Buhler, SBE. xxv, whose trans. is most valuable.
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we find real knowledge in the form of citations with Manu as the

authority of the Manu Smrit
; the Narayanlya episode of xii

undoubtedly used the Dharma^astra of Manu and texts ascribed

to Uganas and Brhaspati. Manu again recognizes the heroes and

legends of the epic, so that it is clear that, while the older parts of

the epic were composed before the Manu Smrti and the didactic

parts of the text often merely draw from the same sources as the

Smrti, yet the Smrti was in existence much as it now is before

the epic was finally redacted as we have it. Unluckily this gives us

little help towards a genuine date, and the wide limits of^00 B. C.

to A.D. ct,oo are still all that can be legitimately asserted. The
former limit arises from the mention of Yavanas, ^akas, Kam-
bojas, and Pahlavas, showing that the work was written when the

frontiers were no longer safe from invasion, the latter by general

probability, and priority to the other Smrtis.

While we may readily believe that the kernel in some degree

of the Smrti was formed by an older Dharmasutra, and, while it

is natural to see in this the Mdnava Dharmasutra of a branch of

the Maitrayaniya school of the Black Yajurveda, it must be

admitted that no strict proofis possible. The Vdsistha Dharma^
fdstra ^ cites from the Manava a long passage in prose and verse

which agrees in part with the Smrti, and some minor detailed

similarities can be traced betw’^een the Smrti and the fortunately

extant G^hyasutra of the Manavas.^ The difficulties in the text

which here and there occur, and occasional incongruities, may best

be accounted for by use of an old Sutra. The Smrti itself

ascribes its origin to Brahman, whence it came to men via Manu
and Bhrgu ; while the Ndrada Smrti tells of a Smrti in 100,000

verses by Manu reduced to 32,000 by Narada, 8,000 by Marka-
ndeya and 4><50o by Sumati, son of Bhrgu. This might suggest

that there was a successive series of redactions of the original

Sutra, and the inconsistencies in the Smrti, as well as later allu-

sions to a Vrddha-Manu and Brhan^Manu^ have been adduced

in support of this view. It seems, however, much more pro-

bable that the Smirtl is an early attempt at composition, whence

* iv* 5-8

* F. von Bxn^e, ZDMG. xxxia, 4^7 433 J tx, B. Beaman, On iht Smrm if
thi Dh^rma^i^tras ifManu nnd YajHavalfya (1895).

* G. Herbericb, Ziiati aus Vrddkamanu undBthanmanu (1893).
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its defects, while the larger texts were writings up of a popular

original. Unfortunately we cannot find any historical event to

explain precisely why the new effort became specially appro-

priate
; there was a Brahmanical revival in the first century

though on a small scale and no great duration, and the Gupta
revival of the fourth century is probably rather late for the com-

position of the work. In what sense it was an individual pro-

duction or the work of a group we cannot say.

Book i contains an interesting semi-philosophical account of

creation in the popular Pauranic type of a realistic Vedanta com-
bined with Samkhya terms, includingthe essential doctrine ofthe

three constituents of nature, which, however, is not independent

but a creation, as also are the souls. In ii the sources of law are

declared, and the duties of the student ;
in iii-v the householder

occupies attention; his marriage, daily rites, funeral offerings

(Hi), occupation and general rules of life (iv), lawful and forbidden

food, impurity and purification, and rules as to women. Book
vi deals with the two further stages of life, the hermit in the

forest and the ascetic. In vii we come to the duties of the king,

including general political maxims. In viii and ix we have civil

and criminal law, including procedure and evidence, especially

ordeals ; the topics are given as eighteen, a precision without any
parallel in the Sutras

;
recovery of debts ; deposit and pledge

;

sale without ownership
;

partnership concerns ; subtraction of

gifts ; non-payment of wages ; non-performance of agreement

;

rescission of sale and purchase
; masters and herdsmen

; disputes

as to boundaries
;
defamation

;
assault and hurt

;
theft ; violence ;

adultery ; duties of husband and wife
;
inheritance and partition

;

gambling and wagers. Book ix adds an account of the duties of

kings and of those of Vai9yas and Qudras, In x are dealt with

the mixed castes, the rules as to occupation affecting the castes,

and occupation in time of distress when normal rules must yield.

In xi we find rules for gifts, sacrifices and penances, while xii

follows the sinner to his retribution in the next life by the rules

of transmigration, and adds counsel regarding the means of

^ Cf. Uie Vikramaditya epoch ; in the second century B. c. Pu^amitra’s rule was
decidedly Brahmanical, and Wema Radphises was a Mahcfvara, devotee of ^iva

;

Bliaudarkar of Indkt^ pp. 63 ff.) would put Manu m the Gupta
era*
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attaining release. In this as in i we have the popular Vedanta

with strong Samkhya and Yoga influences.

The Manu Smrtt^ however, is not meiely important as a law-

book ; it is unquestionably rather to be compared with the great

poem of Lucretius, beside which it ranks as the expression of a

philosophy of life
; in that case, however, the views presented

were merely those of a school of wide but not commanding
influence , in Manu we have the soul of a great section of a

people. Characteristic also is the lack of individuality in the

work, which causes so deep a contrast with the passionate utter-

ances of Lucretius against the tyranny of superstition: tanium

religto potuit suadere inalorum. To the author instead all is per-

fectly ordered in a world created by the divine powder, regulated

according to the principle of absolute justice by that power.

Heretics existed, but they aie passed over with severe condemna-

tion
;
the life of cities and affairs is little in the thoughts of the

writer, who instead envisages a simple kingdom in which the

Brahmins take the first place, and in close accord with them,

enforcing their discipline, abides the king ; Vai9yas and Qudras,

the vast bulk of the people, are recognized, but disposed of with

a curious brevity, and nothing better than the doctrine of mixed

castes, into which even the Yavana and Qaka are pressed, is

adduced to account for the vast numbers who had no claim to be

even Vaifyas or Qudras. The hand of a nairow religion lies

heavily over the work, and its pedantry is seen in the treatment

of infinitely small transgressions of etiquette as crimes requiring

grave penalties hereafter, if not in this world, but remediable by

penances to be ordered by the Brahmins—a source of profitable

employment. The failure to evolve any clear plan is obvious,

but in complete agreement with Indian modes of thought.

Some advance, too, is visible—doubtless derived from the law

schools in the classification of the topics of law, for the five which

are concerned with criminal law are grouped together even if they

appear between sections on civil law ; moreover, beside the old

relentless cruelty of primitive law, there does appear recognition

of the necessity of considering not the mere act, but also the

motive of the doer. Law, however, appears not as the possession

of the people, but as the privilege of the king, and the king has

a sanctity only inferior to the Brahmin ; he is a divine creation,
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doubtless a deliberate attack on the Buddhist doctrine of a social

contract which made the king a mere wage-receiver, a doctrine

which the more realistic Arthagastra actually enunciates. The

king rewards his supporters by obeying their claims to exemp-

tion from punishment for all save the gravest crimes, and the

work insists throughout on preferring the high to the low, in lieu

of exacting from those in high place a nobler standard of con-

duct. In these demands for the Brahmins, and in a certain

vagueness throughout in the legal sections, it is easy to lecognize

the hand of the theorist rather than of the practical lawyer. We
are seeing law, indeed, but through a somewhat distorting

medium in which ethical considerations obscure our vision ; thus

the use of torture which the Artliagastra urges is ignored in

favour of the ordeal, which the Brahmins preferred both on ideal

grounds and as involving their aid in administration. Rationalism

,

of course, is utterly fore^n to the spirit of the writer, but his

command of language, his earnestness, his happy similes, his

carefully handled metre which almost approaches the standard

of correctness of the classical poets, while it preserves some tinge

of epic variety, combine to render the work a striking one, how^

ever ludicrous may seem to us Nietzsche's ^ preference of it to the

Bible.

The work is rich in happy expressions of principle; the time

for retirement to the forest is given as :

grkasihas iu yadd pagyed valipalitam dtmanafy

dpaiyasyaiva cdpatyam taddranyam samdgrayet^

* When he sees wrinkles on his face and gray in his hair, and

a son bom to his son, then should the householder fare to the

forest’ The king’s divinity is absolute

:

bah pi ndvamantavyo manusya iti bhumipah

makatl devatd hy esd nararupena tistkatL

* Though a child, a king must not be despised on the score of

mere humanity; in him a great deity is embodied in human
shape/ The claims of righteousness to respect are effectively*

depicted

:

^ Antichrist^ § 56 ; zur Mac&t, | 194, cited by Wintemxtz, GIL, iih 493,
». I. On the metre see Oldenbeig, ZPMG. xw. xSi ff.
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ekah prajdyate jantur eka eva prallyaie

eko ^nubhiihkte sukrtam eka eva ca dnskriam,

mrtagarlram utsrjya kdsthalostasamam bhuvt

vtmtikhd bdndhavd ydnti dharmas tarn anugacckati.

‘ Alone man is born, alone he dies, alone he reaps the fruit of

good and of evil done by him. Laying down on the ground the

body of the dead as if it were a clod or a log, the kin depart with

face averted ;
righteousness alone is his companion/ In the

philosophical parts the tone often rises to a grave dignity, remi-

niscent of the Bhagavadglid.

Comments on the Smrti are many ; that of Medhatithi is not

later than the ninth centmy, Govindaraja belongs to the twelfth

and the popular Kulluka, who follows him, to the fifteenth. The

influence of the text is attested by its acceptance in Burma,

Siam, and Java as authoritative, and the production of works

based on it.

3, The Later Smrtis

If we were to believe the Ndrada Smrti} it w'ould represent

an older account of Manu's views than the Menu Smrti, hut the

claim is disproved by the contents ;
it subdivides titles of law

into 132, has 15 kinds of slaves, 21 ways of acquiring property,

5 ordeals, ii classes of witnesses, and lays great stress on

records in procedure and written proofs. The term dlndra

suggests a date not before the second century A.D. ,
Bana in the

seventh knows it, and Asahaya commented on it in the eighth.

It is preserved in two recensions ; a prose preface in one claims

it as chapter ix of Narada^s recension of Manu, and an old

Nepalese manuscript supports the claim, but its validity is

dubious. The text cannot vie with Manu in importance, but it

here and there contains passages of the same earnestness, as in

the admonishments directed to witnesses warning them that

^ truth is the one mode of winning purity, truth the ship that

bears men to heaven, truth weighed against a thousand horse

sacrifices outweighs them, truth is the highest oblation, the

highest asceticism, the highest morality, truth the summit of
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bltss, by telling truth man attains by himself the highest self

which is itself truth/

The Brhaspati Smrti^ is extant only in fragments, but its

character is clear; it is almost a Varttika on Manu whom it

supplements. But it is distinctly more advanced in legal view

even than Narada; it develops further the treatment of records,

and it approves, quite out of harmony with Manu, the practice of

widow burning
;

its date may be assigned to the sixth or seventh

century.

These texts are of minor importance compared with the

Yajhavalkya Smrii^ whose title recalls the great authority of

the White Yajurveda
;
in point of fact some similarity has been

traced to the Pdraskara Grhyasuira of that Veda, though also

to the Mdnava Grhyasuira, The Smrti refers to the Brhadd-

ranyaia Upanisad^ so that the connexion may be accepted as

valid. There can be no doubt of its importance or of its posteri-

ority to Manu. It adds written documents to his means of proof,

recognizes five in lieu of two ordeals, fire and water, it also knows

Greek astrology, and has the term ndnaka for coined gold,

suggesting a date not before A.D. 300. The arrangement is

better than in Manu
; three chapters of about the same length

handle rules of conduct, Acara, law, Vyavahara, and penances
;

the eighteen topics of Manu which are not formally enumerated

are in effect adhered to with the addition of one of relations of

service and another on miscellaneous topics. Yajnavalkya shows
many of the traits of Manu ; his outlook is largely similar, and
he indulges in philosophical remarks on the fate of the soul in

much the same strain of Vedanta-Yoga-Samkhya as appears in

Manu. New is an embryology taken from some medical treatise/

In style there is much resemblance to Manu, but there is less

elaboration. The whole duty of man is thus set forth :

saiyam asieyam akrodho hrlh gaucam dhtr dhriir damah
safkyaiendriyaid vidyd dkarmah sarva uddhriak.

* Truth, honesty, mildness, modesty, purity, wisdom, firmness,

» Trans. J. Jolly, SBE. xxxiii. ; cf WZKM, i. 275 ff.

» Ed. and trans. A. F, Stenjder, Berlin, 1849 j with Mtidksard, Bombay, i8Sa j

trans. SBH. 2, 1909.
* For hjs anatomy Qi Hoerole, Osteehgy^ pp. 37 if.
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self-control, the restraint of the senses, learning, these make up
the whole of righteousness ’ Release is won by the knowledge
of self : in the midst of the veins is a circle

:

mattdalam tasya madhyasiha dtmd dlpa tvdcalah

sa jneyas tarn vidttveha ptmar djdyate na tu,

‘ In the midst of that circle abides the self as if a motionless
light ; it must be known, and knowing it no man is born again
to life/ But a very much simpler duty is pleached for kings ;

ndtah parataro dharmo nrpdndm yad randrjitam
viprebhyo dlyate dravyam prajdbhyag cdbhayam sadd.

‘ No higher duty is there than this forkings, to give to Brahmins
wealth won in battle and ever to afford protection to their

people/ In language and metre Yajnavalkya conforms closely

to the style of Manu,
Yajnavalkya formed the subject of a very large number of

important commentaries
;

the best known, the Mitdksard of
Vijfianefvara, was written in the south in the eleventh century,
and constitutes an important treatise on law, which won accept-

ance in the Deccan and also in Benares and north India ;
Cole-

brooke^s version ^ of the section on inheritance gave it currency
in the English courts in India. The author used the work of
Vifvarupa;^ Apararka® wrote on the Smrti in the twelfth

century, while Balambhatta Vaidyanatha and his wife Laksmf-
devl^ commented on the Mitdksard in an interesting manner,
emphasizing the claims ofwomen to property rights.

Other Smrtis exist in indefinite numbers ®—one list mentions
152 ; in many cases we have Laghu^ Brhat^ or Vrddha forms of
the same text, or the same name is given to quite different texts,

A Pai'a^ara appears as an authority in Yajnavalkya and is cited

by Medhatithi, but the Pard^ara SmrU^ on which Madhava
wrote in the fourteenth century an elaborate comment, adding
a chapter on law to those on custom and penance of the original,

is doubtless later than either of these authois. A Brkat version

Two Treatises on the Hiftdu L<m ofInheritance (1810).
® Jolly, GK 1904, pp. 402 ff. ; ed, TSS. ^4 and 8r.
* Ed, AnSS. 46, 1903-4. ^

* Ed. BI. 1904 ff.

* 28 ed. Bombay, 1S83
, n » AnSS, 48. Cf, IOC. i. 37a ff. ; ii, 367 ff.

* Ed. BI. 1890-2; ,BSS. 1893-1919, tr^ns, BL 1887.
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of this text is five times as long. We have various texts ascribed

to Atri, U9anas, Apastamba, Daksa, ^ankha, Likhita, Saihvarta,

and so on, but more interesting than these which hardly touch

on law proper are certain authors of whom we have but frag-

ments; Pitamaha^ appears already in Brhaspati as an authority

on ordeals
; Katyayana and Vyasa agree often with Narada and

Brhaspati, and juristic verses by Harlta are found which are not

in the Dharma9astra preserved. The number of Smrtis can be

augmented from the epic and the Puranas which contain long

sections which might as well be Smrtis
;
thus in a manuscript of

the epic is found a Brhad Gautamasmrti which is quite different

from the old text of Gautama.

4. Tke Digests ofLaw

It was a natural result of the number of these Smrtis that the

need was felt for compilations, and we find from the twelfth

century onwards many of these digests, Dharmanibandha, pre-

pared at the order of kings. One of the earliest is the Smrtikal-

fataru of Laksmidhara, foreign minister of Govindacandra of

Kanauj (1105-43), who includes religious as well as civil and

criminal law and the law of procedure. Halayudha’s Brdhmana->

sarvasva^ written for Laksmanasena of Bengal, deals with the

whole duty of a Brahmin, and is only in minor degree a law-

book. The same remark applies to Devanna Bhatta's Smrtica-

ndrikd {c, laoo), the work of a southern author, and to Hemadri’s
Caturvargacinidmani^ in which, written between j%6o and 1309
for Yadava princes, he sets out in enormous detail rules of vows,

offerings, pilgrimages, the attainment of release, and offerings to

the dead. This text is exceptionally rich in Smrti citations in

extenso, as is also the Madanapdrijdia * of Vi9ve5vara who wrote
for Madanapala (1360-70!, mainly on religious duties, but also

on the law of succession. Much more important for law are the

Smrtiratmkara^ of Canrie9vara, minister of Harasinhadeva
{c. and the Cinidmanis^ of Vacaspati, who wrote for

^ K. Scriba, Dk FragmmU des Ptiamaha (1902).
* Ed. Calcutta, 1893. s

< Ed, BL 1893. « Vivddamtmkara, ed, BI. 1887.
* PivSdactnidmaHif cd. Calcutta, 1837.
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Harinarayana of Mithila (c. 1510), Before the fifteenth century, in

all probability, Jimutavahana produced his legal woik, Dharma-
ratna^ containing the famous Ddyabhdga ^ which dominates the

views of Bengal on inheritance* In the following century

Raghunandana wrote his twenty-eight treatises, Tattvas^ which

won special acceptance as regards ordeals, procedure, and inherit-

ance. The seventeenth century saw the Nirnayasindku of

Kamalakara, which is still a religious authority in the Maratha

country, the Blmgavantabhdshara of Nilakantha, and the encyclo-

paedic Vlramitrodaya ^ of Mitra Mi9ra who also commented on

the Mitdksard^ and whose work touches on astrology and

medicine as well as the doctrine of emancipation.

The works of these authors, meiitorious in their own way,

never exhibit the highest qualities of legal interpretation. They
were bound to follow authority, and they fail to evolve any

independence of attitude to that authority, or to do more than

exhibit very considerable ability in reconciling the irreconcilable,

and establishing the legitimacy of a custom of their district by
torturing ancient texts which obviously meant something else.

How far their citations were from really old authorities it is

impossible to say; that verses were freely forged when it was

impossible to check the process may be guessed, especially as the

epic ranked as a high authority and no one then, or now, could

assert definitely what was or was not contained therein.

* Ed. Calcutta, 1863-6 ;
for date, see Keith, BotiL Cat,^ 1, App., p. 89 ,

for Vaca-

spati, p. 81

* Ed. ChSS. 1906 tf.
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THE SCIENCE OF POLITICS ANJ) PRACTICAL
LIFE (ARTHAQASTRA, NiTigASTRA)

1 . The Origin of the Arthagastra

The Vedic literature, permeated as it is with religion,

affords a quite false impression, of the Vedic Indian as

a person given to reflection and religious practices without

regard to practical life. Nothing, of course, can be farther

from the truth; the East, in lieu of bowing low before the

West in disdain or otherwise, confronted Alexander with an

obstacle which he did not attempt to penetrate, and his garrisons

had soon after his death to be withdrawn. If we are to judge

India aright, we must add two other objects to the Dharma,

religious, and moral duty which is dwelt on in the Vedic texts.

Already the Hiranyakegt Grhyasutra^ knows of the three

objects in life, Dharma, Artha, politics and practical life in

general, and K§ma, love. The epic® recognizes this set, the

Visnu Smrti^ and Manu accept it, it is found in PataSjali,* in

Ajvaghosa, and in the Pahcatantra. The older system, how-
ever, no doubt combined these subjects as parts of Dharma in

the wider sense ; the Dharmasutras deal with royal duties,

capitals and countries, ofRcials, taxes, and military preparations

as they do with justice, and the epic,® in a list of authorities of

the science of kings {rajagdstra) includes Brhaspati, Vi^alaksa,

Uganas, Manu, son of Pracetas, and Gaura9iras, who pass also

for authorities on Dharma. The Brkadaranyaka Upanisad^
incidentally shows that a wide knowledge of the arcana of love

was pievalent in Brahmanical circles, the holy gvetaketu be-

coming a recognized authority later on the topic. Gradually

there must have sprung up schools’ who studied Artha and

* ii. jg. 5. ’ i * 381. * lix 30.
‘ On Kniiii, il. 2, 34, Varttika 9. » xii. 58. iff. * vi. 3.

’ Centra, Jacobi, SBA. 191 a, pp. 838®.; cf. Hillebiandt, ZDMG. Ixix, 3605
JoHy,ZDMG.lxvu.9S.
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Kama in themselves, and this is attested to us by the Smrtis and
the epic.

Doctrines of Artha seem eady to have found, like those on
Dharma, expression in didactic verse. The Mahabfiarata'^

assures us that Brahman, the creator, was the author of a work
in 100,000 sections on the three topics, that giva as Vi9alaksa
reduced it to 10,000 in consideration of the brevity of life, that

Indra brought it down to 5,000, and that finally Indra’s work,
called Bakitdantaka^ from an epithet of his, was reduced by
Brhaspati to 3,000, and by U9anas to 1,000, sections. The
Kautillya ArtJtofastra mentions Brhaspati, Bahudantiputra,

Vi9alaksa, and U9anas as authorities, and the Kaniasutra
ascribes Dhaima to Manu, Artha to Brhaspati, and Kama to

Nandin. The epic itself contains sections which deal with polity,

such as Kanika’s lectuie to Dhrtarastra® regaiding the merciless

destruction of enemies, seveial of Vidura’s speeches,® and other

scattered sections, while we may find traces* of actual use of

a formal Arthagdstra in one or two passages. There is no doubt

that the Smrtis of Manu,® Yajnavalkya,® and Visnu'^ made use

of texts of this sort in compiling their contents, and both Yajna-

valkya® and Narada’ expressly provide that in case of diver-

gence between Artha9astra and Dharma9astra the latter must
prevail. That in fact it did is, of course, a very different question ;

as we have seen, the Dharma texts are ideal as compared with

the Artha9astra ; they deal after all with duty and morality as

the basis of law
;
the Artha9astia is concerned with profit, and it

is not concerned with religion or duty save in so far as it can use

the former to advance the interest of the piince, or the latter is

good policy to win popular affection, for instance, in a conquered

state. But none the less the Artha9astra or, as it is equally

called, Niti9astra, science of conduct, Rajaniti, conduct of kings,

or Dandaniti, policy of punishment, was respected by the poets

who lived at royal courts
;
Bhasa in his Pratijnayaugandhara-

yana and Pratimandtaka^ KSlidisa, Bharavi, Magha, and their

followers show their skill in Niti as they do in Kama. It was

left to the Buddhists to protest as does the ydtakamdld}'^ where

j xii. 59 aStf. » i. J40. » t. 33, 36!, 39.
* xtj 5-7. * vii. issff. » !. 344ff.

^ ai. 38 ff, ® a. ai, • 1. 39. at, 10 , xxxi. 5*.

Gga
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the royal doctrine that right should be followed only so far as it

does not conflict with profit, is hotly denounced and the science

of Niti condemned. In this, however, Buddhism merely showed

its incapacity for accommodating itself effectively to Indian con-

ditions of life and thought.

Brhaspati, as we have seen, ranks in the epic as a founder of

the science, and Bhasa cites a Bdrhaspatya Artkafdsira ^ as an

object of study by Brahmins. But the text, which has come down

to us under that style, is a modem production of uncertain but late

date, which contains little if anything of the old doctrines of the

school even as we know them from the KautiRya Arthagastra*

By its condemnation of heretics it shows that it has advanced

to the Dhaima standard rather than that of Artha.

2. The Content and Form of the Kautillya Arthagdstra

As usual we find as the earliest preserved text a woik exhibit-

ing every sign of a long prior development, which, however, by
reason of its completeness has deprived earlier treatises of the

possibility of survival The Arthagdstra made known to us in

1909, is unquestionably one of the most interesting works in

Sanskrit, because it affords a vast amount of detailed information

about the practical side of Indian life as opposed to the spiritual,

and, while in parts it covers ground touched on in the treatises

on Dharma, it does so with a wealth and accuracy of detail which

is completely other than the often vague generalities which are

the stock-in-trade of these texts. As we have it, the book is

divided into fifteen great sections, Adhikaranas, and 180 sub-

divisions, Prakaranas, but this division is crossed by one into

chapters, Adhyayas, which are marked off from the prose of

the work by the insertion of verses summing up the doctrine

expounded above. There is the possibility that this division is

secondary, possibly also the verses which mark it out.

1 Tliomas, Xtf 1916, L no. 2.

* Ed. R. Shama Sastri, Mysore, 19^ (and ed 1919) ; trans. Bangalore, 1915 (2nd
ed. ips) Also ed. T. Ga^apati Sastri, TSS. 79, 80, and 82 ; J. Jolly and R.
Schmtdt, Lahore, 1923-5 ; trans. J. J. Meyer, Hanover, 1925 f. On the vaned and
often excellent treatises on it, see Jolly, ZeiU / ver^L Rechiswtssemchtft^ xli.

305-18. See also G* B. Bottazzi, Frecursori di Mccala MmhimelU in India 0d m
KataUya e Tueidide (1914), who ignores the fact that Thucydides* own ideal

is that of Perikles (lu 34 ff.) diifering mU from ICautilya ; cf. Grote,
ch. xlvin.
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Adhikarana i deals with the bringing up and education of
a prince. He is to study philosophy including Samkhya, Yoga,
and the Lokayata, religion including the Vedas and Vedangas

—

the Artkagdstra accepts wholesale the Brahmanical theory of the

castes and their duties,—economics, agriculture, pastoral pursuits,

trade and industry, and polity, Dandaniti. The ministers of the

king, his council, are described, and above all his spies who
serve him to secure a firm hold over all within the realm, high

and low, from the princes of his house who aim at his death to

the humblest people
;
his emissaries abroad are spies as well as

ambassadors, and spies serve to keep him informed of all that

happens to his neighbours. His duties are enumerated, a crush-

ing burden in seeming. His harem receives elaborate attention

and insistence is laid on the dangers to which he is exposed in it,

historic examples being heaped up of kings slain there. But not

only in the palace,but also in streets and all public places, elaborate

precaution is necessary for the royal safety from assassination.

In the following book we have given in detail the duties of a vast

army of inspectors, showing the detailed control of administration

exercised in an Indian state. In iii law is discussed, while in iv

is taken up the topic- of the repression of evil-doers by police

action and heavy penalties
;
cheating doctors and tradesmen are

among those denounced, while measures are taken to prevent

artificial increase of prices, adulteration, use of false weights, &c.

Book v is instructive ; it explains how a king can rid himself of

a minister of whom he is tired, either by sending him on an

expedition and providing bravos to set on him and slay him at

the front, or by procuring these ruffians to allow themselves to

be captured with weapons on them in the royal presence, when
they confess that they were agents of the obnoxious minister who
is then promptly disposed of. But not less ingenious’ are the

means of extorting taxes to fill the treasury. The peasantry and

handworkers are to be cajoled or threatened into parting with

their feoods, spies are to induce rich men to offer benevolences,

miraculous appearances of temples and statues are to bring

crowds flocking and tolls from them,^ or secret agents are to

pretend that there are demons in trees and collect gold to ban

^ The bartering of statues referred to by Fatanjali is not here noticed
;

cf. chap, xxi.
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them, or rich men can be accused of crime, and their goods and

lives forfeited. Heretics also may be plundered. With excellent

taste there follows a chapter on the remuneiation of the royal

entourage, ranging from 48 oco to 60 panas yearly. In vi we
come to more serious things ; the seven elements of politics are

described, the king, minister, land, fort, treasure, army, and ally,

and this is followed by a purely formal analysis of inter-state

relations carried out in much detail, but without life or reality.

Book vii deals with the six possible causes of action, peace, war,

neutrality, preparation to maich out, alliance, and doubtful

attitude, while viii enumerates the evils that may arise from

a king’s addiction to hunting, gambling, women, and drink, and
the misfortunes which fire, water, or other cause may bring on

a land. Books ix and x deal with war; the king is given

abundant ruses to avoid a fair fight
;

if he must do so, he encoui-

ages the soldiers by assuring them that he is a paid servant of

the state like themselves, asks them to be true to their salt, and

is aided by astrologers, priests, and baids in his efforts. But

cunning is better, and in xi we are told how the king is to sow
dissension in and destroy the cohesion of hostile aiistocracies of

warriors, for which purpose women will readily serve. In xii

further means by which a weak king may aggrandize himself aie

adduced
;
spies, secret agents, bravos, poisoners, including women,

can give aid, whether by murdering the enemy king, or poison-

ing food, or bringing about the fall of walls at places of pilgrim-

age. In xiii we are told how a king can capture a fortified city

by spreading the view of his omniscience and enjoyment of divine

favour. The former he can attain by stating things that he has

learned secretly from spies, the latter by addressing and receiving

replies from a statue in which an agent is concealed. Or an
enemy king can be tempted to hold conversation with an alleged

ascetic who is four hundred years old and is about to renew his

life by entering into fire
; the king is asked to attend with his

family the miracle, and, when thus off his guard, is disposed of, as

indeed he deserves to be. But we do hear also of a genuine
captme by force of arms, followed by maxims for securing the
affection and loyalty of a conquered people. He is to adopt
their dress and customs, respect and share in their religion, by
land grants and immunity from taxation attract the favour of the
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upper classes, in all ways surpass the virtues, if any, of his

defeated foe, because these means are the mode adapted to secure

his end. With xiv we come to the Aupanisadika, or secret part,

consisting of recipes to enable one to murder, to cause blindness

or madness, and so on. A man is taught also how to make him-
self invisible, to see in the dark, to fast for a month, to walk

unharmed through fire, to change his colour, to send men and
beasts to sleep , the text is extremely obscure, but we cannot

reject it on that ground or because of its—to us worthless

—

character. The last book gives a plan of the work, and sets

forth with examples thirty-two methodological principles used in

the discussion, a number contrasting remarkably with the five or

six elsewhere known.

The Arthagastra has often been regarded as comparable to the

works of Machiavelli,^ but there is a certain misunderstanding in

such a view. The work is in no sense intended as a treatise on

political philosophy
;
the author remains throughout on the basis

of Brahmanical belief. For discussions of fundamental issues

such as the relation of right and might, of fate and human
endeavour, even the origin of the kingship, we must go to the

epic or Buddhist texts.^ The Arihagastra accepts the existence

of the three aims of life, Dharma, Artha, and Kama
; it holds

Artha the most important, but makes no effort to determine the

relation of the three or to derive them from any rational basis.

It is content to hold that government is essential to them all

;

without it there would be the reign of anarchy in which fish eats

fish ; under the sceptre the four castes and their ordered ways ot

life prosper, Dharma, Artha, Kama are fulfilled. The state, we
may say with Machiavelli and Mussolini, is all in all, but the

Artkagastra means something quite definite by the state, namely

an order of society which the state does not create, but which

it exists to secure. The ways of a king, for the text assumes that

rule must be royal, are dictated by the necessity of preserving

his power
;
as Hobbes logically and deliberately, so the Artha-

gastra implicitly argues, the king’s duty of securing the welfare

of the system of which he is protector gives to him a morality of

1 C. F^rmichi, Sains Fajf>uii, di scwnmpaUtka (1908). Cf. Meinecke, Die

Idee der Staatsrasm (1924).

* See Hillebraadt, 4Uindtsche P&liiik (1923).
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his own. It is not much use comparing with this such dicta as

Spinoza^s’* miiuscuiusque tus potentia eius dejinitur^ or the

Hegelian theory of the state
;
these are philosophical doctrines

based on reasonings which the Arthagdstra does not touch.

What we have instead is the carrying out quite consistently of

the doctrine that the end, the maintenance of a firm rule, justifies

the means, coupled with the assumption that a reign of peace

between neighbouring states is not to be dreamed of, so that in

addition to maintaining peace in the realm the king must always

be prepared for foreign war. In the use of means to secure

obedience and to defeat enemies the Arthagdstra is as ruth-

less as Machiavelii: spies abound, the harem and the royal

family are suspect, and princes are deliberately debauched to

prevent their rending, like crabs, their parent
, orthodox as is the

work, it advocates the shameless use of religion as a cloak for

baseness. Moreover, it lacks the redeeming quality of Machia-

velli, his historical method which makes him turn at every hand
to the facts of history

;
at best the Arthagdstra gives us names

of kings who came to grief by one fault or another. Nor have we
anything to compare with Machiavelli’s investigations as to the

best form of government for a state, in which he reveals his

preference for a measure of democratic rule. The Arthagdstra

recognizes the risks run by a king from court intrigues, military

oligarchical factions, false ministers, unruly heads of gilds
;

it

even seems to recognize him as no more than a seivant of the

state, but of control by the people or constitutional limitations it

knows nothing.

The form of the work is said to be a prose Sutra with

Bhasya, commentary, both by the same hand, but we cannot
with certainty say what was intended to be Sutra, what com-
ment ; the headings of chapters are clearly too slight to form the

Sutra, and a collection of Sutras ascribed to Canakya is merely
a list ofmaxims rather of the didactic moral type than suited to the

Arthagdstra. The work, therefore, is rather a blending into one
of the two elements. Occasional verses, usually ^lokas, but
sometimes Tristubhs, are inserted, and each chapter as we have
the text ends with a few verses summarizing its effect. The
dryness of mere exposition in dogmatic form is broken here and

* Eth. iv. sdi.
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there by the exposition of a series of views of authorities
;
thus,

as regards choice of ministers the issue is developed by setting

out the divergent opinions of Bharadvaja, Vi9alaksa, Para^ara,

Pi^una, Kaunapadanta, VatavySdhi, Bahudantiputra, and Kau^i-

lya, who in this case accepts the conclusion of Bahudantiputra.

The view that this is a sober settir^ down of actual views may
be regarded as implausible in the extreme ; it is doubtless rather

a device, introduced to lend liveliness and to set out conflicting

views which might actually or more often conceivably be held.

The same device is adopted in Buddhist texts, where possible

philosophical opinions are asserted to be actually held.

The language of the text is as a rule correct, occasional irregu-

larities being often probably due to the manuscript tradition

rather than the author. It naturally abounds in rare words
drawn from technical science, and hence the meaning is often

obscure. There is much effective expression of shrewd and hard
common sense, and as usual the author appears to best advantage
in pithy verses

:

prajdsukke sukkam rajHahprajanam ca kite hitam

natmapriyam hitam rajhah prajanam tupriyam hitam.

‘ In the happiness of his people lies the happiness of the king, in

their well-being his well-being ; his own pleasure is not the king's

well-being, but the pleasure of his people is his well-being.’

yatha hy anasvadayitum na fahyam : jikvatalastkam madhu va
vi^am va

arthas tatha hy arthacarena raj'nak: svalpo 'py anasvadayitum
na gahya^.

matsya yathantas salile caranto: jhatum na gahyas salUam
pibantak

yuktas tatha karyavidhau niyukta: jhatum na gakya dhanam
adadana^.

‘ Even as what lies on the tongue, be it honey or poison, cannot
but be tasted, so a little at least of the royal gold that a minister

handles must be savoured fay him. Even as when fish move
within the water one cannot know if they drink w'ater or not, so

it is impossible to say of mmistem entrusted with business

whether or not they help themselves to the royal treasure.*
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naksatram atiprcchantam balam artho Hivartate

artho hy artkasya naksatram kirn karisyanti tdrakah f

* The fool who ever asks fortune of the stars wealth passeth by

;

wealth is the star of wealth ;
what can the stars avail ?

*

sddhandh prdpnuvanty arthdn nard yatnagaiair api

arthair arthdhprabadhyanU gajdh praiigajatr iva*

‘ Men of action achieve their ends, even if it cost hundreds of

efforts
;
wealth is won by wealth as elephants by decoy elephants/

In the last stanza we find an example of the figure Dipaka

:

yena fastram ca fdstra?h ca Nandarajagata ca bhuh

amarsenoddhrtany dgti tena gdstram tdam krtam.

^ This book was composed by him who in in^patience rescued the

science of politics, the practice of arms, and the realm which had

passed under the rule of Nanda/

3 * The Authenticity of the Arthagdstra

The current belief^ which ascribes the Arthagdstra to Canakya

or Visnugupta or Kautilya, minister of Candiagupta, rests on the

verse just cited, on statements at the end of i. i and ii. lo where

Kautilya—the variant Kaiitalya has no value, being obviously

a correction— appears as the author, and in the latter of which

he claims to have gone through all the sciences and to have had

r^ard to practice (praycga), while a verse added at the very end,

after the last colophon, says that Visnugupta composed both the

text and the comment, apparently because he noticed that in

other cases there was discrepancy between these two important

elements of a scientific work. These statements are taken to

offset the fact that, by using the phrase iti Kautilyah to give

normally the deciding opinion in discussions, one would conclude

that the work was not by the author, but was the product of

a school which followed his views, as in the case of Jaimini or

Badarayana in the philosophical Sutras. It must, however, be

^ Jacobi, SBA. 1911, pp. 752 ff., 954 ff. i 191a, pp* 832 fF.

;

ZDMO. Ixxiv. 248 C,
254, and the editors other than Jolly. Against this view see Wintemite, GIL. iii.

§18 f.; Bhaadarkar, POCF. 1919, i. 24 C; Keith, JRAS. 1916, pp. 130 fif.; 1920,

p. 628 ; EHE^ 1923, pp. 420 f. j JCL. yiL 275 f.
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noted that under the explanation of Apade9a in the last book is

cited one of Kautilya's sentences, from which the prima facie

conclusion is that Kautilya is cited as an authority, not as the

author. The case, therefore, must be solved by considerations

of general probability based on what we know of Canakya, and

what we find in 01 are told about the work.

It is significant that, though we hear of Canakya in the

Puranas and later texts as the minister of Candragupta, and

though the Mudrardksasa makes an interesting figure of him,

we have not the slightest reference there or elsewhere to his

literary activity. Doubt has even been cast on his historic

character, for Megasthenes, the ambassador of Seleukos who
spent a considerable time at the court of Candiagupta, does not

mention him
;

but, owing to our fragmentary knowledge of

Megasthenes, this argument cannot be stressed. Nor can we

make much pi ogress by discussing the probability whether an

Indian statesman would write memoirs like Bismarck, for, while

the indifference to morality and the insistence on distrust as

a quality of a wise king are common to both, there is all the

difference in the world between the detailed accounts of real

events in which he figured given in Bismarck’s Gedanken und

Ertrinertingen’^ and the absolutely general and very pedantic

utterances of the Artha^dstra^ which never anywhere hints that

its author had any knowledge of the overthrow of the Nandas

and the wars which brought Candragupta his empire and the

cessions made by Seleukos. His sovereign’s name, his family,

what is still moie amazing his countr>»^, his capital, are passed

over in absolute silence by this alleged ancient statesman medi-

tating in his days of retirement on the maxims of policy. The

rules laid down are those which might be valuable for a moderate-

sized state, and ignore entirely the issue of the government of an

empire such as that of Candragupta. So complete does the

impossibility of such silence appear to be that one critic,^ accept-

ing the genuineness of the ascription, explains the book as written

before Candragupta acquired the empire. This is a candid

admission but really serves to prove that the claim is absurd.

Efforts have naturally been made to find at least striking

resemblances between the account given in the Arthofdstra and

^ Stuttgart, 1898* ® Smith, EHI. p. 146.
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the fragments of Megasthenes* The effort is a complete failure
;

^

coincidences there are many in number, but on matters which

hold good of India generally in the period before and after

Christ* The vital resemblances of important detail are absolutely

lacking, even when we put aside all those statements of the

Greek author which rest doubtless on misunderstandings or are

obscurely reported. The Arthagdstra knows nothing of the

wooden fortification of Pataliputra but provides for stone work

;

it ignores the boards of town officials without any head of each,

but engaged in co-operation which Megasthenes specifies
;

it

knows nothing of the commander-in-chief of the fleet, and a

regular navy such as Candragupta must have used, but which

was probably of minor account in many states. The care of

stmngers, escorting them to the border, seeing after their effects

if deceased, are unknown to the Arthofdstray which does not

provide for the registration of births and deaths, while the work

of Megasthenes* board in selling old and new manufactured

articles contrasts strikingly with the highly developed com-

mercial and industrial conditions envisaged by the Arthofdstra.

Megasthenes' statement as to the king's ownership of the land

is supported by other Indian evidence 5 it is not the view of the

Arikagdstra
;
Megasthenes describes a knowledge of minerals far

less advanced than that of the Arthagdstra which knows much
of alchemy ; the taxes of Megasthenes are simple as compared

with the numerous imposts of the text, and, while Megasthenes

ignores writing, the Arthofdstra is full of rules on registration,

the preparation of royal documents, and recognizes passports.^

If we abandon the unhappy identification, the date becomes
difficult to settle. We may, however, note that Patanjali does

not know the work, that the knowledge of alchemy suggests

acquaintance with Greek science,® and that the term surungd,

mine, is doubtless borrowed from Greek syrinx, probably not

until after the Christian era.^ Moreover, it seems most probable

that the Artkofdsira knew and used the Smftis of Manu, Yajna-

1 Stem, Meg&sthme$ md Kau\%ly<t^ SWA. 1921.
* Tke metre of the work is not early, and its grammatical irregularities are not

primitive ; Keith, JRAS. 191$, pp. igd f.

*
Jolly’s ed., pp. 43 L, against Ray, of Hindu Chendsiry^ u. 31 j

R. V* Fat*

vardhan, FOCF* 1919, x, p. civ.

* Stein, ZII. iii. 380 ff.
j Wintemits, IHQ. i. 439 If.
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valkya,and Narada at least ;
in the case of Yajnavalkya the case

appears to be proved
;
^ where that text penalizes operations on

boils, the Arthagdstra sensibly excludes operations on dangerous

boils, and in other cases it takes up the language of the Smrti.

The identity of the exhortation to the soldiers with a verse of

Bhasa may denote borrowing, but, as Bhasa*s date is uncertain,

this does not help much to a definite result. The text was

doubtless known to Dandin who mentions its length, 6,000 Qlokas

(i, e. sets of thirty-two syllables), and considers it as recent, unless

we put this down to dramatic propriety in his notice ;
Bana

recognizes it, and Kalidasa’s remarks on hunting were perhaps

taken from it. This accords well with the fact that the Kautillya

and Canakya are known to the NanMsutra and Anuyogadvdra'-

sutra of the Jain canon in the middle of the fifth century A.D.,

and that Varahamihira in his Brkatsamhitd has parallel matter,

while Caraka’s medical treatise enumerates thirty-six special

devices as compared with thirty-two of the last book of the text.

Further, the work is before the Kdntasutra^ whose date, as will

be seen, may be the fourth century A.B., before Vatsyayana’s

Nydyabkdsya^ and before the Tantrakhydyika or Pancatanira^

perhaps of the same period. That the work was a product of

c. 300, written by an official attached to some court, is at least

plausible, if it cannot be proved. Whether anything goes back

to Canakya is an insoluble question. The author may have lived

in the south, since he refers to the pearls, diamonds, shells, and

gems of that part, and South Indian and Ceylonese gems bulk

largely in the chapter on the examination of gems, but this is

conjecture, for the fact that manuscripts exist only in the south

is not of much importance.

The literature known to the text included Vedangas,

epic, didactic and narrative, Puranas, Itivrttas, AkhyayikSs, and

probably a large number of texts on special sciences such as

examination of jewels, agriculture, military matters, architecture,

alchemy, veterinary art, and other topics. The theory that the

information given in the text was merely derived from fellow

1 As shown by T. Ganapati ^stn, TSS. 79, pp. 8 ff. A defence of the antiquity of

the work is given by Narendranath Eaw {Cak^ Sept. Bee, 1924) md K. P.

Jayaswal (J^tndu Polity^ App. C), but neither of these authors explains why the

author knows nothing of an empire or Pataliputra. ^ Credo quia impossibile ^ is still,

it appears, not obsolete.
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experts is contradicted by the express assertion of the text and

all probability. The text also knew Jain legends, Jain gods and

technical terms, while its version of epic legends is by no means

always derived from the great epic, but may be paralleled in the

Vedic and Buddhist literature. All this coincides with the date

above suggested as likely.

4. Later Treatises

The later works are of minor importance. Based mainly on

the Ariha^stra is the Nltisdra ^ of Kamandaki, who bails

Canakya as his master. But it is not merely a redaction of the

Arthagdstra, It is simplified by the omission of the details

regarding administration in books ii~iv of that text, and of the

subject-matter of the last two books. Moreover, in book iii and

elsewhere it delights In didactic morality which is foreign to the

Arthafdstra. On the other hand, some parts of the original are

taken up with special zest as in ix-xi ;
the theory of foreign

policy is theie developed into its fullness of theoretical elabora-

tion, without any relation to history. In xvi~xx we find a repe-

tition of the advice of the Artka^dstra to engage in treacherous

warfare wheiever possible on the ground that, as that text says

and the Tantrdkhydyika repeats

:

ekam hanydn na vd hanydd isuh ksipto dhamismaid

prdjnena tu maiih ksiptd kanyddgarbhagatdn apu

^ The archer’s arrow may slay one, or it may not
;
the cunning

of the wise can slay foes ere they are even born.* The Kdman-
daktya is written in easy verses, and not only is it divided into

cantos like an epic, but its commentator ascribes to it the

character of a great Kavya.^ The praise is naturally not de-

served, and, since the discovery of its original, its importance,

not very great, is much diminished.

Its date can be determined only very vaguely. It is not known
to the Panmianira in its oldest form nor to Kalidasa, who both

rather use the Arthafdstra ; even Dandin seems to be unaware
of it, but EhavabhutFs mention of a nun Kamandaki may have
significance, though that dramatist, like Vi^akhadatta in his

* Ed, BL 1849^84 ; TSS. 14, * Jacobi, SBA. 1912, pt 8$6.
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Mudraraksasa^ used the Arthacastra, Vamana^ knows it

{c, 800), so that the date may be c. 700, though others have put

it contemporaneous with Varahamihira. Its presence on the

island of Bali in the Kawi literature is of no importance, as it

was not till the tenth centiiiy that that literature flourished to

the greatest extent.^

Much more interesting is the Nlttvdkydmrta ® of Somadeva
Suii, the interesting author of the Yagastilaka^ who lets us know
that he wrote that work before this treatise on royal duties.

Deeply as he is indebted to the ArtJtofdstra^ his spirit is quite

different. The details of administration and war interest him
not at all, and he is definitely far more of a moral teacher,

advising kings how to behave well and prudently rather than

with cunning. Thus, like the Smrtis, he enjoins the use of

ordeal, not of torture, as does the Arthagdstra. His attitude

throughout is but slightly affected by his Jain views. He
entirely accepts the rule of the castes, disapproves intermarriage,

demands from each caste adherence to its own duties, and can

find a place for a good Qudra who observes purity and devotion

to his work. He recommends the practice of not taking life, but

without any special insistence, and for a king he recommends the

Lokayata, or materialistic philosophy, on the score that ascetic

principles and practices are absurd in him.

Somadeva^s style is his own ; it consists of short pithy sen-

tences, quite unlike the abbreviated Sutras, for he is always clear,

and more lively than the smooth verses of Kamandaki. He
shows here as in his Yofastilaka a remarkable depth of reading

;

thus he alludes to the story ofthe Pancatantra of the priest whom
rogues cheated into believing the goat he was carrying a dog, and

to the plot of Bhavabhuti’s MdlaUmddhava. He tells also the

famous tale of the ingratitude of man as contrasted with the

gratitude of animals in the shape of the tale how an ape, a snake,

a lion, and an archivist were rescued from a well by Kankayana
and how, while the former all proved their appreciation, the man
brought about the death of his benefactor- It is, however, signi-

ficant of the mode in which literary property was treated in

^ IV. I. 2.

® Kuhn, Der Einfluss des arischen Indims aufdu Hashharlhnder (1903), p. 19.

^ Ed* Bombuy, 1885^-8; Jolly, ZBMG, Ixix. 36911.
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India that he only indirectly alludes to Canakya, whence his

information was so largely derived.

Interesting also from the point of view of the complete

dependence on Brahmanical science of Jain politicians is the

Laghu Arhannlti^ of Hemacandra (1088-1 17a), which is an

abbreviation of his large work on this topic in Prakrit. Written

in Qlokas it deals with war (i), with punishments (ii), law {vyava-

ftara) in iii, and penances (iv). Interesting as a sign of the Jain

influence on Hemacandra is his insistence that war is in itself

undesirable because of the loss of life it involves and his insistence

on humanity in conducting hostilities ;
he condemns the use of

poisoned or heated weapons, stones, or masses of earth, and

demands quarter for ascetics, Brahmins, those who surrender,

and all kinds of weaklings. In law he follows the eighteen heads

of the Smrti of Manu, and in penances he is quite orthodox,

imposing them for taking meals with unsuitable persons.

Of Brahmanical texts there may be mentioned also the Yukti-

kalpaiaru ^ ascribed to Bhoja, and the Nltiratndkara ® of Cande-

5vara, the jurist. Like ih&Nztiprakdgikdy the Qukraniti^x^ a work

of quite late date which mentions the use of gunpowder and is

ofno value whatever as evidence for early Indian usage or philo-

sophy.

5. Ancillary Sciences

The term Arthagastra at least in the later Indian view covers

a number of minor sciences the results of which appear in part in

the Arthafdstra. In the case of practically all of these we have

no certainly early works, and those extant are probably the

results of long developments which, however, produced nothing

of commanding influence. Archery, Dhanurveda, was naturally

an old and respectable science among a warlike people, but none

of the extant works can be assigned with any certainty to an

early date
;

their authors include Vikramaditya, Sadagiva, and

<Jarngadatta. Architecture, Qilpa- or ^ilpi-9astra, Vastuvidya, is

represented by various anonymous works including the Maya-
mata^ Sanathmaravdstufastra^ Mdnasdra^ and Qrikumara’s

filparatna (i6th cent.) ; many of the texts are written in a mere

^ Ed. Abm^abad, 1906. * Cf. Sarkar, Hindu SocioUgy^ i. la f.

^ HaraprasSd, p. la. * Ed. Sarkar, New York, 1915.
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pretence of Sanskrit and their verses are extremely rude.^

Elephants have been more fortunate in that the Hastyayurveda

in the form of a dialogue between king Romapada of Ahga and

the ancient sage Palakapya ^ has been preserved ; the age of this

curious compilation is quite uncertain. The MdiahgalUd^ of

Narayana on the other hand has a distinctly modern form, being

written in part in elaborate metre; it recognizes Palakapya's

claim to be the father of the science. The science of horses,

A9va9astra, is ascribed to another sage (Jalihotia, who sometimes

figures in a more general way as a patron of learning in respect

of elephants and other animals. It bears also, in its aspect as

dealing with their diseases, the styles of A9vacikitsa, A9vavai-

dyaka, or A9vayurveda. Of peisonal authors we have the

Afvdyurveda of Gana, the A^vavaidyaka of Jayadatta and of

Dlpamkara, the Yogamanjarl of Vardhamana, and the AgvacU

kitsita of Nakula.^ Bhoja again is credited with a Qdhhotra^

which treats in 138 verses of the care of horses and their diseases.

The impoitance of jewels rendered it natural that a science of

them, Ratna9astra, Ratnapariksa, should develop, and Varahami-

hira shows himself familiar with the examination of jewels. The

texts extant, which give very varied information legarding jewels

as well as legends concerning them, are of unknown but very

probably late date
;
they include the Agastimata^ the Ratnapa-^

rlksd of Buddha Bhatta, the Navaratimpankm of Narayana

Pandita and minor texts.® Not inappropriately may be men-

tioned here the counter science of stealing, for the Mrcchakatikd

reminds us, as do other texts, of the existence of a regular manual

of practice for thieves. One text which is extant, Sanmukhakalpa^

insists in this connexion on a sound knowledge by a thief of

magic, just as we have seen the Arthafdstra stresses the value of

that accomplishment to a politician

On music we have, beside the important if obscure information

given in the Ndtyagdsira^ much late literature, which deals com-

prehensively with the whole topic, the kindred subject of singing,

1 A Vdstmidjfd is ed. TSS. 30, 1913 ;
cf. Madras Caiah^ xxiii. 8735 ff.

2 Ed. AnSS. 26. ® Ed, TSS. 10, 1910.

* Ed. BI. 1887. Cf. Haraprasad, Report /, p. lo.

® Jolly, Mnnkh p, 68 ; G. Miikherje, IHQ. i. 53a W*

« Ed. L. Fwt, Zes kptdaires indiens (1896).

^ Hampra^d, Report /, p* 8,

w h
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atrangements for concerts and so forth. These include the

Samgttaratnakara^ of (parngadeva (13* cent.), and the

tadarpana^ of Damodara which follows it with additional matter

derived from other sources. The late Ragavibodha^ oiSom^-

natha (1609) deals with Ragas, musical modes, and includes fifty

pieces of the author’s own composition for the lute with notation.

Our knowledge, however, of Indian music in the earlier period is

limited.* „
On painting little that is early has survived ;

the Vtsnudhar-

mottara^ of uncertain but not early date contains a section on

this topic.

1 Ed. AnSS. 35, with KalUnatha’s conun. (1450). „ „ . , p^rp
» Simon, ZDMG. Ivi } comm, by Cinga (1330) , P R- Bhandarkar, POCP.

*^’siLt;'sWA. 1903. PP 447 ff.: zn. 1. 153 ff. See also V. G. Paranjpe,

^
< See F.. Felber.^ia indische Musik der vedtschen unddcr klassiuhen Ze^

H. A. Popley, The Musu rf India-, R Simon, ZDMG. lx.

30s ff. On Bbarata’s mtyafdstra, xxviu cf T. Grosset, Co^nh^um h titude de

la mudiue hindoue (1888): P R. Bhandarkar, lA xh. i£ff. For late works ^e

MadrJcatal., xxii. 8717 ff- See also A B. F. Rahamm, The Music (1925).

» Trans. S. Kramnsch (Calcutta, 1925). The references to literature in P Brown s

Indean Painting are inaccurate. See also V. Smith, History of Fine AH in India

cmdC^lon (1911); Havell, Indian Sculpture and Painting (1908) ,
Lady Hernng-

h3m,Ajanta Frescos A. K. Coomarasw^y, AHs and Crafts of Mia and

,

Ceylon (1913) j
Rajput Painting (1916) , Mediaeval Sinhalese Art (cf. Kramnsch,

IHQ.i. in ff); The Influence ofIndian Art (192s); G. Roerich, Tibetan Plant-

ing (19*5) > L. Bwyon, VArt asiatique au British Museum (1924). Cf. the Sddha^

namSla, ed. Bhattechaiya (1925), his Buddhist Iconography, &c.
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THE SCIENCE OF LOVE

The third of the aims of man is Kama, love, and this

subject is taken quite as seiiously by Indian writers as

Dharma or Artha. As the Artha9astra is intended for kings

and ministers, so the Kama9astra is to be studied by men
of taste, Nagarakas, who desire to practice refinement and profit

to the most by their knowledge of all that is meant by love

;

women may study it also if they are such as come into contact

with gentlemen, that is, courtesans, princesses, and the daughters

of high officers. It is not surprising that in the Kamasutra ^ of

Vatsyayana Mallanaga, our first great treatise on the topic, we
should find a close imitation of the Artkagdsira\ as in that text

we are introduced into the importance of the three ends of man

;

there is a section on the sciences as they existed at the author*s

time, and the book ends with a secret chapter as in the Artha-‘

fdstra. Moreover, the author solemnly assuies us that the study

of the ^astra will be to induce him who practises love to remem-

ber during it the claims of the other sides of man’s activity,

Dharma and Artha, so that he will observe due moderation.

Moreover, the morality of the work is that of the Arthagdstra
;

on the principle that * all’s fair in love and war/ the author com-

placently gives instruction in modes of deceiving maidens and of

seducing the wives of others with as much sang-froid as the

Arthagdstra in inculcating the benefits of defeating an opponent

by guile. The pious Madhusudana Sarasvati,^ who assigns the

Kama9astra to the general head of medicine, assures us that the

Kamasutra in five sections—a discrepancy from our text

—

teaches that nothing but sorrow results even from all the refine-

ments taught in the text ; but that is certainly not the impression

1 Ed. Bombay, 1891; Benares, 1912; trans. R. Schmidt, I^ipzig, 1897; cf BH-
itage %ur indUchen Brctik (1911).

* Prtxsthdnahheda,

H h 2
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left by the KamasUtra. Even in style the resemblance to the

Arthofastra is quite marked. The work is written in a dry

didactic style which is in a sense midway between Sutras and a

Bhasya, and the sections are finished off by verses in the manner

of the Artkofastray
, e. ^ j \

The Kamas&tra is divided into seven parts ;
the first deals

with generalities, the purpose of the book, the three rads of man,

tbe sdencesjthe character ofan elegant, and the de^ription of the

friends and go-betweens who help him in his intrigues. Part n

discusses the modes of enjoying love ;
iii relations with maidens,

giving hints for courtship which imply a state of society in which

child marriages were by no means universal, and marriage cere-

monials, supplementii^ the information of the GrhyasutrM ;
iv

discusses relations with married women; v relations with the

women of others ;
vi hetairai ;

and vii secret potions to secure

love. The sociological and medical importance of the treatise

is admittedly considerable, it is certain that it was very freely

used by the poets to guide them in their descriptions of love

scenes*

The work, however, makes it dear that it has no claim to be

the first written. In the introduction we hear of Qvetaketu, the

Vedic scholar, as having composed a treatise which PancSla

Babhravya condensed in seven chaptere. Of these Dattaka, at

the bidding of the hetairai of Pataliputra, chose the sixth for

working up as a spedal subject and his example was followed by

Carayana, Suvarnanabha, Ghotakamukha, Gonardlya, Gopika-

putra, Kucumara, who each took up a section. Then, in view of

the size of Babhrav}ra’s work, it was reduced to reasonable

dimensions by the author. In point of fact both he and his

commentator dte these worthies and give verses from them, so

that we may beUeve that books under their names were actually

current Of these names Carayaija and Ghotakamukha are found

in the Arthofastra, Gonardlya and Gonikaputea in Pa^jali’s

MaMhMfya, Ghotakamukha beside Kautilya in the Jain lists,

and that Babhravya left a school is reasonably certain from

the Kamas&irds citation of the views of Babhraviyas. The

^ SBA. 1911, pp 9^2 ff,, pk$40« Cf* E. Hvilltr-'BeisSf F0$^s(Mft

Hknkftf pp. JoUy, ZDMG, IxvHL 351 C
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Buddhists also recognize the Kama^stra as one of the arts in

which the young Buddha was instructed, and Afvaghosa clearly

knew some early work of this sort.

The actual dating of the text of Vatsyayana b difficult. KSli-

dasa, like A9vaghosa, knew an early Kamajastra, and we cannot

prove that he actually used VStsySyana for his descriptions in

his dramas, in the last canto of the Ragkuvahfa, or cantos vii

and viii of the Kumarasambhava} He is not in either of these

two poems in perfect agreement with the rules of the science, as

we have it in the KamasUtra. It is different with Subandhu, who

actually refers to Mallan^a or Malania and his work, while his

account of the hetairai of Kusumapura seems to follow the

KamasHtra. It was certainly known to MSgha, to Bhavabhuti,

and to Varahamihira, whose Brkatsamhita shows clear signs of

using it The effort® to use the mention of Andhras and

Abhiras as rulers to prove that the date must be later than A.D.

aa5, since before that the Andhras were paramount rulers, and

not merely on the footing of the Abhiras, may be dismissed as

inconclusive, as is the reference to Kuntala QStakarpi Satavahana

who accidentally killed his queen. The dating of the work in the

fourth century A. D. is thus purely speculative, if it is peihaps not

far from the truth. It may well be, however, that this is too

high, and that A.D. 500 is a reasonable date, for the Artkofostra

may not be earlier than c. A. D. 400, or even later.

The text would be very unintelligible but for the explanations of

obscure terms given by Yajodhara in his yayamd^cda, who wrote

under Visaladeva (1*43-61). Of minor importance are all other

works, besides being of late date. These include the PaiicasS-

yaka of Jyotiilfvara ® who knows K^mendra ; theRatiraha^a of

Kokkoka, before 1200, who employs daborate metres, and claims

to have used Nandike^vara and GoiiikSputra as well as Vatq^a-

yana in compiling his work ;
the short Ratimanjari

* ofJayadeva,

‘ Contrast Peterson, JBRAS. xvuL I09ff.j R.Nara8imhadhar,JRA& 191 l.P* 183,

who compares Sa^Msanfo, xix. 31 and Qakimiala, iv. 17 with 'KSimaStra, pp.

3*8, *39. But A'ww. lit 68 ; tH. 77 ; Ragi, vi. 81 violate KSmamtra, p. *66.

* H. Chakladar, ViUsy^m>$a (19*1) ; cf. Jolly, AtihaiSsira, i. a6ff, Htandarkar

(POCP. 1919, i. *6) puts the dide e. a. d. too. 'Vatsyayana nsed Apa^amta and tte

JfhddSA&yo, and was a westerner; ABLi& ia9ff;viJi- 438.; AMSJV.iii 1.3*7 »•

* On these works see Sdimidt, tatr Eratii, pp. 35

* Ed. PavoUni, GSAI. xaiL 317®
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who is apparently not to be identified with the poet of the Gita-

govinda, and ih^Anangaranga ^ of Kalyanamalla in the sixteenth

century. A RatifSsira ® is also attributed to a Nagaijuna, but

we need not identify its author with the famous Buddhist sage

who has had the misfortune of becoming the leputed author of

many treatises on dubious topics.

1 Ed. Lahore, igao ;
trans. London, 1885.

» Cf. Schmidt, WZKM. xan. l8off. and on the comm., Smaraiaiivap-a&aftka of

Revaiia^dhya, 'WZKM. xviii. 361 ff.
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PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION

I. The Beginnings of Indian Philosophy

The religious and philosophical spirit of India which

appears already in marked development in the Rgveda

found its most brilliant literary exposition in the Upani-

sads, but with them we are still distinctly before the time

of formal systematization. On the other hand, we find at an

unknown date Indian philosophy, so far as it is orthodox,

framed in a number of Sutras for which great antiquity is

asserted by the schools, while the Jains and Buddhists alike

assert the same of their texts, and even the materialists ascribe

their doctrines to a mythical Brhaspati. These claims to

antiquity we may justly dismiss, and assume that after the period

of the Upanisads dates the time when ideas of earlier thinkers

were gradually taken up and made into a definite system, Dar-

9ana,^ taught in a philosophic school in the sense of a series of

teachers who developed or at least expounded one definite body

of doctrine. After this development had been in existence for

some time, there ultimately came the desire to fix in definitive

form the doctrines of the school, and this led to the composition

of the Sutras. These texts are based on the principle of short

catchwords which must from the first have been accompanied by

verbal expositions. These are naturally lost, and it appears clear

that it was only in each case at some considerable distance after

the Sutra had been produced that the need of writing down a

comment was devised* Our oldest surviving commentaries con-

tain abundant signs that they do not represent an unbroken

tradition, sure of itself, from the first teacher. Later we find

independent works of the several schools, but these recognize the

authority of the Sutras, and make it clear that it was held that

in them lay the essential doctrines of the school, which might be

expanded and expounded but were not to be contradicted.

^ The term occats hr Vaifesika Sutra^ ix. 2. 15 aad the late epic.
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The Sutras themselves were redacted at a time when the

schools had been in contact, and for that reason we have no

real chance of determining their dates even relatively, for it seems

as if those of the Purvamimahsa, the Vedanta, the Nyaya, and

Vai9esika cannot have been composed as they stand at any vety

great distance of time from one another* The investigations of

Jacobi^ resulted in the belief that the Nyaya and Brahma Sutras

were composed after the nihilistic school of Buddhism but before

the appearance of the Vijnanavadin idealism, say between A. D.

aoo and 450, while the Purvamimahsa and Vaigesika might be

a little older. The Yoga Sutra, on the other hand, he assigned

to the period after the Vijnanavada school and the Samkhya to

a late date. The last result is clearly sound, but the Vijnana-

vada is dated too late, and must fall in the fourth century at

latest, while the nihilistic school is also probably postdated by
a century. Jacobi ^ also deduces from the mention in the Artha^

fastra under the style of Anvlksikl of Lokayata, Samkhya and
Yoga only, that these three branches of philosophy had definitely

developed by 300 B. c., but not the others. This view, however,

must be wrong, since the Arthafdstra, as we have seen, is much
later than the period proposed, and its groupings of philosophy

must be explained by the tenets of that school. We must con-

tent ourselves with the belief that between the dates of the chief

Upanisads and the third or fourth century a. d. there proceeded

an active stream of investigation which we have only in its final

form.

2. The Purvamimahsa

Among the schools, Dar^anas, the Purvamlmansa can claim on
the score of its character considerable age. Performers of Vedic
rites found themselves in need of rules of interpretation, Nyayas,
to guide them through the maze of texts, and the Apastambiya
DharmasUtra^ already refers to those who know Nyayas. The
Sutra of the school essentially aims at laying down principles

1 JAGS, x^qci. 1 f. ; DLZ. 192a, p. a^o. Dasgupta {Jndian Phil, i. 370, 418 f,,

aSo) puts the dates far toa high, as does V, G. Paranjpe, le V&rit&a du gdtjfdjfana^

pp. 76 ff., who argues on the basis of styles, which involves the assuinptioo that style
in grammatical and philosophic texts is strictly comparable. The dates of the early
forms ofthe Sntras is another question ufhich is unanswerable.

* SBA. J911, pp. 73a ff, » li. 4. 8. 13 j 6. 14. 3,
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regarding interpretation of texts in their connexion with carrying

out the sacrificial ritual
; man's duty is the performance of sacri-

fice in due manner, and the Veda is the one authority. The
relation of sound and meaning is thus a relevant problem, as is

that of the personal existence of gods, but deeper philosophic

issues were introduced only by the commentators who developed

true systems of philosophy. The Sutra, however, develops a

method which is common to Indian science generally, and which

was adopted by the writers on law ; the subject is posed, the

doubt is raised ; the prima facie view is set out ;
then the correct

decision is developed, and the matter brought into connexion

with other relevant doctrines. From Medhatithi onwards use is

made of Mlmafisa principles in deciding legal difficulties, such as

arose from the recognition in the law schools of many conflicting

texts as all having authority, just as the Vedic texts before the

compilers of the Mimansa presented innumerable incongruities.

The twelve books of Sutras^ give often the impression of not

very effective compilation. They were commented on by Upa-
varsa and later by (Jabarasvamin, both of whom wrote also on

Brahma Sutra of the Vedanta. Jacobi holds that from the

first the Purvamimansa and the Vedanta, or Uttaramimansa

were one school, and that it was only later through Kumarila

and Qankara that they were differentiated. This, of course,

would give the Purvamimansa a very different aspect, as merely

a pait of a philosophy, not the whole, but the contention seems

dubious, and the syncretism of the systems seems rather to be

due to the commentators. Qabarasvamin seems to have known

the nihilistic school of Buddhism, perhaps also the idealistic, and

he has a definite theory ^ of the soul which seems to regard it as

produced from the absolute Brahman, but as thereafter existing

independently for ever, a view which recurs in Ramanuja ;
that

this is really the doctrine ofthe Brkaddranyaka Upanisad ascribed

to Yajnavalkya must be emphatically denied.

On the Bhasya of ^abarasvamin we have two difffsrent sys-

tems founded, one by Prabhakara {c* 600) in his BrhaU^ great

^ Ed. BI. 1873 ff.; trans by Gang^atb JhS, SBH. 10, 1910. See Keith, The

XarmehM$md^^d (19*1) i K. A. Hilakantha Sastri, lA. 1, stii ff., 340 ff.

^ JecoH, Festschrift Windisch^ pp. 133
» Tians,G.
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(commentary), the other by Kumarila who wrote perhaps about

700. His comment ^ falls into three parts, the Qokavdrttika on

i. i, of the Sutra, Tantravdrttika on i. sj-iii, and Tuptlkd on iv-xii.

Kumarila is traditionally made out to have instigated persecution

of the Buddhists, but the justification for this view seems merely

to have been his bitterness against them as the chief enemies of

the Veda. He derides the doctrine of the Buddha as omniscient,

which none of his contemporaries was competent to know, derides

also the followers of the Buddha, and declares empirical means of

knowledge worthless
;

if right be judged by causing pleasure to

others, then the violation of the chastity of the wife ofthe teacher

as giving her pleasure would be right instead of a heinous crime.

Kumarila was a native of southern India,who reveals his knowledge

of Dravidian languages, and recommends that borrowed words

should be given Sanskrit terminations ;
he refers both to literature

and to current practices, and his ingenuity is very considerable.

His differences in philosophy from Prabhakara are considerable,

but both agree with ^abarasvamin in holding that the individual

soul in some sense is immortal ; both again do not accept the doc-

trine of illusion. A pupil of Kumarila, on one theory, of Qankara

on another, was Mandana Mi5ra who wrote a Mlmdnsdnukramanl

and a Vidhiviveka \

^ on the latter Vacaspati Mi9ra (t:. 850) writes

a comment, the Nydyakanikd
;
he also set forth Kumarila’s views

in his Tattvabindu? Of late works the Nydydmdldvistara^ of

Madhava (14th cent.), the Mlmdhsanydyaprakdfa^ of Apadeva,

and the Arthasamgraha^ of Laugaksi Bhaskara are best known,

but of more philosophic interest is Narayana Mdnameyo-

daya^ (c, 1600) in which Kumarila's epistemology and metaphysics

aie interestingly summarized.

3. Vedanta

While the Purvamlmansa represents a very primitive need

involving no great philosophical skill, the Uttaramimansa or

Vedanta school represents a definite gathering up of the philo-

* Ed. ChSS. 1898-^; BenSS. 1890, 1903 ; traas, G. JhS, BL 1900 f.

^ Ed. FmtdUt N.S. xxv-xxvin. His identity* witk Sure^vara is traditional, and is

not disproved by Hiriyanna, JRAS. 1924, p. 96.

® Ed. FcmdU^ N.S. xiv* ^ Ed. London, 1878.

* Ed* Pandiii N,S* isxvi, xxvii. * Ed. BenSS* 1882*

» Ed, TSS. 19, 1912.
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sophical doctrines of the Upanisads in an attempt to frame a

system which will embrace them all. The contemporaneity of

redaction of the Sutras is suggested by the fact that while the

Purvamhndnsd mentions Atieya, Badari, and Badaiayana, the

Brahma^ aiso called Veddvta, Uttaramlmdiisd. or Qdrlraka-

mtmdnsdj Sutra cites frequently Jaimini, as well as Atreya,

Agmaraihyaj Audulomi, Kagakrtsna, Karsnajini, and Badarayana

himself, an indication, as in the case of the Purvamlmdusd Suira^

that the works were produced not by Badarayana or Jaimini^

themselves, but by schools expressing their views. The Brahma
Sutra deliberately leaves out points on which the Purvamimansa

has sufficient matter, and it may be the case that the school

regarded themselves as entitled to adopt what they wished of the

Purvamimansa, while carrying the philosophical doctrine much
further, and rejecting those views of Jaimini which they disliked.

The doctrine of Badarayana evidently directed itself strongly

against the Samkhya system and the atomism of the Vai9esikas,

but its miserable presentation in catchwords leaves us guessing at

its meaning. What does seem clear is that Badarayana w3.s not

a believer in the illusion doctrine of (JJankara’s school, that he

held that individual souls, if derived from the absolute, remained

distinct from it and real, and that matter derived also from the

absolute had a distinct reality of its own. But this, though

probable, cannot be proved because we cannot now recover the

verbal explanations which originally accompanied the text, but

which were never written down, and so permitted the rise of

different interpretations.

(a) The Doctrine ofNondualiiy and Illusioft

Of these interpietations the most interesting is that which holds

that all reality, as we know it, is a mere illusion. This view is

preserved for us in a definite shape in the Gaudapadtya Kdrikds^

memorial verses written by Gaudapada, whom tradition

1 The apparent reference in the Bha^vadgttd (xiii. 4) isdoubiless an interpolation.

® K. A. Nilakantha*s effort (lA. 1 167 fF.) to distinguish various Jaimini’s and

Badarayana’s, is thus rather misplaced.

® Ed AnSS. 10, 191T ; trans P, Deussen, Sech%ig Upanishad^s des Veda, pp. 537^-

Cp, Vidhusekhara Bhattacarya, IHQ. i. ii9fF., 295 ff., who contends that the

Upanishad is based on the Xdrtkds For the school see M. Sarkar, System of Vedan^

tic Thought and Cu/tufe; Hiriyanna, POCM. 1924, pp. 439 ff., on Bhartr-Prapanca.
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makes out to be the teacher of Govinda, teacher of (^ahkara, and

therefore of c, 700 A.D. There is no doubt that this work, of

which the first part deals with the ^ort Man^ukya Upanisadt is

strongly influenced by the nihilistic school of Buddhism. It

shares with it a rich store of metaphors and similes, designed to

make plausible the doctrine of illusion, such as the phenomena

of dreams, the Fata Morgana, the rope mistaken in the dark for

a stick, nacre mistaken for silver, the reflection in the mirror.

In its last section, the Alata9anti, it adds the brilliant picture of

the circle of sparks which a boy makes when he swings a torch

without altering the glowing end of the torch, giving a parallel

to the manifestation of unreal phenomena from the real absolute.

The idea is found in the Buddhist Lahkavatdra and the Maitra-

yamya Vpanisad^ but we need not accept the theory that in this

doctrine of illusion we have a borrowing from the Buddhists.

The idea is suggested strongly in certain passages of the Upani-

sads ; it was probably developed by an Aupanisada school,

affected the growth of Buddhism, and in turn was affected by the

brilliant if rather wasted dialectic of NSgarjuna. Gau^apSda’s

existence has indeed been questioned and his KSrikSs made out

to be those of north-west Bengal (Gaudapida), the work being

placed before the Sutra, but this is clearly untenable.'

The full defence and exposition of the illusion theory with its

insistence on Advaita, absence of any duality, is due to ^ahkara,
wh<j may have been born in 788 and may have died or become
a Sannyasin in 830, and who, at any rate, worked e. A. D. 800.

The bi<graphies allied, absurdly, to be by Anandagiri, his

pupil, the Qahkaravijaya^ and MSdhava’s ^ahkaradigvijaya^
are worthless, and many worlm attributed to him are probably
not his. But many commentaries on the Upanisads, one on the
Bhagrnadgimp and the Bka^ya’^ on the Brahma SUtra are
goiuine, nor need we doubt the ascription of the Upadefos&hasriP
three chapters in prose and nineteen in verse, or various shorter

works, including lyrics of conriderable power and the Atmabodha'’

^ M. Walleser, JDer aUen V^nta (1910).
* Ed, BI. 1864-8. » Ed, MSS. 22.
* B. Fadd^on^ Qainhariis (1906).
•Ed. ax; txatts. G. Thibaati SBE, and xxxviii; cf* Kokil^war

Admita Ph%k$ofhy (i9a4) ; li. i and a ed. and tiana* Belvalkar, l^oona, 1915.
* Ed, m-Y. f Ed. Hall, Miraapow, l8$a.
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in sixty-seven stanzas with commentary. Philosophically, Qah-
kara is remarkably ingenious in his key to the Upanfsads, the

finding of a higher and a lower knowledge, which similarly allows

him to conform to the whole apparatus of Hindu belief on the

lower plane, while on the higher he finds no true reality in any-

thing; his logic, it has well been said, starts by denying the

truth of the proposition A is either B or not B. His dialectical

skill is very great, and, though he doubtless misrepresents

B^darayana, he does more justice to the Upanisads in so far at

least as they seem to consider that at death the soul when
released is merged in the absolute and does not continue to be

distinct from it. In style (Jankara’s Bhasya is unquestionably

far advanced from the dialogue tone of the Mahdbhdsya or the

Bhd^yas of Vatsyayana or Qabarasvamin. It has taken on the

style of a lecture, with longer sentences, longer and more com-
pounds, more involved constructions, fewer verbal and more
nominal forms. But it is still far removed from the formalism

of the later philosophical texts, and the author is not unwilling

to show his command over the more difficult and unusual

grammatical usages.

Qankara is credited with the authorship of the text or a com-

ment on the Rastdmalaka^ vrhich in fourteen verses plays on the

refrain which asserts that the self as the form of eternal appre-

hension is all in all. To pupils of his are attributed expositions

of his system
;
thus Padmapada wrote the Pancapadikd ^ on the

first five books, and was commented on by Praka5atman

;

Sure9vara wrote in prose and memorial verses the Naiskarmya^

siddhi^ to prove that knowledge alone achieves release, and a

paraphrase, the Mdnasolldsa^ of the DaksindmUriistotra of his

master. His pupil Sarvajnatman wrote the Samksepafdriraka^^

a summary of the Bhd^a, while r. 850 Vacaspati Mi9ra wrote

the Bhdmailf which is invaluable for its knowledge of Buddhist

views inter alia. Madhava again in his Pancadofi^ written

in part with Bharatitirtha, and Jivanmuktiviveka^ definitely

^ Ed. and tians. lA. ix. 25 ff. * Ed. ViaSS. a, 18^1-2.

^ Ed. BSS. $Bf X891 ; 3&ded. by Hixiyanna, 1925.

Cf. JPASB. i9o8,pp.97f.
^ Bhaudarkar, 1882-3, pp. 14 f., 202.

« Ed. BL 1876-80. ’ Ed. Bandit^ N.& v, ti, and 'viii.

^ Ed. AnSS. 20, x$89.
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supports ^ankara’s views. From a different standpoint Qilharsa,

the poet, in his Khandanahhanddkhddya} sought, by pioving all

other views to be contradictory, to establish that all knowledge

is vain and that the doctrine of Qankara is theiefore unassailable.

Other treatises are innumerable, especially in the later Middle

Ages, but the Veddntasdra ^ of Sadananda {c, 1500) is of impor-

tance because it shows the elaborate confusion of Sarhkhya tenets

with the Vedanta to form a complex and ingenious but quite

unphilosophical whole. The Veddntaparibhdsd^ of Dharmaraja

is well known as a manual of the modern school.

(b) Ramanuja

A very different view of the Upanisads and Sutra is presented

by Ramanuja, who died about 1137. Son of Kefava and Kanti-

mati, he studied at Kanci under the Advaita philosophci

Yadavaprakafa, but abandoned his teaching for that of Yamuna
whom he succeeded as head of a Vaisnava sect, and at whose
request he wrote his frtdMsya ^ on the Brahma Sutra. Among
other works he wrote a Gltdbhdsya? attacked in the Veddrtha-

samgraha^ the illusion theory, summarized his Bhdsya in the

Veddntadlpa'^ and gave a convenient summaiy of his doctrine in

the Veddntasdra, His views were defended against those of

Qankara in the Vedantataitvasdra^ of Sudarjana Suri, and
expounded in the Yatmdramatadtpikd^ of Qiinivasa. Ramanuja
claims to represent a long tradition, citing the Vakyakara, the

Vrttikara BodhSyana, and Dramidacarya, who was known to

^ankara, and he relies on the fdndilya Sutra as revealing the

true doctrine of the Sutra. In essentials he differs from <Jankara

;

if in a sense there is an absolute whence all is derived, the

individual souls and matter still have a reality of their own, and
the end of life is not merger in the absolute but continued
blissful existence. This state is to be won by Bhakti, faith in

* Trans. IT. i-v. » Trans. O, A. Jacob, London, 1904.
® Ed. and trans. A. Venis, Pandit^ N,S. iv-vii

^ Ed. BI. 1S88 ff. ; tians* G. Tbibant, SBE. xlviii j cf. xxxiv.
» Ed. Bombay, « Ed. N.S. xv-xvii.
’ Ed. Ba:iSS. 69-7^. ® Ed. PmcHt, N.S. xx*^xu.
* Ed. AnSS. 505 trans. R, Otto. Tubingen. 1916.
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and devotion to God. His view of matter permits him to adopt

largely the Sarhkhya principles.^

(c) Oilier Commentators

No other comment can be compared in importance with those

of Qahkara and Ramanuja, the former representing the most
sustained intellectual effort of Indian thought, the latter presenting

a theory of the world which has many similarities to popular

Christian belief, and which may through the Nestorians actually

have been affected by Christian thought. Nimbarka, who is

reputed a pupil of Ramanuja, wrote a Vedantaparijatasaurabha^

commenting on the Sutra and a Stddhantaraina in ten (Jlokas

summing up his system. Visnusvamin, in the thirteenth century,

developed a new aspect of theory which was used by Vallabha

(1376-1430) when he wrote his Anubhdsya^ on the Sutra and

propounded a doctrine of Bhakti in which the teacher on earth

is regarded as divine and receives divine honours. More dis-

tinctive is the dualism of Madhva ® or Anandatirtha, who com-
mented on seven of the important Upanisads, the Bhagavadglidy

the Brahma Sutray and the Bhdgavata Purdna, while a number
of independent tracts, including the Tattvasamkhydna^ set out

his principles briefly. What he insists on is the existence of five

fundamental dualisms, Dvaita, whence his system derives its

name, as opposed to the Advaita of ^ankara and the Vigista-

dvaita, qualified nondualism or the nonduality of that which is

qualified, of Ramanuja. A summary of the views of Ramanuja,

Visnusvamin, Nimbarka, and Madhva is given in the Sakaldcdrya-

matasamgraha ® of (Jrinivasa.

4. Theology and Mysticism

Often closely allied with Vedanta ideas, but, like the develop-

ments of that system, powerfully affected by the Sarhkhya and

with strong affinities to the conceptions of which the Yoga

1 Cf. Keith, ERE. x. 572 ff

2 Ed. BI. 1888-97.

* Date perhaps 1197-1276; but cf. EL vi. 260 (1238-1317). His works are ed.

Xumbhakonam, 1911.

* Ed and trans. H, von Glasenapp, Festschrift Kuhn^ pp 326 fF ; Madhvds
Pkilosophte (1923).

® See R. Otto, Visnu^Naraycma^ pp. 57 ff.
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philosophy is an ordered exposition, theic exists a large mass of

theological and mystical speculation. A comparatively early

specimen not much distinguished from the Vedanta is the

vasistha} which is reputed an appendix to the Rdinayana and

deals with all manner of topics, including final release; it is

moderately old, as it was summarized in the ninth century by the

Gauda Abhinanda in the Yogavdsisthasdra, An imitation of

the Mahdbkdrata^ the Jaimini BMrata^ of which Book xiv, the

Afvamedhikaparvan, alone has come down to us, is intended

rather as a text-book of a Vaisnava sect

The sectarian literature of the Pancaratra school of Vaisnavas,

long best known from the late Ndrada Pdikardira^ (perhaps

i 6th cent), is better represented by a large number of Samhitas

which may be of considerable age ;
the Ahirbudknya^ which has

been claimed to belong to the period of the later epic, gives no

very favourable impression of the literature which mixes Vedanta

and Samkhya ideas In a curious way. The Ifvara Samhitd is

quoted in the tenth century, but others are at least worked over

if they are really ancient in substance, the BrhadBrahma Samhitd

alluding to doctrines of Ramanuja. The Bhakiifdstra^ ascribed

to Narada, is a late production, and so are the BhaktisUtras^

alleged to be by ^andil3ra, who appears as an authority on the

Paficaratra both in ^ankara and Ramanuja. Quite modem is

the Hindi Bhahtamdla^ which is interesting, apart from its

technical explanations of the doctrine of faith^ for its legends.

The effect of Christian influence in it may be readily admitted in

view of the prolonged existence in India of a Christian church.*^

The doctrine of Ramanuja gave rise to divergent schools of

thought, whose differences turned largely on minor points such

as the position of Laksmi, wife of Visnu, or the necessity or

otherwise of activity by the soul which sought salvation. The
literature induced by this split, partly local between north and

^ £dL Bomliay, 1911 ; trans. Calcutta, 1909.
* Cf. Weber, M(nuU$htr. BA, 1869, pp. 10 ff., 369 ff.

» Ed. BL 1S65.

* Ed. Madras, 19x6. See F. O. Schrader, Intr, U tlu BaBcaratra (X916)

;

0ovlndacax)ra, JRAS. 1911, pp. 95X ff.

* Ed. BL 1861 ; trans. BL 1878,
* Gxiersoa, 19x0, pp. 87 ff., 269 ff.

^ Grier$<»i, JRAS. 1907, pp. $14^, ; ct ERE. ii. 548 ff.
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south, is in part only in Sanskrit and is not of the highest

importance for religion or philosophy.

On the other hand, in Kashmir, where Qaivism was pre-

dominant, there developed two schools with close affinity in

many regards to the Vedanta. The first and less important is

represented in the ninth century by the Qiva Sutra^ of Vasugupta,

on which in the eleventh century Ksemaraja, pupil of Abhinava-

gupta, commented, and by Kallata^s Spandakdrikd. God here

appears as creator without material cause or the influence of past

action, Karman
;
he creates by the mere effort of his will. The

Pratyabh{jna9astra owes its fame to Somananda’s Qivadrsti

{c, 900), the Igvarapratyabhijndsutra of Utpaladeva, his pupil,

son of Udayakaia, and to Abhinavagupta*s comment^ on that

text {c. 1000), and his Paramdrtkasdra^ in 100 Arya verses, in

which he adapts to his peculiar view some popular Karikas

ascribed to Adi Qesa or Patanjali. The special point of this

system, which is also briefly summarized in the Vtrupdksa-

pancdgtkd^ of Virupaksanatha, is the insistence on the necessity,

in order to enjoy the delight of identity with God, for man to

realize that he has within him the perfections of God, just as

a maiden can only enjoy her lover ifshe realizes that he possesses

the perfections of which she has been told.

Other Qaiva systems existed
;
^rikantha Qivacarya, who wrote

a Qaivabhdsya ® on the Brahma Sutra, belonged to the Vira5aiva

or Lingayat school of southern India in which Bhakti towards

(Jiva is specially inculcated, and Appayya Diksita, the polymath

of the sixteenth century, was of the same persuasion.

Of no philosophical importance, but of great interest to the

histoiy of superstition, are the Tantras, the essence of which is to

clothe in the garments of mysticism, the union of the soul with

God or the absolute, the tenets of eroticism* That the Tantra

literature is reasonably old is proved in all probability by the

existence of manuscripts from 609 onwards, but the exact dates

of the extant texts are hard in each case to determine; they

^ Trans. IT ui and iv. ® Ed. Pandit, 11 and ui.

# Ed. BMnett, JRAS 1910, pp. 70? ff-J P- 4745 Sovani, pp. 357ff
5

Wintemitz, GIL. lii. 446.

^ Ed. TSS. 9, 1910. A Tattvaprakdfa by Bhoja is ed. TSS. 68, 1920

^ Ed. Pandit, vi and vii. On all the sects, see Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism, Saivism,

dec. ; Carpenter, Theism in Mediaeval India.
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include the Kulacudamani Tantra^ the Kularnava^ Jndndrnavay

Tantrardja^ Mahdnirvdna^ and so on. The Lingayats of the

south have a Vlramahegvara Tantra. High claims have been

raised for the cultural interest of these works, but there remains

the essential fact that, so far as they contain philosophy, that is

better given in other texts, and, so far as they are original, in

addition to inculcating all sorts of magic practices they teach the

doctrine of the eating of meat, the drinking of spirits, and pro-

miscuous sexual intercourse, the deity being supposed to be

present in the shape of the female devotee, as a means to the end

of union with the highest principle of the system. In form also

they lack attraction
;
the original texts seem to have been com-

posed in rather barbarous Sanskrit, while the later are com-

pilations badly arranged and collected. It is, however, true that

the Tantric cult has had, and still possesses, an enormous power

over the minds of Indians even in high ranks of society and of

superior culture.^

5 . Logic and Atomism

We may fairly find the impulse to logic® as given by the

investigation of the Mimansa school ; the term Nyaya suggests

this conclusion, and it is entirely in accord with common sense,

though of course it was a distinct act to advance to what may
fairly be deemed logical science. Of the antiquity of logic we
have no real knowledge ; efforts to find it early in Buddhism are

ruined by the lateness of Buddhist texts, and the attempts to

ascribe the beginnings of the Nyaya Sutra^ to a Gotama
{c. 500 B.c,), while the true Nyaya is ascribed to Aksapada
{c, A. D, 150) rest on no adequate ground. Nor can we reach any
result by the argument^ that the commentator Vatsyayana pre-

ceded the Mdthara Vriti on the Sdmkhydkdrikd^ and it the

Anuyogadvdrasutra of the Jains, for, apart from the fact that

^ See 'A. Avalon’, JPrtna^ies of Tan/ra{igT^-^i6) ; Mahdnirvam Tantt a
and many other texts. Cf. Das Gnpta, AMSJV. HI. u 353 ff.

2 Keith, Indian Lope and Atomism (1921) ; S. C. Vidyabhusana, History ofIndian
Logic (tg2i) ; B Faddegon, The Vai^^a Sy5tim{ig\%) j G. Jha in Indian Thought
and POCP. 1919, xi 381-5 (on ongiaal atheism ofthe Nyaya).

® Vidyabhttsans, p. 47.
* A. B. Dhrnva, FOCP* i9^9i 264 ff. His argnment xs vitiated by reliance on

the Jain texts as evidence for 300 B. c.
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the Jain Sutra is only as it stands authority for the fifth century

at best, the Mdthara Vrtii, as we have it, is not an early text.^

All that we really know is that the Nyaya Sutra as it stands,

a compilation no doubt representing earlier thought, takes

cognizance of the nihilistic school of Buddhism, probably as it

developed in the first century A.D. And even that result is

uncertain. The Vaige^ka Sutra is likewise of wholly uncertain

date, though probably more or less contemporaneous with the

Nyaya. If the Nyaya essentially gives us a logic, the Vai^esika

represents a naturalistic view which finds in atoms the basis of

the material world, but both Sutras accept in some measure the

view of the other. Kanada, the alleged author of the Vaigesika

Sutra, is a mere nickname, and the Sutra shows much unevenness

of composition. The rise of the Vai^esika has been ascribed to

the second century B.c. on the score that it is attacked by
A9vagho^, and that it agrees in many points with the Jain

'

philosophical views; thus it believes in the real activity of the

soul, denied by the Vedanta of ^afikara, holds the effect to be
different from the cause, the qualities from the substance, and
accepts atoms. But this is quite inconclusive, and we cannot

say even that the Vai9esika ever was materialistic in the

Lokayata sense of deriving the soul from matter. The question

of the original view of the two Sutras as to God is disputed, but

at least both say very little on the topic, and that little may be
due to working over at the time when they had become definitely

theistic schools.

The Nyaya Sutra found an expositor in PaksilasvSmin Vatsya-

3^na, who wrote the Nyayaikagya^ before the Buddhist logical

Dignl^a. His work resembles in style the Mahabkasya, and he
propounds modifications of the Sutra in short sentences com-
parable to VSrttikas, but this is far from sufficient to justify us in

assigning him to the second century B. C. The fourth century is

more plausible, though a rather earlier date is not excluded.

Uddyotakara Bharadvaja, a fervent sectarian of the Pji9upata

belief, in his Nydyavarttika * defended Vatsyayana and explained

the Sutra and Bhasya; his date falls c. a.d. 620. A further

comment on this work was written by Vacaspati Mi9ra (c. 850) in

* See Keith, BSOS. lii. 551 ff.

* E. Wmdisch, Uber das Nydyabhdshya (1888). * Ed, BI. 1907.
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the Nydyavarttikatdtparyapkd} on which Udayana in the tenth

century wrote the Tatparyaparigtiddhi? Udayana, as a con-

vinced theist, in his Kusumdnjali^ in Karikas with a prose

explanation pioved the existence of God, and in the Bauddka-
dhikkdra^ assailed the Buddhists, who had developed an impor-

tant school of thought which manifestly greatly influenced the

Nyaya itself.

Dignaga, the chief of the early Buddhist logicians, lived pro-

bably before A. D. 400 ; writing the Pramdnasamuccaya^ Nyaya-
prave^a^ and other texts, most of which are preserved only in

translations.^ Dharmakirti attacked Uddyotakara in vindication

of Dignaga in the seventh century, and his Nydyabindu^ has

fortunately been preserved, with the comment of Dharmottara

(a 800) and the super-comment, Nydyabindutikdtippam^ of Malla-

vadin, probably written shortly afterwards. Much less important

are the Jain works, ofwhich Siddhasena Divakara’s Nydydvatdra ®

is assigned dubiously to A. D. 533, while Manikya Nandin’s

PaHksdmukhasutra^ on which Anantavirya commented in the

eleventh century, may be dated c, 800, Hemacandra (io88~i 17a)

wrote a Pramdnamhndnsd in Sutra style. Polemical matter

against these Buddhist, and in a minor degree Jain, comments is

to be found in Jayanta’s Nydyamahjart^'^ {9th cent.), which com-
ments on the Sutras ; Bhasarvajna’s Nydyasdra {c. 900), which

shows a marked ^aiva tendency and embodiesVai9esika doctrines

;

and Varadaraja’s Tdrkikarahsd}^ which knows Kumarila and was
used in the Sarvadarganasathgraha {c, 1350).

A definite step in the history of the Nyaya was marked by
the appearance of Gangefa’s Tattvacintdmani^^ {c. laoo) in four

books, which expounds with much subtlety the means of proof
permitted in the Nyaya, incidentally expounding the meta-
physics of the school at the same time. Gange^a was no mean
philosopher, though it seems difficult to call his prose clear and

* Ed. VizSS. 12, X898.
^ Ed. BL 191 1-24* ^_Ed. BI 1888-95.
* Ed. Calcutta, 1849 and as Atnm^aiivamveka*
® S. C. Vxdyabbnsana, Indian pp. 27 ff. Nyayapravipa is cd. Baroda,
» Ed. BL 1889. On Dhamottara's date, Hnltzsch, ZDMG. Ixix. 278 f.

» Ed. BB, xi. 1909. a Ed. Calcutta, 1908.
® Ed. BL 1909, ift Ed. YuSS. 1895.

Ed. BL 1910. w Pandit, N.S. Xxi-xxv.
^ Ed. BI. 1888-X901.
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simple, though it is both compared to the diction of his com-
mentators. These include his own son Vaidhamana, the dramatist

Jayadeva, and, most famous of all, Raghunatha ^iromani^
{c. 1500), on whom Gadadhara commented {c. 1700), and Mathu-
ranatha. This is scholasticism of the worst description, in which
definitions alone were of interest, and it is regrettable that in the

sixteenth century the Sanskrit schools of Navadvipa formed the

centre of intellectual life in the country, since but foi their over-

loading of his doctrine Gange^a’s real merits might have been

lecognized more widely. In point of fact, fiom a rough system

of argument from examples Indian logic rose to a developed and
able scheme of inference based on universals, and the formation

of universals it explained by a well-thought-out metaphysical

theory. Buddhist logic, again, in the hands of Dignaga developed

a doctrine of knowledge which certainly deserves careful study

and which in certain aspects shows close affinity to the views of

Kant, though the likeness has sometimes been exaggerated.

The Vaifestka Sutra ^ was far less fortunate
;

it was taken up

and given new life by Pra5astapada in his Padarthadharma-

sa7ngraha? which is not a comment on the Sutra but a com-

pletely new exposition of the same subject-matter, with additions

of importance. The date of the author depends on his relation

to Dignaga, who seems to have influenced his logical views, so

that he may be assigned to the fifth centuiy A. D. A com-

mentary on his work, the Nydyakandalt of Qridhara, belongs to

991. We find in him the same view of theism and the addition

of non-existence as a seventh to the six Vai9esika categories

—

substance, quality, action, generality,particularity, Vi9esa—whence

the name of the system is usually derived, and inseparable

relation. Udayana also wrote a comment, Kirandvall^ on Pra-

9astapada*s Bhasya, and an independent text, the LaksandvcdV

It is clear that the Sutra contains matter which was not before

the commentators, and that they' knew Sutras which it does not

notice. A formal comment on the Sutra is that of (^ankara

* DHhitt e4. with the Badadhany ChSS. nos. 186, iSjr, For a specimen of

sdiolasticism see S. Sen, A Study m MaihumnMhds Taitvacintdmofnrahasya

(1914).
* Ed. Candrakanta^Tarkalarakara, Calcutta, 18S7 ; also BL 1861 ; BenSS. 188511.

* Ed. VmsSS. 1895 ; tians. G. Jka, Pmdtiy N.S. xxv-^xxxw.

^ Ed. m part BenSS. * Ed. Pmditj N.S. 3«ci and xx\u
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Mi^ra, the XJpashara} which dates from c. 1600 and is far from

adequate.

As practical guides to the two schools serve a number ofshort

handbooks which deal with the doctrines of both as a whole and

present a fusion of the two traditions. One of the earliest of

these is Qivaditya’s Saptapadarthtf' which is earlier than Gange9a

;

Ke9ava Mirra’s Tarkabhasa^ is variously assigned to the thir-

teenth or fourteenth century; Laugaksi Bhaskara’s Tarka-

kaumtiM^ is by the author of the Artkasamgralut on the

Mimahsa, and may be after 1400; Annam Bhatta, a native of

southern India, wrote his Tarkasamgraha’^ with an important

commentary before 1585, and the Tarkamrta ® of Jagadl9a falls

c. 1700. The Bha^panccheda'^ of Vi^vanStha is approximately

dated by the fact that its author commented on the Nyaya Sutra

in 1634 ;
the text is in 166 memorial verses, some of which are

borrowed from older sources, as is seen from the fact that they

are given also in Sure5vara’s Manasollasa^ where they doubtless

represent borrowing from a contemporary text. In this period

diveigences of view between Vai9esika and Nyaya had reduced

them^lves to very minor, not to say scholastic, points. The
schools were now fully theistic, as had individual adherents been

for a long time
;
Udayana, like Uddyotakara, was a Qaiva and

identified God with ?iva, and the Buddhist writers Gunaratna

and Raja9ekhara report on the Qaiva affiliations of Nyaya and

Viii9esika sects in their time.

The interpretation of the physics of the Vai9esika presents

great difficulties, and it is extremely dubious if we are justified

with modem scholars,® Indian and Western, in seeking to read

recent results into the simple and rather rude concepts of the

ancient text which the commentators did little to refine. Their

interest was metaphysical, and it is not usual for science and
philosophy to be effectively combined. The effort to show that

the Vai9esika system is at the base of Caraka’s system of

’ Eli BL 1861. * Ed. A. Wniter, Leipdg, 1893 j trails. ZDMG. liii. 338 ff,

* Ell S. M. Parasjap^ Foooa, 1909 j tians. G. JhS, IT. ii,

* Ed. M. N. Dvivedi, BSS. 3*, 1886; trans. E. Holtzseh, ZDMG. lad. 783 ff.

* Ed. BSS. 55, 1918 J tians. E. Hnltzscb, AGGW. ix. 5, 1907.
* Ed. (^ntta, 1880.

* Ed. BI. 1850; trans. E. Hnltzsch, ZDMG. badv. 145 ff.

* R. StSbe, j4«». rf. Natury1iS.f viu. 483 ff
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medicine, dating that system e. A. D. 80 and thence deducing the

early date of the Vai^esika, appears quite invalid, restmg as it

does on two errors, the belief that the system is vital to Caraka,

and the assumption that the text of Caraka dates from the first

century a.d. Still more absurd is the attempt to make out

the school to be pre-Buddhist and to be derived from the

Pui-vamimansa.

6. The Sdmkhya and Yoga Schools

While the Vedanta is a direct descendant of the Upanisad

discussions, and the systems of logic and atomism at least do not

go out of their way to challenge orthodoxy, and ultimately

adopt more and more the authority of scripture, the Sathkhya

system in its original form unquestionably marks a break with

tradition. But this is a very different thing from claiming that

the philosophy is not derived by Intimate process of develop-

ment from ideas found in the Upanisads. The issue eventually

turns on the interpretation to be given to the fact that a number

of Upanisads, in special the Katka, present features which may
either be regarded as a preliminary stage in the development to

the Samkhya or as the influence of an already existing Sfithkhya

on the Upanisads. The idea of an independent creation of

thought, that of warriors as opposed to priests, is really fantastic,

and there can be little doubt that the Samkhya follows legiti-

mately from certain Upanisad positions when they are fully

developed. The absolute of the Upanisads tends to become

meaningless, and the Sainkhya gets rid of it by postulating only

an infinite number of spirits, while matter it similarly divorces

from the absolute, ascribing to it the power of evolution ; con-

sciousness is explained by some form of contact between spirit

and matter, and release is attained when the unreality of any

connexion between the two is appreciated. This is undoubtedly

an illogical and confus«i system, for in it spirit is meaningless,

and its connexion with nature, being non-existent, cannot serve

as the motive for bondage. Such confusion accords best with

a derivative theory, not with original thought. The most impor-

tant contribution to Indian thought made by the Samkhya is the

conception of three Gunas, constituents rather than qualities, as

peivading nature and man alike. Even for this view, however.
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we find a basis in the Upanisads, where water, fiie, and eaith

appear as the three fundamental elements derived from the

cieator or pervaded by him.^

The date of the Samkhya has been fixed by arguments based

on the derivation of Buddhism from it, but we have rather to do

with the derivation of Buddhism from the early doctrine of the

Upanisads which ultimately gave also the Samkhya, but in the

case of Buddhism with far more conscious rejection of Vedic

views. In any case, however, the date of the development of

Buddhist doctrine is far too obscure to be of any real aid in

fixing the date and the claim® that the Samkhya represents

a philosophy of 800-550 B. C. seems quite inadmissible.

All the early teachers of the Samkhya appear in legendary

guise the reality of Kapila, the alleged founder of the system,

has been abandoned by Jacobi; Asuri is a mere name, and

Pafica9ikha, of whom we have views, is quite uncertain in date.

The epic presents us with some information as to the Samkhya,

though usually it gives a composite philosophy, but our first

definite text is the Safkkhyakdrikd^ of r9varakrsna. From
Buddhist sources we hear of an older contemporary of Vasu-

bandhu (c. $20),^ Varsaganya, who wrote a Sastitantra on the

Samkhya
;
his pupil Vindhyavasa corrected his master’s views in

a set of seventy verses known as the Golden Seventy verses,

which Vasubandhu criticized in his Paramdrthasaptatu It is

natural to identify Vindhyavasa with l9varakrsna, and, though

the identity is unproven, it is not improbable. Otherwise the

only certain fact is that the Karika with a commentary was

translated into Chinese by Paramartha in A.D. 557-69, and

therefore must have existed earlier. The view that the original

of this comment exists in the recently discovered Mdthara Vrtti

is certainly wrong.® We have, however, a derived version of this

comment by Gaudapada, whose date is uncertain, as is his identity

with the author of the Gmtdapddtya Kdrikd on the Vedanta, who

1 Keitb, The Sifhkhya Systetn (and ed, J934); Religim and PhtJmphy of the

V€da (1925).
* Cf. Winteniita, GIL. iii. 450. The use of Caraka as an early Sainkhya source is

quite unwarranted.

> Ed. BenSS. 1883; trans J* Bavies, London, 1881 5 P, Deussen, GescL d, JPMl.t

L ill 413 if.

* N. P^rf, BEFEO. xi, an if. » Keith, BSOS. iii. 551 f.
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seems a man of much higher calibre. Of gi eater importance is

Vacaspati Mi9ra’s Sdmkhyatattvakaumudl^ in which he displays

his usual impartiality and capacity of exposition. He cites

a Rdjavdrtiika of Ranarahgamalla or Bhoja. The Karika itself

is doubtless indebted to older works for its substance which is

expressed in dry Arya verses which exhibit, however, traces of

the distinctive feature of Samkhya exposition, the choice ofhappy

illustrative examples, such as the similitude drawn between

nature and the modest maiden who retires once she has been

seen by spirit.

The Samkhya Sutra‘S is a late text; it is not used in the

Sarvadarganasamgraha and is commented on by Aniruddha

(c, 1450). It may contain older matter, but the Sutras given by

Siddharsi in the Upamitibhavaprapahca kathd are not in it, and

we do not know if he did not invent them, though that is not

very likely. The system here is fully developed and scripture is

invoked in support of it. Interesting is book iv in which we

find brief references to illustrative stories ;
the comment explains

these allusions
;
recognition of the distinction between spirit and

matter comes by instruction as in the case of the king's son who,

brought up by a ^abara, has the truth of his origin revealed to

him and at once assumes the princely bearing and mien. So the

forgetting of truth brings sorrow as in the case of the frog-maiden,

who was married by a king on his promise never to let her see

water ; one day, unluckily, he forgot and let her have some when

tired, with the result that he had to bear the pain of her return

to her frog shape. In addition to Aniruddha's comment,^ we

have the curious work of Vijnanabhiksu ^ in which, anticipating

much modern opinion, he seeks to deal with the Samkhya not as

opposed to the Vedanta but as representing one aspect of the

truth of that system. He also wrote the Sdmkkyasdrap a brief

introduction to the topic, and his date is c. 1650. Before 1600

was written the catechism Tattvasamdsap which has been held

to be an old text, but which at any rate is not of much

philosophic importance.
1 Ed. BI. 1865; trans. SHB. ii, 1912.

* Ed. and trans. R. Garbe, BI. 1888-92.

8 Ed. R. Garbe, HOS. 2, 1895; trans. AKM. ix. 3, 1889.

* Ed. BI. 1865.

« Max Muller, Stx Systems, pp. 224(1.
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Closely allied as a philosophy with the SSihkhya is the Yoga.

In itself Yoga is merely the application of the will on the con-

centration of the mind, whence it denotes concentration, and, if

the concentration aims at union with a deity as it may often

have done, the sense may have come to be that of unity, the

result being put for the effort. But primitively the object of

Yoga was doubtless often to secure by practices of repression

of the breath, sitting in certain postures and deep concentration,

magic powers such as are believed throughout Indian thought to

be the fruit of such exercises, for we find the same doctrine in

Buddhism and Jainism. Yoga, therefore, in a sense can figure in

all philosophies, but as a system it has been developed under

Saihkh}ra influence, the only real difference being that the Yoga,

as a result of the early connexion with the desire of finding

union with a god, insists on finding a place for the deity as the

twenty-sixth principle in addition to the twenty-five of the

Samkhya. This spirit is in constant connexion with subtle

matter and possesses power, wisdom, and goodness. The Yoga
thus figures as the theistic Samkhya, while the Samkhya appears

as atheistic. Both systems in fusion with Vedanta ideas appear

largely in the epic philosophy and again in the Furinas and the

law-book of Manu.*^

The Yeiga Siiira^ is ascribed to Patanjali, and the similarity

of name has led to the foolish identification of the philosopher

with the author of the MaAabkasya. The Sutra has been accused

of being a mere patchwork of different treatises, and, though this

is mcaggerated, it is a confused text, which is only intelligible by
the aid of the Yogabha^a ascribed to Vyasa, who may or may
not have accurately rendered the original sense, very probably

moulding it to his own views. His date is probably before

M%ha, but nothing certain can be said, save that the Bhisya
is commented on by VScaspati Mijra {c. 850) as well as by
VijSSnabhiksu,* while r^ain the Bhasya mentions the mysterious

1 P. Tmcea, Yoga (1911); J. W. Haner, At^lmge der Yogapraxh (1933);
Kdtfa, Reb^on emdPhUastfhy ofike Veda (1935).

* 3W. with Y'^sa. and Vacaspati, BSS. 46, 1893 ; traos. J. H. Woods, HOS, 17,
1914; RSmaprasada, SBH. 1910.

* ^ Pmditf N.S. T and Ti. His YogasSrasaingraha is ed. and terns. G. Jh5,
BQmt>a}r, 1894.
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Varsaga^^ya. Bhoja is credited with the Rdjmndrianda^ an

important comment on the Sutras. The work falls into four parts,

dealing with the nature of concentration, the means towards it,

the winning by it of supernormal powers, and the state of

Kaivalya which results from complete concentration. The relation

of the individual spiiit to God is treated as part of the ethic of

Yoga or Kriyayoga. For information in detail regarding the

practices followed to induce the trance condition desired we
must refer to late works such as Svatmarama Yogindra’s Hatha-

yogapradlpikd ® in which we find with some surprise the author,

despite his style, indulging in double entendres of somewhat
dubious character. Other texts are the Gorak^ofataka and the

Gherandasamkitdy of dubious age and authorship.

7 . Buddhism

The use of Sanskrit in lieu of Prakrits or Pali for texts

defending Buddhist principles is of uncertain age. What is

fairly clear is that the Mulasarvastivadins from the first period of

their activity adopted Sanskrit as the language of the school,

and w'e have fragments of their canon, from the Uddnavarga^

Dharmapada^ Ekottardgama^ and Madhyamdgama, as well as the

Vinaya, which point to derivation in some degree from texts

similar to those represented in the Pali canon. But the date of

these Buddhist Sanskrit texts as extant is wholly uncertain, and

has been placed as late as the third century A.B., which is

probably too low.®

Much more important is the MaMvastu^^ a Vinaya text of the

Lokottaravadin school of the Mahasanghikas, which presents us

with a partial Buddha biography, combined with much mis-

cellaneous matter, including many Jataka stories of the Buddha

in previous births. It reveals a new attitude in its account of

the ten stages through which a Bodhisattva must move to

achieve Buddhahood, in its insistence on the miraculous birth of

1 Ed. and trans. R. Mitra, BL 1883.

^ Ed. and trans. Bombay, 1893.

* Ct Oldenberg, ZDMG. lu. 654 ff.
;
and see Keith, Buddhist Philosophy (1933).

Przylnski {La Ugende de Vem^ermr A^oka^ pp. 166 ff.) holds that the hteratnre began

€, 150 B c. contemporary with Menander and Patafijaliin MathmS.

< Ed E. Senart, Paris, 1882-97. See Oldenberg, GN. 191a, pp. 113 ff.
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Bodhisattvas without parental intervention and on the great

number of Buddhas> and in such episodes as the Buddhanusmrti

which is a panegyric of the Buddha in the usual Stotra form of the

Kavya liteiatuie. Its date is utterly uncertain, for its structure is

complex, as is levealed by style and language ;
references to such

late matters as Chinese speech and writing, a Horapathaka, and

the Huns show that the final ledaction need not have been

before the fourth century A. D. The language is mixed Sanskrit,

both in prose and verse, for verse frequently alternates with

prose, versions of the same matter being given sometimes side by

side in two accounts. The less good the Sanskrit, the older in

many cases the passage, but no absolute criterion is possible.

From the point of view of doctrine the work yields all but

nothing of importance.

The Lahtavistara} which also was originally of the Sarvasti-

vada school, gives a biography of the Buddha which has been

altei'ed in the sense of the Mahayana development of Buddhism.

The book is full of miracles, including the tales which have been

asserted to have spread to the west of the falling down of the

statues before the young child when he visited the temple, and

of his explaining to the teacher the sixty-four kinds of writing,

including those of the Chinese and the Huns. In style the work

is as much of a patchwork as in substance. It is written in

prose in Sanskrit with verse portions in mixed Sanskrit ;
these

normally do not carry on the prose account, but run parallel

with it, giving it in brief form. The ballads of this sort are often

clearly old, as shown by comparison with the Pah tradition as in

the case of the Asita legend (vii), the Bimbisara story (xvi), the

dialogue between the Buddha and Mara (xviii), but the prose

also is sometimes used in old matter, as in the version of the

sermon at Benares (xxvi), while among the verse portions occur

later work, where such elaborate metres as ^ardulavikridita and

Vasantatiiaka are used. The date of the text is quite uncertain
;

it was rendered into Tibetan in the ninth century and was well

known to the artists of Boro Bodur in Java (850-900). Its spirit

of reverence* of the Buddha corresponds to the artistic revolution

of the Gandharan art which reveals the portrait of the Buddha,

^ 3 . Lefmsma, Halle, igoa-S ; trans, K. Foucaux, AMG. vi and xix. See
F. Weller, Zum Laiiiimisi&ra (1915).
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whereas the older tradition of Sanchi and Bharhut showed
symbols only of the blessed one, and the work may in the main
belong to the period from the second century A. D.

A^vaghosa’s works have already been considered in their

aspects as epics and lyrics or as the application of the tale to

moral and religious ends. The Mahayanagraddkotpdda} if it be
really his, is more simply philosophical and develops a very com-
plex system of thought in which the influence of the Brahmanical
absolute appears distinctly operative, Avadanas are numerous
both individually and in collections

;
in addition to the Avaddna-

gataka and Dtvydvaddna^ already mentioned, there are the

Dvdvihgaiyavaddna^ a collection of twenty-two tales in prose

with verses inserted ; the Bhadrahalpdvaddnaf thirty-four legends

in verse; the Vratdvaddnamdldp a collection of legends to

explain certain ritual vows ; and in Kavya style the Avaddna--

kalpalatd^ of the polymath Ksemendra of Kashmir, the one
hundred and eighth tale being added by his son Somendra, who
also provides an introduction. As usual in Ksemendra, his version

is valuable for matter, not form.

Of the Mahayana Sutras proper the Saddharmapundarlka^
occupies the most prominent place. It displays throughout the

ideal of the Bodhisattva and luxuriates in the glorification of

the Buddha as a being of ineffable glory and might. It appears

possible that originally it was written in mixed Sanskrit verses

with short prose passages interspersed
;
but, as we have it, it is

in prose with mixed Sanskrit verse sections in the older chapters,

while in xxi-xxvi, in which the womhip of Bodhisattvas is

inculcated, we have prose only
; the comparative lateness of these

chapters is confirmed by the Chinese version made before 316,

which has them out of place as appendices. The work as a whole
need not date before a.d. aoo and is not likely to be much
earlier. It contains, among other legends, the tale of the father

whose son lived as a beggar in his house but was enriched by his

^ Trans. T, Suzuki, Chicago, 1900
* Mitra, N0p^ Buddh. Lit , pp. 85 ff. j on the language, see Turner, JRAS. 1913,

pp. 289 ff.

* Later than Ksemendra acc. to S. d’Oldenburg, JRAS, 1893, pp. 331 ff.

* Mttra, pp. lozff., azi ff., 375
® Ed. 18S8 ff, « Ei BB, x. 1908 ff, ; trans. SBE. xxi.

^ Cf. Foassin, Bmddhhme^yp. 317 ff.
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fether on his deathbed, a pai-able of how the Buddha gradually

draws mankind to him, which has been unwisely compared with

the biblical tale of the son who was lost and was found.

The Bodhisattva Avalokite^vara, the subject of chapter xxiv

of the Saddharmapundarika, is also the hero of the Avalo-

kitegvaragunakarandavyuhat which exists in a prose version and

a version in verse, which is, doubtless, the younger and which

recognizes an Adi Buddha or creator god. One form of the

Sutra was rendered into Chinese in A.D. a?©, but the date of

either of the extant texts is uncertain. It contains the story

of the visit of Avalokite^vara to the abode of the dead, which

has been compared with the legend of Nikodemos whence it

could, doubtless, have been derived. The paradise of Amitabha

and himself are glorified in the SukhdvaUvyuka} which exists in

a longer version and in a shorter, apparently derived from the

longer text. The AmitayurdhymtasUtra? extant in a Chinese

version, explains how by meditation on the god to attain this

paradise; versions of the Sukhavatlvyuha were made in China

before A.l>. 170 and the three texts are the foundation of two

Japanese sects, the j6-do-shu and Shin-shu. Another heaven,

that of Padmottara, is described in the Karunapun^arlkap

rendered into Chinese before A. D. 6co. The worship of Manju5rl

is recorded in the AvatahsakasUtra*^ or GaiupavyUka, rendered

into Chinese by A. D. 400, and the chief work of the Ke-gon sect

of Japan.

Of more philosophical content is the Lahkavataras&tra’^ in

which nihilistic and idealistic doctrines are found, but the work is

useless for chronological conclusions, as it refers to the Guptas
and to barbarians who succeed them, and so cannot have been
composed as we have it before c. A. D. 600, though one version

was made into Chinese in 443. The DagabM'mfvara MaJiayana~
sutra^ deals with the ten stages to Buddhahood, and was trans-

lated by 400. The Samadhiraja ’ deals with meditation. The
Swuarnaprdbhdsa * again, though in.high repute in Nepal, Tibet,

and Mongolia, is a work of inferior type, including many

» Ed.Oxforf, i883;trans.SBE. jMx. » Tnms. SBE. xUx.
> Ed. Calcntta, 1858. « Winteinitz, GIL. ii. 34^.
• Ed. Calentto, rgoo

; London, 19*5. * Mitw, Sum. IS., pp. 81 ff.

» Mitw, tf/. otr,, pp. * Ed. Cakntta, 1898,
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Dharanis, spell formulae, and inclining to the nature of a Tantra

;

it was translated into Chinese in the sixth century. In the

Rdstrapalapariprcchd} translated before 6i8, we find an interest-

ing satire on the laxity of contemporary Buddhism, then waning

in strength; the work is written in poor Sanskrit with verses

in Prakrit and still worse Sanskrit.

The quintessence of the new doctrine is also given in the

numerous Prajndpdramitds^ of which we have versions of from

700 to 100,000 Qlokas,^ L e. units of thirty-two syllables in length

in prose. These merely assert that intelligence, the highest of

the perfections, Paramitas, of the Buddha consists in the recog-

nition of the vacuity, ^unyata, of everything. The most

famous is the Vajracckedikd^ diamond-cutter, which spread over

Central Asia,^ China, and Japan, in which it serves with the

Prajndpdramttakrdaya as the chief texts of the Shin-gon sect.

The views expressed in the Prajndpdramitds are far better

brought out in the MMhyamikasutra^ who seems

to have been a Brahmin, perhaps from southern India, who was

converted to Buddhism. His nihilistic or negativistic doctrine

accepts, as does the Vedanta, two truths, the higher which ends

in the vacuity of all conceptions owing to self-contradiction, and

the lower which allows for ordinary life. He may be placed as

a later contemporary of A9vaghosa. His own comment exists

in Tibetan, as do those of Buddhapalita and Bhavaviveka ; that

of Candrakirti of the seventh century A. D. is extant in Sanskrit.

To Nagarjuna are attributed also a DharmasamgrahaP a collec-

tion of technical terms, and a SuhrlUkha extant in Tibet. Of
Aryadeva we have already spoken.

The Vijnanavada school is represented by Asanga^s Bodki-

sattvabkumi, part of the YcgdcdrabhumifdsiraP and the Mahdyd^

nasuiralamkdra^ in verse withcomment His brotherVasubandhu

wrote the Gdthdsamgraha and the Ahhidkarmakofa^ of which

^ Ed L Fmot, BB. li. 1901.

2 Ed. BI 1902 ff. Trans, before 405. Astasahasriha^ BI. 1888.

* Ed. Oxford, 1881 ; trans. SBE. xlix.

^ Leumann, Zur nordarischm Syrache, pp. 56 ff , 84 ff

s Ed. de la Vall6e Poussm, BB. iv, « Ed. Oxford, 1885.

^ U Wogihara, AsangcCs Bodhisaiivabk&mi (1908).

« Ed, and trans. S. L^vi, Paris, 1907-11.

2 Trans, de la Vallie Poussin, 1918 ff
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we have Ya9omitra’s Vyakhya in Sanskrit, and which is one of

the most important sources of our knowledge of the tenets of the

Sarvastivadin and other schools of the Hlnayana. When con-

verted to the Mahayana, he wrote many commentaries ; one

short poem in Karikas has been rendered from Tibetan. His

Paramdrthasaptaii is an attack on the Samkhya system. Of
Candragomin’s many works we have only a poem, and (^antideva

is the author of a Qiksdsamuccaya} valuable for its large number

of citations, written in prose, which shows none of the real ability

of his Bodhicarydvatara.

The Stotras of Buddhism have already been mentioned ; the

Dharanis, spells of all kinds, appear to have been used early, for

they occur in Chinese versions of the fourth century ; sometimes

they appear collected into groups as in the Meghasutra. Even

philosophic doctrines were condensed to this shape as in the

Prajnapdramiidhrdayasutra^ preserved since 609 in Japan. In

such uses we are in full touch with ordinary Hinduism and still

more is the case with the Tantras which either deal with ritual

and ceremony or with Yoga. The former are innocuous, and are

comparable with Hindu ritual treatises; of this kind is the

Adikarmapradtpa? The latter include magic, eroticism, and

mysticism in the usual Tantra manner ; they include the Kdla-

cakra which knows ofMecca ; the Mahdkdla^ which teaches how
to find hidden treasure, win a wife, make a foe mad, or kill him ;

the Tathdgataguhyaka^ which enjoins even the eating of the

flesh of elephants, horses, and dogs, and intercourse with Caridala

girls ;
the Mahjn^rtmulatanira^ which prophesies the advent of

Nagarjuna, and the Samvarodaya^ which is Qaiva in tone. To
Nagarjuna are actually attributed five of the six sections of the

Pancakmmap but, as one is ascribed to ^akyamitra, who is prob-

ably to be dated c. A. D. 850, we may reject the identification

wi& the great philosopher. The form of these works is as

unsatisfactory as their contents, but it is idle to deny their in-

fluence ; the Shin-gon sect In Japan rests on Tantras.

' Ed. C. Bendall, BB. i x^oa
; trans. London, 1913,

® Ed. Oaford, 1884*

* de la Vallie Poussin, BmddhUm (1898), pp. 177 E
* do la Vadl^B Poussia, £tudes (1896).
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8 . Jainism

Jaina philosophy, originally written in Prakrit, was driven by
the advantage of Sanskrit to make use also of that language, and

in the Taftvdrthddhigamasutrc^ ofUmasvati we find in Sutras and

commentary a veiy careful summary ofthe system. His example

was followed widely ; Samantabhadra wrote in the seventh cen-

tury the Aptamlmdnsd ^ on which Akaianka commented ;
both

were attacked by Kumarila and defended against him by Vidya-

nanda, in his comment on the Aptamimdhsd^ and Prabhacandra,

a DIgambara whose tomb records his death by starvation, in his

Nydyakumudacandrodaya ^xAPrameyakamalamdrtanda, Qubha-

candra's yiidndrnava ® belongs to c. 800. In the eighth century

Haribhadra, a voluminous writer, produced his Saddarganasamtic-

caya and Lokaiattvanirnaya^ which are less specifically Jain

than his Yogadrstisamuccaya^ Yogahndu^ and DharmabinduP

which gives a review of ethics for laymen, monks, and the blessings

of Nirvana. Hemacandra’s Yogagdstra and other works have

already been recorded. To his Vliardgastuti Mallisena in 139a

wrote a Syddvddamanjani^ which is an important contribution to

Jain philosophy. A9adhara’s Dkarmdmrta is ascribed to the

thirteenth century
;

it is a full account of the whole subject, but

his date precludes the assertion that he was a contemporary of the

well-known poet Bilharia, To Sakalakirti in the fifteenth cen-

tury we owe the TaUvdrtkasdradtpikd^ which contains a full

account of the Digambara sacred books, and the Pragnattaropd-

sakdcdray which, in the favourite form of question and answer,

deals with the duties of laymen.

Other works are, though intended to inculcate the Jain faith,

more vitally connected with branches ofliterature in the narrower

sense of that term, and these, as in the case of Siddharsi*s Upamu
tibkavaprapancd kathd^ Amitagati’s Subhdsitasamdolia and

' Ed. BI. 1^3-5; trans. H. Jacobi, ZDMG. Ix, a87ff., 372 ff, who places hina

before a. n. 600. The traditional date for this author in S. C. Vidyabhusaaa {Indian

pp, 168 f.) is untenable. See H. von Glasenapp, Der ycuTttsmus (1925)

2 Cf. Fleet, El. iv. 22 ff. ® Weber, Berlin Catal , u 907 ff.

^ Ed. and trans. L, Suali, GSAI. xviu. 263 ff.

® Ed* Bhaynagar, 19 ir. • Ed. and trans. GSAI. xxi. 223 ff.

Fid. Benares, X900.

314(9 K k
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Dkarmapariksa^have been noted above. There must be mentioned

numerous Caritras, legends of saints, some in Sanskrit, and even

Puranas, including the Harivahgapurana (784) ofJinasena, and the

Adipurdna of another Jinasena, whose pupil, Gunabhadra, wrote

the continuation, the Utiarapurdna^gwing the lives of the Tirtha-

karas after ^sabha. A further continuation was made by

Lokasena in 898, Much later is the Qatrumjayamdhdtmya, a

panegyric of mount Qatrumjaya, in fourteen cantos of epic style.

The Padmapurdna of Ravisena is ascribed to c, A. D. 660,

The Jain contribution to philosophy, so far as it was original,

lies in the effort to solve the contrast between what is abiding

and what passes away by insisting that there is an abiding

reality, which, however, is constantly endui'ing change, a doctrine

which in logic is represented by the famous Syadvada, whicfi

essentially consist of the assertion that in one sense something

may be asserted, while in another it may be denied. But any

serious development of metaphysics was prevented by the neces-

sity of accepting as given the Jain traditional philosophy which

could not be rationalized.

9. Carvdkas or Lokdyatas

Materialists existed, we need not doubt, in early India, though

curiously enough efforts have been made ^ to explain away the

Lokayata philosophy, which is condemned by Buddhists and

Brahmins alike, as simply in origin a popular philosophy of

common sense. No books of these materialists have been

allowed to come down to us, and we have merely summaries of

their doctrines by their opponents, from which we learn that they

endeavoured to prove the birth of spirit from matter by analogies

from chemistry, and contended that as this was the origin of the

body, so, when it dissolved in death, the spirit ceased to be.

They, therefore, commended only the pleasures of the body,

ridiculing the doctrine of the reward to be reaped in heaven by
those who sacrifice and give presents to greedy and fraudu-

lent priests whose Vedas and ceremonies they condemned as being

merely tricky means of livelihood. We need not doubt that

works were current, under the name of Brbaspati, who had an

1 Jacobi, GGA. X919, p. aa.
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evil repute amoi^ the orthodox as the teacher of the Asuras, the

demon foes of the gods, and from one or other of these may come

the few phrases which can be ascribed more or less safely to the

school.^ The term Carvaka applied to it may have been due to

a teacher of that name, or be an abusive nickname from a famous

infidel, not necessarily a member of the school. But the oblivion

of its writings probably does not correspond at all to the actual

importance it enjoyed.

10. Historians of Philosophy

A history of Indian philosophy was never attempted in India

;

the most that was achieved was the grouping of systems by

reason of their similarities, and accounts of contending views

based on the desire to prove by this means the superiority of

some doctrine or other. The common view of six systems,

grouped in pairs, PurvamimansS and Vedanta, Smhkhya and

Yoga, and Nyaya and Vai9esika, and treated as orthodox,

because they accept the Veda as authoritative, is certainly not

early, though a sketch of these six is found in Siddharsi’s Upami-

Hihavaprapanca katha (A.D. 906). Haribhadra’s Saddarfanasam-

uccaya^ of the eighth century, deals with Buddhist views, Nyaya,

Samkhya, Vai5esika, and Purvamimansa as well as Jain meta-

physics, and very shortly with the Carvaka views ; thus suggest-

ing that the number six was traditional but not rigidly fixed

in significance. In the SarvadarfonasiddMntasamgrahap which

is erroneously ascribed to ^ankara, we find accounts of the Loka-

yatika, the Jain system, the Buddhist schools, Madhyamikas,

Yogacaras, Sautrantikas, and Vaibhasikas, Vaijesika, Nyaya,

Purvamimansa—according to Prabhakara and Kumirila, Sam-

khya, Patanjali, Vedavyasa, that is the MaJidbkarata, and

Vedanta, which is the author’s own view. The date is dubious,

but the Bhdgavata Purdna is known while Ramanuja is ignored,

and the alleged* allusion to the Turks is uncertain. Later prob-

ably is the wdl-known Sarvadarganasamgraha, which deals with

* Hillebiandt, Ftstschrift Kuhn, pp. 14 ff. j ERE. ™i. 403 f.

* Ed. L. Snail, BL 1905 ff.

» Ed. and tians. M. R^acarya, Madras, 1910
* JacoM, DLZ. 1981, p. 7*4. Cmtrast Liebich, DLZ. 193*, pp. 100 1

K k 2
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the systems arranged from the point of view of relative error.

The Carvakas are followed by the Buddhists, Jains, Ramanuja

—

a very palpable hit at a rival school, various ^aiva schools,

Vai9esika, Nyaya, Purvamimahsa, followed by a grammatical

school ascribed to Panini, Samkhya, and Yoga. The chapter on

Vedanta seems not to be part of the original work, but to have

been added later, conceivably by the father of the author if we
take him to be Madhava,^ son of Sayana, not his brother, though

this view is only conjectural and to Sayana himself the work is

sometimes attributed. The date is the fourteenth century, in the

latter part. Of unknown author and date is the Sarvamata-

samgraJm^vM.(^ sets three Vedic schools against three non-

Vedic, describes Jain, Buddhist, and materialist views, and then

sets out Vai^esika and Nyaya as Tarka; the theistic and

atheistic Samkhya
;
and Mimahsa and Vedanta as Mimahsa.

II. Greece and Indian Philosophy

Parallels between Indian and Greek philosophy are well worth

drawing, but it may be doubted whether it is wise thence to pro-

ceed to deduce bonowing on either side. The parallelism of

Vedanta and the Eleatics and Plato is worth notice, but it is no
more than that, and the claim that Pythagoras learned his philo-

sophic ideas from India though widely accepted rests on extremely

weak foundations.® The attempt to prove a wide influence of the

Samkhya on Greece depends in part in the belief in the very

early date of the Samkhya, and if, as we have seen, this is dubious,

it is impossible to assert that the possibility of influence on Hera-
kleitos, Empedokles, Anaxagoras, Demokritos, and Epikuros is

undeniable. But what is certain is that there is no such convincing

similarity in any detail as to raise these speculations beyond the
region of mere guesswork. An influence of Indian thought on
the Gnostics * and Neoplatonists may be held to be more likely,

^ Cf. R. Narasimbacbar, lA. xlv. i ft, 17 if. But tbi$ is not proved, and Saya^a’s
son’s name is Mayana. The text is ed. Calcutta, 19085 AnSS. 51, 19065 Poona,
19S4 5 trans. E. B Cowell and A. E. Gough, London, 1894.

» Ed.TSS.62, 1918.
® Keith, md Fhihsophy ofthe Feda^ chap, xxbt

; JRAS. 1909, pp.
579 ff.

^

^ Cf, Kennedy, JRAS. 1907, pp. 477 ff. 5 L^ge, Fpr$runners md givais of Chris^
ikmiiyi ii} L Scheftelowitz, Die Bntsiehung der nmnithamhm (X922);
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and it would be unjust to rule it out of court. But it is essential

to note that Neoplatonism is clearly a legitimate and natural

development of Greek philosophy, and that what there is in it

similar to Indian thought can be easily explained from Greek

philosophy ;
striking similarity of detail is lacking, for what has

been adduced is clearly far from convincing, and in part cannot

be proved to have existed in India before it is found in Greece.

The case of the Gnostics^ is more obscure, and is complicated by

the fact that in Persia Indian doctrine doubtless had considerable

influence, but it is extremely difficult to assign to India views

which may not have been originated in Persia or Asia Minor,

It may be tempting to trace the doctrine of the Aion to the

Brahmanical speculations regarding the year which is identified

with Prajapati, but ideas of this kind may just as well have been

Iranian as Indian, and be part of the heritage of the Indians and

Iranians. We reach, in fact, in such speculations a region in

which really effective means of proof are wanting. Nor is it

possible to say more in favour of the suggestions so often made

to find in Greece the origin of Indian logic or strong influences

on its development,* or again the source of the atomic doctrine

which is accepted by the Jains and the Vai9esika school. We
may regard such influences as reasonable, but we must admit

that real proof is wanting. If India borrowed, she had the power

to give her indebtedness a distinctive character of its own, and a

certain argument s^ainst indebtedness can be drawn from cases

in which Indian borrowing is undoubted; the proof of it as

r^ards astronomy and astrology is perfectly convincing, and we

may doubt whether, ifborrowing were real as regards philosophy,

it would be so effectively concealed.

The' effort, however, has been made with special emphasis in

the case of Buddhist legends, as we find them both in Pali and San-

skrit texts, to prove derivation of events in the gospels, including

the apocryphal gospels from India. The argument is also sup-

ported by hagiographic l^ends, beyond all by the tale ofBarlaam

Uvi, RHR. xxiii, 45 ff. j E. de Faye, Gnostipus et Gnostiasm (19*5) } "W^donk,

Urmmsch uni Stelt in d. iron, OterKeferung (1925); L. Troja, Dte DrH»h» vnd

m ZuAlfim Trtdded PtOud (1945)! C. Borkitt, Tht Rdigkn tfihe idaniehm

(1945) ;
Ptsigaie Garif, pp. 74-y.

* Cf. Wrfwr, SBA. 1890, p. 9»s; on Basilides, Kennedy, JRAS. 1904, pp. ayj B.

* a S. C. VidyabhMana, JRAS. 1918, h?. 469& J 4«r
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and Josaphat, for it is generally admitted that the Bodhisattva is

the figure whence Josaphat is derived. But the parallel of the

legends is clearly very small beyond the presence ofthis figure, and
the late date of the story renders it extremely probable that India

was only remotely concerned.^ The figure of the Bodhisattva

was most probably taken up by Persian thought in Mahomedan
times, made into a typical Sufi, taken thence to Bagdad and
Syria, where under Christian hands it was converted into a saint.

Other cases are far less plausible;® the man-eating monster

Christophoros cannot fairly be compared with the Bodhisattva-

bearing Brahmadatta; the figures in their respective l^^ends

have little in common, and it becomes necessary to suppose that

the idea was transferred through pictorial delineations misunder-

stood, while the Christophoros legend can be explained as a
variant of the M^chen of the stronger—the effort to find out

who is the strongest of all—and conjectural explanations of

names. Similarly, the attempt to parallel the legend of Placidas

who becomes the holy Eustachios as the outcome of pursuing

a deer, loses and finds again his wife and children, by a combina-
tion of a Jataka of a deer which brings about the conversion of

a king, of a woman who lost her children, and the sufferings of

the hero of the Vessantara Jataka is clearly fallacious. The
essential parts of the l^ends belong to the realm of myth or
M^chen, and for borrowing there is no real evidence.

Nor is the case better with gospel narratives.® The birth of

Christ from a virgin is not comparable with that of the Buddha,
whose mother is never in early texts represented as a virgin, the
miracles attending both his birth and death are commonplaces of
the appearance of the great, be they divine or semihuman. Even
the temptation by Mara is ethnic or Indo-European, as the
temptation of Ahura by the evil spirit in Zoroastrianism shows.

* See CesaOxsctBuddha, pp. 33 ffi, Cf. Kului, Barlaam andjoasapk (1894).
* Gimter, ef. cit., pp. 8 ff. j Kennedy, JRAS. 1917, pp 213 ft, 504 ft
* Gdnto, «/. cit., pp, 74 ft Cf. Wmtendtz, GIL. fa. 277 ft ; Garbe, Indien «nd

das Claisttntum’, Kennedy, JRAS. 1917. PP- 5®8 ft, who ai^es for borrowing from
the we^, both at r^ards Bnddha’s yonth and the young Kr$na, and makes out
a plansNe case, without pronng it. For parallelism m the duration of gestation
{t«i months), the tree motif (Leto and Apollo), speech on birth (Zoroaster’s laugh
and V^’s £<bgue), see Prints, ZDMG. Ixxfat. 119ft For the e^dence of Art—
Greek inSnenoe but Uter Bidian reaction, see Foucher, L’Art Gri(Q.Bmddhiqiu, ft

3$4 ft, 787ft
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The l^end of the statues which in Egypt are broken before the
young Christ is clearly a fulfilment of the prophecy of Isaiah

;
in

the Lalitavistara they merely bow in respect, for the Buddha is

not come to end the being of the gods, who are less than he, but
not false. Similarly, the cleverness of the Child Christ and of the
Buddha in explaining the alphabet is a common idea, and the
treatment of the two by their teacheis is quite unlike; that of
the Buddha bows in respect before him, that of the Christ strikes

him, and falls before him only because he is cursed by his charge.
There is an equal discrepancy between the obedience of the
beasts of the wild to the Christ Child and the Buddha’s benevo-
lence towards them

; the distinction corresponds to a difference

in psychology of the minds of the peoples. It is the parallelism

of the human mind again that explains why the palm-tree bends
on the journey to Egypt to feed Mary, and in the Vessantara

Jataka the hapless family is similarly nouiished. The sleep of

nature at the birth of the Buddha and of Christ is an old motif,

'‘that of the magic slumber which reappears in the whole cycle of
tales of the sleeping beauty. Ethnic also are the seven steps of

the young Buddha in the Lalitavistara and of the mother-to-be

of Christ. The miracle of the loaves and fishes has been com-
pared with the feeding of 500 monks by the Buddha, but these

magic foods are commonplaces. The legend of Peter’s walking

on the water has a Buddhist parallel, but in this case the evidence

in time is much in favour of the priority of the Christian tale.

Similarly, the widow’s mite is not paralleled until late in India,

and there is very little real resemblance between the two versions

of the son who was lost and was found. Great stress has been

laid on the parallel between the legend of Simeon and that of

Asita, but this seems quite unjustified
; the divergences are great,

and there seems something peculiarly natural in the conception

in either case, testifying to the similarity of the human mind.^

StUl less can one take seriously the mere fact that the young
Buddha was found in deep meditation while the young Christ

stayed in the temple to talk to the teachers ; the diflFerence in

the action is characteristic of the divergence of two civilizations.

^ Cf. O, Wecker, Ohmtm und BuMho^ pp, 15 E; K. Beth, DLZ, 1915, p» 898*

Kennedy (JRAS. 1917, pp. 533 E) hold» that the Asita legend is later than the

Christian*
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Equally slight is the connexion between the declaration by

a woman of Mary’s blessedness and the similar assertion made of

the mother of the Buddha, apart from the fact that the western

tale is here far older, and, if an angel or spirit is to aid the Lord

or the Buddha, it is purely natural that it should be when either

is fasting* Similarly in the legends of Buddhist, Jain, and Brah-

min saints and those of Christian holy men ^ there are constant

parallelisms arising from the very nature of the ascetic life with

its exaggerated virtues, its hatred of sin, and its constant absorp-

tion in the effort to avoid sin. We find thus instances of sudden

and complete conversions ;
of evil men, like the robber Anguli-

mala, who become most holy ; of the efforts of women to seduce

the saint; even of women who seek to lead as men the ascetic

life
;
of selling oneself into slavery for the sake of others ; of the

sacrifice of an eye to stay the love of the flesh
;
of the conversion

of a Brahmin by realization that the god to whom he was about

to sacrifice could not even protect the destined victim, and so on.

For coincidence in thought among different peoples great allow-

ances must be made; between the Taoist Chuang Tse of the

fourth century B, c. and Calderon and Shakespeare curious and

illuminating coincidences have been pointed out, which cannot be

accounted for by borrowing *

^ Cf. Gunter, chap, ii.

* Cf. A. Forke, Dte tndischm Marchen^ pp. 46 ff.; cf. Kennedy, JRAS. 1917,

p. 216, n. I.
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MEDICINE

I. The Development ofIndian Medicine

WE have in the Vedic literature abundant evidence of

the magic which precedes or accompanies in simple

peoples the practice of medical art. The belief in demons

of disease which dominates the Atkarvaveda and the ritual

text-books is preserved through Indian medicine, for one of

its topics is the treatment of diseases derived from this source.

Anatomy had begun to be studied,^ possibly as a result of the

constant slaughter of victims by the priests for the animal

offering
; we have also knowledge of Vedic ideas of embryology

and hygiene. Late tiadition recognizes the Ayurveda, also called

Vaidya9astra, science of the doctor par excellence^ as a Upanga
of the Atkarvaveda and ascribes to it eight topics, major surgery,

minor surgery, healing of disease, demonology, children’s diseases,

toxicology, elixirs, afld aphrodisiacs. Patanjali proves the early

cultivation of the science in Sanskrit by mentioning Vaidyaka

along with the Angas and Itihasa, Purana, and Vakovakya,

Moreover, we have many names of ancient sages who gave

instruction, Atreya, Kafyapa, Hartta, Agnive^a, and Bhe^, but,

though Samhitas occur attributed to these worthies, we can be

reasonably certain that they are generally not original works.

It is, indeed, probable, though not exactly proved, that in the

earliest period of literary compositions on medicine works were

styled Tantras or Kalpas and took the form of monc^aphs on

special topics and not of Samhitas, which are comprehensive

treatises covering a wide range of topics. Atreya is of these

sages the one usually declared to have been the founder of the

sdlence, but Ca^kya also is credited with writing on meditane^^

» gatapaiha Brahmami *. S. 4- ra. 3- »• 3^-5 Athanxmda, x. a. ^
J. Jolly, MeMcin (1901); Girmdraoath Mnkhopadhyay, Histwy ef Indum MtSdue

and &trgieal fydrurntHts^m ffiadits,whose views are, however, often nnaawptable.

* C . WZKM. a*vui. sodf, 5 he is known to Arabic writers as SSaaq.
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Buddhist tradition talks of Jivaka, who studied under Atreya

and was an expert on children's diseases
;
the Vinaya Pitaka ^

and other texts show a wide knowledge of elementary medicine,

surgical instruments, the use of hot baths, and so forth. It was,

of course, inevitable that living as they did in communities the

Buddhists had early to consider the tendance of their sick

members.®

2. The Older Samkitas

The oldest of the extant Saihhitas is generally held to be that

ascribed to Caraka, who according to tradition was the physician

of Kaniska, whose wife he helped in a critical case. Unhappily

we cannot tell the value of such stoi'ies when they come to us at

a late date. Further, we know from the text itself® that it is not,

as we have it, Caraka's work, for it was revised by one Drdhabala,

who admits to having added the last two chapters and to having

written 17 out of or 30 chapters of book vi. Drdhabala, who

was a Kashmirian, son of Kapilabala, is ascribed to the eighth

or ninth century, and in addition to his more substantial work

he revised and altered the text, which, moreover, has come down

to us in a very unsatisfactory form. The work does not claim to

be original
;

it appears to have been a revision of a number of

Tantras on special topics written by Agnivefa, pupil of Punar-

vasu Atreya and fellow student of Bhe^a or Bhela, whose

Samhita is on that ground asserted by some to be older than

that of Caraka. As we have it, part i, Sutrasthana, deals with

remedies, diet, the duties of a doctor
;

ii, Njdanasthana, is con-

cerned with the eight chief diseases; iii, VimanasthSna, with

general pathology and medical studies
;

it contains a statement

of the regulations laid down for the conduct of the newly fledged

student : he is to give his whole energies to his work, even if his

own life is at stake, never to do harm to a patient, never to

entertain evil thoughts as to his wife or goods, to be grave and

restrained in demeanour, to devote himself in word, thought, and

deed to the healing of his charge, not to report outside affairs of

the house, and to be careful to say nothing to a patient likely to

^ Mokam^a, Ti. I--14
; MajJhmanikdya^ lox and 105.

* Ct Tafcakttsn, pp. X30 E, aaa ff.
; Jolly, ZDMG. Ivi 565E

* Trans. Calcutta, 1890-1911 ; often ed.
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retard recovery. The gSrlrasthana (iv) deals with anatomy and
embryology; Indriyasthana (v) with diagnosis and prognosis;
Cikitsasthana (vi) with special therapy; and the Kalpa- and
Siddhi-sthanas (vii and viii) with general therapy. Caraka,
however, as we have him is more than an author on medicine;
he gives us information of a considerable number of points of
philosophy and develops a form ofSSmkhya which has erroneously

been regarded as old, whereas there is nothing to show that it is

not a comparatively late addition to the text. He is familiar

also with Nyaya and Vai9esika views, which suggests no early

date.^ The form of the work is prose interspersed with verses,

and it has no very ancient appearance, perhaps owing to the
work of Dr^habala. We know that it was rendered at a faiily

early date into Persian, and that an Arabic translation was
made c. 800.

Sufruta is equally famous with Caraka, and he is named with
Atreya and HSrita in the Bower Manuscript, while the Maka-
bharata^ represents him to be a son of Vi9vamitra, and Nagar-
juna® is credited with havii^ worked over his text. Moreover,
like Caraka, he won fame beyond India, for in the ninth and
tenth centuries he was renowned both in Cambodia in the east

and Arabia in the west But his text also is not definitely

assured until we have, as in the case of Caraka, the commentary
of CakrapSniidatta in the eleventh century. We know of the

older comments of Jaiyyata and Gayadasa, and Cakrapa^idatta

is supplemented by the comment of l?allana* of the thirteenth

caitury. We have also a revised text of Su^mta prepared by
Candra^a on the basfa of the commentary of Jaiyyata.*

The Saihhita begins with a Sutrasthana, which deals with

general questions and makes out that Su^ruta’s teacher was king

DivodSsa of Benares, an incorporation of Dhanvantari, physician

of the gods. In Nidanasthana (ii) pathology is developed;

^ Diisgupta (Jnd^ PHh^ i. a8o E) seeksto prove Caraka early (r. A. D, So), but, even

if the contemporaue% with Kanina asserted iu China {Un, lA. xxxiu aSa ; W2KM*
xi. 164) is real, the date of our text is dubious. On Dfd^balasee HoemlOy

p. rr; JEAS. 1908, pp. 997ff.j 1909, pp.8§7ff.

* xiii 4. 5$. * Coidier^ R4anie$ p. la.

^ jBd, Calcutta, 1891. See Hoemk, JRAS. 1906, pp. 283C ; JoEy, Ivtii.

114^,^ IX4 403ff.

» Eggeling, IOC. i. 928. Trans. Calcutta, 1907-16.
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^arlrasthana (iii) covers anatomy and embryology
; Cikitsa-

sthana (iv) therapeutics
;
Kalpasthana (v), toxicology

;
and the

Uttaratantra, which is clearly a later addition, supplements

the work. The view of Hoernle ^ that even this later book is as

old as Caraka and the Bhela Samhita appears to be quite un-

tenable, for it rests on his erroneous view that the anatomical

views of Su5ruta were known to the author of the Qatapathxi

BrShmaifa, a view which has been disproved.* It is of interest

to note the high standard demanded from a doctor by Su9ruta

;

the introduction of the student is based on the formal initiation

of a youth as a member of the twice-born
; he is made to circum-

ambulate a fire, and a number of instructions are given to him,

including purity of body and life
;
he is to wear a red garment

—

an idea with many parallels; his nails and hair are to be cut

short
; he is to treat as if they were his kith and kin, holy men,

friends, neighbours, the widow and the orphan, the poor and
travellers, but to deny his skill to hunters, bird-catchers, out-

castes, and sinners.

The Bkela Samkita^ is preserved in a single, very defective

manuscript. It contains the same divisions as the Caraka Sam-
hita, and what is preserved is mainly in ^lokas, with a limited

amount of prose. Where comparison with the Caraka Samhita
is possible, there seems no doubt that the Bhela, which knows
Sufruta, presents an inferior tradition. As regards osteology

Hoemie* holds that a third version of the system of Atreya, in

addition to those of Caraka and Bhela, is to be found in the

Yajhavalkya and Visnu Smrtis and the Visnudharmottara and
Agni Pttranas, but the provenance of this list in Yajnavalkya
must be regarded as uncertain in the extreme. Moreover, the

inclusion drawn by Hoemie as to the original account of
Atreya and its relations to these later versions must be held to
be vitiated by an excessive number of suggested corrections

resting on modem knowledge of the true number and kinds of
bones in the human body.'^

» HoOTle, OsUolegy, pp, 8 ff. > Keith, ZDMG. l»i. 136 ff.

* Ed. CWcntta, 1911 ; Heemle, up. cit., pp 37 ff. • Bower MS., pp. 34 if.

‘ »f., pp. 4aff.

* A KS0a,pa SamkliS is also known, of nnceitsin date; HampraiSd, Report /,

p.9. So there ate or and texts.
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3 . The Medical Tracts in the Bower Manuscript

We attain a ceitain measure of certainty as regards date in

regard to the tracts on medicine which form part of the contents

of the manusciipt from Kashgar known by the name of its dis-

coverer in 1890.^ Palaeographically it can be referred with fair

certainty to the fourth century A. D., and in the first of its seven®

treatises one tract® deals with garlic {laguna) and its valuable

qualities for prolonging life
; a second gives also a recipe for an

elixir to secure a thousand years of life, and discusses eye-

washes and eye-salves with many other topics. Another text (iii)

gives fourteen recipes for external and internal application, while

great importance attaches to the Ndvamtaka (ii), which by its

title proclaims itself the cream of former treatises. Divided into

sixteen sections it gives information regarding powders, decoc-

tions, oils, elixirs, aphiodisiacs, and other recipes, including a

treatise on children’s diseases which often is cited and preserved

in manuscript in varied forms. The treatises are written in verse,

not seldom the more elaborate metres being used, and this

peculiarity is preserved not rarely in later recipes. The advantage,

it may be surmised, of this proceeding was that, as the syllables

were fixed in number and length, it was possible to ensure in

some measure the correctness of important recipes.

Among the authors cited are Atreya, Ksarapani, Jatukarna,

Para9ara, Bheda, and Hartta, all sons of Punarvasu Atreya, but

Caraica is not mentioned, though Su^ruta's name occurs. This,

however, is no evidence against use of the Caraka Samhitd, which

may be regarded as certain, for Atreya ranked as the teacher of

Caraka, and the pupil, therefore, was covered by the teacher’s

name. The Bheh Samhitd is also used.

The language of the Bower Manuscript^ is of a peculiar

1 Hoemle, 7%e B&wer Manuscript
^ Parts I-III are medical, IV and V on PagakakffuaU^ cnbomancy, VI and VII

Mahamayurt VtdydrdjM^ a cbarm against snake-bite.

5 Forty-three verses with eighteen or mneteen metres, inclndittg Anpacchanda-

sika, (JardSlavikri^ita, SuvadanI, Pythn, Van$asthavtla, Mandakranta, PramSnika,

Framitakfara, To^ka, Stagdhaia, SudhS, Malinl, (JalinJ, Mattamayara, Knstiim-

talatSvellita. The other parts use few metres save the Qloha, Arya, and Trislnbh forms.

* Prakritisms are rare in Parts I and III, very common m lY-VlI.
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character, being popular Sanskrit heavily affected by Jrakritisms.

suggesting comparison wth the mixed dialect of Buddhist San-

slSt, which it may resemble in being an effort to write Sanskrit

by persons used to writing in Prakrit. A barbarous Sanskrit is

fOTnd also in medical formulae discovered in Eastern Turkestan,

accompanied by a version in an Iranian dialect. It of

course, be remembered that doctors were often men of a restricted

culture who could not be expected to be familiar with the niceties

of Sanskrit, a phenomenon seen far more strongly in the works

on architecture.

4. Later Medical Works

Indian tradition traces Vaglihata as the third of the ^eat

names of medical science, not without recc^nition that he is lat«

«-Tian Sucruta. Two writers of this name must be distinguished,

though both claim the same parentage in their works, the

Ast&masamgraha^ and the A^mgakrdayasarnkm,^ as we have

them. The elder Vagbhata. Vrddha Vagbhata. is son of Sihha-

gupta,and grandson ofVagbhata, and his teacher was the Buddh-

ist Avalokita. His work was clearly used by the younger writer,

whose metrical form as contrasted with the prose mixed with verses

of his predecessor confirms his later date. For tie date of the

elder writer we have a valuable hint in I-tsing’s reference* to

a inan who shortly before had made a compendium of the e%ht

topics ofmedicine ;
to identify him withVagbhata, who was clearly

a Buddhist, seems eminently reasonable. For Vagbhata we have

also the Prakrit form Bahata, and for Sinhagupta Safighagupta.

The younger writer was very possibly a descendant of the older,

though we have no proof for such a conjecture beyond the fact

that it might explain their confusion. His work was probably

also that of a Buddhist ;
it was translated into Tibetan, and there

srams no reason to put him more than a century after his elder

Both agree in citing Caraka and Susrata, including

in his case the Uttaratantra.®

* Hoemle, Bitmthtriof’ Cotam. VoUt pp. 4*® JEAS. 19*51 PP* tf.

* E4* Bombay, xSSo* * ^ Bombay, 1891.

^ Hoemle, JRAS. 190}', pp. Kwtb, IOC, ii. 74^*
,

8 Cordier 0A. 1901, li. 147 ff.) treats the two works as leceasions ol one ongmah
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Of the eighth or ninth century is the Rugvinifcaya ^ of Madhava-
kara, son of Indukara, which is an important treatise on patho-
logy, of decisive importance on later Indian medicine. It is

probable, if not proved, that Madhava is older than Dr^habala.
The Siddhtyoga ® or VTndamddhuvci. of Vrnda follows in its order
of diseases that of the Rugvinifcetya, and provides prescriptions

for curing a large number of ailments from fever to poisoning.
The suggestion that Vrnda is the true name of the author of the
Rugvinifcaya is plausible, but unproved. Vrnda is used largely
in Cakrapapidatta’s treatise on therapeutics, the Cikitsdsara-
samgraka (c. 1060), and Madhava and Sufruta in the work of the
same name by Vangasena, son of Gadadhara, of the eleventh or
twelfth century. In i aa4 Milhana wrote at Delhi the CiMUamrta
in 2,500 verses. To a Nagarjuna are ascribed a Yogasara and
Yogofataka? The Samhita of Qarngadhara was commented on
by Vopadeva, son of the physician Ke^ava, and prot^d of
Hemadri (r. 1300), who also wrote a Qataglo^ on powders, pills,

&c. Qariig[adhara provides for the use of opium and quicksilver

and the use of the pulse in diagnosis, methods which have been
referred to Persian or Arabic sources. Later works are numerous
and expansive; especially favoured are Tisata’s Cikitsahalika

(14th cent.), Bhava Migra’s Bhavaprakaga (i6th cent.), Lolimba-
raja’s Vaidyajivana (17th cent.).* Numerous monographs on
different kinds of diseases, including Surapala’s Vrksayurveda
on plant diseases, are recorded, but none are early.

Historically important is the branch of Indian literature deal-

ing with the merits of metallic preparations of which quicksilver

{yasefvard) ranks first in importance. Quicksilver is attributed

equal power over the body as over metals, and it serves as the

philosopher's stone to transmute base metals while enormously
increasing their bulk, an idea expressed in the kotivedkin rasa of
the RSjatara^ni. Elixirs of this sort are deemed to give per-

petual youth, life for a thousand years, invisilnlity, invulnerability,

and other good things. The date of the earliest writings is

* Cf, Hoemle, Osteolegy, p. 14; JRAS. 1906, pp. *88 f.; 1908, P.99S; VaUanri,
OSAT, xxyi* 253 ff*

* Ed. AnSSa 2J^, 1894.
» Cf* Haiapra^d, Mefori /, pp, 9 f. ; Caiain, p* xxii.

* Att Ayutvedasutm di, Mysore) is a late revival of tire old style

;

tlw *considcmble antiquity ' ofJRAS, 1925, p, 355, is dearly a mistake.
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uncertain
;
the Rasaratnakara ^ of Nagarjuna is assigned by Ray,

but not on completely convincing grounds, to the seventh or

eighth century. AlberunI® (1030) derides the whole science of

elixirs, Rasayana, as worthless. The Rasdrnava ^
is assigned by

its editor to c, 1 0,00^
and we have in the Sarvadarganasamgraha *

a fairly early proof of the love of alchemy in the account of the

Rase^varadar^ana, the system of quicksilver. These adepts were

Qaivas, but they were also convinced of the high importance

attaching to the preservation of the body as a means to obtaining

release in life, and the text cites passages from the Rasdrnava^

Rasahrdaya^ and Rasegvarasiddhdnia, The Rasaratnasam-

nccaya^ is ascribed to Vagbhata in some texts, in others to

A^vinfkumara or Nityanatha •, it has been assigned conjecturally

to 1300. Nityanatha is author of the Rasaratnakara^ while a

Rasendracintdmani by Ramacandra is extant, and the Jain

Memtunga wrote a comment on a Rasddkydya. The interest of

these works is, however, entirely dependent on substance.

Medical dictionaries may be ancient ;
none of those preserved

is old.^ The Dhanvantari Nighantu ® may in principle be older

than Amara, but it refers to quicksilver and, therefore, presum-

ably is later than his—dubious—date, which indeed has been

placed after Vagbhata on the score of his use of the term jatru^

The QeAdapradipa was written for Bhimapala of Bengal by
Sure9vara in 1075 ,

while Naraharfs Rdjanighantu^ dates from

1^35-50, and Madanapala’s MadanavinQdamghantu? a compre-

hensive dictionary of materia medica, is as late as 1374 . Works
on terms of dietetics and cookery are also recorded, such as the

Pathyapathyanighaniu}^

* Ray, Htsiety ofHindu Chemistry, u, Sanskrit Texts, p. 14. On the question of

origin cf, chap, xxiii, § 3, The lateness of Arabic aldiemy is proved by J. Rnska,
Arahische AUhmisim (xp34).

* Sachan, Alhemnfs India, i. i88ff.

« Ed. BI, 1908-10.

^ Chap. ix. On Govmda*s Rasahfdaya, in twenty-one chapters, see Haraprasad,
Nopal CtUdL, pp. xxii, 339 ft,

^ Ed. AnSS. 19, 1910; on the date cf. Jolly, Restschrtfi Windisch, p. 193, n. i.

* Ed, AnSS. 33. The S&roitaramrghanta of a Buddhist exists in a MS. of 1080;
HaraprasSd, /, p, 6.

^ Hoemie, JRAS. 1906, pp. 939E # Ed . AnSS. 33.
« Ed. Benares, 1875.

For descriptions of many later works cf. Madms Cmi., xxiii (191S) and the /, 0.

C«/tf4 i 95r3 ff ; ii, jrsoff.
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5 . Greece and Indian Medicine

The striking similarity in many points between the Greek and

the Indian medical systems ^ has long been well known. We
find in both such things as the doctrine of humour:^, whose

derangement explains disease, the three stages of fever and other

disorders which correspond to the Greek triad of air€\frta,

and KpCa-is ;
the division of means of healing into hot and cold, or

dry and oily ; the healing of diseases by remedies of oppos-

ing character
;
the insistence in the manner of Hippokrates on

prognosis
;

the oath exacted from doctors and the rules of

etiquette and professional conduct declared to be incumbent on

healers. There are also many detailed correspondences ;
both

systems emphasize the influence of the seasons on health, and

contrary to Indian feeling we havq in some cases insistence on

the use of strong drink as a remedy. Quotidian, tertian, and

quartan fevers are noted, consumption is prominently dealt with,

while little account comparatively is Jaken of affections of the

heart. There are also similarities in regard to embryology ;
the

doctrine of the simultaneous development of the members is held,

the connexion of the male sex with the right side is noted, and

a like cause is given for the production of twins
;
the viability of

an eighth-month foetus is asserted, that of a seventh-month is

denied ; there is similarity in regard to the removal of a dead

foetus. In surgery there is similarity in the operation for stone,

in modes of dealing with haemorrhoids, in blood letting, in the use

of leeches, including according to Su9ruta^ those from Greece,

cauteries, many surgical instruments, and the use of the left hand

to deal with the right eye in ophthalmology. It must, however, be

confessed that it is very difficult to determine how much is due to

Greek influence and how much is merely parallel development.

The doctrine of the three humours, which at first sight might be

held to be definitely Greek, is in close connexion with the Saihkhya

1 See Jolly, Mediant pp. 17 f. with references. He deals also with Indian relations

to Persia, China, &c. Cf. G. N. Banerjee, Hellenism in Anaent Indiat pp. 2 2off.

For parallels m beliefs as to birth see Prmtz, ZDMG. Ixxix. ii9ff.

® 1 13. The oath of the doctor m Caraka (ZDMG. xxvi. 448 f.) has often been

5C*viDared with that in Hippokrates (iv. 629 ff.); Jones, The Doctor^s Oath (1924).

hi
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system of the three Gunas or constituents, moreover, one of the

humours, wind, is already known in the Atharvaveda^ and the

Kaufika Suira ^ is alleged by the comment, perhaps with justifica-

tion, to have recognized the doctrine of three, wind, bile, and

phlegm.

On the other hand,^ we must recognize that we have ceitain

information that both Ktesias {c* 400 B. c.) and Megasthenes

{c* 300 B, C.) visited or lived in northern India, and other facts can

be adduced to suggest derivation, especially of surgical doctrine,

from Greece, Whatever was the case with Hippokrates, there is

no doubt of the prevalence of dissection of the human body in

the Alexandrian schools of Herophilos and Eiasistratos in the

third century B. C,, while in India we have no original passage in

Caraka which admits of this, though Sufruta has two chapteis

on surgical instruments and one on the mode of operation But

there is diificulty in postulating Indian boriowing, because the

Alexandrians developed such accurate knowledge, comparatively

speaking, of the muscular and vascular systems that it is difficult

to suppose that India, if it had borrowed its anatomy from

Greece, would have been content to remain indifferent to the

other advances made in Greece. The definite evidence of rela-

tion is rendered almost impracticable of attainment by the

absence of any early Greek lists of the bones of the human body

as reckoned in Greek surgery. Celsus, it has been noted, giving

the Greek osteology of the first century B. C. speaks of the caipus

and tarsus as consisting of many minute bones, the number of

which is uncertain, but says that they present the appearance of

a single, interiorly concave, bone, and in Su9ruta and Caraka
respectively we have the opposed views of a number of small

bones and a single bone. Again, the Greek and the Indian views

correspond in regarding the fingers and the toes as consisting each

of three joints springing from the metacarpals. Against these

facts Hoernle points out that, if a Talmudic summary can be

x'egarded as lepresenting Greek views, which is possible, there

must have been a profound difference between the Greek and the

Indian enumeration of bones in the body. Greece, of course,

borrowed from India the use of several medicinal plants, but

^ Bloomfield, SBE, xhi. 246, 48$, 516 1
® Cf. Hoemle, OstmUgy^ pp. wi ff.
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theie is clearly no ground for the assumption of Indian influence

in early days on Greek medicine. The disrepute of anatomy ^

acted as a fatal barrier to the progress of India in the field of
surgery and hampered its success in the field of medicine.®

1 In Vagbhata this is alieady cleaily evident.

® On Greek medicine cf, R O Moon, Htp^a aies and his Successors (1933) ,

T. C. Albutt, Gieek Medicine in Rome C. Singer, Greek Biology and Greek
Medicine ( 1924). See also H. Fichner, Die Medizin im Avesta (1925) ,

D. Campbell,
Arabian Medicine (1926); E G. Biowne, Arod>ian Medicine (1921); Neuburger,
History of Medicine^ 1. (1910).
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XXVII

ASTRONOMY, ASTROLOGY, AND MATHEMATICS

I. The Pre-scimtific Period

There is a definite bieach of continuity in Indian
thought on astionomy, with which astrology and mathe-

matics are ever closely connected.^ In the Vedic period we
find extremely little sign of astronomical study; the year is

vaguely leckoned, and the twenty-seven or twenty-eight Nak-
satras, moon stations, are of dubious origin. At the close of the
Vedic period we have more elaborate works on the calendar
evinced in Sutra notices and summed up in the Jyotisa Vedahga^
preserved in two versions, for the Yajurveda and the P-gveda

;

we find here a calendar arranged on the basis of a five-year

Yuga, with a 366-day year, notices of the position of the sun and
moon at the solstices, and at new and full moon with regard to
the Naksatras. Some further development of a purely Indian
type is found in the case of works like the Gdrgl Samhiid, of
which we have fragments, the astronomical hints of the Vrddha
Gargasamhita, the fragment of Pauskarasadin preserved in the
Weber MS., the Ndk^atra and other Pari9istas of the Atharva-
veda, and the Paitamaka Siddkanta recorded by VarShamihira.
The Jain texts, chiefly the Suryaprajhapti^ though they
develop a fantastic view of their own, are essentially of this type.
The epic, the Puranas, the Smitis, and old writers such as Para-
^ara known from fragments are of the same type.
The characteristics of this period are a general ignorance of

the mean motions of the sun and moon, resulting in faulty appre-
ciation of the length of years and months; a total ignorance of
the true motion as opposed to mean motion ; the teaching of an
equal daily increase or decrease of the length ofthe day ; dividing

.f
Astralfigie und Mathematih (1899); Ks-ye;, Hindu

* Ed. A. Weber, ABA. i86j 5 Pandit, N.S. wix.
» See Thibanli JASB. xUx. io8 ff.
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the sphere into twenty-seven or twenty-eight Naksatras
; en-

tertaining fantastic ideas of the constitution of the earth and the
universe, and a determination on false premisses to work out large

numerical calculations. All save the Jain texts assume that the
winter solstice fell at the beginning of the Naksatra Dhanistha,

but this datum is quite insufficient to enable us to fix in'any

way the date of the works. They contribute to the scientific

period two ideas of great importance, if of no value : the concep-

tion of great Yugas, during which a complete change of the

heavenly bodies is carried out, so that a new Yuga begins with

all of them in the same places as the preceding Yuga; and the

conception of the lunar day, Tithi, which is a thirtieth part of a
synodical month, a strange and not convenient unit.

In one sphere, however, distinctly intei'esting results were
attained in geometry as a result of the care taken in the measure-

ment of altais. These results are enshrined in the (Julbasutras,

works which are of the late Sutra period, possibly of c. aoo B,c.,

though this is mere guesswork. They are concerned with the

construction of squares and rectangles
; the relation of the

diagonal to the sides
;
the equivalence of rectangles and squares

;

and the construction of equivalent squares and circles. We find

the Pythagorean problem stated generally, but there is nothing

to show how far it was fully understood and what exactly was
the Indian conception of the irrational. The question of

influence on Pythagoras or influence of Greece or Egypt on

India has been much discussed ^ without proving any dependence

in either case. But in any event the theories of the ^ulba-

sutras for whatever reason had apparently no effect on the later

progress of geometry.

2. Ths Period of the Siddkantas

Varahamihira, who is asserted to have died in A. D. 587, and

who wrote perhaps c, 550, has preserved in his Pancasiddhan-

tikd ® information of the contents of five Siddhantas of an earlier

^ Cf.Kdlh, JRAS. 1910, pp. 519-21 ; Kaye, JRAS. 1910, pp. 5r49“^oj Thibaut,

op* p. 78.

® Ed. G. TMbaut and Sudbafeara DvivedI, Benares, 1889. See also H. P. Kbaregat

JBRAS. xix. 109C; V. B. Ketkar, POCP. 1919, it 457!“., wbo argues that tbe

SUf^a fixation of tbe initial point of tbe etiptic points to <r. d. 290

;

cf. Bhandarkar, JSarip Bidory India, p. 69.
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date. Of these the Paitamdha belonged to the pre-scientific

period, but the other four in various degrees showed a new spirit,

which it is impossible not to asciibeto Greek influence, which dis-

played itself also indelibly in the case of astrology. It is signifi-

cant in the extreme that two of these Siddhantas bear non-Indian

names, the Romaka^ which must be connected with Rome, and

the Paidicd^ which reminds us of the name of Paulus Alexan-

drinus, of whom, however, we have preserved only an astrological

treatise. The Sfirya Siddhdnta^ in the form in which we have

it, asseit^ that it was revealed by Suiya to A sura Maya in

Romaka, which is significant. The Romaka adopts not the Indian

Yuga system, but one of its own, namely the Metonic period of

nineteen years multiplied by 150 which gives the smallest Yuga

exactly divisible into integral numbers of lunar months and

civil days* Further, it makes calculations for the meridian ^ of

Yavanapura, city of the Greeks ;
and the Paulifa^ which does not

adopt a constant Yuga, but operates with specially constructed

short peiiods of time, gives the diffeience in longitude between

Yavanapura and Ujjain. The Romaka again alone of Indian

works operates with the tropical revolutions of the sun and

moon, while the Siddhania and probably even the Paulifa

deal with sidereal revolutions. The Surya, it seems, shows us

the process of adaptation of the new science to Indian ideas in

its most pronounced state ; thus it accepts the Kalpa system,

while, on the other hand, it is more precise in doctiine than its

rivals; it alone gives a general rule for the equation of the

Centre, and its full treatment of eclipses contrasts with the meagre

rules of the Romaka and the rough formulae of the PauU(a.

The mention of Romaka, of course, need not be interpieted as

an allusion to Rome ; it is due to the fame of the Roman Empire

when the knowledge which came probably from Alexandria

came to be associated with the name of the great metropolis.

The evidences of Greek derivation in the Siddhilntas, and still

more plainly in later works, may be summed up as follows*^

The division of the ecliptic into the Naksatras yields to that into

the signs of the zodiac, with names borrowed from the Greek

;

the motions of the planets, hitherto neglected, come to be

1 Nq -doubt Akxandria. Kern, p. 54.
2 Kuye, Hindu pp. 3^ lb
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explained by the doctrine of epicycles
; the notion of parallax

and methods of calculating it were intioduced
; new methods of

calculating eclipses appear; the heliacal rising and setting of

heavenly bodies was studied, especially with astrological refer-

ence ;
correct measurements of day and night were achieved

;

the length of the year was revised
; and the names of the plane-

tary week-days were intioduced. We find already in the

Pmhga—perhaps also in the other Siddhantas—an important

contribution to Indian trigonometry, in the shape of a table of

sines, which seems clearly to have been borrowed from Ptolemy’s

table of chords, the device being adopted of dividing the ladius

not into sixty parts with Ptolemy but into lao parts, thus enabling

the value given for the chords to be taken over bodily for the

sines of half the angles. It is only in Aryabhata that we find

the radius as 3438 ' with the necessary change of sine values.

The exact mode and date of the introduction of these Greek

elements has been disputed, and Whitney ^ suggested that it fell

in a period before the Syntaxts of Ptolemy, a view supported by
the constant difference in detail as in the figfures of the epicycles

of the planets. The question is rendered specially obscure by
the fact that we do not know how Greek astronomy progressed

between Hipparchos and Ptolemy. It is true that Hipparchos

already settled the theory of the sun and the moon and had dis-

covered the mean periods of the revolutions of the planets, and

it is conceivable that the Roinaka StddMwta may have con-

tented itself with ti'eating of sun and moon only, in accordance

with the necessities of the calendar and the practice of the earlier

Indian period. But Ptolemy claims to have been the first to take

into account the anomalies in planetary motions dependent on

the distance of the planet from the sun and its distance from the

apsis. The Vasigiha and Pauliga Siddhantas seem to have taken

some note of planetary anomalies, though exactly what is uncer-

tain. But apart from the similarity as r^ards sine values noted

above, which is strongly in favour of use of Ptolemy’s results,

the position may best be explained on the basis of Thibaut’s

suggestion as to the means by which Ptolemy’s views reached

India. It is indeed incredible that Indian astronomers should

1 JAOS. vi. 470 ff. Cf Thilant, PtAthosiddhSraM, pp. ME; Astrowmie,

pp. 47ff.
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have deviated so largely and needlessly from his work, if they

had real knowledge of it. But they probably learned their views

from books of a very inferior type, the sort of manual used by
astrologers and calendar makers, works which troubled not at all

about the basis of their risumh, but simply gave results con-

venient for piactical purposes. The Indian Siddhantas, then, of

the Surya type would represent not a mere borrowing nor an

adaptation, but a combination and development on independent

lines of elements borrowed in the shape of practical rules and

vague hints of theory from mere manuals. The date of the

borrowing cannot be determined with certainty. If, as is prob-

able, the year 505 marks the date of Lata, who commented on

the Romaka Siddhanta, it is natural to place that text about

A.D 400 at latest, and, if we place the period of reception some-

where in the time between A.D. 3C0-500, we reach a plausible

result, though not one admitting of strict proof. This accords

with the period when the Gupta Empire was showing many signs

of contact with the Roman Empire in other spheres of activity,

and the Sassanian dynasty’s rule may have promoted intercourse.

But the old Surya Siddhanta shows us a specifically Indian

reaction ; it accepts where it thinks fit the new matter, but it fits

it in as far as may be with the old
;

it revels in the theory of

Kalpas, restores the pre-eminence of mount Meru at the north

pole, finds room for the Naksatras, and so forth.

None of the Siddhantas which Vaiahamihira had before him
has come down to us in its original form. We know that

Bhattotpala had before him a Paulifa so changed as to render

the retention of the same name anomalous. The Paitamaha
Siddhanta of Varahamihira differed little from the pre-scientific

period ; it commenced, however, a Yuga in the third year of the

^aka epoch, which may ^ve its date. It differed from the

Brahma Siddhantalorrsxoi^ part ofthe Visnudharmottara Purdna
on which Brahmagupta’s Spkuta Brdkmasiddhdnta is on one
view based, and from the Brahma Siddhanta or Qdkalya Siddh-
dnta^ all of which present the orthodox modem doctrines. The
Romaka SiddhSnta was perhaps touched up by Lata c, a. d. 505,
and certainly later was revised drastically in the modem
by Qrlseria, who wrote after Lata and before Brahmagupta. The

* Eggeling, IOC. L 996 ff.
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Vasistha Siddhanta appears before Brahmagupta’s time to have

been revised by Vijayanandin and then by Visnucandra, but the

Laghu Vasistha Siddhanta ^ which we have is clearly not con-

nected with the original or the revision, and the Vrddka Vasistha

Siddkanta^^ vihich exists in manuscripts,seems equally far removed.

The Surya Siddhanta^ which we have in fourteen chapters of

Qlokas, is clearly in many respects modernized from the original

;

possibly Lata had a hand in this, as Alberuni ascribes the work

to him, and he commented on the Romaka and Patdiga texts.

3 . Aryabhata and later Astronomers

Before the discoveiy of the Pancasiddhdntika the credit of

introducing the new ideas into Indian astronomy was usually

given to Aryabhata of Kusumapura, who was born in A.D 476

and wrote in 499. We have of him only the Aryabhaitya,*^ in

the shape of 10 stanzas in Arya verses
;
the Dofogltikasutra, in

which he gives his numerical notation
;
and the Aryastofata,

108 Aryas, divided into the Ganita^ 33 stanzas on mathematics

;

Kdlakriy&y 25 stanzas on measurement of time ;
and Gola^

50 stanzas on the sphere. His other works are lost ;
Alberuni

already could judge of him only by Brahmagupta’s attacks. His

fame in the light of our larger knowledge seems overdone, as he

does not advance much beyond the old Surya Siddhanta and his

views often agree with those of Pauliga^ but he may have earned

commendation by the brevity and elegance of his composition

;

moreover, his is the first work to show a distinct chapter on

mathematics in relation to astronomy, and the division of astro-

nomical topics may have seemed effective. It is, however, of

very real ihterest that he held that the earth was a sphere and

rotated on its axis ; the idea was not approved by either

Varahamihira or Brahmagupta ;
if it were so, why can falcons

return from the sky to their nests, and why are not flags always

blown in one direction as a result of the motion? It is tempting

to see here a borrowing by Aryabhata from Greece, but obviously

1 Ed. Benares, i88x. * Eggeling, IOC. i. 991 .

8 Ed. BL 1854-8 md 1909 ff. ; trans. W. D. Wliito<gr, JAOS. vi. 141 fF.
;

cf. S, B.

Diksbit, IA. xix. 45 comm. IOC. i. 998 ff. | lu 7^5 ff.

« Ed. H. Kern, Leiden, T874. Cf. Kaye, JPASE 1908, pp.m ff*
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that IS a mere guess. He did not believe, we learn, in the height

of Meru, he equated the four Yugas despite traditional difference

of length, and he ascribed eclipses not to the operation of Rahu,

but to the moon and the shadow of the earth, for which Brahma-

gupta severely censures him. From Aryabhata a second writer

of that name must be distinguished ;
he was known to Albci uni

and we have a work of considerable size, the Siddhdnta^

which has been ascribed to c, 950, and which in its numerical

notation differs entirely from Aryabhata.

In addition to Lata and Aryabhata, Vaiahamihira mentions

Sihha, Pradyumna, and Vijayanandin. His own work lay mainly

in the field of astrology, but his Pancasiddhdnttkd is of very

high historical importance, despite its obscurity through the cor-

ruption of the text and lack of old commentaries. Albeiuni

thought well of him, and he shows common sense, as when he

declines to accept conjunctions of planets as explaining eclipses.

Much more important was Brahmagupta, born A.D. 598, son of

Jisnu of Bhillamalla near Multan, who wrote his Brahma Sid-

dhdnta^ or Sphuta Siddhdnta in 6^8; as has been said, this is

believed traditionally to be based on a section of the Vtsmdhar-
moitara^ but it may be rather that that version is borrowed from

Brahmagupta. In 665 he wrote the Khandakhddyaka^ a Karana,

that is, a practical treatise giving material in a convenient shape
for astronomical calculations, but this was based on a lost work
of Aryabhata, who again agreed with the Surya Siddhdnta.

Brahmagupta is essentially on the same level as that text, but

he is far more systematic and complete, and in chapter xi of the

Siddhdnta he attacks very severely Aryabhata in a tone which
called down upon him the just censme of Alberunl. It is clear

also that he was under the control of orthodoxy more than his

predecessor, while, like him, he excelled in mathematics. One
chapter of the Siddhdnta he devotes to solving astronomical
problems.

Later than Brahmagupta probably must be put Lalla, author
of the fisyadMvrddkitantrd* treatise to increase the pupils

1 m. Ueuares, 191a Cf. Fleet, JRAS. ign, pp. 78Bff
; 1912, pp. 4*10 ff.

* Ed. JFlamtii, N.S. xxiu and xidv,
® Ed. Babnya Misra, Calcutta, 1925.
* Cf. Kern, p. yu
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intelligence, which was commented on by Bhaskara, though
tradition makes him a pupil of Aryabhata, To Bhdja is ascribed
the Rajamrganka, a Karana of 104a, and the Bhasvatl^ a Karana
by ^atananda, begins its reckoning from A.D. 1099. Far more
important is the Siddhantofiromani'^ of Bhaskaiacarya, written

in 1150. It falls into four parts, the LtlavaU and Bljaganita,

containing the mathematical part of his work, and the Graha-
ganita and Gohx, chapters giving astronomy proper. In the Gola
there is a section on astronomical problems, a treatise on astro-

nomical instruments, and a desciiption of the seasons. His
Karanahituhala^ dates from 1178. His attitude is that of the
Surya SiddJidnta and Brahmagupta, but he is clear and precise,

while his commentaty on his Arya stanzas has the merit of
making his ambiguous phrases intelligible. After Bhaskara no
progress can be I'ecorded in Indian astionomy, though there were
written popular works like the tables of Makaranda (1478),

Tithyadipattra, oi the Grahalaghava of Gane5a, son of Ke^ava,

who wrote in 1530. The advent of Peisian and Arabic influences

has left Indian astronomy unchanged, nor has it ever been

extinguished by western science.

4. Aryabhata and later Mathematicians

Aryabhata, as we have seen, was the fiist to insert a definitely

mathematical* section in his astronomy. He deals in it with

evolution and involution, area and volumes ; then, after a semi-

astronomical section dealing with the circle, shadow problems,

&c., he proceeds to progressions and algebraic identities. The
rest of the Ganita deals with examples, save at the close when
indeterminate equations of the first degree are taken up

{ax-\-by-=ic). We find also a remarkably accurate value® of

TT, viz. 3*1416, and the rule known as the epanthem,® and the

type of definition not otherwise in use in India, ‘ The product of

three equal numbers is a cube and it also has twelve edges,’

On the other hand, we must set clear errors in the volume of

,

* Ed. Benares, * Ed, Benares, 1866; H. Jfha, Pandit^ N S xxx'xxxm
* Ed. Benares, iB8r,

* See Kaye, Mim MMmaHns (*915); xxv* x ff.

® TKe epie valneis 3^5 ; liopkins, JAOS, xxni i|4f.

* It is known to Tkymaudas (a. d. 380) and lambUcEos (350).
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a pyramid and a sphere. His notation ^ is unique ; it uses the

consonants kto tn for i to 35, the rest, y to h, for 30 to 100, while

the vowels denote multiplication by powers of 100, a being 100®

and au 100^®.

Brahmagupta’s work covers veiy briefly the ordinary arith-

metical operations, square and cube roots, rule of three, interest,

pr<^essions, geometry, including treatment of the rational right-

angled triangle and the elements of the circle, elementary men-

sujation of solids, shadow problems, negative and positive

quantities, cipher, surds, simple algebraic identities, indeterminate

equations of the first and second degrees, in considerable detail,

and simple equations of the first and second degrees which are

briefly treated. Special attention is given to cyclic quadrilaterala

Later, in the ninth century under the Rastrakuta king Amogha-

varsa, we have the Ganitasarasamgraha^ of Mahaviracarya,

which insists on the importance of its subject for every kind of

science from cooking to l(^ic, and adapts in its exposition the

elegance which is later still further affected by Bhaskara. The
work is fuller but rather more elementary than that of Brahma-

gupta
;

it gives many examples of solutions of indeterminates,

but not the ‘ cyclic method ’ of Brahmagupta ; it introduces

geometrical progressions and alone deals, inaccurately, with

ellipses, but has no formal algebra. Qildhara, bom 991, in his

Trifaa^ is much on the same level as Mahavira, but is cited as

having dealt with quadratic equations. On Qridhaia’s work and

those of Brahmr^upta and a certain Fadmanabha was based the

LtlavaS* of Bhaskara, in which a lovely maiden is addressed,

and problems set to her ; it includes combinations, while the

Bljaganita^ which ^rees largely with Brahmagupta, is the fullest

and most systematic account of Indian algebra. With Bhaskara

ends the active period of Indian mathematics
;
a school to study

his work was founded in 1305 by Cangadeva, his grandson,® but

its interest seems to have been given to astrology. Of dubious
age is the mathematical manuscript known as the Bakhshall

^ Cf. Fleet, JRAS. 1911, pp. IHQ, lii. 116.
* Ed. and ti^is. M. RaB^cSira, Madias, 1912.
* See N. R?iiiiSiinjSc3iya, Biii. Maih , 1913, pp. 203 ff.

* See H, T, Col^nvoke, Algeira{y%\>})% his trans. is ed. H. Ch. Baneiji, Calcutta,

1893. Cl Broc&bau^ BSGW, 1852, pp. r-46. ,

' See EL i. 338ff.
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manuscript,^ from its place of discovery in Peshawar, It is

written in Sutra style with examples in Qlokas, taken from daily

life, and explanations in prose. The mixed Sanskrit in which it

is written induced Hoernle to ascribe the work to the third or

fourth century A.D,, and the manuscript on palaeographic

grounds was ascribed by him to the eighth or ninth century, but

these conclusions are far from being certain, and the work may
date much later.

5. Greece and Indian Mathematics

The relation of India to Greek mathematics in this period is

one of complexity and difficulty, and it cannot be disposed of by

insisting on the indebtedness of India to Greece in respect either

of astronomy or astrology, for in both cases the exact extent of

that influence is obscure.^ The question is obscured also by the

fact that we have lost the works of Hypatia, murdered in 415 by

the Alexandrian mob, and therefore cannot trace the progress

of mathematics after Diophantos (^. a6o). The visit of the

philosophers expelled from the schools of Philosophy in Athens

in 530 to the court of Chosrau of Persia in 53a was brief, and it

is not much use speculating on its possibilities, though Damaskios

and Simpliklos, who had some repute in mathematics, were

among those involved. The facts are that, as regards indeter-

minate equations, the Greeks by the fourth century had achieved

rational solutions, not necessarily integral, of equations of the

first and second degree and of some cases of the third degree.

The Indian records go distinctly beyond this. Brahmagupta

shows a complete grasp of the integral solution of axjrby^c^

and he indicates one method, called by Bhaskara the method by

composition, of the solution of + 1=A Bhaskara adds the

cyclic method, as he calls it, and the combination of these two

methods, which gives integral solutions, has been styled by

1 Hoernle, OC. VII, i. 128 ff; IA. xvii. 53 ff. Contrast* Kaye, JPASB. 1907,

pp.49Sff.; 1912 , pp. 349 ^ ^ ^ .
» Kaye {Hindu Mathematics) goes rather far in his claims for Greece, Contrast

D. E. Smith in RaSgacarya’s Gmntasdrasamgtaha^ pp. xxi ff. For older views see

Hankel, Gesch. der Math. (1874), Cantor, Gesck der Maih./u $05^.;

M. Simon, i^esch. der Math. (1909). See also J. L. Heiberg. Mathematics and

Physical Science in Classical Jnti^uity (1922) ; D* E. Smith, Hist cf Mathematics

(X925); Feet, The Rhind Mathentati^^ Partus (1923); Heath, Hist. (19®*)*
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Hankel the finest thing achieved in the theory of numbeisbefoie

Lagrange. To find an ultimate Greek origin for these discoveries

seems due rather to partipris than to justice.

Another point on which special interest in India was centred

was the question of obtaining integral solutions in the case of the

rational right-angled triangle. The results achieved there are

interesting and may be compared with similar work, not by any

means identical, of Euclid and Diophantos, as well as solutions

ascribed to Plato by Proclus. Brahmagupta, Mahavira, and

Bhaskara all contribute to the topic, and the former first states

certain historically interesting problems
;
the sum of the sides is

40 and area 60 ;
the sum of the sides is ^6 and the product

7 X 600 j
the area is numerically equal to the hypotenuse ; or to

the product of the sides. Brahmagupta further did important

work on cyclic quadrilaterals, achieving as one of his results his

theorem: ^^{ad-^bc) (ac^bd) I (ab + cd), and y^=:^(ab + cd}

(ac’^bd}/(ad+bc), where x and p are the diagonals of the cyclic

quadrilateral, a, b, c, d. Mahavira and (pridhara repeat some of his

matter, but their commentators show ignorance of the principle,

and Bhaskara severely condemns both him who puts such a

question and him who answers it. It is interesting, but by no

means a proof of borrowing, that a commentator on Brahma-

gupta constructs from triangles new triangles and actually uses

the same examples as Diophantos. Nor can we draw any

definite conclusion from the fact that Indian mathematics in

regard to geometry shows an absence of definitions, does not deal

with angles nor mention paiallels, nor give a theory of propor-

tion, while traditional inaccuracies are common and knowledge is

^he later period steadily declining. The same facts are seen

in Greek geometiy from A.D. 30Q, and possibly we can best

understand Indian facts as indicating borrowings from such

a decadent school, but there is no cogency in the contention.

The independence and originality of Indian mathematics have

been defended on the score that the love of dealing with large

numbers and making calculations is recorded early for India,

where it is alleged the abacus^ was invented, and that the

numerals of the west are borrowed from India, where the place

* Crnim^ Kaye, JPASB, 15^0$, pp. 3930., but see Fleet, JEAS. 1911, pp. 3tai,

518 ff. Cf. IHQ. m ssyir.
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value system ^ was introduced. The abacus, on the othei hand,

is asserted to be of comparatively modem date, and it has been

suggested that India borrowed it from Greece. The question

of numbers is very dubious
; the figures of the Brahmi or

KharosthI notation have not place value, but their oiigin is

uncertain. India knows, beside the unique system of Aryabhata,

the use of words for numbers, and place value is actually found

in inscriptions from the ninth century onwards, but its earliest

occurrence on an inscription of 595 is doubted, though the

Yogabhdsya clearly knows it, as did Aryabhata and Varahamihira ^

But there is considerable antiquity for the tradition of the

borrowing ; the Indian figures were known in Syria in A. D. 6da,

and Mascudi ascribes the origin to a congress of sages gathered

together by king Brahma. The probability still remains that

India did render a gieat service in this regard, and in any case

excelled Greece. It is, of course, perfectly possible, and in view

of the facts as regards astronomy and astrology not at all

unlikely, that India borrowed its impulse to mathematics from

Greece in the shape of those manuals whence she boi rowed her

astronomy, and this is certainly supported by the fact of Aiya-

bhata’s evaluation of tt, which is also ascribed to Puliga, and it

was knowm to Apollonios and Ptolemy.

Recently the claim of India to have inspired Arabic mathe-

matics has also been attacked, on the score that Muhammad
ibn Musa (78s) in his Algebra is not, as was long believed, really

under Indian but under Greek influence, and a good case seems

to have been made against any substantial importance of India

in this regard; but there seems equally slight ground for the

counterclaim that India borrowed after Brahmagupta from Arab

mathematics at least in the period up to Bhaskara. But it must

be remembered that Arabian science from A.D* 771 borrowed

freely from Indian astronomy,® translating and adapting both

Aryabhata and Brahmagupta, so that, if we hold that Arabia was

independent in mathematics of India, we must recognize that

1 See Kaye* JPASB. 1907, pp. 475 fit. ;
Bubnow, ArithmtiscU SdbsiundigMt <kr

turc^schen Knltur (1914); D. E. Smith and I* C. Karpinski, Th^ Bin^
Ambic Mumerais (1911); Nau, JA. 10, xvi. 225-7 ; C. de Vaax, 19171

pp. 373 f. ; Sukumar Ranjan Daa, IHQ. iii. 100 ff., 356 ff.

a Woods, HOS. xvii, n6, * Nallmo, ERE. xii. 95.
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borrowing of astronomy or astrology must not be adduced as

conclusive for borrowing of mathematics. Coincidences with

Chinese^ mathematics are numerous and interesting, and it has,

of course, long been urged that China invented the system of

Naksatras found in early Indian astronomy,^ but at present at

least the case for dependence on China is not made out, and

Indian influence on China is proved sufficiently by the history of

Chinese Buddhism and the discoveries in Central Asia.

6, Vardkamthira and early Astrologers

That the celestial bodies exercise influence on the fate of men,

and that the future can be foretold from their aspect, is a very

early belief in India, whether we believe it appeared there inde-

pendently or was borrowed from Babylon. In the Brahmanas

and the Sutras we find recognition of the idea of a lucky star,

and the Dharmasutras demand that the king shall have an

astrologer just as he has a house chaplain, while the Arthagasira

ranks court bards, the servants of the chaplain, and astrologers

among the lower court functionaries. In war an astrologer is

essential to foretell the result from the signs, and to encourage

the army and terrify the foe. On the other side, we have the fact

that, like a magician, an astrologer may be ritually impure, and

the Buddhists denounce the occupation as they do many others.

We need not doubt that text-books of astrology were numer-

ous, and in fact Varahamihira, whose great work caused all the

older texts to disappear, mentions Asita Devala, Garga, V|-ddha

Garga, Narada, and Barbara among authorities. We have

possibly genuine fragments of these works, but the most con-

siderable are those of the Vrddha Garga Samhitd^ or Gdrgt

Safkkita^ which is well known for containing in pseudo-prophetic

form some allusions to Greek rule in India. That it existed as

early as the first century B.C. is a mere guess. It is important,

* See yo$hio Mikaml, Dmhpmmt of Maihematics in China andJapan (1913)

,

Kaye, Indian MatkematicSy pp. $7-41 ; Smith, i. 22 ff., X38C, 14S if.

® Cf. Oldenberg, GN. x^og, pp. 544 ff.

® The relation of these texts is iincertain ; Kem, BthaUafhUtd^ pp. 33 ff. The
astronomical data of the Gdrgi are given by Weber, ABA. 1862, pp. 33 ff., 40 ff. ; IS.

ix. 460 ff. Garga is reputed the author of the Atharvan Bsuyiftas, li, Ixii, Ixiv. In

the Weber MS. (JASB. Ixii. 9) is a fragment of Fauskarasadin on astronomy.
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however, for its definite assertion that the Greeks are barbarians,^

yet among them the science of astrology was well established

and those who knew it were honoured like seers ; how much more
so then a Brahman skilled in it ?

Vaiahamihira himself divides the science of Jyotis into three

branches. The first, the astronomical and mathematical founda-

tions, is called Tantra
;
the next, Hora, deals with horoscopes,

and its name is obviously Greek
;
the third, Sarhhita, covers the

sphere of natural astrology. His own work on astronomy has

been mentioned, but, valuable as it is, it is much less important

than his Brhaisamhitd? in which he shows himself a master of

the learning ofhis day in wide fields of knowledge, and thoroughly

skilled in language and metre, not at times without a real touch

of poetic ability. The scope of the text is ample. After insist-

ing on the importance of knowledge of astrology, he deals with

the effects of the movements of the sun, of the changes of the

moon, its conjunction with the planets and eclipses. Then he

takes up the several constellations and describes their powers

over the fate of man. Incidentally we have in chapter xiv an

interesting sketch of Indian geography, and we learn what lands,

people, and things stand under the aegis of each planet ;
the

planetary movements also determine the wars of kings, and each

year owes its fortune or mishap to the planet which presides over

it. We are told also of the signs of weather, and how to foretell

not merely the crop but the rise and fall of prices. The festival

of the raising of Indra*s banner (xliii) is. poetically described and

is followed by further religious matter. The importance of the

astrologer in connexion with architecture, the digging of tanks,

the laying out of gardens, and the making of images leads to

valuable chapters on these topics (liii-lx). Then comes a

description of the specific characteristics of oxen, dogs, cocks,

tortoises, horses, elephants, man, woman, parasols, &c. (Ixi-

Ixxiii). A praise of women, which is worthy of an anthology^

occupies chapter Ixxiv, and is followed by a section on the life

of the hatem, which shows affinity with the Kdmasutra and

Arth<igdstr€L^ Couches and seats come next (ixxix), then jewels ®

^ Cf BfhatsaMita^ ii. 15.

» Ed. H. Kern, BL 1865; VizSS. 1895-7. trans. C. Iyer, Madura, 1S84.

3 Ed. and trans. L. Fmot, les Uptdaira indkm^ pp. 59 ^

sH» M m
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(Ixxx-lxxxiii); short chapters deal with lamps and tooth sticks;

then a long Qakuna, on augury, fills eleven chapters ;
of the rest,

two chapteis (c and dii) deal with marriage, while cvi is a finale,

followed by an index. The question of marriage is also taken up

in the Brhad Vivakapatala and the Svalpa Viyahapatala of the

author, while he deals with the wars of kings in his YogayatraJ-

marching out under favouring combinations, which exists also in

two forms, in the first pait of it he resumes the question of the

relation of king and astrologer touched on in the Brhatsamhita,

fpgisting that the king has a part to play as well as the astrologer.

In these works, as in the Brhatsamhita,'^^ have no reason to see

anything but a development of the ideas prevalent m India

itself.

7 . Greece and Indian Astrology

The case, however, is clearly different with the Hord section of

astrology on which Varahamihira has left us a Brhaj ® and a

Laghu Jataka. The borrowing of the name and of other terms

from Greece is flagrant and it is only interesting to note the

efforts made to give the words an Indian tinge ;
the names ofthe

Houses prove dependence beyond a peradventure : Hora, Pana-

phara, Apoklima, Hibuka, Tiikona, Jamitra, Me^urana ;
the signs

of the zodiac include Kriya, Tavuri, Jituma, Leya, Pathona,

Juka, Kaurpya, Tauksika, Anokero, Hrdroga, and Itthya, as well

as tianslations. Moreover, among his authorities, Maya, Satya-

carya, Visnugupta, Devasvamin, Jivagarman, Pindayu, Pfthu,

gaktipurva, and Siddhasena, occur Mapittha and YavanScarya.

The only difficulty is the period when the borrowing took place.

Jacobi ® held that it fell not before the fourth century, as the stage

reached seems to be that attained in the works of Firmicus

Matemus (f. 350), but it is by no means certain that this view

can any longer be accepted. A Nepalese manuscript* of a

« Ed. and bans. H. Kem, IS. x. i6i£f.j xiv, 312 S. There are variant texts

;

IOC. i. JVcj^alCaial.,^. XXX.

» Trans. N. Ch. Myai, Madras, 1905! SBH. is. 191s. Cf. Haiaprasad,

Pa xxxi*

® *//*?^4 * itpp&llatOiB cftgtftihus (1873)* Cfe Hect, JRAS*

1912, pp^ 1039 C
* HaraprasH Sepori p. 8; //, p* 6; Magaihm LU^mtun^ p. izg; Nepul

p, XXX.
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Yavana Jdtaka contains a very obscure and mutilated statement

which appears to mean that a Yavane^vara translated the work

from his own speech in the year 91 of an unspecified era, while

another person, a king Sphurjidhvaja, brought out the work in the

shape of 4,000 Indravajra verses in 191. Now Bhattotpala, the

commentator on Varahamihira, tells us of one Yavanegvara

Sphujidhvaja who used the <Jaka era, and who, therefore, may be

a somewhat confused reminiscence of this set of two people

—

unless our fiagmentary text has obscured the true facts. Kern's

suggestion ^ that Yavane9vara was younger than Varahamihira

ignores the fact that Vaiahamihira cites a Yavanacarya who may
well be meant for this writer, whose date then would be A.D. 169.

We have later texts of the Yavana Jdtaka^ a Vrddha of 8,000

verses, and another text ascribed to Minaraja Yavanacarya,^

which need not be before Varahamihira, but the evidence clearly

renders it difficult to rely implicitly on Jacobi's dating. Manittha

has been compared with Manetho, author of the Apotelesmata^

and this view is strongly supported by the fact that he is given

as agreeing with the ancient Greeks and disagreeing with Vara-

hamihira and Satya. The date of Jacobi is supported by Fleet,

who lays stress on the order of the planets in Varahamihira,

beginning with the sun, as showing that India adopted a Jewish-

Christian week, Jewish in respect of order and Christian in

respect of the names. We know that, according to Dio

Cassius, the calendrical use of the names of the planets was

regular in his time, and in 3:^1 Constantine gave the seven days*

week its definite sanction by appointing Sunday as a day of rest

It is fair, however, to note that the use of planet names is to be

traced much farther back than Dio Cassius, and that the argu-

ment is not altogether conclusive. But it is supported to some

extent by the fact that the first case of the use of a name of this

kind in an inscription is in A.D. 484, after which it is still rare

down to A. D. 800.

^ Brhaisaihkitd^ p, 51.

* Ending, IOC. i. 1096. Minas as Minos is suggested by Brockhans, BSGW
185a, p. 18.
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8. Varahamikira's Poetry

Varahamihira is often effective and spirited in style and the

existence of his work proves the long period of cultivation of

the Kavya prior to his time. Whether his own or Gatga’s, the

plight of the king who has no guide is well phrased

:

apradipa yatha ratrir anadityatk yatha nabhah

tathdsaikvatsaro raja bhramaty andha ivadhvani.

‘ Like the night without a light, like the sky without the sun,

even so the king without an astrologer wanders blindly on his

way,’ Misfortunes are effectively portrayed :

vatoddhatof carati vaknir atipracando :
gramdn vanani naga-

rani ca saikdidkak^uk

ka heti dasytiganapdtahatd ratanti: nihsvikrta vipagavo bhuvi

martyasanghdk.

‘ A fire, fanned by the breeze, rages, seeking to devour villages,

forests, cities
;
robbed of their all, without cattle, overwhelmed

by the' onslaught of hordes of robbers, the people wall miserably.’

abhyunnatd viyati samhatamUrtayo 'pi: muiicanti na kvacid

apah pracuram payoddh

simni prajdtam apt gosam upaiti sasyam: nigpannam apy

avinaydd apare haranti.

‘ The clouds aloft in the sky, though teeming, will not yield

their abundant water; the grain that springs up in the fields

withers away, or if it ripens is stolen by evil strangers.’ Very
different is the case in happier times

:

ksatram kgitaii kgapitabhutibaldripaksam : udglmgtanaikajaya-

gabdavirdvitdgam

samhrstagistajanadustavinagtavargdfh
:
gam pdJayanty avanipd

nagardkarddhydm.

' The kingly power destroys on earth the vast power of the foe

;

the sky rings with many an echoing shout of victory
;
joyful the

good, destroyed the wicked, and kings rule a land where cities

and treasures abound.’ The sound effect of the first line is per-

fectly obvious, and it is very clear in the following line, where the

intensives indicate the poet’s grammatical knowledge

:
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pepiyate madhti madhau saha kdminihkir
:
jeglyate gravanakdrt

saiiennvinam

bobhtijyate ^iiihisuhrtsvajanaih sahdnnam: abde sitasya mada-

nasya jaydvaghosah.

'In the spiing month honey drink is drunk with loving

maidens, to flute and lute many a sweet song is sung ;
with

guests, friends, kindred, food is freely shared, and love reigns

triumphant in the year of Sita.’ A stanza cited in an anthology

is effective and pointed

:

lokah (tibkas iisthatu idvad anyah: pardhmukkdndm samaresu

ptmsdm

painyo ^pi tesdm na hriyd mukhdni: ptirak sakhlndm iha

dargayantt .

'

' However fair a face the world may turn to those who flee in

battle, their wives in shame cannot bear to show their faces before

their friends.’

Still more interesting is the number of meties ^ used by Vara-

hamihira. In the Brhatsafkhitd some sixty-four occur, eleven of

which are of extreme rarity and of dubious form. The Arya

predominates
;
then come verses of IndravajrS type, then the

(Jloka, Vasantatilaka, Rathoddhata, Qardulavikridita, Qalini,

Vaitaliya, and Aupacchandasika : all else are sporadic, many

occurring only in civ. They include Anavasita, Aparavaktra,

Kusumavicitra, Kokilaka or Narkutaka, Tamarasa, Totaka,

Dandaka, Dodhaka, Drutavilambita, Dhiralalita, Puspitagra,

PrthvI, Prabhavati, Pramanika, Pramitak^a, Praharsiiii, Bhad-

rika, Bhujangaprayata, Bhujangavijrmbhita, Bhramaravilasita,

Manigunanikara, Mattamayura, Matta, Mandakranta, Malatl or

Varatanu, Malini, Meghavitana, Meghavisphurjita, Motanaka,

Rukmavati, Rucira, Van^apattrapatita, Van9astha, VatormI,

Vidyunmala, Vai^vadevI, (Jikharinf, Quddhaviraj, Qriputa, Suva-

dana, Sragdhara, Svagata, Harinapluta, Harini, and Udgata,

Drutapada, Vilasini, Siimanika, Turiaka, and varieties ofVidyun-

mala. The Brhaj Jdiaka uses thirty-three metres, of which

eight have ii regularities. The skill of Varahamihira is thus

equal to that of the most accomplished Kavya writers.

^ Stenzler, ZDMG. xliv. 4^.
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9. Later Works on Astrology

Little need be said of later exponents of this dubious science.

Prthuya^as, son of Varahamihira, wrote a Borasatpaucdfika} on

nativities, on which Bhattotpala commented, as he did on all

Varahamihira’s works, the comment on the BrkajJataka being

dated in 966 ;
he himself wrote a Hordgdstra in seventy-five

verses. Bhattotpala is histoj ically interesting for the citations he

makes fiom lost works. The Vidydmddhaviya (before 1350)

claims to put in correct language as opposed to barbarisms {apa-

fabdd) the precepts of Vasistha, Brhaspati, Gargya, and others.

Other texts of dubious antiquity are not rare, including a

Vrddha Vaststka Samhitd and the Jain Jyoitsasdroddhdra of

Harsakirti Suri, The Jyohrviddbharana^ may be mentioned,

because it is the source whence was derived the current doctrine

of the nine jewels of the court of Vikramaditya ; it is quite late,

shows Arabic influence, and need not date before the sixteenth

century; it was commented on in 1661. Many works weie

written also on the auspicious moments for ceremonies, marriages,

journeys, and so forth, under the style of Muhurta as the first

part of the title; and, when Arabic and Persian influences

became maiked under the Mahomedan regime, Tajikas appeared,

the name being derived from Persian Taiji, ‘Arabic’. Nila-

kantha’s Tdjika^ in two parts, SamjTid- and Varsa- tantra^ was
written in 1587 and exists in numeious manuscripts and editions.

On omens and prognostications there are also many lale

treatises; the Adhhutasagara^ was begun in 1168 by Ballala-

sena of Bengal and finished by Laksmanasena, while the SamU’^

dratilaka^ begun in 1160 under Kumarapala of Gujarat by
Durlabharaja, son of Narasinha, was finished by his son Jagad-
deva, who also wrote the Svapnacintdmanip explaining dreams

;

the similarity of dream motifs to Marchen is noteworthy. The
Narapatijayamryd Svarodaya ® was written at Ajriahillr >attana

* Eid, Calcutta, 1875.
* Weber, ZDMG, xnu 708 ff, ; xxiv. 3^3 iBf.

» Bhasdarfair, 1887-91, pp. toxiiff. Cf. IHQ. ill- 186-9.
*

J. von Negelein, Per TremmseiMssei des Jagaiieva (19U); cf, WZKM. *xvi
4oafE

* IOC. i. iiioff. For Jagajjyottrau^la’s comm, (1614) see Bara>
piasid. CatBl., p. boj.. C£ Kdth, IOC, ii 836 ff.
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under Ajayapala of Gujaiat (1174-7) by Narahaii, son ofAmra-

deva of Dhara ;
it deals with the use of magic diagrams, marked

with mystic letters or syllables, as a means of prognostication in

respect of warlike operations and adventurous undertakings.

From Persia appears to have been borrowed the art of geomancy,

which is represented by the Ramalarahasya ^ of Bhayabhanjana-

9arman and many other treatises of late date. Of much earlier

date are two treatises on cubomancy under the style of Pataka-

kevall preserved as parts iv and v of the Bower manuscript ® in

bad Sanskrit with many signs of Piakritic influence ; latei tracts

are known, ascribed to Garga,® which show knowledge of the

term Hora, and therefore postulate the period of Greek influence.

^ Ihtd*y 1. II 2 iff. ® Hoernle, Bower 84 ff

s
J. E Schroler, Paiakahffua^ (1900) ,

Weber, Ind, Streif,^ 1. 374 ff. For astrology

in general see also Madias Caial
,
xxiv (1918).
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Abacus, invented in India, 526, 527.
Abdallah ibn al-Moqaffa*, translator of

Pahlavi PaHcaiantra^ 357,
Abhimanyn, king of Kashmir, revives

study of MahsShdsj^aj 428.
Abhinanda, son of Jayanta, 135 ; Yoga-

vdszsthasdra, 480.
Abhinanda, son of ^atanacda, 155.
Abhinavagupta, philosopher and writer

on poetics, xvii, 214, 387, 388, 392,
- 395.481^
Abhiras, 33, 34, 223, 370, 469; speech

of, 33-

Ablative, with words denoting near or
far, x8.

Abnormal causation (jftbhdvanS)^ 374,
380.

Abu*l“MaalT Nasrallah ibn Muhammad
ibn *Abd al-^amld, Kttdb KaUla wa
Dimna, 358,

Accent, m Vedic and Classical Sanskrit, 7,
Accusative with adjectives m uJ^a^ 18.
Achievement of Sanskrit poetry, 344-5k
Achilles Tatms, tale of Kleitophon and

Leukippe, 363, 368.
Act of truth, 343,
Adar^a, western boundary of Aryavarta,

^ II.

Adi Buddha, 494.
Adi <Jesa, alleged author of KankSs, 481.
A^hyaraja, i.e Har^vardhana, 316.
Aelian, 371,
Aenetd^ unevenness of, 97, n. i.

Aerial car, 96.
Aesthetic pleasure, 388, 389.
Agatharchos, contemporary of Alexander

the Great, 357.
Aggavansa, Saddamii, 435.
Agnivarman, ki!i^, 97,
Agnxve9a, authonty on medicine, 505,
-
Ahavamalla, Calukya, I54ti56>
Ahirs, descendants of the Abhiras, 33.
Aihole inscnption, of Ravikirti, xvii, 97,

n. I.

Aims and training of the poet, 338-44
Arhips, Greek, 369.
Aischylos,Greektragedian(525-457 B.C.),

^95 *

opos (tf. 550 B C.), 352 ;
fables of, 245.

367.
Aja, prince, husband of Indumati, 91, 94,

^ 9S*
Ajan$li frescoes, 68.

Ajata^atni, parricide, 65.
Ajayapala, of Gujarat, _535
Akalanka, comm, on Aptamimahsa^ 497.
Akbar, Emperor of India, 415.
Aksapada, Nydya Sutra^ 482-4.
Alaka, 85,

Alamkara, brother of Mankha, 136

;

patron of poets, 161.

Alata (Alaka, Allata), jomt author of
Kmjyaprahd^a^ xvii, n. 4, 394.

Alberuni, Arabian geographer, 512, 521,
532.

Alchemy, 460.
Alexander the Great, 33, n. 3.
Alexandnan poetry, compared with Sans-

krit, 347* 361*
*Ali bin Salih, Humayun Ndmeh, 358.
Alliteration, 45, n. i, 49, 79, 97, 105, 130,

212, 218, 232, 311, 313, 333, 341, 343,
3^, 373, 378, 384. 386-8.

Amaracandra, Bdlabhdraia^ 3 37 ;
Kdvya^

kalpalaid^ 397, 398.
Amara9akti, of Mahiiaropya or Mihila-

ropya, 248, 250.
Amaiasmha, lexicographer and poet, 76,

^
308, 339, 413, 512.

Amaru, 183-7,
Amitabha, heaven of, 494.
Amitagati, Bharmapatiha and Subhd^

ntaratnasathdoka^ 240, 241, 497.
Amoghavarsa, RastrakSta king, 53, n. 2,

524-
Amftananda, work of, on the Buddha'-

^ carita^ 58.

Amradeva, of Dhara, 535.
AmrakSta, Mil, 85.
Ananda, brother of Bilhana, 153.
Ananda^ Mddhavdnalakathd, 293.
Anandajfiana, commentator on ^ankara,

^ xxi, n. 4.

Anandaliitha, Yamahabharata^ 197, n. 2.

Anandavardhana, wnter on poetics, x, 33,

43, 87, 105, 2i8, 23a, 313, 341, 373,
386-8, 41 1.

Ananta, Bharatacampu, 336.
Ananta, VTracariira, 29a.

Ananta, king of Kashmir, 281.

Anantavirya, comm, on Partksdmukha^
sutra^ 484.

Anatomy, study of, 505.
Andhaka, legend of, 134, 135,
Andhrabhjtyas, 33,
Andhras, 469.
Androdus, and the lion, 356.
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AngaKmala, legend of, 504.

Anirnddha, comm* on Sathkhya SUira^

489.
Annam Bhatta, Tarkasafhgraka, 486.

Anthologies, aaa, 223.

Anthonius von Fforr, Das buck der byspel

dcr altm wysm {sine loco $t anno^ about

1480), 358* ...
Antonins Biogenes, Greek wnter of

Romance, xi.

AnubhQti, Sarasvatipmkriyd, 432.

Afmari Suhaiit, by Husain ibn *AlT al-

W51z, 358*
Aorists, use of, 19, ao, 63, 113, 258, 307.

Apadeva, Mhnmtsanydyapraka^a^
Apararka, commentator on Vdy^miaikya

Apastamba, 469, n. 2; see Apasiamoa
Dharmm^ra,

Aphrodisiacs, 505.

Api^U, andent grammarian, 423,

Apollonius of Tyana, xxil, n. 8.

Apollonius of Perga, Greek mathe-

maUdan {c, 225 b-c.; Heath, fftsL ii.

126; ApolloniusofPcrga^ 1896), 527,

Apollcmios Rhodios, Alexandnan poet

(3rd cent B, a), author otArgonauttka,

335,n. i, 348,349»35<^* ^
Appayya Dik^ta, polymath, 481 ;

A««ws-

Apsarases, as types of beauty, 57.

A^as, perfect men of Jamism, 240*

Apuleius, xi ; Mstmwrphoses^ 367*
Arab rule, mediates between civilizalions

of west and east, 360,

Arabians, connexion with India, 507, 51 1,

533, 537» 5 ?
8, 53> ^

Arabian lights, 3^0,
Arabic alchemy, 5x2, n. x.

Arabic numerals, xxlii, xxiv.

Arabic terms In Sanskrit, 25.

Archery, treatises on, 464.
Archilochos, 352, 355*

Architecture, treatises on, xx, 464, 463.
Ardradeva, feth« of Haricandra^, 143,
m 2.

Ares and Aphrodite, amour of, 337.
Arhaddasa, 295*
Arhat, ideal of an, 61*

Arikesarin, Calukya king, 333.
Arisinha, KdvyakalpaUttd^ 397, 398

;

Su^tasa^irimay 173*
Arlsteides, MiUsv^ (not £pbisiaka%sa,

3«7i 368.
Anstotie, xxi, 194, 3^x7 of, xviil.

Atjuna, hero, 109.
Aijuna lObtmdiya, and Riya^an strile ni.

Aiyinaiivanlya, by Bhattmaka, 133.
A^uftammnn, king, 53, n. commmits

dmm^aka^ 183*
Arnold, Matthew, ^8, n. a.

Ars amaloria, of Ovid, 350.

Artistic parallels of A9vaghosa’s epi^s,

- « 3 *

Aryabhata I, astronomer, 75, 41 1, 519,

. 62 ^» 5 *3
» 533i 527-

Aryabhata II, Arya Stddhania, 532.

Arya Deva, Catuh^aiikdi 71*

Arya ^Sra, ix, 67-70.

Arya Simghasena, teacher of Gnnavrddhi,

283.

Aryan speeches, 3.

Aryavarta, region of, defined, 1 1

.

A^adhara, Dharntanirtai 497.
Ajmarathya, anthonty on ntual (MS. vi.

5. 16), and on philosophy (BS. i. 2. 29;

4* 476 . ,
A9oka, emperor, xxv, xxvi, 162, 163,

A9oka, tree, 343*
A9okan dialects, xxv, ii.

Apokan msenptions, 27, 28.

A9vagho^, poet, viii, ix, xvi, xxiii, 12,

18, Bli 39»
^ 3 » 46 » 51, 54» 66-64, 80,

91, 126, 224, 433, 440, 450, 469, 483,

493 » 496 *

A9vaghosaraja, king, not identical with

A9vaghosa, 55.
A9vinikumara, Rasaratnasanmccaya, 512.

Asabaya, commentary on Narada Smrii,

446»

Asanga, Buddhist philosopher, Makd-
yanasviraladikara^ viii, 73, 77, 495.

Ascetic life, Buddhist and Christian

legends of, 504.
Ass in lion's skin, motif 355.
Ass without heart and ears, motifs 357*
Assam, king of, pays homage to Harsa,

318.
Assamese, source of, $2*

Assonance {yaputka)^ 135, 141, 197, 198,

201, 212, 313, 369, 373, 378, 384, 385.
Astrolc^rs, satire of, 238.

Astrology, 75, 5*8-35.
Astronomy, 73, 510-^23.

Asuras, Brhaspali as teacher of the, 499.
Asun, Saihkhya teacher, 488.
Athens, role of hetairai in, 52.

Atomism, 483-7.
Atreya, authority on medicine, xxiii, 305,

. fioS, S07.
, , .

Atreya, ntual authority, 475.
Aucassin et Mookiie^ style of, 70, n 2*

Audi^lomi, philosopher, 475.
Austroasktic influences on Indian culture,

Przyluskfs theory 4, n. a.

Austrbasiatic origin of ike Svayaihvara,
xi, 363?, n. I.

Autumn, description dL 84, no, lao.

Avalokita, teacW of vigbhatn I, 510.
AvaloBtc^vam (ifrom Amlomchsmra

contaminatoi ’^th lakopmra ace. to
Mironov, JRAS. 1927, 241-52),
222.
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AvantI, Bhfitabhasa in, ,^^86.

Avantivarman, king of Kashmir, 133, 134,
164.

Avantisundari, wile of Raja^ekhara, and
authority on poetics, 205, n. i, 34a.

Ayodhya, city, 96, 1 20 ; forlorn condition

of, described by Valmiki, 43,
Azulis, 369

Babrios, Greek fable writer, 352,
Babylonian influence on Indian astrology,

52S
Badarayana, author of Brahma Sutra^

XXI, 458, 475, 477.
EEhata, variant of Vagbhata, 510.

Bahudantiputra, authority on Artha9astra,

451, 457*
Bakhshal! MS,, mathematics m, 324,

525*
Bakchat^ by Euripides, religious feeling

in the,

Balabhadra, brother of Govardhana, 202.

Balabhadra, brother of Krsna, 162

Baladitya, Gupta of Magadha, 74.
Baladitya, king of Kashmir, 163.

Balambhatta Vaidyanatha, commentator
on YdjHamlkya Smrity 447.

Balarama, hero, 85.

Bald-headed man and fly, mait/j 35 5«

Baldo, Nmws Esopus, 359.
Ballalasena, Adthuiasagara^ 534.
BalJalasena, Bhojaprabundha, 293, 344,

n. 3.

Bab, binding of, by Visnu, 45.
Ball (Vala, Valin), foe’of RSma, 120.

B^a, poet, xiii, xxii, 19, 56, 53, 60, 77,

97» n* 3, I32> I35> 1381 I39> n* 3» 150*

152, 159, 165, 169, 173, 201, 202, 203,

210, 213, 214, 225, 266, 2d7, 297, 299,

307, 331. 333, 336, 339> 343, 346, 347,

349, 365, 3^9> 376, 381, 412, 445, 461.

Bailaam and Josaphat, legend of, 301,
502.

Bartering of statues, by the Mauiyas, 428,

453,
Beast fable, 39, 242-65.
Bell-Magba, 130.

Mlerophon, Homeric hero, 362, n. 4,

Bengali, source of, 32.

Betel and coco-palms of KaliSga, 80.

Bh^danakas, speech of, 386*

Bhagala, Fhegelas, 426.

Bhallata, (^aiaka^ 231, 232.

Bhamaha, xvi, 14, 32, joi, m i, 116, 297,

309t “• 338, 34®. 3?3, 374. 375. ST*.

37f. 38*. 38*, 383. 385. 389, 39*, 4«.

friend, 317.
BhSinudatta, and Rmator

398,
Bharadvaja# all^^ed authority on Asrtha-

9lstra. 437*

Bharadvaja, see Uddyotakara*
Bharata, 132 ; see Ndtj^^asira.

Bharatacandra, Vidydsundara, 18S.

Bharatan epic, known to Kumaralata, 56.
Bharatitirtha, part author of Faneadofh

Bharavi, Airdtdrjumyaj xvi, xvu, 9, 39,
87, n. 2, 89, 90, 97, n r, loi, n. i,

108, n. r, 109-16, 121, n. 1, 132, 126,

127. 12S, 130, 131, 133, 133, 140, 141,

165, 208, 209, 262, 307, 339, 345, 347,
416, 451.

Bharhat, monumental evidence of fable,

243; sculptures, 352, 364.
Bliartrhari, 116, 117, 183, 1S4, 232, 347,

428, 429, 431
Bhartrmentha, 132, 133.
Bhartr-Prapanca, philosopher, 475, n. 3.

Bharvu, preceptor of Bana, 330
Bhasa, dramatist, xii-xvi, ir, 80, 173,

268, 271, 307, 316, 336, 372, 386, n. 2,

451, 461.

Bhaskara, astronomer, 409, 525, 527,
Bhattdkalahkadeva, Karndiaka^Manu*
fdsamf 436, n. 5.

Bhattara Hancandza, 300.

Bbatti, poet, 18, 87, n, 2, 116-19, 123,

128, 178, 373» 375, 398*
Bhaftiprolu inscriptions, 27*

Bhaftoji Diksita, Prakriyakaumudiy 430,

Bhattotpala, comm, on Vaiahamihira,

4*<S. S3*. 534.
Bhaumaka, poet, 18, 133.^
Bhava, protegd of NSgaiaja, 234.

Bhavabhmi, 53, n. a, 132, 381, 416, 462,

463, 469.
Bhava Mifra, Bhdvaprahdgay 511.

Bhavavivw, comm, on Nagarjuna, 495.

Bhayabhahjana^annan, Bemalarahmyaf

555*
Bhe^a, Bhela, authority on medicine, 505,

508, 509.
Bhiksacara, grandson oCHarsa, 159.

Bhillamalla, 522.

BhiHas, 285.

Bhima, poet, 133.

Bldmapaia of Bengal,patron ofSuie^vara,

Bhimaratha, legend of, 46.

Bbisma, hero, 125.

Bhoja, king and polymath or patron, xiv,

xvi, «. 5. 53, 153, »9h *97 . 336, 393.

395. 484.465.481. n. 4.489.49*. 5*7 ;

see aka Blbiaxaja.

Bhoja, prince of Kazimir, 160, 169.

Bhojadeva, of Kindubilva, 190,

Bhojaiaja, recension of »*8.

BhSm^ Bhiim^a, 3^ainn^»
^ryumyaf 133.

Bhuga^a Bhafla, rather Pnlim, sm of

Bana, 3^*4*

Biharii mixen of, 3a.
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Bihari Lai, Sat^at, 203.

Bilhana, poet, xxvii, 14, 51, 108, n. i,

153-S, 16$, 169, 188-90,

233.

Bion, 370.
Bismarck, German statesman, 459.
Biaek Yajurvedat 438.
Boccaccio, UAffieto^ style of, 70, n. 3.

Bodhayana, philosopher, 478,

Bodfaisattva Ideal, 7 a, 491, 493.
Boethius, style ot 70, n. 2.

Bombast, of Ganda style, 213.

Boro Bodnr artists, 492.
Borrowing, by poets, 341, 342,

Bower MS,, 507, 509, 510, 535 ;
language

of, 33.

B^haspati Cippata, 134, 104.

Brahmagupta, astrologer, 41 1, 521, 522,

5*4. 527*

Brahman, god, 99, 154, 301*

Brahmanical gods, attacked, 240.

Brahm&varta, country, 85.

Brahmin, kinds of, 2 28.

Bran, Irish kmg, legend of, 354.

Brother’s life versus husband^s, motifs

355.
Bud, Syriac Kalila und Dimna 6ed, and

trs. F. Schulthess, Berbn, 1911), 357*

Buddha, 159, 222.

Buddha Bhat^a, Ratnapanksd^ 465.

Buddha biography, 492.
Buddhaghosa, Buddhist philosopher, 362,

436.
Buddhagho^carya, Fadyacudama?n, 143.

Buddhapalita, comm, on Nagarjuna, 495,
Buddhism, Buddhists, 63, 04, 148, 159,

H3. *49 . «7o> **5 . 301. 3*5. 34$. 443,

460, 47*, 474 , 488, 490, 491-6, 499,
500.

Buddhist Tantras, 496.
Budbasvamm, Brhatkatka^okasamgrahaf

371, 373-5.
Bums, Eobert, refashions popular songs,

224.

Burzoe, Pahlavi translation of the PaHca^-

tmtra^ icxvii^ n. i, 357.

Caesura^ 90, 108, 417,
Caitanya^ 2x9.

Cakora, bird, 341, 343.
Cakzapani, continues Bofakumdracarita^

397, m 3.

Cakrapanidatta, comm, on Su9mta, 507.
Cakravaka, bird, 343.
Calderon, Chinese parallels to, 504,
Cambodia, 507 ; Sandcrit inscriptions of,

id.

Campa, Sanskrit inscriptions in, 16,

Clu^ya (possibly CSnikya), xrii, 461,

505* see also Bmiikya Arthd^

Ckk^^la, 433,

Candala maidens, intercourse witb, in

Buddhist Tantric ritual, 496
Candaladevi, Rajput princess, 155.

Candalas, depressed condition of the, in

Gupta times, 75, 99
Candaman-devata, 333.

Can^e9yara, Smrtiratndkaray 4.^8.

Can^l, goddess, 135.

Candra, Cdndra Vydkarana, 431, 432.

Candraditya, king, 205, n i

Candrakirti, commentator on Nagarjuna,

493
Candragomin, (^iSjyaUkhadkarmakavya^

7h 72 -

Candragopin, 72.

Candragupta I, 74, 78.

Candragupta II, 74, 75, 76, 77, 80, 81

Candragupta Maurya, 228, 294, 459.
Candragupta, poet, 339
Candralekha, princess, 188.

Candrapi^a, hero of the Kadamhan^ 321.

Candra^,* revises text of Su9ruta, 507.

Cangadeva, ^andson of Bhaskara, 524,

Caiipaka, father of Kalhana, 158,

Capala, form of Arya, 418
Caraka, medical authority, xxiii, I 3 i 4^L

486, 488, n. 2, 506, 507,508, 509, 610,

513,0.2,514.
Carayana, authonty on erotics, 408.

Cardonne, translation of Turkish Humd-
yUn Named, 358.

Caritrasundara Ganin, 143.
Cariyapitaka, 68.

Carmanvati, nver, 85.

Carv^as, 499.
Cases, use of, 21.

Ca§taiia, Ksatrapa, of Ujjaymi, 49.
Castles in the air, 362.

Cat and the candle, legend of, 364.
Cat and mice, fable of, 242.

Cataka, bird, 343.
Catullus, X94, 345 ;

Aitis, 26, n. x.

Caura, Cora, poet, x88,

Celsus, osteology of, 514,

Cerebralization, 27 ;
perhaps due to

Dravidian mduence, 5.

Cetasinha, oppressed byWarren Hastings,

337‘

Character and extent of the use of Sans-

krit, 8-17.

Characteristics and development of Sans-

krit in literature, X7-26.

Characteristics of Old Prakrits, 29, 30.

Characteristics of the Qastras, 406-1 x.

Characterization, 325,
Charadrios, legend of, 356,
Chares of Myfilene, 366.

Charioteer, discusses etymology with a
grammarian, 10,

Charition, far^je as to adventures of, x,

Chavill3lmr% Kashmirian historian, 162,

Children's diseases^ treatise on, 509,
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China, Chinese, 75, 493, 493, 494. 495 .

5 * 7 . 5*8.

Chnstiau ipfioence on religion, 480,

Christian Fathers, xxi.

Christian legends, and Buddhist, 502-4.

Chnstophoros, legend of, 502

Chronology, lack of, 155.

Chuang Tse, parallel of his thoughts

with Calder6n*s, 504
Cidambara, Ragkavapaitdavlyayadavtya^

138.

Cintamani Bhatta, gukasaptaii^ 291.

Citrakrta, mountain, 43.

Clearness of sense {prasa4a)j 50, 374, 377.

Cippata Jayapl^a, 134, 164.

Circe, Indian parallel to, 363
Classification of figures of speech, 398.

Claudian, Roman poet, 169, n. 2.

Com, legends in Prakrit, 16.

Colas, 154, 155.

Colonies of Indians, 386.

Compounds, case of, 97, 311, 313, 326,

337 ) 33ii 379> 381, 384* 390j 39 I-

Confusion of gender, 23,

Confusion of similars {parivrUt\ 380.

Consonants, as affecting style, 390.

Constant du Hamel, legend of, 364
Consuantine, makes Sunday a day of rest,

531
Contrast by dissimilitude 2x3,

374 * 380, 399,

Cookery, 512,

Cool season, description of, 84
Corroboration {arihdntaranjfdsa)^ 106,

j

374 > 380.

Crusades, effect of, 360.

Cubomancy, treatises on, 535.

Cyclic quadrilaterals, 526.

Daksi, mother of Panini, 425.
Daksmavartanatha, commentator, 81, 87.

Dallana, comm, on Sn9ruba, 507.

Damaskios, neo-Platonist and director of

the Athenian school (a d. 510), 525
Damayanll and Nala, tale of, 140, 141.

Damaras, of Kashmir, 159, 160.

Damodara, great-grandfather of Dan^in,

xvi.

Damodara, of Dirghaghosa family, Va»t-

bh&soNaj 417.
Damodara, son of Laksmidhara, Samgi-

tadarpanai 466.

Damodaragupta, Kuttanmaia^ 236, 237,

Damanaka, 249, 250.

Dana^ motifs 284.

Dandlin, xvi, xvii, n. 6, 19, 3 i> Zh
49, 59, 60, 92, loi, u6, 266, 268, 271,

spfi-ssoj 308, Z26f 338, 340, 36a, 375,

37^, 377 i 378, 379, 380, 381, 38a, 383,

384, 389, 461, 462.

Dardic branch of Indian race, 33.

Dardura hills, 94.

541

Da$apura, city, 85; panegyric of, 79;
Bhutabhdsd in, 386.

Da9arna, country, 85.
Dative, usages with, 18.

Dattaka, of Pa|aliputra, authority on
erotics, 468.

Dattaka Sarva9raya, father of Magha,
124.

Defects in poetry (dom), 374.
Deinias and Kymbas, 369.
Demokntos, Greek philosopher, 356.

Deodars of the Himalayas, 80.

Derivative forms of the Paficatantra^ 2-9-

63-
Deva, Daiva, 430.
Devadatta, version of Quhasaptatiy 292.

Devaditya, father of Trivikrama Bhatta,

332*
Devanna Bhatja, SmrUcandrtka^ 448.
Devaprabha bun, 143.

Devasmita, legend of, 284, 364*
Devasvamin, astrologer, 530
Dhanamjaya, Da^rupa, 266.

Dhanamjaya, Ndmatndld^ 414
Dhanamjaya Cftttakirti, 137
Dhanapala, Ttiakamanjart^ 272, 331,

Pdtyalacchty 41 5«

Dhanurveda, works on, 364.

Dhanvantari,authorofa m^ical glossary,

96, 414.
Dharmadasa, imitates Bana, 327.

Dharmakirti, philosopher, xxu, 308.

Dharmanatha, a Tirthakara, 143
Dharmaraja, Vtddniapanbhdsd^ 478.

Dhavalacandra, patron of Narajana, 263.

Dhci, poet, Pavcmaduta, 53, 86, 190,

219, n. X, 220.

Dhvanikara, 393, 396.

Dialects in Sanskrit, 4.

Dialects ofthe A9okan mscnptiotts,27, 28.

Dialogue in Kalhana, 169.

Didactic fable, 242-65.

Didactic Ule, 293-5.
Digambara Jam monk, 301.

Digambaras, 28.

Dignaga, philosopher, xxi, xxii^ 81, 107,

4S4, 485.
Digvijaya, of Raghu, 93,

Dilipa, father of Raghu, 93.

Dio Cassius, 531.

Dio Chrysostomos, 370, 371.

Diophantos, astronomer, (f. A.D. 250-

75; Heath, Dtophantus of Alexan-

dria, 2nd, ed i$io), 525.

Dipamkara, A^avaidyaka, 465.

Direciorium vttae kumanae^ see Liber

Kelilae et Dimnae, 358.

Direct speech, love of, 244, 245,

Disadvantages of poetic form m Qastras

411.
Divakaramitra, a Buddhist sage, 318,

I
Divodasa, king of Benares, 507.
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Doctors, satire against, 238*

Dog flesh, eatmg of, m Buddhist Tantra

ritual, 496,
Doni, La MorcU FiUfSopkia del Dom and

Tratiati diverst dt Sendebar Indimo
filosopho morale (Venice, 1552), 358.

JOouble entendre^ 7, 8, 21, 97> 127, 141,

152, 311
, 215, 216, 257, 311, 3i6»32<>,

forbidden m

of

345 , 49 ’:*
,

Donbiing of consonants,

passionate speech, 9.

Drdbabala, reponsible for recension

Caraka Samhtld, xxiii, n. 3, 506.

Drama, 10, 11, 376, 416*

Dramidacarj'a, philosopher, 478.
Dravidas, musical recitation of, 386.

Dravidian influence on Sanskrit, 4, 22.

Dravidian words borrowed, 474.

Dubois, Abb^, Ze Fanichatanira m les

anq ruses^ 262.

Duration of gestation, 50a, n. 3.

Dnrgasinha, Vrilt on Jtdlattira, 431.
Durlabbaraja, SamiedraHlakat 534*

Durlabbavardhana, king of Kashmir, 163.

Durnnita, of Kongani, alleged commeu'-

tary on Ktralarjuntya^ xvii.

Dya Dviveda, Nztima^jari^ 239*

Eagle and tortoise, fable of, 355.
Eastern Hindi, source of, 33.

Eastern Piakrit, 27, 28.

Eastern school of Prtikrit grammarians,

33. 433i 434*
. ^

Eg^t, possible influence on India, 367,
Up j, 517; account-keeping in, xxiv,

n« 7,

Elephant flesh, eating of, m Buddhist
Tantnc ritual, 496.

Elevation (ptdaraiaf ttddraim)^ 374, 377,

390*

Elixirs, $i1p

Elks in Black Forest (Caesar, De BeFo
Galluo, Yi. 27), 336.

Emboxmg of stories within stones, 244,
«45» »55» 258, 3 » 9» 320. 1^1i a- I*

Emotion {bhdvdi^ 63, n. 3, 93, 373.
£DC}clopaed}c learning, e^aractemtlc of
Kavya writers, 348.

English, as a vernacular, xx-vi*

Entering anothePs body, motif

,

343*
Epanthem, 523.
Ephesos, stojy-tellers of, 367.
Epic, 12, J3, 46, 47, 93 ; see also Makd^

bhdraia and
Epics, as ari^ocratic hteratnre, 13,

Epigrammatic style, characteristic of Fla-
vians and Kavya, 348, 349.

Epigrams, 208, 209*

Equal pairing {iuipayoj^itd^^ nh 3^0,
399^

Erasistmtos, Gre^ phymcto, 514,

fitienne of Bouibon, 362.

Etymology, 212.

Euphues^ by Lyly, 370.

Euripides, Greek tragedian (480-406
B.C), 195-

Exaggeration, 97, 212.

Exhaustive statement {parisamkhya)^ 513
Explicitness of sense {aythavyakit)^ 50,

374» 590
Expression of pleasure (preyas), 380, 382,

3S9.

Extempore verse, 80, 344.
Eye-washes and sahes, treatise on, 509.

Fables, x, xi, 242-65.

Fa-hien, Chinese traveller, 75, 99.
Fairy tales, 39, 40, 266-93
False ascetics, molzf 343.
Farce, Charition’s adventures, x.

Fate, 167.

Femmme forms of certain woids, 10.

Figures (alaMdra), 105, 106, 351, 379,
380, 381, 383, 385* 389, 390, 391, 392,

393> 394. 395. 39<>-

Birdausi, 366.

Firenzuola, Agnolo, Discorst degh ani-

vtali ra^onanh tra loro (156S), 358, '

Firmicns Maternus, astrologer, 530.
Flying birds, motif 363. •

Flymg machines, Yavanas experts m, 279.
Fools, tales of, 283.

BVce (pjas\ quality of style, 50, 327, 374,

378, 379. 381, 390.,
, ^

Foreign invasions, alleged effect of, on
development of the Kdvya, 39, 48, 49.

Fox and eagle, fable of, 355.
Fox and raven, fable of, 354
Frog hymn ofJ^gveda, 242,

Frog maiden, legend of, 489.
Future middle, in Classical Sanskrit, 6*

Gadadhara, comm, on Raghunatha Ciro-
mam's Dtdkiti^ 485.

Gadadhara, father of Vangasena, 5ii«

Galland, Les contes et fables tndiemm
de Bidpai et de Loknian (Pans, 1774),
358-

Gana, Apayurveday 465.
Ganie^, Grakaldghipva, 523.
Gandhara, 369, n. 1, 370, 371*
Gandharva, 94, 95, xio, 219, n. 1.

Gangadatta, poet, 221*

Gangadhara, poet, defeated by Bilha^,
*53*

Gange^a, Tattmemtdtmni, 408, 484,483.
GaTga, astrologer, 52$, 53^, 535.
Oargacandta, of Lahara, 159.
GSrgya, ancient grammanan, 422.
Garlic, treatise on, m Bower MS. of,

Gaum^iras^ airthorlty cm Rija^flstm, 450.
Gau^ia^ Gat^iyli, style 59,
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6c, I2I, n. I, 131, n 3, 150, 212, 310,

377 » 378> 379 > 381, 384, 395-

Gaudapada, autnor of Karikds^ 475, 476.
Gaudapada, coram, on Sddikhya Kdrtkd^

4S8, 489,
Gatidas, defective in Piaknt, 3S5.

Gaurl, Tantnc worship of, 263
Gayadasa, comm, on Su9rata, 507.
Genitive, uses of, 18.

Geography, 529.
Geomancy, borrowed byIndia from Persia,

535*

Gerand, forms mixed in epic and Kavya,
20 ; simplified m Classical Sanskrit, 6

;

uses of, 258.
Gerundives, extended use of, in classical

Sanskrit, 6.

Gesta Roniamrum^ 363.
Ghatakarpara, 76.

Ghotamukha, authority on erotics, 46S.
Gipsies, as mtermedianes of tales, 360,
Giraar Inscription of Rudradaman, 48, 50,

Gnomic verse, 46, 47, 225, 227-36.
Gnostics, Indian influence on, 500, 50X.

God, in Nyaya-Vaijesika, 482, n. 2, 483,

484, 485.
Goethe, appreciates Indian poetry, 82,

191*

Golden Seventy verses, by Vmdhyavasa,
488.

Goldsmiths, satire of, 240.

Gomukha, minister of Naravahanadatta,

271.

Gonanda, name of kings of Kashmir, 162,

163.

Gonardiya, authority on erotics, 468,

Gonardfya, grammarian, 427.
Gomkaputra, aulhonty on erotics, 468,

Gomkapntra, grammanan, 427.
Gopala, legend of, 272.

Gopinatha, revises Da^akumdracania^

297, n. 3.

Gospel narratives, Buddhist parallels,

502-4.
Gottfried of Strassborg, TiUtan and
dsMe, 359.

Govardhana, poet, 53, 190, 192, 20a, 223,

266, 327,
Govmda, teacher of ijankara, 470,
Govmdacandra, of Kanauj, 448.
Govindaraja, commentary on McmUj 445.
Grahavarman, Maukhari king, 3x7.

Grammarians, infiuence of, on develop*

ment of language, 4, 5»

Grammatical Kavya, 63, 64.

Grateful dolphin, 357.
Greedy jackal, tale of, 362.

Gteek fable literature, 352-7.
Greek influence, 47, 75, 80, *45*438, 4^>

5^ 3-*5 » 5*8, 530,

53 **
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Greek medicine, influence on India, 513-
15*

Greek rendenngs of Indian names, 16.

Greeks, 39.
Grierson, Sir George, theory of Maha-

rastra Apabhran^a, 35.
Guha, destroyer of Taraka, 213
Guhasena, of Valabh! (a.d. 559-69), uses

Apabhrafi^a, 32.

Guhyakas, mountain sprites, no.
Gujarati, 261.

Gujars, in United Provinces, 33.

Gulistan, style of, 70, n. 2,

Gumani, Upade^ataka, 254.
Gunabhadra, Uttarapurdnay 336.
Gunacandra, Ndtyadarpana^ xv.

Guna^hya, Srhatkathd^ 28, 40, 246, 262,

266-87, 300, 307, 319, 320.

Gu^aratna, Buddhist philosopher, 4S6.

Gunavfddhi, translator, 283.

Gupta dynasty, Sanskrit flourishes under,

^ 15, 74
-
7 , 5?o.

Gurjara, Giiijara, 34, 32. 33, 34, 151,

152, 223.

Hala, Saitasad^ 25, nn. 4, 5, 40, 54, 187,

202, 223-5, 220, 434.
Halayudha, Brdhmmasarvasvai 448

;

poet, 207,

Halayudha, poet and grammanan, 18,

133; Abhtdk&naratnamdidi 414;
comm, on Ckcmdassutra^ 416, n. i.

Hansa, bird, 343
Haradatta, a merchant, 291.

Haradatta, Padamalkjan^ 209.

Haradatta Son, Rdgh(roanatsadhiya^\“^,

Haxasihbadeva, patron of ’Candejvara,

448.
Hanbhadra, Jain philosopher, 497, 499

;

date of, xxi, xxii.

Hancandra Bhafplra, prose author, 300,

339-

Haricandra, Dharma^nnidbkyudaya^ 143,

33^*
Hancandra, Jlmndharacampu, 336,

Hanhara, patron of Irugapa, 414.

Harmarayai.ia, of Mithila, 449.
Hansena, pan^yrist of Samudragupta,

76,’ 77 , 78, 9^? 300, 332 -

Harita, authonly on medicine, 505, 509.

Harsa, king of Kanauj, xxviii, 63» 77,

124, 134, 150, a. a, 201, all, 214,215,

333, 237, 297, 308, 3*4, 3*^*9, 339.

342,^7, 395- ^ ,

Harsa, king of Kashmir, 233, 234,

Harkdeva, Linp;dnu^dsana, 433; see

Har^ of Kanauj.

Har^irti Jyoiisasdroddkdra^ 534.

Har^ sounds, 31 x, $13 .

Hastipaka, 132-

HSthigmbpha inscription ofKharavela, 41

.

Hegelian theoo^ of the State, 456.
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Heinrick SeusCj Buchletn der Ewigen
IVeisheU, 363.

Hekataios of Miletos, 145, n. i.

Helaraja, Kashminaa historian, 162.

Helen, legend of, xi, n. 4.

Hehodoros, 368,

Hemacandra, Jam polymath, 32, 34, 35,

131, 142, 143, 172, 208, 226, 241, 269,

290, 294, 3di, 384, 414, 4r5 »

434> 435 » 4<S4 » 497- ^
Hera5.dn, Ccdurvargacintamam^ 448

;

(^ata^lokti 511.

Hemavijaya, JCatkdraindkara, 295, n 5.

Hepa, goddess in Mitanni, xxiy.

Herodotos, Greek historian, 145, 352, 355,

35^*

Herophilos, Greek physician, 514.

Hesi^, 352.

Hetairai, 33, 52, 239, 300.

Hexameter, 370, 371,

Himalaya, mountain, 80, 88, 94.

Hinayana school of Buddhism, 72.

Hindi, language, 25 ;
literature, 36.

Hippokleides* marriage, 355.

Hippokrates, Greek physician, 513.

Hira, father of Qrihar^, 139.

Bistoria Apolhnti Tynt^ 7o»

Histonans of philosophy, 49^ 500.

Histoncal method, lackingm Gastras, 410.

History, causes of weakness of Indians m
scientific, 143*7*

HiuenTsang, 14, 164, 315, 4H-
Hobbes, 451.
Hochsprache, xxv, xxvi.

Homer, 352, 362, 368, 370,

Homoioteleuton, 369.

Horse-flesh, eating of, 496.
Horse sacnfice, as sign of paramount
power, 76*

Human sacrifice, 151, 285, 289, 367.

Humonrs, medical dictum of, 514.
Huns, 74, 80, 81, 166, 323, 317, 492,

Husain ibn *Ali al Wa'ix, Antvdn
Suhatlt, 3s8.

Huska, king of Kashmir, 163.

Hnviska, inscription of, 15, n» i.

Hypatia, astronomer, (a.d. 370-415 >

Heath, Bist, of Greek ii, 528),

525*

Hyperbole (oHpoyokfi), 378, 399,
Hyper-Sandhi, 33.

Ideal of feminine beanty, continuity of,

from Vedic times, 42, n. i,

Iksraku, 93.

Biadt 3^56.

Illustration, (mdarfom), 38a, 399.
Imperative mood, 115*
Impelfect tense, 20, 115, 307.
Impersonal passive, favourite construe*-

tion, 90*

Incest, as a 294,

India, known m Egypt, x.

Indirect expression (parydyok/a), 380,

382, 396.

India, god, no, iii,

Indra III, 332.

Indragomin, grammanan, 431.

Indrakila, place of Arjuna’s penance, 1 10.

Indrayudha, horse of Candrapida, 321.

Indukara, father of Madhavakara, 511.

Indumati, wife of Aja, 91, 94, 95.

Inference, as opposed to suggestion, in

poetry, 393*
Infinitive, loss of varieties of, in Classical

Sanskrit, 6.

Inscription, use of Sanskrit in, 14, 15.

Inscriptions, 3ir, 320, n. i.

Inspiration m poetry, 340.

Instrumental, old usages with, 18.

Inter-state relations, 454
Iron-eating mice, motif 251, 352,
Imgapa, Ndndrtharatnamald^ 414.
f^vara, creator, 99, 100.

l9varakrsna, philosopher, 77, 488, 489
Xstarama, brother of Bilhana, 153.

Xsapnr inscription, 15, n. i.

Isis, goddess worshipped in India, x.

Isolde, 356,

I-tsmg, Chinese pilgrim, 55, 73, 176, 177,
439.

Jabali, narrator of part of the Kddambart,
330*

Jackal and mdigo vat, story of, 257.

Jacob ben Eleazar, Hebrew version of the

Pddcatatitra^ 358.
Jagaddeva, Svapnaantdmant^ 534.
Jagadipa, Tarkdmrta^ 486*
Jagajjyotirmalla, comm, on Narapati*
jayacaryd^ 534, n. 5,

Jagannatha, Bkaminivildso, 234; Basa-^

gangddkara, 396, 397
Jaimim, alleged author ofMtmdnsd Sutra^

XXI, 438,
Jains, 15, 148, 240, 24T, 246, 261, 292,

294, 395, 301, 490» 499* fioo, 501.

Jain Stotras, 214, 215,

Jaiyyata, comm, on Su9ruta, 507,
Jalauka, son of A9oka, 163.
jalhana, Mugdhopadefa^ 239 ; Subhdsfteh

muktdvali^ 232; Somapdimildsat 172.

Jambhaladatta, version of Fetdh^Hca-
viniatikd^ 28$.

James of Vitry, 362.
Janaka,kiDg, 95, 120.

JStiikai^a, authority on medicine, 509.
Java, Kari literature 16.

Jayacandra, of Kanauj, 139,
Jayadatta, A^vaidyoket^ 465.
Jayadeva, Gftagomnda, 53, 190-8, 219,

327, 469,
Jayadeva, dramatist, c6mm. on GaSgeya,

485; Cmdr4i<fka^
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Ja}adeva, Raitmaiiiany 469.
Jayaditya, author of 429,

430»
Jayanta Bhatta, father of Abhinanda, 135

;

Nydyamafljan^ 221, 484
Jayapida, king, 169, 236-

Jayaratha, Alamkdravtmar^ni^ 173;
Haracaniactntdmam^ 137, 266.

Jayasmha, Calukya prince, 154.
Jayasmha, king of Kashmir, 136, 159,

160, 168.

Jayasmha Siddiiaraja, patron of Hema-
candra, 432.

Jewish-Chnstian week, adopted m India,

531,
Jews, intermediaries in civilization, 360.
JImutavahana, hero, 285.

Jimutavahana (perhaps 12th cent.),/>i^ii-

bhaga^ 449
Jmakuti, stones by, 295
Jinasena, Jlarvoan^purdna^ !f98.
Jinasena, Adipurdna^ 498; Par^dbhyu-

daya, 86.

Jinendrabuddhi, Nydsa, 124, 376, 413,
430.

Jtsnn, of Bhillamalia, father of Brahma-
gupta, 522.

Jivaka, expert on children's disease, 506.
Jiva9arman, astrologer, 530
Jo-do-shQ, sect, 494.
Joel, Kabbi, Hebrew version of the

PaHcalantra, 358.
Jogxinara inscnption, 40
John of Capua, L$ber Kdilas et Dimnae^

358
Jonaraja, of Kashmir, 173, 174, 223,

Joseph and Potiphar, motifs 343.
Julian, emperor, 356.

Julius Valerius, style of, 70, n, 2.

Jumaranandin, revises comm, on Sani-

kstptasdra, 43a.

Jusiia, king of Kashmir, 163.

Juvenal, 351,
Jyesthakala^a, father of Bilha^a, 153.

Jyotirijvara, jPadicasdyaMa, 469.

Kaccayana, Pali grammar, 436.
Kadamba kmg, Kamadeva, 137
Kadiri, version of the ^t^asapiati^ 359.
Kailceyl, wife of Da9aratha, 95.
K^akavana, eastern boundary of Arya-

varta, 11.

Kalarttn, demon, 279*
Kalapa, son of SHryamati, 2$i.

Kalhana, historian of Kashmir, 132, 132,

15^72* 223, 237, 281, 283, 3a9i U7>

349, 438, 431.
KSiidasa, x, xu, xiii, xiv, xv, xvi, xvn,

8, 20, 21, 30, 39, 43*5^ 54»
79-ioS, 109, 113, 116, U9, 12$, 126,

HO, 145 , H9* ^94,

199, aot, 303, ^ I, 209, 210, 3X8, 202,

.^07, 310, 316, 339> 340, 34^ 344» 347,
372, 3^0, B I, 392, 4H, 4I<5, 429,451,
402, 469

Kalinga, country, 93; betel and coco-
palms of, So,

Kalingasena, hetaira, 271
Kallata, Spanda^dnid, 48 1.

Kallimachos, Greek poet, 197, 31^8, 349,

353
Kaiyanamalla, Anangaranga^ 470.
Kama, love god, 8S, 92,
Kamadeva, Kadamba king, 137.
Kamadeva, kmg of Jaintia, patron of

Kaviraja, xvii, n. 5,

Kamalakara, NtrnayastndhUf 449,
Kamalavardliana, bad policy ol, i6S.

KamandakI, nun, 263,

Kamaadaki, Nthsdrat 462
Kamapala, king in Da^ahmuh aeanta^

297.
KamarSpa, elephants of, 94,

i

Kambojas, Kamboja^, people, Si, 441

;

their special speech uses, 10

Kamikioif by Sophokles, 355.
Kampana, (possibly from Latin campus),

170.

Kamyaka, fori^, 109, no.
Ka^abhQti, a Yaksa, 266, 267,
Kanada, Vat^esika, StVra, 483, 485.
Kanaka, uncle of Kalhana, 138,

Kanakamahjarf, Jam legend oi, 361.

Kanakasena Vadiraja, 143
Kanakhala, mount, 85.

Kanarese, alleged use of,m Greek farce, x.

i
Kamka, Q conn, with Canikya, older

form ofCa^akya), lectures Dhrtarastra, *

451-
:
Kaniska, Emperor, xxvu, xxviii, iS, 39,

n. 2, 74, 163, 506, 507, n i

Kandarpaketu, hero oi the Vdsavadatta^

309, 3ro
Kansa, slaying of by Kisna, 45
Kantimati, mother of Ramanuja, 47S.

Kapiia, legendary founderofthe Samkhya,

488.
Kapilabala, father of Drdhabala, 506.

Kapifijala, friend of Pundarika, 321, 322,

333-
Kara^aka, 249, 250.

KSrkopi dynasty, 163, 164.

Kanoa, of Dahala, 133.

Kar^adeva Trailokyamalla, of Anhilvad,

153-
Kamatas, speech of, 386
Kamisuta, authority on thieving, 300.

Karsnajim, authority on ritual, 475.

Ka9ak^a, philosopher, 475.
Ka9yapa, authority on Alathkdra^ 372.

K59yapa, authority on medicine, 505.

Ka9yapa, Bdimabodhana, 432
K59yapa, Dhurmasfitra, 439.
Kashgar, MS. firom, 509.

3142 H n
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Kashmir, 133, 134, 248, 2S4, 285, not

home of Sanskrit, 17 ; sandal of, 80.

Kashmirian Brhatkatha^ 275, 276.

Kashmirian pronunciation, 3S6.

Kathaka school, 438.
Katyayana, grammarian, author of

Varttikas^ xxvi, n 1, 10, 17, 40, 308,

426, 4^7*
KatySyana, lexicographer, Ndmamdldt

4i3 »

Kautalya, Kaatilya, xvii; see Kazitzitya

Afidofdstra

Kaven, river, 94.
Kavi, Kawi, speech and literature in Bali,

x6, 463
KaviiSja, title, 76, 138, 139, n. 3, 307,

386. ^
Kaviraja Sun, Rdghamapdmavtya^ xvii,

n 5 > 137, 138, 139
Kedara Bhatta, Vrttaraindkara^ 417*

Ke-gon, Buddhist sect, 494
Kerala, ladies of, 94.
Kejava, father of Ga^ieja, 523.

Ke9ava, father of Ramanuja, 478
Ke^ava, father of Vopadeva, 51 1.

Ke9ava Mijra, Tarkabhdsd^ 486.

Ke9avasvamm, Ndndrtkdnzavasaihksepa^

414.
Khankha, Kashmman minister, 103.

Kharavela, king, 40, n. i, 41.

Khazars, alleged identity with Guijatas,

30 ,
n. 3.

King, position of the, 444, 447, 453, 454
Kings as poets and patrons, 52-'4.

Kmnaras, 321.

JCnata, <^iva as a, xu*
Kiskindha, forest, 90.

Kifdh el Brndbad^ 360.

Kaunapadaota, alleged authonty on

ArtM^tra, 457.
Kauiavas, destroy Panijava army, 356,

367*

Kau9ambi, town, 29, n. a, 268, 270
Kautsa, a Brabmm, 94.
Koine, Prakrit, assumed, 35, a. 3.

Kokkoka, Ratimhasya, 409.
K^na, brother of Harsavar^ana, 314
K^sna, god, 125, 126, 162, 191, 192,

210-17,
Krsna, king (a 0 1247), 222.

Kjsna III, Rastrakuta king, 133, 333.
Krsnalila9aka, Purusdkara, 430
Krttifcas, Pleiades, 89,

Kmmadipvara, Samksiptasdrez, 33, 432
Krauhca, mountain, 85.

Ksapanafca, lexicographer, 76
Ksarapani, authority on medicme, 509.
K^tiapas, 268,

Kfatnyas, speech of, 8,

K^mamkara, version of BihhdsmadvS'^
irinpkdf 292,

KfemarSja, comm, on ^iva 481,

Ksemendra, Kashmir polymath, x, 33,
I35> 136, ^59* 208, 209, 337,240,
262, 276-80, 381, 321, 397, 416, 469,

Ksirasvamm, comm, on Amarako^a, 414,
Kubera, god, 94.
Kncumara, authonty on erotics, 468
Kula9ekhara, xiv, n. x.

Kula9ekhara, patron of Vasudeva, 98.

Kula9ekhaia, Mukundamdld, 2x8.

Kulluka, comm, on Manu^ 445.
Kumara, war god, 89, 90,

Kumaradasa, king of Ceylon, 80,

Kumaradasa, Jdnakzharana^ 89, 108,

n. I, 119-24, 209, 336.

Kumaragnpta, emperor, 74, 76, 80, 81,

94, n. I.

Kumaralata, Kalpandmandztzkd or Sutrd^

lanikdra, viii-x, 55, 56, 69
Kumarapala, king of Gujarat, 143, 172.

Kumarasvaihiin, Ratndpazia^ 435.
Kumanla, philosopher, xxi, 24, n. 3, 25,

438, 473, 474* 484, 497, 499*
Knmbhakama, a Raksasa, 1 1 7.

Kuntala (» /. Kuntaka), Vakrakhjzvita^

392, 393-
Kuntala Catakaiiul Satavahana, kills his

queen, 469.
Kuntala, Satavahana of, 341.
Kuruksetra, Abhiras m, 33.

Kurus,’tribe, 3.

Kupavali, city, 96.

Ku^ias (Kusanas), 145, 163, 166.

Kusumadeva, Df^sldniapalaka, 334.
Kusumapura, Patahputra, 521, 522,

Kuvinda, of Qnrasena, 341.

La^ahacandra, poet, 204, 205
La Fontaine, FMeSy 359.
Lagrange, J. L., Comte, astronomer

(1735-1813), 526.

Lahnda (Lahndi), speech of the western

Panjab, 32, 33
Lakfraana, brother of Rama, 96, 120
X^ksmana Acaiya, Caz^tkucupafkdfikd^

221.

Laksmana Bbafta, father of Rimacandra,

139-
Laksmana Bhatta, RdmdymzacmnpUy 33$.
Laksmanasena, kmg, 53, 190, 2x9, 222,

448
Lakfmideva, father of Jalhana, 222.

LaksmJdevi, wife of Balambhatta Vaid-
yanatha, 447.

Laksmidhara, Sa4bhdsde(mdrikd, 434,

Lak^mldhara, SmrttkdlpeOarUy 448*
Lalitaditya, king, 54, 130, J68.

Lalitasuradeva, poet, 150.

Lalla, (^isyadhztffddkUmiray 522,
L^Ska, not Ceylon, 95, n. i, 97.
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Lanke9vara or RUvana, as a Prakrit
grammanan, 433, 434.

lata, astronomer, 520.

Lata, descnption of, 79
Latas, dislike Sanskrit, 385.
Latin of Middle Ages, not a precise

parallel to Sanskrit, ii, 13
Langaksi Bhaskara, Arthasamgmhay 474;

Tarkakaumudt^ 486
Laugh and cry motif, 343.
Lauhitya, nver, 94
Laukika era of l^shmir, 164.

LavanaprasMa, of Gnjarat, 173.

Law, origin of works on, 404,
Leon of Medina, 139
Lexicography, 406, 413-15.
Liber de Dina ei Kahla, by Raimnndus

de Biterris, 359,
Liber Kehlae et Dimnae, Directorium

•vitae humanas^ by John of fapua, 358.
Licchavi princess, marries Candragnpta,

74.
LilavatT, capital of Kapphana, 133
Lila9uka, Krptakarndmria^ a 18.

Linga worship, 285,

Lingual letters, as affecting style, 390.
Lion and woodpecker, fable of, 355,
Lively fancy (uipreksd), 106, 31a, 316,

^ 375 , 399 ^
Livy, Roman histonan (B,c 59-17 A.D.),

most unmihtary of historians, 109.

Llewelyn and Gelert, legend of, 354.
Loaves and fishes, Buddhist parallel to

miracle of, 503.
Logic, 482-7.
Lohara dynasty of Kashmir, 164.

Lokasena, continues UUarapurdna, 498.
Lokayata, philosophy, 453, 472^ 483,

49S, 499 , 500-

Lokottaravadins, Buddhist school, 491,

Lolimbaraja, HarwUdsa, 137; Vmdya-
fivana, 511 .

Lollata, writer on poetics, 387, n. 3.

Longus, Foimenika, 370.

Lothana, pretender m Kashmir, 160.

Love, 324, 325.
Loveliness, of style (kanii), 374, 377,

381, 390-

Lucan, Roman poet (a.d 39-65), 145,

n. 3, 34^, 347, 345. 349.
Lucretius, Roman poet (tf. 99-50 B.cO,

194, 345.
Lukianos (<r. A, D. 1 25-190), hbKios ^ ovos,

36s, n. 2.

Lydia, as intermediary in transmission of

fables, 353.
Lykophron, Greek poet, 26,

Lyly, Muphues, 370.
Lyric poetry, 39, 40, 41, 42, 47, 48,

Macbiavelli, N., 455, 456.

Madana, king of (Jjjam, 267.

Madanabhirama, of Faficala, x8S
Madanamancuki, Madanamriljuka, 271.

Madanapala, Madanamnodamghantu,
512.

Madanasena, son of Haradatta, 291.

Madhava, brother of Sayana, part author

of, Jivanmukttvtveka, 477 ; Dkdiuvrtit,

430; Nydyamdldmstara, 474; Fanca-
dofXy 477 ; Fardgarasmritvydkkya,

447.
Madhava, (^ankaradigvijaya, 476.
Madhava, Sarvadar^fmsamgraka, 499.

500
Madhavakara, Rugvini^aya, 51 1.

Madhava Bhat|a, perhaps name of Kavi-

raja, 137.
Madhusudana Sarasvafi, Frasthdna^

bkeda, 467.
Madhva, Anandatirtha, school of, 479-
Madhyade9a, speech of, 386.

Madhyamika, city, 427.
Marchen, 245, 246, 249, 257, 263.

Magadhas, like Sanskrit, 3S5.

Magha, Qipupdlaxiodha, 18, 39, 87, n 2,

89, 108, n. I, 109, 1 15, 1 16, 1 19, 121,

n. 1, 124-31, 133, 140, 141, 165, 208,

360, 263, 294, 336, 340, 345, 375, 384,

385,430,451,4^9, 490.

Magic powers, obtamed by Yoga, 490,

491.
Mahadeva, of Devagiri, patron of Vopa-

deva, 432.
Mahakala, shrine of, 85.

Mahanaman, MaLceoansa, 148.

Mahai^tra, lyric of, 60.

Mahasanghikas, school of Buddhism, 491
Mahavira, Jam sage, 143.

Malmvira, mathematician, 534, 526.

Mahayana, Buddhist philosophy, 55, 72,

73 , 413, 492, 493-
, ,

Mahajweta, lover of Pun^arika, 331, 52a,

333,
H^endra, 94.
Maheudravikraiuavarman, dramatist, 53,

n. 2.

Mahe9vara, Vi^aprcM^ 414*
Mahiman Bhatta, Vyakiimveka, 393.
Mahisa, demon, 210
Mahmfid Ghazni, 164.

Mahomedans, i64«

Maitrakanyaka, legend of, 65, 66.

Maitraya^lya school, 438, 441.

Maitreyarakfita, Dhatupradupa, 430*

Makaranda, TUhyddipattra, 523.

Mala, 85.

Malava, king of, defeated by Harsa, 317,

319-
Malaya hills, 94. ,

Mallanaga, MalanS^a, see Vatsj^yana.

Mallaijuna, pretender in Kashmir, x6o.

Mallavadin,

484.

N n a
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Mallmatha, commentator, 81, 83,87, 417,
n. 3, 435

HalUsena, Syddvadatnanjarti 497.
Malyavant, a66, 267.

Mamma, battle of, •with TJtpala, 152
Mammata, Kd^yaprakd^at xvii, 87, n. 5,

140, 141, 237, 373, 384 » 387* 388, 390>

393. 394. 395. 396. 398-
.

Man about town, characteristics* of the,

51, 32*

Manasa, lake, 85
Manatunga, Bhaktdmarastotra^ 314.

Mandakml, river, described by Vilmlki,

43
Mandana Mi^ra, works by, 474.
Mandaradeva, a Vidyadhara, 279.

Manetho, Apotelesmata^ 531.

Man-eating monster, Buddhist and Chris-

tian legend of, 502.

Mamkya Nandin, FarUsdmuMasutra,

Maniya Sun, Yafod/mrafantra, 142,

334, n, I.

Manittha (cf. Manetho), 530.

MaSkha, poet, 136, 137, 161, 172, 307,

339) 39^» 414 ^ «
Manners (nh)^ of diction, 383, 384, 389,

391.
Mara, l^end of, 66, 502, 503.

Marathi literature. 36 ; language, 24, 90,

Marco Polo, on devilries of KaSimir, 106.

Maria Siuart, by Schiller, 86,

Manci, legend of, 302.

Maridatta, legend of, 333, 334.
Mane of France, 36a.

MSrkandeya, Prdhrtmarvasua^ 33, 269,

434, 433,
Martial, 127, n. 1, 310, 313, n. I, 348;

exiled from Rome, 56.

Martianus Capella, style of, 70, n 2.

Marwar, Apabhran9a loved in, 386.

Mary, mother of Jesus, legends of, 502,

503, 504.
Mas*iidi, Arab geographer and historian

(died Cairo, A. I>. 956), 360, 537.
Matafiga Divakara, poet, 201, 214.
Mathematics, 75, 404, 408, 523-8.
Mathura school, uses Sansknt, 15, n 3.

Mathuranatha, TaUmcmtdmanimhasya^
485.

Matrceta, perhaps identical with A9va-.

ghosa, 64.

Matrgupta, 132, J33,
1^3 *

Mauxyas* use of images for profit, 428.
Maya, astrologer, 530.
Maya, alleged Indian representative of

Isis, X.

Mayana, son of Saya^a, 500.
Mayura, poet, 153, 2ox, 202, 21 1, 313,

412,
Maynraja, royal dramatist, 53, n 2.

MayQraka, a snake doctor, 315,

Max Muller, theory of renaissance of
Sanskrit, 35

Meat, eating of, in Tantnc ritual, 482,

496.
Mecca, known to Kdlacakra TanU a,

496.
Medhatithi, commentary on Mamt^ 445,

473 *

Medhatithi, Le. Gautama, Nydyacastra^

Xlll.

Medhavirudra, blind author, 119, n. 2.

Medical dictionanes, 512.

Medicine, 404, 408, 505-15,
Medinikara, Amkarthagahdako^ay 414
Megasthenes, 459.
Meghavahana, king of Kashmir, 163.

Meghavijaya, PaUcdkhydnoddhdra, xii,

261.

Menander, Greek comedian, 428.

Mentha, poet, 132, I33 » 307» 339 *

Mem, mount, m astronomy, 520.

Memtimga, comm, on Pamdhydya^ 512.

Merutunga, Prahandhactntdimni^ 293,

344, n* 3.

Mestra, legend of, 365.

Metaphors, 43, 44, 61, 62, 78, 79, 106,

212, 350*
Metamorphoses^ by Apuleius, 367.

Metamorphoses^ by Ovid, 368.

Methodological prmciples, recognized by
Kaulilya and Caraka, 461.

Mctonic period, adopted in Romaha
Siddhania^ 518.

Metre, 47, 48, 64, 92, 107, 108, 115, ti8,

123, 124, 130, 131, 137, 141 ,
forms of,

417-21 ; writers on, 415-17
Metrics, 405, 407, 415-17.
Mihirakula, Hsna king, 163; see the

mxt.
Mihiragula, leader of the Hunas, 74
Miiestaha, by Ansteides, xi.

Milhana, Cthitsamrta, 51 1.

MimalladevI, mother of (Jriharsa, 139,

MtmeSf by Sophron, 367,
Minaraja VavanScarya, astrologer, 531.
Mitanni influence on Aryans, xxiv.

Mitra Mi^ra, PTramztrodaya, 449.
Mixed Sanskrit, 482, 492, 493, 495, 510.
Mixture of languages, 39S,

Moggallana, Saddalakkhmm^ 436.
Mongols, influence of, on transmission of

tales, 360.

Moriyas, identity of, 22, n. 2.

Morphology, changes in, 5, 6,

Moschos, Greek pastoral poet, 370.
Moses Bassola, 139.

Mothers, goddesses, 285,
Mountains, Kalidasa’s love of, 88.

Muhammad ibn Mssa ab^-KhowSrizml,
mathematician at the court of al-

Mamun, died r. A.D 840 (L C. Kar-
pinski, Robert of Chester's Latin
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Translation of ike Algebra of aU
Xhowanzmi, 1915), 527*

Muka, demon m boar form, iii,

Muka, TaHcafattf a 18.

Mukta, servant of Harsa, 158

Muktaphalaketu, Vidyadhara emperor,

27S.

Muktikaln9a, great-grandfather of Bil-

hana, 153.

Mukula, father of Pratlharenduraja, 383
Muladeva, typical logue, 338, 291.

Mulasarvastivadins, Buddhist school,

49^*
Mummuniraja, of the Konkan, 336.

Munda tribes, linguistic influence of, 4*

Munja, king, 53, n. 2

Murala {v, I, Manila), river, 94.

Murari, Xofa ascribed to, 41 a.

Music, works on (cf, also Narada’s

Samgfiamakaranda, GOS 16), 465,

466.
Mussolini, Italian dictator, 455.

Nachsbabi, Tiitindmeh^ 359
Nagadevi, mother of Bilhana, 153.

Nagaraja, Bhdvagataka, 234
Nagarakas, 467
Nagarjuna, Buddhist philosopher, 71, 72, ^

47^*
Nagarjuna, Yoga^ataka and Yogasdray

Nagarjuna, Raiifdstrai 470-

Nagarjuna, Rasaraindkaray $12*

Nagas, mythical creatuies, 134,

Naghufa, for Nahu^, 25.

NagojI Bhatta, comm, on Kaiyata, 429

;

Faribhdsendu^ekharOy

Nairuktas, etymologists or expositors,

403.
Naksatras, alleged Chine^ origin of, 528,

Nakiila, A^acihtsiiay 4(55.

Nala, hero, 295.

Nami^dhu, commentator on Rudra$a,

384, n* I.

Nanda, legend of, 56, 57.

Nandas, dynasty, 427, 458, 459.

Nandike9vara, authonty on erotics, 409.

Nandm, authoiity on Xdmafdsiray 451,

Narada, as astrologer, 538.

NSrada, Bkaktifastray 4S0.

Narahaii, Rdjamgkanfu, 5x2.

Narahari, JYarap^i^ayumryd Smtodayay

* 535'

Narasihha, of Onssa, patron of Vidya-

dhara, 395.
Naramhanadatta, hero of BrkatkatkM,

270, 271*

Hariyana, Btitofadefay 2$M»
MdtangaitMy

Naraya^a, SadimudMkaraitmf^t 33®*

NarSya^a, Vtllaraindkarap 417# n* 4.

549

Narayana Bhatta, writes introduction to

Da^ahimdracantay 297, n 3.

Narayana Bhatta, Mdimmeyodayay 474,
Narayana Pandita, Navafotnapanksdy

4^5 *

Navadvipa, logical school of, 483, 483.
Nayaka Bhatta, 390, 391, 392.
Negative with finite verb, 19*

Nemaditya, father ot Tnvikrama, possibly

=B Devaditya, 332, n 3.

Neo-Platonists, &dian inflnence on, 500,

501.

Nepalese FaHcatafttray 246, 262.

Nestonan Christians, possible influence

of, 479.
Nicula, alleged poet and friend of Kali-

dasa, 107.

Nigel of Canterbury, 362.

Nihilism, 472, 473.
Nikodemos, legend of, 494.
Nllakantha, Bhagam^abkdskara, 449.
Nilakantha, Tdjtkay 534*
Nilanaga, 163.

Nine Jewels ot Vikramaditya, 76.

Nirvxndhya, river, 85.

Ni9cayadatta, pie of, 363
Nityanatha, Rasaratndkaray 512.

Nominal style, 20, 21, 258.

Nominal use of gemndive, 265
North, taste of poets m the, 316,

North, Thomas, The Morall Fktlosophu

ofBonty 358.
Northerners, uses of the, 10.

North-western Prakrit, 27, 28.

jYovus EsoptiSy by Baldo, 359*
Numerals, xxm, xxiv, 527, 528.

Numerical formulae, 228.

Nttti, Giuho, Bel Governo di regni

(Fenara, 1583), 35S-

Nyaya philosophy, 499, 5®7 *

Oath, of doctors, 51 3.

Obedience of the wild creatures to the

Christ Child, 503.

Odayadeva, Godyachadnumiy 331.

Odo of Sheriton, 362.

Odyssey, 13, di, 337, 3^7-

Oknos and his ass, 354.

Old ArdhamagadhI, 28.

Old GujarSti, resembles Apabhrau9a, 35*

Old Magadhi, 28*

Old (Jauraseni, 28

Old byrian PtMecdantra, 246.

Opium, medicinal use of, 5 1 1

.

Optative forms, leduced m classical Sans-

knty d* •i

Ordeal, fabricated in Tristan and Isolde,

291.

Origm of San^rit, 3-7.

Origin of the fable literature, 242-0,

Origin of the ^3stras, 4^3"*5*

Oiiya, source of, 32.
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Ovid, Augustan poet, 194, 347, 350, 365,

368.

Oxyrhynchus Papyn^ x,

PadaUpta, TarangavcUi^ 34
Padmagupta, 201, n. 4.

Padmanabhadatta, Supadm€euyakarana^

432.
Padmamihiia, Kashminan historian, i6i,

162.

Padmapada, Pa^apadtkd^ 477.
Pamting, Greek influence on Indian, 371.

Painting, works on, 466
Pahlavas, 441.
Pahlavi version of Patkatantraj 246,

259-
Paithinasi, Dharmasuira^ 439.
Paksilasvamm, see Vatsyayana.

Palaka, legend of, 272.

PSlakapya, authorityon veterinary science,

465-
Palatal sibilant, as affecting style, 390.

Pah, language, 29, 69.
Palms, mating of, 365
Palm-tree, homage of, to Mary, 503
Pampaka, 290, n. i.

Pahcala, speech of, 386.

Pimcala iSbhravya, authority on erotics,

468.
Pancaratra school of Vaisnavism, 480.

PaDca9ikha, Saihkhya authonty, 488.

Pandavas, 243, 237.
Pandyas, pearls of, 94.
Panini, grammarian, xxv, 5, 7, 9, 10, 13,

17, 18, 20, 21, 40, 45, 339, 372> 406,
4a3> 500.

Panim, poet, 203, 204, 41^, 430.
Panegyncs, 149, 150
Faraleipsis {aksepa)^ 378, 380,

Paramananda, Qrngarasapta^ikd^ 202
Paramartha, renders SamkhyakankS into

Chinese, 4S8.

Para^ara, alleged authonty on Artha-
^stm, 457.

Para^ara, astrologer, 528
Para^ara, authority on medicine, 509.
Para^urama, sage, 85, 95.
Parasikas, 81.

Parasol-Bharavi, 114.

Panhasapura, home of Kalhana, 158.

Panmala, see Padmagupta.
Parisoi, 369.
Pariyatra, southernboundaryofAryavarta,

1 1, 97 ; Bhutahkdsd m, 386.

Paronomasia (fZera), 50, 106, 107, 213,

310, 312, 351, 378, 380, 381, 384, 390»
396.

Parrot, as narrator of ^tKddamhafi^^%i^
324-

Parthians, 39, 145
Participles, 115, 258, 307.
Particle^ use of, 63, 64, 123*

Parvati, goddess, no, 285
Patahputra, town, 76, 461, n i; forti-

fications of, 460
Patafijali, Makabhasya, xx, xxvi, 5, 7, 10,

I5» 45-8, 199, 237, 341, 308, 339, 426,

453, n I, 460, 505
Patanjali, philosopher, 490, 499.
Patent remedies, satire of, 238.

Pathos, 63, 68, 69.

Patriotism, not evident in Sanskrit poetry,

345, 346
Pattralekha, form of Rohmi, 321
Panins, of Alexandria, xxiv

Pauskarasadi, grammanan, 426
Panskara^din, medical fragment by, 516.

Pausanias, 354.
Pearl fishenes of the Tamraparni, So.

Perceforest, legend of, 364.

Perfect passive, 123, 138.

Perfect tense, 20, 115, 307.

Penkles, ideas of, 452, n. 2.

Penphrases, use of, 90.

Periphrastic perfect, in classical Sanskrit,

Persian tale, 366,

Persia, Persians, 423, 511, 534, 535.
Peter Alfonsi, 362
Petronius, author of Sedtra Or Saiirae^ xi,

310, 368, m 2, 370; style of, 70, n. 2.

Phaedms, fable writer, 352, 355.
Phaidra and Hippolytos, motifs 356.
Philemon and Baukis, Indian legend of,

284.

Philosopher’s stone, 511.

Philosophy, 404, 405, 471-504.
Phokylides, maxims of, 227.
Phonetics, change in, 4, 5
Physwlogos^ alleged borrowing from India

in, 356.
Pilpay, Vidyapati, 359
Pindar, Greek lyric poet, 26, 349, n. 3
Pindayu, astrologer, 530.
Pifigala, Chandas^ 48, 416.
Pi9acas, 269.

Pi^una, alleged authority pn Arthajastra,

457*
Pithamarda, as companion of the man

about town, 52.

Place value system, 526, 527.
Placidus, legend of, Buddhist parallel to,

502
Plagiarism, 385.
Plant diseases, 511*
Plato, xxi, 367, 500; Republic of, xviii.

Poetesses, 205.

Poetic conventions, 343.
Poetics, 372-400, 407,
Poets, power of, 165, 170.
Potmenika^ by Longus, 370*
Poison, accepted as cause of death by
Roman writers, 166,

Poison maiden, 361, n. 3.
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Politics^ of Aristotle, xviii.

Polybios, Greek historian, 164.
Polygnotos, painting of Oknos, 354.
Polykrates’ ring, motifs 355, n* 3
Popular speech, influence of, on literary

dialect, 6, 7
Portraiture ol the Buddha, m Gandharan

art, 490, 49u
Post-Augustan poetry, compared with

Sausknt, 347-51.
Prthu, astrologer, 530.
Pythuyaipas, HorasaipaHca^kS.^ 534,
Prthviraja, king of Ajmir and Delhi, 173.

Prabhacandra, 497, Prabhdfvakacantra,

294, n. 5.

Prabhakara, philosopher, xxi, 473, 474,

Prabhakaravardhana, father of Harsa,

317-
Prabhudevi Latl, poetess, 205, n. i

Pracyamadhyas, uses of the, 10

Pradyota, king, 364.
Pradyumna, astronomer, 322.

Pradyumna Suri, PrMdvahacaritray

294, n, 5.

Pragjyotisa, 94
Prajya Bhatta, Rajdvalipatdkd^ 174.

Prakajatman, comments on Paikapddtkd^

Prakrits, xicv-xxvii, 20-31, 49, 80, 224,

261, 295, 341, 376.
385J.

386-
1

Prakrit grammarian, 433-0.
Prakrit literature, 245.
Prakrit lyrics, 223-0.

Prakrit originals, alleged for S^skrit

poetry, 39-42.
Prakrti, legend of, 65.

Pra^astapada, PaMrthadharmasam-
graha^ xxi, 485.

Prataparudra, of Warangal, patron of

Vidyanatha, 395,
Pratapamdradeva, king (A.D, i499)> 191.

Pratiharenduraja, commentator on

TJdbhafa, 383.

Pratisthana, on the Godavari, 50, 267,

268,

Pravarasena, king (of Kashmir or Vaka-

taka), 97* ^ 33 »
^^8, 3^^“

Prepositional compounds, 90, 313.

present participle in mU or 20

Primary Praknts, 27.

Pritikuta, home of B^a, 314.

Priyangu, legend of, 46,

Prolongation of vowels, 9.

Propertius, Roman poet, 26, 194, 348,

36^-

Prose, in KSvya, 300.

Prose and verse, use of, ix, 69, 70, 244,

»55» 33o» 332, 408, 409.

Ptolemy, 50 ;
of, 519.

Pttlake^in, king, defeats Har^, xvii, 315,

n. I.

Pulastya, a seer, 267,

Pnlindas, tribe, 285
Pulija, xxiv

,
see Pauh^a SiddMnta.

Pulse, used in diagnosis, 51

1

Punarvasu Atreya, authority on medicine,

509
Pundarika, beloved of Maha^veta, 321,

322
Pumabhadra, Pancatantra, 246, 261,

262, 391
Purohitas, of Kashmir, 161

Purusottamadeva, BhasavrUt^ 430
Purusottamadeva, father of Devadatta,

292
Purusottamadeva, Tnkdnda^esa^ 414;

HarduaM, 414.
Piirvamimansa philosophy, 472-4, 499 ,

500,507
. , ^

Puspadanta, legend of, 260, 267.

Puspadanta, Mahimnahstmia^ 220, 221.

Puspaketu, a Vidyadhara, 309
Fuspasena, teacher of Odayadeva, 331.

Pusyamitra, king, 39, n 2, 427, 442, n i.

Py^alion and Galatea, legend of, 366.

Pythagorean problem, 517.

Quicksilver, used in medicine, 51 1, 512

Rsabha, Jam saint, 214.
Rsyamuka, mountain, 248.

Rsya$r5ga, legend of, 294, n. 4.

Kad^a, Kashmir official, 159.
Radhi., beloved of Krsna, 191.

Raghu, son of Dillpa, 93, 94
Raghunandana, Tattvas, 449.

^

Raghnnatha Qiromam, DidhUi, 485.
Raimundus de Biterns, Raimond de

Beziers, JLtber de Dina et Kaliia^ 359,
Rainy season, description of, 84, 120

Raivataka, mountain, 1 25.

Rajakalaja, grandfather of Bilha^a, 153.

Raja^ekhara, Buddhist, 486.

Raja9ekhaia, AtUarakatkdsamgraha^ 295,

n. 5 ; Prabandkakoga, 293.

Raja^ekhara, dramatist and critic, xiii,

xiv, xxvn, 45, 53, n i, 119, 132, 135,

205, n I, 214, 270, 319, 334, 339 * 340,

341, 343, 343, 345 , 395 *
,

Rajasthani, connected with Nagara
Apabhran^a, 32.

Rajavadana, Kashmirian pretender, 16 1.

Rajiga, Cola pnnoe, 154
RSjputs, national vices of, 156

Rajyavardhana, brother of Harsa, 317.

I^}ya9rI, sister of Harsa, 317, 318.

Rama, father of Somadeva, 281.

Rama, hero, (on his killing of QambSka,

see Pnntz, ZII. v. 241-6), 96, 97, 1 20,

136, 310, 37I'

R^a, patron of Vasudeva, 98.

^Ramacandra, Ndiyadarpaua^ xv.

I
R^macandra, Praknydkaumudl, 430.
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Ramacandra, Rasmdiaantmnam^ 512
Ramacandra, son of Laksmana Bhatta,

oRamagin, 85
Rama Kavi9vara, poet, 149, 150
Ramanuja, philosopher, 473, 478, 479,

480, 499
Ramapala, king of Bengal, 174.

Kamarudra, commentator on Amaru, 283,

n. 2

Rama TarkavagT$a, commentator and
grammarian, 33, 188, 434, 435

RanacUtya, king ot Kashmir, 163
Ranarangamalla or Bhoja, Rdjavartitka^

489.
Rastrakuta, 133
Rati, wife of Kama, 90, 91.

Ratnakara Rajanaka Vagi^vara, 134, 135,

164, 215, 216.

Ratna^ekhara, Chandcdikoga {Chanda*
kosa\ 416, n 3

Ravana, as a Prakrit grammarian, 433,

434‘

Ravana, foe of Rama, 95, 96, 97, 117*

130
, 133, 157, 295.

JRavandrjun^a^ by Hhaumaka, 133
Ravicandra, commentator on Amarn, 183,

n 2, 184
Ravideva, Rdhsasakdvya, 98.

Kaviklrti, poet* 97, n i.

Kavi^na, Padma^tmia^ 498
Rayamukiita, Pada^andrikd on Amara-

209, 414.
Recitations, efiect of, onRoman literature,

347^K I

Reconstruction of the Pancatantray 246-8.
Red gaiment, of physicians, 508.

Renaissance ofSanskrit literature, alleged,

39
Repetition {pimaruktd)^ 106
Rtpuhhc^ of Plato, xvin.

Resignation, a> dominant senliment of
Kalhana*ii history, 165.

Revanaradhya, Smarataituaprakd^tka^

470, n 2

Rhampsmitos, legend of, 336
Riddles, 381
Right-angled triangles, 526
Rilhana, minister in Kashmir, 161.

Rime, 97, 141

Robaka, tale of, 364,
Romaka, 518.

Rotation of earth on axis, 521
Rudra Bhatta, writer on poetics, 1S4, 260,

384, n, I, 394
I^udradaman, king, 15, 16, 49, 360.
Rudradcva, ^patnikafasira, xx.

Rudramadeva, commentator on Amaru,
183, n 2

Rudrata, writer on poetics, 32, 33, 34,

S30, n. I, 339, 373, 384, 391. 398.
R0pa, poet (foelorc 900 a.p.;, 339.

Rupagosvamin, 202, 219, 220, 223
Riipavati, legend of, 66
Ruyyaka, Alamkdrasaroayva, 237, 396,

411

Qabarasvamin, commentator on the Pur-

vamimansa, 24, n 2, 473, 474.
Qaka epoch, theoiies of the, 55, n 3.

gakas, 39, 145, 441, 443
gakatayana, ancient grammaiian, 423,

423.
gaktibhadra, Agcaryacuddmam, xii, n 3,

xiil.

gaktipurva, astrologer, 530.
gakyamitra, Pancakrama m part by, 496
galatura, home ofPamni, 425
galihotra, authonty on vetei inary science,

465-
gahvahana, 292
gambhu, Anyokiimukidlatagaiaka^ 233

;

Rdjendrakarnapura^ j 74, 233, 334.

Sanaq, 505.
gankara, philosopher, xix, 19, 184, 216,

217, 218. 236, 4c6, 473, 476, 477, 478,

479» 480, 4S3-

gankara, Sarvasiddhdntasamgraka^ 499.
gankara, ^ankaracetovtldsoLampu^ 337.
gankara Mi9ra, Upaskdra^ 486
gankaravarman, king of Kashmir, 231
gankarasvamin, Ny&yaprave^ ascribed

to, xxii.

ganku, one of Nine Jewels of VikramS-
ditya, 78, 15s.

gankuka, poet, 152
gafikhalikhita,i?/;«mffrw/ra,439

,
Sinfti,

448
gantanavn, Phtisfttra^ 430
gantideva, Buddhist philosopher and poet,

72, 73, 236, 346.
gSradatanaya, Bhavapiakd^a^ xv
garana, poet, 190, 219, 220
garanadeva, JCttfghaiavftH, 320, n. i,

430
garngadatta, on Dhanurveda, 464.
garngadeva, SamgXtaratndkara^ 466,
gariigadhara, Qdrngadharapaddhat^ 222
garngadhara, Saihhttd on medicine,

51X.

garvavarman, Kdtantra^ 267, 431.
ga9anka of Ganda, 317, 318
ga9iprabha, piincess, 151.

ga9vata, Anekdrihasamuaaya, 414.
ga9vata, poet, 208

gatananda, Bhdyuati, 523.
gatananda, father of Abhmanda, 135,
gatananda, fatlier of Rudrata, 384, n* i

gatavahana, 30 ; m Kuntala and HSla.
gaiinaka, gnimmarian, 433, 425,
gesanaga, Prdkrtavydkara^asUtrat 434,
gobhana, brothei of DhanapSla, 331.
gilabhatfarika, poetess, 205, 331.
giladitya, 163.
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(Jilhana, Qunhfatakaj 232, 233.
Ci9unaga, of Magadba, 341,
Qi9iipala, king ol Cedi, 125, 126.
Civa, god, 83, 89, 90, 99, 109, no, III,

i35> 136, 154, 158, 176, 210, 285,

^ 302^349* 451
Vivadasa, Katharnava^ 293; recension

of VetalapaTicaviti^aiikdi xi, 262, 263,
288 ; Bhiksdtanakdvya^ 221 \ Qdhva-
haftakathd^ 292.

?ivarama, commentator on VdsavadcUtdi
308.

(Jivasvamin, 133, 134.
CravastI, Prasenajit of, 133, 134.
Cridhara, Nydyakandal%^ 485.
Cridhara, Tn^ati^ ^26.

Cildbaradasa, iiadukUkanidmrta^ 222.
Qriharsa, poet and philosopher, 18, 20,

108, n. I, 336, n. 2, 412, 47s
Qrikanfba 4'jvacdrya, (^atvabkdsya, 481.
(,?iikumara, Qilparainay 464
Qnmala, borne of Magha, 131, n 2

Qrimatl, wife of Ibmbisara, legend of, 65.
Crlnivasa, YatJndramatadTpikd^ 478

;

Sakahicdryamatasamgraha, 479
(Jrisena, astionomer, 520
yrivara, Kathdkautuka^ 361 ; Jaina Rdja-

iarangtnt^ 174, Subkdsttdvaiti 223.

Qxivatsanka, yamakarcUndkara^ Z97,

n* 2.

Qrmjaya, 142.

(^'nitadhara or Qrutidbara, epithet of

Dbol, 220
(Jubbacandra, JMndrmm^ 497.
Quddhodana, and Da9aiatha, 6i.

(^uddhodana, legend of, 59
(Judra, Brabmanic contempt for, 99.
^udraka, alleged royal author, 53, n. i

;

rewards poets, 339
^iidraka, of Vidi9a, hero of the Kddofn-

darz, 321.
(Jcdraka, hero of Vfracantra, 292,

^nka, pupil of Pi^jya Bhatta, 174.

(JukanSsa, father ot Vai9ampayaiia, 321,

323*
Qvetadvipa, legend of visit to, 279.

(Jvetaketu, authonty on erotics, 99, 468,

Qvetaketp, husband ofLaksml,

Sadananda, Veddntasdrat 478,
Sada9iva, on Dhamirveda, 464.

SaMi, Cuhstan^ style of, 70, n 2

Sagaranandm, NdiahalaksanmcUmkopi^

XV.

Sabasafika, royal patron, 53,11. x ; rewards

poets, $39. '

Sahid; David, and Gawlmin, Livr^ dis

lmmh^0sm h Canduik des rtys (Paris,

Sahrdaya, perhaps name of author, of

KSnk^ on Dbvani, 387.

Sahya, mountain, 94.
St. £li2abeth of Portugal, 362, n 4
St. Gninefort, legend of, 363.
St Martin, bird of, 362
SakalaUrti, Taitvdrtkasdradipikd^ 497.
Samantabhadra, Aptamtmdnsd^
Samkhya philosophy, 56, 77, 99, 391,

G453» 472f 478, 479> 487“9> 499 >

500, 507.
Samudrabandhu, commentator on Aiani-

kdrasarvasva^ 396,
Samndragnpta, emperor, 53, 75, 7^, 77,

78, So, 94.
Sand ot the Indus, 80
Sandadar, Hebrew, 360.
Sandal of Kashmir, 80.

Sandhimati, resurrection of, 167.

Sandhjakara Nandm, poet, 137, 174.
Safighagupta, father of Vagbhata, 510
Sansknt, xxv-xxvii ; Part I , see also

Mixed Sansknt; use of, 244, 268, 295,

341 > 385J 386, 484, 492, 493, 495;
barbarisms in technical texts, 407, n 3.

Sappho, Greek poetess, 34.
Sarajsvati, testival of, encourages poetic

talent, 53 ; sacrifice to, m expiation of
errore in speech, 5.

Sarasvati, n\er, 85.

Sarvajuamitra, Sragdhardstotra, 2
1

5

SarvajBatman, Samksepafdrfraka, 477.
Sarvananda (Sarvananda), yagadu^arita^

Sarvaraksita, grammarian, 430.
SarvastivSda, Sarvastivadin, Buddhist

school (fragments from Turkestan of

the Bhtksutflprdtimoksa^ ed. Wald-
scbmidt. 1926), 55, 64,* n. 4, 496; uses

Sansknt, 15, n. 3.

Sassanian dynasty, 520 ; cf. Burzoe.

SatavShana, 40, 53, n. 1, 54, 70, n. i,

aas, 214, 267, 26S, 316, 339, 341, 4^9.
Saturae Menippeae^ style of, 70, m 2.

Satyat^rya, astrologer, 530.
Satyaki, hero, 1 2b.

Sayana, (for bis work see A M.J.V, HI,
uj,’ 467 ff,), j^gvedadhasyOf 239;
Subhdnlasifdhdmdhtt 223, u. 4.

Saxo Grammaticus, 362.

Schiller, Marta Sluarl% 86.

Scnlptuie, Hellenistic mfiuence on Indian,

,
371*

Sea, as impure, 94.
Seasons, description of, 136, 137.

Second person plural perfect, disused in

PatahjalPs time, 10.

Secondmry Prakrits, 27.

Seleukos, Greek king of Syria, 459.
Sentiment {rasay 92, 372, 373, 383, 388,

389, 390, 39J» 393> 394- ^
Seven-league boots, 303.

Seven Se^, as wooers, 8^
Seven steps of the young Buddha, 503
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Sexual intercourse, m Tantnc ntual, 482,

Sha^nar and Shabzeman, 361.

Shakespeare, xvi.

Shm-gon, Bnddhist sect, 495, 496.
Shin-shii, Buddhist sect, 494.
Sibilants, 27, 28

Siddkant€tkaumudt, by Bhattoji Diksita,

430 -

Siddbarsi, Upamiitbhcevaprapa^a katka^

14, 294, 4S9, 497, 499.
Siddhasena, astrologer, 530.
Siddhasena Divakara, Kalyanamandira*

sfctra, 215 ; Nydyavaiara^ 484.
Simeon and Asita, comparison of legends

of, 5oa» 504*
Simeon, son of Setb, Siephanites ka%

Icknelaiesy 358.
Similes, 49, 61, 62, 78, 79, 89, 90, 105,

106, 212, 350, 372, 380, 384, 399.
Similitudes, used in illustration ofscientific

theones, 409.
Simplicior text of Faikatantra^ 246, 247,

200, 261, 264.

Sindhi, alleged origin of, 32
Sindhuiija Nava^asiinka of Malava,

151,

Sindbu, river, 85.

Sindhude^a, Pe^awar distnct, 33.
Stndibddnameh, 360
Singers, dements of popular, 240.

Single consonants, in lieu of double,

alleged to exist in North-West Praknt,

35» n, 2.

Smha, astronomer, 522
Sinhagupta, father of Vagbhata I, 510.
Sinhalese, Sansknt indnence on (W.

Geiger, Litteratur und Sptacht der
Stngalesm^ pp. 90 f.), 16.

Sins of the gods, 301.

Sirenes, 363, n 3.

Siri Puiumayi, Nasik inscription of, 50.
Sisenna, translator of Mtlesiaka^ 367, 368,
Sita, wife of Rama, xi, n. 4, 61, 90, 96,

118, 120, 135, 271; Valmiki’s picture

of her woes, 43,
Sitabenga inscription, 40, n. i.

Slyaka, of Dhava, 331*
Sihharaja, PrakrtarupaveUara^ 434
Skanda, god, iiz.

Skandagupta, advises Har§a, 317.
Skandagupta, emperor, 74, Si.

Sleep of nature, at birth of the Buddha
and of Christ, 503,

Social contract theory, m Buddhism, 443.
Soddhala, Udayasundaidkathd^ 336.
Solomon, indgement of, 3S2.

Soma, Rdgavtbodkaf 192, n. i.

Soihadeva, Mtwdkydmrta, 463, 464;
Yafasttiokm^ 144, add, 272, 333-d,

Somadeva, Kashmirian poet, 34, 246,
262, 281-7, 288, 321, $47.

Somananda, Qtvadrsp^ 481.

Somanatha, Rdgavibodha, 46d.

Somendra, son of Ksemendra, 493.
Some^vara, Calukya prince, 154
Some9varadatta, poet, 173
Son lost and found, parable of, 494
Sophokles, 98, 195, 354.
Sophron, Mimes,
Sotadean verses, 127.

Sound effects, 350.

Sound variation, 212.

Sources of the Kavya, 39-42.
South, taste of poets m the, 3id.

Southern Pa^atantra, 246, 247, 2d2

South-western dialect of Prakrit, 29
Spanish translation of the Pa^catcmtra,

RxemplaHo contra los mgaHos y peli-

gros del mundo (Saragossa, 1493), 358,
Spherical nature of earth, 521.

Sphujidhvaja, Sphuijidhvaja, astrologer,

531.
Spies, used by kings (Vallaun, RSO.

71. 1381 f.), 453.
Spinoza, B„ 45d.

Spirits, drinking of, m Tantric ritual, 482.

Spring, description of, 84, 95, 120.

Statins, Roman poet (born c, A. D, 60),

„ 348, 349» 360-
Stem formations, confused, 23.

SthanvI^yara, Horsavardhana’s family
seat, 317.

Style, of A^yaghosa, do-4
,
Divyamdana,

dd, 67 ; Arya QiirU, d8, d9 ; Hansena,

77, 78 ; Vatsabhatti,79 ;
Kalidasa, loi-

7; Bharavi, 112-15; Bhatti, 117, 1 18;
Kumaradasa, 120-3; Magha, 127-30;
Kaviraja, 138, 139; Qriharsa, 140-2,
Padmagupta, 151, 152; Bilhana, l5d,

157, 189, 190; Kalhana, x6g-^2;
Bhartyhari, 178-82; Am’ani, 184-7;
Jayadeva, 192-7 , Bana, 210, 211, 213,

326-30; Mayura, 211-13; Matanga
Divakara, 214; Qankara, 2 id, 217;
L!la9uka, 218, 219, (Jarana, 219, 220;
Cdnakyaniti, 229-31 ; Bhallata, 233 ;

(Jilhana, 232, 233 J DSmodaragupta,

237; K§emendra, 239, 240; Panca’^
tantra, 25d-9; Httopadep,, 264, 2d5;
Somadeva, 286, 287 , Pan^in, 304-7

;

Subandhu, 310-13; Somadeva Ssri,

335» 33^? Manu Smrti^ 444, 445;
YaJHavalkya, 446, 447; jirtAofdstra,

457) 4.68 ;
Varahamihira, 532, 533.

Style (rfii), 381, 384, 389, 391, 394, 395.
Subandhu, poet, viii, xxii, 19, 21, 50, 77,

132, 138. m> n- 3» 275, n. 2, 297,m 345, 347, 349» 3^6, 37o, 37^, 381,
469.

Subhadra, poetess, 205, n i

Subjunctive forms, m the main disused in

classical Sanskrit, 6.

Sugiiva, ally of Rama, 92, 120.
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Suhmas, people, 93.
Sukhavarman, son of Utpala, 164.

Snmanas, tale of, as prototype of the

A'adamdartj 321.
Sumanottara, legend of, 46
Sumati, Suhh&sttavaRf 223, n. i.

Sumerians, accounts kept by, xxiv, n. x.

Summer, description of, 84, 96.

Sunanda, confidante of Indumatf, 94, 95*

Sunandana Bhatta, poet, 221.

Sundara, of Caurapallf, 188,

Sundari, legend of, 57.

Sundail, mother of Dhanapala, 415.

Sunday, as day of rest (recognized m
Httopade^^ 531.

Superstition, played on by kings, 453,

454‘

Supeistitions, in history, 146.

Suprabhadeva, grandfather of Magha,

324
Sura, poet, 339.
Surapala, Vrksayurveda, 511.

Surastras, speecn of, 10, 386.

Sure9vara, Mdnasollasa^ 477, 484.
Surejvara, Qahdapradlpa^ 512.

Suryamati, princess ofJalandhara, suicide

of, 168, 169 ,
Katkdsaritsdgara wntten

for, 281.

Sufruta, medical aulhonty, xxiii, n. 3,

607 >
50S, 509* 5131 5H*

Sussala, king of Kashmir, 159, 167, 108,

169,
Suvarnaksi, mother of A9vaghosa, 55.

Snvamanibha, authority on erotics, 468.
|

Suvrata, Kashminaii chronicler, i6i,

Suyodhana, name of Duryodhana in the

Kiratdrjumya^ no, 112.

Sv5ha, wife of Agni, amour with the

moon, 337.
SvStmarama Yogmdra, McUkayogapra-

49^*
Sweetness of style {f7iddhurya\ 50, 374,

378. 3S2.

Sybans, story-tellers of, 307.

SynitfaSy Greek, 360.

^ Tacitus, Roman historian, 349.
demoness, 95.

Takkas, speech of, 386.

Tailapa, Calukya, r^4*

Talking birds, moii/f 343*.

Tamraparni, pearl fisheries of the, So,

343.
Tantnkas, rites of Bengal, 263.

Tara, goddess, 215.

Tara, her lament for Valin? 9^*

Taraka, demon foe of the gods, 90;

destroyed by Guha, 2 i3«

Tarapida, of Ujjain, 321,

T€€kn{migniay 127.

Temptation of the Buddha? ™
Christ, 502.

Tennyson, Alfred, Lord, 82, 348.
Tertiary Prakrits, 27.

Tertiary verbal forms, developed m
classical Smisknt, 6.

TeSup, god of Mitanni, xxiv.

Theagenes and Chanklea, 367,
Theft of poetry, 342.
Theokntos, Greek poet, 349, 370,

Theories of poetry, chap. xviu.

Thousandcmd Ont Nights

y

360, 361.

Thncydides, ideals of, 164, 452, n 2.

Tiastenes of Ozene, 49.
Tirumalaraja, of Vijayanagara, 435.
Toramana, leader of the Hiinas, 74, 163.

Translations of the PaUcatantray 357~9
Transmutation of base metals, 511.

Travanas, speech of, 386
Tnkuta hilC 94*
TriiocanapEla, Cahi king, 164.

Tnmalla, Paiky&pathyanighantUy 512.

Tnpura, demon destroyed by Qm, 136.

Tristan und Isoide, by Gottifned, 359.

Trivikrama Bhatja, NtdacampUy 266, 332,

333 *

Tnvikrama, Prdhrtafohddnufdsam, 434*

Trmkramasena, hero of Fstdla^ika-

vtnfotihd, 28S, 289.

Trojan horse, mot^y 355*
Tonga, Kashminan general, 164.

Tufijma, Kashminan hero, 168.

Turks, conquer Hun kingdom on the

Oxus, 74; alleged reference to, 499
Turkish terms in Sansknt, 25.

Twenty-five, and twenty-six, prmciples of

^hhkhya, and Yoga, 490*

XJccala, king of Kashmir, 159
Udaya, Kashminan soldier, 161.

Udayakara, father of Udayadeva, 481*

Udayana, brother of Govardhana, 202.

Udayana, hero, 270.

Udayana, philosopher, 408, 484, 486.

Udbhata, writer on poetics, 383, 384, 385,

389, 39I» 39^-
, ^ ,

Uddhava, counsellor of Krma, X20.

Uddyotakara, logician, xxii, 3oS» 37^»

483*
UgiabhSti, Qi^aktianyascty 431
XJjjaymi, town, 31, 76, 81, 85, 26S, 27a

Uma, wins Civa in marriage, 88, 89,

Umapatidhara, poet, 53» 19^?

UmasvSti, Taitnarthadhtgamasuiray 497.

Ungrateful snake, fable of, 335.

Unwinking eyes of gods, 366.

Upako^, lei^d of, 364.

Upavarsa, commentator on the Purva^

piwiSnsdy 339, 473.

U9anas, authority on Raja^stra, 450,

45 i«

U9anas, Dhdrmasidra, 439 ; 448.

Utpala, king of Kashmir, 164, x66.
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Utpaladeva, IpvaraJfratyadkijMsuira,

4S1; Stoiravak^ 218
Utpreksavallabha, Bhiksaianakavya^ 221.

Utsavas, tribe, 94
Urvidhara Bhatta, poet, 235,

Vacaspati, Ctntamanis on law, 448.

Vacaspati, Qabdarnm)a^ 413
Vacaspati Mi^ra, philosopher, xxi, 474,

477 * 483^ 484, 489* 490
Vadibhasinha, see Odayadeva
Vadiri-ja Sun, 334, n» i.

Vagbhata I, Astdngasamgraha (on rela-

tion to Asidngahrdayasamktia, cf. Kii-

fel, J^estgabe Garbe^ pp. 107 f.), 510,

515, n I.

Vagbhata II, Astdngakrdayasamhttdi

510*
Vagbhata, Alamkdra, 395.
Vagbhata, Kavydnu^sanUy 395.
Vagbhata, Neinmtrmna, 143.

Vaidya Bhanu Pandita, alleged author of

Sadukiikarttdntria, 222, n. 3
Vainateya, poet, 235, 236.

Va39ainpayana, 32a.

Vai^esika, philosophy, 408, 4S4, 485-7,

498, 499, 500, 501, 507.

Vaifyas, speech of, 8.

Vaiyakara^as, grammanans, 403
Vajapyayana, grammarian, 426,
Vakataka, family, x, 97, n 4
Vakku^a, poet, 204
Vakpati, of Dbara, 331.
Vakpatiraja, poet. 54, 150, 307, 336
Vakyakara, 47S,

Valerius Flaccub, Roman poet, 34S, 349.
Vail, Valm, husband of Tara, 91.
ValkalacTrm, legend of, 294, n. 4*

Vallabhadasa, version of VetalapaUca-

vinfatikd^ 288,

Valiabhadeva, Subha^dvaii^ 222, 223,

Vaimiki, poet, 43, 61, 96, 97, m.
Valmiki, Suita, 35, 434.
Vamadeva, sage, 279
Vamana, author of Kdpkd Vftti, 429,
430

Vamana, authority on poetics, tip, 220,
»• 1. 340. yih 381. 38*. 383. 384, 385.

389, 390, 391, 403; Lifigdnufdsam^

433*

Vamana Bhaf^a B^a, Fdrvaiipari>}aya^

315*
Vamnka, father of Rudrafa, 384, n i.

VandSru Bhafja, 141, n. u
VandyaghatayaSarvananda, TiJkdsarvawa
on Am&rakma^ 414.

Vaugasena, CikUsdsdrascmgmha, 51 x.

Vankfh, Oxus, referred to by KSIidasa,
8x»

Varadaraja, MadhymiddhmtaMmimdt
and lighusiddMniiikmmudl, 430.

Yaradaitja, TthM^raksd, 4S4.

Variihamihira, astronomer, astrologer, and
mathematician, 75, 76, 159 409, 411,

416, 461, 463, 465, 469, 516, 517, 520,

521,527,528-33,534,
Vararuci, authority on Alamkdra^ 372.

Vararuci, Ltngdnugdsana^ 433.
Vararuu, one of Nine Jewels, 76, 307.

Varaiuci, NiitraUta, 231,

Vararuci, Frdkrtaprakd^a, 40, 433, 434,
cf. 339

Vararuci, Stnhdsanadvdirtnftkd, 292
Vardbamana, comm on Gange9a, 485.
Vardhamana, Ganaratnamakodadkz, 430
Vaidhamana, Yogamafijari, 465.
Varmalakhya, Varmallta, king, 124
Varro, Saturae Memppeae^ style of, 70,

n. 2

Varsa, writer of a ^astra, 339.
Vaisaganya, Sastitantra^ 488.

Vasavadatla, legend of, 46,

Vasiska, inscription of time of, 15, n. i

Vastupala, minister of Gujarat, 173.

Vasubandlm, Buddhi&t philosopher, xxu,

73. 76 . 77 . 488, 495. 496.
Vasudeva, king(Kaiava or Ku^ana), patron

of poets, 53, n. 1, 339.
Vasudeva, poet, 97, n. 5.

Vasugupta, Qiva Sdtra, 481.
Vatavyadhi, alleged authority on Artha-

9astra, 457.
Vatsabhatti, Mandasor Piapasti of, x, 77,

79, 81, 8a, 90,
VatsySyana, KdmasHirat I 3 » 51, 52.

Vatsyayana, Nydyabhdsja, xxii, 406, 461,

477. 482, 483- „
Vatudasa, lather of vridharadasa, 222,

Vedangaraya, Fdrastprakdfa, 415
Vedanta, philosophy, 387, 391, n. 1, 483,

495 » 499 > 600-

Vedic lyric, 41, 42.

VemabhQpala, commentator on Amaru,
183, n. 2, 184.

Venkatadhvann, poet, 138, n. i.

Vergil, Virgil, 8a, 100, loi, 345, 349, 350,
502, n, 3.

Vernacular (dfifabddsd), 56, 416*
Verse-fillers {psdapdraf/a)^ 90, 123,
Verse mixed with prose ; see prose.

Vetala Bhatta, one of Nme Jewels, 76.
Vetala Bhatta, NUipradipa^ 231.
Vetravati, nver, 85.

Vidipa, city, 85.
Vidura, speeches on ArthapSstia, 451,
Vidu^ka, as companion of the man about

town, 52.

VidyS, princess, iSS*

Vidyadhara, EMvaU^ 87, n. 2, 395.

Vidyadhara Bha^Ja, father of Ananda,
293*

Vidyadharas, spirits], 270, 271,
VidyihiandE, comm, on ApiamTmdMa,
49^
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Vidyanatha, Pratdparudrayapbhusana^

395
Vidyamadhava, 139, n 3.

Vidyapati, Furmaparlksd, 293.
Vidyapati, Pilpay, 359.

*

Vigour {urjasvin), 380, 382, 389
Vigrahai ajadeva, royal dramatist, 53, n 2.

Vijayabhattarika, queen, 205, n. i.

Vijayacandra, of Kanauj, 139
Vijayanandia, astronomer, 521.
Vijayanka, poetess, 205, n. i

VijjakS, poetess, 205, n i.

Vijiianabhiksu, comm, on Sdmkhya Sutra^

489 , on YogaAhdsja, 490.
Vijfianavadxn, Buddhist school, xxui, 472,

473-
Vijhane9vara, Mit&ksard^ 41 1, 447.
Vikatamtamba, poetess, 205, n i.

Vikrama, Nemiduta, 86, n. a.

Vikramaditya, on Dhanurveda, 464.
Vikramaditya, legendary king, 163, 178,

201, 275, n 2, 288, 289, 292, 293, 307,

364, 413, 442 j
Nine Jewels Of, 76

Vikramaditya, poet, 221.

Vikramaditya, Samsdrdvarta^ 41
Vikramaditya VI, Calukya of Kalyana,

153-
Vinayaka, wntes intieduction to Dtifa-

kumdracarita^ 297, n 3.

Vindhya, 269, 270.

Vindhyavasa, authority on Samkhva,
488,

Viradhavala, of Gujarat, 173.
Virasmha, of Mahilapattana, 188
Virasena Kautsa Qaba, minister ofCandra-

gupta, 76.

Virgin birth, 502, 503.
VirSpaksanatlia, Virupdksapancdftkdf

481.
Vi9akhadatta, dramatist, 175, 462.

Vi9alaksa, authority on Arihafdsira, 450,

,45L 457‘ ^
Vi9vamitra, father of Su9ruta, 507.
Vi9vamitra, sage, 95, 120^

Vi9vanatha, Bhdsdpancclieda, 486.
Vi9vanatha, Sd^Uyadarpand, 388, 390,

I9h 394, 395-
Vi9varupa, commentator on YdyHavatkya

SfnfH, 447
Vi9ve9vara, Madampdrijdia^ 448.
Visnu, god, 98, 99, 260, 261, 285, 349.
Viftiucandra, astronomer, 321.

Visnugupta, xvii, 458 ; see Kaufilya
VjsQugupta, astrologer, 330.

Visnu Kamalavilasin, temple of, 155
Visnu9arman, alleged author of Panca-

iixudra^ 248, 250.

Visnusvamin, philosopher, 479.
Vifciuvardhana, prince, xvii

Vifas, as companions of the man about
town, 52

Vittuvius, xifc.

Vocative, neuter of an stems, to.

Voices, confusion of, 20
Vopadeva, Mugdhdbedha^ 432 ; Kavtkal^
padrunta, 432; Qata^loktt 31 1.

Vrddha Garga, astrologer, 538
Vrnda, Stddhtyoga^ 51 1.

Vyadi, wnter of a cjastra, 339 ; Samgraha
on Panmi, 426.

Vyasa, sage, 109, no.
Vyasa, Yogahhaejay 490

Walking on the water, Budtlhist and
Christian miracle of, =03.

Walter Mapes, 362.

Warriors, alleg^ creators of Upanisads,

487
Weber MS , treatises in, 413, 528, n. 3
Wema Kadphises, a Mahe9vara, 442, n. i.

West, taste of poets m the, 316
Western Hmdi, origin of, 32
Western Ksatrapas, use Sanskrit for their

inscriptions, x6

Western Prakrit, 27, 28

Western school of Prakrit grammar, 434,

435
White Island or Contment, 279.
IVhite Yajumeda, 439, 446
Widow’s mite, legend of, 503,

Winter, descnption of, 84
Witchcraft, as cause of death, 166, 285
Wolf and lamb, fable ol, 355.
Woman, jeremiad against, 240.

Writing, 386, n i; suty-fo4r kinds of,

492
Wrights Chaste Wife, 364.

Xenophon, 368»

yadavapraka9a, Advaita philosopher,

478 ; Vaijayanii, 414.

Yaksa, hero ol the Meghaduia, 85, 86

Y aksavannan, Cinidmatti on Qdkatdyana
Vydharana, 4 ^2,

Yammlpurnatilaka, pnnccss, 188,

Yamuna, philosopher, 478,
Ya9od5, mother of Kr§na, 219
ya9odhara, ydyamahgaid on K&masutra,

469.
ya9odhai:a, and Sita, 59
Ya9odharman, of central India, 74, So.

Y^s^omxtxek^iAbhidharfftaho^atiydkhydt 496.
Ya90varmaa, king of Kanauj, 33, n a,

54>
Yaska, xxv,xxvi, xo, 13, 372,

4p3>4X2» 422, 425, 440.

Yatras, m Bengal, 191, 192,

YaugandharSya^a, minister of Udayana,

271.

Yavakrita, legend of, 46*

Yavanas, 94, 279, 369, 441, 445.
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Yavanacarya, astrologer, 530, 531.
Yavanapura, Alexandria, 518.

Yavane^vara, astrologer, 531.
Yaj^ti, legend of, 46
Yndhisthira, hero, 109, no, 125, 126,

162,*

Yoga, philosophy, 99, 100, 453, 472 479,
490, 491, 499, 500.

Yneh-chi, people, 39
Yusuf and Zuleikha, 361.

Zainui-*Abidin, 361
Zanadres and Odatis, tale of, 366.
Zodiac, signs of, 518.

Zoroaster, date of, xxiv ; laughs on birth,

502, n. 3*
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A stems, disappearance of certain forms

of, m classical Sansknt, 5, 6.

a vowel, XXV.

aJ^ar, Vedic form, 7.

Aksaracchandas^ metres, 418-20.
Agasiimatai 465.
Agm Fur&na, 373, 416 ; on poetics, 393

;

on medicine, 50S.

Aghatakumarahatha^ xii.

agJuUate^ 130.
amgdraavdraj 223, n. 6
Anguttara Ntkdya, 228, 340, n. i.

Acaladhrtty metre, 141, 418.

ajarya^ friendship, 1 23
ajdkrpdfttya, story of the goat and the

razor, 48.

Antdfhdsya^ by Vallabha, 479.
AHfaycktt, hyperbole, 330, 378, 399.
Atyukii^ exaggeration, 377.
Atrt Smrtit 448.
Atharoa Frdtt^iAyai xxv.

Atharvceveda^ 42, n. i, 199, 404, 439, 505,

514. 516*

Adbhutasdgara^ by Ballalasena, and Laks-
mamsena, xxiv, n. 4, 534

Advcata^ theory, 476, 477.
adAtjaiadhi, 2x3

adkyayana^ 92.
an stems, locative of, 6; vocative of

neuter stems in, 10.

Anangaratiga, by Kalyanamalla, 470.
Ananmya, self-companson as figure,

399 -
.

Ancofostidy metre, 418, 533.
amya^ gerunds m, developed m classical

Sansknt, 6,

Anukramams, by Katyayana, 415.
anugiramf on the mountain, i8.

anufivisdikrta^ handed ovei to a servant,

X15.

Atmprdsa, 313, 369, 37S ; ses Alliteration.

AnudandAa, mSicsdo^ letter, 423.
Amyagadmrastlfrat 34, 461, 482.

Anttfdsana, form of literature, 9.

amkdrtka^ homonymous (dictionaries),

413.
AneMfikaAofaf by Mankha, 4x4*

AnekdriAafa^daAapOf by Medmlkara, 4x4.

AnaMrthasamgraka^ by Hemacandra,
4x4*

Amhdrtkasamuuayay by Qapvata, 414.
anta^ as verse-filler, 90.

Antarakathasamgrahaj by Kaja^ekhaia,

295^ n

A-wotidJbhtdkdnofoddtni school, 388, n* i.

anyatara^ anyaiama, anyone, 67.
anyatra, with locative, 49.

333-

anvavasarga, allowing one his own way,
18.

strengthen, 17.

a^acast, comic form, not Vedic (Keith,

JRAS. 1906, p. 722), 10.

apade^ay citation. 459.
Apabhranfa^ form of language, 197, 19S,

»23> 226, 341, 370, 371, 376, 386, 433,
434> 435 -

Aparamakira^ metre, 115, 308, 330, 418,
533.

apoi^aJbda^ ii.

Apahnuity denial, 399
apt

,

<z/f, use of, 04, 69.
apy eoay perhaps, 67,
Aprastutaprc^nsdy Aprastutastotray inci-

dental praise, 380, 390,
AhhtdharmcLko^y by Vasnbandhu, 495,

496.
Abhidhdy denotation of words, 387,
AbhtdhdnactntdmanZy by Hemacandra,

414.
Abhidhanaratnanidldy by Halayudha,

414.
ab&ivtdki, includmg, x8.

Abhzhitdnvayofvddiny school, 387, n. 4.

abkydsay practice, 340.
abhresa, equitableness, 18.

acakamaia, aonst, 123.

Amitdyurdhydnasutrdj 494.
Ambdsiakay 2x8.

argaiky false form, 24, n. 4.
Arthay prose exposition, ix ; science, 450,

45 i» 455.

Arthiwyaktiy eicplicitness of sense, 30,

374. 39^-
Afdkafdstra; 408, 409, 4x0.

Arihm^stray Kautdiyay xvu-xx, 243, 249,

439, 443, 467, 468, 469, 47*.
Arthasadtgrakai by Laugaksi Bha^ara,

474> 4^^*
Artmntaranydsa, corroboration, xoo,

374. 3S<>*
ArthdianiMra, figures of sense, 49, 92,

lox, 1x6, 373-
ArdhantdgadhtfZ.'PtSkiit, 14, 28, 29,433,

434, 445*
Ardbamdgadha Apabkranfa, supposed

source of Eastern Hindi, 32.
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Alamkara^ a work, referred to by Sii-

bandhu, vii, 308,

Alamkara^ see Fig^ires

Aiafhkdravatl^ book xv of Brhatkatha-

279 ; ix of Kathdsarztsdgara,

282.

AiaMdrasvtmarfmti by Jayaratba, 173.

Aiamkarasamgraka^ by Udbhata, 383.
AlamkdreLsarvasva, by Ruyjaka, 396.
a/am, verse-filler, 90.

Alaukika, transcendental, 389.
AmtansakasHtra or Gandavyuha, 494*
avaiapte nakulasihitam, maxim, 409.
Avaddna, type of literature, 64-7.
Avadanakmpalatd, by Ksemendra, 493.
Avaddnofa/aka, 6^j 133,
AvanttsundaffkMdj ascnbed to a Dan-
dmy xiii, XVI, xvn, 296, n 2.

A^anitsii^ankttthdsdra, xvi.

avarna^ sbame, 123.

A'valohte^aragmtakdrandavyuhay 49
Avakatthd, form of Apabbranfa, 35.
AvUcUha^ metre, 124, 419.
avtvaksita-Tidcya^ form of suggestion,

388,

Afvadktistia, by Nakula, 465.
AfZfomedAa, horse sacrifice, 94, n i.

A^alalita, metre, 48, 118,418.
Afvavatdyaka, by Jayadatta, 465.
Afvdyurveda, by Gana, 465.
Asiamahdfncmtyastotra, by Harsavai-

dhana, 215,

Asidngasamgrahay by Vagbhata, xix, n. 7,

5^0.

A^dngdhrdayasamhttd^ by Vagbbata, xix,

n. 7, 510.

As/ddkydyf, by Panim, xxvi, 5, 423-6-
asadt/aksya-kramut form of apprehension,

38S
as/t, as a particle, 63.
asme, dropped in classical Sanskrit, 7.
Ahihsd^ principle of, 241.
Ahtrbudhnya Sanihtid^ 480.
Aksepay paraleipsis, 378, 380
AJthydna, narrative verses, 244.
Akhydytkd, form of narrative, 245, 30S,

313, 330, 37^» 383* 39^ 4“,
n. I, 461.

djaghne^ irregular form, 115.
dmpayaii, dj^dpaya/t, ir.

Atmaiattmmveka^ by Udayana, 454,
^n.4,
Aimcmdha^ by (Jankara, 476, 477,
Air^a SaikhUd (Jolly, Munich Ca/a/,,

_P- 50). 508, n. 5.
Aj/tkarmapradipa, 496-
Aj/i Gran/Af 191.
Jdipurdfm^ by Jitiasena, 498*
dm, perfect participle middle in, iS,
Ananda/aharif ascribed to Cankara,

Jmkere (with variants)^ name of sign

of Zodiac, Aigokeros, borrowed from
Greek, 530.

d^aitt, sin, 67.

Apastamba Dharmasutra, xix, 472, n i.

Apastamba Sntrti, 448
Apoklima (Apokhma, star’s declination),

astrological term borrowed from Greek,

Jptafmmdnsd, by Samantabhadra, 497
Ahhtrl, a Prakrit, 435.
dmulatah, 83.

dmekhalam, 83.

dyahpiiitkatd, violence, 123
Ayurvedasutra, 406, n. i, 407, n. 3, 51 1,

_n. 4.

Aryabhattya, 521.

Aryasapta^tT, by Goyardhana, 202

Arya Stddhdnta, by Aryabhata II, 522.

Aryd, or Arydm, feminine form, 10.

Aryd, metre, ix, 118, 131, 182, 224, 311,

n. 3- 330, 384, 409, 41a, 418, 509, n 3,

.523» 533 »
Praknt, ix.

Aryagiti, metre, ^18.
Arydsia^ata, by Aryabhata, 521
Avanit, a Piakiit, 435
Ayaniis a Vibhasa, 3.

Avaniikd, style, 394.
Ajis, benediction, 380
Aya^yaka, 261.

Agcaryacuddmmn, by C^-^liW’adra, xu,

_^n, 3, xiii.

Afva/dyam Grkyasutra, 9
Asdra, Apabbranja metre, 376.

tksu^dkaia, field of sugar cane, 123,

Buddhist terra, 64.

Itivrttas, 461,
IHhdsa^ form of literature, 9.

ita vydghra ttas tail, maxim, 409
Jtthya, or Ittha, or Ithusi, fish (from

Greek, Ichthys), 530.
Indravajrd, metre, 47, 107, 115, 118,

124, 130, 141, 157, 183, 231, 4*9» 533-
Indriyasikdna^ diagnosis and prognosis,

607 ’

iya, gerund in Qauraseni, 31.

iva, as first word, 123.

/ stems, confu^on of root and denvale,
m classical Sanskrit, 6»

I^arapratyabhijHdsutra, by Utpaladevji,

_ 48^’

Ifcara Samhitd, 4S0.

uka, adjectives in, with accusative, 18,

Undiismra, claimed for Pamni (jpathak,

ABI. iv. IX Iff,), 422, 423,
Uttaranaisadhipa, 141, n. I.

Uttaraptikdid, of the Da^umdracemia,
298*

Uitarepurdnu, by Ou^hkadra, pupil of
Jinasena, 336, 498.

UmrardnmcaHtu^ by BhavabhiSti,x v, n, 2,
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from ava-ir, 24.

Utpreksay lively fancy, 106, 312, 316, 375,
399**

utsaHjana^ throwing up, 18

Uisara, metre, 419
Uisdka^ alleged work of Adh>araja, 316,

n. 3:

utsuka^ with mstmmental, 18.

Udayasundarikathd^ by Soddhaia, 336
Uddtta^ elevation, 382.

Uddnavarga^ 491.
Uddra^ Uddratd, Uddratm^ elevation,

374, 377* 390*
Udgatd^ metre, 64, 115, 137, n. 2, 151,

n. I, 418, 533
Udgtti, metre, 418.

tidgr^ used metaphorically, 378.
Uddhava, cheerfulness, 67
UpagtU, metre, 418.
Upajdtti metre, ix, 47, 90, 92, 115, 118,

124, 130, 141, 416, 419, 420.

Upade^Ofotaka^ by Gumani, 234.
Upadegasdiiasrtt by Qankara, 476.
Upandgara JpaHraftfa, 35, 435.
Upmdgankd^ elegant manner {vrttt),

383. 399-
Upamsads, 41, 71, 227, 242 ;

Samkhya
derived from, 4S7, 488

upapadyttardm, in i^ankara, 19
Upamdy simile, 372, 380, 384, 399.
Upamttibhavaprapancd kathd^ by Siddh-

arsi, 14, *94, 489, 497, 499.
Upameyopamd, form of simile, 3^.
UpcLskdra^ by Qankara Mi5ra, 48^
Upasthitapracnpita, metre, 64.
updje-kp, strengthen, 17.

upddhydyt^ or upddhydydm, 10.

Upendravajrd^ metre, 419.
ubhayataSf with accusative, 123.

ubhayata^pdgd rajjuhy maxim, 409.
UUekkai figure ot speech, 399.
«««, gerund m MdMrditrl^ 31.

Orjasvm^ vigour, figure of speech, 380,

382, 389-

J^k-Prdii^khya, xxvi, n. i, 415, 423.
^gveda, XXIV, 3, 4, 5, 41, 70, 93, 105,

199, 227, 239, 242, 30X, 415, 438, 471,
516

J^tusamhdra, by Kalidasa, xiii, 82-4, 99,
107*

^scibhupcdkd^tkd^ by Dhanapala, 331*

for aZf in eastern dialects, 28,

short vowel, xxv.
e, termination of third singular middle,

dropped in classical Sanskrit, d,

Mhtk^ar0k&ga^ 4x4*

MMvidu by Vidyadhara, 87, a* 2, 395.

491.
tbhh^ form m V^ic and Fraknt, 7.

Attareya Brdhmana^ 43, 227, 244

Ojas, force, 50, 327, 374, 37S, 379, 3S1,

390.

Aucttyavicara, by Ksemeiidra, 397
AudhrJ, a Prakrit, 435.
Aupacckandasaka {Atipacchandastkd),

metre, 47, 1 15, i iS, 130, 158, 418, 509,
n 3, 533.

Aupamsadtka, section of A>£/ta^hi>a,

455-

kaia, Prakiitic form, 4.

Kaika Upam^ad, 100
kane-han, fulfil one’s longing, 17.

Kathd, type of literature, 24, 25, 68, 308,

313, 3>9» 320, 375, 376, 383, 391.
Aathdnaka, Jain form of literature, 295.
Katbdko^a, 295,
Kathdkautuka, by Qrivara, ^61.

Kathapiiha, book 1 of Srhatkaikdman-
jari and Kathdsarttsaga> a, 277, 281.

Kaihdmukka, book 11 of Brhatkatkd^
tnanjari and Kathdsaritsdgarai 277,
381.

Kathdraindkara, by HemaMjaya, 395,
n 5.

Katkdmava, by ^ivadasa, 293.
Kathdsamgraha^loka, recapitulatory

verses, 244.
Kathdsaritsdgara, by Somadeva, xi, 54,

261, 266, 281-7, 300, n I, 324, 361,

3^3*
Kapphamibhyudaya, by Qivasvamin, 133,

1 34
kamdra, not « karmakdraj 30, n. i

kampana, loan-word, xxvii, n. i

,

Katanakutuhala^ by Bhaskaracarya, 523.
Karundpundartka^ 494.
Kamasundarit by Bilhana, 151
KanjdiaPa^bddnu^dsana, by Bhattaka-

iafikadeva, 436, n 5.

karidsmti misunderstood by Panini, 424
Karman, action, 146, 167, 378, 385
kalama, Greek loan-word, 25, n. 5.

Kalahmtsa, metre, 131, 419
Ealdmidsa, by Ksemendra, 238.

Kalds, arts, 51, n i.

Kdlpandmaijidikd, by Kumaralata, \iii-

Xi 56,

Kalpastkdna, toxicology, 507, 50S,

Kalydmmmtdtrmkitra, by Siddbasena
Divakara. 2x5.

Kdvikai^hdbkara^af by Ksemendra, 397
Kamkaipadrumay by Vopadeva, 432.
Kavirdha^a, by Halayudha, 133
Kimtndraziaeamsmtttccaya, 222.

kasif for krgi, ii.

kdkeddEya, story of the crow and the

palm fruit, 48.

KdkUt mtouadon, 384.

O
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Kaia^ Prakritic foim, 4.

Kathaka Dharmasutra^ 409.
Katantra^ by (jlarvavarman, 267, 431.
KMyayana Smrh, 448.
Kddavibafii by Bana, 136, 309, 314, 331.
ITddambarJkaihdsdra, by Abhinanda, 135.

Kdnti^ loveliness of style, 374, 377, 381,

390.
Kdntoipidd^ metre, 48
Kama, love as end of man, 450, 451,

455-
KamavtlSpa Jdtaka^ 85, n. i

,

Kdma^asUa, 134, 135»4®5-
Kdmasutra, vkvu, 13, 32, 51, 53, 237,

299, 407, 4x0, 461, 467-70, 529
Kartkds, in Mahablidsya, metre of, 47
Kdlatakra Tantta, 496
Kdvyakalpalaid, by Ansinba and Amara-

candra, 397, 39S.

kffvyagostJd, 341.
kdvyaUaya, of Kalidasa, xvii.

Kdvyapvrum, spirit of poetry, 385.

KdvyapraM^a, by Mammata and Alata,

xni, 140, 394, 395.
Kdvyamtmdnsd, by Rajapekhara, xxvu,

385-
Kdvyahnga, figure of speech, 384
Kdvyddarfa, by Dandin, 266, 296, 381
Kdvydnugdsana, by Vagbhata, 395.
Kdvynnugdsana, by Hemacandra, 395
Kavydlamkdra, by Rndrata, 384
Kdvydhmkdj’Cf with Frtitf by Vamana,

381, 382, 384.
Kdgtkd Vrth, by Jayaditya and Vamana,

71, 72, 119, 124, 209, 429, 430.
Kdgyapa Samhttd^ 508, m 5,

ktm haia^ how much more, 64.
Ktratuwalt, by Udayana, 485,
Kirdidrjuntya^ by Bharavi, xvu, 64, 109-

16, 135, 133.
KtfiikawmdB, by Somepvaradatta, 173.
Kuiila^ metre, 115, and see Madhya^
ksama

Kuitiagcdtt metre, 48.

Kuiiammata^ by Damodaragnpta, 236,

237-
Kmt&la Jdtaka, 70,

Ktm^egvaradoidyaf ascribed to Kalidasa,
X.

Kumdrapdlacarita, by Hemacandra, 172.
KumdrasambAazra, by Kalidasa, 13, 80,

87-92, 99, X06, 108, 132, ip4.

Ktdaka, groups of verses, 37^
Kulacu^nmii Tantra^ 483.
KuBrnafoa Tantm, 482.
Kmaiaydmmdat by Appayya Diksita,

39^.
KummmncUrdy metre, 419, 533,
Kmumasdrakatha, xu,

Ku&mnddjoHi by Udayana, 484,
KmumimaidvmitS^ metre, 509, n, 3,

hrtkrm^ for krpsmf 4.

Krt, suffixes, 422
KrsHakamd.mfta, or Krsnalildmrta, by

Bilvamangala, 218, 219
ketus, influence on man, xxiv, n 4
Katkeya Apabhranga, conjectural source

of Lahnda, 32,

Katvolya, result of Yoga, 491.
Kokilaka, metre, 48, 419, 533
kola, raft, 67
Koga, unconnected verses, 376
Kogas, dictionaries, 404, 412-15
Kmttillya Artkagdstra, xvn-xx, 168, 249,

256, 452-62, 528, 529
Kaurpya, name of sign of Zodiac, Scor-

pios. borrowed from Greek, 530.
Kmigtka Sutra, 404, 405, 514.

kramela^ Greek loan-word 25
Knya, Ram as sign ofZodiac (from Greek

Krios), 530.

Kfiydyoga, forms of concentiation, 491.
knidsdras, as ornamental epithet, 377
klam, as finite verb, iS,

klamathu, dubious form, 123, n. 2,

kSj treatment of, m Apokan dialects, 28.

ksatrapa, Persian loan-woid, 25,

ksairzyd, or ksatriydni, 10.

Ksapanaka, 26 1.

Kmnd, metre, 419.

Khafupanakhandakhddya, by (Jriharsa,

140, 478.
Khandakhddyaka, by Brahmagupta, 522.

khalu, with gerund, iS; as fiist word in

sentence, 123.

g, long syllable, 416.

Gaudavaka, by Vakpati, ix, 54, 150, 307*
Gai^ckandks, 198, 418.
Gattapdiha, PamnPs system, 24, 425, 430,
GanaraUiamahodadhi, by VardhamSna,

430.
Ganita, by Bhaskaracaiya, 523.
Ganttasdrasamgraha, by Mahaviracarya,

524*
Ganiistotragdthd, by A9Yaghosa, 56^
Gadyaeintdmam, by Odayadeva, 331.
Gartupa Purdna, xix.

Gahtahay Prakrit metre, 198
Gdthd, type of Buddhist literature, 1 2*

Gdtkds^ 9, 32, 58.

Gdtkdsamgraka, by Vasubandhu, 495.
Gdrgz Samhitd, 516*
gd’di, foTgauSf II.

Gttagpmnda, by Jayadeva, 190-8, 469.
Gitmhd&ya, by RamILnuja, 47S.
Giidbkd^ag by Qankara, 476.
Gm\ metre, 118, 131, 182, 418.
gmeha, iot guim, 24.
Gucckas^ title of subdivisions of Abs/M-
sartUdgara, 281.

gu^tbMta-vymgyp^^ type of poetry, 389.
grhya, irregulax form, 63*
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Grhyasuira, xx, 437, 440, 46S.
gota^ gopotdhka^ for gauSy 1 1

gonaniy dropped m classical Sanskrit, 7
Gomiitnkd, ligure, 127
Goraksagalaka, 491.
Golay by Aryabhata, 521.
Golay by Bhaskaracarya, 533.
Govtnday for Gopettdra, 24
Gau4apddtya Kdrikds, 475, 476
Gau4t Prdkrtiy 111 Dandm, 31, n i.

Gautamtya Dharmagdstray xix, 437.
Grakaganitay by Bhaskaracarya, 523*
Grahaldghavaj by Gane9a, 523
Graha^ntiy m Ydjnanjal^a Smrh, xx.
Grdmyd, manner, 383.

Ghatakarparakdvyay 87, 197, n 2, 200,
201, 227, 373.

Gheran4a^amkttdy 491.

Cakray figure, 127.

Cakrofvarttny ideal of, 270.
Cancaldksikdy metre, 48.
Can4ikucapakedfikdt by Laksmana Ac-

arya, 221.

Candigatakay by Bana, 210, 213, 214,
315

caiurat caniy 213.
Caturddnkdy book v of Brhatkathd-
maHjari and JCatkasaritsagarCy 277,
281.

Caturvargacinidmanty by Hemadri, 448.
Caturvargasamgraha (ed KM v, 75 ff,),

by Ksemendra^239.
by Arya Deva, 71.

Candrdlokay by Jayadeva, 396.
Cdndnkdy metre (27 + 29 morae), 1 15.

Camatkdratvay characteristic of pleasure,

397-
Campaka^reUhikaihd^takay by Jinakirti,

295*
CampUy form of literature, 266, 332-7,

376-
Carpa^apanjarthastotray 198, n. 2.

Cdimkyamity 177, 238.

CanakydtdjanUty 228.

Cdmkyasdtrd^i (second edition of Artha-
fdstray by Shama Sastri, App.), 456,

CdfpddUy a VibhSsa, 31.

Cdtakdstakay 234,* 333.
Cdrucaryd^aic^ay by Ksemendra, 239,

Qdrudattay by Bh^a, 271.

Cdruhdstnty metre, 48.
Cikitsdkahkdy by Tisata, 511*

Cikitsdmrtay by Milha^a, 311.

Ctkitsdsdrasaikgrahay by Cakrap^idatta,

611.
Ctkidsd^iJidnOy or CtkiUiiasikdnay thera-

,

peutics, 507, 508.
Cttray pictiire4ike kind of poetry, 384,

389^ 391-
CitraMkd^ metre, 131, 419.

Cmtdmaniy on Qdkatdyana Vydkaranay
by Yaksavarman, 432

Cuhkd Patfdctkd, a Praknt, 434, 435.
celaknppamy VintCL the clothes were wet, iS
CaurapaHcdftkdy or Caurtsuraiapancd-
^kdy by Bilhana, 188-90, 233

Chandasiy *in the Veda’, 424.
ChandassfUray by Pingala, xxiv, 48, 415,

416.
C/tando^ntifdsamy by Hemacandra, 416,

417.
ChandomaHjafiy by Gangadasa, 417.
ChandovtcUty 296, 307.

yagaducaritUy by Sarvananda, 173.
Jagadiy metre, 417.
jatruy sense of, 512
yanmabhdsdy mother tongue, 14
jampcUly variant of dampaiiy 1 23
yayamangald, comm on Kdmasutray by

Ya^odhara, 469.
jayamdna/Hy irregular middle, 123, n 2

^adkaramdldy metre, 131, 419.
yaloddkcUagaitym^tiQy 115, 131, 419
jasy with genitive, i8.

yatakasy 8, 41, 68,69, 70f 245» 249» 32o,

^352,353, 354, 355-
ydtakamdldy by Aiy^a (Jura (on relation

to Jatakas, see Oldenberg, GN. 19 iS,

P 464)> 67-70, 255, 268, 332, 451
ydnaktharafuty by Kumaradasa, 119-24.
;dmttray diameter, Greek loan-word, 35,

80, 530
ydmba^aiwtjayay by Pamni, 45, 430.
ytiuma (Didymos),name ofsi^ ofZodiac

(the Heavenly Twins), borrowed from
Greek, 530.

yivandharammpUy perhaps by Hari-
candra, 143, n. 2, 331.

yivanmukitvivekay by Madhava, 477.
yuka (Zugon), name of sign of Zodiac

(the Wain), borrowed from Greek, 530.
yaina Mdhdrdsirty a Prakrit, 28, 31, 34,

434*
yaina Qaurasmiy a Prakrit, 28, 29, 31
yainmdra Vydkarai^ay by Pujyapada

Devanandin, 432.
yaimim Bkdraiaj 480
jasmt abkuyaiay cunous use, 123.
^jhy for Aryan 4
yUdnarj^ava, by ^^bhacandra, 497.
yndndnifava Tanira, 482.
yyotirmddbharai$ay 534.
Jyptisay 404.
yyaitsa Fedanga, 516.
^PiisasdmMMray by Harsakirti Sun,

.
534. ^ .

fyoits^ for ayffitSi 4,

Tdkkiy a Prakrit, 435.
7dkM, a VibhS^, 31,

00%
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TuptJka^ by Rumania, 474.

df and <i7/, as / and /A, 3, 5,

Dhakki^ a Vtbkdsd, 31.

Ttxitvctcintdmam^ by Gafige9a, 4S4, 485,
TcUtvabindu^ by Vacaspati Mi9ra, 474
TcUtvas, by Raghunandana, 449
Taiivasamkhydna^ by Madhva, 479.
Taiivasapidsa^ 4S9
Taiivdrtkasdradipxkdy by Sakalakirti,

497*
taiprcUhamatah, as a conjunction, 07.

Tafsamas, words, xxvii, 415
TatkagaiaguJiyaka^ 496.
Taddhitat suffixes, 422,
Tadbhams^ words, 41

5

ian, free use of, introduced by Bharavi,

iax,n 1.

Tanuahada^ feather, 123.

Tanumadhydy metre, 48, iiS, 419.
TantrayukH^ list of, xxin, n 3
Tmiramrttiha^ by Kuraanla, 474.
Ttmirardja Tantra^ 482.
Taxi^raSf 481, 482.
Tantrakhydyika, version of PaHccdanfra,

ro> 175. Hh 246, 247. 259. 2^.
461, 462.

ia^yadSthavmKtm^ dubious forna, 123,
n* 2

TarangavaiJ, by PSdalipta, 34.
TarangaSf divisions of KathMsaritsagufa,

281.

TarkakauPitidXf by Laugaksi Bbaskara,
486.

JarkabMsdf by Ke^aya Mi9ra, 486.
Taykasamgr<iha, by Annam Bhafta, 486.
Tar&dmria^ by Jagadl5a, 4S6.
teeoani^ participle m, freely used in

classical Sanskrit, 6.

tme, indnitive m, dropped in classical

Sanskrit, 7.

Iniimtive, 18.

T^tha^ by Nilakantba, 532,
fdfy imperative in, 213.

Tdtparyoy doctrine of, 387, 388.
Tdtparyupanftiddkiy by Udayana, 484
Tmmrasny metre, 419, 533.
Tdrhkaraksdt by Vara&aja, 484
tdvanta, for tdmnfy 67-
Tdmriy or TauruH (Tauros), name of
sign of Zodiac (the Bull), borrowed
from Greek, 530.

TUUy doctrine ot, 517*
TUkyddipaUrmy by Makaranda, 523.
T^lakamaHjftrty by Bhanapala, 272, 331.
turn, infinitive in, prevails in classical

Sanskrit, 6
Tuiyayiigiidy equal paxnng, 213, 380,

metre, 419, 523.
futimpp^hi by Nachsbabi, 359.

trnahhaksananydyay maxim, 409,
trttyay pronominal forms 0^“, 10

TaiUtrtya Prdti^dkhyay xxv, 423.

Taziimya Saxmhttdj 440,
Tctaka, metre, 47, 107, iiS, 131, 141,

419, 509, n. 3, 533
Tol-kdpptyamy date of, 22, n. 3

Tmtksikay name of sign of Zodiac (the

Archer), borrowed from Greek, 530
tyy treatment of, in A9okan dialects, 28.

tyay pronomraal base, 18

Tnkdmla^sa, by Purusotlamadeva, 414
Tftkonay tnangle, term borrowed from

Greece, 530,
Tnpuradahaitay by Vasudeva, 97, n. 5
Trirupako^y 414.
Truastt^aldkdpuru^acaniay by Hema-

candra, 143, 294,
Trisiuhhy metre, 417, 437, 455, 509,
n 3-

TheragdthdSy 199.
TherIgdthdSy 199, 225,

Daksa Sniftiy 448.
Dakn^murtistolm, by Qankara, 198,

n. 2, 477; comm, on, by Sure9vara,

477-
dan4€Ly not « dandra^ 30, n i.

Dandakny metre, 419, 333.
XXmdamtiy 453.
DamayaniTkathdy by Tnvikrama Bhatja,

332-
Darpadaianay by Ksemendra, 238, 239.
Dargmmy philosophic system, 471.
dar^ayaUy with double accusative, 1 15,
dar^yttdhey in Qriharsa, 18
Dafakumdx acaniay by Dandin, xvi, 296-

^oOi 320, 37o>,38r-

Dt^agttikdsuiray by Aiyabhata, 521.
Da^abhumtfvara Mahaydnasutray 494
Da^rupay by Dhanamjaya, 266.

Dofdvaidracantay by Ksemendra (cf.

Meyer, Altmd* Schelmenbuchery 1,

pp. xxxiiif.
; Foucher, JA. 1892, n.

167 ff.). >36
Ddksindtyd, a Vibhasa, 31.

Ddnasiutisy 41.
DdmakapraJiasanay xni

DdyabhagHy by JimQtavahana, 449.
Dtgambaray 261.

dwira, Persian loan-word, 25.

Dwydvaddnay 15, 22, 62, n. 4, 65-7, 310,

289, 301
digdy epic form, 20.

dtsty fox dr^y II,

dtndray 63, 248, 283, 445.
Dlpakay illuminator, figure, 213, 373,

380, 399.
DtrghapydpdravMtny school, 387, n. 3,
dtmtUxtray for dnstura, 24.

dux HhadmtUy doubtful sense of, 220,
n. I.
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DurghataDrttt^ by ^aranadeva, 220, n i,

duhitdy as dissyllabic m Vedic, 7 ; epic

form, 20
duhutuya^ southern form of duhttr^ 29

Drsjdnta, exemplification, 383, 399;
parable, ix.

Drstania^ataka^ by Kusiimadeva, 234,

Devajanavidydf 8 .

devatrdf form obsolete, 18.

devdndm priya, title, 428.

Dm^ataka^ by Anandavardhana, 33,

218.

Devyaparddkaksamdpanastoiray ascribed

to Qankara, 217.

de^ahhdsdy vernacular, 24, 32.

words, 415*
Defmdniamdld, by Hemacandra, 415.

de^i^abda^ 34.

Datva, by Deva, 430.
Dodhaka, metre, 47, 131, HX, 183, 37°*

4x91 633.
DosaSy of poetry, 391.

dosdy incorrect form, 123.

jOhkadaj motifs 343.
Dohdy metre, 370, 371.

Drutapada, metre, 419.

Drutaviiambiiay metre, 107, 118, 124,

130, 141,183, 187, 419, 533-
,

Druhy of mind, relation to Mddkurya of

style, 390.
Dvddoi^apanjankdstotray ascribed to

Qankara, 217, 236,

dvdray frontier watch station, x 70.

Dvdinnfotyavaddnay 493,
dvittya^ pronominal forms of, 10*

Dvirfipako^a, 414.
Dvisamdhdnakdvyay by Da^din, xvi, n. 5

JOvatta, dualism, 479.
JOvydfrayakdvyaj by Hemacandia, 172

dhf reduced to d, 3, 7.

Bhmwmtan NtghmtUy 512,

JOhixtnmapaday Dutreml de Rhyns MS

,

29, n. 4, 227.

Dkarmai custom, law, righteous conduct,

92, 450, 452, 455, 467
dmrmud^gandy 261*

Dhmrmapaday 491*
JOharmapanksdi by Amitagati, 240.

Dhm^idabtndu^ by Haribhadra, 497.
Dharmmratnay by Jtmutavahana, 449,

Hdurfmfarmd&dyudcya, by Haricandra,

i43> 33^*
Dkarmd^sira^ 243, 405, 40$, 437'-9> 46X>

436.
Bha>masmngraha^ byKagS-rjuna, 495
Dhmmmrdi 50, 1 % , 408, 440.

Dharmdmftay by A^adhara, 497*
d)kdiukd^a^ by V^Hwdeva, 133, h»

, DhMiui>dihu* ,24. 41 2,

MS^^radipm, by Maitreyarnksita, 430.

d/idra^d, concentration, 99.
Dhdramsy spells, 495.
dhiy termination disused in imperative

in classical Sansknt, 6.

dhttdy dhUd forms of duhitr idhtia from
dhe is not plausible), 29.

dhitdy Pali, 7.

Dhiralahtdy metre, 419, 533.
dhuydy ArdhamagadhI form, 29.

Dkrtagjri, metre, 131, 419.
dhvay teimmation dropped in classical

Sanskrit, 6,

Dhvanty doctrme j>f, 386-94.
Dhuanydlokay by Anandavardhana, 386-8.

Dkoanydlohdocanuy by Abhinavagupta,

387*.
dhvdtf imperative termmation disappears

m classical Sanskiit, 6.

na cdpt cay 64.
Naksaha Paripstay 516.
NagnakOy 261.

Natasutrasy mentioned by Panini, 372,

compounded, 115.

Nandanuy metre, xi8, 419.
Ndndlsutray 461
Narapcdijayacaryd Svarodayay by Kara.*

han, S34. 63f-
, . ,

NamvakaneddatHymmaHy book iv of

BrhaikcUkdmc^fart and K&tkdsarttsa-

gatay 277, 281.

Nar&utakoy metre, 228, 419, 533.
NalUy 140.

PtalacampUy by Trivikrama Bhatfa, 332,

333*
Neddbhyudayay by Vamana Bhafta Bana,

315, n. 2.

NakdayUy by Vasudeva, 87, n. 2, 97, 90,

197, lu 2.

Ncevaratnapartksdy by Narayana Pa^dH®?

465
Navetsakasankmantay by Padmagupta,

152,152,201,^4.
d^uvasdhasdnkacaritdy by Sriharsa, J47,

336.
Ndgara Apakhran^f 35, 435 1 suppo^tl

source of Rajasthani and GujaaS^tl

(Cbatteijt, Befigait, 1. 6 f.), 32,

P/dgarakdy character of the, 51, 52.

Ndgamnddy play by Harsa, xiv, 124, 134,

232.

Ndtakalahanarainako^y by Sl^araaau^

dm, XV,

A^«^y^Kih!fj^iz^a,byRamacandraand

candra, xv.

p/diy«fds(mi< 22, 3X» 132, 308, 372,

373j 381. 383, 39®» 4°7* 41^, 433» 4wS*

a coin, 44^.
,

tmh, with genitive, iS,
‘

4**>

MmriiaraiaiffMSla, 414.
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Nanarthdr}mmsamksepaj by Kegava-^

svamin, 414
I^dfmmdldj by Katyayana, 413.
Ndmamdldy by Dhanamjaya, 414.
NamaHn^dmifdsana, by Amarasinba,

414
Ndrada Pdncardtraf 480.
Ndrada Smrti, xix, 441, 445, 446, 451,

461.
Ndrdpamn^ type of literature, g, 41.
Ndvamtaka (on date cf Keith, IOC 11

740), 509
mgame, * in the Veda % 424.
NtghaniavaSy 412.
Ntghaniufesdi by Hemacandra, 414.
Ktdarganay illustration, figure of speech,

380. 399
Ntddnctkaihdy 57.
Ntdd7ta Sutra

y

415,
Niddnasthdna, pathology, 506, 507
mravasita, excommunicated, 18.

NtruhtUy by Yaska, 412.
NimayastndkUy by Kamalakara, 449*
Nti^dnada^kay^s^mbeAXo fankara, 198,

n, 2,

nifdmyat irregular use, 63.
msedimn, 130.
nusthtVy metaphorical use of, 378.
Ntitprakd^kdy 464,
Niiimafijariy by Dya Dviveda, 239.
Nitirainay by Vararuci, 231.
NthrcUndkaray by Can^e9vara, 464
JVjtzvddydmriay by Somadeva, 464.
Nitipataka, 175, 177.
mtfoslra, 243, 405, 451.
NUisdray by Kamandaki, 462
I^titsdray ascnbed to Ghatakarpara, 201,

231*

NtlamcUapurdnay 161.

mpdra, covenng, 123.

Nrpdvaliy by Ksemendra, 161.

Nepdlamakdtmyay 267.
Nemtduiay by Vikrama, 86, n. 2.

NemindhacartUy m Apabhran9a, 35.
Nemtnirsdnay by Vagbhata, 143, n. 3.

Naisadhtyay byQrlharsa, 18, 139-42, 147.
Naiskannyasiddhiy by Sure9vara, 477.
nyadkdyisdtdmy 130
Nydyakanikdy by Vacaspati Mi9ra (cf

I'h Stcherbatsky, Festgahe Jacobty

pp. 369^80), 474,
JNydyakandaJlty by Qrldhara, 485.
Fydyakumudacandrodayay by Prabha-

candra, 497,
Nydyapravepay by Dignaga or ^anka-

rasvamin, xxi, n. 3, xxii, 484.
NydyabindUy by Bharmakirti, 484.
Nydycdftnduitkd^ by Dharmottara, 4S4.
NydyaUndulTkaUppanty by Mallavadm,

484.
Nydyabhdsyoy by Vatbysiyana, 461, 483,
484

Nydyamanjarly by Jayanta Bhatta, 221,

484*
Nydyamdidmstaray by Madhava, 474
I^ydyavdrttikaidlpaTyailkdy by Vacas-

pati Mi9ra, 484
NydyaSy maxims, 409, 410
Nydyas, rules of interpretation, 472.
NydyasdrOy by Bhasarvajfia, 484
Nydya Su/ra,xxn, 406, 407, 472, 482-4
Nydydvatdray by Siddhasena, 484.
A^dsa, by Jmeudrabuddhi, 124, 376, 413,

430.

Paumacanyay by Vimala Suri, 34.
PaHcay book xiii of Brhatkathdma^jarXy

278 ,
XIV of Kathdsarttsdgaray 282.

Pancakrama, by several hands, 496.
PaHcataniray xxvii, n. i, 48, 70, 243, 245,

246, 247, 263, 275, 283, 285,291,319,
3«o. 332. 347. 356. 36o» 36Ji 362, 450,
461, 462, 463.

Pancadandacchafraprahandhay 293.
Pancadapty by Madhava, 479,
Pancapddikdy by Padmapada, 477
Pa^apatty by Muka, 21S
Padcasdyaka, by Jyotirigvara, 469.
PailcastddhdnHkdy by Varahamibira, 75,

517*
PaHcizstavly 218.

Pancakhydnakay 261
PaUcdkhydnoddkdrUy by Meghavijaya, xii,

261.

PattdvaltSy Jain lists of teachers, dec.,

148.

Panaphara (Epanaphora), astrological

term borrowed from Greek, 530,
Paihydpathyamghantu, 512.
PadamaHjardy by Haradatta, 209,
Paddrthmharmasaihgrahay by Pragasta-

pada, 485,
Padtna Purdnay alleged but improbable

use of, by Kalidasa, x, 97, n. 2.

Padmapirdna, by Ravisena, 498
Padmd^atty book xii of Bfhatkatkd-

manjarty 278; xvii of Kathdsarttsd’>
gara, 282,

Padya’^Kddamharty by Ksemendra, 136,
Padyacu4dmamy by Buddhaghosacarya,

143
Padydvatiy by Rupagosvamin, 219, 223,
pabbhdray fiom prahvdray 25.
Paranmrthasaptaity by Vasubandhu, 4S8
Pairamdrthasdray by Abbinavagupta, 481.
Parapara Smrity 447, 448*
Panndmay commutation as figure, 399.
part-bhdSy abuse, 67*
Paribhdpdsuiray on Panini''s grammar,

430, 431 ; on Cdndra Vydkara^^ay 4^2

;

on Cdkatdyana Vydkaramy 432.
Partbhdsmdupekharay by Nagoil Bhatta,

43^-
PanvftH^ confusion of similars, 380.
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Pangtsiapmmn, by Hemacandra, 294. 1

Pansamkhyd, exhaustive statement, 315 !

Panksdnmkhasutra, by Manikya Nandin,

4^4*
pariit, goes out of use, 18

Partisdj harsh manner {vrtn)^ 383, 391.

parohe, past tenses used of, 115
Paryhyokta^ indirect expression, 3S0, 382,

396.
Parsady corporation of Purohitas, 170
paldsct, for pald^a^ 1 1

.

PavanadUta (best ed. by Chintaharan
Chakravarti;, by Dhoi, 86, 219, n. i.

pagyatohara^ robber in broad daylight,

123,

Pdiyalacchu by Dhanapala, 331, 415
PaHcdla^ PdTicdlT, style, 205, 331, 38 1,

^84,394,395
^ ^ ^

Pdndavacaritray by Devaprabha Sun,

143
Pdtdlavtjaya^ by Panini, 45.

Pdthmia (with vanants, Pdthena^ &c),
name of sign of Zodiac (the Virgin),

Parthenos, borrowed fi6m Greek, 530.

pdddgra^ high revenue office, 1 70.

PdramtidSi perfections, 68.

Pdrastprakdga^ 415.
pdrejalamt 130.

Pdrvailpantiaya, authorship of, xiii, 315
pd^Datirukminlya^ by Vidyamadhava,

139, n. 3.

Pdr^&hkyudaya^ by Jinasena, 86.

Pdlagopdlakathdnaka^ by Jmakirti, 295
PagakakevaH, 535
Ptidmaka Smrit, 448.
puirddiiii^ as term of abuse, 9.

Punarukta^ repetition, 106

PurdncLy form of literature, 9
Purdnasy 93, 147, 148, 461*

PurusaMra, by KrsnaHla9uka, 430
p74rmapartksdy by Vidyapati, 293.
Puspisiitray ’427.

PuspUdgrdy metre, 107, 115, 118, 124,

130* Hh 3CS7, 183, 4^8, n. 2,419,533
P&rvaptihikdy of the Da^akumdracaniay

298.

Pumamtmdnsd Sutra^ xxi, 472,
pUsd^apiy epic form, 19
Prthmy metre, 78, 118, 131, 141, 158,

183, 4i9» 509, n- 3, 533*
PrihvXrdjwmjayay 172, 173.
Paitdmaha SMhunta^ 5t6> 5^8
Paigdctkdy a Prakrit, 434, 435.
PmgdcXy a Praimt, 28, 29, 31, 267, 269,

270, 376, 433, 434, 435
PoruiadAikdramsiitray 22.

Pauiiga StddkdniUy xxiv, 5x8, 519, 520,

' 52X*

Prakrfydk0umt(dXy by Ramacandra, 430
pragrahdy equivalent topragrhyay xxv.

pra^gkaTy ooze forth, 67*
Pmj%dpdmm$tdSy 495.

Prajndpdramitdhrdayay 495
Pratdpamdrayctcobhnsana, by Vidya-

natha, 395.
Pratijfidyaugandhardyana, by Bhasa,

XV, loi, n. I, 451
Praitbh&y genius, 340.
Pratimdndtakay by Bhasa, xxiii, 451
Prativastdpamdy typical comparison, 399,

400.

pratirndhay Buddhist term, 64.
Praiipa, converse, figure of speech, 399.
PrabafMakogay by Raja^ekhara, 293.
Prabandhttantamaniy by Merutunga, 293,

339'
Prabk&y metre, 115, 131, 419
Prabhdvakacartiray by Prabhacandra and
Pradyumna Sun, 294, n 5

Prabhdvaity metre, 419, 533.
Pramaddy metre, 131, 419.
Pramdnamtmdnsdy by Hemacandra, 484
Pramduasamiiccayay by Dignaga, 484
Pramdntkdy metre, .419, 509, n 3, 533.
Pram2idksardy metre, 47, 1 15, 1x8, 124,

130, 419* 509> a 3» 533-
Prameyahamalaimrtanda^ by Prabha-

candra, 497.
pramray covering, 123.

praventay Buddlust term, 64.

PragasttSy characteristics of, 149, 150
Pf agfwtiaropdsakdcdray by Sakalakirti

497
prwgrahdhiy Buddhist teim, 64.

prasabhanty from sah, 25.

Prasdday clearness of style, 50, 374, 377,
prasitGty with instrumental, 18.

PraharanakalUd (v.i. Praharan(t!iahkd)y

metre, iiS, 419
Prahanuity metre, 47, 107, 115, 118,

ih/4J9> 533* ^ ^ ,

Prdkrtakalpataniy by Rama Tarkavagl^a,

434
PrdkrtaMimdhenUyhy'^^siLTia.y 433, 434.

Prdkrta Ptngahy 33, 35.

Prdkr(aprakdgay by Vararuci, 40, 433,

434*
Prdkriarupdvatdray by Smharaja, 434,
prdkrtalaksanay by Can^ 433.
Prdkrtmjydkaranasuiray by Qesanaga,

434*
PrdkJ^tagabddnugdsanay by Tiivikrama,

434*
Prdkrtasarsa^ay by Markamjeya, 434*

prdg may bow much more, 64.

Prdcydy a Prakrit, 435^
Prdcydy a VibhSsa, 31.

prdjitry driver, 10.

Prdtigdkhymy xxv, 423.

Priyadatgikdy by Harsa, xiv*

pnydkkyay irregular epic form> 20.

Preyas, expression of pleasure, 380, 382^

389-
prMdy Prldcritic, xxvi.
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Prmdhamanoramd^ by Bhat^oji Diksita,

430-

Phitsiitra, by (Jantanava, 430.

bahdditra^ Peisian loan-word, 25,

Bdlahhdiata^ by Amaracandra, 137.
Bdldvabcdkana^ by Ka9yapa, 432.
Bdhiidantaka, 451.
Bahlikt^ a Piakrit, 435.
Bdrhaspatya Artha^dstra^ 452.
btbkardmbabhuvey 130.
Btruda^ form of literature, 149, n. i.

Bilkanakmya^ 188
Bijagamtaf by Bhaskaracarya, 523.
Buddhacanta^ by A9vaglio^, 56, 58, 59,

91
httsay for hr^a^ 4.
Brhaj Jdtakay by Varahamihira, 530.
Brhatiy by Prabhakara, 473, 474.
Brhathathdy by Giina^bya, 28, 31, 40,

137, 246, 263, 266-87, 3Q7>
320, 364, 368, 369, 434.

BrkatkathdmaHjart, by Ksemendra, 246,
361, 276-80.

Brhatkaikaflokaianigrahay by Badha-
svamm, 271, 372-5.

Brh€U5amhiidy by Varahamihira, 159,

416.461. 529. 53*. 533
Brhaddranyaka Upamsady 98, 450, 473.
Brhad Gautama Smttty 448.
Brhad Brahma Samhitdy 480.
Bfhad Vivdhapaialay by Varahamihira,

530.
Brhan ManUy 441.
Brhaspati Snirtt, 450, 451, 45a.
Badhtcatyavaidray by (Jantideva, 72, 73.
Bodhisattmhkumiy by Asanga, 495.
Bauddhadhtkkdray by Udayana, 484.
Bauddhasadigati (or samgtti)^ viii, 30S.
Baudhdyana Bharmasutra, xix.

BrahimsabhdSy 339.
Brahma Stddhdntay 520
Brahma Sutray 406, 472.
Brdhmanasy 70, 71, 422,
Brdhmamsaroarvay by Halayudha, 448
Brahma Siddhdntay by Brahmagupta,

522.

bhy reduced to 4, 3, 7,

BhakiamShy 480 ; see the next.
Bhaki Maid, J91,

Bkaktdnmmstotray by ManaluSga, 214.
Bhaktipstray ascnbed to Narada, (later

than gm^4^lya Sutra; P, K. Code,
ABL iv. 63-95), 480.

Bkaktisiltrasy ascribed to Can^ilya, 480.
BhagaaiodgUdy 445
Bhagmantahimskaray by Nilakantha, 449.
bhangT4haf^it$y ims^inative speech, 392.
Bhaddrakamruy as sign of date, 263.

Bhadrakalpdmddftay 493,
Bhadantay origin of, 24.

Bhadrtkdy metre, 419, 533.
Bkaraiakadvatrm^kdy 293.
Bha/udnyastakay ascnbed to Qankara, 218.

Bhamsattakahay 35
Bhdgavata Puranay 138, 199.

Bhdmatty by Vacaspati Mi9ra, 477.
Bhdmahavwaram, by Udbhata, 383.
Bhdmimvildsay by Jagaimatha, 234
BkdratacampUy by Ananta, 336.
BhdratamaHjariy by Ksemendra, 136.

Bhdvay emotion, 63, n 3, 93, 373.
Bkdvakaivay generalizing power ofwords,

392*
Bhdvaprakdgay by Bhavanu9ra, 511.
Bhdvaprakd^y by Qaradatanaya, xv
Bhdva^atakay by Nagaraja, 234.
Bhdmkay quality of style, 378, 3S0, 38

2

Bhdsdy of Panini, xxvi, 7, 424.
Bhdsdpanccheday by Vi9vanatha, 486.
BhdsdvrtUy by Purusottamadeva, 430.
Bhdsyay on Brahma SUtra^ by Qa&ara,

476, 477-
Bhdvay 407, 456.
Bhdsvatfy by (jatananda, 523.
Bhiksdtanakdiyayhy (^ivtkd&iVLy 221.

bhtdehmay fit to be broken, 123,

Bhujangapraydtay metre, 419, 533*
Bkujangavijrmbhitay metre, 419, 533.
Bktltabhdsdy 386.

bhUyasyd mdtraydy still more, 67.
Bkeda (Bkelay Bhela) Safhhitdy xxiii,

508.

Bhojakedva, cause of enjoyment of poetry,

392.
Bkajaprakandhay by Ballalasena* 293.
BhramaravtlasitaymtXx&y 131, 420, 533
Bhrdntimaty confusion as figure of speech,

399-

niy molossus, 416.
Mangaldstakay 218
madjaka, for ma^cakay 1

1

BlaBjarty metre, 48, 420
Manjubhdsiniy metie, 107, ^30, 420.
MaHjup’tmiilatantray 496,
Mamgunanikaray metre, 420, 533.
Mammekhalaiy Tamil work, xxu.
Matiamayuray metre, 107, 115, 131,420,

509* «• 3, 533
Mattdy metre, 420, 533.
Madmaparijdtay by \^9ve9vara, 448.
MadanamaHcukdy book vu ofBrhatkedhdy

277, 278, vi of Kathdsaritsdgar&y 282.
Madanarekhdkathay xii.

McdbxmvinodamghmtiUy by MadanapSIa,
513-

MaddlasdcampUy by Trivikrama Bhaf$a,
332,

MadirdvaBf book xi of BihaikathdmixM^
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2 78 ,
xui of Kathdsaritsagara^

282.

Madhyamakakdrikds^ by Nagarjuna, 71,

M<idhyamdgama^ 491. ,

Madhyasnidhdfiiakauvmdt^ by Varada-
raja, 430.

madhyesamudram^ 130,

Manu Smrit, xix, 404, 41 1, 434, 438,

439-45. 450. 460. 464-

manthhan^ fulfil one s longing, 17
mantre^ ‘in the Veda’, 424.
Manddkrdntd^ metre, 78, 84, 105, 118,

1 *4. 131. 141. * 67. *83, 187,416, J09,
n 3 . 633

mmiye^ parenthetical use of, lo.

Mayamata^ 464
Mayurdsiaka^ by Mayura, 201, 202.

maragaa, Greek loan-word, 25, n. 5.

maruta^ by-fortn of mafui, 123.

mamidvtd\ piercing the vitals, 123
mast, termination dropped in classical

Sanskrit, 6.

tnastna, for mrtsna, 24.

Mahdkavi, title, 386.

MaMldla Tantra, 496.
Mahdkdvya, 92, 101, 376
Mahdnirvdna Tantra, 48 2.

Mahabhdrata, 9, 12, 13, 41, 43, 45, 70,
*09.

*37 .
*59. *66. ** 7 .

*4*. *48, *5®.

261, 264, 276, 279, 362, 371, 439, 451,

480, 489.
Makdbha^ya, by Patanjali, xx, 5, 9, 19,

ao, 43-7. 7 *. *53, 406. 407. *> *, 4*7-

9, 43*. 469, “• *, 477, 483. 490-
MaJidbhiuka, book xvii of Br/iafkaiAd-

maHja'ri, 279 ,
xv of Kaihdsaf^tsdgara,

283
Mahdmdyuri Vtdydrdj^i, 509, n. 2.

Makdmdhkd, metre, 107, 131, 420.
Makdydna^raddhoipdda, 56, 493.
Mahdydnasuirdlamkdra, by Asanga,

1b, 495
MahdrHavaytigacchidt^akurmagnv&rpa'-

nanydya, maxim, 410.
Mah&vagga, ^7
Mahdvastu, 15, 22, 491, 492.
Mahdvyutpaitt, 4x5.
Mahtmna^stava, by Puspadanta, 220,

221, 386,
Mahlpdlacatitra, by Caiitrasundara

Gamn, 143
Mahosadka Jataka, 363.
md, with present participle, 18.

Mdgadha ApabAranfa, supposed source of

Magadhi, 32.

MdgadhS, a Prakrit, 28, 29, 30, 31, 35,

.
34 *, 433, 435

Mdgadhi, style, 394.
Mdlhara Vritt, on Sdihkkyakdrikd, 482.
Mdtangaltld, by Narayana, 465.
mdiu/t, or mStuldm^ xo.

MdUrdchandas, 418.

Mdtrdsamdka, type of metre, 183.
Mddhavanalakathd, by Ananda, 293
Mddkamya Dhdtuvritt, by Midhava,
430

Mddhurya, sweetness of style, 50, 374,
§78, 381, 3S2.

MddhyamtkasUtra, by Nagaijnna, 495.
Mdnameyodaya, by Narayana Bhatta, 474
Mdnava Grkyasuira, 441
Mdnava Dharmagdstra, stQManu Smrit.
Mdnasdra, xx, 464
Mdnasolldsa, by Sure^vara, 477.
mdrisa, origin of, 24
Mdrga, school of poetry, 376, 377
MdlalJ metre, 47, 420, 533
Mdlaimddhava, by Bhavabhuti, 285.
Mdlavikdgmmitra, by Kalidasa, So
Maid, metre, 48.
Mdhni, metre, 107, 115, iiS, 124, 130,

141, 158, 183, 187, 420, 509, n 3, 533
Mdhdfdsira Apa&Aranfa, supposed source

of Marathi, 32, 35
Mdkdrdstrt, a Praknt, 28, 39, 30, 34, 40,

48, 150, 224, 226, 268, 292, 433, 434,
436-

Mttdksard, by Vijnaae9vara, 447.
Mtttavtndaka Jaiaka, 285.
mtktra, Persian loan-word, 25
Mwtansdnukramam, by Manila Mi^ra,

474
Mimdnsdnydyapfokd^, by Apadeva, 474.
Mtmdnsd Sutra, 407, n i, and see

Purvamlmansd Sutra
Mukundaindld, by Kula9ekhaTa, 218

Muktaka, single verses, 376
Mugdhabodha, by Vopadeva, 432
Mugdkopadefat by Jalhana, 239
mttdrd, Persian loan-word, 25
Mudrardksasa, by Vi9akhadatta, 17*5,

*58, 469. 460. 463
musitmdhaya, baby, 123.

Mukurta, works on, 534
Mrgdvaiicarttra, by Dcvaprabha Sun,

143-
Mrcchakaltkd, xii, 52, 271, 296, 465.

Meghaduta, by Kalid^, 8x, 82, 84-7*

99, X07, 159, 189, 191, 380, n. I

Megkasfitdna, metre, 420, 533
Meghavisphurjitat metre, 420, 533.

Meghasutra, 496
Mesurcma (Mesouramos), astrological

term borrowed from Greece, 330,

maitrd, based on metta, 64.

Maitrdyamya Upamsad, 476.

Moksa, release, 92.

Motanaka, metre, 533-

Mahamudgara, ascribed to (^ankara, 336

Yajurveda, 403, 415, 516.

yaj^agdiMs^ 71.

yat khaht, as a conjunction, 67.
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YaihasaMhya^ observance of relative

order in statement, 63, n 3, 375, 398
yadthuyasa^ as a conjunction, 67
yam^ iotyat^ 67.

Yamaka^ assonance, chiming, 45, n. i,

63, 105, 121, 135, 141, 197, 198, 201,

212, 31$, 369, 373>.378, 384> 385
Yamakabhdraia, by Anandatirtha, 197,

n 3.

Yamakaraindkara, by ^rivatsSSka, 197,
n 2.

Yavana Jdtaka^ 531
Yavandnl, Greek writing, 425.
Ya^sttlakay by Somadeva Sun, 142, 266,

272, 333-6, 463
Yagodkaracariiai by Kanakasena, 140
Ya^haracantray by MSnikya Sfin, 142
Ydjhavalkya SmrH» xviii, xix, 446, 447,

451, 460, 461, 508.

yamakiy odd form in KB., 10.

ydvaty quippe, 67
Yuktikalpataru^ by Bhoja, 464.
Yt^aSy doctnne of, 517.
Yudhisihtraevijayay by Vasndeva, 97,

n. 5 > i33 » n- 2.

ytevamy ymaiy dropped in classical

San^nt, 6.

yumcy dropped m classical Sanskrit, 7.

Yogadrsiisamuccayay by Hanbhadra, 497.
YiigabindUy by Hanbhadra, 497.
Yog^hdsya,y by Vyasa, 490.
Yogama^yarty by Vardhamana, 465.
Yogmdstfthay 480.
Yogaimstsihasdra, by Abhinanda, 480.
Yagofataday by Nagarjuna, 51 1.

YbgafdstrUj by Hemacandra, 341.
Yogusdra, by Nagarjuna, 511.

Yogasdrasamgrakay by Vijnanabhiksu,

492.
Yoga Sutray 427, 472, 490, 491.
Yogacdrahhutm^dstray by Asanga, 495.

r, m Vedic and classical Sanskrit, 4, 5.

r terminations dropped m classical Sans-
krit, 6

Raghtwah^y by Kalidasa, 43, 80, 81, 98,

99, joo, 108, 119, 159
Ratirakasyay (R. Schmidt, ZII. v. 185

ff.), by Kokkoka# 469
Rait^dstmy ascribed to Nagaijuna, 470.
Ratnaparlktdy by Buddha Bhafta (cf.

Qaruda Rurdm, ixvui-lxxx; Kirfel,

Re^tgabe Garbe^ p, loS), 465*
Rcdna^abMf book xiv of Brkaikathd^
mcMjany 279 ; vii of Ratkasanfsagara,
382.

Raina^dstray 465.
Raindvalty by Harsa, xiv, 337, 315.
RaihoddJmtdy metre, 107, 113, 130, 14X,

„ 157, 183, 4*0, 533-

R«sa, sentiment, 92, 372, 373, 383, 388,

39i» 393. 394-

RasagangSdhara,byJagannatha, 396, 397
Rasatmangmi, by iihSnndatta, 398
Rasamafijany by Bhanudatta, 398
Rasaratnasamuccayay by Vagbhata, 513

Rasarainakaray by Nagarjuna, 512

Rasaratndkaray by Nityanatha, 512.

Rasavaty rich in sentiment, as figure, 380,

382, 3S9.

Rasahrdaya^ 512
Rasddhydyay 512
Rasarnava, 512
Rasika^ man of taste, 339.
Rasendracintdmanty by Ranmcandra, 51 2,

Rasepvaradarfana, 312.

RasepvaraszddMnfat 512.

Rahasyasy literary works., 9.

Rdhasakdvyay by Ravideva, 98.

Rdgambodhay by Somanatha, 192, n i,

466
RdgkamnatsadhXyay by Haradatta Sun,

138.

Rdghm)apan4cediyay by Dhanamjaya, 137;
by Kaviraja, 137, 307,

Rdghavap&n^amyayddavtya, by Cidam-
bara, 138.

Rdjaiafangmty by Kalhana, 223, 51 1.

RdjamghantUy by Narahari, 512
RdjanUty 451.
Rd^antiisamuccayay 228
Rdjam&rtanda, by Bhoja, 491,
Rdjamrgdnka, by Bhoja, 523,
Rdjavdrtttka, by Ra^^arangamalk, or

Bhoja, 489
Rdydvahpatdkdy by Prajya Bhatta, 174.
Rdjmdrakarnapuray by Qambhu, 174,

333» 234.
Rdmacantay by Abhinanda, T35.

Ramapalacantay by Sandhyakara Nandin,

Rdnidyanay 12, 13, 17, 20, 42-5, 50, 59,

63, 70, 85, 90, 91, 99, 133, 137, 159,

266, 37a, 276, 480.

RdmdyanacampUy by Bhoja and Laks-
mana Bhatta, 336.

Rdmaycmama^jany by Ksemendra, 136.

RdvandTyunlya^ by Bhauma, 1 8.

Rdstrapdlapariprcchdy 495,
Rtti, style 381, 384, 389, 391, 394, 395.
riikkhay for vrha^ 24.

Rukmavatty metre, 420, 533.
Rugmmfcaya, by Madhavakara, 51

1

Rucirdy metre, 118, 130, 420, 533.
rujy with genjitive, 18.

rUksay ongin of, 24.

Rupakrtiny epithet of Candragupta, 77,
Romaka Stddhdniay 518, 519, 520, 521,

/ and ih in j^gveda, 3
/, south Indian, 25.

/, eastern usage, 4.

4 denotes /agiu^ short syllable, 416,
Zo^a^df transferred sense of words, 387*
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Laksandvalt^i by Udayana,, 485.
Laghu Arkanmti^ by Hemacandra, 464,
Lagku-Cdnakya^ 228
Laghu Jataka^ by Varahamihira, 530.
La^Jm Vdnsiha Siddhanta, 521.
Laghusiddhantdkaumudl^ by Varadaraja,

430.
Lankdvatarasutm, xxm, 476, 494
LamhJiakas, divisions of Brhatkathania^-
jart^ and Kaihdsantsdgara^ 281.

Lahtavistara, xxiv, 15, 58, 492, 493, 503.
Laltfd, metre, 137, n 2, 420.
La^na^ garlic, treatise on, 309
Ldit, Prakiit, in Dandm, 31, n i.

Ldityd, style, 384, 395.
Ldvdnaka, book 111 of BrhatkaihdmaTl-
jart and Kathdsaritsdgara, 277, 28 1.

Lingdnufdsana, texts by vanons authors,

432, 433
hptf Persian loan-word, 25.
lildmbuja^ as ornamental epithet, 377
Ltldvaiif by Bhaskaracarya, 523
Leya^ name of sign of the Zodiac (the

Lion), borrowed fiom Greece, 530,
Le^a, figure, 375, 380.
Lokaiattvamrnaya^ by Hanbhadra, 497.
lokapaktt^ duty of Brahmins, 8.

hke^ * in ordinary life 10
Iqpdka, lopdgaf Greek loan-word, 25,

n. 5.

Van^apadtrapaiita^ metre, 115, 131, 420,
533-

Vanfost/id, metre, 47, 107, 1 18, 130, 141,
i57» 183, 231,416, 420, 533

Vaii^stkamla^ metre, 509, n 3.

Vaktra, metre, 47, 308, 330; see also

Vakrokti, various uses m poetics, 38 1,

382, 384, 392*
Vakrokii^fmta^ by Kuntala, 392, 393.
Fahrah^ipancdfihdf by Ratnakara, 215,

216,

Vq^d/agga^ by Jayavallabha, 226.
Vajracchedikd^ 495.
vatiaitf vartate^ ii.

va44J^atiy for vardhaie, 11.

Vanamdid, metre, 420,
mndij captive, 25, n, 4.

vam, used metaphorically, 37S
VanfMhaSt cf Jam texts, 70, n i,

Van^ndrhavarfianat by Matrceta, 64,
n* 3-

mrmntyama^ 208, n. i.

Vardhamdna^ metre, 64.
zfatsdhhu^ for varsahu^ 23*
ms^ voc* of mni stems, dropped in

classical Sanskrit, 6.

Fasantatiiaka
( FasaniaHiahd)^ metre, ix,

47, 48, 115, 1*4, 130, 135, 141, 158,
18a, 187, *3 *, 330, 4*0, 533

Fmaniardjlyap 433.

51^

Fdhovdkyay form of literature, 8, n, 4, 9,
505-

Fdkyapadtya, by Bhartrhan, 429
Fdjasaneyt Jh^dttfdkhyaf xxv, 423.
VdnJhhusana, by Damodara, 417, n. 4.
Fdtormtf metie, 420, 533.
Fdraruca hdvya, 46, 427.
Fdrttd, figure of speech, 374.
Fdrttikas^ 407.
Fdsbvadattdy by Subandhu, viii, 124,
308-13, 315, 316, 368, 369.

Fdstsiha Dhatma^stra or Dkannasuiray
XIX, 437, 438, 440, 441.

Fdstsiha Stddhdnia, 519, 521*
mkdsay of mmd, relation to Prasdda of

style, 390.
m-kurvy origm of, 24,
Ftkramdnkadevacaritay by Bilhana, 153-

S, 233*
Fikramodayay 293,
Ftkramorva^ty by Kalid^a, 80, 167.
vicchithy for mkstptiy 24, meaning of,

.393*
vijdmdtTy southern use of, 15.
m-jjkaiy for m-ksaiy 34.
mtaraiitardmy 213.
vUust^y comb one^s top knot, I23»

Fzdydf/tddhavtya, by Vidyamadhava,534
FidydSy 9.

FtdydsundarUy by Bharatacandra, 188
Fidyunmdldy metre, 47, 420, 533.
Fidhtvtmka^ by Montana Mi^a, 474.
FMdvandy abnormal causation, 374,
380.

Fzdhdsds, 3 1.

vzhhuy s.Q.tiye, 213.
Ftnayuj of the Sarvastivadins, viii, 64,
n 4, 65.

Fimya Pita^ay 506.
Fzndyahafdniz, in Yd^navalkya Smrtiy
XX

FipuldSy 108, 115, 116, 130, n 3, 131,

157, n I, 421 , of AryS, 418.
Fzyagzm, metre (ww—

—

vz — w—
a and c% ww — — v^w — w—-v — ^
and d)y 92*

Fzrupdksapancdfihdy by Virupaksanatha,

481.
Fzrodha, Fzrad&dhhdsa, seeming incon-

gruity, 213, 310*
Fzldsmiy metre, 420, 533.
vzvaksztdnyaparcwdcya^ type of sugges-

tion, 388.

mvardhayUvdy irregular form, 63.

zizfdiay broad, xiS.

Ftfisiadvazidf philosophic sy^em, 479.
Ftfisuy description ofa special distinction,

380.

FtfZfapraMfa, by Mahe9vara, 414-
Fz^amoftla, book x of Bfhaihathdimd^
jarty 278; xviii of J^athdsarifsdgar&y

282. ^
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VimudharmoUara, on painting, ^66.

Visnudharmottara Purdna, 520.

Vtsnu Purdnaj 33.

Visnu Smritf 450, 451, 508

vi'^svany eat noisily, 18.

vi^svmif howl, iS

Vtstara, or Vtstdra, of mind, related to

Ojas of style, 390
VUaragastuit, by Hemacandra, 497.

Viru^artira^ by Ananta, 292.

Viramahe^ara Tanira, 482
Vlramitrodaya^ by Mitra Mi^ra, 449
vt^aduUaram^ Prakntism, 49,

Vrksayurveda^ by Surapala, 511.

Vrttaraindkara^ by Kedara Bfaatta, 417*

VrttarcUndkara^ by Narayana, 417? “

Ff/Zi, manner, 383, 384, 389, 391.

Vfddha GargasaMtta, 516
Vfddka Cditakyat 2 28.

Vrddha Manu^ 441.
Vrddha Vdstsiha Stddhdnta^ 521.

VrndamddAavat by Vpda, 511.

Veidlapancarain^atikdi xi, 263, 264, 285,

28S, 29a, 320.

40n, 453, 461.

V(ddntatattvasdra, by Ramanuja, 478.
,

Veddniadtpa, by Ramanuja, 478.

Veddniapanbhdsd^ by Dbarmaraja, 478.

Veddntapih ijdiasaurabha^ by NimbSrka,

479'
Veddniasdra^ by Sadinaada, 478.
Vedanta S&irUt 3txi, and see Brahma
Sutra,

Veddrthasadigraha, by Ramanuja, 478
Vemabhiipdtacanta^ by Vamana Bbafta

Sana, 315, n. 2.

Veld^ book viii of BrhaikathdmafijarJi

278 : XI of Kathdsarttsdgara, 2S2,

VessaiUara ydtaka, 503.
Vatkhdnasa Bharmofdstra, 438.
Vaijayanii, by Yadavapraka9a, 4x4,

Vmtdifya, metre, 107, 115, 118, 124, 130,
14X, 138, 183, 41S, 533.

Vatdarbhaj VaidarbM, style {mdrga,
riti), 49, 59, 60, loi, 121, 131, n. 2,

205? n. I, 3041 578, 379. 381, 3^3, 3S4.

394. 395'
VaidyajJvana, by Lolimbaraja, 51 1.

Vatrdgyofataha^ by Bhartrhan, 1 75,

177.^
mtrdyttdraSf 130.

FaifssUa SMra, 471, n. i, 472.
VaffvadevX, metre, 13 1, 420, 533
Vatsnma BMrmofdsira, 438
VyaktimveHf by Mahiman Bhatta, 393,

B, I.

VyaSljand, suggestion implicit in words,
387.

ryoBreha, contrast by dissimilitude, 213,

374' 3^ 399'
pyatisdrayatz hdhdm^ converse, 67,
Py^ara^ Jain spirit^ 261*

Vydjastutij praise concealed as censure,

380
^ .

Vyddi-sanigraha^ 339, 420

Vydsa Smrht 448.

vyuipatti, culture, 340
•ufanasamrohani^ plant, 366.

Viaidvaddfmmdld^ 493
Vfdcata, Vrdjada, Jpabhranfa, 32, 34,

35

Cakuntald, by Kalidasa, xv, 175, 191,

348-
Qakityacas, book xvi of Brhathaihd-

maTijarl^ 279, x of Kathasarttsagara^

282.

Qanharacetovildsacampuy by Qankara,

337 *

Qankaradtgvijaya, by Madhava, 476.

Qankaravtjayaf ascribed to Anandagm,

476
Qaiakay by Bhallata, 231, 232.

Qatapa^cd^aiikasUtray by Matrceta, 64
gatapatha BrahmanUy 8, 9, 438, 50S.

gatafhhf, ascribed to Qankara, 236,

gaiafiokty by Hemadu, 51 x.

gatrufhjayamdhdtmyay 498,
gabdapradipa, by Surefvara, 5x2

gabddrnavay by Vacaspati, 413
gabddlamkdra^ figures o* sound, ^9, 373.

Vedicroot, 2x3,

gambhurahasyay 434
gofdnhavatty book ix of Brhatkathdma^-
party 278 ;

xii of Kathdsantsdgara, 282.

gdkaidyana Vydkaranay 432
gdkalya Siddhanta^ 320.

gdkdrty a Prakrit, 435.
gdkdrjy a Vibhasa, 31

gdnkhdyana gratdasuUay 4x5.

gdndilya Sidray 478, 480
gdnti^atakay by Bhallafa, 232, 233.

gdbarjy a Piaknt, 435,
fdythd, sloth, 123.

gdnrasthdnay anatomy, See., 507, 308*

garngadkarapaddhatiy by (Jaifigadhara,

222.

gdrditlakamdvaddnay 65, 66.

gdrditlavikridttay metre, ix, 48, 78, 107,

118, X24, 131, 158, x 82, 187, 231, 3X1,

n 3, 330. 420, 10% m 3, 533.
gdlmty metre, 47, 107, 1x5, 131, 183,

420. 509, n. 3. 533
gdlivdhafidkathdy by Qivadasa, 292.
gdlihotray by Bhoja, 463.
pax, with double accusative, 1 14.

gdstra^ 385.
giksaSy 423.
giksdsamuccaya^ by (Jantideva, 72, 73,

49^'
gikhariipi, metre, 1x5, 1:24, 131, 141^

X82, 187, III, n. 3, 416, 420,

533'
fithira, for0h$ray 4*
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pbikodyacchannaravat^i maKim, 410.
Qilparatna^ by Qrikumara, 464.
Qilpa-^y Qtlpi-^astrUf Vdstuvidyd^ 464,

465
Qtvadrstt, by Somananda, 481.

Sutra, by Vasngupta, 48 1.

QivdparddhaksajHdpafzastotf a, by (Jan-
kara, 316

gt^ipalavadha, by Magha, 64, 124-31,

133
Qisias, meaning of term, 10, ii.

Qtstdcdra^ usage of experts, 440,
Qtsyadhivrddkttant) a, by Lalla, 522
Qtsyakitdnydsa, by Ugrabbuti, 431.
Qighrakavt^ 344.
Qukasapiati, xii, 263, 264, 290-2, 359,

362
Qiikfamtt, 464.
fukitsydt, usage of type which becomes

obsolete, 18

Quddhavirdj^ metre, 420, 533
^une man or fvdnam man^ 18.

Qtilbasutras, 404.
Qunya, zero, xxiv

Qrhgdraj^dnammaya^ 336.
Qrngaraitlaka, 87, 184, 199
Qrngdratilaka, by Rudra Bhatta, 384,
n 1.

Qrhgdraprakd^a, by Bhoja, xiv, xvi,n. 5,

394*

Qrngdrarasdstaka^ ascnbed to Kalidasa,

199, n 2,

*

Qrng\ravairdgyataranginl (trs R.
Schmidt, Ltebe und Mhe in alien und
modemen Indien, pp 36 ff.), by Soma-
prabha, 241

Qrngdra^aiaka, by Bhartrhan, 175, 177.

^rngdrasaptafatikdf by Paramananda,
202.

Qatvahhdsya, by (Jrikantha (Jivacarya,

481
Qaurasena ApaJbhran^a, souice of Western

Hindi, 32.

Qaurasem, a Prakrit, 28, 29, 30, 34, 433,

435-

Qaurikaihodaya, by Vasrdeva, 97, n. 5.

Qydmalddandaka, 318.

gyazmkafdsira, by Rudradeva, xx.

QrJkanthacarita, by Mahkha, 136, 137,

307
QrJpuia, metre, 420, 533.
(^rtbkd^a, by Ramanuja, 478, 479.
^rutabadka, by Kalidasa, 416.

grautasuirasy 437.
fldgh, with datiTe, 18

giesa, paronomasia, 50, 106, 107, 212,

310, 313, 378, 380, 381, 384, 390,

39^-
gUsdrthapadasamgraha, by Qlriharsa, 412.

gUka, metre, ix, 42, n. 3, 90, 92, 107,

loS, 115, Xi6, 1 18, 124, 130, 131, 141,

157, 183, 23T, 23$, 407, 408, 409»4I7i

420, 421, 437, 457, 461, 509, n 3,

533 -

Qlokavdrtttkay by Kumanla, 474
^apucchonnamanay maxim, 410.

Saddarfanasamuccaya, by Haribhadra,

497 » 499
Sadbhdsdcandrtkd, by Laksmidhara, 434,

435 -

Sanmiikhakalpa, 465.
easay for papa, 11.

Sasiita?itra, by Varsaganya, 48S.

samlaksya-krama, form of apprehension,

388
Savivarta Smrtt, 448.
Samsdravartay by Vikramaditya, 413
Samsrstiy mingling of figures, 384
Samkdray 83
Sakaldcdryamatasamgrahay by Qrinivasa,

479*

sakamaniy to please, 67.

Samkaraj mixing of figuies, 3S4.
Samklrna, mixing of figures, 380.

Samkstpiasdra, by Kramadl9\ara, 432
Samksepafdrlraka, by Sarvajfiatman, 477.
Sarnkbydna, reckoning, xxiv.

Sarngitadarpana, by Damodara, 466.
Samgftaratndkara, by Qarngadeva, 466
Samgtahay by Vyadi, 426
Samghdtay collected verses, 376
sani-yTid^ with instrumental, 18.

iiatiasaty by Hala, 203, 223-5
Satsaiy by Bihar! Lai, 202.

saiydp-y declare truth, 123
Saduktikamdmriay by (Jiidharadasa, 69,

n I, 222, 232.
SaddamtZy by Aggavansa, 436.
Saddharmapundarlka, 493, 494.
sadyaky as verse-filler, 90.
Sanatkumdravdsiufdstray 464
Samdeka, doubt, 399*
Sandhty 92,
Saptapaddrthiy by Qivaditya, 486
Sapta^atty 223, 206.

Sabkdy darbar, 136, 137, 386, 407, 408.
Samaidy evenness of sound, 378, 390.

Samayamdirkd, by Ksemendra, 238.

Saviardnganmutradhdray by Bhoja, xx.

Samasyapurana, 46, 86, 344
Samddhty metaphorical expression, 374,

378 » 390.
Samddhzrdjay 494.
Samdnly metre, 47
Samdsoktiy suggestion by metaphorical

expression, 44, 328, 374, 380, 383,

Sarndhita, figure of speech, 380.

Samiidraitlaka, by Durlabharaja, 534-

sampra-yam, with instrumental, 18.

Sambkavana, figure, 312.

sanzyakiva, 295.
Samyakivakaumtiddy 295.
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saratt^ for dhavatt^ ao,

sarasif large pond, 15.

Sarasvaitka^thabharana^ by Bhoja, 333,

593, 394- *

,, r,

Sarasvattpraknydy by Anubhuti Svaru-

pacarya, 432,
Sarasvaiistotra, 218.

Sargahandha^ literary type, 376, 383
SarpajatKXvidyd^ 8.

sarpi^ for sarpis^ 67
sarvatas, with accnsative, 123,

Sarvaiobhadra^ figure, 127
SarTfadar^anasadtgraka, by Madhava,

484, 489, 499, 500.

Sarvadar^anastddhantasamgtaha^ as-

cribed to Qankara, 499.
SarvamcUasamgraha, 500.

sarvdnte, after, 67.

sahrdaya^ connoisseur, 389.

Sahoktiy mentioning two events as simul-

taneous, 312, 380 _
Sdmkkyakdrtkd^ by l5varakjsna, xx, 77,

409, 488, 489*
SdiHkhyatativakaumudif by Vaca^ati

Mi9ra, 489.
Sdmkhya Suira^ 472, 489.
Sdrottaranirghanta^ 513, n. 6.

sdkaj sdhif Persian loan-word, 25.

Sdkityadarpaita^ by Vi^vanatha, 335, 394,

395*
Sdhztyavttfyd, science of poetics, 385.
Stnhdsanadvdtrtn^kd, 29a, 293.
Sinhonnata^ metre, 48.
SidMaAemacandra, by Hemacandra, 432
Siddkdntarcdnaf by Nimbarka, 479
Stddhdnta^iromanii by Bhaskarac^a,

523-
Stddhtyoga^ by Vpda, 51 1.

verse-filler, 90.
SuAumdratdi smoothness of sound, 378.
SttkrtmamkJriana^hy Axi%wih!?Lj 173.

SukhdvativyUhaf 494.
sudeftka^ irregular form, 63.

Su(^, metre, 509, n. 3
Supadmavydkurana^ by Padmanabha-

datta, 433.
Suprabddtasioira, byHarsavardbaua, 215.

Subhdsiianwi^ by Vedantadefika, 323,
n. 4I

SubhdsitamuktdvaRi by Jalhana, 222.

Stthhdntaradn<tsamdoha^ by Amitagati,
240,* 497.

Subhdsitmudhdnidhi^ by Sayana, a23,n«4«

Subkadidvaii,by Vallabhadeva, xvii, n. 5,

72, 222, 323.

Subhdsitdvalii by ^ifvara, 223.

Surndnikd, metre, 420, 533.
Sttredamakjari, book xviu ofBrhatkathd-

ma0jari, 279, 288 ; xvi of MathdsarU-^
sdgfitra, 282,

Sumthoisava, by Som^jvaradatta, 173,
sumngdf surmga^ Gre^ syrinx, 25, 4^,

Suvadand^ metre, 64, 430, 533
Suvamaprabkdsay 494.
Suvrttatiiaka, by Ksemendra, 416.

Suhrllekha^ by Nagarjuna, 72, 495
Suktikarndmrta^ by Grldharadasa, 222.

Suksma, figure of speech, 375, 380, 382.

Sutra^ style, 406, 407.
i^Mras^ philosophical, 471, 472,
Sutrasthdna, in Caraka, 506 j in Su9ruta,

507-
Suirdlamkdra^ rather KalpandmandtUkd^

by Kumaralata (ed. H, Luders, Leip-

zig, 1926), viii, IX, *55, 56.

sure^ for suraz {suras)
^ 4.

Sdryapraj^apity 517.
Suryaprabhay book vi of Brhaikathd-

marijarty 277; viii of Kathdsaritsd-

gara, 282.

Surya^atakay by Mayuta, 201, 211-13.

Surya Siddkdntay 517, 518, 520, 531.

ifi^w^a»flr>5fl!,byPravarasena,97, 133, 316,

Sevyas&oakopade^ay by Ksemendra, 239
Somapdlavtldsay by Jalhana, 172.

Saukumdryay smoothness of sound, 374,
381, 390-

saukkardtrikay unusual compound, 123.

Saundarananday by A9vaghosa, 56, 57,

sausndtakay asking if one has bathed
well, 18

Skandhakay Praknt metre, 376,
Stotrasy 210-21.
Stotrdvall (ed. Chowkhamba Sanskrit

Senes, No. 13, Benares, 1902), by
Utpaladeva, 218.

sthdy with dative, 18.

Sthdndnga Sutray 228,

stkapayitvdy except, 67.

Spandakdrikdy by Kalla^a, 48 c.

Sphuta Brdhmasiddhdntay by Brahma-
gupta, 520, 522.

Sphotay doctrine of, 387.
Smaraiya, remembrance as figure, 399.
Stnarataiivaprakdpdidy by Reva^aradhya,

470, n. 2

smry with genitive, i8.

SnirttkalpatarUy by Laksmidhara, 448*
Smrttcandrtkdy by Devanna Bhatta, 44S,
Smrtiratndkaray by Can4e9vara,’448.
Syddvdda, 498*
SyddvddamakjaH (ed, Chowkhamba

Sanskrit Series, 1900), by Mallisena,

497-

Sragdh^rdy metre, 78, 118, 124, 131, 141,

158, 182, 187, 311, n. 3> 330, 42P, 509,
3» 633t

Sragdhardstdiray by Sarvajhamitra, 213.
Sragvtnfy metre> 420.
SmpnaHtadma^iy by Jagaddeva, 534.
SmpmvdsmaddM {Smpimvdsamdada^

miaha)y, by BhSsa, xiii, xiv, xv.
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Svabhdvokh) in style, 312, 375, 379, 382,
3S3.

Svayamvara, marriage ceremonial, 93,

94, 155, 156, 361, n I.

Svalpa Vvodhapaicda^ by Varahamihira,

530.
Svdgatd, metre, 115, 131, 137, n. 2, 141,

420, 633*
Svdhdsudhdkaracampu^ by Narayana,

336-

ffaihayogapradlpikdj by S\atmarama Yo-
gindra, 491.

Hayagrivavadha^ by Mentha, 132
Maracarttactnidmamfhy Jayaratba, 137,

266
Haravtjaya^ by Ratnakara, 164.

Haravildsa, by Raja9ekhara, 386, n, 2

Hannapluta^ metre, 420, 533
Hartni^ metre, 107, 131, 141, 158,183,

187, 420, 533.
JIaftvanfapu*’dna, by Jmasena, 498.
Hartvtldsa^ by Lolimbaraja, 137.
Harsacantay by Bana, 150, 159, 165, 173,

300. 307. 3 '4. 316-19, 3^4 , 325. 336,

343 . 369-
hdlacarma^ furrow, 1 23.

^lastmdlapraJmranavrttt^ by Arya Deva,
71*

Hastdmaldkastotra^ ascribed to Qankara,

198, n. 2, 477.
Hastydyurveda^ 465.
Hdrdvalt, by^Purusottamadeva, 414.
Hdrfta or Atreya SaMtid (cl Jolly,

Munich Catai) pp 50 f.), 508, n. 5.

Hdrfta Dkarmafdsft 437
hi and iu combined, 64,

Hitopadega^ by Nai^yana, 246, 34S, 262,

263^5.
Hibuka^ astrological name, borrowed

from Greek (Hypogeionj, 530.
Htranyakep, Grhyasutra^ 450
Hiranyakegi Dharmasutra^ 438.
Urdayadarpafia, by Bhatta Na}aka, 391,

392*
Urdroga, Greek loan-word, name of sign

of Zodiac (Hydrochoos), 25, 530.
hetihd^ for adhasidf, 24.

Jleiu, figure of speech, 375, 380.

Haima Vydharana, by Hemacandra, 432,
Hord^ Greek loan-word, 223, n. 6, 530.
Hordpdthaka^ 492.
Jiord^dstra, by Bbattotpala, 534
Hordsatpancdpkd, by Prthuyajas, 534.


